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Book Registration, Exhibitors, and Times
REGISTRATION
Badges and abstract books may be picked up during the times listed:
Mezzanine Level of the Grand Hyatt Hotel (one flight up from the
reception desk in the lobby).
Wednesday, 31 March, 1:00–4:00 PM
Thursday, 1 April, 8:00–11:00 AM; 12:00–5:00 PM
Friday, 2 April, 8:00–11:00 AM; 12:00–5:00 PM
Saturday, 3 April, 8:00–11:00 AM; 12:00–2:00 PM
Replacement/additional books may be purchased at the registration
desk for $25, cash or checks only.

BOOK EXHIBIT
Grand Hyatt Hotel — Ballroom A
Wednesday, 31 March, 1:00–4:00 PM
Thursday, 1 April, 8:00–11:00 AM; 12:00–5:00 PM
Friday, 2 April, 8:00–11:00 AM; 12:00–5:00 PM
Saturday, 3 April, 8:00–11:00 AM; 12:00–2:00 PM

EXHIBITORS AND ADVERTISERS
American Council of Learned Societies
Arizona Center for Medieval and Renaissance Studies
Ashgate Publishing Company
The Association of American University Presses
Blackwell’s Publishers, Inc.
Brill Academic Publishers
Cambridge University Press
The David R. Brown Book Company
Equinox Publishers
IDC Publishers, Inc.
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Book Registration, Exhibitors, and Times
Istituto Italiano per gli Studi Filosofici, Naples
Italica Press, Inc.
Librairie Droz S. A.
McGraw-Hill Companies
Saint Joseph's University Press
Scholar’s Choice
Truman State University
The University of Chicago Press
The University of Toronto Press
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Business Meetings
Wednesday,
31 March
6:30 PM

RSA EXECUTIVE BOARD DINNER
LOCATION: GRAND HYATT NEW YORK,
ALVIN ROOM

by invitation

Thursday ,
1 April
12:00 –
1:30 PM

RSA COUNCIL MEETING
AND LUNCHEON
LOCATION: GRAND HYATT NEW YORK,
COMMODORE GRILL

by invitation
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Plenaries, Talks, and Special Events
Wednesday,
31 March

SPLENDORS OF THE RENAISSANCE
PRINCELY ATTIRE IN ITALY:
12:00 –7:30 PM RECONSTRUCTIONS OF
HISTORIC COSTUMES

Thursday –
Saturday,
1–3 April
12:00 –6:00 PM

By Fausto Fornasari, King Studio, Italy
Catalogue by Janet Cox-Rearick,
The Graduate Center, CUNY
L OCATION : T HE GRADUATE C ENTER,
CUNY, T HE A RT G ALLERY

Fausto Fornasari’s exhibition has toured museums in Italy
(beginning with the Palazzo Ducale, Mantua) and Spain, as
well as being shown in five South American capitals and in
Montreal in 2002–03. “Splendors of the Renaissance” opens
on 10 March and runs through 24 April. It displays Fornasari’s
carefully researched and executed reconstructions of fifteen
spectacular court costumes dating from the mid-1400s to the
early 1600s. It is introduced by a didactic section explaining
and illustrating some of the techniques used to make the
reconstructions. All of the costumes are based on Renaissance
portraits, large reproductions of which are displayed next to
the mannequins. Some of these are by Florentine artists such as
Bronzino (Eleonora di Toledo and Her Son Giovanni) and Jacopo
da Empoli (The Marriage of Vincenzo Gonzaga and Eleonora de’
Medici), while others are based on portraits by Mantuan court
figures such as the Gonzaga Dukes Federico II and Vincenzo I,
and Marchesa Isabella d’Este, whose costume is illustrated on
page 10. The show also includes two fifteenth-century costumes
based on works by Pisanello for the D’Este court at Ferrara,
which have not been previously exhibited.
The Graduate Center exhibition will complement two sessions
on costume organized by Professor Cox-Rearick: “Princely
Attire in Italy” (Saturday, 3 April, 8:45 AM-12:00 PM). The
papers will explore topics on Florentine and Mantuan court
costume and the issue of indigenous styles of dress of various
Italian centers versus those styles influenced by the fashions
of other countries. These sessions, together with three other
sessions on Italian costume and textiles, will give the subject a
high profile at RSA 2004.
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Detail of a reconstruction of the costume of Isabella d’Este, after a portrait
by Guilio Romano of 1531 (Hampton Court).
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Wednesday,
31 March
5:30 –7:00 PM

O PENING R ECEPTION
Sponsored by: T HE R ENAISSANCE
STUDIES C ERTIFICATE PROGRAM ,
T HE GRADUATE C ENTER, CUNY
AND ITS PARTICIPATING P H .D. PROGRAMS
IN A RT H ISTORY, C OMPARATIVE
L ITERATURE , E NGLISH , FRENCH ,
H ISPANIC AND L USO -B RAZILIAN
L ITERATURES , H ISTORY, MUSIC ,
P HILOSOPHY, AND T HEATRE
AND WITH THE GENEROUS SUPPORT OF

T HE E XECUTIVE V ICE C HANCELLOR
FOR A CADEMIC A FFAIRS OF THE C ITY
UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK
THE PROVOST AND S ENIOR V ICE
PRESIDENT , T HE GRADUATE C ENTER
THE PROVOST AND V ICE PRESIDENT FOR
A CADEMIC A FFAIRS , B ROOKLYN C OLLEGE

T HE S IMON H. R IFKIND C ENTER
FOR THE HUMANITIES AND THE A RTS ,
T HE C ITY C OLLEGE OF NEW YORK
T HE D EAN OF A RTS AND HUMANITIES
AND T HE D EAN OF THE S CHOOL OF
S OCIAL S CIENCE , Q UEENS C OLLEGE
AND T HE R ENAISSANCE
OF A MERICA

S OCIETY

L OCATION : T HE GRADUATE C ENTER,
C ONCOURSE L EVEL
Welcoming Remarks by William P. Kelly, The Provost and Senior
Vice President, The Graduate Center
Music provided by:

T HE Q UEENS C OLLEGE VOCAL E NSEMBLE
Late-Sixteenth-Century Polyphony including works by Byrd,
Monteverdi, and Gesualdo (James John, Conductor; Jonathan
Devries, Assistant Conductor).
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Wednesday,
31 March
5:30 –7:30 PM

OPENING RECEPTION
OF THE PAUL O SKAR
K RISTELLER E XHIBIT :

“PAUL O SKAR K RISTELLER :
Thursday,
H IS M ANUSCRIPTS ”
1 April –
Friday, 2 July Sponsor: T HE R ARE B OOK AND
M ANUSCRIPT R OOM , C OLUMBIA
UNIVERSITY, B UTLER L IBRARY,
L OCATION : 535 WEST 114 TH STREET ,
6 TH F LOOR
The opening reception for “Paul Oskar Kristeller: His Manuscripts” is Wednesday, 31 March, 5:30–7:30 PM and the
exhibit will run from Thursday, 1 April 2004, through
Friday, 2 July 2004. It will show many facets of Professor Kristeller’s work with manuscripts, and his effect on manuscript
studies at Columbia, from his intellectual winnowing of
libraries in search of manuscript texts, to his honoring Columbia with a significant bequest: microfilms, transparencies, catalogues, correspondence, and, indeed, actual manuscripts
acquired in his name will contribute towards a picture of his
intense commitment to the field.

Thursday,
1 April
5:30 –6:30 PM

JOSEPHINE WATERS B ENNETT
L ECTURE
Sponsor: T HE R ENAISSANCE S OCIETY
OF A MERICA
L OCATION : GRAND HYATT NEW YORK ,
B ALLROOMS B AND C

B ENJAMIN C. I. R AVID , Brandeis University
“Hebraica, Judaica, and the Renaissance”
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Thursday,
1 April
5:30 –7:00 PM

R ECEPTION
Sponsor: AMS
L OCATION : GRAND HYATT NEW YORK ,
C HRYSLER R OOM , MEZZANINE L EVEL

by invitation

Friday,
2 April
5:15 –6:15 PM

M ARGARET M ANN P HILLIPS
C OMMEMORATIVE L ECTURE
Sponsor: T HE E RASMUS
S OCIETY

OF

R OTTERDAM

L OCATION : GRAND HYATT NEW YORK ,
B ROADWAY R OOM

R ALPH K EEN , University of Iowa
“The Allure of the Past: Religious Reform and the Recovery of
Ancient Ideals”

Friday,
2 April
6:00 –7:00 PM

R ECEPTION
Sponsor: V ILLA I TATTI , H ARVARD C ENTER
FOR I TALIAN R ENAISSANCE S TUDIES
L OCATION : GRAND HYATT , A LVIN AND
C ARNEGIE R OOMS , C ONFERENCE L EVEL

by invitation

Friday,
2 April
6:00 –7:45 PM

L ECTURE

AND

R ECEPTION

L OCATION : T HE L IBRARY O F NEW YORK
A CADEMY O F MEDICINE , FIFTH AVENUE
A ND 103 RD STREET

A LAIN TOUWAIDE , Smithsonian Institution
“The Western Re-invention of Hippocrates”
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Fernando de Rojas, La Celestina (Comedia de Calisto y Melibea),
Fadrique de Basilea, 1499 (?). Photo Courtesy of The Hispanic Society

Friday,
2 April
6:00 –7:45 PM

R ECEPTION
Sponsor: T HE H ISPANIC S OCIETY
OF A MERICA

L OCATION : A UDUBON TERRACE ,
613 WEST 155 TH STREET
14

Directions to
The Hispanic Society of America
The Hispanic Society of America is located in Upper Manhattan on Audubon
Terrace on the west side of Broadway between 155th and 156th Streets. Enter
Audubon Terrace and proceed up the steps through the wrought-iron gates to
the Museum entrance on the left, which is flanked by two limestone lions.

Free parking is available on 155th Street west of Broadway adjacent to the Hispanic Society’s buildings. 155th Street is one-way eastbound and is entered from
Riverside Drive, staying to the right. From Broadway take 153rd Street to Riverside Drive, turn right and proceed to 155th Street. Metered parking is available on Broadway. The closest commercial parking garage (Kinney) is located
west of Broadway at 614 West 153rd Street.
From Manhattan: Riverside Drive to 155th Street or Henry Hudson Parkway to
Exit 15 Riverside Drive South. From Exit 15 proceed to the fourth traffic light
and turn left onto 155th Street.
From Connecticut: New England Thruway (I-95) to the 9A Parkway / Henry
Hudson Parkway South Exit, which is the last exit before the George Washington Bridge. After the exit stay in the left lane, and take the exit for Riverside
Drive. At the traffic light turn right onto Riverside Drive and proceed to the
third traffic light and turn left onto 155th Street.
From Westchester: Saw Mill River Parkway to the Henry Hudson Parkway.
Continue on Henry Hudson Parkway to Exit 14–15 Riverside Drive / George
Washington Bridge. Stay to the right onto Riverside Drive and proceed to the
fourth traffic light and turn left onto 155th Street.
From New Jersey: Lower Level of the George Washington Bridge to Henry
Hudson Parkway Exit, staying to the left. Take the first exit for Riverside Drive.
At the traffic light turn right onto Riverside Drive and proceed to the third traffic light and turn left onto 155th Street.
From Long Island: Triboro Bridge to the Major Deegan Expressway. Take the
George Washington Bridge / I-95 Exit and stay to the right for the Lower Level
of the George Washington Bridge. Take the 9A Parkway / Henry Hudson Parkway South Exit, which is the last exit before the George Washington Bridge.
After the exit stay to the left and take the exit for Riverside Drive. At the traffic
light turn right onto Riverside Drive and proceed to the third traffic light and
turn left onto 155th Street.
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Friday,
2 April
6:45 –9:45 PM

A D RAMATIC R EADING
OF S AMSON A GONISTES
BY JOHN M ILTON
Performed by The Lark Ascending,
www.thelarkascending.org
Organized by Joseph Wittreich,
The Graduate Center, CUNY
Sponsored by: T HE R ENAISSANCE
STUDIES C ERTIFICATE PROGRAM ,
T HE GRADUATE C ENTER, CUNY;
AND S UPPORTED BY THE NEW YORK
STATE C OUNCIL FOR THE A RTS
L OCATION : T HE GRADUATE C ENTER,
CUNY, PROSHANSKY A UDITORIUM ,
C ONCOURSE L EVEL

Join us for a dramatic reading of Samson Agonistes, John Milton’s epic drama based on the biblical story of Samson. The
reading will be done by The Lark Ascending, a New York
based performance group (Nancy Bogen, Artistic Director),
and will include newly commissioned preludes and postludes
for old instruments by American composer Richard Brooks.
Richard Edelman as Samson, Maurice Edwards as Chorus,
Alfred Hyslop as Manoa and Samson’s father, Carlotta Sherwood as Dalila, Peter Ludwig as Harapha, Edgar Oliver as
Public Officer, and George McGrath as Messenger. Also featuring Louise Shulman and William Zito.
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Saturday,
3 April
5:45 –7:15 PM

P LENARY S ESSION :
STUDYING THE R ENAISSANCE :
A R ETROSPECTIVE
C OMMEMORATING THE
FIFTIETH A NNIVERSARY OF
THE RSA
Sponsor: R ENAISSANCE S OCIETY
OF A MERICA
L OCATION : GRAND HYATT NEW YORK ,
B ALLROOMS B AND C

Organized by Martin Elsky, The Graduate Center, CUNY
E UGENE F. R ICE , J R., Columbia University, Emeritus
“The Early Years of the RSA”
R ICHARD K AGAN , The Johns Hopkins University
“Can a Black Legend Have a Renaissance? Perspectives on the
Renaissance in Spain, and Its World”
RONA GOFFEN, Rutgers University, New Brunswick
“Seeing Things”

Saturday,
3 April
7:15 –9:15 PM

C LOSING R ECEPTION
Sponsor: R ENAISSANCE S OCIETY
OF A MERICA
L OCATION : GRAND HYATT NEW YORK ,
B ALLROOMS A, B, C, AND FOYER
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Room Locator and Hotel Directory
The majority of the sessions are being held at the Grand Hyatt Hotel.
Below are maps of the rooms and their locations.

CONFERENCE LEVEL
Regency, Shubert, Majestic, Broadhurst, Belasco, Booth, Imperial, Lyceum,
Morosco, Music Box, Plymouth, Uris, Juilliard, Broadway, Carnegie, Alvin,
Palace, Edison, Winter Garden, and Brooks Atkinson.

MEZZANINE LEVEL
(one level up from the lobby)
Chrysler and Park Avenue
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BALLROOM LEVEL
Empire State Ballrooms A, B, C, D, E, and Foyer

Other sessions are being held at The Graduate Center, CUNY,
365 Fifth Avenue, between 34th and 35th Street on Fifth Avenue,
Concourse Level, Rooms GC C197 and GC C201-205.
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Thursday, 1 April — 8:45-10:15 AM
Regency
Shubert
Majestic
Broadhurst
Booth
Imperial
Lyceum
Morosco
Music Box
Plymouth
Uris
Julliard
Broadway
Carnegie
Alvin
Edison
Winter Garden
Brooks Atkinson
Chrysler
Park Avenue
GC C201
GC C202
GC C204
GC C205

Epistolary Rhetorics I: Michelangelo’s Carteggio .....................................29
War and Information ...........................................................................29
Women, Pregnancy, and Childbirth in Late Medieval
and Early Modern Europe.....................................................................31
Renaissance Performativities..................................................................31
The Perils and Pleasures of Reading and Writing Plays
in Early Modern Spain.........................................................................32
Aspects of the Spanish Literary World ....................................................33
Fantasia and the Fantastic ....................................................................34
Concepts in Renaissance Science ............................................................35
Shakespeare’s Dramatic Children...........................................................36
Female Agency in the Renaissance..........................................................37
A Renaissance Italy for the Twenty-First Century....................................38
Emblems/Imprese, Authorship and Women ...........................................39
Figuring the Artist in Early Modern Italy I ...........................................40
People and Domestic Property in Renaissance Italy .................................41
The Languages of the Italian Renaissance I:
Humanists, the Roman Curia, and the Vernacular .................................42
Philosophy and Devotion ......................................................................42
Sixteenth-Century Self-Fashioning in Spanish Golden
Age Prose, Poetry, and Drama ...............................................................43
Constituting Communities in Britain and Ireland: I ..............................44
Florence and Naples: Politics and Artistic Exchange
in the Renaissance ................................................................................45
The Object in Question I......................................................................46
Renaissance Art I..................................................................................47
“The Most Cunning of All Diseases”: Defining the
French Disease in Renaissance Europe: Clinical
Medicine, Hospitals, and Social Context................................................48
The Reception of Italy at the Courts of Europe 1400-1700 .....................49
New Technologies and Renaissance Studies I: The Influence
of New Technologies on Renaissance Studies ...........................................51

Thursday, 1 April — 10:30 AM-12:00 PM
Regency
Shubert
Majestic
Broadhurst
Belasco
Booth
Imperial
Lyceum
Morosco
Music Box
Plymouth
Palace
Uris
Julliard

Languages of Design in Early Modern Italy............................................52
Female Identity in the Renaissance ........................................................52
Dressing and Undressing the Public Self in
Early Modern Italy...............................................................................53
“Showing Forth” in The Faerie Queene: Physical/Material/Spiritual......54
He Said, She Said: Gender and Narrative in Renaissance Europe ............55
Renaissance Education and Science........................................................56
Italian Literature I ...............................................................................57
Othello Revisited: The Cultural Contexts of Shakespeare’s Play ...............58
Poetics and Political Theory in the French Renaissance ...........................59
Negotiating Authority in Fifteenth- and Sixteenth-Century Florence........59
Perspectives on Elizabethan and Jacobean Drama...................................60
Labor-Knowledge-Virtue: The Intersection of Human Powers
in the Renaissance I ..............................................................................61
Black Africa and Black Africans in European Art and Society .................62
Jusques à ce que tout le monde soit remply:
The Circulation of the European Emblem..............................................63
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1 April — 10:30 AM-12:00 PM (Cont’d.)
Broadway
Carnegie
Alvin
Edison
Winter Garden
Brooks Atkinson
Chrysler
Park Avenue
GC C201
GC C202
GC C203
GC C204
GC C205

Italy in Memory of Patricia H. Labalme ............................................... 64
Competitions in the Renaissance ........................................................... 65
The Languages of the Italian Renaissance II:
Diplomacy and State-Building ............................................................. 66
Friendship, Love, and the Renaissance Author ....................................... 67
Seventeenth-Century Self-Fashioning in Spanish Golden Age Prose ......... 68
Thinking about Old Wives’ Tales: Gender and
Early Modern Oral Culture.................................................................. 68
Renaissance Letters and Letter Writing I ............................................... 69
The Object in Question II .................................................................... 70
Renaissance Music ............................................................................... 71
Examining Exhibits: The Display of Art and Artifacts in
Early Modern Europe........................................................................... 72
Ceremony and Ritual in the Vatican Palace, Dedicated to the
Memory of John Shearman................................................................... 73
Consumption and Early Modern Women in Italy and England .............. 74
New Technologies and Renaissance Studies II: The Database
and the Archive: Rulers of Venice 1300-1524 ........................................ 76

Thursday, 1 April — 1:45-3:15 PM
Regency
Shubert
Majestic
Broadhurst
Belasco
Booth
Imperial
Lyceum
Morosco
Music Box
Plymouth
Palace
Uris
Julliard
Broadway
Carnegie
Alvin
Edison
Winter Garden
Brooks Atkinson
Chrysler
Park Avenue
GC C201
GC C202

Humanists, Theologians, Philosophers, and Jurists ................................. 77
Early Modern Alienation ..................................................................... 78
Cosmopoiesis: The Making of Renaissance Lyon................................... 79
Textual Editing ................................................................................... 80
Rethinking Renaissance Sexualities........................................................ 81
Exploring the Archives: Documents for the History
of Medicine in Early Modern Italy........................................................ 82
Distant Refractions: Early Modern Spanish Texts
and Postmodern American Film ........................................................... 83
Understanding Italian Renaissance Society and Politics .......................... 84
Mediation and Transmission: Approaches to
Reading Seventeenth-Century Texts....................................................... 84
Education and Schooling in Croatia during the Renaissance................... 85
Renaissance Scholarship: Sources and Methods....................................... 86
Labor-Knowledge-Virtue: The Intersection of Human Powers
in the Renaissance II ............................................................................ 87
Consumption and Controversy in Golden-Age Spain .............................. 88
Emblematics in Religious Meditation, Renaissance Art History,
and Nominalistic Semiotics .................................................................. 89
Venetian Studies in Honor of Patricia H. Labalme ................................ 90
Dark Glasses: Visual Misdirection in Late Renaissance Literature ........... 91
Renaissance Empire I: J. G. A. Pocock’s Barbarism and Religion,
Vol. 3: Commentary and Response, A Roundtable .................................. 92
Psalms and Self: Radical Recastings of Renaissance Subjectivity
in Aretino and Wyatt ........................................................................... 92
Vives’s Philosophy of Man..................................................................... 93
Samson Agonistes in New Dimensions ................................................ 94
The Languages of the Italian Renaissance III:
The Strange Career of Aristotle’s Rhetoric.............................................. 95
The Object in Question III................................................................... 96
The Plague in Early Modern Italy I ...................................................... 97
Renaissance Art II................................................................................ 98
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1 April — 1:45-3:15 PM (Cont’d.)
GC C203
GC C204
GC C205

1504 ...................................................................................................99
Florence from the Trecento to the Cinquecento......................................100
New Technologies and Renaissance Studies III:
Literary Text Encoding and Analysis of Italian and English Works.........100

Thursday, 1 April — 3:30-5:00 PM
Regency
Shubert
Majestic
Broadhurst
Belasco
Booth
Imperial
Lyceum
Morosco
Music Box
Plymouth
Palace
Uris
Julliard
Broadway
Carnegie
Alvin
Edison
Winter Garden
Brooks Atkinson
Chrysler
Park Avenue
GC C201
GC C202
GC C203
GC C204
GC C205

Representing Eros: The Arts of Love in Italy (1420-1520).....................102
Aspects of English Literature................................................................103
Leon Battista Alberti, 1404-2004.......................................................104
Syphilis, Medicine, and the Tongue .....................................................105
Women’s Discourses: Science, Theology, Letters......................................105
Revisiting Early Modern Citizenship: Community and
Social Membership in Seventeenth-Century Venice ...............................106
The Devotional and Scientific in Seventeenth-Century
English Literature...............................................................................107
Women’s Voices in Early Modern English Drama..................................108
Printer, Author, and Reader in Tudor England ....................................109
Down and Out in Renaissance Venice..................................................110
Islam in Print: The Book, the Nation, and the East..............................111
Perspectives on Marlowe......................................................................112
Picturing the Italian Renaissance Triumph:
Fantasy, Artifice, and Memory ............................................................113
Italian Literature III ..........................................................................114
Bronzino Revisted: Dedicated to Professor Craig Smyth.........................115
Expressing the Personal in Early Modern English Writers ......................116
Dangerous Journeys: Variations on the Perils of Overseas Travel.............117
Thomas More and His Circle I: Humanism and History ......................118
Renaissance Humanism in Spain and Portugal ....................................119
Eros and Early Modern Women Readers ..............................................120
The Languages of the Italian Renaissance IV:
Byzantine Influences, Popular Platonism .............................................121
Renaissance Empire II: Narrative Models from the
Conquest of the Americas ....................................................................122
Renaissance Art IV .............................................................................123
The Plague in Early Modern Italy II ...................................................124
Bodily Boundaries after Trent .............................................................125
Renaissance Art III.............................................................................125
New Technologies and Renaissance Studies IV:
Applications for Teaching and Research................................................126
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Friday, 2 April — 8:45-10:15 AM
Regency
Shubert
Majestic
Broadhurst
Belasco
Booth
Imperial
Lyceum
Morosco
Music Box
Plymouth
Palace
Uris
Julliard
Broadway
Carnegie
Alvin
Edison
Winter Garden
Brooks Atkinson
Chrysler
Park Avenue
GC C197
GC C201
GC C202
GC C203
GC C204
GC C205

The Burlesque and Grotesque in Early Modern Society I:
Tuscan Literati at Play....................................................................... 128
Renaissance Scepticism ....................................................................... 129
The Question of Identity: Tudor and Stuart Poetry .............................. 130
Religion and Satire in French Renaissance Literature ........................... 131
Neglected Works by Aeneas Sylvius Piccolomini.................................... 132
Hebrew and Arabic Sources for Humanism I....................................... 132
L’Epistre de Marie d'Ennetières: Problèmes d’interprétation
et de traduction ................................................................................. 133
Perspectives on Shakespeare................................................................. 134
Tropes of Colonialization ................................................................... 135
Dildos, Castrati, and Challenges to Early Modern Masculinity ............. 136
Violence and the Jacobean Stage ......................................................... 137
The Classical Tradition in Renaissance Literature ................................ 138
Renaissance Domestic Art I: In Celebration of Ellen Callmann ............. 139
Women in their Texts: Constructing Sanctity in the
Northern Italian Cities, ca. 1300-1700 .............................................. 140
Titian Taking Stock I......................................................................... 141
Strategies of Production and Interpretation in the
Early Modern English Miscellany........................................................ 141
Openings and Endings of Scholarly Books I:
Introductions (Roundtable discussion) ................................................. 142
Thomas More and His Circle II: Poetry and Prayer.
In memoriam Louis L. Martz............................................................. 143
Poetics in the Spanish Golden Age....................................................... 143
Magic and the Mind in the English Renaissance .................................. 144
The Languages of the Italian Renaissance V:
The Uses of Antiquity in Cinquecento Literature ................................. 145
Renaissance Empire III: Rome, Spain, and European
Transformations in the New World ..................................................... 146
Under Duress: Forced Labor in Ducal Florence.................................... 148
Renaissance Art V .............................................................................. 148
Networks of Art And Patronage in Renaissance Rome........................... 149
Artistic Relations between Italy and Spain in the
Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries I................................................. 150
Renaissance Art VI............................................................................. 151
New Technologies and Renaissance Studies V:
Early Music, Hypertext, and Image ..................................................... 152

Friday, 2 April — 10:30 AM-12:00 PM
Regency
Shubert
Majestic
Broadhurst
Belasco
Booth
Imperial
Lyceum
Morosco
Music Box

Preaching, Rhetoric, and Art in Renaissance Florence ........................... 154
Transfiguring Ovid in Early Modern England ..................................... 155
The Burlesque and Grotesque in Early Modern Society II:
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EPISTOLARY RHETORICS I:
MICHELANGELO’S CARTEGGIO
Organizer: DEBORAH PARKER, UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA
Chair: CAROLINE ELAM, NATIONAL GALLERY OF ART

DEBORAH PARKER, UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA
Between Friends: Vasari’s Editing of Michelangelo’s Letters
In his 1553 biography Condivi refers to the stretta dimestichezza he has enjoyed with
Michelangelo. He adds that there have been “some,” namely Vasari, who have written
about Michelangelo without knowing him well. Vasari’s expanded 1568 Life shows
just how seriously he had taken Condivi’s allegation. As he declares most
emphatically, he knows no one who “has been more associated with him than I have
been, or has been a more faithful friend . . . neither do I believe that there is anyone
who can show a greater number of letters by his own hand, or any written with greater
affection than he has expressed to me.” There is a distinct disparity, however, between
what Vasari claims and what the correspondence reveals. My talk will address two
areas of inquiry: how Vasari artfully manipulates Michelangelo’s letters and, more
generally, the ways in which Michelangelo’s biographers use the sculptor’s letters in
chronicling his life.
WILLIAM E. WALLACE, WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
Dear Lionardo
This paper will concentrate on the large number of letters exchanged between
Michelangelo and his nephew, Lionardo Buonarroti. Rarely about artistic matters,
the letters reveal Michelangelo’s true preoccupations: money, mules, and marriage.
Unpretentious and written without view to publication, the letters offer a detailed
picture of everyday life and personal matters, a microhistorical glimpse into the world
of a major historical figure.
CREIGHTON E. GILBERT, YALE UNIVERSITY
The Records of a Working Career
When admirers of Michelangelo first learn that 500 letters from him survive, it can
naturally stimulate excited hopes. Will these clarify qualities in his art, his theories,
his personal emotions, like letters of other artists? With conspicuous but sparse
exceptions, none of the above is uncovered. Instead, he is found slogging on daily
tasks at work, with a drive to get them done, quite ready to delve into minutiae. In
addition, protesting what he finds unfair with a basis of self-confidence,
Michelangelo’s letters reveal his lack of respect for important persons, without
evidence of a swelled head.

Shubert

WAR AND INFORMATION
Organizer: ANTHONY FRANCIS D’ELIA, QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY
Chair: JOHN EASTON LAW, UNIVERSITY OF WALES, SWANSEA

ANTHONY FRANCIS D’ELIA, QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY
Heroic Insubordination: Humanism and War at the Court of Sigismondo Malatesta
This talk will explore humanist concepts of valor, obedience, and war in fifteenthcentury Italy. It will focus on the notorious ruler of Rimini and mercenary captain,
Sigismondo Malatesta. The humanist Pietro Parleo (1400-63) wrote a Latin oration
(which survives in a manuscript) on behalf of a general in Sigismondo’s army, when
the latter was fighting for the Florentines in the war against King Alfonso of
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Aragon in 1453. Sigismondo had forbidden anyone to cross the battle line on pain
of death; the general disobeyed but won a stunning victory. This highly stylized
oration raises such issues as the limits of princely rule, the primacy of custom, and war
and the nature of heroism.
MARGARET MESERVE, UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME
The News from Negroponte: Printed Responses to Turkish Attacks in the Aegean,
1470-72
The fall of Negroponte was the earliest event in European history to be recorded in
print immediately after the fact. The Venetian colony fell to the Turks on 12 July
1470. Within weeks, manuscript reports of the Turkish siege and capture were
circulating on the Italian peninsula; within a year, some twenty editions treating the
city’s fall had appeared from newly established presses in Venice, Rome, Naples,
Florence, Milan, Paris, and Cologne. Some of these “newsbooks” contained
anonymous vernacular reports; others were written by prominent humanists in
elaborate Latin prose or verse. My paper will examine both what these early news
publications say and — where possible — how they found their way into print. The
story of their production casts light on important questions of authorship and
readership in an essentially ephemeral category of publishing; it also reveals much
about the complicated issue of humanist political propaganda, its nature and extent,
in the early years of print.
FLIIPPO L.C. DE VIVO, BIRKBECK COLLEGE, LONDON
Who won? A Naval Battle and Its Reporters, 1617
In 1617, at the height of heavy military escalation, the Venetian and Spanish fleets
found themselves facing each other off the coast of Dalmatia in the Southern
Adriatic. The events that followed were the subject of much speculation both in
Venice and in Spanish Italy. Did the commanders order their men to battle? Did a
battle take place? And if so, who won? Eyewitnesses offered contrasting accounts and
inspired news writers to contradict each other adding their own bias. Once reported
in print, the news was little different from propaganda pamphlets. This paper shows
that a rich information industry vibrantly exploited different media to the
puzzlement of the public of early modern Europe. Modern historians are hardly in a
better position to formulate an uncompromising verdict on the battle, yet through
painstaking research we can at least uncover the ways in which “spin” distorted
information well before our own time.
CHRISTOPHER J. PASTORE, UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA
Fighting for Florence: Michelangelo and the Making of a Florentine Militia
This paper will recast Michelangelo’s The Battle of Cascina as an inspiring hymn to
republican virtue. With the indisputable resolve of Machiavelli as the single-minded
proponent of a citizen militia behind him, Michelangelo’s finished product emended
history for a purpose more noble than the painting of powerful male nudes. By
representing the transformation of naked bathers into Florence’s human shield,
Michelangelo’s The Battle of Cascina provided a monumental exclamation point for
Machiavelli’s pronounced and judicious abandonment of mercenary employment by
the Republic. Proud recipients of a true battle painting, the Signoria presented their
Republic as the pinnacle of Florentine achievement. Coincidentally, their acceptance
of Michelangelo’s epic narrative paved the way for Machiavelli’s dream to become
reality. In a magnificent triumph, Michelangelo’s The Battle of Cascina would surpass
Leonardo’s as a statement of Florentine prowess and herald the jealous defense of
independence by the new Florentine republic.
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WOMEN, PREGNANCY, AND
CHILDBIRTH IN LATE MEDIEVAL AND
EARLY MODERN EUROPE

Organizers: LOUISA PARKER MATTOZZI, UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA,
LARA MARY DIEFENDERFER WULFF, VILLANOVA UNIVERSITY

Chair: BARBARA J. HARRIS, UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA, CHAPEL HILL
LARA MARY DIEFENDERFER WULFF,VILLANOVA UNIVERSITY
Potential Saints and Pregnant Women in Early-Seventeenth-Century Madrid
Between 1620-40 approximately 350 laywomen gave testimony before the
Inquisition and in beatification proceedings about potential saints. These witnesses
often described their experience of pregnancy and childbirth to legitimate or
condemn the actions of a potential saint. By examining the interactions between
potential saints and expectant mothers during this critical period, a vivid picture of
the challenges pregnant women faced and the religious context of childbirth emerge.
Particular attention will be paid to the role of the potential saint as wonder-worker
or consoler during crisis childbirths.
LOUISA PARKER MATTOZZI, UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA
Not Barefoot, but Pregnant: How Childbirth Affected the Lives of Early Modern
Duchesses
If she were destined to become a mother, one of the most significant events in an early
modern woman’s life was childbirth. Childbirth shaped the lives of women of all
walks of life, but producing children played a particular role in the life stories of
consorts of rulers because of the broad political and diplomatic responsibilities placed
upon them. This paper considers how both duchesses and those around them
manipulated understandings of a duchess’ function as the producer of children to
influence court politics and diplomacy. Set against a background of early modern
duchess’ birthing and mothering experiences in general, this paper centers on the role
of childbirth in the lives of three sixteenth-century Italian duchesses: Leonora
Gonzaga, Duchess of Urbino, Renée of France, Duchess of Ferrara, and Margherita
Paleologa, Duchess of Mantua.
JILL E. BLONDIN, UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS, TYLER
A Vision at the Hospital of Santo Spirito
The autobiographical fresco cycle of Pope Sixtus IV (Francesco della Rovere,
1471-84) at the Hospital of Santo Spirito in Rome remains unique among papal art
commissions. Sixtus IV commissioned nearly forty frescoes that commemorated real
and imagined events from his life, including a dream by his pregnant mother that
anticipated his accomplishments. In the Vision of Luchina (the mother of Francesco
della Rovere; 1478-80) St. Francis and St. Anthony appear to the sleeping pregnant
woman and offer her the Franciscan habit. This paper will explore the significance of
this painting in the context of contemporary representations of pregnancy and birth,
hagiographic imagery, Sixtus IV’s Marian devotion, and his dedication to the
Franciscan Order. This examination will reveal how Sixtus IV exploited such imagery
to construct a favorable historical image, to demonstrate his own temporal power,
and to convey his divine authority to visitors to the hospital.

Broadhurst

RENAISSANCE PERFORMATIVITIES

Organizer & Chair: GENEVIÈVE GUENTHER, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY
Respondent: KENNETH GROSS, UNIVERSITY OF ROCHESTER
DANIELLE CARKE, UNIVERSITY COLLEGE, DUBLIN
Not Taking No for an Answer: Misprison, Female Speech, and the Body
This paper investigates the conventions structuring the representation and reception
of women’s speech in early modern Britain. Rather than concentrating on what
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women’s words say, I explore how they signify, and the role of rhetorical and literary
conventions in the production of meaning. The instance I use is the cultural and
linguistic convention of misprision, whereby a woman’s “no” is taken to mean “yes,”
and resistance is read as compliance. This willful refusal of what is said represents a
powerful instance of convention, but also defers to a prior construction of a woman’s
bodily somatics, where what her body “wants” speaks more clearly than the words she
utters. It also requires the notion of verbal contract to be completely rethought. The
paper will draw on theorists such as Butler, Austin, Irigaray, and Bourdieu, and will
use early modern examples from drama, prose romance, and court records.
ADAM ZUCKER, COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY
Shakespeare’s Idiots
This paper will examine the staging of stupidity in Shakespearean comedy. Characters
like Armando, Dr. Caius, Bottom, and Orlando share an obvious element of
oafishness or social clumsiness, a trait which is the effect of their conventional
performative relationships to cultural, literary, and linguistic fields. Reading for these
relationships reveals an early modern logic of intelligence (and the lack thereof) that
is often taken for granted by contemporary readers and audiences whose own
intellectual status rests on foundations partially laid in and by Shakespeare’s plays.
The fact that we still recognize the idiocy of Armando and company indicates the
lasting power of the utterances at hand, and this paper will conclude by suggesting
that the performatives that structure notions of intelligence and stupidity in the
Renaissance can be linked both to their original historical moment and to broader
histories of social differentiation based on education or taste.
JAMES W.S. LOXLEY, UNIVERSITY OF EDINBURGH
Hobbes and the Word “People”: Illocutionary Force and Civil Science
Hobbes’s characterization of humanity’s passage into political life posits an original
contract, a performative scene, the memory of which guides all attempts to judge the
legitimacy of the relations between sovereigns and subjects. His work therefore
appeals to an ideal performative, and as the necessarily normative positing of its
conditions and procedures, his science takes on some of the performative, legislative,
and constitutive force it seeks to describe. In doing so, it exemplifies both the
peculiarly fraught condition of all “political philosophy” and the problems presented
by Austin’s derivation of illocutionary force from irreducibly conventional
procedures. By looking closely at Hobbes’s engagement with the use and function of
the word “people,” this paper will seek to elucidate his distinctive approach to the
question of what we now call the performative, and to assess the challenges for
contemporary thinking in this area presented by the engagement with his work.

Booth

THE PERILS AND PLEASURES OF
READING AND WRITING PLAYS IN
EARLY MODERN SPAIN
Organizer: ELIZABETH R. WRIGHT, UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA
Chair: SHERRY VELASCO, UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY

ELIZABETH R. WRIGHT, UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA
The (Mis)fortunes of the Courtier: Francis Drake in Spain
From Madrid to Mexico, the seductive menace crown officials and poets found in
Francis Drake and other Elizabethan corsairs gave life to a fascinating writing practice
that made the life of an archenemy the focal point for a national soul-searching
among intellectuals and officials of Habsburg Spain. I analyze how the cult of the
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Elizabethan antihero took shape in a broad array of Spanish texts from the late
sixteenth century, including letters of Philip II’s ambassador to Elizabeth, the
dispatches of naval scouts, royal chronicles, and even a ten-canto epic about Francis
Drake’s fateful last journey. So doing, I ask how this near-canonization of an enemy
shaped and reflected Spanish self-perception.
HARRY VELEZ-QUIÑONES, UNIVERSITY OF PUGET SOUND
Phoenix Rising: Reading Lope de Vega for the Twenty-First Century
This paper aims to question the traditional view of Lope de Vega as the “AntiCervantes”: that is, the orthodox playwright of honor, love, patriotism, and religion.
Based on readings of canonical as well as less-studied works, the paper shows the
extent to which reading Lope de Vega in our time demands an urgent labor of
recontextualization. It begins by asking the reader to remember that the early modern
Spanish stage was home to a loud, popular, sometimes offensive, and always vastly
amusing show. My paper proposes readings that make as much sense in that context
as they do in ours. By approaching Lope through the combined lenses of performance
and cultural studies, the paper hopes to contribute to a revaluation of Lope de Vega
for a new age.
MARIA MERCEDES CARRÍON, EMORY UNIVERSITY
Homographic Mountain Girl: Vélez de Guevara and the Real Woman
The representation of the mujer varonil in Spain’s seventeenth-century stages has
been subject to intense scrutiny, both during that period and thereafter. Those who
have tried to describe her or to explain to those who care to know have employed
epithets such as “dishonored woman,” “woman playing the role of a man,” “travesty
par excellence,” and “untranslatable entity.” But these straight lines of representation
hardly convey one of the basic features of this donna mobile: her malleability and
adaptability on- and offstage. This paper seeks to tease out the productive tensions of
the staging of one of the most varoniles of these women, the independent mountain
girl in Vélez de Guevara’s play, in which she even plays the title role. The talk will
engage questions of homographesis, subjectivity, and performance to underscore the
visibility of this otherwise hidden character, and to explore the intimate
correspondence of the perils and pleasures of writing gender and sexuality on- and
offstage in the Spanish comedia.

Imperial

ASPECTS OF THE SPANISH LITERARY
WORLD
Chair: HILAIRE KALLENDORF, TEXAS A & M UNIVERSITY

MARYRICA LOTTMAN, UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA, CHARLOTTE
Mocking Divine and Virtuous Gardeners in Tirso de Molina’s La venganza de Tamar
Gardening has long been associated with culture and civilization, with the labor of
the virtuous peasant, and with the knowledge stored in Renaissance treatises on
plants and agriculture. But in the seventeenth-century tragedy La venganza de Tamar
(Tamar’s Revenge) by the Spanish playwright Tirso de Molina, these qualities are
ridiculed by the crown prince Amón. Amón rapes his own sister, the biblical Tamar,
and also mocks three iconographic garden figures: the monk of the cloister garden,
God the Creator, and Christ the Gardener (a figure based on the appearance risen to
Mary Magdalen). Furthermore, Amón’s sudden entrance into the garden burlesques
the angel Gabriel of the Annunciation, a scene often sited inside a hortus conclusus (an
enclosed garden dedicated to the Virgin Mary).
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ASPECTS OF THE SPANISH LITERARY
WORLD (CONT’D.)
M. REINA RUIZ, UNIVERSITY OF ARKANSAS
Monstruos y poliandria: La Retorica del exceso en los entreactos de Feliciana Enriquez
de Guzman
I will investigate the themes of monstrosity and polygamy in the dramatic interludes
of the seventeenth-century playwright Feliciana Enriquez de Guzman through the
lens of disability studies.

Lyceum

FANTASIA AND THE FANTASTIC

Organizer: FREDRIKA JACOBS, VIRGINIA COMMONWEALTH UNIVERSITY
Chair: BETTE TALVACCHIA, UNIVERSITY OF CONNECTICUT, STORRS
MARIA RUVOLDT, COOPER-HEWITT, NATIONAL DESIGN MUSEUM
The Dream of Raphael
When, sometime between 1508 and 1510, Marcantonio Raimondi produced The
Dream of Raphael, he became heir to a tradition initiated by Antonio Pollaiuolo and
Andrea Mantegna, a tradition of technical and iconographic innovation, of artistic
invention advertised through the print medium. The ambitious nature of the
engraving suggests that it may have been intended as a dimostrazione dell’arte, a way
for Marcantonio to publicize and proclaim his skills. But both the title later applied
to the engraving and modern assessments of The Dream of Raphael locate it at a
different moment in the history of printmaking, one with which Marcantonio was
intimately associated: the development of the reproductive print, in which the
engraver transmits another artist’s inventions. Viewed retrospectively, through the
lens of Marcantonio’s later association with Raphael, The Dream of Raphael seems to
anticipate, even initiate, his career as a reproductive engraver. But the circumstances
of its production and the complex imagery of the work suggest that the image was a
self-conscious statement of artistic invention that stems directly from the artist’s own
fantasia. His paper will consider The Dream of Raphael as pictorial play, an image
meant to mediate the relationship between artist and viewer, demonstrating the
inventive skill of its creator while demanding imaginative engagement from the
viewer.
FREDRIKA JACOBS, VIRGINIA COMMONWEALTH UNIVERSITY
Raising the Dead and Praying Monks
In Trattato dell’arte della pittura (1584) Gian Paolo Lomazzo counseled that Aone
must consider that the motions of the mind make the body move according to their
powers, so too do the movements caused by death make the body immobile like the
earth, deprived of its strength and the robustness of all its members. The observation,
which was made in reference to Michelangelo’s Vatican Pietà, speaks to the transitive
effect of the work, for as Francesco Bocchi noted, the statue stirs passions in the hearts
of viewers preventing them from becoming “hard, as is the marble.” But this was not
always the concern of artists dealing with imaging the dead nor was it of principal
interest to those attempting to infuse inanimate materials with movement, as was the
case, for example, with Piero di Cosimo’s Carro delle Morte and Juanelo (Gianello)
Turriano’s Mechanical Monk. This paper considers the concepts resuscitato and
pneuma against Bernardino Baldi’s and Alessndro Giorgi’s translations of Hero of
Alexandria’s Gli automati (1601) and Gli spirituali (1592) and the problems of
making the inanimate come alive.
MICHAEL J. SCHREFFLER, VIRGINIA COMMONWEALTH UNIVERSITY
Cannibalism, the Fantastic, and Early Modern Images of the Americas
Sixteenth-century images of the Americas are often enmeshed in the conventions of
the literary genre of “the Fantastic.” As defined by Todorov (1975: 25), that genre is
characterized by a degree of uncertainty: that “hesitation experienced by a person who
knows only the laws of nature, confronting an apparently supernatural event.” This
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paper focuses on one element in that early modern discourse on the fantastic in the
New World: the suggestion that the inhabitants of the Americas practice cannibalism.
Concentrating on images cannibalism in the visual culture of sixteenth-century
Europe, I show the ways in which they reference the uncertainty of the fantastic
through formal, compositional, and iconographic devices. I argue that the persistence
of that imagery even in the face of evidence to the contrary suspends the Americas in
an ideological space between the real and the imaginary and, thus, operates to
position the New World in the European imaginary as a colonial and, thus,
marginalized place.

Morosco

CONCEPTS IN RENAISSANCE SCIENCE
Organizer: SHEILA J. RABIN, ST. PETER’S COLLEGE

Chair: IRVING A. KELTER, UNIVERSITY OF ST. THOMAS, HOUSTON
JOLE SHACKELFORD, UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
Laboratory Spirits and the Spiritual Laboratory in Early Modern Europe
Newman and Principe have recently suggested that there was little connection
between esoteric and exoteric alchemy in the medieval and early modern periods.
This paper will explore the validity and limits of this hypothesis. The focus will be on
sixteenth- and seventeenth-century evidence for spiritual and laboratory alchemy.
SHEILA J. RABIN, ST. PETER’S COLLEGE
What Makes the Planets Move?
Scholars have had difficulty interpreting what Kepler meant when he used the term
species immateriata to describe the mechanism that moves the planets. Most agree that
he used species to denote a substance emanating from the heavenly bodies, but have
bogged down on how to translate that word into English. Most also agree that
immateriatus is its English cognate “immaterial.” But at least one scholastic writer,
Thierry of Chartres, used the word to denote “made into matter.” This paper will
argue that Kepler’s usage agreed with that of Thierry.
RHONDA MARTENS, UNIVERSITY OF MANITOBA
Kepler’s First Law: Discovery and Justification
Kepler abandoned the time-honored circle for the ellipse as the planetary orbit. The
means by which he justified this revision are instructive. He did not (and could not)
construct the ellipse by some strict empirical process (either inductively or by the
hypothetical-deductive method). Nor was he able to construct the ellipse from
physical principles, as he desired. Nonetheless, Kepler claimed that his new
astronomy was a physical astronomy. This paper argues that he can legitimately make
this claim on the grounds that the means by which he constructed the ellipse
suggested that a plausible physical theory of elliptical orbits was forthcoming.
Moreover, examining Kepler’s “war on Mars,” which ranges over many chapters of the
Astronomia nova, reveals how the proper construction of a hypothesis can count as
evidence for that hypothesis.
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Music Box

SHAKESPEARE’S DRAMATIC CHILDREN
Organizer: MARIE K. RUTKOSKI, HARVARD UNIVERSITY
Chair: BARBARA L. ESTRIN, STONEHILL COLLEGE
Respondent: MARK HEBERLE, UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII

SID RAY, PACE UNIVERSITY
A shall not tread on me: Children and Republicanism in Coriolanus and The Winter’s Tale
Given the growing paternalism of the English monarchy that accompanied the
ascension of King James in 1603, the appearance of children on the Jacobean stage
added a political component to even the most domestic of situations. In the early
modern period, the general multitude was construed as childlike: irrational, simple,
uneducated, irresponsible, and foolish. Shakespeare’s Coriolanus and The Winter’s
Tale, written nearly contemporaneously, incorporate powerful, pivotal scenes
involving boys, and this essay argues that the depiction of these children figure “the
people” under centralized authority. In Coriolanus, the young Martius comes in
supplication to his father, accompanied by his mother and grandmother, to remind
Coriolanus of their subaltern status and of Coriolanus’s own tenuous subject
position. In The Winter’s Tale, Leontes’ domestic tyranny causes the serious decline
and death of his child, Mamillius, illustrating by analogy the detrimental impact of
absolutism on “the people.”
MARIE K. RUTKOSKI, HARVARD UNIVERSITY
Arming the Minds of Infants to Exclaims: Lavinia and the Children in Titus Andronicus
When Lavinia’s rapists tauntingly suggest recourse impossible for the tongueless,
handless woman, saying that she should name the perpetrators, call for water to wash
her hands, or hang herself, they effectively describe the state of an infant unable to
speak for itself or manipulate its world. As we watch Lavinia progress from an infant
state to a second childhood marked by an ability to use tools and communicate, we
must consider the two true children of the play: Aaron’s baby and Young Lucius.
Aaron’s wailing infant, another “speechless complainer” (as Titus calls Lavinia), and
Young Lucius, who learns the nature of interpretation and how to affirm his agency,
represent indices to Lavinia’s suffering and progress. This paper proposes to explain
the function of the child characters in the play and argues that an understanding of
their function leads to an understanding of Shakespeare’s representation of the
process of narration.
TRAVIS D. WILLIAMS, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY
Jupiter, Ganymede, and the Divided Subjectivity of Shakespeare’s Dramatic Children
Though Shakespeare’s child characters are often disparaged as unpalatably precocious
dramatic mistakes, this critical view ignores how these characters function as
powerful metatheatrical devices to engage with political and sexual themes in the
context of early modern antitheatricalsim. Remarkably, Shakespeare’s child
characters fall, by and large, into two categories: young boys and adolescent girls.
Shakespeare correlates these categories with contemporary political and sexual
interpretations of the Jupiter-Ganymede myth in a way that disrupts typical
antitheatrical arguments against crossdressing. Because child characters so often
occur in pairs (hence “divided” subjectivity), Shakespeare diverts attention from
sexual situations potentially objectionable to antitheatrical writers into putatively
acceptable romantic or political situations. The result is that Shakespeare’s method
requires his antitheatrical critics to enact in their own subjectivities the very prurience
they impute to theatrical performance.
THERESIA DE VROOM, LOYOLA MARYMOUNT UNIVERSITY
The Narratives of Childhood Revisited: Shakespeare’s Tragicomic Time
It could be argued that all of Shakespearean drama is forged on the anvil of childhood.
Nowhere, however, is this more apparent than in the genre of the tragicomedy, and
particularly in the “last plays” of Shakespeare’s career: Pericles, Cymbeline,
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The Winter’s Tale, and The Tempest. This paper will examine narratives of
Shakespeare’s tragicomedies as the triumph of comedy through the reenactment of
the tragedies of childhood. I will argue that only in the interplay between the child
and the adult is tragicomedy possible. The child, in particular the daughter (as in
Veritas Filia Temporis), embodies truth that emerges over time. In Shakespeare’s
tragicomedies, childhood (particularly “girlhood”) recovered, relived, and
understood is the truth that can deploy comedy. Without it, this paper will argue, the
genre of tragicomedy, at least as Shakespeare used it, would not exist.

Plymouth

FEMALE AGENCY IN THE RENAISSANCE
Chair: KATHLEEN LOYSEN, MONTCLAIR STATE UNIVERSITY

KONRAD EISENBICHLER, VICTORIA UNIVERSITY, UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
Poetry and Politics in Renaissance Siena: The Case of Aurelia Petrucci (1511-42)
Although Aurelia Petrucci’s life was brief, her renown was not — at least not among
Tuscan writers, who praised and remembered her beauty, charm, and poetic talent.
Alessandro Piccolomini penned a long and elegant funeral oration for her. In the
sixteenth through seventeenth centuries several editors included her works in their
poetic anthologies, while eminent scholars mentioned her in their works. More
recently, however, she has not been the subject of scholarly attention. This is
unfortunate, because her works reveal a good grasp of poetic technique and a keen
sense of Sienese politics. My presentation summarizes Petrucci’s biography, presents
her surviving poems, and examines the funeral oration by Piccolomini. In so doing,
I will argue that Aurelia — daughter, niece, and granddaughter of five successive
Petrucci lords of Siena (1497-1525) — can offer us a privileged insight into the
situation of privileged noblewomen in Siena in the first half of the sixteenth century.
ROSA HELENA CHINCHILLA, UNIVERSITY OF CONNECTICUT, STORRS
Juana of Austria: Patron of Literature
Juana of Austria (1535-75), Regent of Spain (1554-58), championed the ideals of the
recogidos, a Catholic spiritual movement of the 1550s, whose most prominent
members were persecuted by the Inquisition. Jorge de Montemayor, best known for
Diana (ca. 1558) and his translations of the Catalan poet Ausias March, formed part
of Juana’s court in Portugal, and followed her to Castile, where he was the official
court musician and poet. His first poetry collection (1552) was dedicated to Juana
and Prince João. Montemayor’s successful pastoral novel presents an extended
allegory, and some scholars doubt its religious overtones. This paper will explore the
influence Juana’s influence had over Montemayor’s literary production, and how
these shed light on Juana’s ideal of courtly life wedded to a deep religious
commitment, as evidenced by her ardent defense of the Jesuit Francis Borgia and the
Dominican Fray Luis de Granada.
CATHERINE A. FIELD, UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND, COLLEGE PARK
Writing in Sugar: Women’s Literary and Culinary Confections
Aristocratic women in seventeenth-century England cultivated the art of writing and
crafting in sugar; they constructed elaborate literary desserts, aphoristic poems
written out in marchpane and sugar, for consumption during the banqueting
void — the final course taken at the end of the meal. Contemporary receipt books
and popular printed cookbooks, like Henrietta Maria’s A Queen’s Delight, contain
many recipes for preparing “banquetting stuffe” such as confections, preserves,
marzipan, and sweetmeats. In this paper I will focus on these sugary recipes and the
related types of literary entertainments, such as reading poetry on fruit trenchers and
the performing of masques, that often accompanied them, in order to examine the
mixed politics of cooking and the private writings of the English housewife.
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THOMAS JAMES DANDELET, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY
The Power of a Mother’s Love: Giovanna d’Aragona and the Political Transformation of
the Colonna Dynasty
In one of Raphael’s most striking portraits of a Renaissance woman the tranquil face
of Giovanna d’Aragona, a granddaughter of the king of Naples, looks out at the
viewer. Married in the 1520s to Ascanio Colonna, the head of Rome’s leading noble
family, Giovanna originally fulfilled the role of a dutiful wife. Shortly thereafter,
however, she took the radical action of leaving her husband. In the 1540s she formally
disavowed her connection with her husband and carefully engineered the succession
of her son Marc Antonio Colonna to lead the family. Over the next thirty years
Giovanna d’Aragona masterfully guided her son’s political rise and the
transformation of the Colonna dynasty from being a local Roman power to an
imperial family that increasingly tied its fortunes to that of the Spanish Empire. Based
upon new research in her correspondence, this paper will trace the political strategies
of Giovanna d’Aragona as they were realized in the transformation of the Colonna
family.

Uris

A RENAISSANCE ITALY FOR THE
TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY
Organizer & Chair: WILLIAM E. ENGEL, INDEPENDENT SCHOLAR

JOHN A. MARINO, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SAN DIEGO
Southern Italy and the Italian Renaissance
The political developments of Angevin and Aragonese rule and rivalry are at the
center of a revisionist history of Renaissance Italy. In the two-and-a-half centuries
from the death of Frederick II in 1250 to the Spanish Conquest of Naples at the end
of 1503, Southern Italy played a dramatic role in forging Renaissance Italian politics
and culture. As one of the great powers on the peninsula, Naples can no longer be
excluded from the story of Renaissance politics, the reconstructing of the economy
after the fourteenth-century crisis, or humanism and the arts. The revised picture of
an Italy integrated by language and literature, law and familial property, and religion
and practical politics is a story that recognizes the importance of two foreign dynasties
from France and Aragon, with local branches in Naples and Sicily, as vital players in
the making of the Renaissance in Italy.
WALTER STEPHENS, THE JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY
Lies, Damned Lies, and Myths, Then and Now
In the Renaissance, as throughout history, the representation of cultural others was
a central preoccupation. Describing the other performed both explicit and implicit
self-definitions. Defining a cultural self occurred polemically, through contrast with
linguistic, religious, behavioral, or artistic antagonists, and also dialectically, in
confabulation with chosen ancestors, forerunners, and masters. Though rarely
acknowledged, the exercise of imagination guided this cultural work. Since the
1960s, the religious other and the national self have preoccupied North American
and Western European scholarship. The religious other — Jew, Muslim, heretic,
Native American, witch, atheist — initially attracted social historians and, later,
intellectual, art, and literary historians. The national self, constructed by
rediscovering ideal ancestors, has mainly engaged intellectual and literary historians.
Two shadowy, repressed presences remain to be constructed by interpreting discursive
absences and silences: the religious self and the national other.
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MAUREEN PELTA, MOORE COLLEGE OF ART & DESIGN
Looking at Renaissance Art: The Braccia of Antiquity
The recognition of Renaissance artists’ engagement with the material remains and
cultural ideals of classical antiquity has been crucial to the narrative accounting and
recounting of the formation and development of Renaissance style. Knowledge of the
ancients and comparisons of antique monuments with contemporary work was
already a yardstick for gauging quality in Renaissance art before the sixteenth century.
In the centuries that followed, as later artists and critics began to characterize the
period of the early sixteenth century as a time of unusual artistic achievement and the
best practices, they continued to champion the belief that exposure to ancient works
of art had a transformative effect on the art of the great Renaissance “moderns.” The
authority of the antique, however, took many forms and was radically redefined in the
course of the eighteenth century. This paper explores ways in which changing
concepts of antiquity altered evaluations of Renaissance art, creating new paradigms
for a history of art as a history of style.

Julliard

EMBLEMS/IMPRESE, AUTHORSHIP, AND
WOMEN

Sponsor: RENAISSANCE STUDIES CERTIFICATE PROGRAM, THE GRADUATE SCHOOL AND
UNIVERSITY CENTER, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK

Organizer: MONICA CALABRITTO, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK,
HUNTER COLLEGE

Chair: SANDRA SIDER, INSTITUTE OF FINE ARTS, NEW YORK UNIVERSITY
DANIEL RUSSELL, UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH
Wives and Widows: The Emblematics of Marriage and Mourning in France
Devices, or imprese in Italian, did much more than simply identify their bearer. They
presented that person’s conception of self, a personal moral ideal, or some plan of
action. Imprese were especially popular in France during the reigns of Henri IV and
Louis XIII. As early as 1559 Catherine de Medicis chose a mourning device to
advertise her grief on tapestries and bookbindings when Henri II was killed in a joust.
Later, devices and other emblematic compositions marked other kinds of sentiment
and emotion as they expressed marriage wishes under the first Bourbon kings.
Generally these sentiments and the propaganda messages implicit in them were
published on broadsheets, but occasionally they were exhibited in paintings like the
biographical series Rubens devoted to Marie de Medicis in the first quarter of the
seventeenth century. This paper explores the mechanics of such compositions and
analyzes their place in the economy of late Valois and early Bourbon court culture.
GEORGIANNA ZIEGLER, THE FOLGER SHAKESPEARE LIBRARY
Devising a Queen: Elizabeth Stuart’s Representation in the Emblematic Tradition
Early in the seventeenth century, two British writers dedicated emblems to the young
Elizabeth Stuart, daughter of James I. Henry Peacham in his Minerva Britanna
(1611) designed one for her that is an elaborate frame around a white tablet. He has
left it blank, he says, so that she can fill it in by writing the fate of his Muse. In 1624,
the Scots calligrapher, Esther Inglis, prepared a manuscript for Elizabeth’s brother,
Prince Charles, with emblems dedicated to members of the court. They are copied
from Georgette de Montenay’s Devises Chrestiennes, where the one for Elizabeth was
originally designed for the Queen of Navarre. My essay will examine these emblems
in the context of verbal figures and medallions associated with Elizabeth Stuart, to
explore the ways in which she was inscribed as a Protestant ruler, and successor to her
godmother Elizabeth I.
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Broadway

FIGURING THE ARTIST IN EARLY
MODERN ITALY I

Organizers: CATHERINE M. SOUSSLOFF, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SANTA CRUZ,
MARCO RUFFINI, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY

Chair: CATHERINE M. SOUSSLOFF, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SANTA CRUZ
Respondent: ALBERT RUSSELL ASCOLI, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY
DONATA LEVI, UNIVERSITÀ DI UDINE
Beyond Biography: The Artist Between the Antiquarian Tradition and the scuole
pittoriche
In his Storia pittorica Luigi Lanzi reacted against the biographical tradition from
Vasari to Orlandi, attempting a history of the scuole based on the development of their
“artistic language.” The result owed much to his reflections on the history of antique
sculpture. If compared with contemporary Italian scholarship, and also with
Winckelmann’s innovative Geschichte, Lanzi’s Notizie sopra la scultura degli antichi
shows both an effort at historicization and an antiquarian interest in the stylistic
specificity of particular works. But it was especially in his study of Etruscan that Lanzi
worked out those ideas on linguistic transformation and on the relations between
national and local languages which would aid him in the organization of his Storia.
The change of perspective from biography to scuola entailed tracking the constant
interplay between the individual contributions of artists and the general characters of
their respective schools.
TODD P. OLSON, UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
Life Traces: Ekphrasis in Bellori’s Biography of Caravaggio
For Bellori, Caravaggio’s depicted objects were residual traces of the artist’s life. We
are familiar with the claim that the two versions of the Gypsy Fortuneteller betrayed
a biographical incident. The transparency of the depicted person to the model
betrayed the artist and anchored contact with a social inferior. This paper considers
another site for the inscription of the artist’s body in the biographer’s text. Bellori’s
extended ekphrases, with their careful enumeration of objects, betrays his fantasy of
the artist’s encounter with unmediated reality. Bellori was repulsed by Caravaggio’s
passivity before the material specificity of surfaces. Yet the biographer’s own
inordinate attention to the description of these passages betrays a fascination and a
vicarious desire for an abject materiality.
MARCO RUFFINI, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY
Burying Alive: Giorgio Vasari and the Problem of the Living Artists in the Second
Edition of the Lives
Giorgio Vasari, considered to have contributed to the concept of individualism in the
Renaissance, in the second edition of the Lives (1568) tried to chart a new
institutional course in art theory and practice by delegitimizing the singular artist.
The paradox between the biographical structure of the Lives and Vasari’s project is
only apparent: the celebration of individuals, which culminates in the literary
construction of the “divine” Michelangelo, has the symbolic function to found and
to legitimize academic art. In order to emphasize this symbolic shift, Vasari
envisioned the section on the academicians to be printed directly after the Life of
Michelangelo. In contrast with this intention, literary codes and contingent factors
obliged him to insert a series of account of individual artists still alive after the Life
of Michelangelo and before the section on the academicians. These contemporary
artists were very unwelcome and indeed polluted the original purity and legibility of
Vasari’s project.
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PEOPLE AND DOMESTIC PROPERTY IN
RENAISSANCE ITALY
Organizers: ANNE MATCHETTE, UNIVERSITY OF SUSSEX,
FLORA DENNIS, ROYAL COLLEGE OF ART

Chair: PATRICIA ALLERSTON, UNIVERSITY OF EDINBOROUGH
FLORA DENNIS, ROYAL COLLEGE OF ART
Musical Threats: Household, Property, and the Mattinata
The ritual of the mattinata, common throughout Italy, consisted of a street
performance of ribald songs and noisy music. Usually forming an unofficial part of
the nuptials of a widow or widower, the mattinata was directed at the house of the
newlyweds. Abundant documentary evidence demonstrates a strong contemporary
perception of the mattinata as inherently dangerous. On occasion, the metaphorical,
sonic “attack” on the house escalated into an actual physical intrusion, resulting in the
destruction of property. Situating the mattinata within the wider context of verbal
and physical insults and rituals of dishonor reveals the potent role played by music
and noise, derived largely from its ability to cross physical boundaries. Using
examples of both metaphorical and real attacks on the household, this paper will
examine the relationship between “inside” and “outside,” focusing on the
permeability of the house and attitudes towards the security of its goods and
inhabitants.
ANNE MATCHETTE, UNIVERSITY OF SUSSEX
Inside Out: Household Goods on View in Renaissance Florence
The public display and dispersal of household possessions resulted from a range of
circumstances. Domestic objects could be presented as gifts, while homes of the
condemned were stripped of their contents to be sold at public auction. Owners
expressed anxieties about their belongings appearing on the open market, yet
numerous sites for the sale of used goods existed, including shops, street corners, and
piazze. Many of those who purchased from these venues seemed relatively
unconcerned about the provenance of objects. The aim of this paper is to examine the
ambivalent and transient nature of domestic property. Drawing on archival evidence,
it considers to what extent people were associated with their possessions, particularly
when objects left the home. Outside their original context, household goods could
take on different meanings and values, and analysis of their mobility helps confront
assumptions about what it meant to own, use, and behold other peoples’ things.
M. CATHERINE MELLEN, CORNELL UNIVERSITY
Una casa per uso: Women’s Property in Sixteenth-Century Florence
By the middle of the sixteenth century the percentage of female property owners and
taxpayers in Florence was nearly double what it had been a hundred years before. For
many women this property came in the form of land in the contado left to them in
their husbands’ wills in lieu of their dowries. But the Florentine tax records also reveal
a number of women, married and widowed, who actively bought and sold property,
including houses for their own use. How common was this practice, and how many
women actually had the opportunity to have their own casa per uso? For those that
did, how significant is their choice of property and location? This paper will seek to
identify the relationship between Florentine women and their families with their
property, and the amount of control they had over their own fortunes and their own
identities.
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THE LANGUAGES OF THE ITALIAN
RENAISSANCE I: HUMANISTS, THE
ROMAN CURIA, AND THE VERNACULAR
Organizer: CHRISTOPHER S. CELENZA, MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY
Chair: RONALD G. WITT, DUKE UNIVERSITY

BRIAN JEFFREY MAXSON, NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY
Biondo Flavio and the Fourth Crusade: The Historiographical Methods of a Prominent
Humanist
Biondo Flavio’s methods for constructing medieval history within the first two
decades of his Decades ab inclinatione romanorum imperii varied depending on the
circumstances under which he was writing and the events about which he was
narrating. Traditionally, scholars have attributed the relative lack of humanist
embellishments in Biondo’s medieval history writing to the non-humanist sources
that he used. However, an analysis of Biondo’s account of the Fourth Crusade does
not fit this hypothesis. Biondo’s source-use for this event demonstrates a combination
of inventing material, changing between sources, and omitting information. Biondo
makes these changes, not to construct an account of the Fourth Crusade that imitated
classical models, but instead to write a justification of this infamous medieval event.
These findings, in addition to the brief investigations by two other scholars into
Biondo’s construction of medieval history, suggest that Biondo used classicism as a
tool and not as an end in itself.
ELIZABETH MAY MCCAHILL, PRINCETON UNIVERSITY
Joking in Early Modern Italy: The Facetiae of Poggio Bracciolini and Vernacular Humor
According to Poggio Bracciolini, the two hundred and seventy-three bawdy jokes of
the Facetiae were told by humanists of the papal Curia, who congregated in the
Bugiale, or theatre of lies, to refresh their spirits and attack their colleagues. Written
in elegant Latin, the jokes mock lecherous priests and ignorant peasants as well as
humanist pedants, borrowing heavily from the tradition of popular vernacular stories
and witticisms. Thus, in the Bugiale, the humor of “low” culture served as a form of
social control for the humanist elite, and this was not an isolated case but an essential
part of Renaissance courtly culture, as Castiglione shows. In my paper, I will explore
the ways in which humor bridged the distinctions scholars have drawn between low
and high culture and the vernacular and Latin traditions.
KENNETH GOUWENS, UNIVERSITY OF CONNECTICUT, STORRS
Clementine Humanists and the Vernacular
It is a historiographical commonplace that humanists in “High Renaissance” Rome
defined themselves collectively through their imitation of classical Latin models.
Frequently they did so with such strictness, in fact, that Ciceronianism became (in
John D’Amico’s phrase) “the idiom of Roman humanism.” What space, then,
remained in that learned culture for vernacular expression? The present paper
suggests some possible answers to this question for the early years of Clement VII’s
pontificate. It takes as its focus the only work that Pierio Valeriano wrote in the
vernacular: his Dialogo della volgar lingua (ca. 1526), in which Angelo Colocci, the
leader of the humanist sodality in which Valeriano was most active, serves as narrator.

Edison

PHILOSOPHY AND DEVOTION

Organizer: VALERY REES, SCHOOL OF ECONOMIC SCIENCE, LONDON
Chair: MICHAEL J.B. ALLEN, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, LOS ANGELES
VALERY REES, SCHOOL OF ECONOMIC SCIENCE, LONDON
Ficino’s Optimism: Are There Hidden Sources?
Despite Ficino’s self-confessed melancholy, he presents a surprisingly optimistic
outlook in many of his writings. This paper will attempt to explore some of the
foundations of that optimism. Differences between Ficino’s version of the Phaedrus
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myth and its Platonic original present a starting point for considerations that will
then draw on his abundant epistolary output. A remarkable feature in Ficino’s writing
is a tendency to avoid discussion of Hebrew and Arabic sources at the very time that
Pico and others were deeply interested in them. Is Ficino withholding something?
Investigating undisclosed sources presents considerable problems of methodology,
but questions may be asked that are themselves revealing.
CRISTINA NEAGU, OXFORD CONSERVATION CONSORTIUM
Rhetorical Theology: Nicolaus Olahus and the Counter-Reformation in the Kingdom of
Hungary
Nicolaus Olahus (1493-1568), diplomat and churchman at the courts of Queen
Mary of Hungary in Brussels and King Ferdinand in Buda, did everything in his
power to reclaim Roman Catholicism. As Primate of Hungary he accomplished huge
administrative tasks, moving the archbishop’s see from Esztergom (conquered by the
Turks) to Trnava, and transforming the town into a flourishing cultural center. He
campaigned vigorously against clerical abuse, invited the Jesuits to Hungary, and
organized five provincial synods to discuss dogma and discipline emerging from the
Council of Trent. However, Olahus also influenced the course of CounterReformation in Hungary through his own devotional writings. Designed both to
inspire and to reveal theological inconsistencies among opponents, these works are
especially interesting for the type of rhetoric used and the fact that, despite being
published between 1558-60, they cover many themes dealt with only at the Council’s
subsequent concluding meetings.
SERGIUS KODERA, UNIVERSITY OF VIENNA
Treading Common Ground: Marsilio Ficino and Pietro Pomponazzi on the Human Soul
It is difficult to imagine two individuals with more divergent viewpoints on the
nature of the human soul than Marsilio Ficino and Pietro Pomponazzi. The eminent
Platonist Ficino wrote a powerful defense of the soul’s immortality, Theologia
platonica, (1469-74); Pomponazzi’s De immortalitate animae (1516) caused a massive
upheaval by proving the contrary secundum Aristotelem. Ficino allowed for ascent of
the human soul to the divinity, whereas Pomponazzi conceived the soul as the lowest
reflection of intellect confined to the physical world. Yet both authors shared many
assumptions: they rejected the Averroist theory of intellect; star daemons, as
intermediary intelligences, formed an integral part of their cosmologies; both
emphasized the central position of the human soul in the hierarchy of being; and both
agree upon the role of material phantasmata, and of emotions. Hence their opposing
views represent a shift of emphasis in a shared natural philosophy rather than two
radically opposed intellectual traditions.

Winter Garden

SIXTEENTH-CENTURY SELFFASHIONING IN SPANISH GOLDEN AGE
PROSE, POETRY, AND DRAMA

Organizer: HORACIO CHIONG-RIVERO, SWARTHMORE COLLEGE
Chair: JOSÉ A. RICO, SAINT MARY’S COLLEGE
HORACIO CHIONG-RIVERO, SWARTHMORE COLLEGE
Maker of Masks: Fray Antonio de Guevara’s Self-Fashioned Personae at Court
Writing from an autobiographical posture in the Menosprecio de corte and Epístolas
familiars, Fray Antonio de Guevara describes the vices found in the myriad of colorful
characters of the court. Throughout his works pertaining to the vicissitudes of courtly
life, Guevara infuses a literary and fictionalized dimension in a narrative prose that
is fundamentally marked by humor, irony, satire, personal reflections, and an acute
sense for the novelistic. Guevara fashions himself as a well-seasoned courtier whose
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eyewitness experience garners him the authority and expertise to document, in a
gesture similar to a journalist or reporter, the multitude of courtly intrigues, alliances,
and enmities that ultimately determine the delicate balance of power among friends
and rivals. Inserting himself within the role of a journalist-novelist, Guevara depicts
profoundly human and literary portraits of the seemingly bedazzling spectacle of
courtly life under the reign of Charles V.
LEAH MIDDLEBROOK, UNIVERSITY OF OREGON
The Courtier’s Two Bodies: Self-Fashioning and Sonnet Form
Why did early modern courtiers embrace the sonnet? The question would seem to
have received exhaustive attention in recent decades; however, surprisingly little
attention has been given to the issue of form. While sonnets have been adduced as
evidence of early modern discursive production, the specific forces exercised by
shaped, measured language on our abilities to conceptualize the self have generally
not been teased apart from the larger category of language and power. In this paper
I argue that for those sixteenth-century writers whose relationship to poetry went
beyond the formalities of social and political exchange, the dual nature of the sonnet
form made it a vehicle particularly suited to the libidinally charged staging and
restaging of the self that psychoanalytically inclined critics might associate with
modern, “split” subjectivity, and which a more Foucauldian-minded thinker might
link to the discursive production of subjectification. I will provide examples from
Gutierre de Cetina and Francisco de Aldana.
CARMEN Y. HSU, UNIVERSITÄT BIELEFELD
Fashioning Dissension: The Carajicomedia and the “Catholic” Monarchs’ Exploitation
of Prostitution in Early Modern Spain
This paper examines how the anonymous author of the Carajicomedia (1519)
fashions his dissension from the so-called “Catholic” Monarchs’ unchristian policy of
mancebías as a royal prerogative in Early Modern Spain. The Carajicomedia’s
dissension takes shape not only from a rich display of scatological and obscene
images, but also from a parodic heroism of the protagonist in the world of
prostitution of early modern Spain. Through the use of obscene imagery the author
enhances the emotional intensity of his dissension, and further projects a satirically
carnivalesque world — a Christian society turned upside down by lustfulness,
hypocrisy, and greed. As a result, the poem is a powerful lampoon of a real
sociopolitical agenda and moral hypocrisy which institutionalized prostitution in the
name of social stability.

Brooks Atkinson

CONSTITUTING COMMUNITIES IN
BRITAIN AND IRELAND I

Sponsor: RENAISSANCE STUDIES CERTIFICATE PROGRAM, THE GRADUATE SCHOOL AND
UNIVERSITY CENTER, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK
Organizer & Chair: CLARE L. CARROLL,
THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, QUEENS COLLEGE
ALLISON KAVEY, WELCH LIBRARY
Making Bacon for England: Secrets Gleaned from Greene’s Frantic Fair
Robert Greene wrote The Famous Historie of Friar Bacon and Friar Bungay in 1589,
producing the first extant popularization of Roger Bacon for an English audience.
Greene’s strongly monarchical play undermines the hold of the academy and the
Catholic Church on the thirteenth-century friar and natural philosopher, instead
placing his occult skills at the dispense of the king and claming them for the defense
and enlargement of England. The dramatic transition in knowledge parallels the one
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that introduced Greene to his subject, accomplished through the courtly circulation
of some of Bacon’s manuscripts, and introduces a second one, where Bacon moved
from the stage to the print shop, appearing as author in 1597 of The Mirror of
Alchimy. This collection of natural philosophical treatises represents the hold Bacon
had on the popular imagination of Elizabethan England and the imperial potential
implicit in the transmission of elite occult knowledge to a vernacular audience
through books of secrets.
ANTHONY MARTIN, WASEDA UNIVERSITY
Ambitious Pagan, Mystical Harlot: Saxons on the Jacobean Stage
This paper considers the representation of the fifth-century Saxon invasion of Britain
in two plays: Middleton’s Hengist, King of Kent and The Birth of Merlin, commonly
attributed to Rowley. Deriving their material, in part, from the chronicle histories,
these plays share a number of themes and conceptual structures with others, such as
King Lear and Cymbeline, of the chronicle play genre. In such plays the national polity
is threatened simultaneously by foreign invasion and by a vacillating or unstable
power structure at its center; such concerns, iterated across societal levels, in domestic
as well as in political structures, are evoked in the figures of the alien, non-Christian,
and sexually licentious Saxons. However, while Middleton’s perspective on the alien
threat clearly reflects the contemporary political situation towards the end of James’s
reign, The Birth of Merlin tends to decontextualize and dehistoricize the resonances
of history.
PATRICK TUITE, CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY, WASHINGTON
Iago in a Red Coat: Redefining Authority in Ashbury’s 1691 Othello
This paper connects the 1691 Dublin staging of Othello with various other kinds of
visual representations of community in seventeenth-century Ireland. Looking at how
maps, political tracts, and histories represent the identity of the Old English
community in Ireland, this paper seeks to compare the space of the theatre with the
space of the country in order to interrogate what a late-seventeenth-century Old
English audience would have encountered in the staging of Othello following the
defeat of James II. This particular staging of Othello, recorded in the Dublin prompt
books, can be read as a complex historical allegory of the rivalries among competing
communities in Dublin in 1691.

Chrysler

FLORENCE AND NAPLES: POLITICS AND
ARTISTIC EXCHANGE IN THE
RENAISSANCE
Organizer: CHARLOTTE F. NICHOLS, SETON HALL UNIVERSITY
Chair: DAVID R. MARSH, RUTGERS UNIVERSITY

CHARLOTTE F. NICHOLS, SETON HALL UNIVERSITY
“Tout le prestige de l’inconnu:” The Regency of Charles of Calabria (1326-27) in
Florence and the Culture of Conspicuous Consumption
When Charles, Duke of Calabria and heir of King Robert of Naples, was installed as
Signore of Florence in 1325 to counter the threat of Castruccio Castracani of Lucca,
French courtly life was briefly superimposed on the Republic. In exchange for their
loss of liberty, Florentines acquired “tout le prestige de l’inconnu” (François Perrens)
with the arrival of Charles and his entourage of 1500 knights. This paper examines
the subsequent Angevin-Tuscan cultural exchange from two perspectives: the allure
for Florentines of the luxurious Neapolitan moda alla francese and the way in which
it raised the levels of conspicuous consumption in a city still restrained by sumptuary
laws; and the Angevin patronage of Tuscan artists like Giotto and Tino di Camaino
for Neapolitan projects.
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CAMMY BROTHERS, UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA
Florentine Architects, Neapolitan Gardeners: Reception and Diffusion at the Court of
Aragon
Among the many drawings of ancient Roman ruins included in Giuliano da
Sangallo's Codex Barberini (ca. 1465-1516) are several copies of his design for the
palace of the King of Naples, which he personally delivered to the king in 1488. The
first part of the paper will consider this singular example of cultural diplomacy in
terms of its negotiation between imperial Roman models and the feudal typologies
considered appropriate for the Aragonese kings. The second part will focus on
descriptions and drawings of the gardens of Poggio Reale, and on a recently
discovered early-sixteenth-century letter referring to the expertise of Neapolitan
gardeners. These sources will be used to suggest that the Aragonese court, through its
direct knowledge of Islamic gardens in Spain, may have been the agent of
transmission of important ideas and techniques of garden design into Italy.
THOMAS C. WILLETTE, UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
The Image of Naples in Vasari’s Lives
Vasari’s claim that nothing of importance had been painted in Naples between the
time of Giotto’s visit and his own in 1544-45 is one of a number of politically loaded
remarks that point to the exemplary role of the Regno di Napoli in Tuscan
historiography. The crucial Vasarian image of the kingdom is appropriately a product
of Giotto’s wit: an allegorical painting of an ass who longs for a new pack saddle.
Giotto explains to King Robert that such is the inconstancy of his people, and for
Vasari this lack of political virtue accounts for the lack of strong local tradition and
the poverty of modern artistic production. Thus Naples is a counterexample that
demonstrates Florentine myths of civic virtue in the arts. Vasari assigned himself the
part of the gentleman courtier whose judgment permits him to instruct the
Neapolitan artists and nobility through his own more virtuous example.

Park Avenue

THE OBJECT IN QUESTION I

Sponsor: RENAISSANCE STUDIES CERTIFICATE PROGRAM, THE GRADUATE SCHOOL AND
UNIVERSITY CENTER, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK
Organizers: MARINA S. BROWNLEE, PRINCETON UNIVERSITY,
LIA SCHWARTZ-LERNER, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, GRADUATE CENTER
Chair: LIA SCHWARTZ-LERNER, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, GRADUATE CENTER
MARINA S. BROWNLEE, PRINCETON UNIVERSITY
The Object Lesson
Irrespective of the ideology in question, Marx’s commodity fetish, the
psychoanalytical fetish, or Modernism’s fetish as art object, the fetish involves
untranscendent objectification, material embodiment. Throughout history, its
variable existence as commodity, as anthropology, and as philosophy tells a lot about
subject-object relations at a particular cultural moment in time. Humans perceived
as objects, slaves, ethnographic curiosities, and even monstrous humans, are an
obsession in the sixteenth-century miscellanies epitomized by Torquemada’s Jardín de
flores curiosas. The Jardín can be read as a text that both reflects and interrogates the
fetish, highlighting the problematic nature of both material objects and human
commodities and, more broadly, the invaluable role of objects in the articulation of
the early modern subject.
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ISRAEL BURSHATIN, HAVERFORD COLLEGE
The Inquisition’s Thing
On 13 July 1587, the inquisitors judging the case of Eleno de Céspedes issued the
necessary orders to arrest Eleno and his wife María and to transport them in chains
to Toledo. An alguacil was commissioned “to seize the body” of Eleno and his
personal belongings, including the surgeon’s bed and twenty ducats, if he had them,
in order to defray his food costs while in custody. Three days later the officer
completed the assignment. But he collected much less cash than instructed; there
were only twenty-one reales left after deducting nine reales for incidental travel
expenses. The prisoner’s attire, of not inconsiderable value, was inventoried, along
with his other possessions. What sorts of objects gain discursive value in the
Inquisition? Are there distinctions between material and human objects of scrutiny?
These are some of the issues to be addressed in my paper.
EMILIE BERGMANN, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY
Absence, Death, and Discourses of the Visual in Spanish Baroque Sonnets
Absence is central to the Renaissance and Baroque sonnet in its representation of love
and death. Thus, within the aesthetic of the Baroque, the logical ending of Sor Juana
Inés de la Cruz’s sonnet, “Este que ves, engaño colorido,” on the transitory nature of
beauty and the illogical desire for the worldly pleasure of possession, is a graphic
confrontation with the materiality of death. This paper focuses on “funerary” sonnets
by Gongora and Quevedo on monuments. These sonnets can be read as conceptual
studies of the relationship between a hyperbolically concrete signifier (a carved stone
monument) and a doubly-absent signified (ultimately, the person memorialized).
Although Góngora’s sonnets were written for specific occasions and Quevedo’s
consciously participate in a tradition from classical antiquity, together they constitute
a significant perspective on Baroque concepts of subject and object, absence and
signification.

GC C201

RENAISSANCE ART I
Chair: LAURINDA DIXON, SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY

KARL WILLIAM FUGELSO, TOWSON UNIVERSITY
Leonardo’s Musician: An Allegory of Portraiture and (Im)mortality
Contrary to previous interpretations of Leonardo’s so-called Musician, this paper
suggests that the music in the sitter’s hand denotes not his occupation but his
(im)mortality. Given the strict sartorial code for professions in late-fifteenth-century
Lombardy, the original color of the young man’s zuppone rules out the possibility he
was a musician. Moreover, the depicted riff has proven too generic to otherwise
identify the sitter. But it does invoke the paragone, particularly Leonardo’s
comparison of the degrees to which the arts endure. In referring to the sequentiality
and fleetingness of heard music, the notes underscore the passage of life, the
ephemerality of the sitter’s state as recorded in the painting. Yet, in their written form,
the notes simultaneously represent the ability of the visual arts to preserve that state.
They highlight the fact that, via this portrait, the dead sitter lives on.
BARBARA J. JOHNSTON, FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY
Louise of Savoy’s Le Vie de la Magdalene: The Illuminated Manuscript as Passion Play
In 1517 Louise of Savoy commissioned an illuminated manuscript, Le Vie de la
Magdalene (BN.ms.fr.24955), for her personal use. This manuscript depicts the life
of Mary Magdalene in great detail. Passion plays such as the Passion of Arras and the
Mystère de la Passion of Angers were highly influential to the design and iconography
of this manuscript. These dramas contain passages that vividly depict the Magdalene’s
worldly and spiritual life. Certain scenes from these plays have their counterparts in
illuminations within the Magdalene manuscript that depict the same episodes. The
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scenes and images correspond precisely in terms of characters, settings, actions, and
emotions. Other episodes in the manuscript are illustrated in a scene-by-scene
manner that strongly resembles a theatrical presentation. This paper will examine Le
Vie de la Magdalene as both a devotional text and a “virtual” performance that enabled
Louise of Savoy to experience the spiritual power of these religious dramas over and
over again.
JANIE COLE, THE MEDICI ARCHIVE PROJECT
Music and Poetry in Seicento Florence: Michelangelo Buonarroti Il Giovane
(1568-1647) and the Notion of Poesia per Musica
Michelangelo Buonarroti il giovane is best known for his theatrical spectacles and his
collaboration with the Florentine composer Francesca Caccini. However, Buonarroti
also left a substantial collection of unpublished lyric poetry, including over 1000
poems in five manuscript volumes, many of which would have been set to music. The
identifications of previously unattributed texts by Michelangelo in musical settings
published in contemporary volumes of monodies and madrigals suggest a far wider
dissemination of his work, indicating his importance in the context of the
development of early Seicento solo song and suggesting a reassessment of his standing
in musical and literary circles. Further, it raises broader questions regarding the
interrelationship between music and poetry, the notion of precedence of poetry over
music (or vice versa), and the interchangeability of poetic texts in musical settings,
thus considering the problematic notion of a distinct genre traditionally called poesia
per musica during the early Seicento.

GC C202

“THE MOST CUNNING OF ALL
DISEASES”: DEFINING THE FRENCH
DISEASE IN RENAISSANCE EUROPE:
CLINICAL MEDICINE, HOSPITALS, AND
SOCIAL CONTEXT

Organizer: BRIAN NANCE, COASTAL CAROLINA UNIVERSITY
Chair & Respondent: JAMES J. BONO, STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, BUFFALO
BRIAN NANCE, COASTAL CAROLINA UNIVERSITY
Treating the French Disease: Semeiotics, Disease Narratives, and Clinical Medicine
This paper examines disease narratives and case histories to show how various
sixteenth-century physicians undertook the perilous task of treating the French
Disease. Historians have well documented the social and cultural rifts revealed and
produced by the thunderous debates over the Great Pox, between learned physicians
and empirics, between Galenic explanations and newer ideas such as Fernel’s
sympathies and Fracastoro’s contagion, between naturalistic and moralistic
understandings of the disease, and between advocates of old and new remedies. Often
missing from these accounts is an attempt to link these larger theoretical questions to
the clinical encounters of practicing physicians. Drawing upon medical observationes,
consilia, practica, and other sources, this paper examines the way in which the clinical
encounter was influenced by broader theoretical debates, and attempts to show the
various ways in which physicians and patients defined a treatment as successful.
CLAUDIA STEIN, WELLCOME INSTITUTE FOR THE HISTORY OF MEDICINE
Identifying the French Pox in Sixteenth-Century Augsburg
In early modern Augsburg most diseases were understood as an imbalance of the four
bodily humours, and, at first, new diseases such as the French Pox did not challenge
this understanding. This humoral explanation of the French Pox implied that it
appeared differently in each body, circulated freely within the corporal space, and
underwent important changes. It could, therefore, metamorphose into other diseases,
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such as leprosy, and a person could simultaneously suffer from the pox and several
other ailments. From a modern perspective, this conception of the French Pox seems
somehow contradictory to the idea of its treatment within any organised and
specialized institutional setting. The paper focuses on complex process of
identifying the French Disease in the city’s several specialized hospitals, and relates
this process to the social and institutional structures of the Augsburg clinics.
JON ARRIZABALAGA, INSTITUCIÓN MILÀ I FONTANALS, CSIC
How The French Pox Became a Court Disease
Like plague and other infectious diseases, the French Disease damaged all social strata
and ravaged the most humble people. Yet, in the years following its arrival and rapid
spread throughout Europe, many contemporaries came to see some connection
between the disease itself and the sociocultural world of the court as a result of its wide
diffusion among papal, royal, and noble, both civil and ecclesiastical courts: an image
subsequently furthered by historians as a result of the quantity and expressiveness of
surviving historical sources referring the privileged social strata. This paper examines
court medicine, with particular attention to the crown of Castile during the 1490s.
Drawing upon manuscript and printed medical sources, letters, and court chronicles,
it discusses the emergence of the French Pox as a court disease, comparing it with
other diseases of court in the early sixteenth century.

GC C204

THE RECEPTION OF ITALY AT THE
COURTS OF EUROPE 1400-1700

Organizer & Chair: TRACY EHRLICH, RUTGERS UNIVERSITY
Respondent: R. MALCOLM SMUTS, UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS, BOSTON
GEORGE L. GORSE, POMONA COLLEGE
“Gateway to Italy”: Evelyn’s and Rubens’s Genoa
In 1358 Italian humanist, poet, and Avignon papal secretary Petrarch called Genoa
the “gateway to Italy.” A century later, Manetti, Florentine diplomat, termed “Genoa,
gateway to our world.” Both play on a medieval foundation myth, equating “Janus”
and “Ianua” — ancient Etruscan-Roman god of Peace and War, protector of city gates
and golden-age beginnings — with Genua or Genoa, the Mediterranean entry port.
This paper compares the humanist (ecphrastic, word-picture) rhetoric of English
traveler, John Evelyn — on Le Grand Tour, sailing from Marseilles to Genoa in 1644,
“[to] perfectly [smell] the peculiar joys of Italy in the perfumes of orange, citron, and
jasmine flowers” — with the architectural model book, cited by Evelyn, Peter Paul
Rubens’s Palazzi di Genova, published by Plantin Press in Antwerp in 1622, as
constructs of Italy and Genoa for northern European courts and audiences of “the
early modern.”
KATHERINE M. BENTZ, EMORY UNIVERSITY
Ruins, Records, and Reception: Flemish Antiquarians in Sixteenth-Century Roman
Gardens
While countless remnants of antiquity (such as ruins, inscriptions, and sculpture)
were scattered throughout Renaissance Rome, by the mid-sixteenth century Roman
collectors had amassed the best-preserved and most interesting examples for display
in their elaborate palace and villa gardens. Thus, foreign antiquarians in Rome often
encountered antiquity via the reclamation, recycling, and restoration activities of
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contemporary garden patrons. This paper investigates the experiences of foreigners in
sixteenth-century Roman gardens through surviving records kept by an active and
close-knit group of Flemish antiquarians, many of whom worked as secretaries and
court humanists for cardinals and Roman aristocrats. Their experiences as garden
visitors may also be read in several paintings, prints, and drawings of Roman
cityscapes by fellow Fleming Hendrick van Cleve III. Because most of these
fiamminghi eventually returned home, their memories, records, and images played a
critical role in shaping the reputation of Roman gardens and their owners abroad.
TIMOTHY VICTOR WILKS, SOUTHAMPTON INSTITUTE
A “Palazzo del Principe” for Jacobean England: The Influence of Italy on the Traveled
Courtiers of Prince Henry
This paper considers the uncompleted gardens and palace modifications undertaken
at Richmond Palace by Henry, Prince of Wales (1594-1612). These works were
profoundly influenced by Italian concepts of court display and entertainment, and
were undertaken to the designs of the Italophiles Inigo Jones and Salomon de Caus,
and also of Costantino de’ Servi, who provided a direct link to Florentine court
culture. Recently discovered ground plans provide evidence for intended use. River
access was an essential design element, providing opportunity for river pageants
similar to the Argonautica staged on the Arno in 1608, while de Servi’s teatro per
torniamenti beside the river offered possibilities for land-based feste. This acceptance
of Italianate art and design and its knowing application in Jacobean England
demanded new levels of visual sophistication.
NICOLA COURTRIGHT, AMHERST COLLEGE
Medici Politics and Art at the Bourbon Dynasty’s Beginnings
Perhaps the ultimate, yet often unrealized, wish for the reception of art at any early
modern royal court was that the patron’s artistic construction of reality should have
political efficacy. Henri IV, founder of the Bourbon dynasty, was no exception, for,
following bitter religious conflicts, he sought to express his ideal of political and
economic unification in his capital’s architecture. Arguably, one reason Henri IV
selected a wife from the Florentine court was political: to partake in the genealogy of
the Medicis’ magnificence and expression of absolutist prerogatives. Marie’s ambition
to bring the Medici court and its imagery with her was thus condoned, perhaps even
promoted, by influential figures shaping a new French regime. This paper will analyze
how Marie’s artistic patronage was a way to make a political claim for unification
under the rule of the new Bourbon-Medici dynasty, and how that intention was
understood (and opposed) by observers.
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NEW TECHNOLOGIES AND
RENAISSANCE STUDIES I: THE
INFLUENCE OF NEW TECHNOLOGIES ON
RENAISSANCE STUDIES

Sponsor: CENTRE FOR REFORMATION & RENAISSANCE STUDIES,
VICTORIA COLLEGE, UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

Organizers & Chairs: WILLIAM R. BOWEN, VICTORIA COLLEGE, UNIVERSITY OF
TORONTO, RAYMOND G. SIEMENS, MALASPINA UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
REBECCA W. BUSHNELL, UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA
RICHARD CUNNINGHAM, ACADIA UNIVERSITY
ICHIRO FUJINAGA, MCGILL UNNIVERSITY
DAVID GANTS, UNIVERSITY OF NEW BRUNSWICK
EILEEN GARDNER, ITALICA PRESS INC.
PETER LUKEHART, NATIONAL GALLERY OF ART
RONALD G. MUSTO, ITALICA PRESS INC.
SUSAN FORSCHER WEISS, PEABODY INSTITUTE
This session explores important trends of the past, current, and future influence of
new technologies on Renaissance studies. A brief introduction by panelists who have
carried out exemplary work integrating computing with disciplinary practice will be
followed by a respondent’s comments and seminar-style discussion.
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LANGUAGES OF DESIGN IN EARLY
MODERN ITALY
Chair: JANE C. TYLUS, NEW YORK UNIVERSITY

GAIL L. GEIGER, UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN, MADISON
Work Clothes
I wish to examine domestic servant attire in Italian Renaissance households,
especially the depiction of garments worn by black Africans. Drawing on the
representation of black Africans in Italian Renaissance art and on research on textile
industries and their impact concerning dress, I shall look at Venice during the second
half of the 1500s. Three methodological issues emerge from this examination. First,
our knowledge of household livery is poor, although cloth, its cut, and design for
costume of other social stations conveyed distinctive signs of hierarchy and function.
A second issue concerns the Italian patron’s fascination with the “exotic,” particularly
very dark skin pigmentation juxtaposed against brilliantly colored fabric. Finally, how
much license did the artist employ in the visual representation or the cinquecento
observer in recording it, or the modern critic describing it? For example, we still
cannot explain the multiple categories of costume worn by black Africans in
compositions as famous as Veronese’s Feast in the House of Levi (1573).
GERRY P. MILLIGAN, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, COLLEGE OF STATEN ISLAND
Reading the Laws: Sumptuary Laws of Early Modern Italy
The primary difficulty inherent to an analysis of restrictive laws on behavior is parsing
out the defining discourses that have created the terms “luxury,” “excess,” or
“propriety.” This paper will therefore begin by addressing some methodological and
theoretical concerns of how critics read legislation known as “sumptuary laws.” I will
then turn to sources from early modern Italy to investigate the manner in which
communities sought to govern costume behavior of their members. I show that
behavior is not legislated merely to control the discourses of a community, but that
this legislation is a manner in which we can read the attempts of communities to forge
their identity around the discourses communicated by male and female clothing. I
conclude by analyzing the famous event of the Sienese girl Battista Berti Pertrucci,
and show how the virtual flurry of clothing governance that surrounded the event
exposes the tensions between female agency and community interests.

Shubert

FEMALE IDENTITY IN THE RENAISSANCE
Chair: SARAH COVINGTON,THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK,
QUEENS COLLEGE

MARIE-JOSÉ GOVERS, RIJKSUNIVERSITEIT GRONINGEN
The story of Odoardo III, King of England and Aelips in Houwaert’s Plain of the Muses
and the delightful Garden of young Maidens.
Houwaert’s didactic poem The Plain of the Muses and the delightful Garden of young
Maidens (1582-83), consisting of sixteen books, is the only sixteenth-century
Netherlandish “manual” for women. By reading Houwaert’s book women could
learn how to prevent from becoming a victim of Love (Venus), and how they could
achieve virtue through Knowledge (Pallas). Houwaert gives his moral instruction by
“retelling” dozens of examples from classical as well as contemporary literature. In the
fourth book, The virtuous Maiden’s Treasure, the author recounts the story of
Eduwaert, King of England, and a Duchess named Elips. This story from
contemporary literature was, until Houwaert used it, unknown in Dutch literature.
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Its source has not yet been proved. I want to demonstrate first that Houwaert
borrowed the story from Bandello’s thirty-seventh novella via the Histoires tragiques
(1559), Boaistuau’s translation of Bandello; and secondly I want to examine the way
Houwaert adapted the story to his final aim of moral instruction of gentlewomen.
SHARON A. BEEHLER, MONTANA STATE UNIVERSITY, BOZEMAN
Melancholia and the Construction of Female Identity
My paper will explore the ways in which Hildegard of Bingen, Teresa of Avila, and
Anne Finch, Countess of Winchilsea contributed to and helped shape images of
femininity throughout the early modern period, both in terms of the analyses of
melancholy provided in their writings and of the authorial voices that speak in those
writings. These views will be set against contemporary male views of women in order
to see the contrast in interpretation as well as attitude. Most noticeable in the women’s
work will be the shift from monastic to secular views, together with a change in tone
from serious and devout to whimsical and satiric. Such mutations, while clearly a
reflection of their times, also indicate the probable influence each woman had on
accomplishing the characteristic attitudes of their day.
ANNE E.B. COLDIRON, LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY
Translating the Wife’s Voice in the Complainte of [the] To Soone Maryed (1535)
Among the 100,000+ lines of verse translated from French between Caxton and
Tottel are a number of antimarital poems. Most of these are written from the
masculine viewpoint, and the husband is, typically, the poetic speaker in the
Complayntes of the too soon and too late married. But the central section of the “too
soon” complaint presents a long passage in the wife’s voice, enumerating her own list
of antimarital complaints. However, certain of printer Robert Copland’s paratexts
may undercut the wife’s voice. This paper considers the French original, and how
translation and paratexts re-present the wife’s voice for English readers.

Majestic

DRESSING AND UNDRESSING THE
PUBLIC SELF IN EARLY MODERN ITALY

Sponsor: RENAISSANCE STUDIES CERTIFICATE PROGRAM, THE GRADUATE SCHOOL AND
UNIVERSITY CENTER, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK

Organizer: EUGENIA PAULICELLI, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK,
QUEENS COLLEGE AND GRADUATE CENTER

Chair: ELDA BUONANNO,THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, GRADUATE CENTER
CAROLE COLLIER FRICK, SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
Layers of Silk, Layers of Meaning: Female Public Costume in Fifteenth-Century Florence
In this paper I will discuss one aspect of the complex clothing practices employed by
the Florentine oligarchy. Arguably the most characteristic feature of their formal dress
was its tradition of sumptuous layering. As adults, both genders when fully outfitted
wore four layers of garments. Central to the experience of being thought of as
honorable in this city was being seen: that is, being under the gaze of the community.
Therefore the well-dressed members of the upper ranks, especially the females,
displayed themselves a fuori in a luxury of silk cloth. The sense of visual bulk thus
created the suggestion of an honorable gravity and general fecundity for these
women. Here, I will suggest that he layers worn and the visually complex interaction
between these layers through practice of fabric slashing would have been read by
contemporaries as a clear message of social place, familial status, and even individual
personality.
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EUGENIA PAULICELLI, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, QUEENS COLLEGE AND
GRADUATE CENTER
Dressing the Public Self: Conduct Literature in Sixteenth-Century Italy
This paper will explore the genre of the conduct literature in the sixteenth century.
In particular it will offer an interdisciplinary analysis of Castiglione’s Il Libro del
cortegiano and how it contributed to the codification of manners, style, and dress, as
well as their link to the creation of an “Italian” identity, the fashioning of self, and its
public display.
BERNARDO PICICHE, YALE UNIVERSITY
The Cardinal’s Eye: Fashioning the Look of Catholic Youth in the Years of the
Counter-Reformation
In the aftermath of the Council of Trent, Cardinal Borromeo, the future Saint
Charles, felt the need to have a manual of conduct to shape the Catholic youth along
the guidelines set by the Council. Silvio Antoniano, one of the foremost scholars of
the time and a prince of the Church himself, was instructed to accomplish the task.
The result is a massive work, published in 1584: Della Educazione Christiana de
Figliuoli. This text, addressed mainly to fathers of families, aims at covering the whole
spectrum of life. Although the ultimate scope of Antoniano is the education of the
inner youth, his writing gives attention also to the external look of such souls.
Manners, attitudes, postures, dress codes, diet, and corporal aspects of both boys and
girls are scrutinized by the cardinal’s eye.

Broadhurst

“SHOWING FORTH” IN THE FAERIE
QUEENE: PHYSICAL/MATERIAL/
SPIRITUAL

Organizer & Chair: CHRISTOPHER MARTIN, BOSTON UNIVERSITY
Respondent: ARTHUR F. KINNEY, UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS, AMHERST
KEICY TOLBERT, UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA
Guyon’s Blush
As part of chivalric rhetoric, shame appears in nearly every canto of The Faerie
Queene’s book 2. But blushing — the sign of shamefacedness — occurs for Guyon
only in canto 9, where he, in Alma’s parlor of the heart, encounters the maiden
“Shamfastnes.” The knight’s blush “in priuitee” here signifies his recognition of a
heretofore-unacknowledged interiority that alters his conception of shame.
Throughout book 2 Spenser sets up a dialectic between a system of shame based on
prescribed codes of behavior (external social pressures) and one that, according to
Aquinas, requires one’s will to correspond with right reason (avoiding transgression
ratiociniatively). In the latter cantos of book 2, this Thomistic version of shame serves
as a leaner, more universally applicable guide to temperate action than any textbook
chivalric codes, and it suggests that Guyon’s destructive actions in the controversial
Bower of Bliss episode are less excessive than they may first appear.
REBECCA OLSON, BRANDEIS UNIVERSITY
“Nothing Pourtrahed nor Wrought”: Sensible Image and Inscrutable Tapestries in
Spenser’s “Castle of Alma”
Spenser’s enthusiasm for decorative tapestries informs both The Faerie Queene’s book
1, where they supply a backdrop for two decadent locales, and book 3, where Ovidian
tapestries become objects of ecphrasis at both Castle Joyous and Hall of Busirane. In
book 2’s House of Temperance, however, Guyon and Arthur gaze upon a parlor rich
with arras in which “was nothing pourtrahed, nor wrought / Not wrought, nor
pourtrahed, but easie to be thought.” This unusually opaque description challenges
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the reader, who is prevented from forming a mental picture of the arras. Spenser’s
deliberate removal of arras from the realm of seductive visual representation here calls
into question the function of the image in relation to the sensible soul. In the “goodly
Parlour” representing the human heart, Spenser singularly employs the familiar frame
of tapestry to propose a version of perception, which, unexpectedly, does not rely on
the interpretation of visual signs.
KEVIN KALISH, PRINCETON UNIVERSITY
Dame Nature’s Splendor: Patristic Theology in Spenser’s Mutability Cantos
The word “splendor” occurs only once in all of Spenser’s works, in the Mutability
Cantos’ description of Dame Nature. Interestingly, its unique appearance here also
links it to the Transfiguration of Christ, expressly invoked in the following stanza. I
will argue that Spenser’s usage of the word aligns him with a theological tradition
begun by the Latin Church Fathers, who adopted the term to translate the Greek
apaugasma, defining the Son as an effulgence from the Father, and by Boethius, who
employs the term at a crucial moment in his Consolation of Philosophy. By examining
the significance of splendor in its patristic context, we can understand more precisely
the theological significance of Dame Nature and the closing cantos of The Faerie
Queene.

Belasco

HE SAID, SHE SAID: GENDER AND
NARRATIVE IN RENAISSANCE EUROPE
Organizer: KATHLEEN PERRY LONG, CORNELL UNIVERSITY
Chair: CAROLYN SPRINGER, STANFORD UNIVERSITY

KIRK READ, BATES COLLEGE
Storytelling in the Margins: Madeleine and Catherine des Roches, Mère et Fille
The writings of Madeleine and Catherine des Roches, the now-well-known motherdaughter literary ménage of sixteenth-century Poitiers, contain an ample and
intriguing liminal correspondence. The prefaces to their works, published within the
same volumes in 1578, 1583, and 1586, are entitled, almost exclusively, “A ma fille”
and “A ma mère.” Within these epistles the des Roches women reference, retell, and
at times explicate a panoply of stories, both secular and biblical, that serve their
agenda both as writers and as worthy, virtuous women. What are these touchstone
narratives they choose? How do they comment upon or prepare the material in which
they are embedded? Taken as a whole, it can be said that a unique personal and
literary relationship emerges between mother and daughter that has everything to do
with the justification of Reniassance women who pretended to writerly renown.
KATHLEEN PERRY LONG, CORNELL UNIVERSITY
Truth or Dare: Narration as Flirtation in the Heptameron of Marguerite de Navarre
In a number of stories in the Heptameron, male and female narrators echo each other’s
words, plots, and images. This appropriation of each other’s language functions in a
number of ways: as a means of courting one another, of mocking or subverting each
other, or of appropriating narrative control. Language is portrayed as a critical tool in
the wars between the sexes within and surrounding the tales that comprise the
collection.
MARILYN MIGIEL, CORNELL UNIVERSITY
Figurative Language and Sex Wars in the Decameron
In this paper I intend to delve further into several questions that emerge from my
previous work. First of all, when male narrators depict both men and women using
figurative language in the Decameron, how is it that they manage to construct the men
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as the “privileged” users of figurative language about sexual intercourse? (The
question cannot be posed “symmetrically” about the female narrators, as I have
previously shown.) Second, when female narrators seek to establish alternative ways
for their characters to express desire, how is it that they continue to construct the men
as the “privileged” users of figurative language? Finally, even though the Decameron
offers us a sexually determined configuration of the use of figurative language to speak
about sexual desire and sexual acts, does it offer us any alternative ways of thinking
about the issue?

Booth

RENAISSANCE EDUCATION AND
SCIENCE
Chair: DAVID WIDMER, MEMORIAL SLOAN KETTERING CANCER CENTER

JONATHAN DAVIES, UNIVERSITY OF WARWICK
Power and Culture: Tuscany and its Universities, 1540-1600
This paper will analyze both the University of Florence-Pisa and the University of
Siena between 1540 and 1600. By the sixteenth century Florence-Pisa was one of the
major universities of Europe, with professors who included Galileo Galilei and
Gabriele Falloppia. My analysis of the Tuscan universities will be made within the
context of several current debates: the development of the territorial state in Tuscany,
the relationship between culture and power in early modern Tuscany, and the growth
of social control in Italy during the early modern period.
ELLIOTT M. SIMON, UNIVERSITY OF HAIFA
Pico, Paracelsus, and Dee: The Magical Measures of Human Perfectibility
Alchemy and astral magic may be considered creative modes of the human
imagination. They interpret the physical and spiritual powers that animate the
multileveled realities of the visible and invisible worlds inaccessible to reason.The
idealistic aspirations to transform inferior beings into superior beings through fire
and to reveal the mysterious influences of celestial powers attempted to reconcile the
sympathies and antipathies of all natural objects into an archetypal state of perfection.
Although Pico, Paracelsus, and Dee differed in their evaluations of alchemy and astral
magic, they believed in the transcendent power of these processes of imaginative and
intuitive creativity to ascend the limits of cognition and interpret the signs of divine
signification within nature. Although specific natural transformations may remain
imperfect, the mysterious measures of signs, words, and numbers constitute sublime
wisdom that leads to the spiritual transformation of the magus from a mere
“magician” to the elevated consciousness of becoming a “greater man,” the eternal
aspirant for human perfectibility.
IRVING A. KELTER, UNIVERSITY OF ST. THOMAS, HOUSTON
Paul Minerva of Bari, O.P., and the Dominican Opposition to Copernicus
In 1616, the De praecognoscendis temporum mutationibus of Paul Minerva of Bari,
O.P., appeared. In the third book of this work, Minerva turned to a refutation of the
thesis of the mobility of the earth. He coupled this refutation of Copernicus with a
rejection of William Gilbert’s theses concerning magnetism. This paper will analyze
Minerva’s rejection of the ideas of both scientific innovators. It will also place
Minerva’s opposition to terrestrial mobility in a Dominican tradition that extends
back to the appearance in print of Copernicus’s De revolutionibus orbium coelestium.
MARK A. WADDELL, THE JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY
Seeing the Unseen: Reconciling Jesuit Meditative Practice with the Study of Nature
In the first half of the seventeenth century a number of Jesuit authors displayed a
preoccupation with occult or hidden forces in nature, exemplified particularly in the
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dual and often contrasted phenomena of the magnet and the unguentum armarium;
or weapon salve. This paper will suggest that we can situate this interest in the
invisible in relation to the strong emphasis on vision and seeing that pervades both
the Ignatian Spiritual Exercises and the meditative philosophy promulgated by
Hieronymus Nadal. The questions at stake in Jesuits discussions of the invisible in
nature, and the way in which these authors went about answering them, reveal an
attempt to define particular occult or invisible phenomena as both natural and
knowable by making them, in effect, manifest or visible, while simultaneously
defining other phenomena as unnatural and unknowable.

Imperial

ITALIAN LITERATURE I
Chair: PATRICIA LYN RICHARDS, KENYON COLLEGE

RICHARD TRISTANO, ST. MARY’S UNIVERSITY, MINNESOTA
Shifting Paradigms: Reading Renaissance Ferrarese Courtly Culture through the History
of Chivalry
One of the lasting contributions of the Renaissance is the idea that the Middle Ages and
Renaissance are separate historical periods and paradigms. The purpose of this paper is
to demonstrate the usefulness of applying a medieval paradigm, the history of chivalry,
to fifteenth-century Ferrara. Specifically, the paper will review some of the key ideas of
medieval historians such as Georges Duby and Maurice Keen, for example, that during
the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries chivalry was at its height and had the most
profound influence on mental attitudes and behavior of the nobility. Then using these
insights I will examine the relationship between Ferrarese vernacular literature and both
chivalric and classical humanism, especially with regard to material structures.
JOANN CAVALLO, COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY
Boiardo, Ariosto, and Tasso in the Epic Maggio Tradition
The epic maggio (drama sung in verse) of the Tuscan-Emilian Apennines not only
privileges chivalric themes and narratives, but also dramatizes actual medieval and
Renaissance romance epics. Indeed, there are more extant maggi based on Ariosto’s
Orlando furioso than on any other single work, and it is suggestive to think that this art
form, documented in the 1700s, arose in the Garfagnana territory governed by Ariosto
in the 1520s under the Estense. I am interested not only in documenting the presence
of “elite” Renaissance poems in a “popular” oral tradition that survives up to the present
day, but also in exploring some of the ways in which this theatrical tradition adapts,
reelaborates, and transforms the epics of Boiardo, Ariosto, and Tasso for the local
mountain communities which comprise the audience. Of particular interest to me are
questions of gender, ethnicity, class, political ideology, and ethical values.
DARIO BRANCATO, UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
Translating Boethius in Medieval and Renaissance Florence: The Cases of Alberto della
Piagentina and Benedetto Varchi.
Boethius’s De Consolatione philosophiae was a classical work that enjoyed an enormous
popularity in medieval and Renaissance Italy and was translated a number of times.
In the medieval period, however, translations were more “text-oriented,” whereas
later translators preferred looser vernacularizations of the original. My paper will
examine this very change of perspective and its results as far as the reception of
Boethius’s De Consolatione is concerned. It is my intention to compare the two most
successful Florentine translations of the Consolation: the first, by Alberto della
Piagentina (1332), and the second, by Benedetto Varchi (1551). The different
approaches just described become apparent especially if one studies the different
translations of the poetry sections of Boethius’ work, where the translators had more
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freedom to intervene upon the text by using other sources. Piagentina, in fact, drew
on Dante and, perhaps more significantly, on the Latin commentary by Nicholas
Trevet, whereas Varchi was entirely inspired by Italian vernacular poetry.

Lyceum

OTHELLO REVISITED: THE CULTURAL
CONTEXTS OF SHAKESPEARE’S PLAY

Sponsor: RENAISSANCE STUDIES CERTIFICATE PROGRAM, THE GRADUATE SCHOOL AND
UNIVERSITY CENTER, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK
Organizer: MARY THOMAS CRANE, BOSTON COLLEGE
Chair: BARBARA BOWEN, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, GRADUATE CENTER
EMILY C. BARTELS, RUTGERS UNIVERSITY, NEW BRUNSWICK
Crossing the Borders: Othello and the Moors Within
I will look at the merging of historical and dramatic intertexts that significantly define
Shakespeare’s representation of the Moor in Othello. I will consider, in particular, how
Shakespeare’s Titus Andronicus (1593-94) and Thomas Dekker’s Lust’s Dominion (ca.
1599) impact upon Othello’s culturally fluid representation of the moor by invoking
the historical situation: the integration, assimilation, and anticipated expulsion of the
Moors in Spain. As these histories and fictions resonate in Othello, they at once link
the identity of the moor signally to both European and non-European cultures and,
at the same time, link the identity of European figures reciprocally to the moor. In
Othello, the moor extends outside the characterization of the moor, defying the kind
of identity politics that other characters (as well as critics) have used to hem that figure
in.
ERIC GRIFFIN, MILLSAPS COLLEGE
Othello’s Spanish Spirits: Have We Forgotten the Iberian Subtext of Shakespeare’s
Tragedy? If So, Does It Matter?
The twentieth century saw a number of efforts to link Othello with the culture of
Iberia. My paper will review these works and will address the implications of reading
the play in this particular cross cultural perspective, which attempts to triangulate the
play in relation to the English context in which Shakespeare composed the play, the
Venetian context in which the drama is set, and the Iberian context that encompasses
both. While asking questions about what is gained and lost in this interpretive mode,
I will also suggest why the tri-cultural significance of the play may have faded from
view — looking especially at the institution of literary study along national lines, the
tacit acceptance of Whig history in the field of English Renaissance studies, and the
general lack of awareness of Hispanic cultural traditions among the nations that
descend from “Greater Britain.”
JONATHAN BURTON, WEST VIRGINIA UNIVERSITY
“Bond-slaves and Pagans Shall Our Statesmen Be”: Muslim Ambassadors in
Shakespeare’s London
In the last decade of the sixteenth century and the first decade of the seventeenth,
Muslim visitors appeared in England in unprecedented numbers; appearances critics
have noted but not yet explored as both specific and interrelated events. I will
interrogate the reception in early modern London of these Islamic visitors, who were
traditionally associated with violence, lust, and treachery, but were being newly
treated as valued authorities worthy of royal audiences. I will focus on the private
correspondence of Londoners describing the Moroccan embassies of 1589, 1595, and
1600, and the Ottoman envoys of 1583, 1607, and 1611, in order to demonstrate the
kinds of tension surrounding England’s relations with two separate Islamic powers.
By exposing the conditions, range, and limits of response, I will help us better
understand the forces at work in Shakespeare’s Othello, where a Christian community
nominally accepts the presence and authority of a converted Moor.
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POETICS AND POLITICAL THEORY IN
THE FRENCH RENAISSANCE

Organizer & Chair: VICTORIA KAHN, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY
WES WILLIAMS, NEW COLLEGE
Monsters, the Stage, and the State
Gower’s introduction to the dumbshow which prefaces act two of Pericles — “Are
brought your eyes; what need speak I?” — voices a question central to both stagecraft
and statecraft in the Renaissance: which is the more persuasive, image or narrative,
spectacle or speech? Looking at revisions of the Andromeda legend (from Heliodorus
through Titian, to Corneille and Racine), I explore ways of revealing and/or
witnessing to the presence of monsters on the Renaissance stage. The questions
monsters raise lie somewhere between poetics and political theory: how are collective
passions aroused and controlled, what contracts govern the representation of
vulnerability, how do we know a tyrant when we see one, and what signals the
difference between complicity and assent? An investigation, then, of the force of the
tension held, in Gower’s question, between the plural “eyes” of the audience and the
witnessing “I” whose echo ends the line as he, for a time, steps aside to let others do
their silent work.
TIMOTHY HAMPTON, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY
Uncertain Voices: Diplomatic Representation and Cultural Authority in Racine’s
Andromaque.
My presentation will examine Racine’s tragedy Andromaque against the background
of developments in diplomatic theory in the late Renaissance. I will show how
Racine’s play draws in important ways on themes of diplomatic representation
(through the depiction of the “ambassador” figure Oreste) and how it engages issues
current in such diplomatic writers as Gentili, Grotius, and Bodin. I will show that the
play uses the theme of diplomatic representation to explore the power of dramatic
representation.
KATHERINE IBBETT, UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
Conservation, Cultural Capital, and Reason of State in Corneille’s Plays
In the writing of reason of state that develops in sixteenth-century Europe, a
particular relation to action and spectacle evolves through the paradigm of
“conservation.” For the theorists of reason of state, it is sometimes more useful to
refrain from action, to conserve what one has, rather than to act forcefully or in a
spectacular fashion. In this paper I will consider how Pierre Corneille takes up that
language of conservation in his plays about political government. What does the
paradigm of conservation mean for the development of the neoclassical stage, and
how does the language of conservation relate to Corneille’s maintenance of his own
cultural capital over the course of his career? I argue that through an exploration of
Corneille’s conservationist tendencies we arrive at a more complex understanding of
his relation to the political realignments of France’s transition to absolutism.

Music Box

NEGOTIATING AUTHORITY IN
FIFTEENTH- AND SIXTEENTH-CENTURY
FLORENCE

Organizers: CAROLINE M. FISHER, INDEPENDENT SCHOLAR,
MARY BETH BENBENEK, STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, BINGHAMTON
Chair & Respondent: JOHN M. NAJEMY, CORNELL UNIVERSITY
MARY BETH BENBENEK, STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, BINGHAMTON
Power Relations between the Florentine Elite and Youths
Throughout the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, the Florentine elite dominated
politics by constructing a complex network of power that extended well beyond the
formal and readily observable structures of authority. Recovering a fuller sense of
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political practice at this time means considering the unofficial, unidentified, and
informal modes through which the elite sought to maintain its dominance. In this
paper, I will focus on how the elite related to one group which stood outside of official
politics: youths. Both in open and in less visible ways, youths played a varied but
consistent role in Florentine power dynamics from the 1380s until the fall of the
republic. At different times the elite relied on this group, fought over it, or fretted over
losing its support. This paper will survey these moments in order to analyze this
unofficial context of power negotiation.
CAROLINE M. FISHER, INDEPENDENT SCHOLAR
The Office for Minors and the Consolidation of the Florentine State, 1473-1532
In 1473 the Florentine government fundamentally transformed the operation of the
Office of Minors. This office, through which the government administered orphans’
wardships and profited financially from the use of wards’ estate revenues, ceased to
be a moneymaking venture for the government. Through a qualitative examination
of laws and quantitative analyses of the government’s formal acceptances of wardships
and of the demographic characteristics of wards, this paper will argue that the Office
of Minors became a tool of governmental control. The office helped to promote the
authority of the central government primarily in vulnerable and rebellious
communities of the territorial state. However, most families were reluctant to entrust
their minor relatives’ affairs to officers of the central government. As a result, the
Florentine government had to negotiate a new relationship with subject families. The
resulting “partnership” between the Florentine Office of the Pupilli and the families
that it served persisted until the Modern Era.
CECILIA HEWLETT, MONASH UNIVERSITY
Contadini and the City: Dialogue Between Florence and Rural Communities, 1480-1550
The hundreds of rural communities that together constituted the Florentine
Territory varied greatly in size and geography as well as in social and economic
structure. The Florentine government was aware of the dramatic differences existing
from one community to the next, and the impact that these differences had on rural
inhabitants’ sense of identity. I argue that, in effect, successive Florentine
governments’ construction of a “regional” rather than “centralized” state was based on
the growing recognition that it would have been impossible to create a united
territory from such a complex mosaic of individual community identities and
loyalties. Instead, each rural community was able to construct its own mechanisms
for communicating with the central power and, as a result, each had a unique
response to Florentine domination.

Plymouth

PERSPECTIVES ON ELIZABETHAN AND
JACOBEAN DRAMA

Organizer & Chair: PATRICIA J. LENNOX, NEW YORK UNIVERSITY
C. BRYAN LOVE, UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND, COLLEGE PARK
Replacing Hamlet: Speculation About the Conception and Acquisition of The Revenger’s
Tragedy (ca. 1606)
In 1606 the King’s Men came into possession of The Revenger’s Tragedy, a play that has
been frequently discussed in terms of its heavy borrowing from Hamlet. In this essay
I consider the possibility that this play was composed and perhaps purchased with the
king of Denmark’s much-anticipated and highly celebrated 1606 visit to England in
mind. Considering the play’s possible connection to the visit of James’s brother-in-law,
I would like to suggest, firstly, that Thomas Middleton (the presumed author) may
have intended the play for Paul’s boys, for whom he had been mainly working at the
time (and who were a troupe that he would expect to be involved in entertaining the
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royal visitors and/or their entourage) and, secondly, that Shakespeare’s company may
have purchased the play because they found it attractive as a temporary replacement
for an old favorite like Hamlet, which is generally very unflattering to Denmark,
during the politically sensitive time of Christian IV’s visit.
HOLGER SCHOTT, HARVARD UNIVERSITY
“Devil Too Many Amongst Them”: Accidental Conjuring in Early Modern Courts and
Theaters
Criminal trials and plays alike offer narratives that depend on representational
verisimilitude. They are the more convincing the more closely they approximate
reality, but collapse when their representations are mistaken for the real. My paper
examines early modern performances of incantations: I compare the reading of
“magic spells” at Anne Turner’s 1616 trial, which were believed to have conjured the
devil, to similar anecdotes about productions of Doctor Faustus during which the
devil allegedly appeared. These incidents constitute interpretive errors: the
performers assumed their incantations would be “etiolated” (in J. L. Austin’s terms)
in the context in which they were spoken, but their audiences understood the spells
to be efficacious. These errors, however, were invited by both practices through their
dependence on an asymptotic relationship with reality. This paper asks why
performed incantations were particularly prone to produce such incursions of the real
into the mimetic in seventeenth-century England.
DONALD HEDRICK, KANSAS STATE UNIVERSITY
Theater and Brothel: Fantasy Technology in A Midsummer Night’s Dream
The emergence of theater as an “entertainment industry” in Renaissance England
corresponds historically to the popular dissemination of “how-to” manuals, studied
by Louis Wright and of recent scholarly interest. While sexuality and the theme of
imagination have been explored critically in A Midsummer Night’s Dream, the
connection to the developing attitudes toward popular knowledge remains to be
unpacked. Despite Jan Kott’s attempt to find the play graphically pornographic, the
play does manifest an interest in sexual practices, not directly but indirectly, through
“deep bawdy” and maximizing affect in fantasies linking the play’s love intrigues and
rendering it manual-like. Finally, allusions relating the fairy kingdom to the world of
prostitution, together with other historical documents, show the theater beginning to
represent itself as an alternative entertainment to brothels, a more competitive
relation than that argued by new historicists.

Palace

LABOR-KNOWLEDGE-VIRTUE: THE
INTERSECTION OF HUMAN POWERS IN
THE RENAISSANCE I

Sponsor: RENAISSANCE STUDIES CERTIFICATE PROGRAM, THE GRADUATE SCHOOL AND
UNIVERSITY CENTER, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK

Organizer & Chair: NICOLA MASCIANDARO, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK,
BROOKLYN COLLEGE
ELSPETH WHITNEY, UNIVERSITY OF NEVADA, LAS VEGAS
The Lynn White Thesis Revisited
This paper will look at some of the underlying assumptions of White’s thesis, especially his
view that Christianity both eliminated animism from the western worldview and elevated
the status of physical labor, in the light of recent research on late medieval and Renaissance
attitudes toward the body, the natural world, and natural magic. In particular, it will
suggest that the binary oppositions of soul/body and spirit/matter on which White relied
in the formulation of his argument can no longer be uncritically applied to the question
of what encouraged technological development in medieval and early modern Europe.
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ANITA TRANINGER, INSTITUTE FOR HUMAN SCIENCES, VIENNA
Blood, Sweat, and Tears: Debates about Shortcuts to Knowledge in Early Modern
Europe
In early modern Europe the ars lulliana was the subject of lively debate. It was a
contentious theme, viewed as both a blessing and a curse, and it occupied the minds
of the most learned men of the age, such as Francis Bacon, Tommaso Garzoni,
Matthias Bernegger, and René Descartes. Based upon the method of universal
knowledge developed by the thirteenth-century Catalan missionary and philosopher
Ramon Lull, the ars had been transformed and stylized through the ages (especially
in the German world) to the point where it was held to be an infallible technique for
the generation of ex tempore knowledge. A considerable body of literature emerged,
in particular commentaries on how this “art” might be applied in the field of rhetoric.
But there was considerable opposition as well, and debates soon surfaced about
intellectual integrity, the difference between memory and judgment, and more
general issues relating to degrees of honesty in the acquisition of knowledge.
LISA H. COOPER, STANFORD UNIVERSITY
Artisanal Work as Noble Play and Peril: Caxton’s Game and Play of the Chesse and The
Mirror for Magistrates
Throughout the Middle Ages and early modern period, writers working in very
different discursive spheres shared an impulse to depict the artisan. This textual elite
was not only fascinated by craft production — the making of the necessary and the
beautiful through a peculiar combination of drudgery and skill — but also found that
craft provided a useful lens through which to explore their and their audiences’ own
cultural interventions. In this paper, I argue that the artisan serves as a particularly
critical figure within the genre of political education known as the speculum principis
(mirror of princes). While the classical philosophy inherited by medieval and early
modern political theorists alike banned artisans from the ideal polity, texts ranging
from John of Salisbury’s Policraticus (1159) to (among others) John Lydgate’s Fall of
Princes (1438), William Caxton’s Game and Play of the Chesse (1474 and 1483), and
The Mirror for Magistrates (1559) in fact recuperated craftsmen to a hitherto
unremarked degree.

Uris

BLACK AFRICA AND BLACK AFRICANS IN
EUROPEAN ART AND SOCIETY
Organizer: PAUL H. D. KAPLAN, THE STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK,
PURCHASE COLLEGE

Chair: MEGAN HOLMES, UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN, ANN ARBOR
KATE LOWE, UNIVERSITY OF LONDON
Envoys, Ambassadors, and Embassies from Sub-Saharan Africa to Renaissance Italy
The vast majority of sub-Saharan Africans in Renaissance Italy were slaves, but during
the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries there were also a few black African envoys and
ambassadors, mainly from Ethiopia and the Congo, who were often the relatives of
African rulers. These ambassadors usually came to Italy to offer obedience to or
negotiate with the pope, but African representatives also attended church councils.
This paper will try to establish exactly which embassies from which countries arrived
in Italy by an analysis of all available evidence from Italian and Portuguese sources,
because the reality of several embassies has been questioned. Investigation will center,
where possible, on the religious, political, and cultural interchange between the
representatives of the Catholic Church and of these African countries, and on status
indicators such as rituals of audience, payment of expenses, adoption of Western
clothes, and gift exchange.
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PAUL H. D. KAPLAN, THE STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, PURCHASE COLLEGE
Black Turks? Venetian Artists and the Ethnicity of Ottoman Subjects
By the 1500s Venetians were certainly aware that one of their principal adversaries
and trading partners, the Ottoman Empire, was an impressively multiethnic state.
While the preeminent group of the Ottomans themselves was clearly characterized as
relatively light-skinned, mustachioed men wearing turbans with a central cap, or taj,
Venetian artists (Carpaccio, Titian, Veronese) from the 1490s into the 1600s
frequently included dark-skinned figures of African descent in more expansive
representations of Ottoman subjects. I will demonstrate that this imagery is
supported by the actual presence of black Africans in the Ottoman Empire, by the
European visual tradition of associating blacks with all Muslims, and by a
characteristically Venetian penchant for representing black African figures. The
presentation will conclude with some discussion of the paradox of Othello (in Giraldi
Cinthio and Shakespeare), whose color signifies both a potential affiliation with the
Ottomans and a hostility towards them.
PETER B. ERICKSON, CLARK ART INSTITUTE
Africa/Africans: Interpreting “Complexity” in Northern Renaissance Art
My purpose is to focus on a single methodological issue — the precise status of
“complexity” in artistic representations of black Africans that transcend fixed
stereotypes. I begin with cartographic images of Africa (without individual Africans)
in two paintings a century apart: Holbein’s The Ambassadors (1533) and van Dyck’s
Madagascar portrait of (1639). I then go on to a discussion of images of black
Africans in the works of van Dyck, Christiaen van Couwenbergh, Rembrandt, Hals,
David Bailly, Jordaens, and Karel van Mander III, and describe two basic conceptual
models for complexity and their respective consequences. The first sees complexity as
entirely positive and progressive, while the second sees a mixed picture of positive and
problematic elements. Thus, the latter proposes that, in addition to the larger
external contrast between positive images and stereotypically negative images, there
is also an internal tension between positive and negative elements within complex
individual works.

Julliard

JUSQUES À CE QUE TOUT LE MONDE SOIT
REMPLY: THE CIRCULATION OF THE
EUROPEAN EMBLEM

Chair: ALISON ADAMS, UNIVERSITY OF GLASGOW
Respondent: SANDRA SIDER, INSTITUTE OF FINE ARTS, NEW YORK UNIVERSITY
DAVID GRAHAM, MEMORIAL UNIVERSITY OF NEWFOUNDLAND
¿No se insierra / Il ne se peut Enfermer?: Emblematic Circulation between SeventeenthCentury France and Spain
As Alison Saunders has written, the seventeenth-century emblem is truly a European
phenomenon. In the case of France and Spain, however, we at first find surprisingly
little in the way of cultural interpenetration. Beyond translation or physical
relocation of emblem books, the principal strategies for improving circulation
typically involve the disassembling or extraction of one or more parts of the emblem
for reuse elsewhere. A group of books whose common factor is the Flemish-French
engraver Albert Flamen (fl. Paris, 1648?-1669) provides a wealth of useful examples
which frequently involve forms of contact between France and Spain. These examples
include the assembling of books using emblems from a variety of national sources,
reinsertion of mottos from one linguistic context into another, repurposing or
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recontextualization of engravings, visual illustration of textual source material, and
recreation of images when access can no longer be had to the original plates.
STEPHEN RAWLES, UNIVERSITY OF GLASGOW
The Circulation of Emblems through Book Fairs: The Evidence and the Lack of Evidence
The corpus of emblem literature is gradually becoming more clearly identified and
some work has been done about the trade in emblem books, although much of the
evidence is circumstantial. Concrete evidence is not common and the best
information, at least for the sixteenth century, comes from the records of Christopher
Plantin. The book-fair catalogues of Frankfurt and Leipzig are a source which do not
appear to have been systematically investigated. This paper will investigate the
evidence of the trade in emblem books in the light of the entries found in the
Frankfurt and Leipzig catalogues for the period of roughly 1575-1625. This evidence
is not abundant. While emblem books clearly sold (the multiplicity of editions in
many cases is clear evidence of this), it is far from clear that they were considered a
staple of the early modern book trade.
ALISON M. SAUNDERS, UNIVERSITY OF ABERDEEN
The Circulation of Emblems: Which Parts Travel Most Easily?
Often when emblematic materials circulated across Europe in the sixteenth century
the complete work did not travel; instead, only one or other constituent part,
illustration, or text were disseminated. This paper discusses ways in which both
illustration and text can be reused for old purposes, and used for new purposes, in
different countries, demonstrating that emblematic illustrations are more easily
exploited across European frontiers than emblematic texts. Illustrations are
polyvalent, whereas text is more country-specific, linguistically in the case of
vernacular texts, but also in sociocultural terms. Thus, as emblematic materials
circulated around Europe the textual element was commonly modified to suit the
new readerships (whether via translation, adaptation, or complete rewriting), whereas
the illustration was more easily reused without adaptation. Of the two partners
required to produce an emblem, the artist can see his creation reappearing littlechanged from country to country, whereas the writer may hardly recognize his own
creation in its subsequent incarnations.

Broadway

ITALY IN MEMORY OF PATRICIA H.
LABALME

Organizers & Chairs: PATRICIA FORTINI BROWN, PRINCETON UNIVERSITY,
RONA GOFFEN, RUTGERS UNIVERSITY, NEW BRUNSWICK
Respondent: DAVID ROSAND, COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY
MARGARET L. KING, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, BROOKLYN COLLEGE AND
GRADUATE CENTER
Maternal Injunctions in Renaissance Europe
In Florence in 2000 I spoke preliminarily about the educative maternal role in history.
Patricia Labalme expressed her interest to me, and we planned to follow up with later
conversations. We never had that opportunity. I present this paper now as one half of that
missed dialogue. I focus on three figures representing three types of maternal guidance.
The first is Lucrezia Tornabuoni, mother of Lorenzo de’ Medici, who cultivated the
intellectual gifts of her son. The second is Louise of Savoy, mother of King Francis I of
France, who prepared her son for the exercise of power. The third is Susannah Wesley,
mother of John and Charles Wesley, who inspired her sons in religious exploration.
Patricia Labalme the scholar, teacher, and trustee, would have recognized the important
educative work of mothers whose reign begins before the professionals take over.
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STANLEY CHOJNACKI, UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA
Honor Thy Patriarchies: Sexual Transgression and Male Authority in Quattrocento Venice
A preoccupation with personal and family honor among the urban elites, and not
only elites, has become a fixture in historians’ reconstructions of Renaissance culture
and society. Under their scrutiny, two dimensions of honor have emerged as
dominant: family status and female chastity, both provinces of male, especially
paternal, authority and responsibility. But while honor is seen as ubiquitous, the
contours of family status and female chastity have emerged as varied and supple,
responsive to particularities of place and time. Against this historiographical
background, this paper presents an account of the efforts of Venetian patricians to
defend family honor at moments of crisis arising from acts of sexual rebellion by
patrician sons and daughters. The transcriptions of ecclesiastical trials display a
flexible variety in the ways individual nobles and Venetian officials defined family
status and female chastity, invoking the consensual principles of patrician society
traced by Patricia Labalme and others.
JAMES S. GRUBB, UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND, BALTIMORE CAMPUS
Venetian Ecclesiastical Polity in the Renaissance
This paper examines changes in Venetian ecclesiastical management in light of
significantly expanded responsibilities. As the republic acquired a mainland state,
became more active in extra-Venetian religious orders, and increased the Venetian
presence in the Roman Curia, personnel needs quickly outstripped available officeholders. One consequence of this was an immediate influx of Venetian patricians to
the University of Padua to obtain the requisite training in theology and canon law.
Another consequence, given the chronic absenteeism of patrician prelates and the
proliferation of offices, is that the republic had to look outside the ranks of the
patriciate to recruit commoners to handle much of its ecclesiastical affairs.
FREDERICK A. ILCHMAN, MUSEUM OF FINE ARTS, BOSTON
Aretino between Titian and Tintoretto
Patsy Labalme’s short essay “Personality and Politics in Venice: Pietro Aretino” (1982)
presents an elegant analysis of Aretino’s personality and the symbiotic relationship
between this critic and his adopted city of Venice. Art historians generally discuss
Aretino through his relationship with Titian, since the critic is usually considered the
artist’s staunchest advocate and most subtle interpreter. Using Labalme’s article as a
point of departure, this paper will address the question of Aretino and Tintoretto,
Titian’s greatest Venetian rival. At first Aretino warmly encouraged Tintoretto, but
soon cooled markedly on the young painter, presumably at Titian’s insistence. This
paper will thus examine the triangle of Titian, Aretino, and Tintoretto at a critical
moment in Venetian painting, ca. 1548. Surveying recent scholarship, it will also
discuss Tintoretto’s relationship with literary figures in general, particularly the
poligrafi. Finally, it will consider what Aretino’s strained relations with Michelangelo
might have suggested to the young Tintoretto.

Carnegie

COMPETITIONS IN THE RENAISSANCE
Organizer: BETH L. HOLMAN, BARD GRADUATE CENTER
Chair: JOSEPH S. FREEDMAN, ALABAMA STATE UNIVERSITY

ERIN J. CAMPBELL, UNIVERSITY OF VICTORIA
Competition and the Anxiety of Obsolescence in Renaissance Writings on Art
Art competitions are part of the broad set of social practices that shaped artistic
identity during the Renaissance. However, competition was also enacted in cultural
sites beyond the piazza, within the burgeoning writing on art and artists. Indeed,
scholars have shown that competition is an important theme in the histories of art
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written by Giorgio Vasari and others during the sixteenth century. In this paper, I
look at the other side of competition: namely, the anxiety of obsolescence. The fear
of decline in Vasari’s anthropomorphic model for period styles has been much
discussed. Through a close study of sixteenth-century writings on art I ask, How does
the anxiety of obsolescence, with anxiety understood in sociocultural rather than
psychoanalytic terms, influence not just macrohistoriographic models for the
development of art, but also the micronarratives of individual lives, styles, careers,
and, ultimately, deaths?
BETH L. HOLMAN, BARD GRADUATE CENTER
Competition as “Honest Envy”
In Cellini’s autobiography, filled with tales of competitions and rivalries, the artist
refers to his competitive ambition as “honest envy.” Not coincidently, Alberti’s poetry
competition in the Florence cathedral on the theme of friendship was to be followed
up by a second contest on the theme of envy. This paper will examine the relationship
of competition to envy and strife, the roles of such passions in stimulating
achievement, and the harnessing of their energies for larger social benefits such as
progress and invention.
CLAUDIUS SITTIG, MAX PLANCK INSTITUTE FOR HISTORY, GÖTTINGEN
Zierlichkeit: On Tournaments and the Cultural Poetics of Noble Emulation, ca. 1600
In manifold ways, tournaments were central to aristocratic culture from the high
Middle Ages until as late as the seventeenth century. They provided a social practice
corresponding to a specific aristocratic mentality of emulation, implying a
genealogical perspective as well as an interest in notions of hierarchy within a social
group. This paper explores the ambivalences and constraints connected with this
practice. Furthermore, it suggests that the early modern tournament in the Holy
Roman Empire centered not only on the virility and fortitude of the contestants, but
also on Zierlichkeit, a notion deriving from rhetorical and poetical elegantia and, at
the same time, a main goal of competition. It implied both ethical and aesthetical
notions of purity and beauty and was thus a central idea of aristocratic selffashioning.

Alvin

THE LANGUAGES OF THE ITALIAN
RENAISSANCE II: DIPLOMACY AND
STATE-BUILDING

Organizer: CHRISTOPHER S. CELENZA, MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY
Chair: MELISSA MERIAM BULLARD, UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA, CHAPEL HILL
ELIZABETH A. HORODOWICH, NEW MEXICO STATE UNIVERSITY
Taming the Loose Tongue: Controlling Insults and Constructing a Normative Language
in Sixteenth-Century Venice
A close look at the discipline of public speech reveals that early modern state-building
happened not only through bureaucracy, armies, and administration, but also
through the creation of a normative language: a grammar that was comprised not
only of correct spelling and pronunciation, but also of mannered, well-behaved
speech. A consideration of the way that various magistracies punished the crime of
insults in sixteenth-century Venice shows how the literate, Latined elite of this city
strategically patrolled the dangers of oral culture by systematically prosecuting unruly
verbal outbursts in an attempt to protect the interests of the nobility and the state
itself.
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MARCELLO SIMONETTA, WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY
Between Latin and Italian: The Invention of Diplomatic Language
Medieval dictatores were gradually replaced throughout the fifteenth century by
humanists often employed in the Chanceries, who combined skills at composing
Latin epistles with the writing of vernacular dispatches. The richness of Renaissance
diplomatic correspondence is still largely understudied. This paper aims to study
some major characters who served in a few princely states such as Milan, Mantua, and
Ferrara. Nicodemo Tranchedini da Pontremoli, during his service with the Sforza,
authored an Italian-Latin dictionary for chancery use. The learned Milanese circle
included also renowned humanists like Francesco Filelfo and Pier Candido
Decembrio, both seeking the patronage of the powerful first secretary Cicco
Simonetta. Finally, the Mantuan ambassador Zaccaria Saggi, educated by Vittorino
da Feltre, and the Ferrarese official Iacopo Trotti, are good examples of the interaction
between Latin and vernacular culture. This was the ideological and practical premise
to the invention of diplomatic language, later theorized as lingua cortigiana by
Castiglione.

Edison

FRIENDSHIP, LOVE, AND THE
RENAISSANCE AUTHOR

Organizer: MARC DAVID SCHACHTER, DUKE UNIVERSITY
Chair & Respondent: CARLA FRECCERO, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SANTA CRUZ
MARC DAVID SCHACHTER, DUKE UNIVERSITY
“La Perfection de cette tressaincte amitié”: Marie de Gournay and Montaigne’s Essais
In this paper, I explore Marie de Gournay’s self-authorizing editorial interventions in
Montaigne’s textual and discursive friendship practice, particularly as it relates to
Étienne de La Boétie and the homosocial limits of friendship. Gournay’s reworkings
of Montaigne’s rhetoric suggests the ways in which she frames her own relationship
with Montaigne and his book in terms borrowed from him, but with a difference: she
reintroduces sexual difference to the rhetorical spaces of friendship and textual
production. Numerous critics have argued that Montaigne’s authorial subjectivity
depends upon La Boétie’s death and his aggressive appropriation of his friend’s words.
I argue in turn that Marie de Gournay’s editorial practice seeks to displace La Boétie
from his place of privilege in the Essais through an ambivalent relationship to
Montaigne, thereby authorizing her own literary production as well as her presence
as a woman within the friendship tradition.
LAURIE SHANNON, DUKE UNIVERSITY
The Metrics of Selfhood in George Gascoigne’s “Friendly Verse”
The talk calibrates reckonings of acquaintance and selfhood with those of authorship
and the book in the verse of George Gascoigne. While much attention has been paid
to Shakespeare’s 1590s use of a male addressee in sonnet settings and to the later verseletter writing of John Donne and Ben Jonson, Gascoigne’s lyrics do both of these
things, and more, much earlier. Gascoigne’s publication practices make his case
particularly interesting and complicated. First, he falsified his own gathered poems as
an authorless miscellany in A Hundreth Sundrie Flowres in 1573; he then responded
to accusations of immorality by publishing an ostentatiously “authored” text in the
“corrected” Posies of 1575. Gascoigne’s collaborative self-production by and for
friendship so appears in direct relation to selfhood’s more authorial and
entrepreneurial forms, and this presses our sense of when these historical tensions
actually developed. Considering Gascoigne, then, begins to address the histories of
friendship, authorship, and the book in the often neglected mid-Tudor period.
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Winter Garden

SEVENTEENTH-CENTURY SELFFASHIONING IN SPANISH GOLDEN AGE
PROSE

Organizer & Chair: HORACIO CHIONG-RIVERO, SWARTHMORE COLLEGE
JOSÉ A. RICO-FERRER, SAINT MARY’S COLLEGE
The Search for the Grail of Infinite Authority: Quevedo as Dissembling Moralist
In his Política de Dios Quevedo conveys his moralist message to King Phillip IV
embedded within a discourse of self-importance, where his writing is presented as
divinely ordained. Beyond this agenda of self-fashioning, though, lie his complex
courtly and narrative positions. This presentation aims to the exploration of
Quevedo’s shifting normative self-representations through both parts of his Política
and his posthumous work Vida de Marco Bruto. Specifically, his prototypical search
for self-entitlement as a normative authority figure pays tribute to established courtly
ways, while concealing his agenda under the guise of attacks to the court society of
the age.
PATRICIA W. MANNING, UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS
Social Control and Authorial (Self-)Fashioning Under the Spanish Inquisition
In early modern Spain the Council of Castile and the Spanish Inquisition came to
control the publication of printed material on much of the Iberian peninsula. Yet the
policing of texts was not a significant priority for the Spanish Inquisition during the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Fiction in particular received scant attention;
such official inattention gave authors of fiction room to maneuver. Controversial
speech could be concealed in complex language. Beyond concealing tactics, several
authors actively fashioned the official presentation of their texts. Weiger argues that
Cervantes was intimately involved in the writing of the aprobación to Don Quixote.
A close friend of Baltasar Gracián’s authored the censura to the second part of El
criticón. Quevedo’s denial of the authorship of Los sueños permitted the circulation of
Juguetes de la niñez. These successful negotiations of the state and Inquisitorial
control apparatus allowed potentially unacceptable discourse to circulate.

Brooks Atkinson

THINKING ABOUT OLD WIVES’ TALES:
GENDER AND EARLY MODERN ORAL
CULTURE

Organizer: MARY ELLEN LAMB, SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
Chair: JAMES B. FITZMAURICE, NORTHERN ARIZONA UNIVERSITY
REGINA M. BUCCOLA, ROOSEVELT UNIVERSITY
“None but Myself Shall Play the Changeling”: Fairies, Fortune-Tellers, and Female
Autonomy in The Spanish Gipsie
Dramatic appropriations of the fairy narratives that Reginald Scot and Thomas
Nashe, among others, popularly ascribed to women consistently link the amorphous
beings to female characters acting in defiance of their socially-assigned gender roles.
The Spanish Gipsie (ca. 1623, variously attributed to Middleton and Rowley, or, as is
more likely, Dekker and Ford) features a woman who self-identifies as a changeling
in the course of refusing to accept a prospective spouse until he meets her terms. This
comedic invocation of fairy authorization for female autonomy is echoed in a more
serious plot strand, in which a young woman faces down her aristocratic rapist,
forcing him to acknowledge his fault to his father and restore her reputation by
marrying her. The play thus demonstrates the extent to which fairy narratives were
not mere escapist fare, but probing interrogations of the social construction of proper
gender behavior.
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MARY ELLEN LAMB, SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
Distancing the Middling Sort in Shakespeare’s The Merry Wives of Windsor
Shakespeare’s The Merry Wives of Windsor appropriates the figure of the woman
storyteller to serve the citizen values of small towns. Narrating the ghost story of
Herne the hunter, Mrs. Page explicitly distances herself from the earlier transmission
of this tale, disparaging the naïveté of the “the superstitious idle-headed eld” who
“received and did deliver to our age / This tale of Herne the hunter for a truth”
(4.4.35-8). The “gammar” who would serve as the traditional transmitter of ghost
stories is divided into two figures: Mrs. Quickly, who is readily absorbed into the
bourgeois enactment of this tale as the fairy queen herself, and the “old woman of
Brentford,” who is beaten, in the person of Falstaff, as an outsider. In this way, Merry
Wives absorbs the practices of an earlier common culture into itself, leaving the few
unassimilated remnants unintelligible and voided of ideological legitimacy.
DIANE MAREE PURKISS, KEBLE COLLEGE, OXFORD UNIVERSITY
Body Boundaries: Young Girls’ Tales of Constraint and Liberation
Adolescence is a period on the borders of adulthood, a time out of time. In
seventeenth-century England it was principally defined not by school but by service,
and hence by a sexuality. The boundaries of the body, understood by today’s girls in
terms of developing preoccupations with food and access to food rather than
preoccupations with sexualities, were understood by early modern girls as sites for the
ingestion and expulsion of food and food products, to create a nexus of fantasy (in
Zizek’s sense). In stories, adolescent girls used the opportunity to speak about the
supernatural as a way to make their fantasies heard, to break the bounds of their
identities and of the silence normally enjoined upon them. “Old wives’ tales” become
readable as young girls’ tales of constraint and of liberation. Shakespeare creatively
misheard the stories and the young girls who told them in The Winter’s Tale.
KATHERYN M. GIGLIO, SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY
A Good Old Woman: Concerns of a Country Female in Spenser’s “Prosopopia: or
Mother Hubberds Tale”
Through the guise of an old wives’ tale, Spenser makes humorous his unsatisfactory
experience at court. The poem satirizes courtly life and personalities so effectively that
the poem almost gets the poet into trouble; as if perceiving the potential ire of his
courtly readers beforehand, the male poet invents the guise of an imaginary narrator,
a female rustic. This paper examines specifically the role of Spenser’s female narrator,
suggesting that while her presence is in some ways merely a generic commonplace, the
concerns of country women do matter in the making of the poem. While the morality
of noblemen and courtiers are lampooned, the tale also depicts matters such as
feeding a family and negotiating changing labor roles of poorer men and women. By
touching upon serious concerns of women in the country, Spenser subtly maintains
the popular voice of the old wives’ tale despite his learned, elite male pen.

Chrysler

RENAISSANCE LETTERS AND LETTER
WRITING I

Organizer: EMIL J. POLAK, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK,
QUEENSBOROUGH COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Chair: ANNE M. O’DONNELL, CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY OF AMERICA
M. THOMAS HESTER, NORTH CAROLINA STATE UNIVERSITY
“Irremediably Donne”: The Style of Donne’s Marriage Letters
Relying on Thomas Carew’s view (“An Elegie upon the death of Dr. John Donne”)
of Donne as the “monarch of wit,” on Persius’s adage that “Style is the man,” on the
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witty 1595 Lothian portrait of Donne, and on Lipsius’s description (Epistolica
institutio) of the letter as “Sola res. . . quae homines, praesentes facit,” my paper
illustrates how the letters Donne wrote to his enraged father-in-law following his
elopement with Anne More in 1601 exemplify his distinctively witty (personal and
poetic) style: how the sassy/saucy/impertinent description to Sir George more of his
marriage as “irremediable donne” applies equally to the inimitable style of these
daring letters that challenge the boundaries of impudence through the “fresh
invention [of their] imperious wit.”
ROBERT V. YOUNG, NORTH CAROLINA STATE UNIVERSITY
Lipsius and the Varying Style of the Letter
In the Epistolica Institutio, Justus Lipsius defines three kinds of letters (the serious, the
learned, and the familiar) and he recognizes that the personal characteristics of the
correspondent have a further bearing on epistolary style. It is by examining Lipsius’s
own letters to former students, to Spanish ecclesiastical dignitaries, to his publishers,
and to a variety of other persons that we can best flesh out his brief comments on
letter-writing in the Epistolica and determine how the intimate, laconic style that he
favors is necessarily modified by circumstances.
DENNIS FLYNN, BENTLEY COLLEGE
Letter-writing at the Late-Elizabethan Court
Correspondence of John Donne (Secretary to Lord Keeper Sir Thomas Egerton) and
Henry Wotton (Secretary to the Earl of Essex) during 1597-1601 will be placed in
the context of other court correspondence in these years, especially the detailed news
letters written from court by Rowland Whyte, steward of Sir Robert Sidney, Lord
Governor of Flushing. Together these letters can provide both new biographical
insights and historical data illustrating the pattern of political forces at the
late-Elizabethan court. In particular, the paper will focus on techniques used by
Donne and other letter-writers under conditions where interception of letters by
government and other agents posed a danger.

Park Avenue

THE OBJECT IN QUESTION II

Sponsor: RENAISSANCE STUDIES CERTIFICATE PROGRAM, THE GRADUATE SCHOOL AND
UNIVERSITY CENTER, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK

Organizers: MARINA S. BROWNLEE, PRINCETON UNIVERSITY,
LIA SCHWARTZ-LERNER, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, GRADUATE CENTER
Chair: MARINA S. BROWNLEE, PRINCETON UNIVERSITY
LIA SCHWARTZ-LERNER, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, GRADUATE CENTER
A Book by Pindar in Quevedo’s Library
Of the many books that Quevedo collected in his rich library, many are editions of
the Greek and Roman classics. The book I will examine in this paper is a Latin
translation of Pindar’s Odes, which was published in Basel in 1535. It contains scholia
with extensive quotations from the Greek original, as well as lexical and literary
explanations. Quevedo’s signature, “D. Franciscus de Quevedo Villegas,” can be read
at the bottom of its title page. In the preliminary pages, hojas de guarda, we find the
autographic version of an original Pindaric ode, written in memory of the Duke of
Osuna, for whom Quevedo worked while the former was Viceroy of Sicily and
Naples. Quevedo was the first Spanish poet who experimented with this type of ode.
That it has been transmitted in the very book where he learned to master this new
form in the Spanish poetic canon proves that the editions of the classics prepared by
European humanists had become a fundamental tool for the renewal of vernacular
poetry.
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EDWARD H. FRIEDMAN, VANDERBILT UNIVERSITY
Books Errant: The Object(s) of Don Quixote
This paper will look at the role of objects in the two parts of Don Quixote. In part one
(1605) Cervantes presents Alonso Quijano, a reader of romances of chivalry, as a
character who seeks to actualize verbal signifiers. Don Quixote finds, and at times
invents, a range of objects that will validate both chivalry and his own chivalric
identity. The obsession with books takes a brilliant and ironic turn in the 1615
Quixote as the knight-errant and his creator contemplate defensive strategies. In part
two, the objects of part one coalesce into a single book and its evil twin, its significant
other. At the same time, Don Quixote — having been immortalized in print —
becomes the object of the metafictions of readers within the text. Within this
modified rhetoric, Cervantes redefines conventional tropes and projects new
narrative paradigms.
LUIS AVILES, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, IRVINE
Circulating Gifts in Early Modern Spain
The purpose of my paper is to explore the uses of gift-giving in several literary
examples, and how they relate to their cultural milieu in Early Modern Spain. As an
object endowed with peculiar characteristics, the gift is an object charged with social
energy, individual force, and sometimes contradictory intentions. My paper will deal
with several environments created by gift-giving in literary texts and the different
ways in which they are articulated. For example, gifts may have restricted functions
within the pastoral tradition, but they become increasingly complex in poems such
as Góngora’s “Polifemo.” By contrast, an excessive gift should be politely rejected
because it goes counter to a particular social ethos (as in the case of Rodrigo de
Narváez in Abencerraje, or at the end of Cervantes’s La señora Cornelia). My intention
is to explore all these manifestations of the exchange of objects in Spanish texts.

GC C201

RENAISSANCE MUSIC

Chair: ANNE STONE, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, QUEENS COLLEGE
LESLIE KORRICK, YORK UNIVERSITY
Seeking Progress in the Past: An Early Attempt at Musical Reform in the Cappella Sistina
The reform of Catholic mass music in Rome during the 1560s has traditionally been
associated with the publications of Palestrina and Animuccia, although the extent to
which they were in fact allied with the reform movement remains open to question.
In this paper I will consider an alternate example of contemporary musical reform
offered by a manuscript collection of six masses compiled for the Cappella Sistina in
1562-63 — just when the Council of Trent was deliberating the role of music in the
church. More specifically, I will suggest that the compilation of these masses, written
over some sixty years, was not only calculated to provide models of reform
composition, but also to link such composition to the composer’s piety, to admonish
worshippers to renew their faith in the reformed Catholic church, and to pay homage
to various powerful individuals who had supported the reform ideals of the church
in the decades leading up to the close of the Council of Trent in 1563.
WALTER KREYSZIG, UNIVERSITY OF SASKATCHEWAN
Contextualizing the opus perfectum in Early Italian Humanist Printing on musica theorica
and musica practica: Text, Marginalia, and Woodcut in Franchino Gaffurio’s Triology
The publication of Franchino Gaffurio’s Theoricum opus musice discipline (Naples,
1480), the first printed volume of music theory in the Western world, signaled an
immense change in the dissemination of theoretical thought about music, with the
manuscript tradition henceforth becoming almost obsolete. The transmission of
Gaffurio’s trilogy, encompassing the Theorica musice (Milan, 1492), Practica musicae
(Milan, 1496), and De harmonia musicorum instrumentorum opus (Milan, 1518),
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among contemporaries and successors of the humanist tradition (Tzwyvel, Glarean,
Galilei, and Mozart), relies almost exclusively on printed material. The questions and
issues raised in connection with the humanist manuscript tradition, such as context,
origin, and dissemination of ideas, assume an equally important niche in the
examination of the printed volumes. In the citing of some 150 sources spanning
about 2000 years, including both Latin and Greek authors, Gaffurio intimates
Nicolaus Listenius’s notion of the opus perfectum (cf. Musica, Leipzig, 1543).
MARIAGRAZIA CARLONE, UNIVERSITÀ DI BOLOGNA
Lorenzino and the Knight of the Lute: A Mystery Unveiled
During the Renaissance and Baroque periods the lute was one of the most important
instruments. One of the most famous lute composers and virtuosi of the end of the
sixteenth century was Laurencinus Romanus, called “Lorenzino,” whose music has
come to us through printed books and manuscripts from eight different countries.
We have little information about him. In his 1603 music collection dedicated to
Lorenzino, Jean Baptiste Besard wrote that he was created “Eques Auratus” for his
immense musical skills: the question was then raised if Lorenzino and the mysterious
Cavaliere del liuto could be the same person. My postdoctoral thesis in Music
Philology at the University of Pavia, mainly intended to collect and edit the music of
Lorenzino, lead me to investigate the biographical question: I can now present new
unpublished documents, through which the mystery of Lorenzino’s identity (and
that of the “Knight”) may at last be solved.
MICHAEL J. NOONE, CORNELL UNIVERSITY
GRAEME SKINNER, INDEPENDENT SCHOLAR
A New Library of Liturgical Chant from Toledo Cathedral
One of the world’s largest collections of liturgical chant has recently been discovered
in the Spanish primatial cathedral in Toledo. Among more than 200 atlas-sized
manuscript choir books is a complete set of fifty books for the mass and the office
copied ca. 1585-1600, twelve mid- to late-fifteenth-century mass antiphoners, and
twelve office books dating from the early sixteenth century. A complete series of
payment documents enables the identification of scribes, illuminators, and binders
and the precise dating of all aspects of the manuscripts’ production. Inventories
dating from 1580, 1600, and 1790 allow us to trace the collection’s subsequent
preservation and evolution. This paper places the collection within the context of the
cathedral’s prodigious manuscript production, relates its contents to Toledo’s
polyphonic choirbooks, and reveals the library as a unique barometer of liturgical
change in early modern Spain.

GC C202

EXAMINING EXHIBITS: THE DISPLAY OF
ART AND ARTIFACTS IN EARLY
MODERN EUROPE

Organizer & Chair: GERALDINE A. JOHNSON, UNIVERSITY OF OXFORD
SUZANNE KATHLEEN KARR, YALE UNIVERSITY
The Andechser Altarpiece: Ritual Display in a German Meta-Reliquary
In 1494 the Andechs Abbey near Munich commemorated its renowned relic
collection in a remarkable group portrait, which formed the interior of a large winged
altarpiece. Three years later, the Herzog of Bayern ordered a single-panel copy of the
painting for his own palace’s private chapel, despite having permanent access to the
Andechs treasury. Though the artists involved remain unknown, the commissioning
of the altarpiece and its calculated showings, “most often in lieu of the relics
themselves,” embodied a radical conflation of didactic cataloguing, symbolism, and
ceremony.
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TATIANA C. STRING, UNIVERSITY OF BRISTOL
Mixed Messages: The Display of Devotional Paintings in Henrician England
Inventories made at the death of Henry VIII reveal an apparent repositioning of
scores of paintings with religious subjects from their original devotional context to
the galleries of Whitehall Palace. They were interspersed indiscriminately between
portraits and paintings with secular and mythological subjects. Since galleries were
the normal place for displaying “works of art,” the conclusion to be drawn is that
these paintings were now being divested of their original devotional function and
were being reassessed according to criteria rooted in their artistic value and their
ability to be categorized by regional style.
MOLLY H. BOURNE, HARVARD UNIVERSITY CENTER FOR ITALIAN RENAISSANCE
STUDIES, VILLA I TATTI, FLORENCE
The Display of Objects in the Studio dell’Antiquitate of Federico II Gonzaga, Duke of Mantua
The studiolo and grotta where the Marchesa of Mantua, Isabella d’Este, kept her
paintings and antiquities is one of the best-known examples of the display of a
collection of art objects in early modern Europe. Much less known (but equally welldocumented) is the Studio dell’Antiquitate of her son, Duke Federico II Gonzaga, the
contents of which are listed in the same detailed postmortem inventory that also
describes Isabella’s rooms. With more than 300 entries (versus Isabella’s 235)
dedicated to his paintings, sculptures, books, armor, and objects made of ivory,
alabaster, and other precious materials, Federico’s collection allows for instructive
comparisons to be made with his mother’s more famous camerini. This paper
provides an introduction to Federico’s studiolo and compares it to that of Isabella
d’Este, as well as investigates more broadly questions of dynastic continuity and
gender in collecting.
ANDREA GÁLDY, UNIVERSITY OF MANCHESTER
The Collecting and Display of Sculpture at the Sixteenth-Century Courts of Florence
and Dresden
This paper will explore ideas about the collecting and display of sculpture that were
prevalent at the sixteenth-century courts of Florence and Dresden. Attention will be
focused on how these ideas may have traveled and been realized (or not) in different
political and religious circumstances, and how these tie in with the collecting habits
of other powerful German and Italian families in this period. In particular, this paper
will discuss the artistic preferences of, and diplomatic relationships between, these
two courts, with a special emphasis on their political and religious alliances, and how
these preferences exercised considerable influence over the decision-making of
princes and city governments alike.

GC C203

CEREMONY AND RITUAL IN THE
VATICAN PALACE, DEDICATED TO THE
MEMORY OF JOHN SHEARMAN

Organizer: HENRY DIETRICH FERNÁNDEZ, RHODE ISLAND SCHOOL OF DESIGN
Chair: SHERYL E. REISS, CORNELL UNIVERSITY
HENRY DIETRICH FERNÁNDEZ, RHODE ISLAND SCHOOL OF DESIGN
Bramante’s Via Giulia Nova, a Ceremonial Stair for Julius II
During Julius II’s pontificate (1503-13), Bramante designed a ceremonial stair, the
Via Giulia Nova, which spanned the vertical distance, nineteen meters, between the
portico of Old St. Peter’s and the Sala Regia, the main papal audience hall. Bramante’s
strategic design overcame a number of difficult site obstacles, including a preexisting
stair and a number of medieval retaining walls. This grand stair, designed as a
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cordonata (ramp stair) enabled the pontiff to be transported in regal comfort on his
sede gestatoria (sedan chair) from St. Peter’s to the Sala Regia and the other reception
halls and chapels located on the lower floors of the palace. This ceremonial route,
which also enabled dignitaries and messengers to proceed on horseback up to the
main palace level, became a vital part of the daily ritual of Vatican Palace life.
TRISTAN WEDDIGEN, UNIVERSITÄT BERN
Dressed to Celebrate: Papal Rituals in Raphael’s Parrot’s Room
In the Quattrocento and Cinquecento, the so-called Parrot’s Room (camera papagalli)
was the ceremonial and liturgical core of the Vatican papal apartment. There, the
secret consistory took place, as well as the pre-liturgical dressing ceremony, in which
the pope prepared for pontifical mass. In this room stood a magnificent bed, “in
which the pope does not sleep,” as a bemused Venetian ambassador noted. This paper
focuses on the papal dressing ceremony as a motive for the iconography of Raphael’s
wall paintings for the Parrot’s Room (1517-18). Raphael also produced designs for
the ceremonial lectus paramenti, the dressing bed, which can be reconstructed and
which played a central role in the praeparatio ad missam pontificalem. Leo X’s Parrot
Room is a poignant example of how art compliments ritual context at the early
modern papal court.
CAROLINE P. MURPHY, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, RIVERSIDE
Women, Family, and Ritual at the Court of Julius II
In theory, the Vatican court was an exclusively male enclave, save, perhaps, for the
presence of a few laundresses. In practice, women did attend and participate in a
variety of rituals and ceremonies at the Vatican palace. This paper considers the
circumstances in which Julius II’s female relatives were present at the Vatican and the
ways in which the pope honored them. For example, shortly after ascending the papal
throne Julius held a special dinner in honor of his nieces at the Villa Belvedere, an
event from which his own daughter was conspicuous by her absence. In the papal
apartments, Julius hosted the wedding of his niece Lucrezia to Marcantonio Colonna,
and that of his nephew Niccolo to Laura Orsini. In addition, selected female
members of Julius’ family were allowed to visit the pope on his sick- and deathbed,
in the secluded preserve of his cubiculum.

GC C204

CONSUMPTION AND EARLY MODERN
WOMEN IN ITALY AND ENGLAND

Organizer: MARY ELLEN LAMB, SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
Chair: CLARE REGAN KINNEY, UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA
KATHERINE A. MCIVER, UNIVERSITY OF ALABAMA, BIRMINGHAM
What Women Collected: Two Emilian Women as Consumers of Precious Material
Laura Pallavicina-Sanvitale (d. 1575) and Camilla Pallavicina (d. 1561) serve as case
studies of women as consumers of precious material goods. An investigation of the
inventories of their personal goods, their financial records, and their wills provides a
way to determine female ownership of property, and allows us to track their sources
of income and the circumstances under which it was spent. In this instance, the focus
will be on the purchasing of elaborate jewelry, exotic fabrics, tapestries, and even
books. The value of these goods was not merely financial; rather, they were precious
and carefully conserved, almost as if they were part of each woman’s identity. The
material presence of valuable moveable goods embodied ideas of family continuity
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and prosperity. And while inventories, financial records, and women’s letters tell us
what they purchased and owned, their wills tell us what they valued most, and kept
for a lifetime.
JENNIFER WEBB, BRYN MAWR COLLEGE
Battista Sforza: Virtuous Consumer or Slave to Fashion?
I will use Piero della Francesca’s famous portrait of Battista Sforza (1446-72) as a
visual tool for the exploration of the scholarly discourse surrounding women and
consumer culture. On the reverse of the painting, Piero paints the triumph of
Battista, an image that emphasizes theological virtues (faith, hope, charity, and, by
extension, virtue) in a way that inserts her into the role of a chaste and Christian
woman. However, in the portrait itself, the countess is adorned with rich clothing and
jewelry. Scholars of the court of Urbino continue to struggle with the assumption that
for a woman to have an interest in her clothing and play a role as a consumer seems
to undermine the virtue of her behavior, her religious devotion, and even her widely
acknowledged level of education and intelligence. In this context, I will ask how this
language may be overcome so that Battista may be celebrated for what Lisa Tiersten
would claim was her active engagement with material culture.
RACHEL E. POULSEN, LOYOLA UNIVERSITY CHICAGO
Consumption and the “plentiful Lady-feast” in Brome’s A Mad Couple Well Match’d
Richard Brome’s late city comedy A Mad Couple Well Match’d (1639) devotes
attention to women consumers, along with the economic rivalries that consumption
spurs between them. A Mad Couple contains a satiric look at the Neoplatonic
marriage advocated by Queen Henrietta Maria, and teases out its implications for
domestic order and household government. Alicia Saleware is a mercer’s wife who
acquires extravagant clothing by trading it for sex with wealthy men, taking
advantage of the doctrine of “friendship” she shares with her husband. She is
ultimately outsmarted, however, by Lady Thrivewell, who claims in goods from
Alicia’s shop the hundred pounds that her husband has spent there for sex. The play
literalizes the familiar city comedy equation between sex, cash, and commodities, and
much of its humor and intrigue derives from the way all three circulate exclusively
among female characters. Ultimately, Brome endorses increased sexual and financial
freedom for women by showcasing their wit, facility, and (eventually) morality as
consumers.
BARRY TAYLOR, STAFFORDSHIRE UNIVERSITY
The Gendered Subject at the Threshold of Consumption: Middleton, Marlowe, and Jonson
Elizabeth I’s 1571 endorsement of Gresham’s Bourse, and its subsequent renaming as
the Royal Exchange, marks a new phase in the commercial success of the shops on its
upper level, and in the social diffusion and visibility of the luxury clothing and
accessories displayed in their windows. This paper will discuss a corresponding shift
in the visual articulation of subjectivity across the axes of gender and social power,
produced by anxieties about the “deregulated” dressing of female and male bodies in
luxury commodities. Through close reading of scenes in Middleton’s Women Beware
Women, Marlowe’s Edward II, and Jonson’s Volpone, I will focus on three scenarios of
gendered looking at “dressed” bodies, in or from the highly charged threshold space
of the window. These scenarios stage the commodity’s reconfiguration of the
intersubjective dynamics of visual pleasure and social power.
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NEW TECHNOLOGIES AND
RENAISSANCE STUDIES II: THE
DATABASE AND THE ARCHIVE: RULERS
OF VENICE 1300-1524

Sponsor: CENTRE FOR REFORMATION & RENAISSANCE STUDIES,
VICTORIA COLLEGE, UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

Organizers: RAYMOND G. SIEMENS, MALASPINA UNIVERSITY COLLEGE,
WILLIAM R. BOWEN, VICTORIA COLLEGE, UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO,
MONIQUE E. O’CONNELL, STANFORD UNIVERSITY
Chair & Respondent: BENJAMIN G. KOHL, VASSAR COLLEGE
MONIQUE E. O’CONNELL, STANFORD UNIVERSITY
Administrators of Empire: A Collective Portrait
In the Venetian maritime state, where empire was measured not in territory but in
influence, the role of colonial administrator was of central importance in maintaining
Venetian power. This paper seeks to produce a collective portrait of the type of
administrator Venice entrusted to rule in its name in the fifteenth century stato da
mar. The creation of the Rulers of Venice databank allows one to trace the complete
careers of these administrators of empire through provincial and metropolitan posts,
leading to a sharper understanding of which posts demanded experienced
administrators and diplomats and which served as training for younger members of
the Venetian patriciate. An analysis of elections for these posts also highlights how
Venice could react to political or social tension by sending a more experienced
administrator, giving the Venetian state more flexibility in creating an efficient and
reactive network of control in its overseas dominions.
ANDREA MOZZATO, UNIVERSITÀ CAFOCARI DI VENEZIA
Problems and Possibilities of Constructing a Research Database: The Venetian Case
This paper is divided into two parts. The first is a summary description of the register
of the “Segretario alle Voci,” an office of the Venetian chancellery that was responsible
for recording the names of each noble who was elected to serve temporarily in
administrative offices and in the government of the dominio. Also discussed will be
the type of information that is recoverable from the source (the meaning of the dates,
the names of the elected and the pledges, the list of offices and councils, and so on),
problems encountered during the process of cataloguing, and the technical solutions
adopted during the creation of an appropriate database. The second part of the paper
is more historical in nature and will relate the results of the first statistical explorations
(limited to register 4, 1438-55) to highlight the possible correlations between the
data.
CLAUDIA SALMINI, ARCHIVIO DI STATO DI VENEZIA
The Evolution of a Project: Historical and Research Perspectives
This paper explicates the Venetian sources of the Segretario alle Voci, a notarial source
of the ducal chancellery responsible for registering the public offices elected by the
Great Council and Senate. The evolution of the system of registration, which was
profoundly transformed between the mid-fourteenth century and the mid-sixteenth
century in conjunction with Doge Andrea Gritti’s “renewal” of the legal, urban, and
judicial order, will be highlighted. Also discussed will be the project of cataloguing
conducted between 1980-87 for the elections of the sixteenth century that generated
a databank of more than 40,000 records. The connection between this databank and
those which cover the universal registers (which were intentionally made to be
compatible with each other), permits a deepening of research on the personal
implications and institutional mechanisms in Venetian history from the medieval
period to the sixteenth century.
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Regency

HUMANISTS, THEOLOGIANS,
PHILOSOPHERS, AND JURISTS

Chair: SARAH COVINGTON,THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, QUEENS COLLEGE
CHARLES H. CARMAN, STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, BUFFALO
Meaning and Implication in Alberti’s piu grassa minerva and Cusa’s coincidentia oppositorum
The phrase piu grassa minerva from Alberti’s On Painting has received little attention.
I propose that his goal of creating “a more sensate wisdom” (Spencer’s translation)
extends to the purpose of his single-point prospective project. Geometrically
constructed space is both sensuously real (“sensate”) and a reflection of higherordered reality (“wisdom”). Moreover, I will argue that such a conception is similar
to Nicholas of Cusa’s “coincidence of opposites,” a dialectical interaction of finite (as
in sense perception) and infinite (as in intellect, which comes closer to perception of
God). My hope is to locate Alberti’s idea of space within a culture concerned with
understanding and articulating the limits of perception available through sight and
intellect. Rather than merely facilitating literal sight, his spatial construction
challenges artist and viewer with the most fundamental philosophical notions of
reality.
SHULAMIT FURSTENBERG-LEVI, RUTGERS UNIVERSITY, FLORENCE
The Fifteenth-Century Accademia Pontaniana and the Development of a Network of
Italian Humanists
Recent Renaissance scholarship has emphasized the differences in expression of
humanism in the various Italian city-states; this paper demonstrates the role of the
early humanistic academies in the diffusion of a common culture by fifteenth century
humanists from all parts of Italy. The Accademia Pontaniana played an important role
in developing this network of Italian humanists, functioning both as an actual center
welcoming visitors and as a model to be imitated of a “communicative culture.” I will
examine representative figures who acted as bridges between the Accademia
Pontaniana and other large humanistic centers, later creating their own academies
while, notably, integrating aspects of Pontano’s model into their humanistic culture.
I will also trace the foundation of new humanistic centers in southern Italy by
members of the Accademia Pontaniana who attempted to preserve the original model
of Pontano’s academy.
MATTEO DUNI, SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY, FLORENCE
Witchcraft and Skeptics: Jurists versus Theologians
The paper will investigate some aspects of the debate on the “reality” of witchcraft
between the second half of the fifteenth and the first decades of the sixteenth
centuries. This period of time saw decisive developments in the demonological
science of the witch-prosecutors, but the rise of witchcraft theory took place within
the context of a prolonged confrontation between believers and skeptics. My goal will
be to show the very important role played by jurists in the area of skepticism. A close
analysis of the works of some distinguished Renaissance jurisconsults — Ambrogio
Vignati and Ulrich Molitor, Gianfrancesco Ponzinibio and Andrea Alciato — will
demonstrate a compact and consistent tradition of skepticism with respect to some
key aspects of witchcraft. The examination of these authorities will show how belief
in witchcraft was far from a closed issue at this time, being animated by strong
objections against an unreserved acceptance of the reality of the witches and their
crimes.
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EARLY MODERN ALIENATION
Organizer: JOSHUA PHILLIPS, UNIVERSITY OF MEMPHIS
Chair: DYMPNA CALLAGHAN, SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY

JOSHUA PHILLIPS, UNIVERSITY OF MEMPHIS
“A Local Habitation and a Name”: Alienation in Gamelyn, Lodge, and Shakespeare
In writing Rosalind, Thomas Lodge appropriated from his source — the fourteenthcentury Tale of Gamelyn — its central ethical and thematic concern: alienability of
land. I argue that in struggling to engage this issue in a literary context which
demanded less-overt violence, Lodge partially sublimated the conflicts of ownership
in the name Aliena, investing in that character much of the weight of possession and
dispossession. He thus encoded in the name that which both enables and stands
against possessory violence: a legal system founded on signatures, entitlements, and
self-contradictory property rights. I show how in As You Like It, Shakespeare — as
Lodge’s heir — emphasized the play of alienability and onomastics by dividing the
sign of alienation: externalizing it in a character dispossessed of heaven’s name (Celia/
Aliena), and internalizing it in the psyche of another, Jaques, who lays claim to the
single possession of “a melancholy of mine owne.”
RICHARD L. HALPERN, THE JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY
Marlowe’s Theater of Night: Alienated Labor in Doctor Faustus
The playwright Robert Daborne’s correspondence with theatrical entrepreneur
Philip Henslowe indirectly maps their economic relation (Henslowe solicited plays
from Daborne) onto that between Marlowe’s Faustus and Mephastophilis. I shall
reverse this allegory and argue that Marlowe’s Doctor Faustus can be read as the
encounter between the playwright and theatrical capital, and the subsequent
alienation of the former’s labor as a premise of its economic and aesthetic realization.
Henslowe’s property lists show him providing the same props for the production of
Doctor Faustus (a “dragon for Fostes,” a “sittie of Rome,” and so on) that, within the
fiction of the play, Mephastophilis provides for the character Faustus. I shall argue
that the logic of the play and the structural necessities of theatrical production induct
Henslowe into a Mephastophilean role, while Faustus embodies the dependence of
the playwright’s labor on theatrical capital.
JOANNA PICCIOTTO, PRINCETON UNIVERSITY
The Labor of Alienation
The Christian concept of alienation is systematically ambiguous: while the fallen
angel was the first alienus, the topos of man as an alienus or viator in a fallen world
promotes an ideal of alienation for God’s sake. I explore how Baconian responses to
the fall exploited the double concept of alienation to promote experiment: alien
experiences of the known world. Identifying the difference between created and
corrupted humanity with a loss of epistemological privilege, experimentalists sought
to recover the insights of innocence through de-education: as Glanvill put it, “we
must endeavour to estrange our assent from every thing . . . we must unlive our former
lives.” This experimentalist ethics of estrangement influenced the alienating
techniques Milton employs in Paradise Lost to expand “mortal sight” beyond its fallen
limits. It was through such programs of spectatorial and spiritual readjustment that
intellectual work, as opposed to alienated labor, became identified with the labor of
alienation.
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COSMOPOIESIS: THE MAKING OF
RENAISSANCE LYON

Organizer: DOROTHEA BEATE HEITSCH, SHIPPENSBURG UNIVERSITY
Chair: PHILIP FORD, CLARE COLLEGE
JOANN DELLA NEVA, UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME
Teaching Renaissance Lyon: Integrating Literature and Cultural Studies in the
Classroom
Renaissance Lyon offers a unique focus for a literature course that can incorporate a
significant cultural studies component because it was itself a cultural center where
poetry, music, art, and theater flourished alongside printing, banking, and
manufacturing (particularly silk). Lyon stands out as a city where women achieved
fame, where the science of archeology was developed, where fairs were held regularly,
where the court was welcomed through official “entreés,” to where Italians frequently
immigrated, and where the Reformation grew. Moreover, Lyon was the temporary or
permanent home of such authors as Jean Lemaire, La Fontaine, Marot, Rabelais,
Scève, Du Guillet, and Labé, many of whose literary texts can profitably be read in
light of specific nonliterary phenomena. This paper will provide practical
information on teaching Renaissance Lyon.
DOROTHEA BEATE HEITSCH, SHIPPENSBURG UNIVERSITY
Lyon and Theories of Love in Leone Ebreo’s Dialoghi d’Amore
This paper intends to discuss Leone Ebreo’s role in the making of the Lyon literary
community. Like Symphorien Champier or Sperone Speroni, Ebreo participates in
the tradition derived from the Ficinian commentary of the “Banquet” (1468-69). Yet
he also may be said to change medieval hierarchies by discussing Christian,
Neoplatonic, and courtly love theories side-by-side. Printed for the first time in 1535,
Ebreo’s dialogues develop a conversation between Filo and Sofia. As Sofia steadfastly
refuses Filo’s advances and persuasive rhetoric she is presented with a wealth of
information concerning love and the world. This work becomes one of the
fundamental texts for the Lyon community and it fosters the cult of Venus, which is
celebrated on the Colline Fourvières, the so-called “Forum Veneris.”
JEAN-FRANÇOIS VALLÉE, UNIVERSITÉ DE MONTRÉAL
Amity and Enmity in the Printed World: Etienne Dolet and Bonaventure Des Périers in
Lyon
Etienne Dolet and Bonaventure Des Périers both worked in the famed printing shop
of Sebastien Gryphe in Lyon. Des Périers helped Dolet edit the first volume of his
commentaries on the Latin language. But he is also believed to have written the
enigmatic dialogues of the Cymbalum Mundi, in which many scholars have identified
Dolet under the guise of one of the two talking dogs that appear in the last dialogue.
Malcolm Smith has demonstrated that this dog, Hylactor, is here revealed as a “dog”
in a more radical, anti-theist sense. The book was banned following an exceptional
request from Francis I. Did Des Periers’s “friend” Dolet have anything to do with this
unusual procedure? This paper wishes to address interesting facts and historical
coincidences in and around the Cymbalum Mundi so as to give a glimpse of
Renaissance humanist book culture in Lyon.
CORINNE NOIROT-MAGUIRE, RUTGERS UNIVERSITY
A City of Familiar Concord: Lyon as Idyllic Arcadia for Marot and His Fellows
Under King Francis I, Lyon welcomed the “Marotic” generation, a sparse community
of Christian humanists and poets, and received countless eulogies for hearing and
spreading new ideas. Intellectual “refugees,” especially Marot, praised the city’s noble
concord, its conciliating languages, authorities, genders, virtues, and beliefs. The
neo-Latin poets Macrin or Bourbon, as well as Champier, Dolet, Rabelais, and Marot
defied censorship through symbolic meaning. In their works, Lyon became an idyllic
setting for the Republic of letters, an ideal though familiar Arcadia of personal and
historical, political and poetical “Concordia discors” — a hint of Thélème at a
Christian humanist confluence.
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Broadhurst

TEXTUAL EDITING

Sponsor: THE MASSACHUSETTS CENTER FOR RENAISSANCE STUDIES
Organizer & Chair: ARTHUR F. KINNEY, UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS, AMHERST
DAVID ARBESú FERNÁNDEZ, UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS, AMHERST
Early Chaucer Editions: Printing The Works in the Renaissance
Beginning with their manuscript tradition in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries,
Geoffrey Chaucer’s works have enjoyed great popularity with the public and, as a
result, have been subject to innumerable editions that can be traced up to modern
days. During the Renaissance Chaucer’s growing popularity with the public brought
about the preparation of no less than ten different editions of The Works, several
separate printings of The Canterbury Tales, and editions of other important poems.
All of them come from the presses of the most important English printers of the
time — including William Caxton, Wynkyn de Worde, and William Thynne — and
the numbers in which the books were produced — from 1200-1800 circulating
copies — suggests that Chaucer’s audience at the time must have been a very large
one. The study of Chaucer’s textual transmission unveils much more than the
development of the Chaucerian canon in these centuries: to study the editorial
history of The Works of Geoffrey Chaucer is to study the greatest editorial text
transmission of Renaissance England.
JULIO VÉLEZ-SAINZ, UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
A Modest Proposal: Requesting Facsimile and Digitized Editions of Renaissance Works
Modern editions of Renaissance works, however their individual merits, lack the
ability to reconstruct the experience of reading an early modern book. The advent of
woodcuts and the spreading of copperplate engraving technology by the mid 1550s
brought forth a dissemination of images and marginalia into Renaissance editions.
These lavish manuscripts and printed editions are intended to be read through,
glanced at, analyzed, and enjoyed with all the senses. I provide texts from Renaissance
Europe ranging from luxurious manuscripts designed for libraries of specific
noblemen to cheap leaflets of chivalric books. I will finally present a modest plea for
facsimiles and digitizations of early modern books following efforts made on
Renaissance England, Italy, and colonial Latin America. It is necessary to be aware of
the inseparability of the “literary” text and the marginal comments and images that
frame, support, or mine it.
HUGH CRAIG, UNIVERSITY OF NEWCASTLE
Editing the Computable Text
One branch of textual editing that is increasingly practised, but not yet thoroughly
explored from a methodological standpoint, is preparing literary texts for machine
analysis. This paper deals with issues that arise in editing play texts from the English
Renaissance for computational stylistics. Examples draw on the system of markup
devised by the Text Encoding Initiative. Larger questions involve linguistic versus
bibliographic notions of what text is, single versus multiple hierarchies of elements
within texts, and the nature of what has been the commonest feature counted, the
word. The answers to these have consequences for the structure of the edited text, for
the ways spelling variants and apparent errors are dealt with, and for schemes for
consistent and rule-bound markup of grammatical function and by other categories.
Editing computable texts, like all editing, challenges the editor to make explicit tacit
understandings of the nature of language and of the literary.
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RETHINKING RENAISSANCE
SEXUALITIES
Organizer & Chair: CANDACE I. LINES, HOWARD UNIVERSITY

ROBERT STRETTER, PACIFIC UNION COLLEGE
Anti-Sexuality in English Renaissance Literature
Most studies of early modern sexuality, whether essentialist or constructivist, take as
their grounding assumption the idea that sexuality is a significant component of
identity. This essay attempts to move beyond the theoretical deadlock over the nature
of sexual subjectivity by instead exploring the deep anxiety frequently expressed in
Renaissance literature about almost any form of sexuality. Far from considering
sexuality a fundamental aspect of personhood, Renaissance writers regularly treated
sexual desire as a threat to one’s very humanity. This pervasive anti-sexuality, which
informs conventions of celibacy, friendship, and even marriage, must be accounted
for by any rethinking of the history of sexuality. While I hope to provoke general
discussion of this anti-sexual phenomenon, my essay focuses particularly on the
influence of religious and humanist anti-corporal rhetoric on the representation of
sexuality in English drama, where sexuality is frequently portrayed as an inevitable,
but ultimately tragic, aspect of human nature.
RYAN NETZLEY, RIDER UNIVERSITY
After Pleasure: Deleuze and Early Modern Devotional Desire
Recent critical work on seventeenth-century devotional poetry conceptualizes
sexuality as a matter of pleasure, in keeping with the work of Foucault. However, such
an account presumes to know the end of desire and thus fails to understand that a
knowable pleasure does not govern devotional desire. Drawing on Deleuze’s work,
this paper will argue that a critical understanding of devotional eroticism that yokes
desire and pleasure misconstrues the nature of religious ecstasy by treating it as merely
an intensified species of pleasure. Deleuze’s account of desire enables a critical
appreciation of an immanent sexuality and devotion, in the place of a ceaseless
dialectic of deferred, but imminent, pleasure. This paper will argue that only by
dispensing with the emphasis on pleasure that continues to dominate discussions of
Renaissance sexuality will criticism ever be able to extricate itself from this dialectical
rut.
MARTINE VAN ELK, CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY, LONG BEACH
‘The court understands nothing of it’: Subjectivity and Sexuality in the Case of Martin
Guerre
This paper examines the 1560s trial of the impostor Arnaud du Tilh, who usurped
the identity of Martin Guerre. Based on the question of the effectiveness of the
husband’s sexual performance and the wife’s complicity, historians have treated the
story as proof for different models of subjectivity, based in either materiality or in
inwardness. This paper shifts attention towards the relation between subjectivity,
sexuality, and gender, showing that gender is central to the attribution and experience
of inwardness and its basis in sexuality. Patriarchal restrictions make it impossible to
assess the impact of the reformation and its new constructions of subjectivity on
Guerre’s wife. Because her complicity decides how we treat Guerre’s subjectivity (as
baseless or firmly fixed), the trial of Martin Guerre allows us to come to the
paradoxical conclusion that patriarchal restrictions on women undermine the
possibility of secure subjectivity for men.
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EXPLORING THE ARCHIVES:
DOCUMENTS FOR THE HISTORY OF
MEDICINE IN EARLY MODERN ITALY

Sponsor: RENAISSANCE STUDIES CERTIFICATE PROGRAM, THE GRADUATE SCHOOL AND
UNIVERSITY CENTER, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK
Organizers: ALISHA RANKIN, HARVARD UNIVERSITY,
MONICA AZZOLINI, UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON
Chair: ALLEN J. GRIECO, THE HARVARD UNIVERSITY CENTER FOR ITALIAN STUDIES,
VILLA I TATTI
MONICA CALABRITTO, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, HUNTER COLLEGE
Popular Perceptions of Madness: A Study of the City Chronicles of Bologna, Ferrara, and
Treviso
Several studies on the representation of madness in early modern Germany, France,
and Italy have been published in the last fifteen years. Their analysis is based on
medical treatises and manuscript documents composed by individuals who were
either in the medical profession or close to the social status and cultural identity of
the patients — princes, kings, noblemen, and -women. An investigation of early
modern city chronicles written in Italy shows a different perception of deviance,
social transgression, and madness. The objects of investigation belonged to disparate
social strata, as did the authors of the chronicles, whose desire to record the main
events of their cities was spurred by personal, political, religious, and cultural factors.
This paper will propose an analysis of city chronicles’ records of episodes of madness,
and will focus on the language used by the chronicler to represent a behavior
perceived as dangerous by the city.
JOSEPH WHEELER, KING’S COLLEGE LONDON
Archives, Secrets, and Women Healers in Late-Renaissance Venice
How do the recipes and remedies in printed books of secrets relate to the practice of
popular women healers in late sixteenth century Venice? This paper will explore their
interaction by focusing on two very different archival sources: firstly, the testimony
of women healers who found themselves accused before the Inquisition, and,
secondly, the licenses granted to charlatans by the health commissioners to retail their
patent medicines. Its argument develops from recent reinterpretations of the role of
female healers in Bologna and France. In addition, it reacts to the suggestion that
books of secrets only pretend to tell us about popular medicine, though they claim
to reveal original recipes collected from poor women. I will offer a comparative
appraisal of what these archival and printed sources tell us about cures for common
ailments, children’s diseases, and sexual problems. The final section will examine the
interaction and contrasts between remedies in books of secrets, those retailed by
charlatans, and those of women healers.
MONICA AZZOLINI, UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON
Prophecy, Power, and Patronage: Medicine, Astrology, and Politics in Renaissance Milan
As part of astronomy (and thus of the Quadrivium), astrology was an essential
element of a standard university course of studies in the Renaissance. It was also an
important part of the practice of learned medicine, and thus an elite occupation for
a privileged group of physicians and their clients. Despite such an illustrious pedigree,
astrology is now generally considered part of popular belief, and has often been
discarded by Whiggish historiography as nonsensical superstition. And yet, fullyfledged scientists such as Galileo drew horoscopes for eminent personalities,
including Pope Urban VIII. By concentrating on a couple of examples, this paper
wishes to explore the role of astrology in the Sforza Court, as it interacts with and
directly influences politics and power relations within and outside the court. It will
become evident how in the world of the Milanese elite these beliefs permeated, and
often dictated, activities in politics, medicine, court festivities, and ceremonies.
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DISTANT REFRACTIONS: EARLY
MODERN SPANISH TEXTS AND
POSTMODERN AMERICAN FILM

Organizer: CHRISTOPHER B. WEIMER, OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY
Chair: FREDERICK A. DE ARMAS, UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO
CHRISTOPHER B. WEIMER, OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY
Segismundo’s Tower in the Age of Pre-Crime: Calderón’s La vida es sueño and Spielberg’s
Minority Report
Steven Spielberg’s film Minority Report, based on a short story by Phillip K. Dick,
offers a vision of a society in which criminal acts are foretold and the alleged
perpetrators of those acts imprisoned before they can commit them. While this
scenario will immediately remind many of the Oedipus legend, readers of early
modern Spanish drama would be hard-pressed not to think first of Calderón’s La vida
es sueño (Life Is a Dream), the playwright’s dramatic meditation on the doctrines of
free will and predestination, in which the Polish King Basilio has imprisoned his own
son, Segismundo, because the horoscope he cast at the latter’s birth foretold that the
prince would mature into an oppressive tyrant. Both works, this paper will argue,
address cultural anxieties concerning the production, reliability, and often selffulfilling nature of the knowledge on which the maintenance of social order and the
administration of “justice” are based.
BRUCE BURNINGHAM, UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
Fight Club, Cervantes, and the Binary Logic of the Picaresque
The discourse of picaresque narrative typically filters its social criticism through the
lens of confessional “autobiography,” grounding the genre on an essentially divided
subjectivity by which the “autobiographical” narrator and his self-recollected
protagonist exist as discursive constructs of each other. In Rinconete y Cortadillo and
El coloquio de los perros, Miguel de Cervantes split his pícaros into two distinct
characters, strongly suggesting that the conventional picaresque “confession” is an
entirely self-contained discursive mode, and that “absolution” — and hence, social
reconciliation — can only come about through a symbolic exchange between both
halves of the same bifurcated subject. This paper will explore the ways in which the
1999 film Fight Club functions as a very Cervantine critique of postmodernity by
reinscribing Cervantes’s split protagonist — who in this film quite literally carries on
a violent “dialogue” with himself — into a cinematic text whose ultimate aim is the
reintegration of a single discursive subject.
BARBARA A. SIMERKA, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, QUEENS COLLEGE
Reading, Entertainment, and Epistemology in Don Quixote and Nurse Betty
Cervantine and postmodern texts employ similar aesthetic practices. Both are
concerned with an ironic reworking of popular texts of the past and with presenting
startling juxtapositions of opposing genres that serve to demystify cultural narratives
and the process of reading itself. Both also employ unreliable narration and highlight
a “radical” transgression of the boundaries between art and life. This essay will
examine the ways in which the early modern novel Don Quixote and the postmodern
film Nurse Betty employ reflexivity in order to scrutinize the process of creating and
interpreting signs: that is to say, the reading and storytelling processes. This paper will
argue that in societies experiencing a moment of epistemological transition, even
popular art forms take an interest in exploring the importance and the limitations of
narrative as way to gain knowledge.
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UNDERSTANDING ITALIAN
RENAISSANCE SOCIETY AND POLITICS
Chair: STEFANIE SIGMUND, UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN

ARTHUR M. FIELD, INDIANA UNIVERSITY
The Debate Over the Florentine Catasto, 1427
In the 1420s the traditional Florentine ruling class, the oligarchs, apparently led the
effort to effect a catasto, and some contemporary evidence suggests that this new form
of taxation had wide popular support as well. Some modern scholars have pointed to
its essential rationality, “fairness,” and popularity. Yet the government faced furious
opposition to this measure, and the catasto debates, some chroniclers tell us, were the
principal cause of the division of Florence into the Medicean and oligarchic factions.
This talk will attempt to locate the sources of the opposition to the catasto and
examine the politics of the catasto debates.
JOANNE M. FERRARO, SAN DIEGO STATE UNIVERSITY
One Community’s Secret: Incest and Infanticide in the Sixteenth-Century Venetian
Hinterland
The paper explores a rarely documented case of father-daughter incest in a rural
hamlet outside of Venice in 1592. The trial includes complete testimony from the
father, the victim, and her siblings, as well as neighbors. It is a rare opportunity to hear
the voices of rural laborers. This paper will shed new light on several important
themes: sexual abuse, the relationship between the family and the community, the
relationship between rural inhabitants and Venetian state officials, and the role of
Venetian governors in cases of sexual abuse and infanticide. The trial is also set within
the wider context of the phenomenon of incest in the Renaissance imagination.
SHEILA DAS, YORK UNIVERSITY
Ragion di Stato, Venice, and Utopianism
This paper will explore Giovanni Botero’s Della Ragion di Stato (1589) in its
relationship to the utopianism of the sixteenth century. I shall begin by showing how,
following the utopian models of his time, Botero grounds his utopian references in
empiricism. For this he makes special use of Venice and draws from the renown of her
perfect government and enduring republic to provide concrete examples of his own
configuration of utopian continuity successfully at work. His particular use of Venice
promotes characteristics of internal stability in direct contrast to outside dominion:
this indicates a localized conception of state that warns of the fragility inherent in the
framework of empire. Botero, preceding the utopias written during the height of
Spanish colonization, demonstrates through Venice the unsustainability, and thus the
distopic nature, of overextended rule.

Morosco

MEDIATION AND TRANSMISSION:
APPROACHES TO READING
SEVENTEENTH-CENTURY TEXTS

Sponsor: SOCIETY FOR THE HISTORY OF AUTHORSHIP, READING AND PUBLISHING
Organizers: GERMAINE WARKENTIN, VICTORIA COLLEGE, UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO,
MICHAEL ULLYOT, VICTORIA COLLEGE, UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
Chair: MICHAEL BAIRD SAENGER, SOUTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY
MARK ELLIOTT LLEWELLYN, UNIVERSITY OF WALES, SWANSEA
Whatever happened to Cambridge? Paratextual Puzzles and Thomas Randolph’s Poems
(1638)
In this paper I argue that the paratextual apparatus of Thomas Randolph’s Poems
provides an insight into the means by which his poetry was mediated and presented
to a public audience. Published posthumously by his brother, Randolph’s poems are
preceded by several dedicatory and commendatory verses. It has always been assumed
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that these represent an outpouring of grief by men who knew the poet well. However,
Randolph’s reputation was made as a university playwright at Cambridge in the
1620s and 1630s, and yet none of the poems is by a Cambridge graduate; indeed, all
the poems (with one exception) are by Oxford men who were contemporaries of
Randolph’s brother, rather than Randolph himself. These paratexts therefore
highlight an interesting anomaly, and they suggest, together with the fact that
Randolph’s manuscript circulation appears to have been largely in Oxford, rather
than Cambridge miscellanies, that his long-accepted reputation as a Cambridge poet
may not be as clear-cut as it would at first appear.
STEPHEN COLCLOUGH, UNIVERSITY OF READING
Reworking the Word: The Reading Practices of Elizabeth Freke (1641-1710) and
Charles Caesar (1636-1707)
This paper looks at the freedom of late-seventeenth-century readers to rework printed
texts in new contexts, and argues that the act of transcription was an important part
of the reader’s experience during this period. The manuscript books compiled by
Elizabeth Freke and Charles Caesar, now in the British Library, contain passages from
a wide variety of sources, including herbals and newsletters, and I use the details of
Freke’s library (a catalogue of which is included in her commonplace book) to analyze
her reading repertoire. Freke transcribed religious texts in order to meditate upon
them, but I conclude with an examination of the way in which both readers used
poems from the political tradition that had recently appeared in printed miscellanies
for the first time after years of circulation in manuscript.
ADAM SMYTH, UNIVERSITY OF READING
Reworking the Word: Potentials and Pitfalls for Modern Scholarship
This paper explores the implications of the reading practices outlined by Dr.
Colclough. If readers understood texts as malleable, evolving forms, and willingly
reworked the written word, what would the implications of this kind of textual
transmission for editorial theory and practice be? How are bibliographical modes of
describing texts complicated by the case studies outlined? Are established binaries
such as print-manuscript, reader-author, and reading-writing rendered insufficient?
How might current editors, aware of these complexities, now engage with the editing
of texts? What is the status of the modern edited authorial edition? Where does
editing go now?

Music Box

EDUCATION AND SCHOOLING IN
CROATIA DURING THE RENAISSANCE

Organizer: ANITA MIKULIC-KOVACEVIC, UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
Chair: LEE PIEPHO, SWEET BRIAR COLLEGE
ANITA MIKULIC-KOVACEVIC, UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
The Educational Role of Confraternities in Croatia
Confraternal activities in Croatia, particularly in cities such as Zadar, Split, and
Dubrovnik, were important for the well-being of the community at large. Along with
charitable works, religious services, and ritual activities, confraternities had the
crucial task of educating both its own members and affiliated groups. The
pedagogical techniques and emphasis on certain kinds of learning makes the
confraternal model of education in Croatia interesting to study and to compare with
that of its Italian counterpart.
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VINKO GRUBISIC, UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO
Croatian Lexicography before 1600
I deal with Niccolo’s Roccabella’s Arabic-Greek-Latin-Croatian botanical dictionary
Liber de simplicibus (Zadar, 1449) and then with some terms added to Ivan Pergošiæ’s
Decretum (1474). I will also focus on Hieronimus Magiser’s Dictionarium quatuor
linguarum videlicet Germanicae, Latinae, Illyricae (quae vulgo Sclavonica appelatur) et
Italicae sive Hetruscae (Graz, 1592). Special attention will be paid to Faust Vranèiæ’s
Dictionarium quinque nobilissimarum Europae linguarum, Latinae, Germanicae,
Dalmatiae et Ungaricae (Venice, 1595) which will be compared to the terms used in
his well-known work Machinae novae.
IVO SOLJAN, GRAND VALLEY STATE UNIVERSITY
Major Croatian Renaissance Writers and Their Formal Education
Some well-known Croatian writers studied at various Italian universities: Juraj
Dragisic (Georgius de Salviatis) at the University of Ferrara, Jurja Grigoric (Georgius
Sisgoreus) at the University of Bologna, Marko Marulic (Marcus Marulus) and Faust
Vrancic (Faustus Verantius) at the University of Padova, Marin Drzic (Marino Darsa)
at the University of Siena, and Faust Vrancic (Faustus Verantius) at the University of
Padova. At the same time in Croatia there were active Italian professors such as Tideo
Acchiarinni in Split and Philippus de Diversis in Dubrovnik, among others. Croatian
students in Italy studied mostly philosophy, theology, and law, while Italian
professors in Croatia taught mainly languages and Italian and classical literature.

Plymouth

RENAISSANCE SCHOLARSHIP: SOURCES
AND METHODS
Chair: ROBERT N. SWANSON, UNIVERSITY OF BIRMINGHAM

MARK L. SOSOWER, NORTH CAROLINA STATE UNIVERSITY
The Greek Manuscripts in the Vatican Library in 1518
The 1518 inventory of the Greek manuscripts in the Vatican reflects the acquisitions
made since 1481. Moreover, as this was the last official inventory compiled before the
sack in 1527, it is crucial for determining which manuscripts strayed from the Vatican
Library. This paper explains the method used to identify almost all 889 items listed
in this inventory. The contents and physical descriptions were compared with the
new edition (published in 1998) of the official inventory made in 1533. Also studied
were contemporary lists compiled independently by two scholars interested in the
Vatican Library. These inventories are useful since they present the manuscripts as
they appeared on the bookshelves and their descriptions frequently are more
complete than the official inventories. Analysis of these lists, together with published
and unpublished Vatican catalogues and the manuscripts themselves, resulted in
positive identification of ninety-four percent of the items in the Inventory of 1518.
IAN R. CHRISTIE-MILLER, UNIVERSITY OF LONDON
Digital Imaging of Paper Structure
Digital imaging techniques allow many discoveries to be made about the content and
history of paper-based works. In this paper, examples will be given of watermark
research to show provenance and date, transmitted light images to show forgery, and
reassembly of whole sheets as originally printed to show repair, restoration, and/or
insertion. In addition, the characteristics of handmade paper can be so archived as to
record a digital “fingerprint” so as to enhance security in an entirely noninvasive
manner. More details at http://www.earlypaper.com.
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ARTHUR M. LESLEY, BALTIMORE HEBREW UNIVERSITY
Revision of Biblical Commentary by Giovanni Pico and Yohanan Alemanno
To reconnect Christian theology to the early Church Fathers, in what Salvatore
Camporeale has called “a humanist theology,” Giovanni Pico studied Hebrew and
intended to comment on Genesis, Psalms, and Job. The Heptaplus demonstrates on
Genesis 1 the method he was formulating and gives a sample of its results. Pico
scrutinizes the author and original audience in historical context, examines the
original language of the text grammatically, rhetorically, and philosophically, and
draws ancient testimonies and pertinent comments from midrash, kabbalah, Jewish
philosophy and Bible commentary, as well as from classical sources. The dazzling
structure of the Heptaplus has tended to obscure Pico’s method and references, but his
teacher, Yohanan Alemanno, explained them in in his Hebrew introduction to the
Song of Songs, written with Pico.

Palace

LABOR-KNOWLEDGE-VIRTUE: THE
INTERSECTION OF HUMAN POWERS IN
THE RENAISSANCE II

Sponsor: RENAISSANCE STUDIES CERTIFICATE PROGRAM, THE GRADUATE SCHOOL AND
UNIVERSITY CENTER, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK

Organizer & Chair: NICOLA MASCIANDARO, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK,
BROOKLYN COLLEGE
CLAUDIA CHIERICHINI, YALE UNIVERSITY
Labor and Theatre in Renaissance Siena
In Siena in 1531, “to prove that even in poor people virtue can reign,” twelve artisans
banded together to write and perform theatre. Their company, the Congrega dei
Rozzi, became the place of self-expression for a group of workers over nearly half a
century. The artisans declared the necessity of labor for their survival, and issued a set
of laws that constituted the premise for their dramatic production. The laws set the
conditions for the artisans to autodidactically acquire the necessary education to
produce literary texts. These laws also prohibited membership in the Congrega to any
person either noble or wealthy, and banned any use of Latin. The group of founding
artisans that created the Congrega thus created a sociological unicum by claiming in
the sixteenth century a voice for subalterns that did not aspire to social ascent yet
wished for their intellectual merits to be recognized
ERIC LEONIDAS, CENTRAL CONNECTICUT STATE UNIVERSITY
Jonson’s The Alchemist and the Virtues of Experience
Early in the seventeenth century humanist writers confronted a new epistemological
status granted to experience. Where it was conventionally viewed as a means to
display knowledge of textual authorities and to apply and evaluate their writings,
experience came to have increasingly recognized value in itself, particularly in its
ability to reflect mastery. In this climate, satirical comedy’s close engagement with
recognizable social conflicts and colloquial forms of speech granted it increased
authority even as representing such “experience” muddied the genre’s moral
conventions. In The Alchemist Ben Jonson directly opposes experiential knowledge
against traditionally text-based ways of knowing. Though he ridicules Londoners’
commercial absorptions and the language of social specialization, he ultimately
endorses social circulation and material observation as critical to moral knowledge.
The play demonstrates that viewing the world as a set of material things to be shaped
at will may risk debasement, but it makes available new forms of artisanal and
theatrical knowledge with which to project virtue.
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MARCY L. NORTH, PENNSLYVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY
Manuscript Labors of the Leisured Class in Early Modern England
My current research examines the labor that goes into manuscript production in early
modern England and the modern misrepresentation of this post-print manuscript
production as a leisure activity. I am interested not only in the continued profession
of scriveners (well documented by Harold Love and Peter Beal), but also in the efforts
and resources expended by amateur collectors and compilers. Can “labor”
meaningfully describe the compilation and scribal efforts of amateurs, those
collectors of poetry who did not see this work as part of a trade or industry? I believe
that it can, and that only by broadening our definition of “labor” to include these
individuals will we understand fully the currency of poetry in early modern literary
culture. In this particular paper I want to focus on the difficulties and advantages of
appropriating the term “labor” in a discussion of early coterie culture.

Uris

CONSUMPTION AND CONTROVERSY IN
GOLDEN-AGE SPAIN
Organizer: AMANDA WUNDER, UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
Chair & Respondent: RICHARD KAGAN, THE JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY

LAURA R. BASS, TULANE UNIVERSITY
Coinage, Commerce, and the Comedia: Appraising Desire in Castillo Solórzano’s El
mayorazgo figura
Don Diego de Acuña is the male protagonist of Alonso de Castillo Solórzano’s 1637
comedia, El mayorazgo figura. The character’s name is not accidental: acuña means “to
mint,” and, indeed, Don Diego is la auténtica moneda, the “real thing,” a noble
courtier and pure-blooded Christian who has never sullied his reputation by seeking
wealth. As it happens, he is also heir to an indiano uncle’s sizeable estate. But in the
Spain of the later Habsburgs, precious metals from the Indies were insufficient to
support the nation’s imperial ambitions; fewer and fewer pure coins were in
circulation as the monarchy resorted to the vellón, a debased currency. Castillo
Solórzano’s play is thus a fantasy of an aristocracy in mint condition. Like all fantasies,
though, this one works on projections and expulsions. To maintain it, the combined
threats of woman’s calculating desire and racial amalgamation must be contained.
ELVIRA VILCHES, NORTH CAROLINA STATE UNIVERSITY
Consumption and Masculinity in Habsburg Spain
In the seventeenth century Castile faced an increase of inflation, international debt,
and debasement of the currency. Scholars concerned with Castile’s welfare
complained that wealth and luxury corrupted the good customs of men. In their
minds, the disease weakening the nation was coterminous with the prodigal
consuming habits of its citizens who preferred jewels, expensive clothing, cosmetics,
and carriages to the practice of martial arts. If strong treasures constituted the power
of nations, the abuse of credit and consumption were prostrating the health of
Castile, since they were weakening not only the arms of the nation, but also its blood.
The problematics of the negative effects of consumption are discussed by a wealth of
economic treatises and literary texts. This paper will discuss texts by Saavedra Fajardo,
Gracian, and Argensola.
AMANDA WUNDER, UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
Skirting Decline: The Politics and Practices of Women’s Wardrobes in Golden-Age Spain
In an ill-fated effort to reverse Spain’s fading fortunes in the seventeenth century, the
Spanish monarchy issued a flood of decrees that sought to control and “reform” the
consumption habits of its citizenry. Foodstuffs, coaches, domiciles, clothing, and all
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aspects of the male and female toilette were all submitted to criticism and censure.
Women’s clothing inspired the most vitriolic debate, and no item of clothing more
so than the enormous skirt known as the guardainfante. This paper seeks to explicate
the practical and ideological relationships between feminine clothing and national
decline as one piece of a broader project exploring the decline of Spain as a problem
in the history of material culture.
MARCY NORTON, THE GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
Tobacco and Chocolate: New Goods Meet Old Categories
Spain underwent a transformation in material culture in the seventeenth century as
growing numbers of people became regular consumers of tobacco and chocolate,
goods which originated in the Americas and whose usage was learned from
Amerindians. Cultural authorities sought to make sense of the new phenomena as
their hold on Iberians became clear by the 1630s. At theological conferences, in
medical tracts, and in manuscript verses authorities and entertainers drew from a
multiplicity of existing consumption paradigms. They employed the AristotelianAquinas model of appetite, deployed Galen’s humoral framework, and hinted at a
discourse of supernatural magic to explain Indian origins and their shadowy
connections to idolatry and diabolism. This paper explores how these new goods
infiltrated — and transformed — varied and overlapping seventeenth-century
discourses of consumption. I seek to illuminate a neglected aspect of the “Columbian
Exchange” and to demonstrate the intertwined nature of “elite” and “popular”
cultures in early modern Spain.

Julliard

EMBLEMATICS IN RELIGIOUS
MEDITATION, RENAISSANCE ART
HISTORY, AND NOMINALISTIC
SEMIOTICS

Organizer: MICHAEL J. GIORDANO, WAYNE STATE UNIVERSITY
Chair: LIANA DE GIROLAMI CHENEY, THE UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS, LOWELL
MICHAEL J. GIORDANO, WAYNE STATE UNIVERSITY
Emblematic Discourse in the Meditative Works of Saint Augustine
As understood in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, the emblem was a systematic
verbal commentary on a picture or ecphrastic image. As a form, the emblem had
notable precedents, of which some of the richest are found in Augustine’s De Doctrina
christiana and the Enarrationes in Psalmos. Here one will not only find formal and
theoretical analogies with Alciato, but also similar processes, such as fragmentation and
recombination, the use of inset, deliberate difficulty (in aenigmate per speculum), and
the stimulation of visual memory for moral and spiritual instruction.
DEBORAH H. CIBELLI, NICHOLLS STATE UNIVERSITY
Francesco Salviati’s Invention of an Emblem Representing Envy and Artistic Rivalry
The rivalry between Francesco Salviati, his friend Giorgio Vasari, and other artists is well
documented in Vasari’s Lives of the Painters, Sculptors, and Architects. In the Lives Vasari
portrays Salviati as competitive and irascible, leaving Rome for Florence during the
1540s in his search for greater recognition and reward. Salviati’s residence in Florence
did not necessarily assuage his fear that his work aroused envy in others: the theme of
envy informed the elaborate iconography of the frescoes dedicated to the Triumph of
Camillus and the emblematic imagery and tapestries for the Sala dell’ Udienze
commissioned by Duke Cosimo de’ Medici. Following Liana Cheney’s discussion of
Vasari’s drawing of the allegory of avarice and the seven deadly sins in the Devonshire
Collection in England, this paper argues that the sphinx emerges as a motif in the Sala
dell’ Udienze that was emblematic of Salviati’s personal ambition and artistic struggle.
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AGNÈS GUIDERDONI-BRUSLÉ, KATHOLIEKE UNIVERSITEIT, LEUVEN
Nominalism and Emblematics: Preliminary Markers
When we speak of symbolic and emblematic literature, we immediately establish a
link running from the Neoplatonic philosophy of Italian Renaissance (especially the
icones symbolicae) to the early hieroglyphic sources of said corpus. Such influences
have strong foundations and have already been studied at length. However, it does
not seem sufficient to explain the complex position and conception of the image
(and, specifically, the trope) involved in the emblematic process. If the function of
this trope can be related to the traditional Christian allegory, the understanding of
such crucial point may benefit from the study of the so-called opposite conception
of language, inherited from the late Middle Ages. Nominalism developed a new
theory of signs which could help us describe the way in which the emblematic process
is a heuristic tool, not in symbolical (hermetic) or transcendent (theological) terms, but
as a fundamentally and only verbal (linguistic) process.

Broadway

VENETIAN STUDIES IN HONOR OF
PATRICIA H. LABALME

Organizer: MARION LEATHERS KUNTZ, GEORGIA STATE UNIVERSITY
Chair: STANLEY CHOJNACKI, UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA
DENNIS ROMANO, SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY
Bernardo Giustinian’s Funeral Oration for Doge Francesco Foscari, 1457
In late October 1457 Doge Francesco Foscari was deposed from the ducal throne
after thirty-four years in office. He died three days later. Upon his death, the Venetian
government decided to accord him a full ducal funeral; Bernardo Giustinian was
given the job of delivering the funeral oration. Giustinian thus faced the delicate task
of eulogizing Foscari in the presence of the very men who had forced him from office
and hastened his death. Building on Patricia Labalme’s own analysis of the oration,
this paper examines the ways in which Giustinian balanced the needs of the state and
the Foscari family by composing an oration which justified Venetian foreign policy,
glossed over internal divisions, and celebrated the Foscari patriline.
EDWARD MUIR, NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY
Why Venice? Venetian Society and the Success of Early Opera
The Camerata theorists invented opera in the courtly environment of the Grand
Duchy of Tuscany under Medici patronage. It was, nevertheless, in the anti-court city
of Venice where the new musical genre met with its first lasting success. What were
the conditions in Venice that made possible the commercial and artistic success of
opera? This paper attempts to look at the relationship between civic structures and
musical patronage in Venice as a way to explain the success of the most lasting musical
form in the western tradition.
JOHN J. MARTIN, TRINITY UNIVERSITY
Andrea and Palladio
This paper explores a famous story: or is it a myth? According to almost all accounts
of the life of Andrea Palladio, the decisive event in his life was his transformation into
an architect, a transformation that was the result of his encounter with the humanist
nobleman Giangiorgio Trissino of Vicenza. The story fits in so neatly with a narrative
of the development of architecture as a profession and of the increasing importance of
the architect rather than the craftsman in the construction of major buildings that it
invites reconsideration. This essay offers a preliminary reassessment, and tries to show
that Palladio’s entry into the profession was more complex than we have assumed.
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MARION LEATHERS KUNTZ, GEORGIA STATE UNIVERSITY
The Venetian Virgin as El Papa Reformatore del mondo
In the first half of the sixteenth century a mysterious woman known in Venice as the
Vergine veneziana or Madre Giovanna enjoyed a reputation of great piety and service
to the poor. What is significant about this woman is that she accomplished
extraordinary feats of charity almost alone and without the help of civic or religious
agencies. Although untutored in letters she captured the imagination of the learned
humanist, Guillaume Postel, and also the Venetian translator and historian, Lodovico
Domenichi, because of her Christlike life. For this reason she was considered a
paradigm of what the head of the Christian Church should be. For Postel she was the
catalyst for his zeal to reform the Church and to restore all mankind to its original
perfection.

Carnegie

DARK GLASSES: VISUAL MISDIRECTION
IN LATE RENAISSANCE LITERATURE

Chair: ERIC LEONIDAS, CENTRAL CONNECTICUT STATE UNIVERSITY
ADAM N. MCKEOWN, ADELPHI UNIVERSITY
Poetry, Picture, and Allegory in The Faerie Queene
In offering a picture that also praises, The Faerie Queene operates in both a rhetorical
and pictorial mode. Many have observed, however, that these two modes do not
always seem to cooperate and that the poem’s images do not always square with its
grand epideictic intentions. I will show how the efficacy of Spenser’s pictorialism lies
not in the reconciliation of these two modes but in the competition between them.
The rhetorical and the visual, the persuasive goals of the poem and the pictures it
spawns in the mind’s eye, cooperate not by agreeing with each other but by
complicating and destabilizing each other, forcing a confusion of meaning and
sensation designed to induce heart-ravishing knowledge. Nowhere is this process
more evident than in Britomart, who encounters more inscribed pictures than any
other personage in the poem, pictures that seem specifically to challenge the
rhetorical value she is supposed to possess.
CHRISTOPHER BRAIDER, UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO, BOULDER
A “Curious Desire”: Image, Theater, and Mind in Racine’s Brittanicus
The focus of this paper is Racine’s Brittanicus, 2.1.385-408, where the monstrous
Neron explains to the aptly named Narcisse the inception of his murderous passion
for the play’s heroine. Moved by a “curious desire” he cannot name, the emperor had
looked on from cover when armed guards brought a terrified (and arousingly
underclad) Junie to the palace. However, the source of Neron’s passion is less the
instant of erotogenic vision than the sleepless night it causes, during which, retreating
to his private chamber, he compulsively “reviews” the image formed in his mind.
Neron’s speech thus occasions reflection on the idolatrous inversions with which
vision and images are alike fraught. But it also illuminates Racine’s farseeing
ambivalence toward those “other” acts of vision associated with the curious desires
that bring spectators to the theater and with the workings of the mind itself — a
camera obscura for which his villain’s chamber is the surrogate.
WILLIAM N. WEST, UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO, BOULDER
Renaissance Atoms and the Evidence of Things Unseen
The atomism of Lucretius provided thinkers of the Renaissance with a powerful set
of counter-discourses to the period’s dominant conceptions of religion and physics.
But seventeenth-century writers who were drawn to atomism also transformed those
theories. Ancient atomism represented the invisible structure of atoms as the material
truth underlying the world of appearance, and suggested that careful observation of
familiar phenomena sufficed to delineate the presence of a hidden, but equally
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logical, physics, in which tiny particles combined to form all the world’s contents just
as letters combined to form all possible words. Rather than posing the relation of
atomism and conventional physics as one of many complementary viewpoints,
which, while changing everything changed nothing, philosophers Margaret
Cavendish and Lucy Hutchinson offered an outline for an atomistic theory that
demanded that the worlds of atoms and of phenomena be understood as separate —
that the world’s description and its observation could not coincide

Alvin

RENAISSANCE EMPIRE I: J. G. A.
POCOCK’S BARBARISM AND RELIGION,
VOL. 3: COMMENTARY AND RESPONSE,
A ROUNDTABLE

Sponsor: RENAISSANCE STUDIES CERTIFICATE PROGRAM, THE GRADUATE SCHOOL AND
UNIVERSITY CENTER, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK

Organizer & Chair: MARTIN ELSKY, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK,
GRADUATE CENTER

Respondent: J.G.A. POCOCK, THE JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY, EMERITUS
CARY J. NEDERMAN, TEXAS A & M UNIVERSITY
RONALD G. WITT, DUKE UNIVERSITY
DAVID ARMITAGE, COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY

Edison

PSALMS AND SELF: RADICAL
RECASTINGS OF RENAISSANCE
SUBJECTIVITY IN ARETINO AND WYATT

Organizer: HANNIBAL HAMLIN, THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY, MANSFIELD
Chair: ANNE LAKE PRESCOTT, BARNARD COLLEGE
RAYMOND B. WADDINGTON, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, DAVIS
Pietro Aretino, Religious Writer
In the 1530s Aretino wrote a sequence of biblical paraphrases that were reprinted
frequently until his works were placed on the 1559 Index of Prohibited Books. Venice
became the spawning ground for religious reform in Italy and the movement was
fostered by spirituali in its community of vernacular printers and poligrafi. This paper
examines Aretino’s religious convictions and places his biblical narratives in the
context of a reformist network of correspondents, patrons, printers, and authors,
particularly his friend, Antonio Brucioli, whose vernacular Bible inspired the
paraphrases. Lastly, the paper will consider the appeal that Aretino’s Sette salmi (1534)
had for Wyatt.
WILLIAM A. SESSIONS, GEORGIA STATE UNIVERSITY
Wyatt’s Penitential Psalms: Shaping the Subjective
This paper will explore the formal nature of Wyatt’s Psalms, showing how they lead
to a new kind of represented subjectivity: lyric verse within an objective or dramatic
narrative. I shall examine three aspects of Wyatt’s Psalms: the extraordinary originality
of Wyatt’s linguistic choices, with two crucial Italian forms (ottava rima and terza
rima) being transformed into nearly conversational discourse with speech patterns as
never used before in English verse; the structural shaping of the texts with actual
hiatus and juxtaposition and dramatic, almost Joycean, shifts of language as the text
contrasts, in personal monologue and formal omniscient narration, both emotional
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character and psychological conflict; and the contextual relationship to another
Renaissance reinterpretation of a biblical story, the David and Bathsheba tapestries in
the palace at Ecouen near Paris, with their special serial narration and formal effects
of movere tapestries woven for Henry VIII and at his court during Wyatt’s lifetime.
HANNIBAL HAMLIN, THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY, MANSFIELD
Wyatt’s Penitential Epic
This paper assumes that the praise of Wyatt’s Penitential Psalms by sixteenth-century
readers was based not on superficial pieties but a genuine appreciation of what John
Leland called their “faultless art.” With a few notable exceptions, modern critics have
found these poems inferior to Wyatt’s secular sonnets and satires. In fact, Wyatt’s Psalms
are poetry of considerable depth and sophistication, as their early readers recognized.
Wyatt’s Psalms exploit many of the same themes, techniques, and conventions that
critics look for in secular poems. Not surprisingly, Wyatt borrows extensively from the
Petrarchan tradition he knew so well, with piercing eyes and wounded hearts, among
a complex of body parts that are sometimes personified and sometimes inhabited by
more abstract personifications like Love and Law. However, the Penitential Psalms are
also shaped as a miniature, psychospiritual epic, complete with extended “epic” similes,
a restful locus amoenus, and encounters with allegorized enemies and tempting sirens.

Winter Garden

VIVES’S PHILOSOPHY OF MAN

Sponsor: RENAISSANCE STUDIES CERTIFICATE PROGRAM, THE GRADUATE SCHOOL AND
UNIVERSITY CENTER, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK

Organizer: OTTAVIO DI CAMILLO, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, GRADUATE CENTER
Chair: ISAIAS LERNER, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, GRADUATE CENTER
CHARLES FANTAZZI, EAST CAROLINA UNIVERSITY
Vives’s Fabula de homine: A Parody of Pico’s Oratio?
From his earliest writings, Juan Luis Vives betrays a penchant for the theatrical, often
tinged with a certain tone of demystification. He is not abashed to subject the texts
of the classical writers to withering satire. The Anima senis of 1518, an introduction
to Cicero’s De senectute, is, in contrast to Cicero’s idealized description, an
unflattering picture of old age. His dream upon a dream in the commentary to the
Somnium Scipionis is a rollicking farce. So the Fabula de homine, ostensibly an
innocent divertissement, demands much scrutiny. It has long been considered to be a
simple echo of Pico, but on closer examination it reveals blatant contradictions to
Pico’s exalted concept of man, the magnum miraculum. It not only attenuates the
Pelagian exaggerations of Pico, but in its manipulation of the strange scholastic
vocabulary of the Oratio it appears to be a deliberate parody.
EDWARD V. GEORGE, TEXAS TECH UNIVERSITY
Dialogue with a Muslim: Juan Luis Vives’s De veritate fidei Christianae, Book Four
I will explore the generally overlooked book four of Juan Luis Vives’s De veritate fidei
Christianae (1543), which contains a dialogue between a Christian and a Muslim,
similar in form to book three (a Jew-Christian dialogue). I will discuss the reasons for
Vives’ resort to dialogue form in these books alone of the five-book DVFC, and
compare his lines of argument to the work of Bernardo Pérez de Chinchón, cited by
Gregorio Mayans y Siscar as a source for the DVFC dialogues. I will also read book
four alongside his other writings on Muslims (ordinarily specified as Turks) and see
how Vives balances emotional and rational persuasive devices, ranging from
syllogisms to insults. Book four illustrates how dealing with Islam leads humanists of
Vives’s time and place to the limits of pacifism and tolerance.
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GEORGE F. KRAUSE, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, GRADUATE CENTER
A Humanist’s Critique of Dialectic: A Reconsideration of Vives’s De dialectica, Book
Three
In his Causes of the Corruption of the Arts Vives analyzes those humanist disciplines
that were originally meant to benefit men and society, and finds them wanting
because both the teachers and institutions designed to teach or promote their studies
are the primary cause of their corruption. In tracing dialectic’s decline he dwells on
recent attempts, such as Valla’s, at redefining its nature and function. Chiding Valla
for his anti-Aristotelian stance, Vives, also aware of certain deficiencies in Aristotle’s
works, finds the philosopher an important source for his own analytical project. This
paper will examine Vives’s concept of dialectic as the only instrument available to
men for ordering the influx of countless experiences. Its uses produce language that
in turn betters man’s conditions in society. Vives’s concept of dialectic is firmly rooted
in the Stoic tradition, the epistemology of which also provides the foundation for one
of his most significant philosophical works, De probabilitatis.
JOSÉ LUIS MADRIGAL, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, QUEENSBOROUGH
COMMUNITY COLLEGE
The Impact of Vives’s Thought on the Spanish Literature of the Sixteenth Century
Both during and after his lifetime, Vives’s works exerted a considerable influence on
the literary activities of Spanish writers. Guevara, Mexía, Pedro de Luján, Alejo de
Venegas, and, especially, the author of Lazarillo give ample evidence in their writings
of having read and assimilated many of his treatises. Vives’s thinking, as well as his
concerns on timely issues, not only helped them to define their position on
education, poverty, the human condition, or the government of a Christian society,
but also contributed to the formation of their aesthetic ideas. In this paper, I intend
to identify: some of Vives’s ideas that caught the imagination of Spanish writers; the
channels of transmission though which they were disseminated; the manner in which
they were assimilated and recontextualized in literary works; and the far-reaching
repercussion that his well-known rejection of fantastic literature had on the authors
of Lazarillo and the Quixote.

Brooks Atkinson

SAMSON AGONISTES IN NEW
DIMENSIONS

Sponsor: RENAISSANCE STUDIES CERTIFICATE PROGRAM, THE GRADUATE SCHOOL AND
UNIVERSITY CENTER, CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK

Organizer & Chair: JOSEPH A. WITTREICH, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK,
GRADUATE CENTER
FEISAL G. MOHAMED, TEXAS TECH UNIVERSITY
Samson Agonistes and the Clash of Fundamentalisms
Samson has enjoyed a good deal of celebrity in current political discussion: Norman
Mailer described the 9-11 terrorists as “Muslim Samsons,” Tariq Ali decried the
imperialist menace of an “American Samson,” and a recent poem in the National
Review was entitled “Chirac Plays Samson.” Such employment of the biblical hero to
dismiss one’s political opponents as destructively extremist is contiguous with a wave
of anxiety running through criticism of John Milton’s Samson Agonistes. The recent
explosion of interest in the dramatic poem typically distances Milton from his hero
by arguing that the text shows the catastrophic consequences of its characters’
fundamentalisms, an argument that rests at least partly on an equation of the political
truth-claims of Dalila, Harapha, and Samson. This paper will interrogate such an
equation and aim more accurately to situate Milton and Samson Agonistes in the
politico-religious landscape of the late seventeenth century.
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RONALD LEVAO, RUTGERS UNIVERSITY
Samson, Prospero, and the Sense of an Ending
Though they began as apparent opposites — one with magical mastery, the other in
despair and apparent helplessness — Shakespeare’s Prospero and Milton’s Samson
have led parallel critical lives. Both have served important roles in discussions of
authorial self-projection, and are often read as valedictory figures who reflect (and
reflect upon) the major themes, motifs, and ethical concerns of the two major
canonical writers of the English literary tradition. Such views have been rightly hard
to shake, despite theoretical skepticism about the idea of authorship and larger
suspicions about the possibility of locating authorial intention amidst the interplay
of coded conventions. A close comparison of these two protagonists — their
language, the problematic worlds they inhabit, and the profound ambivalence their
conduct has provoked among orthodox and skeptical critics alike — will address
some of the dilemmas connected with humanism’s preoccupation with authorial
agency.
LAURENCE LOWE, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, GRADUATE CENTER
The Inward Turn in Samson Agonistes
Samson Agonistes sits at a junction where several traditions converge. It draws, in equal
measure, from the Book of Job and Euripidean tragedy; it exposes a figure from the
Old Testament to a philosophical milieu that postdates the coming of Christ; and it
announces the obsolescence of prophecy and the subsequent birth of historical
consciousness. Milton places Samson at the center of this nexus; my aim is to navigate
it. In Samson Agonistes, Milton expresses a shift in consciousness, the character of
which is detectable only because we are the products of it. I am alluding to the turn
away from faith in the prophetic vision to historical awareness, self-examination, and
the morally-driven criticism of those who have come before us. Samson Agonistes is an
arrow pointed toward modernity.

Chrysler

THE LANGUAGES OF THE ITALIAN
RENAISSANCE III: THE STRANGE
CAREER OF ARISTOTLE’S RHETORIC

Organizer: CHRISTOPHER S. CELENZA, MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY
Chair: LETIZIA PANIZZA, ROYAL HOLLOWAY COLLEGE
LAWRENCE D. GREEN, UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
One Hundred Controversies about Aristotle’s Rhetoric
We are familiar with certain issues presented to Renaissance writers by Aristotle’s
Rhetoric — such as the nature of antistrophos, the relations between rhetoric and
dialectic, and the permissibility of appeals to pathos. Other controversies today seem
unusual: is Socratic “induction” superior to Aristotelian? Is Aristotle’s definition of
happiness correct? Can nobility be transmitted in the womb, and if so, does nobility
reside in the father’s semen or the mother’s blood? Is fear useful as an emotional
appeal? Does Aristotle have a theory of figures, even without the technical names?
Why in book three is dispositio discussed after elocutio? Does Aristotle counsel
deliberative orators to travel to other countries to learn about their politics, or should
they “read travel books”? In 1624 Paolo Beni reviewed many of these issues in his
Centum oratoriis controversiis. I will examine this work to see what happened when the
Christian and Ciceronian Renaissance tried to make sense of an alien Greek treatise
from a recovered classical tradition.
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NANCY S. STRUEVER, THE JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY
Renaissance Readings: The Use and Abuse of Aristotle’s Rhetoric in Political Theorizing
Our standard narrative of Renaissance intellectual history argues that Renaissance
readers exploited Aristotle’s texts primarily as giving systemic support to conservative
programs in philosophy and religion. Yet it is the case that the text of Aristotle’s
Rhetoric contains a range of premises and analytic strategies that offer possibilities for
radical revision of the ethical and political theorizing of the conservative tradition. In
particular, the chapters on the passions in book two of the Rhetoric summarizes what
Pierre Aubenque has described as a “fully rhetorised psychology” that integrates
Aristotle’s biological theory with an account of the mechanisms of political discourse.
Rarely, however, do we find strong appropriations of the severe pessimism of this
psychological account of production and reception in political negotiations. This
paper will survey the specific instances where Renaissance readings of the text easily
subsume these rebarbative initiatives under rather simple-minded rubrics of style and
argument.
JEAN DIETZ MOSS, THE CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY OF AMERICA
The Revival and Reconfiguration of Aristotle’s Rhetoric in Late-Renaissance Italy
The Rhetoric’s transformation in the Renaissance by Northern humanists such as
Agricola and Ramus is by now a familiar story. In allotting chiefly stylistic concerns
to rhetoric they overturned the reigning scholastic conception of the art’s
significance. The scholastics of the Middle Ages had declared the Rhetoric and the
Poetics of Aristotle as appendages to the Organon, where they took their places on a
continuum of discourse that measured truth from the certainty of demonstration,
through the strong probability of dialectic, and the weaker probability of rhetoric, to
the plausibility of poetics. Humanist appropriation of the new translations of
Aristotle’s Rhetoric in Northern Italy, on the other hand, took a different turn: in the
hands of such scholars as Antonio Riccobono and Ludovico Carbone, rhetoric
retained its relation to dialectic; but it did so in a humanized reconfiguration.
Rhetoric subsumed dialectical reasoning in a Ciceronian five-part art and
incorporated Aristotle’s triptych of ethos, pathos, and his catalogue of emotions from
the Rhetoric.

Park Avenue

THE OBJECT IN QUESTION III

Organizers: MARINA S. BROWNLEE, PRINCETON UNIVERSITY,
LIA SCHWARTZ-LERNER, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, GRADUATE CENTER
Chair: ISRAEL BURSHATIN, HAVERFORD COLLEGE
MARCIA WELLES, BARNARD COLLEGE, GRIDLEY MCKIM-SMITH, BRYN MAWR
COLLEGE
Sacred Consumerism
We know that Mother Jerónima de la Fuente went to the Philippines to found a
convent of the Franciscan order. Velázquez’s portrait of her, dated 1620, shows
Mother Jerónima wearing the prescribed habit of the Poor Clares, the deliberately
drab palette and insistent austerity of which carries over to the unadorned simplicity
of the cross she carries. Another portrait of another Poor Clare, this time in Mexico
in 1777, is quite a different picture. Sor Ignacia de la Sangre de Cristo wears
expensive, luxurious haut couture. What has happened? Differences in time and visual
culture have produced contrasting purposes, and the disparity is imaged in costume.
By analysis of the sartorial language of paintings, sculptures, and literary
representations (as well as paraliterary materials), we hope to illuminate the special
role played by textiles and the luxury arts in the production of cultural meaning.
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GEORGINA BLACK DOPICO, NEW YORK UNIVERSITY
Body Parts: Relics and Anatomies
In 1563 ground was broken on the Monastery el Escorial. Philip II wasted no time.
Almost immediately he began assembling the vast collection of treasures that would
come to be housed in his monastery-palace: paintings, tapestries, books, manuscripts,
and, what was perhaps most precious, more than 7000 bits of skin and bone that
would form his unrivalled relic collection. Drawing on texts as seemingly diverse as
Valverde de Hamusco’s Historia de la composición del cuerpo humano, the accounts of
relic purchases and transfers, among others, my paper examines the literal and
figurative value of the fragmented human corpse in early modern Spain, attending to
its problematic status as object, to its material and metaphorical circulation, to the
politics of visual display it mobilized, and to its role in the production of truth.
MARY M. GAYLORD, HARVARD UNIVERSITY
Arms: Men and the Risk of Synecdoche
In medieval and Renaissance iconography, the knight and his armor are bound
together as closely as any mounted rider and his steed. Yet literary representations of
the early modern period pay little attention to such trappings as helmets, shields, and
suits of body armor. It is an odd omission. As two recent Metropolitan Museum of
Art exhibits remind us, monarchs and noblemen continued to use elaborate body
armor for both battle and ceremonial dress. The uses of armor, moreover, went well
beyond protection. Arms were charged with providing visual displays of power,
advertising ideological programs. Spanish Renaissance literary representations, by
contrast, neglect not only the Christian soldier’s armor, but his body as well, often
making it all but invisible. This paper explores the logic of this apparent paradox.

GC C201

THE PLAGUE IN EARLY MODERN ITALY I

Organizer & Chair: FRANCO MORMANDO, BOSTON COLLEGE
THOMAS WORCESTER, COLLEGE OF THE HOLY CROSS
St. Roch and His Dog: Fighting Plague and Famine
Throughout much of Europe by the early fifteenth century, St. Roch was frequently
invoked for help in time of plague. Stories about him emphasized three things: Roch’s
works of mercy among the poor and sick, his own bout with plague, and a friendly
dog that helped him recover (and prevented him from starving) by bringing him
bread in the wilderness. Believed to have been a Frenchman from Montpellier, Roch
was said to have contracted the plague in Italy while on pilgrimage to Rome. My
paper explores how the cult of St. Roch prospered in the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries, in word and image. Texts include Diedo’s life of Roch; images include
paintings by Francia, Luini, and Jan Miel. I pay particular attention to how Roch
functioned as a model of lay holiness in an era often depicted as one of growing
clericalization, as well as to how his cult simultaneously supported and undermined
efforts to quarantine victims of plague.
JAMES D. CLIFTON, SARAH CAMPBELL BLAFFER FOUNDATION
“Now is not the time for lamentation”: Luca Giordano and Andrea Vaccaro at S. Maria
del Pianto, Naples
Several years after the devastating plague of 1656 in Naples, a small church, S. Maria
del Pianto, was erected at the entrance of the Grotta degli Sportiglioni, which was the
burial site of some 60,000 plague victims. The altars of the church were decorated
with paintings by Andrea Vaccaro and Luca Giordano. This paper will establish the
iconographic coherence of the paintings, with particular attention to the image of
Christ. Bernardo De Dominici strangely describes Christ as angry and in the act of
punishing the Neapolitans, when, in fact, he appears either explicitly suffering or, at
worst, somewhat aloof. A connection will be drawn to reports of a sense of relief, and
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even licentiousness, in the period just after the plague, and to a lengthy poem in
dialect by Giambattista Valentino, “Napole scontraffatto dapo la pesta,” which
describes revelry at the Grotta degli Sportiglioni.
PAMELA M. JONES, UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS, BOSTON
The Holy Nail and Plague Imagery in Early Seicento Rome: Andrea Commodi’s S. Carlo
Borromeo in Veneration of the Holy Nail and Guercino’s Penitent Magdalene
As archbishop of Milan during the plague of 1576-77, Carlo Borromeo clothed the
plague-stricken, gave them the sacraments, and led penitential processions. These are
the chief themes of Borromean plague imagery, which proliferated following Carlo’s
canonization in 1610. My paper focuses on plague iconography in devotional images
of San Carlo; his revival of the cult of the Holy Nail is crucial to them. In Seicento
Rome the Barnabites received a shaving of the Holy Nail as a relic for S. Carlo ai
Catinari, in which Andrea Commodi’s S. Carlo Borromeo in Veneration of the Holy
Nail (ca. 1614-22) was the high altarpiece. Guercino’s Penitent Magdalene (1622) was
the high altarpiece of the convertite church on the Corso. It is a unique
reinterpretation of the Magdalene’s penitence in light of San Carlo’s cult: the
Magdalene gazes fixedly at the Holy Nail. Prostitutes were blamed for the plague, and
Guercino’s Magdalene entreats her audience to repent.

GC C202

RENAISSANCE ART II
Chair: ROBERT JANSON-LAPALME,WASHINGTON COLLEGE

ERIK THUNØ, ACCADEMIA DI DANIMARCA, ROME
The Miraculous Image and the Urban Space
During the Quattrocento and early Cinquecento, a substantial number of new
sanctuaries sprang up as civic undertakings in the peripheral areas of Italian cities.
They were built on the loci sancti of miracle-working images of the Virgin that had
become popular pilgrimage sites. My paper discusses the motivations for this
development. Why did it happen in connection with miracle-working images of the
Madonna? How did the chosen location affect the civic and religious status of these
sanctuaries with respect to the cathedral and to parish and monastic churches inside
the walls? Did their marginal position appeal to particular social groups? Drawing
inspiration from social anthropology, this paper focuses on how people’s access to the
sacred was defined and controlled through space, and how new and more direct
relationships with the divine could be established by transgressing the sanctioned city
space.
YANEL ENID DE ANGEL, INDEPENDENT SCHOLAR
Scoppio del Carro: Historical and Architectural Documentation of a Florentine Urban Ritual
This paper deal with the Scoppio del Carro (Bursting of the Cart), a Florentine Easter
ritual celebrated to this day. Its roots are found in the Middle Ages and were fully
developed during the Renaissance by the Pazzi family. The ritual is anchored in
Florence’s urban matrix by means of three processions and a hierarchical ceremony in
the cathedral’s square. This paper focuses on these events and how the Pazzi family
used the ritual and the city’s architectural backdrop to legitimize their power. This
paper reveals the relationship imbedded in the ritual’s spatio-architectural context,
the Pazzi’s sociopolitical message, and the Church’s religious symbols. Analytical
architectural drawings are employed to explain the complex and changing character
of these events. The drawings capture the ephemeral quality of the processional
movements and represent the symbolic meanings inherent in the ritual.
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MELISSA MORETON, UNIVERSITY OF IOWA
Religious Habitation and Devotional Art and Architecture on Florence’s Ponte alle Grazie
During the fourteenth and early fifteenth centuries, Florence’s Ponte alle Grazie
became home to a unique and unprecedented concentration of religious life,
including priests’ homes, houses of tertiary pinzochere, Franciscan and Benedictine
nuns, and anchorites living alone and in small groups. This paper discusses the rise
and decline of religious life on the Ponte alle Grazie and explores the bridge as a site
for late-medieval religiosity, focusing on how the bridge’s devotional art and
architecture, and Communal support of the religious homes there, provided the men
and women a well-suited outpost for their spiritual life and practice. In the earlyfifteenth century, papal reform of religious houses, new restrictions on open
communities, and unsupervised modes of worship lead to the decline in religious life
on the bridge, bringing an end to this extraordinary moment in Florentine history.

GC C203

1504

Chair: DEBRA D. PINCUS, NATIONAL GALLERY OF ART
Respondent: WILLIAM E. WALLACE, WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
SHELLEY E. ZURAW, UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA
Michelangelo between Siena and Rome
In January of 1504 Michelangelo was completing the David for the Florentine
Signoria, a project that had occupied him since 1501. That same year Michelangelo
accepted the commission for a fresco in the Palazzo della Signoria. Besides the smaller
works assigned to these years, Michelangelo also signed two significant contracts in
Florence: in 1503 he committed to produce twelve statues of apostles in the same
number of years for the Florentine Cathedral, and in 1501 he had agreed to produce
fifteen statues in three years for the Piccolomini Altar in Siena. This latter contract
was renewed in the fall of 1504. But five months later Michelangelo was in Rome,
beginning the tomb of Julius II. Thus, 1504 marks a pivotal moment when
Michelangelo’s past, present, and future intersect, indelibly defining the mature
artist.
ANDREAS BEYER, UNIVERSITÄT BASEL
The Florentine Rendezvous of Future Enemies
One can hardly think of another year, another date, in the history of art that gathered
so many notable artists of an elder generation and promising artists making their
debut, than the year 1504 in Florence. The city in that moment represents a sort of
nucleus of the major inventions in Renaissance art. This talk will focus on the
younger generation and concentrate on the question of artistic interactions and
influence (Leonardo and Raphael), as well as on the aspect of rivalry and paragone
(Leonardo and Michelangelo). It will than try to follow the careers of these artists, and
will ask to what extent this specific experience exerted an influence, both in the work
and in the self-assessment of these protagonists. Particular attention will also be paid
to the history of reception: that is, how this “clash of talents” has been discussed in
the artistic literature from Vasari onward.
DENISE ALLEN, THE FRICK COLLECTION
Ceremony, Economics, and Identity: Julius II Fashions the Renaissance Tiara
Pope Julius II (1503-13) transformed the tiara — a crown that was principle symbol
of papal secular rule — into an encompassing emblem of the papacy’s worldly and
religious power. Under Julius the tiara also became a substantive emblem of papal
economic might, and a personal insignia of his pontificate. Julius commemorated
these symbolic changes by reconfiguring the tiara’s shape, ordering its encrustation
with oversize, pendant gems, and sanctioning its embellishment with personal
jeweled inscriptions. Julius’s own master of ceremonies, Paride de Grassis, countered
some of the pope’s radical innovations in the Opusculum Caerimoniarum (begun in
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1506) by presenting the first comprehensive account of the history, form, function,
and meaning of the papal crown. This paper addresses Julius and Paride’s conflict and
considers the circumstances that led Julius to refashion the tiara and create a
Renaissance convention that survived until the end of the twentieth century.

GC C204

FLORENCE FROM THE TRECENTO TO
THE CINQUECENTO
Chair: PHILIP R. GAVITT, SAINT LOUIS UNIVERSITY

CLAUDIA LAZZARO, CORNELL UNIVERSITY
Illustrious Florentines and the Perpetuation of Fame
This paper examines the formation of a canon of famous Florentines and the creation
of canonical images of them, from Filippo Villani’s biographies in the late fourteenth
century through the portraits on Baccio Valori’s palace facade at the end of the
sixteenth century. An ongoing dialogue with the past constructed an ever-evolving
collective Florentine identity, first centered on poets and intellectuals, later
supplemented with military heroes and then with artists, mathematicians, scientists,
and navigators. Individual and group biographies, some later translated, published,
or rewritten, reinforced the fame of particular Florentines. Fame also required visual
portrayals in both public and civic settings, in private homes, and, literally, on the
street, in sculpture and in ephemeral festivities in Lyon and Antwerp as well as in
Florence. Private citizens, as much as agents of the Medici, did the work of
perpetuating the fame of their illustrious compatriots, and, ultimately, of their city.
LINDA KOCH, JOHN CARROLL UNIVERSITY
In the Realm of Christian Kings: Authority and Ambiguity in Two Medici Family Devices
Among the Medici devices that first appeared publicly in the tabernacle
commissioned by Piero di Cosimo for San Miniato in 1447-48, and later used in a
variety of artistic contexts public and private, are the motto SEMPER and the heraldic
falcon. In his essential study of Medici devices, Francis Ames-Lewis interpreted them
as symbols of Christian faithfulness and renewal. Others have seen them as allusions
to Medici power and continuity, though without citing specific sources. This paper
explores artistic and literary sources for the two devices that may help us reach a fuller,
more nuanced understanding of their meaning. The falcon appears in Dante,
Boccaccio, and apocalyptic prophecies as a metaphor of rule. SEMPER is a key
modifier in inscriptions on imperial bulls and medals. I argue that these devices, while
multivalent and ambiguous as used by the Medici, placed Cosimo and Piero in the
realm of Christian kings.

GC C205

NEW TECHNOLOGIES AND
RENAISSANCE STUDIES III: LITERARY
TEXT ENCODING AND ANALYSIS OF
ITALIAN AND ENGLISH WORKS
Organizers: CENTRE FOR REFORMATION & RENAISSANCE,

VICTORIA COLLEGE, UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO,
RAYMOND G. SIEMENS, MALASPINA UNIVERSITY COLLEGE,
WILLIAM R. BOWEN, VICTORIA COLLEGE, UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
Chair: PATRICK FINN, ST. MARY’S COLLEGE
SERGIO BOZZOLA, UNIVERSITÀ DEGLI STUDI DI PADOVA
The Archivio Metrico Italiano (AMI) and the Methodological Implications of New
Computerized Research on the Study of Sixteenth-Century Poetry
The paper aims to illuminate the characteristics of the Archivio Metrico Italiano, a
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database where the principal texts of the Italian poetical tradition, from its origins
to the Cinquecento, are filed with metrical indications. The archive has been created
at the University of Padua by a group of researchers coordinated by Professors Pier
Vincenzo Mengaldo and Marco Praloran. All the metrical aspects of the texts are
marked (metrics, type of verse, rhyme and rhymed words, rhyme schemes, rhythms,
and so on). In the paper I will argue that these new technological instruments not
only offer the possibility of making research faster, but also transform its methods.
This innovation brings new scientific results that would never be achieved with
traditional means, especially in the study of rhyme and rhythm. This innovation will
be exemplified on some important sixteenth century texts, such as the Orlando furioso
and the Rime of Pietro Bembo.
BARBARA BOND, UNIVERSITY OF VICTORIA
A Moving Target: The Challenge of Representing the Shifting Situations of Early
Modern Scribal Practice
The scribal practices found in an early modern manuscript illuminate the fluid and
inconsistent nature of writing conventions of the time, including, among others,
issues of orthography, paleography, and presentation. Evidence of the acceptable
nature of varying usage presents challenges in maintaining both flexibility and
consistency in the development of an electronic encoding practice that both
accurately represents an unfixed situation and complies with recognized academic
standards. Examples will be drawn from the Devonshire MS (BL Add MS 17,492),
a poetic miscellany dating to the mid-1530s that was authored and inscribed by a
group of men and women associated with the English Queen Anne Boleyn’s court.
STEPHANIE F. THOMAS, SHEFFIELD HALLAM UNIVERSITY
Active Reading: Designing a Tool for Analyzing Variants in King Lear
The Active Reading project is concerned with developing an electronic scholarly
edition of the quarto and folio texts of King Lear that would provide an interactive
tool for the exploration of textual variants. Initially, a prototype was produced which
combined all the editions of a short twenty-one-line poem. This “combined” edition
was encoded using XML and employed several different methods for interacting with
the text. Empirical studies have been undertaken to examine the ways in which
readers actively compare variants of a text — through recording their interactive
involvement and observing the editorial decisions they make. In developing an
electronic edition of this kind it is possible for the reader to compose new editions of
a text, effectively taking on the role of editor. This paper aims to demonstrate the
issues associated with developing the King Lear scholarly edition, and the potential
for a tool of this kind to be used as a device for both teaching and learning.
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REPRESENTING EROS: THE ARTS OF
LOVE IN ITALY (1420-1520)

Organizers: STEFANO CRACOLICI, UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA,
STEPHEN JOHN CAMPBELL, THE JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY
Chair: VICTORIA KIRKHAM, UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA
STEPHEN JOHN CAMPBELL, THE JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY
Exorcizing Anteros: On Isabella d’Este’s “Cupidity”
Throughout her years of activity as a patron and collector, Isabella d’Este sought to
associate herself with the imagery of Venus and Cupid, an identification that can be
shown to inform her literary interests, her commissioning of mythological paintings
for her camerini, and her acquisition of images of the god Cupid. The nature of
Cupid, or Eros, was a central preoccupation in North Italian court culture around
1500, defining both the civilizing effects of love as well as the risks of emotional
perturbation; such concerns were equally becoming central to conceptions of the
viewer’s engagement with art. The originality of Isabella’s camerini consists in their
visual exemplification of the god’s various associations; recognizing this, the
commonplace assertion that the paintings by Mantegna, Costa, and Perugino
repeatedly demonstrate “the triumph of Anteros over Eros” is easily shown to be
unsustainable.
STEFANO CRACOLICI, UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA
Flirting With the Chameleon: Alberti on Love
My paper seeks to map out the Renaissance discourse on love by focusing on Leon
Battista Alberti’s Deifira (1432) and its reception in both learned and popular culture.
The linguistic, thematic, and generic uniqueness of this dialogue distinguishes it as
a highly experimental work among the writings of Italian humanism. Its style blends
together poetic and prosaic modes in a dual generic allegiance both to the exhortative
tradition of suasoria and to the pathetic tone of elegy. The mutual relations between
love and friendship, men and women, and reason and emotion are staged from the
perspectives of two different discourses, leaving the dialogue ambiguously
openended. Fifteenth-century readers understood this ambiguity in terms of other
generic categories, and thus the responses of different audiences to this same dialogue
provide clues about the evolving definitions of love discourse.
KIM BUTLER, AMERICAN UNIVERSITY
Raphael’s Madonnas and the Triumph of Eros?
This paper proposes to historicize André Chastel’s positive account of a unique and
pleasurable frisson of Eros in Raphael’s sacred paintings, with a particular focus on his
paintings of the Virgin and Child. The erotic character of the Madonnas is recovered
and contextualized by means of an examination of the artist’s self-conscious pictorial
syntax and a reconstruction of devotional experience relative to tropes current in
humanist poetics and religious culture in the period. In particular, the Petrarchism
undergirding both Giorgio Vasari’s biographical account of Raphael as the erotic
lover and the self-reflexive character of these paintings offers a productive lens for
reconsidering the critical dialectic of sacred and profane integral to his artistic project.
ROSEMARY TRIPPE, THE JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY
Love as a Dream: The Hypnerotomachia Poliphili
Scholars have long considered that Francesco Colonna’s Hypnerotomachia Poliphili,
an illustrated dream vision printed in Venice in 1499 by Aldus Manutius, celebrates
love, but have disputed its particular form. Selective readings of the text have found
it to advocate either conjugal love, or a chaste, Neoplatonic love, or a sexual freedom
associated with paganism. A closer reading of the whole book reveals that the
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Hypnerotomachia’s text and images represent love as a sensual yet deceptive illusion,
and, like dreams themselves, a product of the mind’s imaginative faculty. This
discourse has a precedent in Boccaccio’s minor works, long recognized as a source for
Colonna’s ornate, invented language. It is also paralleled by two contemporary
dialogues, Battista Fregoso’s Anteros and the first book of Pietro Bembo’s Gli Asolani,
both of which, like the Hyperotomachia, were written in a vernacular and directed to
a humanistically educated audience.

Shubert

ASPECTS OF ENGLISH LITERATURE
Chair: WAYNE ERICKSON, GEORGIA STATE UNIVERSITY

ANDREW WALLACE, CARLETON UNIVERSITY
“Noursled up in life and manners wilde”: Georgic Metaphors and the Practice of
Instruction in The Faerie Queene
The paper argues that Spenser’s didactic ambitions for The Faerie Queene are directly
implicated in the variety and complexity of the poem’s narratives of education, and
that Spenser tests the agricultural metaphors that humanist educators adduced as
explanatory fictions for instruction. In the hands of educators such as Erasmus and
Richard Mulcaster, georgic practices ranging from planting and pruning to the
physical projects of animal husbandry were invoked as tentative and speculative
glosses on the mechanics of instruction. The paper argues that Spenser directly
engages with these metaphors in his account of the training of Satyrane in book one.
Part man, part beast, Satyrane must extend from a set of specialized exercises in
subduing animals a general pattern for virtuous conduct in the world. Spencer’s
inability to make this extension is, paradoxically, his acknowledgement of the
sophistication of the very practices that fail to educate this recalcitrant pupil.
ROZE F. HENTSCHELL, COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY
The “Many-headed Multitude” of the Arcadia
In light of the fact that Sidney composed the Arcadia while at Wilton House, whose
lands were notoriously enclosed in the sixteenth century, I wish to read the text
against a backdrop of debates in print over land use and actual rebellions over
enclosure. By looking at early modern representations of agrarian rebellion, of which
Sidney would have no doubt been aware, I argue that we cannot fully understand the
scenes in the Arcadia in which the rustics rebel without carefully looking at the
culture of anti-enclosure protest in the period before the text’s composition. The
uncanny similarities between the representation of the “mad multitude” in Sidney’s
romance and the actual agrarian rebels of the British countryside show the ways in
which the realities of rebellion complicate the “elsewhere” of Arcadia.
STEVEN W. MAY, GEORGETOWN COLLEGE
Interdisciplinary Research with the First-Line Index of Tudor Verse
The Index of Tudor Verse, 1476-1603 will be completed and available for scholarly use
with publication of the Bibliography and First-Line Index of English Verse 1559-1603
by Continuum Press in 2004. This interdisciplinary reference work joins the late
William A. Ringler’s First-Line Indexes of English Verse Printed and in Manuscript that
cover the earlier Tudor period. Together, these indexes provide fully cross-referenced
profiles of more than 40,000 different poems. Each record is indexed in up to
eighteen ways, including authors, titles, technical forms, burdens, refrains, and
subscriptions, but it is the subject index that offers the greatest opportunities for
interdisciplinary research. Each poem is indexed by literary genre and subjects treated
along with designations of musical setting, dialect, and original sources, authors, and
languages of translated verse. In this paper I will outline some of the scholarly projects
that the subject indexes make possible. I will demonstrate as well how several nonliterary books and articles might have benefited from access to these sources.
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LAURIE ELLINGHOUSEN, UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI, KANSAS CITY
Labor as Antidote to Loss in Jonson’s Discoveries and Late Poetry
While critics have long noted Ben Jonson’s embrace of Horatian “laborious”
composition, I propose that Jonsonian “labor” can be directly linked to anxieties over
various losses: loss of court favor, loss of memory, physical debilitation, and anxieties
about canonicity. Furthermore, posthumous constructions of Jonson attempt to keep
his texts vital by insisting on what one of his seventeenth-century editors calls his
“sinewy labours,” proof that the text is an authentic witness to Jonson’s exemplary
labors in authorship. This twist on the commonplace Renaissance notion of writingas-means-to-immortality insists that it is the way in which one writes that matters.
Noting associations between labor and loss in such texts as “Execration Upon
Vulcan,” “My Picture Left in Scotland,” and Discoveries, I use early modern printers’
and editors’ representations of Jonson as “laborious” to argue for the success of
Jonson’s own enterprise.

Majestic

LEON BATTISTA ALBERTI, 1404-2004
Sponsor: FÉDERATION INTERNATIONALE DES SOCIÉTÉS ET
INSTITUTS POUR L’ÉTUDE DE LA RENAISSANCE

Organizer: DAVID R. MARSH, RUTGERS UNIVERSITY, NEW BRUNSWICK
Chair: MARCELLO SIMONETTA,WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY
DAVID R. MARSH, RUTGERS UNIVERSITY, NEW BRUNSWICK
Alberti and Visual Thinking
Leon Battista Alberti’s Anuli (Rings) portrays the author’s alter ego Philoponius
presenting Minerva with a set of twelve symbolic rings, whose meanings and mottos
are glossed in the course of the dialogue. The first ring features the winged eye, a
symbol that Alberti adopted as his personal emblem, and other rings offer moral
lessons couched in the symbolic language of Quattrocento divise. One of the rings
inspired a belt-buckle commissioned in 1451 by Alberti’s agent Marco Parenti, but
the wider meaning and influence of the other rings require further study.
LAURA CAMILLE AGOSTON, TRINITY UNIVERSITY
Alberti’s Painted Statue
In a remarkable passage of Alberti’s Della famiglia, Giannozzo directs his wife to look
at an ivory statue to understand her obligations within the ideology of the family.
Using the statue as a figure for his wife’s sexual continence, Giannozzo describes the
aesthetic and moral downfall of smearing paint on the statue. Carla Freccero has
examined the ways this text articulates gender identity in economic terms. My
purpose is to compare how sculpture functions to articulate gender identity in Della
famiglia to Alberti’s treatises on sculpture and painting, De Statua and Della pittura.
TIMOTHY KIRCHER, GUILFORD COLLEGE
Alberti in Boccaccio’s Garden
Leon Battista Alberti’s Intercenales (“Dinner Pieces”) often convey a sceptical attitude
toward the moral virtues proclaimed by his humanist contemporaries. While scholars
such as David Marsh have explored Alberti’s reading of Lucian and Apuleius in
explaining this skepticism, this paper investigates how certain episodes may derive
their wit from a recasting of Boccaccio’s enterprise in the Decameron, in which the
garden-party tales are distinguished from the school-lessons of the philosophers.
Adapting the Trecento writer’s sense of temporality, subjectivity, and the influence of
the emotions, the episodes put forward a new way of challenging the philosophical
concerns that preoccupied his fellow humanists. His work scrutinizes their views,
particularly in the field of moral philosophy, and displays this scrutiny in form and
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content, employing a range of techniques that place the responsibility in interpreting
a text’s meaning onto the reader, with no fixed guides of authorial stance or
metaphysical program.

Broadhurst

SYPHILIS, MEDICINE, AND THE TONGUE

Sponsor: RENAISSANCE STUDIES CERTIFICATE PROGRAM, THE GRADUATE SCHOOL AND
UNIVERSITY CENTER, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK

Organizer: ANTONIO CALVO, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, GRADUATE CENTER
Chair: DAVID BAUM, UNION COLLEGE
REEM F. IVERSEN, PRINCETON UNIVERSITY
LUIS R. LANDRÓN, MOLLOY COLLEGE
CELIA PÉREZ-VENTURA, PRINCETON UNIVERSITY
ANTONIO CALVO, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, GRADUATE CENTER
Syphilis: Medicine and Tongue
“Syphilis is back…” is printed on postcards and in public announcements in magazines
circulating in New York City’s gay bars. Doctors are alerting people about the dangers
of this disease in the newspapers. Our panel proposes to examine various texts dating
back to the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries that describe this disease (“mal de bubas,”
“mal francés,” “mal de la juventud”) and prescribe its “medicine.” Among such remedies
one finds, for example, the use of steam baths promoted and defended by Philip II’s
Arabic-language interpreter, the Granadan Morisco physician Miguel de Luna. Also, in
this panel we will study the role played by language, more specifically the use of
vernacular languages (Spanish and Italian) versus Latin, in the writing of those texts.

Belasco

WOMEN’S DISCOURSES: SCIENCE,
THEOLOGY, LETTERS

Sponsor: NEH SUMMER INSTITUTE: A LITERATURE OF THEIR OWN? WOMEN WRITING
VENICE, LONDON, PARIS

Organizer: PATRICIA J. LENNOX, NEW YORK UNIVERSITY
Chair: ALBERT RABIL, STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK,
COLLEGE AT OLD WESTBURY, EMERITUS
MARY O’ OVERTON, MIDDLE TENNESSEE STATE UNIVERSITY
Margaret Cavendish: Religion and the Discoveries of Science
Excluded from discussion at the Royal Society in 1667, Margaret Cavendish (162373) nevertheless sought to join the scientific discourse through her writing, which she
published in various forms, including poetry and fiction. Some twentieth-century
scholars have asserted that Cavendish’s poetry, focused as it is upon the problems and
issues of science, provides evidence that she was an atheist; however, I question
whether it is possible for a woman of her era to have been atheistic, given the political
and religious climate of the mid-seventeenth century. By looking at the work of
Cavendish, this paper will consider the broader relationship between the emerging
scientific discourse and the shifting religious and theological discourses in England
during and after the Commonwealth period.
GINA A. TEEL, SOUTHEAST ARKANSAS COLLEGE
Sacred Semantics: The Sacramental Theology in Anne Askew’s Examinations
Anne Askew’s life and death seem to be enigmatic in the context of the establishment
of the Church of England under Henry VIII. In this period it is startling to encounter
accusations of religious heresy for opposition to the Roman Catholic doctrine of
transubstantiation. Even more troubling is the racking and torturing of a
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gentlewoman because of her religious beliefs. Askew’s life, death, and theology are
thus remarkable on a number of levels. The answers Askew gives to the examiners
regarding her beliefs about the Eucharist are remarkable in their careful semantic
construction, use of creative rhetorical devices, and complex theological reasoning. A
close reading of these carefully crafted answers provides an interesting glimpse into
this sixteenth-century English gentlewoman’s sound and well-reasoned sacramental
theology.
SALLY ANN DRUCKER, NASSAU COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Images of Marriage in the Parallel Worlds of Madeleine de Scudéry, Françoise de
Graffigny, and Anne-Marie-Louise D’Orleans, Duchesse de Montpensier
Each of the above writers creates a world parallel to her own: de Montpensier designs
a hypothetical utopia; de Scudéry, in Sapho, an idealized version of ancient Greece;
and de Graffigny, in Letters from a Peruvian Woman (Lettres d’une Péruvienne), an
exotic New World setting. All three show women living in close platonic interaction
with men they do not marry. In each work marriage is defined as contradictory to
happiness. This paper compares these works, drawing analogies to those of other early
modern women writing in French who do not create parallel worlds but who define
marriage similarly: de Lafayette in The Princess of Clêves, the memoirs of Marie and
Hortense Mancini, and Isabelle de Charrière in Lettres de Mistriss Henley. The paper
also touches on Margaret Canvendish, who creates an imaginary environment but
defines marriage more positively, and Samuel de Constant, a male writer who defines
marriage negatively.
JUDITH ROSENTHAL, CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY, FRESNO
The Courtesan in Aphra Behn’s Restoration Comedy
Aphra Behn (1640-89) gives voice in her plays to women of the courtesan class. In
her time the English mistresses of Charles II modeled themselves on the courtesans
of Venice and Paris. Perhaps because the queen was childless, Charles recognized his
illegitimate children, granting them all dukedoms. One could argue that Barbara
Palmer, the Duchess of Cleveland, was the most powerful woman in Restoration
England. The most popular with the public of Charles’ many courtesans was the
actress Nell Gwynn, the personal friend of Aphra Behn, to whom she dedicated her
play The Feigned Courtesans. In her plays Behn’s most radical notion is that marriage
itself is a form of sex-for-money. I will analyze Behn’s best-known plays — The Rover
(parts 1 and 2) — in order to describe the playwright’s presentation of the courtesan
and her ideology of rebellious desire.

Booth

REVISITING EARLY MODERN
CITIZENSHIP: COMMUNITY AND
SOCIAL MEMBERSHIP IN SEVENTEENTHCENTURY VENICE

Organizers: MAARTJE VAN GELDER, UNIVERSITEIT VAN AMSTERDAM, NATALIE ROTHMAN,
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN, JANA L. BYARS, PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY
Chair & Respondent: ERIC R. DURSTELER, BRIGHAM YOUNG UNIVERSITY
JANA L. BYARS, PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY
From Illegitimate Son to Legitimate Citizen in Early Modern Venice
From the early fifteenth century laws were passed identifying Venetian citizens and
delineating the requirements for inclusion: most importantly, a past free of physical
labor and three generations of legitimate birth in Venice. This paper will show that,
despite these laws, the illegitimate children of the nobility were regularly granted
membership in the citizenry in the seventeenth century. By subverting legal
requirements for citizenship, illegitimate sons-turned-citizens call into question not
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only notions of legitimacy and clan membership, but also the very nature of
citizenship. Using the supplications from the noble father or his relatives, notes from
the ceremonies where these citizens were introduced to the public, court cases
disputing property, and the wills of noble fathers and citizen sons, I will demonstrate
that the Venetian social hierarchy was not as rigid as either Venetian legislators
professed or modern scholarship would indicate, and that instead the citizenry was
an inchoate and mutable group.
MAARTJE VAN GELDER, UNIVERSITEIT VAN AMSTERDAM
Defining their Position: The Dutch Merchants in Early Modern Venice
This paper studies early modern notions of community and citizenship by looking at
how collective actions of Dutch merchants in Venice were key to their repositioning
within the host society. Dutch merchants gained an economic foothold in Venice
toward the end of the sixteenth century, as the city was losing its primacy to
Amsterdam as the leading trade capital of Europe. As the link to the new commercial
centers of the north, Dutch merchants succeeded in carving out for themselves
substantial trade privileges in Venice through collective action. Based on archival
research, this paper will demonstrate how their intensive business contacts and
endogamy reinforced merchants’ unity and connection with the Netherlands, at the
same time as they acquired Venetian citizenship and even patrician status. This
complex picture of the self-understanding and practices of a privileged group
challenges previous work on foreigners in Venice that has focused primarily on legal
citizenship.
NATALIE ROTHMAN, UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
Mediating Difference: Commercial Brokers and the Ethnicization of Foreigners in Early
Modern Venice
This paper studies how notions of “foreign” and “local” were constituted in and
through the practices of Venetian commercial brokers (sensali). It traces the changes
during the seventeenth century in their ethnic makeup and professional practices to
show how brokers helped redefine basic categories of cultural difference. The initial
requirement that foreign merchants employ licensed Venetian brokers in all
transactions was constantly threatened by the growing activity of unlicensed,
noncitizen brokers. The brokers’ guild attempted to fight this development by
increasingly admitting “Levantines” (Armenians, Greeks, and recent Christian
converts of Muslim and Jewish background) as guild members. This ethnicization of
guild membership is documented in archival guild registers and petitions for
employment, as well as in trials for illicit brokerage. By examining this process, this
paper addresses the multiple forms in which commercial brokers strategically
inflected and reconstituted the categories of “local” and “foreign,” and thus
transformed Venetian notions of difference.

Imperial

THE DEVOTIONAL AND SCIENTIFIC IN
SEVENTEENTH-CENTURY ENGLISH
LITERATURE

Chair: BRIDGET GELLERT LYONS, RUTGERS UNIVERSITY, NEW BRUNSWICK
ELIZABETH D. HARVEY, UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
Epic Sex: John Donne’s Metempsycosis
I analyze John Donne’s satiric epic fragment Metempsycosis in relation to natural
philosophy and early modern medical writings on conception, ensoulment, and the
ligature between the body and the soul. I investigate Donne’s transformation of his
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Ovidian, Pythagorean, and Spenserian sources through my focus on the trope of
translation, a term that Donne uses in Devotions upon Emergent Occasions to describe
God’s instruments for translating bodies through death. Where many of Donne’s
poems anatomize the separation of body and soul, Metempsycosis repetitively
describes the soul’s transmigration and moment of embodiment in the imprisoning,
and increasingly depraved, confines of host bodies. The poem’s relentless focus on
materiality, sex, digestion, and its detailed depictions of vegetative and animal nature
are, I argue, derived from early modern medicine and natural history. Donne uses
these discourses to critique both the pretensions of epic (translatio imperii) and the
sublime impulses of Pythagorean and Platonic doctrine.
PIERS BROWN, UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
“All knowledge in heaven is experimentall”: Donne, Vision, and Knowledge
In a sermon from 1622, John Donne claims that “all knowledge in heaven is
experimentall, [a]s all knowledge in this world is causall.” This deliberate riff on the
late-Renaissance debate between causal and experiential knowledge is typical of
Donne’s creative use of scientific theory in his works. In my paper, I use this
paradoxical statement as the starting point for an account of both the relation
between vision and knowledge in Donne’s work (the fragmented vision of the
“lattices of the eyes,” spectacles as a metaphor for theories of knowledge, and so on)
and of the creation of knowledge through a heaping up of particulars or experiments,
as in Bacon’s Sylva Sylvarum. I focus primarily on the deliberately distorted accounts
of astronomical knowledge in his Anniversaries (1611-12) and in Ignatius his Conclave
(1611), and connect them to the works of Kepler and Galileo in the same period,
particularly to the Siderius Nuntius of 1610.
SCOTT MANNING STEVENS, STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, BUFFALO
Devotional Poetics of the Laudian Church in Retreat
The execution of William Laud in 1645 and the dissolution of the Anglican
“pietistic” community of Little Gidding in 1646 mark two different aspects of the
defeat of the High Church in the course of the English Revolution. My paper
investigates the poetic and devotional lives of adherents to the Laudian program in
this period of retreat. Both Henry Vaughan and Robert Herrick continued to write
and to publish devotional poetry marked by the theological and political struggles of
their day, and by so doing provided strategies for the continuance of a High Church
community at both elite and populist levels. The focus of my paper is on Herrick’s
Noble Numbers and Vaughan’s Silex Scintillans and their part in the creation of an
alternative narrative to the history of the British Church. A narrative which would
ultimately triumph with the Oxford Movement in the nineteenth century.

Lyceum

WOMEN’S VOICES IN EARLY MODERN
ENGLISH DRAMA
Chair: MARGARET P. HANNAY, SIENA COLLEGE

STEPHANIE CHAMBERLAIN, SOUTHEAST MISSOURI STATE UNIVERSITY
Educating Prospero’s Daughter: Vives and the Restoration of Patrilineage in The Tempest
Early in Shakespeare’s The Tempest, Prospero sits Miranda down to instruct her on her
origins. To his daughter’s “you have often / Begun to tell me what I am, but stopped
/ And left me to a bootless inquisition, / Concluding, Stay; not yet” (1.2.33-34), he
begins a lengthy discussion of his lost political authority and yet-uncertain patrilineal
future. While The Tempest is about the restoration of usurped political authority, it
is likewise about the restoration of patrilineal identity. My paper reads The Tempest
against Juan Luis Vives’s Education of a Christian Woman. Vives’s text is, I argue,
foremost about preserving patrilineage. I argue that the education of Miranda, which
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includes instruction in maintaining virginal chastity as well as proper courtship
procedures, ultimately proves key to restoring Prospero’s threatened patrilineal
future.
COLLEEN E. SHEA, QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY
Unexpected Miracles: Women Writing Sacrifice on the English Renaissance Stage
Thomas Kyd’s The Spanish Tragedy, George Chapman’s Bussy D’Ambois, and John
Ford’s Tis Pity She’s a Whore all feature female characters who write letters in their own
blood. These plays’ heroines reenact the holy sacrifice at the heart of the popular
medieval Charters of Christ, “in which Christ [wrote] with his own blood”
presenting “humankind’s inheritance of heaven.” The women’s letters elevate them to
martyrs and make possible the reformation of the debauched, andocentric worlds
around them. Upon receiving Bel-Imperia’s “bloody writ” dropped from above,
Hieronimo inquires, “What means this unexpected miracle?” (3.2.26, 32). His
question is not ironic: not only do the bloody letters bring about the women’s unlikely
transcendence of their sordid lives and societies, but they also make Bel-Imperia,
Tamyra, and Annabella — quite unexpectedly — the most morally and spiritually
complex figures in those societies.

Morosco

PRINTER, AUTHOR, AND READER IN
TUDOR ENGLAND

Sponsor: SOCIETY FOR THE HISTORY OF AUTHORSHIP, READING AND PUBLISHING
Organizers: GERMAINE WARKENTIN, VICTORIA COLLEGE, UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO,
MICHAEL ULLYOT, VICTORIA COLLEGE, UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
Chair: SUSAN M. FELCH, CALVIN COLLEGE
ANDREW FLECK, SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY
Preserving the Absent Father: Fashioning Sir Philip Sidney as Author in the Arcadias
Parthenogenesis, the fantasy of fathers giving birth, is a common trope for the poetic
process in early modern Europe. Many authors found it useful for describing the
process of creating a text, but perhaps the most complex Renaissance use of the trope
arises with Philip Sidney’s authorship of the Arcadia. From his initial gesture in a letter
prefacing the first version of the great romance, through his subsequent early modern
editors’ redeployment of the trope, parthenogenesis manifests itself in multivalent
ways between the 1590 printing and the materially very different printings of the
early seventeenth century. In the paratexts’ transformations of the trope, from
Sidney’s own classicizing gesture through his executors’ efforts to use the connection
between imaginative birth and generation, we are privy to an important moment in
the history of authorship, an early deployment of Foucault’s author-function, as
Sidney’s mourning circle redefines the relationship between author and text.
PAUL A. MARQUIS, ST. FRANCIS XAVIER UNIVERSITY
Richard Tottel’s Songes and Sonettes (1557): The Elizabethan Version
Richard Tottel negotiated a successful career as a printer during the reigns of Edward
VI, Mary Tudor, and Elizabeth I. In the summer of 1557 he published an anthology
of verses by poets of the mid-Tudor period. According to the Short Title Catalogue and
the colophons of extant copies, four editions of Songes and Sonettes were printed
between 5 June 1557 and the end of the year. Editors have been puzzled by the
extraordinary popularity of the text. Was Songes and Sonettes a bestseller at the
bookstalls in St. Paul’ s Churchyard, or have we been dissembled by some colophonic
trickery performed in Tottel’s print shop? New information on the printing-house
practices in Tottel’s shop has recently emerged that could help us understand the
modus operandi of this enigmatic printer and the venture that led to the publishing
of this popular though largely misunderstood verse anthology.
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TAMARA A. GOEGLEIN, FRANKLIN & MARSHALL COLLEGE
Emblematic Habits of Thought in Spenser’s House of Holiness
For some time now, literary critics have pointed to the emblematic nature of the
House of Holiness episode in Spenser’s The Faerie Queene (I.x). Fidelia, Speranza, and
Charissa can be seen in a dozen emblem books, but no critic has explored the
association suggested between Redcrosse’s spiritual transformation and emblematic
habits of mind. By detailing the workings of faith, hope, and charity in visual motifs,
Spenser acknowledges the transcendent capabilities of Redcrosse’s imagination,
which, as a repository of symbolic images and as a creator of them, can be seen as
crucial to the acquisition of holiness. Early modern emblematists likewise exhibit a
confidence in a kind of reading practice that suggests a succession of cognitive
activities that relate language to things, things to patterns of thought, and thought to
spiritual disposition. In my paper, I shall thus explore the House of Holiness as an
emblematic site.

Music Box

DOWN AND OUT IN RENAISSANCE
VENICE

Organizer & Chair: SUZANNE MAGNANINI, UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO
MICHELLE LAUGHRAN, ST. JOSEPH’S COLLEGE, MAINE
Foreign Bodies in the Body Politic: Plague and the Poor in Renaissance Venice
While Ann Carmichael has traced an epidemiological link between the poor and
epidemic diseases conflated with plague, she suggests that this association served as
a focus for the concerns and fears of the elite, needing, as she put it, “the attention of
a social historian more than a medical one.” In sixteenth-century Venice there is
perhaps no better source to examine these sociopolitical concerns than the
40,000-page diary of Venetian nobleman Marin Sanudo, who yearned to serve as the
republic’s official historian. Sanudo was well aware of Venice’s need to bolster its body
politic from a myriad of external threats. I argue that the result would lead, not merely
to the identification of the foreign poor as the source of the epidemic of the late
1520s, but also to their representation as being physiologically predisposed to acting
as the very plague itself, which was afflicting the “body of the city.”
RUTH B. BOTTIGHEIMER, STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, STONY BROOK
Making a Buck in Renaissance Venice
Sixteenth-century Venice was in economic decline. What spelled daily difficulty for
most Venetian workers, however, created economic opportunity for one Venetian
author, Giovanfrancesco Straparola. Speaking to the condition of the downwardly
mobile, he created a new storyline: a poor boy (or girl), with magic assistance, marries
a princess (or prince) and achieves great wealth. In so doing, Straparola created the
world’s first rags-to-riches-through-magic-and-marriage fairy tale. Straparola’s story
collection, Piacevoli notti, included a handful of “rise tales,” whose poor protagonists
became rich through a magically-mediated marriage. Most of them were either too
earthy or too violent to survive into the modern world, but his final rise tale creation,
a “Puss in Boots” story, became a classic and has survived into the twentieth and
twenty-first centuries.
LAURA J. MCGOUGH, THE JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY
Lovers, Not Prostitutes: Sex and Social Mobility in Early Modern Venice
Marriage to a nobleman was an unrealizable dream for virtually all working-class
Venetian women, but another alliance with a nobleman was more readily available:
long-term sexual relationships. Although Venice has earned a reputation for its
courtesans and its commercial sex industry, little attention has been paid to what
probably accounted for an even greater number of sexual relationships outside of
marriage: noblemen and their lovers. The benefits for the women included the ability
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to use the nobleman’s name, a network of alliances, financial support, and the
possibility of a permanent place in one of the city’s asylums for women. The benefits
for the man included exclusive access to the woman’s sexual services, companionship,
and domestic services. In Inquisitorial trial records these couples refer to each other
as “lover.” Although the Venetian Senate defined the women in these relationships as
“prostitutes,” this definition obscures the meaning of these relationships.

Plymouth

ISLAM IN PRINT: THE BOOK, THE
NATION, AND THE EAST

Organizer: ELIZABETH BOBO, CLAREMONT GRADUATE SCHOOL
Chair: ALAN FARMER, COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY
Respondent: DANIEL J. VITKUS, FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY
ELIZABETH BOBO, CLAREMONT GRADUATE SCHOOL
Islam in the Bookshop: Marketing the East in Print
Arguing that print constructions of the eastern “other” in revolutionary England were
flexible, adaptable, and contingent on their immediate contexts, I examine title
pages, formats, and publication histories of works treating the Islamic world by
focusing on publishers’ attention to various readerships and markets. I compare
significant works to those with which they would have been competing for readers
interested in the East. For example, Richard Knowles’s The Generall Historie of the
Turkes (five editions, 1603-38), a high-end folio, is considered next to John Foxe’s
History of the Turks in the Acts and Monuments (multiple editions from 1563). Also,
the two years after the regicide brought the first English translation of the Alcoran
along with A description of the Grand Seraglio and Instructions and directions for forenn
travel. I speculate on what the appearance of each text might have meant to
contemporary debates on constitutional, ecclesiastical, or institutional politics.
JENNIFER MONEY, CLAREMONT GRADUATE UNIVERSITY
Re-editing the Nation: Islam and the English Epic
By 1500, several competing printed editions of The Travels of Sir John Mandeville
were already on the market. Examining Renaissance responses to and uses of the
various printed editions of The Travels allows for an analysis of the changes in cultural
perceptions of the Middle East and Islam. Textual changes made to editions following
the publication of the 1496 “Pynson” edition, specifically those that alter
Mandeville’s relatively tolerant depiction of Islam, reflect remarkable cultural shifts in
perceptions of the Middle East. This paper examines the relationship between the
print history of The Travels and the rise of the English epic. Alterations made to
depictions of the Middle East and Islam in later printed editions of The Travels
coincide with the development of a distinct English national identity. I argue that
such editorial changes in The Travels create a space for the contemporaneous
development of the English national epic and English nationalism.
CYNDIA SUSAN CLEGG, PEPPERDINE UNIVERSITY
English Renaissance Books on Islam: Implications for Drama
Literary criticism on English Renaissance plays that treat Islam has traditionally read
them in the general context of Richard Knolles’s formidable folio The Generall
Historie of the Turkes. This paper examines a much wider range of relevant
contemporary printed texts and evaluates their format, availability, and publication
history. It then considers how these lesser-known texts might have shaped readers’
responses to dramatic representation of Islam, including such plays as Thomas Kyd’s
The Tragedye of Solyman and Perseda (1588), Thomas Heywood’s The Fair Maid of the
West (1604-10), Robert Daborne’s A Christian turn’d Turke (1612), and Philip
Massinger’s The Renagado (1624). This paper argues that the concerns of
print-culture studies have not been given enough attention by scholars who simply
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theorize about “Islam” without sufficient grounding in the historical context and
publication history of specific texts.
BENEDICT S. ROBINSON, STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, STONYBROOK
“Strange Commodities”: Commerce and Conversion in Massinger’s The Renegado
In order to reframe our understanding of the role of religious controversy in Caroline
drama, this essay argues that dramatic representations of the Islamic world engage
with the emerging fractures in English religious politics during the 1630s. As Philip
Massinger’s The Renegado attempts to sort through a Mediterranean world of piracy,
captivity, renegadism, and interracial desire, it articulates a specific religious and
political agenda whose stakes would have been clear to English audiences and readers
of the 1620s and 1630s, though they have been largely lost to us. Pursuing a
recognizably Arminian agenda, Massinger’s play refuses the anti-Catholicism
ordinary to English Calvinism. This essay shows how the effort in The Renegado to
secure Christian identity amid the flux of the Mediterranean world of trade and
piracy must be read with Caroline religious controversies in mind.

Palace

PERSPECTIVES ON MARLOWE
Chair: WILLIAM MOECK, NASSAU COMMUNITY COLLEGE

GENEVIEVE GUENTHER, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY
Doctor Faustus and the Devil’s Watchwords
I begin with contemporary rumors that performances of Faustus were stopped
because actors and audiences became convinced that the play had conjured up actual
devils. To explain how such rumors circulated plausibly, I situate Faustus in a
Protestant campaign to prove that conjuration, lacking performative efficacy,
invoked devils only because it manifested the magician’s inward investment in
diabolical things, which indicated to these devils that they might win the magicians
soul by behaving “as if” they were commanded by magic. This understanding of
conjuration undermined any firm distinction between fictional and real magical
language: in Faustus, the conflation of theatrical spectacle and magical practice
enabled audiences to participate affectively in Faustus’s own pleasures, and this
identification with Faustus generated an investment in diabolical things strong
enough to make the audiences fear that devils were in fact appearing on the scaffold.
JOHN L. PARKER, HARVARD UNIVERSITY
Marlowe and the Antichrist
To sketch briefly the governing principle of the Antichrist myth, namely, that evil
consists of its illicit imitation of the good, I’ll argue that insofar as antichristian figures
promised the impending triumph (in the Second Coming) of what they falsely
imitated, they could become on stage, as at Chester, a source of negative enjoyment
— as though Antichrist’s backwards, ersatz imitations of Christ really did provide
some limited but true form of revelation. I’ll then turn to Marlowe’s most
antichristian figure, Barabas, in the hopes of explaining how this demonic character
and doppelganger for Christ might provoke on stage, rather than outright horror or
some proto-modern skepticism, a secularized “redemption effect.”
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PICTURING THE ITALIAN RENAISSANCE
TRIUMPH: FANTASY, ARTIFICE, AND
MEMORY
Organizers: APRIL OETTINGER, UNIVERSITY OF HARTFORD,
MAXIMILLIAN L.S. TONDRO, CONNECTICUT COLLEGE

Chair & Respondent: JAMES M. SASLOW, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK,
GRADUATE CENTER
APRIL OETTINGER, UNIVERSITY OF HARTFORD
Triumphs of the Imagination in Word and Image
The close links between the Renaissance triumph and the revival of the classical
military triumph are well known, yet the fantasy of triumphal imagery (its dreamlike
nature, its playfulness, and especially the potential for experimentation and
imagination that the subject held for spectators and artists alike) have not been fully
appreciated. Departing from two accounts of imaginary triumphs — Petrarch’s
Trionfi (ca.1340) and the triumphal processions in the Hypnerotomachia Poliphili
(1499), which both occur in dreams — my paper explores the links between
descriptions of imagined triumphal processions and such images as Piero della
Francesca’s famous triumphs of Federico da Montefeltro and Battista Sforza, the
triumphs of the gods in the Sala dei Mesi (Ferrara, Palazzo Schifanoia), and the
Bacchanalian procession in Titian’s Bacchus and Ariadne. How does the visual fantasy
of these images relate to that of contemporary literary ecphrasis of imaginary
triumphs?
MAXIMILLIAN L.S. TONDRO, CONNECTICUT COLLEGE
Images of Triumphal Entries in Renaissance Venice
Although Venice had already earned a reputation for pomp by the sixteenth century,
the earliest images of triumphal entries in Venice did not appear until the celebrated
entry of Henry III of France in 1574. However, few contemporary images recorded
the event. Indeed, the most famous visual records of the 1574 entry were
commissioned twenty years later, both by the government and by individual
patricians. The rise of this genre was further inspired by the magnificent triumphal
entry of Dogaressa Morosina Morosina Grimani (1597), recorded in various prints
and paintings created in the decade following the event. This paper examines the
development of this genre (especially its role in fixing the collective memory of a past
event), the diverse patrons (whether the government, individual noble families, or
speculative souvenir printmakers), and the influence of these different players in
shaping the images of these festivities, the collective memory of Venetians, and of the
foreigners who became so enamored of them.
SAUNDRA L. WEDDLE, DRURY UNIVERSITY
The Place of Convents in Florentine Triumphal Entries
Those who choreographed, participated in, and witnessed rituals in Renaissance
Florence formed their understandings of such events and their participants in
accordance with their impressions of the drama. Rituals, including triumphal entries,
were strategic acts informed by preconceptions, and were consciously manipulated to
achieve reinforced or changed attitudes. The city’s built fabric was commonly
recognized and utilized as a vehicle of communication. The architecture of Florentine
convents and associations with Florentine religious women played an integral and
prominent role in this discursive environment. This paper will draw upon
unpublished archival documents to consider the ways in which Quattrocento and
Cinquecento entries incorporated convent architecture and, occasionally, occupied
convent spaces to take advantage of the religious and political benefits that
connections with female religious might offer. These events will be examined as
isolated ritual incidents within the context of the itineraries of individual entries.
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TRIUMPH: FANTASY, ARTIFICE, AND
MEMORY (CONT’D.)
BRILEY ANNE RASMUSSEN, INDEPENDENT SCHOLAR
The Triumph of David: Virtue, Family, and Ceremony in Quattrocento Florence
The 1450s and 1460s in Florence produced only a handful of extant representations
of The Triumph of David. This depiction of David’s return to Jerusalem in the form
of an antique Roman and Petrarchan-inspired triumph appears to have had a limited
popularity in these two decades. This discussion will center around the first known
representation of The Triumph of David by Francesco Pesellino in the National
Gallery, London. This panel, thought to have once been part of a cassone, shows
David standing a top a carro with the head and body of the slain Goliath. The
procession, which includes an enthroned Saul, approaches the crenulated gates of
Jerusalem. Outside the gates, at the head of the procession, is a contemporary
Florentine betrothal scene.
VALERIE TAYLOR, UNIVERSITY OF SUSSEX, BRIGHTON
Taste and Treasure: Triumphs of the Table in Sixteenth-Century Mantua
This paper will examine the performative role of plate within the theatrical context
of sixteenth-century dining practices. The display of gold and silver vessels and the
parading of a marathon sequence of courses provided an effective and evocative
means of communicating splendid and magnanimous hospitality. Strategies of court
decorum for banquets involved food preparation and service inspired from antiquity.
Since the Gonzaga family of Mantua owed their success to military prowess, the
historical association between plate and the battlefield, as celebrated in Mantegna’s
The Triumphs of Ceasar, matched the rhetorical scope of such events. Federico
Gonzaga Marquese, the then Duke of Mantua, and his brothers regularly
commissioned precious metal accoutrements to enhance their table. Giulio Romano’s
painted decorations for Federico in the Camera di Psiche in Palazzo Te feature a
sumptuous credenza loaded with costly table furnishings not unlike the ones he
projected in hundreds of drawings for his patrons.

Julliard

ITALIAN LITERATURE III
Chair: OLGA ZORZI PUGLIESE, UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

MARGARETH HAGEN, UNIVERSITETET I BERGEN
Platonic Shepherds and Aristotelian Satyrs: Love and the Pastoral Play
The intention of the paper is to explore the treatment of love and the erotic in the
Italian pastoral plays of the sixteenth century. One of the major concerns will be the
mixing of satyrs and shepherds (characters belonging to two different mythological
realms) in the pastoral plays. The encounter of the Dionysian woods and the pastoral
fields gives these plays an opportunity to represent different aspects of love, but it also
represents problems regarding the modal status of the pastoral genre. The pastoral
play develops towards an ambiguous genre: some sort of playground free from the
severe rules from the classical and Aristotelian tradition. I will concentrate my
discussion on the Ferrarese pastoral tradition; a point of departure will be the pastoral
texts of Giambattista Giraldi: his play Egle (1545) and his treatise on pastoral poetry,
the “Lettera sovra il comporre le satire atte alla scena,” published in 1554.
LAURIE A. SHEPARD, BOSTON COLLEGE
Conversation and the City
As much as oratory played a fundamental role in the governing of cities in
Renaissance Italy, another form of communication (unguided, unauthorized
conversation) is also inextricably bound to the urban experience. This paper explores
the nexus of conversation and urban life, and the perception that the idle exchange
of words was an insidious poison that influenced lives as profoundly as poverty or
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injustice. Men are implicated in unbridled verbal exchanges as often as women. As a
prominent character in Piccolomini’s Amor costante complains, “I left Genoa because
it seemed to me a city of too much conversation.”
NANCY DERSOFI, BRYN MAWR COLLEGE
Poetry and the Pagan Gods
In book fourteen of his Genealogy of the Pagan Gods, Boccaccio claims that poetry is
divine in origin and impels the soul to speech. Yet in book one the pagan gods descend
from Demogorgon, who issues from no one (neminem); he is known through the
gods’ myths and through their poems. As this myth of origins is at odds with the
defense of poetry, it asks whether poetry arises from a fiction or from God. I argue
that Boccaccio resolved his dilemma through the image of the tree that appears in the
autograph before each of the first thirteen books of the Genealogy. As in the image of
the Jesse Tree, a foliated stem rising upwards represents lineage. As in the arbor juris,
descent is downward. Thus Boccaccio’s tree represents the genealogies of the gods as
an essential link between the human and the divine.

Broadway

BRONZINO REVISTED: DEDICATED TO
PROFESSOR CRAIG SMYTH
Sponsor: ASSOCIATION FOR TEXTUAL SCHOLARSHIP IN ART

Organizer: LIANA DE GIROLAMI CHENEY, UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS, LOWELL
Chair: KAREN HOPE GOODCHILD, WOFFORD COLLEGE
LYNETTE M. F. BOSCH, THE STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, GENESEO
Bronzino’s Panciatichi Family
During the early 1540s Bronzino painted three significant works for the Panciatichi
family: portraits of Lucrezia and Bartolommeo Panciatichi and a Holy Family with St.
John. When studied as a group, these works represent a nexus of patronage,
spirituality, politics, and artistic experimentation that sheds light on certain aspects
of Florentine artistic practice during the early sixteenth century. Given the prominent
position of the Panciatichi and Bronzino’s growing reputation, this set of works
provides the opportunity to analyze the larger meaning of the representational details
found in these paintings. The rendition of the characterization of Lucrezia and
Bartolommeo in their portraits and the referential visual vocabulary used in the Holy
Family with St. John indicate specific spiritual and political preferences on the part of
the Panciatichi. Consideration of these details suggests specific placement of these
works within the larger context of Mannerism, which illuminates particular aspects
of this complex representational style.
LIANA DE GIROLAMI CHENEY, UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS, LOWELL
Bronzino’s Pygamlion and Galatea
The paper will examine the impact of classical mythology and mythography (Alciato,
Colonna, Cartari, and Valeriano) which provides a visual reference to classical
antiquity at two levels. One level focuses on the visual appropriation or all’antica
assimilation of forms. For example, by using elongated figures, figura serpentinata,
sinuous rhythms, and unreal color schemes, forms evolved from reality but were
transformed into fantasy. The translation into an unreal space with no perspective
structure enhanced the ambiguity of that reality. Agnolo Bronzino’s Pygmalion and
Galatea (1529-30, Palazzo Vecchio, Florence) clearly embodies the Mannerist
aesthetic ideals expounded by Benedetto Varchi in the Due Lezzioni, or Paragone, of
1547. The second level addresses parallelism of transformation and appropriation of
the ancient philosophical — sources, such as Horace’s ut pictura poesis and Ovid’s
Metamorphoses — in Bronzino’s Pygmalion and Galatea, as well as in his related literary
expression.
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LEATRICE MENDELSOHN, INDEPENDENT SCHOLAR
The Devil Is In The Details: Bronzino’s Marginalia and Artistic License
In one of his burlesque Capitoli, which parody academic regole, Bronzino wrote: “The
Ancients were men just like the Moderns . . . so why can’t they add such things to their
artistic judgment (buon giudizio) today and discover new fantasies (nuove fantasie) in
another style and another thunder? Who knows if perhaps in time certain things will
be accepted which today are considered illegal (d’ogni legge fuori) . . . perhaps custom
will [eventually] permit us to accept a void beneath a solid and false license will
become agreeable to us . . . . Wouldn’t it be lovely to see a leg grow from a woman’s
breast, architectural none the less!” Observing the kinds of grotesque details and
distortions to be found in Bronzino’s portraits, allegories, and religious works, I will
consider their sources and the motives for their insertion in his otherwise restrained
oeuvre.

Carnegie

EXPRESSING THE PERSONAL IN EARLY
MODERN ENGLISH WRITERS
Chair: IRMA NED BAILEY, SAN ANTONIO COLLEGE

BI-QI BEATRICE LEI, NATIONAL TSING HUA UNIVERSITY
“Deare Eyes”: Visual Investment in Wroth’s Pamphilia to Amphilanthus
Sonnet sequence in the Petrarchan mode is male-oriented. Pamphilia in Wroth’s
Pamphilia to Amphilanthus is a unique case. Unable to find consolation in words, she
invests in visual imagery. Two-thirds of the poems involve sight, vision, or the gaze;
the words “see” and “eye” each appear over fifty times. Punning on eye/I, Pamphilia
builds her subjectivity wholly on vision. Significantly, she resists the concept of
“visual epistemology” in faculty psychology. While her uncle Philip Sidney
comfortably translates visual images into words (Astrophil looks in his heart and
writes), Wroth shows reluctance to leave sight behind. Images, better than words or
abstract thought, make up for absence. The clash between the visual and the verbal
is a theme central to her sonnet sequence, which is literally “a speaking picture”; the
words are attempts not to describe the image (ecphrasis) but to stand for it and to take
its place.
ERIN L. ASHWORTH-KING, UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA
Wanton Reading and Public Properness: Understatement and Indoctrination in the
Diaries of Anne Clifford
Juan Luis Vives discourages Eve-like readers from indulging in “lewd” texts of
romance fiction and Ovidian translation; however, evidence leaves little doubt that
Renaissance women continued reading censured texts. Lady Anne Clifford was no
exception. In her Diaries Clifford directly references her accomplishments as a
recreational reader, and subtly illustrates how women both internalized and defied
their educational strictures. But here, understatement is key. Despite tallying up an
impressive assortment of readerly citations in her Knole Diary, Clifford offers little
editorial comment, especially pertaining to taboo texts. She only references titles,
readers, and dates. Her demurral speaks to anxiety regarding her “clandestine”
practices; fearing speculation, Clifford leaves her literary opinions uncommitted to
the page. However, in her later Kendal Diary, Clifford speaks out as a “chaste, silent
and obedient” biblical reader. By narrative’s end, then, Clifford has learned Vives’s
lessons. Positioning her questionable literary practices in her youth, Clifford
ultimately constructs herself as a mature, private, and, above all, educated reader.
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KELLY A. QUINN, UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN ONTARIO
Propertius and the Renaissance English Sonnet Sequence
Petrarch gave English sonnet sequence writers their most important model; but the
Petrarchan example cannot account for a peculiar feature of many English sequences:
the sonnets are sometimes followed with a narrative poem, often a female-voiced
complaint presenting a cautionary tale about the consequences of succumbing to
ardent would-be lovers. Editors are now agreed that we must read the sonnets and the
complaints as a unit (as argued, for example, for Shakespeare’s sonnets by Kerrigan,
Duncan-Jones, and Burrow), but the complex relationship between the sonnets and
the narrative poems remains to be explored fully. In this paper, I argue that book one
of the Latin poet Propertius’s Elegies, which combines lyric love poems with a
monitory epyllion, offered Renaissance writers the impetus for their combinations.
Propertius’s influence on individual poems and individual writers has been noted; I
argue that his influence is broader, affecting the shape, the scope, and the dynamics
of the Renaissance English sonnet sequence.
CARRIE A. HINTZ, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, QUEENS COLLEGE
Richard Baxter’s Breviate of the Life of Margaret Charlton Baxter and Protestant Biography
Richard Baxter published his Breviate of the Life of Margaret Charlton Baxter in 1681,
shortly after Margaret’s death. The Breviate deserves attention for its portrayal of
Puritan marriage, women’s participation in Protestant ministry, and early modern
courtship. My paper will consider the way in which Baxter positions his memoir of
his late wife in the tradition of Protestant biography, including the writings of Foxe
and Beza. Baxter clearly intended his memoir of his wife to serve as a spiritual example
for other believing Christians, yet his closeness to his subject led him to modify the
tradition of Protestant biography, rendering the Breviate more personal and
idiosyncratic than its precursors.

Alvin

DANGEROUS JOURNEYS: VARIATIONS
ON THE PERILS OF OVERSEAS TRAVEL

Sponsor: RENAISSANCE STUDIES CERTIFICATE PROGRAM, THE GRADUATE SCHOOL AND
UNIVERSITY CENTER, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK
Organizer & Chair: JOSÉ M. MARTÍNEZ-TORREJÓN,
THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, QUEENS COLLEGE
Respondent: ISABEL-MARIA DE SENA, SARAH LAWRENCE COLLEGE
LISA VOIGT, THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO
Captive Hearts: Transatlantic Circulations of the Motif of the Enamored Captor
The English colonist John Smith invoked the motif of the enamored female captor
both in an account of his captivity in Turkey and, more famously, his description of
his rescue by Pocahontas in his Virginia Episodes. Recordings of Moorish or
Amerindian “princesses” falling in love with, rescuing, and sometimes converting and
escaping with their father’s captives abound in early modern Iberian letters as well.
This paper tracks several instances of the trope, comparing its representation in the
Old and New World through texts like Cervantes’s Don Quixote (1605) and Persiles
y Sigismunda (1617), Inca Garcilaso de la Vega’s La Florida del Inca (1605), Frei
Vicente do Salvador’s Historia do Brasil (1627), and Francisco Nuñez de Pineda y
Bascuñán’s Cautiverio feliz (1673). By investigating the differences between and the
diverse motivations for recounting these episodes, I explore whether and how these
tales serve to reinforce or problematize Catholic and imperial ideologies.
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Richard A. Gordon, Southern Methodist University
Capturing Estevanico: Writings about the Captivities of an African
Estevanico, a Christianized but Arabic-speaking black Moroccan slave, arrived in
New Spain in 1536 with Cabeza de Vaca, Alonso del Castillo, and Andrés Dorantes,
after eight years of travel and captivity among North American indigenous tribes. In
1539 Viceroy Mendoza, having purchased Estevanico from Dorantes for his rare
knowledge of the area, ordered Estevanico to lead Fray Marcos de Niza on a voyage
of exploration, during which the African would meet his end among the Zuni tribe.
As a captive of Europeans, Estevanico, then, is twice compelled to follow a dangerous
path that in both cases leads him into indigenous captivity. This paper examines how
and why various texts, including Cabeza de Vaca’s Naufragios, Niza’s Relación,
Coronado’s letter to Mendoza, Hernando de Alarcón’s Relación, Pedro de Castañeda’s
Relación de la jornada de Cíbola, and Villagrá’s Historia de la Nueva México capitalize
on the adventures of Estevanico and characterize the complex, changing,
overlapping, and even contradictory nature of the African’s multiple captivities.
FELISA GUILLEN, OCCIDENTAL COLLEGE
Representing Martyrdom: Lope the Vega and Japan
Lope de Vega’s interest in the related themes of captivity and martyrdom is manifested
his historic narrative Triunfo de la fe en los reinos del Japón, as well as in his comedia,
Los primeros mártires de Japón. Both texts focus on the prosecutions of Christians that
took place in Japan between 1614 and 1615. Whereas the Triunfo was written
immediately after these events and claims to be a piece of sacred history, the play Los
primeros mártires presents a poetic elaboration of the same topic. In my paper I seek
to investigate how the generic conventions and presuppositions working on each one
of the texts convey a different ideological stance. While the chronicle stresses Catholic
values, the play posits itself along a more patriotic and imperialistic line.

Edison

THOMAS MORE AND HIS CIRCLE I:
HUMANISM AND HISTORY

Organizer: CLARE M. MURPHY, UNIVERSITÉ CATHOLIQUE DE L’OUEST
Chair: MARION LEATHERS KUNTZ, GEORGIA STATE UNIVERSITY
WILLIAM ROCKETT, UNIVERSITY OF OREGON
More, Heresy, and the Law
In the course of his dispute with Christopher St. German, Thomas More affirmed
that the twelfth-century decree Ad abolendam was not only accepted in England but
was also strengthened by English statute. I believe the stature to which More was
making reference was 2 Henry IV c.15, which, for reasons that will be spelled out in
this paper, amounts to an English version of Ad abolendam. However, it was this same
stature that was repealed in 1534 in the fifth session of the Reformation Parliament.
This paper will examine the reasoning that led More to endorse this statute and the
arguments that led Parliament to repeal it.
THOMAS M. FINAN, NATIONAL UNIVERSITY OF IRELAND, MAYNOOTH
The Possible Influence of Tacitus’s Life of Agricola on More’s Richard III
A priori, the Agricola would seem a likely model for More’s work in a similar genre.
Early in both the English and Latin versions More uses a phrase almost verbatim from
Tacitus’s Agricola: per quindecim annos, grande mortalis aevi spatium. More’s Latin reads:
plusquam viginti annis imperii sui, magna mortalis aevi parte (CW 15, 316/14-15), and
his English: “More than twenty years of his reign, a great part of a long life” (CW 2,
4/6-7). There are other such verbal echoes of the Agricola, but there are also parallels
in structure, theme, and style: in structure, the copious use of speeches; in theme, peace
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and war, freedom and tyranny, and elaborate character rendering in straight description
and dramatic dialogue; in style, variations between the simple and the rhetorical,
variety in the narrative by digressions, and the copious insertion of sententiae:
parenthetic epigrammatic comments that universalize the particular themes.
DAVID WEIL BAKER, RUTGERS UNIVERSITY, NEWARK
Sanctuary and History in More’s Richard III
In October 1566 Dean Goodman of Westminster and a legal team defended
Westminster’s privilege of sanctuary before Parliament, citing “divers grants” made to
Westminster by “King Lucius and other Christian kings” and “the grant for sanctuary
there by King Edward five hundred years ago.” Sanctuary, therefore, remained a
subject of controversy well after Parliament had drastically curtailed the privilege in
1536. As the nature of Goodman’s defense would suggest, the controversy was one
that raised historical as well as contemporary issues. John Stow advised the curious to
“read in our histories,” and one of these, reprinted in various sixteenth-century
chronicles, was More’s Richard III. The debate over sanctuary More ascribes to
Buckingham and York anticipates issues addressed by Goodman and others. This
paper examines More’s treatment of the question of sanctuary’s historical legitimacy
as well as the subsequent developments that may have influenced a post-Reformation
readership’s response to More’s text.

Winter Garden

RENAISSANCE HUMANISM IN SPAIN AND
PORTUGAL

Sponsor: RENAISSANCE STUDIES CERTIFICATE PROGRAM, THE GRADUATE SCHOOL AND
UNIVERSITY CENTER, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK
Organizer & Chair: OTTAVIO DI CAMILLO,
THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, GRADUATE CENTER
CEDRIC COHEN-SKALLI, TEL AVIV UNIVERSITY
The Double Humanism of Don Isaac Abravanel
My paper will deal with the dual humanism of the Jewish Portuguese leader Don Isaac
Abravanel (1437-1508) at the Corte of Alfonso V. Abravanel’s Portuguese and Hebrew
humanism regulates, on the one hand, his relationships within the Court, and, on the
other, his Jewish leadership among the Jewish elites. In particular, the paper will analyze
the humanistic Alcobacense codex 475/297 of the Portuguese National Library that
contains a consolatio of Isaac Abravanel making a masterful use of the humanistic
Portuguese translations of Seneca and Cicero. In addition, the paper will discuss three
Hebrew letters of Isaac Abravanel to Yekiel da Pisa (the most important Jewish Italian
mecenate at this time) which also use the same rhetoric of consolatio, although within
the frame of the Bible, and without any reference to the Latin and Greek classical
authors. This dual rhetoric reveals Abravnel’s absorption of the Portuguese Humanism
and his creation of a Jewish Humanism that grounds his leadership.
SARA VILLA, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, GRADUATE CENTER
The Role of Vernacular Translations in Spanish Humanism
My presentation will examine one of the major channels for the diffusion of humanism
in fifteenth-century Spain, namely the unusual number of translations from classical texts
(both Latin and Greek) as well as from contemporary Italian humanist works. After a brief
overview of ancient and medieval theories of translation, I will focus on certain innovative
approaches and practices devised by humanist translators themselves, which led to a new
understanding of the nature and function of translation. The study will necessarily take
into account what authors and what type of works were being translated, the professional
status of the translators, the circles in which the translations were meant to circulate, and
their impact on the development of a distinct humanistic culture peculiar to Spain.
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MARIA MORRAS, UNIVERSITAT POMPEU FABRA
Humanism and Renaissance: What did Fifteenth-Century Castilian Men of Letters
Think About the Renaissance?
The aim of this paper is to gather and analyze what fifteenth-century men of letters and
thinkers wrote about their task in order to ascertain whether there was on their part an
authentic and conscious effort to bring about a Renaissance in Castile, one that was
based on humanist ideas and aspiration, but with a distinctive national character. The
key questions to which I will try to give an answer are: Were Castilian men of letters
aware that a crucial cultural change was taking place? If so, did they formulate such a
change in terms of a cultural renewal? Did they know what Humanism was about or
did they merely follow a courtly fashion, hindered by their scholastic education to
understand fully what was going on in Italy? And, did they closely follow Italian
models, or did they modify their models deliberately in order to create something
different?
JUAN CARLOS CONDE, INDIANA UNIVERSITY
Misreading Boccaccio’s Decameron in Fifteenth-Century Castile, or the Impossibility of
an Influence.
This paper explores details of the reception of Boccaccio’s Decameron in early modern
Spain. Since Menéndez Pelayo critics have pointed out the influence of this work in
sixteenth-century Castilian prose fiction. What has not been studied in detail is the
way in which this influence was exerted. The Decameron was translated, at least twice,
into Spanish in the fifteenth century; one of those translations was printed several
times in the sixteenth century. But a close study of the characteristics of these
translations clearly shows that sixteenth-century Spanish prose fiction writers
couldn’t learn Boccaccio’s literary lessons from these translations because of their
peculiar features: in a certain sense, those translations are the result of a misreading
of Boccaccio’s Decameron.

Brooks Atkinson

EROS AND EARLY MODERN WOMEN
READERS

Organizer: MARY ELLEN LAMB, SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
Chair: LAUREN SILBERMAN, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, BARUCH COLLEGE
MARY TRULL, ST. OLAF COLLEGE
Eavesdropping on Illicit Lovers: Aphra Behn as a Reader of Romance
In Aphra Behn’s Love-Letters Between a Nobleman and His Sister (1684), a central
episode of eavesdropping climaxes an illicit affair. The male lover’s voyeurism is
presented as an invasion of a husband’s physical, as well as figurative, property. Behn’s
scene of eavesdropping combines elements of two highly significant spaces: the lady’s
bedchamber and the locus amoenus. Private female space and erotic natural space are
both marked as husbands’ property; the erotics of displayed female privacy, then, are
also the erotics of male competition. In this essay I will argue that Behn is working
within a romance tradition of overheard laments, one that is shaped both by male
writers of pastoral romance and by female author-figures like Mary Wroth and the
female narrator of the anonymous Les Lettres Portugaises (1669). In these scenes, we
can observe Behn grappling with a convention deployed to very different purposes in
her predecessors’ work.
CLARE REGAN KINNEY, UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA
Consuming Passion: George Gascoigne’s Gentlewoman Reader
Gascoigne’s The Adventures of Master F.J. is shaped and impelled by female characters
who gloss and respond to F.J.’s texts. The Petrarchan scenario gets dialogized: F.J.’s
quest for erotic enjoyment obliges him to tailor his tactics to the readings of Eleanor
and her nosy female companions, and when his lady rejects a lyric full of classicizing
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compliments he must summon a different style to feed her (vernacular) pleasure. This
paper will explore the tension between the scenario where the female reader takes
command, and the more conventional model of extratextual writer/reader relations
found in the paratexts of The Adventures of Master F.J. and the multiple prefaces to
the revised edition of the Hundreth Sundrie Flowres. Although Gascoigne officially
addresses only the “gentleman readers” (as persons to be instructed or to be flattered
in the hope of gaining patronage), his fiction foregrounds the female reader’s appetite
for text, endowing her with a kind of “market power” over the male author.
MARTA STRAZNICKY, QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY
Reading through the Body: Women and Printed Drama in Early Modern England
This paper examines the peculiar relationship between corporeality and women
readers of early modern drama. Women were variously “reading through the body”
(to borrow from Jane Gallop): enfeebled by the material, dandling playbooks on their
laps, being “eased” and “refreshed” by male authors, and so on. This evidence of the
gendered nature of play-reading resonates with cultural constructions of women
theatergoers, but it also sheds new light on the history of women as patrons of drama:
while warnings about the physical danger of playgoing for women were explicitly
designed to keep them at home, the “embodiment,” so to speak, of women’s playreading was cheerfully approved. It is also worth considering whether the specifically
domestic, private setting of recreational reading didn’t, in fact, license women’s
pleasure in a way unimaginable in the public sphere.
SASHA ROBERTS, RUTHERFORD COLLEGE
Methodological Problems in Manuscript Culture: Women Reading Bawdy and
Misogynist Verse in Early Modern England
Manuscript culture offers invaluable insight into changing literary tastes in early
modern England, and by the 1630s manuscript miscellanies had become a central
forum for the exchange of bawdy and misogynist verse. How did women figure as
readers in manuscript culture, and how do we account for their reading of bawdy and
misogynist literature? Through case studies of books and miscellanies autographed
and annotated by women, this paper explores wider methodological problems in
manuscript culture and the history of women’s reading.

Chrysler

THE LANGUAGES OF THE ITALIAN
RENAISSANCE IV: BYZANTINE
INFLUENCES, POPULAR PLATONISM

Organizer: CHRISTOPHER S. CELENZA, MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY
PAUL RICHARD BLUM, LOYOLA COLLEGE
Against Popular Platonism: Giovanni Pico della Mirandola’s Italian Language Criticism
of Marsilio Ficino
When Giovanni Pico in 1486 commented on Girolamo Benivieni’s Canzona d’amore
he entered a complicated intertextual situation. Benivieni had paraphrased Marsilio
Ficino’s De amore, which was a travesty of Plato’s Symposium. Lorenzo de’Medici
himself, sponsor of Ficino’s and Pico’s learned activities, had responded to Ficino by
a poem in Italian, the “Altercazione.” It is well known that Pico in his Comment
expressly criticized Ficino’s Platonism. On the other hand, he had engaged in a debate
on the style of Latin scholarly prose with Ermolao Barbaro. This paper aims at
connecting this data and showing that Pico, in choosing the volgare for this text, not
only debates about particular shortcomings of Ficino’s Platonism but that he wanted
to warn against popularizing such doctrines among common people and social
leaders.
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THE LANGUAGES OF THE ITALIAN
RENAISSANCE IV: BYZANTINE
INFLUENCES, POPULAR PLATONISM
(CONT’D.)
FREDERICA CICCOLELLA, TEXAS A & M UNIVERSITY
Difficiliora quaeque vernacula lingua exponere: The Interaction between Latin and the
Vernacular(s) in the Teaching of Classical Languages.
In Humanist schools, Latin was learned from Ianua, a morphological handbook
(usually confused with Donatus’ Ars minor) entirely in Latin. However, in 1489
Mancinelli published in Venice a Donatus melior, adding to Ianua the translation of
some inflected forms into a central Italian vernacular. In 1492 a Latin-Italian Ianua
appeared in Venice: all the declinable forms were translated into the Venetian
vernacular, a pattern followed later in the Tuscan editions of Donato al senno. “A shift
of emphasis from memorization to translation” had indeed occurred in teaching
methodology. Thus in the Renaissance the use of volgare in teaching Latin was
extended to the elementary stage. Absent a standardized literary language, different
Italian volgari were used. The picture is not homogeneous: Greek, for example,
continued to be taught and learned in Latin. The theoretical parts of Ianua were
untranslated: they may have continued to be memorized. The circulation of the three
versions of Ianua suggests contrasting yet-coexisting forms of pedagogy.
FREDERICK LAURITZEN, COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY
Ficino’s Understanding of Psellus’s Demonology
Psellus’s dialogue on demonology, entitled Timotheos, is an important work in Ficino’s
perception of Byzantine philosophy, and worked as an intermediary for later
understanding of the topic. Ficino transformed the text into a work in Latin prose.
Thus from this substantial modification one can see where Ficino’s interests lay in
relation to Psellus’s. The text was important later in this new form, both for the
Inquisition and for Samuel Taylor Coleridge’s The Rime of the Ancient Mariner.

Park Avenue

RENAISSANCE EMPIRE II: NARRATIVE
MODELS FROM THE CONQUEST OF THE
AMERICAS

Sponsor: RENAISSANCE STUDIES CERTIFICATE PROGRAM, THE GRADUATE SCHOOL AND
UNIVERSITY CENTER, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK

Organizer & Chair: MARTIN ELSKY, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK,
GRADUATE CENTER
ROLAND GREENE, STANFORD UNIVERSITY
The Semantics of the Colonial World
This paper treats some of the key terms of the European colonial enterprise in the
Americas (such as dominion, conquest, and empire) with attention to the legal and
political disputes around their uses, and the cultural differences in their applications
from one society to another. The paper will also consider the vocabulary of resistance,
namely the array of terms for popular rebellions against imperial authority, and will
examine how such terms adapted to various situations in Spanish America, Brazil,
and North America. The focus of the argument will be on how the different origins
of such terms anticipate their usages in the colonial period, as well as some of the
issues (including the nature and rights of the Indians, the moral costs of slavery, and
the legal basis of empire) that shadow colonial enterprises through the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries.
PATRICIA E. GRIEVE, COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY
The Daughter of Satan and The Last Goth: Paradigms of Spanish Imperialism
This paper examines how authors of fiction and nonfiction alike created new
paradigms after the official end of the Reconquest (1492, during the reign of
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Ferdinand and Isabel) in order to further nationalistic impulses towards selfdefinition, political and religious unity, and imperial expansion. Among the
paradigm shifts examined are, first of all, the creation of a national and imperial
heroine (Isabel) and a national harlot (La Cava) out of the paradigm of Mary and Eve,
and whose importance can be seen, among many other pieces of evidence, in the ship
registers of books sent to the New World; secondly, the movement from Roderic as
first in a line of “Spanish kings” to an emphasis on him as “the Last Goth,” giving way
to his successor, Pelayo, as a new mythic hero in the continuum of Christian conquest
and rule, both within Spain and across the seas.
BARBARA E. MUNDY, FORDHAM UNIVERSITY
Creating the Prehispanic Past: Aztec and Inca Kings in Renaissance Celebrations
When kings died or princes were born, cities in Spanish America mimicked their
counterparts in Europe, staging elaborate public displays of grief or joy. But unique
to many of these New World celebrations was the presence the dead and vanquished
former rulers of empire ( Inca kings and Aztec emperors) whose images were paraded
on floats and whose presences were evoked in poetry. This paper discusses some of the
instances in which indigenous royalty appeared in celebrations in early Spanish
America and looks at their uneasy role in the pre-Hispanic history that was being
created under the Hapsburg monarchs. For Inca and Aztec rulers cannot be
understood merely as emblems of successful past conquests: while they themselves
were dead, some of their authority and property had been divested to living heirs.
Indeed, their presence complicated a triumphal history of imperium, one drawn from
the public celebrations of Renaissance Europe, as it was transformed in its New World
context for a heterogeneous and multiracial audience.

GC C201

RENAISSANCE ART IV

Chair: DIANA GISOLFI, PRATT INSTITUTE, BROOKLYN AND VENICE
MELINDA HEGARTY, EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
Some Thoughts on the Attribution of the Morgan St. John the Baptist
The Morgan St. John the Baptist entered the collection of J. Pierpont Morgan in 1909
as a work of Antonio Rossellino. The current attribution of the St. John to Rusticci
was made by Middledorf in 1935. Valentiner identified it in 1938 as Michelangelo’s
lost Giovannino; in 1969, De Tolnay gave it to Cosini. The attribution of this
neglected work should be reconsidered. The Martelli St. John the Baptist was
identified as the prototype of the Morgan St. John by Middledorf and Valentiner. The
Martelli St. John was certainly the prototype for Bendetto da Maiano’s St. John the
Baptist for the Sala dei Gigli Portal; however, Benedetto’s St. John was the prototype
for the Morgan St. John. An attribution of the Morgan St. John to Benedetto will be
proposed in this paper, supported by a comparison of the Morgan St. John with
Benedetto’s St. John and his later sculpture.
DEBORAH STOTT, UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS, DALLAS
The Godfather: Michelangelo and a Marital Strategy in the Marches
In 1549, Guido de Collonello of Casteldurante, a small town in the duchy of Urbino,
and Francesco Amatore, of the same town but resident in Rome, signed a contract.
The parties agreed that Guido’s daughter Tarsia would become Francesco’s wife,
bringing a dowry of 1000 scudi. Such an everyday event was unremarkable but for
Francesco’s Roman connection: he was the trusted servant and surrogate son of the
famous artist Michelangelo Buonarroti. It was this affiliation, I will argue, that
prompted Guido, who owned several farms but was not of Casteldurante’s elite, to
value the connection so highly that he offered a dowry worth more than three times
what he had given his other daughters. Such favorable terms, indeed, and an
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agreement so beneficial to both parties that when, a year later Tarsia died, her sister
Cornelia took her place. I will explore this case in more detail and suggest that
Francesco’s association with Michelangelo was seen as a potential benefit worth
paying for.

GC C202

THE PLAGUE IN EARLY MODERN ITALY II

Organizer: FRANCO MORMANDO, BOSTON COLLEGE
Chair: PAMELA M. JONES, UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS, BOSTON
GAUVIN ALEXANDER BAILEY, CLARK UNIVERSITY
The Iconography of Curing in the Society of Jesus: Hospital and Plague Imagery in Jesuit
Foundations in Early Modern Italy
Through an examination of paintings commissioned for the Jesuits in late-sixteenth
and seventeenth-century Italy, this paper will investigate the Jesuit attitude toward
disease and their belief in art’s ability to cure people suffering from disease. It will
focus primarily on the painting cycle in the Jesuit infirmary in Rome, tied to the
novitiate of S. Andrea al Quirinale, but will also look at the role of disease and plague
in Jesuit imagery throughout Italy, particularly the iconography of Jesuit saints such
as St. Ignatius of Loyola, St. Francis Xavier, and St. Aloysius Gonzaga.
SHEILA CAROL BARKER, INDIANAPOLIS MUSEUM OF ART
In Human Hands: Plague Imagery in Early Modern Rome
Over the course of the seventeenth century, many of the precepts of scientific
medicine were integrated into the Church’s traditional program of responses to
epidemic disease, signaling the growing alignment of secular and religious
perspectives on public health issues after a long history of conflict. The altarpieces of
Rome’s churches (where the problem of epidemic disease was increasingly framed in
the context of charity) offer important insight into the cultural and intellectual shifts
that herald this new era. Of particular concern are the altarpieces featuring newly
canonized saints like Camillo de Lellis and Aloysius Gonzaga, and the new
iconographies forged by artists to characterize this emerging modern ideology of
Christian medicine.
FRANCO MORMANDO, BOSTON COLLEGE
Preaching in the Shadow of the Plague: A Sermon by Francesco Panigarola, Bologna, 1577
Among sermon texts surviving from early modern Italy, those devoted exclusively to
the topic of the plague are rare: in times of acute contagion, public gatherings of
people — including those for religious purposes — were often prohibited for fear of
spreading the disease. However, in the early stages of an outbreak or under the threat
thereof, preachers were indeed encouraged to preach repentance, seen as the most
efficacious means of repelling what was considered an instrument of divine wrath. In
1577, the famed Panigarola was asked by the bishop of Bologna to preach in the
cathedral of San Petronio, while the plague threatened to inundate the city at any
moment. My paper will examine this text, setting it in both the context of the
conventional body of ecclesiastical topoi regarding the plague, as well as the specifics
of late-sixteenth-century Italian reality. While repeating much of traditional
teaching, Panigarola’s sermon at the same time departs from the conventional,
theologically and otherwise.
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BODILY BOUNDARIES AFTER TRENT
Chair: HELENA K. SZEPE, UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA

SILVIA EVANGELISTI, UNIVERSITY OF BIRMINGHAM, THE HARVARD CENTER FOR
ITALIAN RENAISSANCE STUDIES, VILLA I TATTI
Dresses, Objects, and the Discipline of Nuns: Early Modern Italy
Models of behavior were imposed on nuns by pedagogical literature, lives of saints,
and collections of monastic rules, which aimed at regulating all aspects of their
existence. In particular, after the Council of Trent’s attempt to strengthen the
discipline of male and female regulars came a series of prescriptive texts reminding
nuns how to behave. These texts provided detailed advice on how to dress, talk, and
take care of the body, on appropriate attitudes toward material objects, comfort and
wealth, and on the arrangement and decoration of the convent’s interior. Drawing on
a selection of collections of rules addressed to nuns, my paper discusses the meanings
of female monastic discipline and assesses the role of objects and dresses in
articulating it. Poverty, chastity, and obedience were the main tools for forging the
ideal bride of Christ. However, the directives imposed by the Catholic Church reveal
more specific forms of anxiety concerning nuns. Indeed the strict “dress-and-objects”
code imposed on them extended to aspects of convent life, regarding the sexuality of
nuns, but also the politics and economic power of internal community and its
relations with the world outside.
BRONWEN M. WILSON, MCGILL UNIVERSITY, THE HARVARD UNIVERSITY CENTER FOR
ITALIAN RENAISSANCE STUDIES, VILLA I TATTI
Naturalizing Appearances
The use of naturalism in Northern Italian portraiture is often attributed to the impact
of Trent. Despite the ubiquitous term “moral portrait” to describe works by artists
such as Moroni, attention to portraiture by reformers and the moral status ascribed
to naturalism has not been fully examined. This paper shifts the focus from the artist’s
role toward the tracts of reformers. Intent on ordering human gestures and facial
expressions into a system of signs, reformers targeted dissimulation with a
performative theory in which external signs (gestures, costumes, facial expressions)
could cause interior effects; a religious habit, for example, was both an index of, and
constitutive of, pious behavior. Unlike the topos that physiognomy was an expression
of the soul, in this new configuration the body was comprised of a system of legible
signs rendered visible in mirrors, portraits, and simulacra. In this context, I argue, the
mimetic function of naturalism is complicated by its new role to signify ethical and
ideological imperatives.

GC C204

RENAISSANCE ART III
Chair: EDWARD OLSZEWSKI, CASE WESTERN UNIVERSITY

AISLINN LOCONTE, OXFORD UNIVERSITY
Modelled on the Past: Tradition and Innovation in Neapolitan Queenly Patronage of
Religious Spaces
During the 1370s, the Neapolitan Queen Giovanna I d’Anjou (1326-82) founded
and patronized the church and hospital of Santa Maria Incoronata in Naples. Not
only did the queen oversee the construction and administration of the religious
complex; she was also extensively occupied with the decoration of its sacred spaces.
Santa Maria Incoronata became a potent example of the influence of Giovanna’s
patronage while simultaneously functioning as a powerful model for later Neapolitan
queens. This paper investigates Maria D’Enghien’s use of Giovanna I’s patronage
model in her commissioning of the church and hospital of Santa Caterina in
Galatina. Like Giovanna I, Maria D’Enghien exercised significant autonomy over the
project and, in particular, her choice of personal and sacred iconography effectively
enabled her to use the commission to legitimize and advance her own political
position in the Kingdom of Naples.
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FRANCESCA FIORANI, UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA
The Legacy of Leonardo’s Art Theory
What did Renaissance artists and theorists know of Leonardo’s artistic theory? The
answer to this question is not simple. Until the late eighteenth century Leonardo’s
artistic theory was known through a disorganized compilation of his precepts on
colors, drapery, and the movement of the body. This eclectic book, known as
Leonardo’s Treatise on Painting, was, in turn, an abridged version of the equally
problematic text that Francesco Melzi, Leonardo’s pupil, had compiled from his
master’s manuscript. And yet, the abridged version of Leonardo’s Treatise on Painting
had an immense significance in disseminating, for better or worse, Leonardo’s artistic
theory. In spite of its importance, we still have no idea why it was abridged the way
it was, or who did it and for what purpose. This paper presents new research on
Leonardo’s Treatise on Painting, suggesting that the Accademia del Disegno in Florence
envisaged, but never realized, the publication of Leonardo’s abridged treatise.
SUSAN MAXWELL, VIRGINIA COMMONWEALTH UNIVERSITY
The Stairway of Fools and Commedia dell’Arte at Trausnitz Castle
In 1575 Friedrich Sustris decorated Trausnitz Castle in Landshut with paintings
proclaiming the political and religious aspirations of Duke Wilhelm V of Bavaria.
The duke’s staunch support of the Counter-Reformation is visually reinforced in the
castle’s public rooms. In contrast, a narrow stairwell in the private ducal quarters
surrounds the viewer with an illusionistic performance of the commedia dell’arte. The
burlesque sexual antics of the commedia satirizing the solemn act of marriage had
entertained the guests at Wilhelm’s wedding to Renate of Lorraine in 1568. Past
interpretations of the Stairway of Fools have tied it to specific performances,
requiring that the figures be treated as a linear narrative. This paper will demonstrate
how the pictorial rendering and the architectural confines of the stairwell reflect the
improvisational nature of the commedia dell’arte and show that the stairwell recreated
the experience rather than the content of a live performance for the duke.

GC C205

NEW TECHNOLOGIES AND
RENAISSANCE STUDIES IV:
APPLICATIONS FOR TEACHING AND
RESEARCH

Sponsor: CENTRE FOR REFORMATION & RENAISSANCE STUDIES,
VICTORIA COLLEGE, UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

Organizers: RAYMOND G. SIEMENS, MALASPINA UNIVERSITY COLLEGE,
WILLIAM R. BOWEN, VICTORIA COLLEGE, UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
Chair: MATTHEW STEGGLE, SHEFFIELD HALLAM UNIVERSITY
MARC S. GEISLER, WESTERN WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
Appropriating the “Hollywood” DVD Interface for the Classroom
As a teacher of Renaissance drama, I have always been committed to using film clips
in class. Unfortunately, lining up clips on individual VHS tapes has often been an
arduous and clumsy task. Last year I began digitizing video clips and presenting them
in class using interfaces made possible by the DVD medium. DVD menus enable an
instructor to make faster and more flexible transitions between clips, and there is
ample room for creativity in presenting the clips, because still and motion menus can
be crafted according to individual needs. However, as I began developing interfaces
for teaching Shakespeare, I soon learned that “Hollywood” style DVD menus were
not entirely appropriate for my needs. In this presentation, I will discuss and
demonstrate some principles of successful DVD-interface design and its
implementation in the classroom.
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RICHARD CUNNINGHAM, ACADIA UNIVERSITY
Renaissance Studies and The Humanities Hypermedia Centre @ Acadia University
Starting in the 2004-05 academic year, students at Acadia University will be able to take
“Creating Hypertext: Milton,” taught by myself. In following years, they will also be
able to take “The Cyber-Sixteenth Century,” and “Shakespeare and Popular Culture”
and “Turning the Inward Out: Hypertext and the Seventeenth-Century Sonnet
Sequence.” These Renaissance courses are integral components of The Humanities
Hypermedia Centre @ Acadia University (HHC). In 2002 Acadia University secured a
very substantial grant from the McConnell Family Foundation of Montreal to establish,
in the words of the University’s senior administration, “The Next Innovation to the
Acadia Advantage.” A team of faculty members from the Departments of English,
History and Classics, and Philosophy proposed the establishment of the HHC. We have
been central figures in the development of the HHC because we recognize the exciting
possibilities made available for Renaissance specialists at geographically remote
institutions whose libraries cannot compare with those of major research universities.
WINNIE CHAN, UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA
Les Trois Riches Heures de Douglas H. Gordon: The Gordon Collection’s Three Books
of Hours in a Digital Context
The Heures sur Velin (Rosenwald MS 10), The Sforza Hours, Les Très Riches Heures du
Duc de Berry: these are, of course, medieval books of hours recently digitized by the
Library of Congress, the British Library, and the Bibliothèque Nationale de France,
respectively. During the Middle Ages and the Renaissance, most anyone who could
read and afford a book of hours had one, yet very few have made their way online,
and nearly all of these are medieval manuscripts. With its three sixteenth-century
examples digitized in their entirety, the University of Virginia’s Gordon Collection
breaks with this apparent trend and proposes a focus on printed hours, which we hope
will spur further study of the genre. The Gordon books of hours represent the wealth
of resources that the digital archive is making available for unprecedented forms of
comparative research. While books of hours were standardized for devotional use, the
variations among them (particularly the illuminations and the vernacular passages)
pose provocative questions about their original use. Produced in 1511, 1540, and
1597, the mechanically printed prayer books of the Gordon Collection evince a
progression toward minimalism and utility, in dramatic contrast to the ornate
illumination that makes so many medieval books of hours tempting to digitize — and
often difficult to read. Since the “prettiest” texts tend to be the first to make their way
to the World Wide Web, the less ornate, post-Gutenberg books of hours have
received relatively little attention. Drawing upon the influential work of Walter
Benjamin and Raymond Williams regarding material and print culture, this essay will
delineate salient and subtle differences between manuscript and print books of hours,
and the considerations these differences provoke for digitization.
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THE BURLESQUE AND GROTESQUE IN
EARLY MODERN SOCIETY I: TUSCAN
LITERATI AT PLAY

Organizer: DOMENICO ZANRÈ, UNIVERSITY OF GLASGOW
Chair: MARIANNA D. BIRNBAUM, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, LOS ANGELES
GIUSEPPINA PALMA, SOUTHERN CONNECTICUT STATE UNIVERSITY
Subverting the Canon Through Food: Pulci’s Morgante
The burlesque and the grotesque are integral to Pulci’s Morgante. These are most
often articulated through the imagery that surrounds the gathering and consumption
of food. In the Morgante the heroes’ copious meals reveal the essence of their chivalric
society and also their struggles between politics and morality, and, by extension,
between history and philosophy within the same society. In the shift from food to
politics — and, conversely, from politics to food — Pulci reconstructs with explosive
wit the events that marked his association with the Medici court and his even more
tempestuous rapport with Ficino, with whom he vied for the favor of Lorenzo de’
Medici. As a referential for desire and possibility, connecting the pleasures of the table
with the pleasures of the body, food becomes a metaphor through which Lorenzo de’
Medici’s insatiable hunger to control and maneuver every aspect of Florentine life and
politics is ridiculed.
DOMENICO ZANRÈ, UNIVERSITY OF GLASGOW
Dwarves and Deformities in Cosimo’s Court: The Grotesque in Mid-Sixteenth-Century
Ducal Florence
In June 1544, a letter was sent from the Ducal Secretary Lorenzo Pagni in Pistoia to
the Medici Majordomo Pierfrancesco Riccio, which recounted details of a bizarre
wrestling match between a dwarf and a monkey. The paper will examine the
significance of this event, together with other similar references to nani — all drawn
from primary sources — and will seek to locate it within the context of midsixteenth-century Florence. The position and status of such individuals within the
“court” of Duke Cosimo I de’ Medici will also be examined, as will their links with
contemporary literati and artisti such as Agnolo Bronzino, Benedetto Varchi, and
Antonfrancesco Grazzini. These men, like the nani, all participated in the official
cultural milieu, and yet their political, literary, artistic, and personal proclivities often
placed them on the margins of acceptability. The paper thus focuses on cultural
responses to “the grotesque” in Cinquecento ducal Florence.
VICTORIA GARDNER COATES, UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA
Cellini’s “Diego” Dinner Party and the Use of the Burlesque in the Vita
In his Vita Benvenuto Cellini recalls a Roman dinner party that included a
competition for the most beautiful escort. The single Cellini dressed up his assistant,
Diego, as a woman, and the disguised boy won the contest. When the farce was
revealed, the company toasted Cellini for his ingenuity. As has been repeatedly noted,
this story employs the burlesque trope of gender confusion, but it deserves closer
attention as part of Cellini’s practice of using burlesque constructs to address
important issues. The “Diego” dinner party is actually a demonstration of Cellini’s
superiority as a sculptor over the painter Giulio Romano. Furthermore, by improving
on even God’s handiwork as he works in the human medium, Cellini suggests that
the artistic creator can not only rival but can actually surpass the divine as well. The
party is not just a titillating joke — it is an important component in Cellini’s literary
demonstration of his artistic genius.
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RENAISSANCE SCEPTICISM

Organizers: JOSÉ RAIMUNDO MAIA NETO, UNIVERSIDADE FEDERAL DE MINAS GERAIS,
GIANNI PAGANINI, UNIVERSITÀ DEL PIEMONTE ORIENTALE
Chair: LODI NAUTA, RIJKSUNIVERSITEIT GRONINGEN
EMMANUEL NAYA, UNIVERSITÉ LUMIÈRE-LYON
Renaissant Pyrrhonism: A Relative Phenomenon
I will try to bring to light some products of specific lectures of the pyrrhonian textual
corpus by humanists, interpretations which have given contrasting and unexpected
visages to the sceptic philosophy. The diffusion of pyrrhonism through the printed
tradition has not been homogeneous, owing to the fragmented nature of the antique
testimonies: the result of the recovery of such texts is a loss of the doctrinal unity of
this philosophy. We will consider some representations of pyrrhonism which are
based on unexpected syncretisms, and which transform Pyrrho’s doctrine into an
avatar of Heracliteism, or into an Aristotelian method capable to reform dialectics. It
will be a way of exploring the relativity inherent in the pyrrhonian phenomenon.
GIAN MARIO CAO, HARVARD UNIVERSITY CENTER FOR ITALIAN STUDIES, VILLA I TATTI
Gianfrancesco Pico, Reader of Sceptics
Gianfrancesco Pico (1469-1533) is considered the first Renaissance Sceptic. His
acquaintance with the recovered texts of ancient Scepticism — above all those of
Sextus Empiricus — raises several philological questions (for instance, about the
availability and quality of the sources). More importantly, his philosophical strategy
depends on a highly selective reading of Sextan topics and arguments, essentially a
sort of reductio ad unum founded on a (supposed) general disagreement among
philosophers. Diaphonia (disagreement or dispute) is the keyword in Pico’s Examen
vanitatis (1520), a concept singled out from the far richer arsenal of arguments of
Sceptics. By simplifying and neutralizing them, Pico reveals his weak vocation for
skepsis as inquiry and his engagement as defender of the christiana disciplina according
to a strictly Catholic perspective. Philosophical discussion is not only useless but also
dangerous; for Pico Sceptics are just temporary allies.
JOSÉ RAIMUNDO MAIA NETO, UNIVERSIDADE FEDERAL DE MINAS GERAIS
Charron’s Construction of Épochè as Wisdom
Charron’s Sagesse is the main link between Renaissance and early modern scepticism.
Charron derives from Montaigne’s view of ancient scepticism a model of sceptical
wisdom, which can be assessed by contrasting it with its main enemies: opinions,
science, passions, and superstition. The three main results of this assessment are,
firstly, the relevance of the intellectual attitude of the Academic sceptics, whose
subjectivity Charron develops into a model of wisdom; secondly, the tension between
this sceptical wisdom and Christian faith, which Charron reconciles by using the latescholastic theological doctrine (above all Molina’s) of the pure nature of human
beings; and, thirdly, that Charron’s view of wisdom and its enemies sets the agenda
of seventeenth-century French scepticism and anti-scepticism.
GIANNI PAGANINI, UNIVERSITÀ DEL PIEMONTE ORIENTALE
T. Campanella: Reappraisal and Refutation of Scepticism
Tommaso Campanella dedicated a whole book of his Metaphysica (Paris, 1638) to the
problem of scepticism in order to expose and to refute it. In the first part, a series of
fourteen doubts (dubitationes) shows a deep knowledge by Campanella of the entire
set of subjects developed by ancient and modern sceptics about perceptual
knowledge, weakness of reason, changes of nature, memory, dreams, and illusions,
and comparison between man and beasts. In his pars construens, the Italian monk
tried to reply to these objections, proposing a new model of science deeply opposed
to the Aristotelian one: “a small and modest science” based on empirical foundations
and inspired by the criterion of the knower as a craftsman: we are able only to know
what we can bring about, as with mathematics and technology.
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THE QUESTION OF IDENTITY: TUDOR
AND STUART POETRY

Chair: DAVID HALE, STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, BROCKPORT
JOAN D. FAUST, SOUTHEASTERN LOUISIANA UNIVERSITY
Ut pictura poesis and More: Blurring the Boundaries in Marvell’s Mower Poems
With the reflexive, sometimes anamorphic, imagery and unique perspective in
“Upon Appleton House” and “The Garden,” with direct reference to the visual arts
in works like “The Gallery” and “Last Instructions to a Painter,” and with
perplexingly contradictory portraits of personages such as the Nymph and Damon
the Mower, Marvell’s work has justly been likened to painting, a critical view that
helps to classify the unclassifiable aspects of Marvell’s poetry. Yet most of these
connections result in little more than a rehashing of the Ut pictura poesis tradition,
when in fact an analysis of Marvell’s poetry as visual art succeeds in revealing the
liminal aspects of his work that defy classification and instead provide access to, and
even initiate, new worlds. Viewing the speaker of the Mower poems in light of
Leonardo da Vinci’s painting techniques, particularly sfumato, helps to justify the
seeming inconsistencies in Marvell’s portrayal of this liminal figure.
D. ALLEN CARROLL, UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE, KNOXVILLE
A Reading of “E.K.”
If we listen for puns in the glossarist’s initials “E.K.” to Spenser’s Shepeardes Calender,
then several possible solutions emerge to what has long been a puzzle. There is “eke” or
“eek,” suggesting “a piece added on, supplement,” and “ekename,” meaning
“nickname,” along with still other connotations. There is also the Latin ecce, meaning
“Loe,” “Behold,” helping proclaim the advent of this wondrous new Poet; and as well,
in an ironic usage current at the time, suggesting the possibility of a hoax; and further,
perhaps, prompting recollection of the phrase ecce signum—Spenser’s initials—calling
attention to the poem’s constellations (signa). This approach diminishes or eliminates
altogether Edward Eirke’s role in the story, can be shown to give Gabriel Harvey a clear
presence, and strengthens the case for Spenser’s primary responsibility for the apparatus.
NANCY G. SELLECK, UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS, LOWELL
Material Others: Subjects, Objects, and Identity in Shakespeare’s Sonnets
This paper reexamines the problem of identity in Shakespeare’s Sonnets as one of
interpersonal perspectives. The Sonnets reverse conventional Neoplatonic roles of
speaker and beloved, denying the speaker’s own subjective authority. His beloveds are
no mere objects of the speaker’s desire, but subjects in their own right, with an
emphasis on their materiality, agency, and authority. Conversely, the “I” of the
sonnets constitutes itself more as an object than as a subject. In the resulting interplay
of perspectives, the speaker’s radical dependence on others — his lack of independent
authority — is the only constant. In contrast to Joel Fineman’s claim that the Sonnets
invent modern poetic subjectivity, I argue that they represent a much different self
than that of modern culture — constituted not through its own subjective “eye” but
through the perspectives of other, material selves.
JOSÉ MARÍA PÉREZ FERNÁNDEZ, UNIVERSIDAD DE GRANADA
Landino’s Hermeneutics and the Humanist Poetics of the Self in Henry Howard’s Poetry
With his Platonization of Virgil, Cristoforo Landino gave a new twist to Augustine’s
eschatological reading of the Aeneid. Landino’s allegorical hermeneutics distinguishes
two types of meaning: the latent (which reveals the true knowledge of Divinity that
leads to the summum bonum) and the manifest (which provides examples for an active
life of civic virtue). In this paper I intend to show how this particular aspect of
humanist hermeneutics can provide fresh insights into Henry Howard’s contribution
to the establishment of a poetics of the self within the early modern English canon.
What underlies Surrey’s work is thus the voluntarist concept of the self in
combination with the notion of poetry as mediating between the transcendental and
the civic realms. The result is the articulation of epic discourse as a psychagogic,
symbolic form that can both lead and inscribe the ideal self.
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RELIGION AND SATIRE IN FRENCH
RENAISSANCE LITERATURE

Sponsor: RENAISSANCE STUDIES CERTIFICATE PROGRAM, THE GRADUATE SCHOOL AND
UNIVERSITY CENTER, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK

Organizer & Chair: BERND RENNER, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK,
BROOKLYN COLLEGE
TOM CONLEY, HARVARD UNIVERSITY
The Fortunes of La Satyre ménippée; ou, La vertu du catholicon (1594)
Long ago Northrop Frye used “menippean satire” to categorize a genre of literature
composed, as it were, of a potpourri of elements put together helter-skelter, catch-ascatch-can, in the aim of letting an order emerge as it might or might not. The
appearance of La Satire menippée des Etats de Paris bears resemblance to some of Frye’s
criteria but is really of a different character: it is ordered, carefully designed, and of
complex spatial rhetoric. Drawing on François de Dainville’s comparison of Maurice
Bouguereau’s Théâtre françoys (1594) to the Satire ménippée, this paper will take up
the ways that the design of the atlas draws directly on the design of the Satire. How
satire figures in a spatial and graphic arena will be a question central to this study.
SINDA KALIN VANDERPOOL, PRINCETON UNIVERSITY
Female Courtly Poet as Mediatrix: Marguerite de Navarre’s La Coche
These narrative, courtly-love débat verses of 1401 appeared originally in manuscript
form for a private, courtly audience (1543) but later surfaced in the Marguerites (1547),
the only major poetry collection published in Marguerite’s lifetime. The central figure
of La Coche closely parallels Marguerite’s historical self, accentuating the role of poet
as social figure. The poet listens as the three female protagonists outwardly confess their
grief, records their story, and then presents it to the court. While Marguerite is certainly
capable of satirical writing, the poem’s tone springs from the exemplary mode of her
earlier religious poetry. In both its sociohistorical and internal evolution, the poem
links writing to anticipated conversion (of both the three female companions and its
reader), with the poetic figure as mediatrix. Despite the squashing of the Reform by the
Placard Affair in 1534, she testifies, in a “secular” mode, to the ideals of the évangile.
PHILIPPE BAILLARGEON, PRINCETON UNIVERSITY
“The Center of All Books”: Le Moyen de parvenir and the Bible
Béroalde de Verville (1556-1627) described his best-known work, Le Moyen de
parvenir (The Way to Succeed, 1614-17), as a “Satyre universelle.” In the fashion of
Menippean satire, Verville, who is an ambiguous character from a religious point of
view (he converted to Catholicism in 1593 and was a canon of the Cathedral SaintGatien in Tours for more than thirty years), parodies many theological textual
practices and subverts numerous religious texts, such as the Bible, the Talmud, and
the Koran. The most recurrent source of his subversion is the Bible, which is
presented to the reader as an anti-Moyen de parvenir. But how can Verville’s book
claim to be totally decentralized while simultaneously borrowing St. Augustine’s
definition of God, allegedly replacing the Bible as “The center of all books”?
DEBORAH N. LOSSE, ARIZONA STATE UNIVERSITY
Code-Switching: Latinisms to Mark Satiric Intention in the French Renaissance Tale
Storytellers who sought to highlight the abuses of the early modern clergy often
turned to Latin expressions to mark their satiric intention. What better way to target
the superficial teaching of Latin at the Sorbonne than to create a tale in which the
application of Latin in a given circumstance creates unintended results? Tale twenty
of Bonaventure des Périers’s Nouvelles Récréations et joyeux devis is one example in
which young brothers studying in Paris, caught by a magistrate at the scene of the
crime, use the only three sentences of Latin they have learned, only to have the
phrases implicate them in the crime. In other instances, substituting a Latin title at
the moment the cleric is engaged in inappropriate behavior reinforces the satiric
implications of the tale, as in Marguerite de Navarre’s tale twenty of the Heptaméron.
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Belasco

NEGLECTED WORKS BY AENEAS SYLVIUS
PICCOLOMINI

Organizer: THOMAS M. IZBICKI, THE JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY
Chair: DAVID SPENCER PETERSON, WASHINGTON & LEE UNIVERSITY
NANCY BISAHA, VASSAR COLLEGE
Europe Versus Asia: Aeneas Silvius Piccolomini’s Cosmographia
Aeneas Silvius Piccolomini’s treatises on Europe and Asia, collectively known as the
Cosmographia (1458-61), are a surprising mix of history, geography, myth, and
anthropology. Instead of an objective account of the two continents, however, Aeneas
presents Europe and Asia as distinct cultural poles. Combining both ancient and
medieval sources with Aeneas’s own unique cultural attitudes, the Cosmographia has
influenced future generations of scholars and travelers with its powerful concept of
the perceived distinction and supremacy of European culture.
EMILY O’BRIEN, HARVARD UNIVERSITY
Prurient Pastime or Something More? Reconsideration of Aeneas Silvius Piccolomini’s
Chrysis
Three prostitutes, a bawd, and five lovers, two of whom are priests, are the cast of
main characters in Aeneas Silvius Piccolomini’s lascivious comedy Chrysis. Composed
in the late summer of 1444, the play has traditionally been read as a “literary exercise”
and as a light-hearted diversion from Aeneas’s weighty political responsibilities at the
imperial court. Recently, scholars have begun to rehabilitate the work as a clever and
sophisticated adaptation of Roman comedy. What they have not yet reconsidered,
however, is the play’s message. Should the moralizing comments Pius scatters through
his text continue to be read as mere hollow formulas? My paper challenges this
traditional reading by examining some of Aeneas’s other writings of the period as well
as those of his contemporaries, Poggio and Valla. It suggests that rather than a
prurient pastime, the Chrysis should be read as a serious moral commentary.
THOMAS M. IZBICKI, THE JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY
Two Portraits of an Antipope: Felix V in Aeneas’s Histories of the Council of Basel
Aeneas Sylvius Piccolomini participated in the election and coronation by the
Council of Basel of Amadeus VIII of Savoy as Pope Felix V. He wrote an account of
the coronation that sometimes is found appended to his commentaries on the history
of the council. This letter contains a flattering portrait of Felix. A decade later, after
Aeneas had rejected Basel and its antipope, he wrote another history of the council.
Aeneas’s more negative portrait of Felix is a microcosm of his effort to rewrite
conciliar history to match his new allegiance.

Booth

HEBREW AND ARABIC SOURCES FOR
HUMANISM I
Organizer: VALERY REES, SCHOOL OF ECONOMIC SCIENCE, LONDON
Chair: BENJAMIN C. I. RAVID, BRANDEIS UNIVERSITY

GUIDO BARTOLUCCI, UNIVERSITÀ DI BOLOGNA
The Jewish Quotations in Ficino’s Work
In Marsilio Ficino’s De christiana religione, a principally polemic work, we find many
quotations from Jewish books and beliefs, as well as customs and historical events
relating to the Jews. Such material is less common in other works of Ficino;
nevertheless there are references to Talmudic and Midrashic literature, Hebraic
exegesis, medieval Jewish philosophers, and Jewish writers of astronomy, astrology,
and medicine. Ficino also quotes kabbalistic beliefs and Jewish customs. What is the
meaning of these quotations? This paper aims to answer to two questions: Firstly, did
these quotations come from secondhand sources, as in the De Christiana religione, or
did Ficino have direct knowledge of some Jewish works, perhaps through the help
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of Jewish scholars? Secondly, what was the connection between Ficino and the work
of Pico, given Ficino’s remark in De vita (3.22) about the Hebrew sacrifice, “but we
leave these things for our friend Pico to explore”?
FABRIZIO LELLI, UNIVERSITÀ DI LECCE
Social and Intellectual Changes in Italian Jewish Communities at the End of the
Fifteenth Century, as Perceived through Elijah Hayyim of Genazzano’s Iggeret Hamudot
(Epistle of Delight)
During the fifteenth century many Jewish scholars fled to Italy, bringing with them
varied attitudes towards rational and religious knowledge. Responding to speculative
trends they found there, and especially to the increasing interest in Kabbalah among
both Christians and Jews, some scholars embarked upon a violent polemic against the
diffusion of Kabbalah, considering such study too dangerous for the survival of
Judaism. This polemic was particularly intense in Tuscany, where Neoplatonism was
highly influential. Elijah Hayyim of Genazzano, aware of the achievements of
Christian humanists, responded to the polemics by attempting to reconcile
Maimonidean rationalism with the theosophic Kabbalah. This paper will try to
demonstrate that Genazzano’s description of Kabbalah in Iggeret Hamudot relies upon
the traditional Italian Jewish reading of Maimonides and the Zohar, but may be
better understood against the background of the internal conflicts animating the
intellectual life of the Italian Jewish communities at the end of the fifteenth century.
CROFTON BLACK, THE WARBURG INSTITUTE
The Heptaplus and Giovanni Pico’s Biblical Studies
Around 1488-89, Giovanni Pico della Mirandola (1463-94) was engaged in a
sustained program of biblical study which culminated in the Heptaplus, a
multifaceted allegorical reading of the six days of creation. Pico’s approach to the
biblical text differed significantly from the norms of contemporary commentary and
exegesis. A couple of years earlier, during the production of the 900 Conclusiones, he
had devoted considerable attention to the study of a corpus of Kabbalist literature
translated for him from Hebrew. Much of this material is also concerned with biblical
exegesis. This paper discusses some connections between these two strands of Pico’s
work and the form and content of the Heptaplus.

Imperial

L’EPISTRE DE MARIE D’ENNETIÈRES:
PROBLÈMES D’INTERPRÉTATION ET DE
TRADUCTION

Organizer: WILLIAM KEMP, MCGILL UNIVERSITY
Chair & Respondent: MARY B. MCKINLEY, UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA
WILLIAM KEMP, MCGILL UNIVERSITY
Locutions proverbiales dans l’Epistre de Marie d’Ennetières
Les locutions proverbiales qui ponctuent l’Epistre tresutile de Marie d’Ennetières et
qui se multiplient dans la deuxième moitié du texte font voir la circulation des mêmes
idées et surtout d’expressions semblables au sein des imprimés du Groupe de
Neuchâtel. D’emploi métaphorique, ces syntagmes se révèlent le plus souvent fort
obscurs pour un lecteur moderne. Nous nous proposons donc de relever ces diverses
expressions parémiologiques: “se couvrir d’un sac moillé,” “les asnes passent soubz la
cheminée,” “le mortier dés docteurs sorboniques sent tousjours lés aulx,” etc. et d’en
identifier le sens. Nous considérerons les cas où la formulation est soit modifiée (par
exemple : “la greffe de la bonne olive sur l’olivier sauvage”), soit entendue à contresens (par exemple : le Soleil couchera il devant son heure?). La présence de ces
expressions bibliques ou ressortissant à la sagesse populaire témoigne, à notre avis,
d’une rhétorique tendant à se rapprocher de la simplicité de la parole christique.
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L’EPISTRE DE MARIE D'ENNETIÈRES:
PROBLÈMES D’INTERPRÉTATION ET DE
TRADUCTION (CONT’D.)
DIANE DESROSIERS-BONIN, MCGILL UNIVERSITY
Néologismes et latinismes dans l’Epistre de Marie d’Ennetières
L’Epistre tresutile de Marie d’Ennetières, une lettre d’une quarantaine de feuillets
imprimée à Genève en 1539, s’inscrit dans la foulée des textes en moyen français de
la première moitié du XVIe siècle où la langue vernaculaire s’affirme comme moyen
de communication dans tous les domaines du savoir, notamment en matières
théologiques. Elle s’y enrichit d’innombrables vocables, soit calqués sur le latin (non
sans une pointe d’humour), soit forgés de toutes pièces. Nous nous pencherons ainsi
sur quelques néologismes: “questres,” “veneficiez,” “gouliffre,” “libins,” etc., qui
s’avèrent des hapax dans ce texte, afin de dégager en contexte la signification de ces
termes et leur ancrage dans un style “rusticque” commun aux membres du Groupe
de Neuchâtel.
ISABELLE CREVIER-DENOMMÉ, UNIVERSITÉ MCGILL UNIVERSITY
Ambiguïtés sémantiques dans l'Epistre de Marie d’Ennetières
D’emblée, le titre du traité en forme de lettre que Marie d’Ennetières destine à
Marguerite de Navarre soulève plusieurs ambiguïtés quant aux objectifs de cette
épître et à son positionnement parmi les diverses orientations doctrinales que connaît
la réforme précalviniste en France. En effet, à la lecture du titre complet de l’Epistre
tresutile faicte et composée par une femme Chrestienne de Tornay (...) Contre Lés Turcz,
Juifz, Infideles, Faulx chrestiens, Anabaptistes, et Lutheriens, un commentateur du XIXe
siècle a même cru qu’il s’agissait d’un écrit de propagande catholique. Nous tenterons
donc de situer ce texte sur le spectre des nombreuses options théologiques dissidentes
qui s’offrent au fidèle dans la première moitié du XVIe siècle: pro ou antiluthérien?
sensible aux persécutions que subissent les vaudois, mais réfractaire aux exigences des
anabaptistes? C’est tout le registre des ambiguïtés liées aux dénominations des
confessions religieuses que soulève cette lettre.

Lyceum

PERSPECTIVES ON SHAKESPEARE

Chair: BRIDGET GELLERT LYONS, RUTGERS UNIVERSITY, NEW BRUNSWICK
CHRISTY DESMET, UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA
The Rhetoric of Genealogical History in Shakespeare’s Richard II
Early modern discourse inherited from the classical tradition two important features
of rhetoric designed for civic performance: the commonplaces that accommodated
facts and ideas to cultural doxa and the memory system that organized those
embodied commonplaces and made them capable of being retrieved and reused.
These rhetorical resources allowed the facts of historical chronology to be reproduced
as national history. The material conditions of producing historical texts in the
period, however, complicated the recording of history in numerous ways. Richard II
explores nostalgically the value of the commonplaces and memory theater for making
sense of a national history. The play concerns itself with two pressing rhetorical
problems: the ephemeral nature of genealogy, even royal genealogy; and the difficulty
of visualizing events from the past. The castle, the symbol of an undifferentiated
mankind in medieval drama, becomes in this play a memory theater for Richard’s
efforts to play the nation’s historian.
MARK ROBSON, UNIVERSITY OF NOTTINGHAM
Shakespeare’s Words of the Future
Thomas Hobbes suggests that contracts depend upon “words spoken with
understanding of what they signifie,” and that these include “words of the future,
[which] are called PROMISE.” Stressing temporality, Hobbes characterizes all
promises as deferred gifts. Such deferred linguistic gifts, I propose, are central to
patronage systems. Politics and rhetoric come together in unmistakable ways in such
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contractual relationships. Following work on the promise by Austin, Derrida, and de
Man, I argue that Shakespeare’s Richard III stages the necessary structural potential
for the temporal dimension of acts of promising to be exploited. Richard’s oftennoted linguistic chicanery takes on a different character within this rhetorical context.
If we read Richard III with the promise’s centrality to patronage systems in mind, the
text gives us not only something to be read, but also a model of reading practices.
CHARLES C. WHITNEY, UNIVERSITY OF NEVADA, LAS VEGAS
Falstaff’s Effigies: Character and Self in Early Response
Pre-1660 response to Shakespeare’s Falstaff, found mostly in allusions, has been
overlooked but can illuminate important aspects of both early modern dramatic
reception and characterization. This paper considers the unique “orature” of Falstaff
(here, imitative conversational allusions) primarily in letters and plays, along with
other citational evidence, some hitherto unnoticed and most from 1598-1611.
Scholarship stresses that the theater of the 1590s encouraged the appreciation of
complex, interiorized, and “personated” characters such as Falstaff. But Falstaff
citations underscore that the theater also accommodated or empowered a range of
limited, differential perceptions of character applicable to audience members’
pleasures, purposes, and activities. In a biographical context, some differential and
pragmatic responses suggest how as a notorious dramatic “effigy” Falstaff could play
a role in self-discovery as well as self-expression, living through audience members’
own interior lives. The drama’s allusions to Falstaff register that process.

Morosco

TROPES OF COLONIALIZATION

Sponsor: RENAISSANCE STUDIES CERTIFICATE PROGRAM, THE GRADUATE SCHOOL AND
UNIVERSITY CENTER, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK
Organizers: FRANCESCA CANADÉ SAUTMAN, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK,
GRADUATE CENTER AND HUNTER COLLEGE,
DOMNA STANTON, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, GRADUATE CENTER
Chair: ISRAEL BURSHATIN, HAVERFORD COLLEGE
Respondent: MICHÈLE LONGINO, DUKE UNIVERSITY
JULIA SCHLECK, NEW YORK UNIVERSITY
Hucksters’ Tales and True Reports: The Principall Navigations and the History of
Factuality
By the nineteenth century “scientific facts” were routinely set in opposition to “native
superstitions” in order to delegitimize local ways of knowing and control the process
of knowledge production. However, the collaboration of “facts” in this bid for
colonial power is coeval with their very inception. I explore the history of factuality
in its crossings with early travel narratives, comparing the tales and documents
selected by Richard Hakluyt for his Principall Navigations with those he dismissed.
Focusing particularly upon those pieces detailing early modern Persia, I highlight the
narrative styles rejected and chosen by Hakluyt in his efforts to establish the social
credibility of his collections. Drawing upon the work of Barbara Shapiro and
Lorraine Daston, I argue that Hakluyt’s editorial efforts to inspire colonial enterprise
constitute a significant step in separating out certain statements as epistemologicallyhigh-status “facts” while rendering others merely “fictions.”
HEATHER A. HORTON, NEW YORK UNIVERSITY
Executing Colonialism: The Martyrdom of Nagasaki
In l597 a group of Catholic missionaries were crucified in Nagasaki, Japan. A
shogunal edict and the writings of the shogun’s advisor indicate that this method of
execution was intended to admonish potential Japanese converts against the dangers
of Catholicism and its bearers’ potential colonial power. In l630, shortly after the
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missionaries were beatified, the Italian Tanzio da Varallo painted the crucifixion scene,
using Renaissance imagery of the passion to depict the missionaries’ execution. The
painting employs devotional iconography to legitimize colonial expansion, a
maneuver made explicit by transforming the Japanese executioners into either Turkish
stock figures or Roman soldiers. My paper explores how crucifixion imagery is used
as a spectacle of power by both sides. In the Japanese documents, the crucifixion
discursively negotiates fears of occupation and of cultural subversion. The Renaissance
painter, in turn, affirms the legitimacy of conquest and the dangers of the new world.
REBECCA WILKIN, INDIANA UNIVERSITY
The Signs of Disillusionment: Marie de l’Incarnation in Colonial Quebec
If Europeans provided justification for subjugating the native peoples of the Americas
in the very first impressions they recorded, their disillusionment with the colonial
venture as it wore on was not without its rhetoric. Marie de l’Incarnation, an Ursuline
nun who worked towards the salvation of the “sauvages” from 1639 until her death
in 1672, witnessed the ravages of disease, warfare, and alcohol on the Hurons,
Algonquins, and Montagnais. Whereas as a young woman, visions resulting from
mystical union with God had persuaded her (and her reticent male superiors) of her
apostolic vocation, in her waning years God expressed his dismay with the European
presence in the New World in the form of fires, earthquakes, and thunderstorms.
That Nature should mediate God’s will, I contend, was both the measure of Marie’s
disarray and a means of disculpating herself from a project gone awry.

Music Box

DILDOS, CASTRATI, AND CHALLENGES
TO EARLY MODERN MASCULINITY

Organizer: MARY ELLEN LAMB, SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
Chair: SALLY HICKSON, BROCK UNIVERSITY
Respondent: KATHRYN SCHWARZ, VANDERBILT UNIVERSITY
JULIE CRAWFORD, COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY
WILL FISHER, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, LEHMAN COLLEGE
“Signor Dildo”: Sexual Instruments and the Question of Masculinity
Dildos make startling and frequent appearances in seventeenth-century English
literature, satirical and otherwise. Even though writers from the period often portray
these items being wielded by independent women, they also often seek to
imaginatively “attach” them to men and to masculinity by figuring them as surrogate
penises. This paper will seek to analyze the cultural investments — and anxieties —
that lay behind this phantasmatic connection. In addition, the paper queries why
current critical discourse has failed, for the most part, to interrogate this connection,
and why it has assumed that erotic representations of women with dildos were
consumed only by men? What happens when female viewers, listeners, and readers
are considered? What dynamics of private female knowledge might be publicly
alluded to?
BONNIE GORDON, STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, STONY BROOK
Men in a Different Pitch
Produced by surgical procedures and rigorous training, castrati represented a
supplemented male singer’s body. Their stunted but muscular vocal cords resonated
through expanded ribs to produce higher, more flexible, and stronger sounds than
those of men, women, or children, exceeding the abilities of any unaltered body. As
strange creations of nature and human ingenuity, they paralleled monsters and
technical marvels in their ability to inspire wonder. This paper considers the castrato
singer as a mechanically manipulated male body whose popularity derived from the
early modern fascination with creatures that crossed borders, and thus extended
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nature’s purview. European fascination with castrati coincided with the blurring by
natural philosophers — most notably Galileo, Cesi, and Bacon — of Aristotelian
distinctions between art and nature. This paper juxtaposes the castrato’s surgically
and technically disciplined voice with developments and discoveries such as the
microscope, clock, and the blood’s circulation in order to provide a technological
perspective on the castrato’s essential challenge to late Renaissance understandings of
masculinity.

Plymouth

VIOLENCE AND THE JACOBEAN STAGE

Organizer: ALICE A. DAILEY, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, LOS ANGELES
Chair: REGINA M. BUCCOLA, ROOSEVELT UNIVERSITY
KIM SOLGA, UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
Violence against Women and the Rhetoric of Kindness among the Early Moderns
Early modern English conduct literature is almost universally opposed to the kind of
routine violence against women that canon law termed “reasonable and lawful
correction.” Nevertheless, some of the most influential conduct texts of the period
offer advice for abused wives, and through that advice the texts characterize spousal
violence as a subset of “mutual care” — the central tenet of companionate marriage.
Letting violence against wives in through the back door, these texts contain its threat
to their authority by modeling it as a spiritual gift one partner gives another. Reading
Heywood’s A Woman Killed With Kindness through the conduct material, I argue that
the play “talks back” to prevailing early modern attitudes about marital violence, not
by showcasing kindness as an alternative to “reasonable correction,” but by exposing
that violence’s frequent elision in the name of a spurious salvation.
MATTHEW KOZUSKO, URSINUS COLLEGE
“Rip up my heart”: Love, Violence, and Rhetoric in ‘Tis Pity She’s a Whore
In act five of John Ford’s ‘Tis Pity She’s a Whore, Annabella is murdered and eulogized,
and then has her womb plowed up and her heart ripped out by her brother and lover,
Giovanni. He enters in the next scene with her heart impaled on his dagger and
proceeds to describe the details of the deed in measured, if maniacal, verse. While
critical responses have called the brutality excessive, this paper argues that the
violence in the play, whether narrated or performed, is more than merely gratuitous
gore. Ford employs a series of complexly layered metonyms to map romantic love
onto specific body organs such as hearts and wombs, Annabella’s in particular. By
using body organs as both symbols and sites of love, Ford’s play sets up a rhetorical
scheme that compels the play’s anxious lovers to examine these organs both
figuratively and, in the end, literally.
ALICE A. DAILEY, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, LOS ANGELES
“Witnesse for me, all these woundes and scarres”: Violence and Desire in The Virgin Martyr
The treatment of martyrdom in Dekker and Massinger’s 1620 play, The Virgin
Martyr, relies on a sexual division of tortures borrowed from patristic and medieval
hagiography. The female martyr, Dorothea, is miraculously protected from
whipping, beating, and rape, and can only be killed by beheading, while the male
martyr, Theophilus, suffers a lurid death by various instruments of torture. This
paper argues that the play engages these familiar hagiographic features not to
dramatize acts of Christian witnessing but to explore a range of profane and violent
desires: lust, political power, feverish devotion, and death. The play’s central driving
desire is that which preoccupies Theophilus — a desire for violence itself. Instead of
representing a climactic moment of religious confession and self-sacrifice,
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Theophilus’s martyrdom is figured as the fulfillment of his ecstatic obsession with
physical suffering. Thus the play ultimately undermines hagiographic values by
suggesting an unholy affinity between religious zeal and perverse punishment.
ANJA ILKA MÜLLER-WOOD, UNIVERSITÄT TRIER
The Useful Violence of Jacobean Drama
This paper investigates the notorious violence of Jacobean drama in light of its
institutional context. I take this exorbitant dramatic brutality as a symptom of a
professional theatre in the making, which — precisely by exploring its potential for
excess — integrated its conflicting economic, moral, and social allegiances.
Representations of violence are not merely expressions of gratuitous irrationality but
sites for gestures of (self-)containment and restraint. In a similar way, the violence of
Jacobean drama has two functions: first, exploiting a residual brutality in culture at
large and, second, betokening an emergent civilizing discourse aimed at taming this
brutality. This dialectical interaction of opposing forces challenges the commonplace
notion that the Jacobean dramatic canon is decadent and amoral and allows us to
make differentiated statements about the place of the stage in early modern London
society.

Palace

THE CLASSICAL TRADITION IN
RENAISSANCE LITERATURE
Chair: JULIE KEENAN, FRANKLIN & MARSHALL COLLEGE

PATRICIA OSMOND, IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY, ROME
Tiberius and Tacitism in Stuart England: An Unpublished Manuscript of the Early
Seventeenth Century
This paper will present work in progress for a critical edition of Averrunci or the
Skowrers: Ponderous and new considerations upon the first six books of the Annals of
Cornelius Tacitus concerning Tiberius Caesar. Found in a single, unpublished English
manuscript written during the reign of Charles I, this unusual treatise was composed
for the purpose of “cleansing” the reputation of Tiberius, “stained,” as the author
declares, by the calumnies of Tacitus. My discussion will locate the treatise in
contemporary debates on historiography and political thought (particularly in circles
close to the Stuart monarchy), consider its significance in the development of
Tacitean scholarship, and will explore questions of attribution.
LISA HOPKINS, SHEFFIELD HALLAM UNIVERSITY
“He, Claudius”: Uses of the Claudius Story on the English Renaissance Stage
The scandalous doings of the later Caesars were well known in Renaissance England,
and provided material for a number of plays. In this paper I propose to trace some of
the cultural uses of the Claudius story in particular. It makes an early appearance in
Hamlet, and in the anonymous Claudius Tiberius Nero (1607), but it really comes
into its own in the reign of Charles I, when perceived parallels between English king
and Roman emperor allow it to be used as a powerful trope for the expression of
dissent. I will focus particularly on its presence in Thomas May’s Julia Agrippina and
in Nathaniel Richards’s Messallina, both of which slyly suggest an equation between
Claudius’s wicked Roman wives and Charles’s supposedly wicked Roman Catholic
wife.
MARC BIZER, UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS, AUSTIN
Political Philology: Using Homeric Texts to Fashion Virtuous Rulers in Renaissance
Far from being ivory-tower scholars, French humanists strove to play an active role
in the political arena by using their philological work to make their texts meaningful
to their patrons. Specifically, the French Hellenists Guillaume Budé and Jean Dorat
used Homer’s Iliad and Odyssey to teach leadership values to the French king. Not
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surprisingly, Budé and Dorat present Odysseus as a paragon of Christian wisdom
(and thus in some sense as a double of themselves), but these humanists also propose
their Greek hero as a model of prudence for Francis I. Protestants saw similar worth
in these texts: in his commentary on the Iliad and the Odyssey, dedicated to his
protector, Henry III of Navarre, Jean de Sponde uses the example of Homeric heroes
to teach civic, Christian virtues such as justice, prudence, generosity, and selfless
devotion to one’s country. In all these cases, the pagan Homer is used to impart
Christian and even patriotic political values.

Uris

RENAISSANCE DOMESTIC ART I: IN
CELEBRATION OF ELLEN CALLMANN
Organizer & Chair: JACQUELINE MARIE MUSACCHIO,VASSAR COLLEGE

CRISTELLE L. BASKINS, TUFTS UNIVERSITY
Scenes from a Marriage: Boccaccio’s Saladin and Torello on Painted Wedding Chests
This talk considers the illustration of Boccaccio’s tale of Saladin and Torello
(Decameron, day X.9) on Florentine domestic furniture. Ellen Callmann drew our
attention to such pictures in “The Growing Threat to Marital Bliss...” in 1979. I
return to the topic, suggesting that the disguised protagonists stand for larger
stereotypes of cultural difference. The pictures give form to — and work to
maintain — difference, despite the manifold cultural and economic ties between the
Levant and the West. In fact, Boccaccio’s story only appeared on cassoni around the
time that Florence launched its first commercial galley to the Levant. While the
domestic pictures have been related to general themes of generosity, gift-giving, and
conjugal fidelity, the story of Saladin and Torello can now be understood more
specifically as an idealization of favorable trading relations between East and West
based on the mutual desire of “Saracens” and Italians.
ROBERTA J. M. OLSON, THE NEW YORK HISTORICAL SOCIETY
Piero di Cosimo’s Haunting Spalliere: Renaissance Decoration at the Crossroads between
the Ancient and Modern Worlds
Piero di Cosimo’s spalliere date from the end of the Florentine decorative domestic
tradition that was Ellen Callmann’s scholarly focus. To honor her, this paper addresses
the unusual subjects in a group of paintings executed by Piero for Florentine palazzi.
Focusing on those with many animal and avian species, it examines not only the
ancient literary sources that informed Piero’s savvy patrons, but also the intellectual
and artistic climate that encouraged the bizarre narratives. The paintings served as
windows to speculative thought about the growth of civilization — even about
evolution — but also brought nature into the domestic sphere. I will suggest that
these enigmatic subjects represent novel takes, seen through a humanistic mirror, on
themes traditionally associated with marriage and the decoration of the home. A
number of technological and scientific factors also illuminate Piero’s spalliere:
navigational innovations and the exploration of the new world, the escalating
number of printed books, and the growth of ornithology from medieval bestiaries.
JERZY MIZIOLEK, UNIWERSYTET WARSZAWSKI
“The Awakening of Paris”: Some Cassoni Panels from the Studio of Domenico Veneziano
and the Problem of Narration and Written Sources
In her numerous studies on cassoni Ellen Callmann examined the narration on side
panels and their relation to the chest as a whole. The objective of this paper is to
investigate a small group of panels which I discussed with Ellen during her visit to
Poland in 1996; the group is comprised of four side panels divided between Cracow
and Glasgow. Although they depict the myth of Paris, their details remain mysterious.
I will decipher the panels using a variety of textual sources. My presentation will offer
not only a clarification of the iconography of Paris in Italian Quattrocento art, but
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also some reflections concerning methods of research on domestic arts, including
gendered interpretations. Last but not least, I will deliver a hypothesis that the side panels
in question may have come from the cassoni made for Marco Parenti’s wedding in 1448.

Julliard

WOMEN IN THEIR TEXTS:
CONSTRUCTING SANCTITY IN THE
NORTHERN ITALIAN CITIES, CA.
1300-1700
Organizers: JOHN J. MARTIN, TRINITY UNIVERSITY,
ALISON KNOWLES FRAZIER, UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS, AUSTIN
Chair & Respondent: VIRGINIA REINBURG, BOSTON COLLEGE

ALISON KNOWLES FRAZIER, UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS, AUSTIN
Eufrosina for Nuns and Humanists
Celso delle Falci’s life of the virginal ascetic Eufrosina of Vicenza (1427-65) was
misplaced, perhaps during the late eighteenth century. As part of preparation for an
edition, this talk describes what the vita adds to our knowledge of fifteenth-century
reforming movements and the place of humanist rhetoric in those programs. Like
other unique instances of humanist hagiography — Leon Battista Alberti’s vita Potiti,
for instance, or Giacomo da Udine’s vita Helenae — this one, too, repays attention.
The author unites Pliny and Euripides with oral histories from Eufrosina’s fellow
canonesses at S. Tommaso in Vicenza, the imposing family of Bishop Pietro
Dandolo, and the recipients of blood-miracles, all to make the humanist case for the
sanctity of a charismatic woman in the Venetian territories.
F. THOMAS LUONGO, TULANE UNIVERSITY
Saintly Authorship in the Renaissance: Catherine of Siena and Her Readers
In the years following her death in 1380, Catherine of Siena’s followers and promoters
undertook a campaign to disseminate manuscripts containing Catherinian
hagiography as well as collections of her writings, leading to her canonization as a
saint in 1461. At the same time she attained a kind of cultural canonization, signaled
most dramatically by the decision of Aldus Manutius in 1500 to publish a
comprehensive edition of her letters, the first in his series of Italian “classics,” followed
in the next two years by his editions of Petrarch and Dante. This paper examines
Catherine’s dual persona as a saint and author in late medieval and Italian Renaissance
culture through the physical evidence of the fifteenth-century manuscripts of her
writings. These manuscripts, along with the comments of followers and readers,
provide a window onto the relationship between saintly authenticity and literary
authority in late-medieval and Renaissance culture.
ANNE SCHUCHMAN, NEW YORK UNIVERSITY
Revisioning Umiliana: Rewriting Medieval Female Lay Piety after the Council of Trent
Although the earliest vita of the Florentine mystic Umiliana de’ Cerchi was written
immediately following her death in 1246, evidence suggests it was rewritten shortly
thereafter to reflect changes in her cult and the political situation that surrounded its
development. The process of textually “revisioning” Umiliana continued for centuries
through the 1625 informational process of her cult that led to her beatification in 1694. This
paper is an analysis of the later rewritings of Umiliana’s vita, and thus the reinterpretation of
Umiliana herself. While the oldest manuscript version of Umiliana’s vita was offered as
evidence of the antiquity of her cult, a new version, the production of which was tightly
controlled by the Cerchi family, was written to promote her sanctity to a different audience.
Comparing this vita with earlier vitae reveals the ways late-medieval female lay piety was
reinterpreted after the Council of Trent, as well as changes in the uses of hagiography.
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TITIAN TAKING STOCK I
Organizer & Chair: JOANNA WOODS-MARSDEN,
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, LOS ANGELES

DAVID ROSAND, COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY
The Old Man’s Brush
In the past two decades a number of major exhibitions have been devoted to Titian,
both monographic exhibitions — most recently in 2003 at the National Gallery,
London and the Museo del Prado, Madrid — and more ambitious surveys of
Venetian painting in the “age of Titian.” In addition, following the publication of
Harold Wethey’s three-volume catalogue raisonné, there have appeared a number of
more specialized publications devoted to particular aspects of Titian’s art. Taking
stock, then, we may well ask just how our knowledge of the master has advanced. We
still don’t know his date of birth, nor are we sure where his remains are buried —
issues of direct relevance to our understanding of his early development and his final
intentions. Indeed, perhaps the most urgent challenges to our understanding of
Titian’s art are located at the beginning of his career and at the end. I propose to
address the latter challenge, the question of Titian’s late style: abbozzo, non finito, or
Altersstil?
LOUISA C. MATTHEW, UNION COLLEGE
Titian and the Construction of Colore in Renaissance Venice
Sixteenth-century writers regarded Titian’s color as a defining aspect of his artistic
achievement and of his position as the loftiest star in the firmament of Venetian
painting. While Titian undoubtedly helped to create the city’s reputation as a center
for color — both hue and substance — he was not the only, nor the originating,
source of that reputation. This paper will examine Venice’s flourishing color industry
as it seeks to illuminate the ways in which Titian participated in that industry and,
indeed, was even formed by it.
JODI CRANSTON, BOSTON UNIVERSITY
Materiality in Titian’s Later Paintings
Much of the discussion around Titian’s later paintings and their materiality involves
a consideration of non finito and of facture as an index of the artist. By rehistoricizing
facture outside of its latter-day context as an index, this paper will reconsider the
materiality of these later paintings as a register of iconographical and
phenomenological meaning. Materiality in the paintings executed after ca.
1550 — especially Titian’s Flaying of Marsyas — suggests a complex relationship
between violence and (un)making that challenges Renaissance concepts of creativity
and that conceives of paint as signifying conditions related to its status as substance,
such as oppressive corporeality and decay.

Carnegie

STRATEGIES OF PRODUCTION AND
INTERPRETATION IN THE EARLY
MODERN ENGLISH MISCELLANY

Sponsor: CENTRE FOR REFORMATION & RENAISSANCE STUDIES,
VICTORIA COLLEGE, UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
Organizer: RAYMOND G. SIEMENS, MALASPINA UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
Chair: MICHAEL DENBO, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK,
BRONX COMMUNITY COLLEGE
RAYMOND G. SIEMENS, MALASPINA UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
Epistolary Politics and the Poetic Miscellany: Topicality and the Devonshire Manuscript
Tradition and recent scholarship assert, with varying degrees of evidence, that the
community of scribes who compiled the Devonshire Manuscript (BL Add Ms
17,492: a poetic miscellany of the 1530s associated with Queen Anne Boleyn’s circle)
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reacted to and enacted their life circumstances and particular sociopolitical situations
within the text of the manuscript. This paper explores what is less well documented:
the unique operation of the manuscript’s individual poems in an epistolary manner
via facilitation of the manuscript’s chief compilers, Mary Shelton and Margaret
Douglas, and others who participate in the poetic exchanges contained within the
manuscript. At times presenting complete exchanges in themselves, more frequently
they present significant components of larger exchanges and activities taking place
beyond the borders of the manuscript.
BRYAN P. DAVIS, GEORGIA SOUTHWESTERN STATE UNIVERSITY
Is It Live or Is It Memorex?: Late-Medieval Pretexts and the Authenticity of the Love
Letters in the Devonshire Manuscript
So much of the received tradition about the origins of the Devonshire Manuscript are
tied up with cycle of poetic love letters it contains, and the association of these letters
with the historical romance between Margaret Douglas and Thomas Howard, that it
seems worth asking about the authenticity of these texts as true representations of
actual events. In my presentation I will explore the late-medieval tradition of literary
epistles and the perceptions of them during the early Renaissance to interrogate
whether these representations were perceived to be real or to be fabricated. I would
suggest that there is no “real” reason to assume that the letters in Devonshire are
anything more nor less than literary representations, and that they have as little or as
much reality as any other of the trappings of courtly love. Thus I would suggest that
these poetic letters are more Memorex than history, and unlikely to shatter glass at that.
JANINE ROGERS, MOUNT ALLISON UNIVERSITY
Compilatio and Communities: Poetry in Early Tudor Merchant Manuscripts
This paper will consider the role of poetry in the domestic book production in the
merchant communities of early Tudor England. Operating on the cusp of print
culture, and often incorporating handcopied versions of printed texts, manuscripts
made by individual Tudor merchants reflect the development of a communal class
ideology, or “bourgeois ethos.” This paper will consider the ways in which Tudor
merchants positioned popular literature alongside texts reflecting mercantile business
interests, so as to direct interpretation of the literature towards an ideology that would
reinforce their communal interests. I am interested in how the merchant compilations
employed poetry to express their communal identity, and in how their poetic
strategies differed from the strategies employed by the producers of other poetic
miscellanies, especially courtly miscellanies such as the Devonshire Manuscript.

Alvin

OPENINGS AND ENDINGS OF
SCHOLARLY BOOKS I: INTRODUCTIONS
(ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSION)
Sponsor: NEWBERRY LIBRARY CENTER FOR RENAISSANCE STUDIES
Organizer & Chair: CARLA ZECHER, THE NEWBERRY LIBRARY

JUDITH H. ANDERSON, INDIANA UNIVERSITY
JOSEPH LOEWENSTEIN, WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
MICHAEL C. SCHOENFELDT, UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
KATHERINE EGGERT, UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO, BOULDER
HELEN TARTAR, FORDHAM UNIVERSITY PRESS
How should a book be introduced, and how should it end? What relation(s) should
introductions and conclusions have to the body of the book as a whole? In the last
decade, perhaps more than in previous ones, these have been questions for both
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anxious writers and publishers of books, for bemused readers, and for that specialized
form of readership, reviewers of books. Introductions and conclusions raise all sorts
of theoretical, practical, professional, and political questions for novices and seasoned
veterans alike. In two complementary sessions, different panels of scholars and editors
will address these questions.

Edison

THOMAS MORE AND HIS CIRCLE II:
POETRY AND PRAYER. IN MEMORIAM
LOUIS L. MARTZ

Organizer: CLARE M. MURPHY, UNIVERSITÉ CATHOLIQUE DE L'OUEST
Chair: WILLIAM A. SESSIONS, GEORGIA STATE UNIVERSITY
Respondent: ANNE LAKE PRESCOTT, BARNARD COLLEGE
CLARE M. MURPHY, UNIVERSITÉ CATHOLIQUE DE L'OUEST
Personal Meditation in the Marginalia of Thomas More’s Psalter
Late in his life, More used a Book of Hours and a liturgical Psalter, both in Latin. In
the top and bottom margins of the former he composed “A Godly Meditation” and
in the side margins of the latter he wrote in a very fine pen about 150 Latin notes
related to the psalm verses. These notations in turn relate frequently to a Tower work,
A Dialogue of Comfort Against Tribulation. The psalms have comforted many a
prisoner, and four of the marginalia mention prison specifically. Six are contra turcas,
a disguise used in Comfort — which purports to have been written in Latin by a
Hungarian after the battle of Mohács — by those suffering under Henry VIII, “the
great Turk.” The most frequent notation seems to be demones, which may take the
form of individuals or of situations, particularly the temptation to capitulate in order
to save one’s life.
JEAN-FRANÇOIS COTTIER, UNIVERSITÉ DE NICE / UNIVERSITÉ DE MONTRÉAL
The Poetics of Prayer in Thomas More
Like his friend Erasmus, like Luther and many other leading figures of the sixteenth
century, More has left a not-insignificant number of prayers, thus enabling us to reach
the innermost recesses of his heart and soul. As the saying goes, lex orandi, lex credendi:
these texts give us a better understanding of their author’s faith. The focus of this paper,
however, is their poetics: my approach is more literary than theological. It examines the
tradition of the libelli recum, of the Books of Hours, and of the liturgy for their impact
on those compositions, and also the variations on the Lord’s Prayer and the use of Latin
and English. In the context of any study of the development of the spirituality of that
period all these questions find a specific echo in the works of More.

Winter Garden

POETICS IN THE SPANISH GOLDEN AGE

Sponsor: RENAISSANCE STUDIES CERTIFICATE PROGRAM, THE GRADUATE SCHOOL AND
UNIVERSITY CENTER, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK
Organizer: OTTAVIO DI CAMILLO,
THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, GRADUATE CENTER
Chair: CHRISTINA A. LEE, SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY
MARÍA LUISA CERRÓN PUGA, UNIVERSITÀ DI ROMA, “LA SAPIENZA”
Super flumina Babilonys: Biblical Poetry in the Spain of the Counterreformation
In a century torn by Christian dissension, poetic translations of the Bible’s sapiential
books was both a source of inspiration and a manifestation of poetic transcendence.
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The interpretation of the Scriptures, however, raised two questions: which version
was to be followed (the Hebrew, the Seventy, or the vulgata) and how should the word
of God be translated, ad sensum or ad litteram? Was the Bible a human model to
imitate or a divine text to comment, paraphrase, or even parody? Though religious
censorship sought to extirpate free vernacular translations of the Bible as well as
certain liberties taken by musicians and poets, a noticeable growth of tolerance began
to take roots under the Inquisitor Cardinal Quiroga. This new climate paved the way
for Fray Luis de León and Juan de la Cruz to reach new heights in poetic expression.
The psalm Super flumina Babilonys I have chosen to analyze provides a paradigmatic
illustration of the tensions existing in a multicultural society with different religious
traditions.
MARÍA JOSÉ VEGA, UNIVERSITAT AUTÒNOTIA DE BARCELONA
Haci una reescritura de la poética española del siglo XVI. Nuevos textos y géneros
La ponencia pretende replantear la interpretación de la poética española del siglo
XVI, indagando sus lugares textuales, o sus nichos discursivos, lo que permitiría
establecer un nuevo corpus sobre el que construir su historia. Propone, en particular,
atender a los tratados latinos de origine poesis que aparecen insertos en obras de otra
naturaleza (especialmente, en las que versan sobre la lengua y literatura hebreas), y a
los que podrían englobarse bajo la denominación común de censura poetarum,
insertos a su vez en obras de teología y jurisprudencia. La historia de la teoría literaria
utilizó el modelo filológico de la poética italiana para deescribir y juzgar la hispánica
y la europea: esto ha propiciado el olvido de las poéticas cristianas y de las que versan
sobre la lectura y sus efectos, por lo que un corpus relevante de artes y tratados de
poesía ha quedado fuera de la “historia oficial.” Esta ponencia propone una revisión
de los géneros de la teoría que propicie la reescritura de la historia de la crítica literaria
en la España del Renacimiento.
ISABEL LOZANO, DARTMOUTH COLLEGE
On the Nature of the Discourse in the Persiles of Cervantes
The nature of the discourse in the Persiles has not yet been explained in a satisfactory
manner. While in the Quixote scholars have relied on “parody” as a catch-all
explanation, in the Persiles they have never found an equivalent aesthetic category. For
this reason, the polarized interpretations of this novel have wavered between the
parodic and the serious reading. The categories thus far employed are clearly neither
unsuitable nor inclusive enough to solve its aesthetic problems. The concept of
parody, for example, as applied to the Quixote, has proven to be inadequate for
exploring other approaches for solving the Persiles’s aesthetic problems. Disciplines
such as music, biblical, and classical studies have used, among others, stylization and
variation, categories that are more suitable for analyzing Cervantes’s novel. They seem
indeed far more effective in explaining the wide range of discourse utterances in the
Persiles than the usual parody or apology used until now.

Brooks Atkinson

MAGIC AND THE MIND IN THE
ENGLISH RENAISSANCE

Organizer: TODD BUTLER, WASHINGTON STATE UNIVERSITY
Chair: DAVID HAWKES, LEHIGH UNIVERSITY
TODD BUTLER, WASHINGTON STATE UNIVERSITY
Charming the Spirits of the Night: Magicians and Politics in the Caroline Court Masque
English court masques present an ideal case for examining the critical interest in
aesthetics and power during the early modern period. Such an interest is particularly
pronounced in the less-studied masques of the Caroline era, which regularly present
magicians and sorcerers as symbols of the imagination’s power over both audiences
and kingdoms. Changes in the portrayal of these magicians parallel the increasing
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difficulties Charles I encountered in sustaining his own personal rule, providing a
staged representation of the challenges he would encounter, not only to his specific
policies, but also to the very mode of governance the masque presents. In three
successive masques, Tempe Restored, The Temple of Love, and Britannia Triumphans,
magicians become more confrontational, less easily reduced to obedience and, finally,
profoundly resistant to the monarch’s ability to control the imagination and images
that the masque relies upon.
SARAH E. WALL-RANDELL, HARVARD UNIVERSITY
Imogen’s Books: The Magic Book and the Dangers of Reading in Cymbeline and The Tempest
Shakespeare’s Cymbeline offers two contrasting images of a reader’s interaction with
the physical book: the domestic and domesticated vision of Imogen reading Ovid
before going to sleep, and the otherworldly spectacle of Posthumus awaking to find
that Jupiter has left a book with cryptic contents. Besides their proximity to night,
what is the relationship between these two versions of literate subjectivity, and how
are they both part of the early modern history of reading? I propose to set alongside
Cymbeline’s books the powerful, dangerous book of magic central to another play of
approximately the same moment in Shakespeare’s career, The Tempest. With
Prospero’s book, Imogen’s darkly prescient Ovid and Posthumus’s prophetic riddle
suggest that the late Shakespeare imagines the book, an object far greater than the
sum of its contents, as a point of contact with the supernatural; that, in a sense, every
book becomes a magic book.
JENNIFER B. LEWIN, UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY
Sleep and Shame in The Faerie Queene
Characters in Spenser’s epic romance rarely discover that falling asleep is a good idea.
In book one alone, sleeping characters remain unaware of their surroundings;
physically and mentally isolated, they are subsequently more susceptible to assault
than when awake. These effects are strikingly similar to the effects of the imagination.
Those found asleep are variously attacked by rival knights, exposed to erotic
attachments in dreams, and subjected to the evil forces of characters like Archimago,
who gain advantage by advising sleep while they stay awake, plot, and act. These
bodily vulnerabilities translate into a dangerous permeability of the mind, suggesting
that sleep becomes a highly pressured and morally ambiguous meeting-place of mind
and body. Instead of being a restorative, sleep thus reminds us of the aspects that form
the Spenserian hero but cannot be disciplined, always threatening to undo those
defined by their effects.

Chrysler

THE LANGUAGES OF THE ITALIAN
RENAISSANCE V: THE USES OF
ANTIQUITY IN CINQUECENTO
LITERATURE

Organizer: CHRISTOPHER S. CELENZA, MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY
Chair: VALERIA FINUCCI, DUKE UNIVERSITY
SUSAN GAYLARD, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY
Lessons from the Past: Cicero’s De Oratore in Castiglione’s Il libro del Cortegiano
Castiglione’s Cortegiano borrows language and motifs from its primary model,
Cicero’s De oratore, in order to convey a rhetorical and political message. Book four
of the Cortegiano opens with a lament for the deaths of three interlocutors.
Castiglione’s author-narrator then compares all of the dialogue’s interlocutors with
the Greek leaders who emerged from the Trojan horse. Both the elegy and the Trojan
horse image echo Cicero’s text. The death of Crassus in De oratore is a politicallycharged account that holds a lesson in tempered oratory for the readers of the
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Cortegiano. The lament for Crassus, silenced during an impassioned defense of the
state, parallels Castiglione’s lament for the vehement misogynist Gasparo. The
complexities of Castiglione’s fourth book are intensified by the Trojan horse image,
borrowed from De oratore’s comparison of the school of Isocrates with the Greek
leaders who came from the Trojan horse. Castiglione’s courtiers become analogous to
Isocrates’s school, famous for its professionalization of rhetoric.
DENNIS LOONEY, UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH
A Reconsideration of the Prefaces to Boiardo’s Translations for Ercole I
In this paper I will consider the introductory notes Boiardo appends to his
translations/adaptations of Cornelius Nepos’s De viris illustribus, Xenophon’s
Cyropedia, Ricobaldo’s Istoria Imperialis, and Herodotus’s Histories. I am interested in
identifying and discussing those passages where Boiardo refers directly, or alludes
indirectly, to the requirements or constraints his patron, the Duke of Ferrara, brings
to bear on his project of translation. I will also focus on those passages where he refers
generally to sources and method in an attempt to determine what the poet’s
translations reveal about his poetic craft, specifically his sense of narrative art.
J. CHRISTOPHER WARNER, LE MOYNE COLLEGE
Vergilian Latin vs. Lutheran Vernacularism: Vida’s Christiados and the Holy Roman Tongue
This paper examines Marco Vida’s epic Christiados in the context of sixteenth-century
Reformation and Counterreformation debates over the use of Latin and the
vernacular languages in church services and in the translation of the Bible. While
modern scholarship on the Christiados has been preoccupied with defining its
Vergilianism and tracing its descriptive details in Tasso and Milton, I stress Vida’s
endeavor to write an epic that defends the authority and traditions of the Church
against the attacks of the religious reformers. One of the more interesting dimensions
of this aim, as my paper details, is Vida’s uneasy enlisting of Vergil in extolling Latin’s
special claim over the vernacular languages as the medium of holy scripture and of
worship. The tensions within the poem that this enterprise generates, we discover, are
among those that Bartolomeo Botta explicitly strives to resolve in his 1569
commentary edition of the poem.

Park Avenue

RENAISSANCE EMPIRE III: ROME, SPAIN,
AND EUROPEAN TRANSFORMATIONS IN
THE NEW WORLD

Sponsor: RENAISSANCE STUDIES CERTIFICATE PROGRAM, THE GRADUATE SCHOOL AND
UNIVERSITY CENTER, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK

Organizer & Chair: MARTIN ELSKY, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK,
GRADUATE CENTER
WILLIAM STENHOUSE, YESHIVA UNIVERSITY
Classical Rome and Contemporary Empire in the Sixteenth Century: The Example of
Onofrio Panvinio
Scholars have often assumed that sixteenth-century humanists undertook research
into the history and institutions of the Roman Empire in a spirit of dispassionate
enquiry. It is true that these humanists built their imposing scholarly monuments by
evaluating and compiling ancient testimony, but, inevitably, they were also affected
by contemporary imperial practice. In turn, the Roman Empire offered a model for
understanding and building contemporary empires, in both the old world and the
new. In this paper I will explore some of the ways in which analyses of classical and
sixteenth-century empires were influenced by one another, looking particularly at the
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historian Onofrio Panvinio. Panvinio’s treatment of his subjects, and the ways he
promoted his work, provide an unusually explicit example of why a scholar argued
that the study of the Roman Empire was valuable, and of how he interpreted that
imperial system in the light of contemporary concerns.
MICHAEL GAUDIO, UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
Empire and Ornament
In 1590 the Flemish engraver Theodor de Bry published Thomas Harriot’s A briefe
and true report of the new found land of Virginia, a promotional tract designed to
encourage investment in Sir Walter Raleigh’s Roanoke colony. The Report, moreover,
was illustrated by de Bry with over twenty engravings of the “fashions of the people
in that parte of America now called Virginia.” Although de Bry was himself an
ornamental engraver, in the Report he seems to have banished ornament to the
margins — to the frontispiece, for instance, or to the borders of the page. The
seriousness of this imperial project, with its demand for meaningful content, would
seem to preclude the very possibility that the surface-play of ornament could play a
critical role in representing empire. This paper, however, will argue that the
apparently marginal ornamental imagery in the Report is in fact crucial to generating
meaning in this early expression of English colonial aspirations in the New World.
YUEN-GEN LIANG, PRINCETON UNIVERSITY
Family Structure, Identity, and Networks in the Construction of the Spanish Empire:
The Fernández de Córdoba Lineage (1506-34)
This paper looks at how a family’s intensive collaboration in the conquest,
administration, and formation of an early Spanish empire transformed its structure,
identity, and network of social relations. The Marquis of Comares and the Count of
Alcaudete, members of the Fernández de Córdoba lineage, served as military officers
in the conquests of Granada, North Africa, and Navarre, and subsequently as viceroys
in Pamplona and Oran. Coming from the “regional” sphere of Cordoba, these two
local individuals went on to lead international careers. Their mobility, the expansion
of their mental horizons, and their incorporation into empire-wide affairs made deep
imprints on their children’s reproduction patterns, career choices, and, ultimately, the
family’s identity. At the same time, the relatives and clients who assisted them in
governance represented a veritable network of personal ties, administrative activities,
and cross-territorial communications which forged an interrelated history for
seemingly disparate lands of the Spanish realm.
GLEN CARMAN, DE PAUL UNIVERSITY
Shifting Stances and Genres in Sepúlveda’s Democrates secundus and De orbe novo
In his Democrates secundus (ca. 1544), Juan Ginés de Sepúlveda’s most famous defense
of Spain’s wars of conquest, the author’s mouthpiece, Democrates, considers Cortés’s
victory over the Aztecs to be exemplary, because it “proves” European superiority over
a nation of “natural slaves.” Almost twenty years later, when Sepúlveda writes a
history of the conquest, De orbe novo (ca. 1562), he still tells a story of European
superiority but cannot seem to bring himself to characterize Cortés’s adversaries in
such stark, almost subhuman terms. Was it more difficult for Sepúlveda to defend
Spanish imperialism with the same categorical arguments once he left the safe
confines of philosophic dialogue and attempted to write a compelling narrative? This
study examines Sepúlveda’s later, more humanizing portrayal of the American
Indians, as it takes into account both the author’s shift in genre and the changing
context of the “just-war” debate between 1544 and 1562.
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GC C197

UNDER DURESS: FORCED LABOR IN
DUCAL FLORENCE
Chair: PATRICIA ALLERSTON,UNIVERSITY OF EDINBOROUGH

NICHOLAS TERPSTRA, VICTORIA COLLEGE, UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
Forced Labor or Charitable Assistance: Gender and Work Regimes in Charitable
Enclosures
Recent studies of workhouse labor have challenged earlier interpretations that drew
connections between the workhouse, the factory, and the prison, arguing that
workhouse inmates were too unskilled and too transient, and that workhouse
products were too difficult to market. Yet these studies have tended not to use gender
as a category of analysis, and do not consider the shelters for adolescent women that
emerged in the sixteenth century. Nor do they consider how the expanding silk
industry boosted demand for unskilled labor that could be performed by women in
large workshops, and so facilitated the operation of these charitable shelters, whose
wards were enclosed, trained, monitored, and promised payment in the form of
dowries. This paper looks at how some of the six shelters for young women, opened
in Florence from 1551 through 1618, functioned as factories for the silk industry,
with an emphasis on organization, administration, and remuneration.
SUZANNE BUTTERS, UNIVERSITY OF MANCHESTER
The Medici Dukes, Comandati, and Pratolino
Princes, lords, and republics had long obliged peasants in their territories to work on
public projects, so the fact that the Medici dukes commandeered contadini to work
on Tuscan fortifications, bridges, roads, and waterways comes as no surprise. On the
“White House” and “10 Downing Street” principle that state residences should be
considered public rather than private buildings (because they house government
offices as well as heads of state), it is perhaps logical to find that comandati were also
exploited in the construction of some Medici residences. However, their use by
Francesco I to help build his villa, garden, and artificial lake at Pratolino was viewed
as abusive. Focusing on this case, this paper will show how the dukes organized and
exploited forced labor on their building projects, examining the distinction between
public and private, and utilizing the accusation of abuse to give some idea of the limits
within which this employment practice could be viewed as tolerable.
DAVID C. ROSENTHAL, MONASH UNIVERSITY, MELBOURNE
“A Pious and Holy Enterprise”: Public Works and the State in Early Modern Florence
Towards the end of the sixteenth century, “public works” under the Medici dukes
underwent a major expansion. This paper shows how work schemes, especially river
work around Florence, were in part designed to soak up the urban unemployed as the
city’s textile economy decayed and ultimately transformed. These projects involved
forced labor, but at times were also pushed forward on the petition of the unemployed
themselves. They signaled the expansion of the state’s economic role and a shift in the
focus of charity from almsgiving to the provision of work, increasingly seen as an
agent of social and moral discipline. The paper will also explore how such work
schemes were thematised within the duchy’s civic spectacle, presented as embodying
ideas of the social contract, an ordered state, and a munificent prince.

GC C201

RENAISSANCE ART V

Chair: EDWARD OLSZEWSKI, CASE WESTERN RESERVE UNIVERSITY
HEATHER L. SALE HOLIAN, UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA, GREENSBORO
A Reevaluation of Bronzino’s Trip to Pesaro and the Development of Florentine
Mannerist Portraiture
In 1530 Bronzino left Florence for the Della Rovere court in Pesaro. His stay at that
illustrious center was one of the most influential events of the artist’s career, and,
subsequently, the history of Florentine portraiture. This study will examine the
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cultural environment Bronzino encountered at the Della Rovere court, the setting for
Castiglione’s Il Cortegiano, and its influence on the artist and his work. I will propose
that Bronzino’s firsthand experience with the employment of Il Cortegiano’s ideals at
Pesaro impacted the artist’s representation of his Florentine sitters following his
return. Bronzino’s Portrait of a Young Man, started before and finished after the artist’s
return, will provide a case study for his pre- and post-Pesaro approach to the sitter.
This paper will ultimately suggest that Bronzino’s change in style and
conceptualization of his subject was linked to his recent experience with Il Cortegiano.
KATHERINE M. MACDONALD, UNIVERSITY COLLEGE LONDON
Brantôme and Portraits
Literary portraits are a striking feature of both the Vies des dames illustres and the Vies
des grands capitaines by Brantôme, who delights in rendering pictorial details of
costume and physical appearance in his courtly biographies. Equally, Brantôme often
mentions graphic portraits, as well as coins and statues representing ancient
personalities. These references have an obvious documentary value for historians of
art and antiquarianism — Brantôme’s account of a visit by Catherine de’ Medici to
the studio of Corneille de Lyon is an important source for this portraitist. Less well
explored is the way in which descriptions of works of art constitute an intriguing
element in Brantôme’s technique of characterization in his biographies. Brantôme
uses the description of graphic portraits to reveal aspects of his subject’s psychology.
More generally, works of art assume a special functional status in Brantôme’s
biographical writings, as he describes the interaction between people and portraits,
which may elicit responses of jealousy or be used for moral admonition.

GC C202

NETWORKS OF ART AND PATRONAGE
IN RENAISSANCE ROME

Organizers: CAROL M. RICHARDSON, THE OPEN UNIVERSITY,
JILL BURKE, UNIVERSITY OF EDINBURGH

Chair: JOHN EASTON LAW, UNIVERSITY OF WALES, SWANSEA
CAROL M. RICHARDSON, THE OPEN UNIVERSITY
Juan de Torquemada’s Meditationes: Rome, Spain, and the Dominicans
Dominican Cardinal Juan de Torquemada fought for the reform of Dominican
monasteries of Castile and Rome. Torquemada’s Meditationes (1467), the first
illustrated printed book that Ulrich Hahn produced in Rome, used the imagery of the
cloister decorations at Santa Maria sopra Minerva in Rome (probably by Antoniazzo
Romano) as a reminder of Rome as the symbolic and actual hub of the Church. The
Meditationes represent a network of artistic, theological, monastic, and national
interests, all centered on Rome. This paper will explore how Juan de Torquemada
used his patronage of architecture, painting, and printing to sustain his reforming
zeal.
MEREDITH J. GILL, UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME
Rome as The City of God: The Augustinian Order before the Reformation
Before Giles of Viterbo became their Prior General in 1506, the Order of Augustinian
Hermits had been a spirited cultural presence at their mother-house in Rome. Long
embattled with the Canons over their claim to Augustine, the Order had also fostered
some of the most mercurial and original minds of the later Quattrocento. These
included the humanist Aurelio Brandolini (ca. 1454-97) and the ill-fated Prior
General Ambrogio Massari da Cori (1432-85), the author of a life of Augustine and
of panegyrics in his honor presented before the papal court. From this learned local
context arose a distinctly Augustinian theology that modeled the ideal city for artists
and architects and a symbolic vision of the Roman Church. These themes would bear
fruit in the reign of Julius II.
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JILL BURKE, UNIVERSITY OF EDINBURGH
Pursuing Patronage in Leo X’s Rome: Sebastiano del Piombo and the Sala di Costantino
Less than a week after the death of Raphael in April 1520, Sebastiano del Piombo
started his ultimately unsuccessful campaign to take over the dead artist’s last
commission, the decoration of the room in the Vatican now known as the Sala di
Costantino. For a number of years Sebastiano had suffered implicit and explicit
competition with his great artistic rival in Rome, and Raphael’s death must have
seemed like a golden opportunity for him to finally assert his (and his collaborator
Michelangelo’s) artistic primacy. Taking this episode as a case study, I will discuss the
methods Sebastiano employed to impress his potential patron: the networks of
patronage and friendship he called upon, and the criteria he used to assert his
superiority in painting to the garzoni di Raffaello, to shed light on the culture of
artistic patronage in Rome under Leo X.

GC C203

ARTISTIC RELATIONS BETWEEN ITALY
AND SPAIN IN THE SIXTEENTH AND
SEVENTEENTH CENTURIES I

Organizer & Chair: KELLEY HELMSTUTLER-DI DIO, UNIVERSITY OF VERMONT
SUSANNE KUBERSKY-PIREDDA, THE MEDICI ARCHIVE PROJECT
The Exchange of Works of Art and Luxury Goods between the Spanish and Tuscan
Courts in the Late Sixteenth Century
The subject of this paper will be the role of intermediaries in the exchange of goods
between the Spanish court and the Florentine Grand Ducal court of Francesco I de’
Medici (regent 1564-74, grand duke 1574-87). I will focus particularly on the
Spanish courtier Gonzalo de Liaño, also known as Gonzalillo, who acted as an
intermediary for Philip II and, during the 1580s, spent long periods in Italy in order
to acquire works of art and luxury items for Spain. On a number of occasions
Gonzalillo played a chief role in the exchange of gifts between the Tuscan and the
Spanish courts. Above all, he enjoyed a close relationship with King Felipe II and
Grand Duke Francesco I, developing over the years a particular friendship with the
latter. As an “art agent,” Gonzalillo is a precursor of the modern “art dealer,” and thus
of notable interest for the history of art.
SALVADOR SALORT-PONS, UNIVERSIDAD COMPLUTENSE DE MADRID
Luis de Haro, Diego Velázquez, and the Patronage of the Arts in Madrid: 1643-61
Patronage of the arts in Madrid during Felipe IV’s reign has been primarily studied
in regard to the Count Duke of Olivares’s government and his central role in the
construction of the Buen Retiro palace. The fall of Olivares in 1643 brought the rise
of the new favorite, Don Luis de Haro, Marqués del Carpio, who ruled Spain in more
prudent way than his predecessor. In this paper I will give an overview, with new
documentation, of the artistic activities in Madrid after the fall of Olivares, revealing
that the Spanish court lived a moment of artistic splendor guided by Don Luis de
Haro with the help of his son Gaspar and the king’s painter, Diego Velázquez. During
Carpio’s government Felipe IV’s collection of paintings and sculptures grew
significantly, and many artists from Italy came to Madrid to embellish the royal
residences and to amuse the king.
CINZIA BURSHILL-HALL, UNIVERSITÀ DI PISA
Sculpture for Madrid: A Florentine Widow and Her 1618 Stock in Trade
In 1618 Andrea Compagni died, leaving a pregnant wife with two very young
children. By his will she was entrusted with the family's business, a trade in luxury
fabrics and goods for the Spanish market. The paper will deal with a shipment of
sculpture that had been sent to Madrid before 1618. It consisted of full-length marble
statues of classical gods and Virtues, together with bas-reliefs, crucifixes, tabletops,
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and stone sculptures for use in gardens. These pieces were acquired from sculptors
active at Pratolino under Giambologna, but also at the auctions organized by the
Magistrato dei Pupilli. Through this case study it will be possible to outline the
mechanisms by which the trade was kept supplied in Florence, the ways in which the
goods were sold on the Spanish market, and the types of artworks that could be sold
to the Spanish elites.

GC C204

RENAISSANCE ART VI

Chair: DIANA GISOLFI, PRATT INSTITUTE, BROOKLYN AND VENICE
JULIA A. DELANCEY, TRUMAN STATE UNIVERSITY
Ranking Color: Pigment Sellers in Sixteenth- and Seventeenth-Century Renaissance
Venetian Society
Archival records indicate that Venetian entrepreneurs may have stood to accrue
considerable capital from the sale and, possibly, manufacture of pigments and other
coloring materials. While early research on the newly discovered profession of the
vendecolori (pigment sellers) has focused on the goods these men (and sometimes
women) sold, we know little about the role they and their merchandise would have
played in the wider Venetian social and economic worlds. Using records of shop
location, stock, and capital, this paper places these vendecolori within these structures
and, in so doing, expands our knowledge of Venetian material culture and of their
profession central to Venetian artists and artisans. At the same time, it has the
potential to sharpen our understanding of the goods they sold and the objects in
which those goods played a central role.
HELENA K. SZEPE, UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA
Fathers and Sons in Sixteenth-Century Venetian Manuscript Illumination
It has often been remarked that Cinquecento group family portraits of Venetian
patricians, such as Titian’s Portrait of the Vendramin Family, typically depict male
members of the family exclusively, and thereby reflect the determining role of
patrilineage in access to the oligarchy. Such monumental paintings were part of a
larger complex of visual and textual strategies increasingly employed by patricians to
promote the family, its lineage, and its achievements. This paper further explores the
Venetian construction of patrician masculinity by examining the virtually unstudied
memorialization by patrician fathers of their sons (and vice-versa) in the miniatures
of certain Venetian civic manuscripts. The miniatures will be discussed in relation to
the known biographies of the sitters, to other visual and textual monuments funded
by the patrons, and in terms of the changing status of the patriciate.
ELLEN KONOWITZ, THE STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, NEW PALTZ
The Image of the Heart in Hugo van der Goes’s Portnari Altarpiece and Geertgen tot Sint
Jans’s Night Nativity
This paper examines Mary’s gesture in two fifteenth-century Nativity scenes: Hugo
van der Goes’s Portinari Altarpiece and Geertgen tot Sint Jans’s Night Nativity. In
both, Mary folds her hands into a distinctive heart shape as she adores her child. The
Virgin’s gesture refers to Luke’s Nativity account: “And when [the shepherds] saw [the
babe] they made known the saying which had been told them concerning this child
. . . But Mary kept all these things, pondering them in her heart” (Luke 2:25-35).
Mary’s hands reveal her thoughts: she ruminates on her son’s sacrifice. Both Hugo and
Geertgen show Mary as the Virgin of Sorrows, her heart pierced with pain, by
saturating the paintings with motifs such as the iris, known as the “sword lily.”
Through various devices, both artists exhort the viewer to join Mary in her thoughts.
This paper will explore how these paintings’ emphasis on personal contemplation
finds parallels in the Mass and in the Devotio Moderna movement.
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EMILY A. MOERER, CHAPMAN UNIVERSITY
The Visual Hagiography of a Stigmatic Saint: The Drawings of Saint Catherine of Siena
in the Libellus de Supplemento
The Libellus de Supplemento contains the earliest surviving cycle of images depicting
the life of Saint Catherine of Siena.Written in Venice in the early fifteenth century,
it was intended to elucidate Catherine’s life in order to argue for her canonization, the
early process of which coincided with the production of this manuscript. Nine of the
forty-two drawings depict Catherine, and the remaining images illustrate other saints
all depicted in acts of prayer, penance, and vision. Several of the drawings pair
Catherine with established saints in common events from their lives: this visual
analogy both constructs the iconography of Catherine’s life and creates a typology of
sainthood that argues for her sanctity. The series culminates in four drawings of the
stigmatization, the touchstone of Catherine’s cult; ultimately the text and the
accompanying images construct a textual and visual typology of sainthood for
Catherine: that of a stigmatic saint.

GC C205

NEW TECHNOLOGIES AND
RENAISSANCE STUDIES V: EARLY
MUSIC, HYPERTEXT, AND IMAGE

Organizers: WILLIAM R. BOWEN, VICTORIA COLLEGE, UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
RAYMOND G. SIEMENS, MALASPINA UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
Chair: RICHARD CUNNINGHAM, ACADIA UNIVERSITY
DANIELLE TRUDEAU, SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY
A Copyright-Cleared Image Resource for Renaissance Studies, worldart.sjsu.edu
Worldart is an online image database, which contains some 30,000 images — almost
10,000 early modern, 6000 Medieval, and 5000 ancient — that can be freely used for
nonprofit purposes. The Late-Medieval and Renaissance sections are particularly
rich. The images are organized into over one hundred portfolios on topics ranging
from art historical styles, political and social history, and cultural interactions, to
images of music, dance, theater, explorations, religion, warfare, and various aspects of
material culture. The collection can be searched by keyword, artist, nationality,
period, style, date, and any word from a title. Using this great wealth of images,
scholars and teachers can download images and their records or create their own
portfolios on-line for student access or use in classrooms. Part of the collaborative
California State University IMAGE Project, Worldart is directed by Kathleen Cohen.
SUSAN FORSCHER WEISS, PEABODY INSTITUTE
ICHIRO FUJINAGA, MCGILL UNIVERSITY
From Manuscript to Printing Press to Computer Chip: Studying Early Music in Digital
Format (or Into the Twenty-First Century)
In 1996, in an effort to encourage use of newer technologies, the Provost of the Johns
Hopkins University sponsored a mini-grant program to develop electronic and
distance education. Our planned project for this program was to produce a
CD-ROM based multimedia-learning environment to enrich and supplement the
study of early music, integrating this subject with other disciplines such as art, history,
language, and culture. In that initial project — which was extremely well
received — we incorporated audio and video performances by Peabody
Conservatory musicians, digitized images of musical scores and paintings, and wellwritten and researched texts. Since that time we have been engaged in other projects,
utilizing advances in technologies, feedback from students, colleagues, professional
musicians, and scholars from other institutions. This paper will present both an
eight-year retrospective of computer applications in the study of early music and
some trends and predictions for the future.
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JOHN OTTENHOFF, ALMA COLLEGE
Hypertext, Intertext, Useful Text? Anne Lock and Psalm 51: An Experiment in
Intertextuality
I present my site “Anne Lock and Psalm 51: An Experiment in Intertextuality”
(http://www.newmedia.alma.edu/ottenhoff/psalm51/). Lock’s “A Meditation Of A
Penitent Sinner: Written in Maner Of A Paraphrase upon the 51. Psalme of David”
was published in 1560, appended to her translation of four sermons by John Calvin.
Lock's “Meditation,” a sequence of twenty-six sonnets, has only recently been
recognized as an important early modern text — as the first sonnet sequence in
English, as an example of women’s literary achievement, and as a strong example of
a particular literary form, the psalm meditation. My site examines Lock’s work within
an intertextual and hypertextual environment.
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PREACHING, RHETORIC, AND ART IN
RENAISSANCE FLORENCE
Organizers: PETER HOWARD, MONASH UNIVERSITY,

JOHN J. MARTIN, TRINITY UNIVERSITY,
DAVID SPENCER PETERSON, WASHINGTON & LEE UNIVERSITY
Chair: DAVID SPENCER PETERSON, WASHINGTON & LEE UNIVERSITY
NIRIT BEN-ARYEH DEBBY, BEN-GURION UNIVERSITY
Censorship and Propaganda: The Conceptions and Usages of Art by Radical Religious
Movements in the Italian Renaissance
This paper explores the relationships between religion and art in radical religious
movements during the Italian Renaissance. I will focus on conceptions of art and its
usages among radical groups, especially the reform movements of the mendicant
friars (Osservanza), and will discuss their conceptions of aesthetics and the place of art
within their general program for conversion. On the one hand, these movements
were critical toward art, its corruption, and its immorality. On the other hand, they
used art as a tool for religious propaganda and as a means of persuading for
conversion. These movements developed special types of artworks in order to
disseminate their religious ideals. Some of the attempts of the mendicant friars to
control art failed. Local tradition and popular habits sometimes overcame
ecclesiastical concerns. One example is the continuation of certain types of
iconography in Florence despite the attempts of the Dominican archbishop
Antoninus Pierozzi to censor these artistic traditions.
M. MICHELE MULCHAHEY, UNIVERSITY OF ST ANDREWS, SCOTLAND
Jacopo Passavanti’s Lo Specchio di vera penitenza: Mirror of the Pulpit in Medieval Florence?
Jacopo Passavanti’s Lo Specchio di vera penitenza is considered an evocative record of
the preaching Passavanti presented in Florence during the Lenten season of 1354 that
has earned him comparison with Boccaccio and Dante. The point of departure here
is a reappraisal of the Specchio in light of some new findings. First, it will be shown
that the Specchio di vera penitenza is not quite the mirror of Passavanti’s live preaching
that it has always been thought to be, drawing its framework instead from a wellknown Dominican confessor manual. Secondly, the newly recovered “Latin
Specchio” — Passavanti’s long-lost Latin redaction of his text — will be presented.
Discovered in a manuscript in Florence, this text is unmistakably Passavsnti’s attempt
to treat in Latin, and in greater doctrinal detail, the same ideas that are embodied in
the vernacular Specchio. As such, it provides an important illustration of how one
Dominican friar modulated his presentation for different audiences.
PETER HOWARD, MONASH UNIVERSITY
Preacher, Painter, and Sermon Aids
Some decades ago, Michael Baxandall noted perceptively how sermons were very
much a part of the painter’s circumstances and how preacher and picture both took
notice of each other. This paper explores the way in which this process of “taking
notice” occurred, and how both preacher and artist in Renaissance Italy drew on
common resources and cultural understandings. It argues that both painter and artist
were committed rhetorically to communicate to the crowd: just as the preacher
adapted his discourse and his way of reasoning to circumstances, so too did the artist.
Particular references will be made to the way in which exempla functioned in both
preaching and pictorial discourse. The paper will draw on Dominican writers and
preachers in Quattrocento Florence, the work of Masaccio in the Church of the
Carmine in Florence, and Botticelli’s contribution to the Sistine Chapel in the Vatican
in order to show just how indebted the painter was to the culture of preaching.
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TRANSFIGURING OVID IN EARLY
MODERN ENGLAND

Organizer: HEATHER JAMES, UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
Chair: LYNN ENTERLINE,VANDERBILT UNIVERSITY
HEATHER JAMES, UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
Envy, Defamation, and the Career of Ovid in Jonson’s Poetaster
This paper examines the ambivalence in Jonson’s Poetaster, or the Arraignment about
placing poetry on trial. Although the play is often taken to express Jonson’s own
judgment about true poetry and true poets, Poetaster reveals how susceptible even the
highest authorities are to corrupted judgment. Simultaneously, he shows that
censored and condemned poems furnish the means to understand the historical
shape of judgments, both legal and aesthetic. The paper is generally concerned with
Jonson’s use of imitation, and particularly the poetic career of Ovid — from the early
toying genres to the poetry of exile — to represent history and compose his drama.
MAGGIE KILGOUR, MCGILL UNIVERSITY
Exile, Envy, and Creativity in Ovid and Milton
In his last writings Ovid complained that his talents degenerated in exile. Recent
critics have shown, however, that far from being a weak deviation from his previous
work, the final poetry provides a retrospective on Ovid’s entire career, a rewriting of
his past work so that it becomes a continuous exploration of the relation between the
condition of exile and the production of poetry. Moreover, in the final letter,
especially Ex Ponto IV.16, the poet considers the relation of his situation to the figure
of Envy, personified in Metamorphoses II.760ff, and the explicit enemy of the artist
in Amores I.15. In this paper I examine Milton’s invidious Satan and the narrator of
Paradise Lost as alternative versions of Ovid’s portrait of the poet in exile. Milton uses
Ovid to examine the sources and meaning of his own creative energies and the shape
of his own poetic career.
DYMPNA C. CALLAGHAN, SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY
Reforming Ovid: The Fate of Ovidian Poetry in Early Modern England
The goal of this paper is to explore the contradiction between post-Reformation
religious zeal (Catholic as well as Protestant) and the Ovidian dimension of early
modern letters, paying particular attention to those readers and writers whose reading
practices and career trajectories were involved in both. How did the culture
understand — sort, sift, absorb, and reject — the contradictions that are comic to
Middleton, apparently unremarkable to Clifford, and totally inscrutable in the case
of Golding? The answers to these questions, I will argue, are key to ascertaining the
status and function of literature in early modern England.

Majestic

THE BURLESQUE AND GROTESQUE IN
EARLY MODERN SOCIETY II: IN/ON
THE TEXTUAL MARGINS

Organizer & Chair: DOMENICO ZANRÈ, UNIVERSITY OF GLASGOW
MARIANNA D. BIRNBAUM, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, LOS ANGELES
Jews in the Foliage
Apes have been used in art for more than a thousand years as inferior “doubles” of
humans. In the Judeo-Christian tradition, beasts played an important role. Monkeys,
in particular, often appear in the foliage of woodcuts and printings. During the
Renaissance, apes were frequently depicted doing secular jobs. In some late-medieval
illustrations, they pretend to act as priests, celebrating mass, and so on. Christian
anti-Jewish fantasy found a special role for monkeys and apes. A creature unclean and
subhuman — naturae degenerantis homo since not humanized by baptism — the
monkey becomes the devil and/or the Jew. For example, Cosimo Tura’s Pietá shows
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a monkey on a tree behind the Virgin and Christ. In my paper I shall show the
consistency of such symbolism in representations in which monkeys appear in the
border illustrations of illuminated manuscripts.
ANTHONY K. CASSELL, UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS, URBANA/CHAMPAIGN
Ariosto’s Ass-Eared Python: Orlando furioso 26:30-53
Ludovico Ariosto and his Orlando furioso were so beloved that the Italian
commentators just before, during, and after the Council of Trent sought to palliate
any topic or any reference that they believed could arouse the interest of censors and
bowdlerizers. Only in 1580 was the poem put on a version of the Index, in Portugal.
As a consequence, many of the allegorizing commentaries miss Ariosto’s ironical or
moral point entirely, and sound as though they were penned by prim, religious fatherconfessor schoolmasters. Unfortunately, much of this type of commentary has
persisted, often unquestioned, into the twentieth and twenty-first century, with the
latest editors repeating verbatim erroneous exegeses from the mid-1550s. I show that
the latest editorial comments on canto twenty-six of the Orlando furioso are vivid
examples of such persistent misinterpretation, and of a kind that can often be
unintentionally comical.
NANCY CANEPA, DARTMOUTH COLLEGE
The Disenchantment of Tradition: Basile and the Grotesque
Lo cunto de li cunti (1634-36), written by the Neapolitan courtier and man of letters
Giambattista Basile, was the first integral collection of literary fairy tales in Western
Europe, and one of the most suggestive expressions of the Baroque. It constituted
both a culmination of the erudite interest in popular and folk traditions that
permeated the Renaissance and an effervescent rewriting of its jocose, or
“anticlassicist,” tradition. Seventeenth-century culture saw a reshaping of canonical
genres and languages and the experimentation with new ones. Hybridizing play
characterizes Lo cunto, both in the choice of a nonstandard dialect (Neapolitan) as
literary language, as well as in the strategies of deformation at work in Basile’s use of
metaphor (especially with regard to the Petrarchan tradition). So Basile also “invents”
a new literary genre, the fairy tale, at the same time as he effects a grotesque
revisioning of the novella tradition.

Broadhurst

TEXT AND IMAGE IN FOXE’S BOOK OF
MARTYRS

Sponsor: RENAISSANCE ENGLISH TEXT SOCIETY
Organizer: JOHN N. KING, THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY
Chair: CAROLYN KENT, RENAISSANCE ENGLISH TEXT SOCIETY
MARGARET ASTON, CASTLE HOUSE
Heretics, Martyrs, Murderers: Text and Context of Foxe’s Images
The aim of this paper is to look at the genesis and reception of the smallest and most
iconic of woodcuts in the Acts and Monuments: the figures of martyrs in the fire. To
understand the effect of these images it is necessary to give some consideration to
earlier iconography of saints, since the question arises of the novelty of such
depictions of martyrdom. Assessing the impact of the woodcuts on contemporaries
is necessarily problematic, but needs to take account of the secular contexts into
which the imagery was taken from the pages of the book. Murderers as well as martyrs
were portrayed in the flames, and it may be instructive to see how the iconography
of Foxe’s great work moved into perhaps unexpected areas.
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JOHN N. KING, THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY
Reading Woodcuts as Texts and Texts in Woodcuts in Foxe’s Book of Martyrs
This paper scrutinizes the interplay between text and image in Foxe’s Book of Martyrs.
It examines ways in which scores of woodcuts function as illustrations for significant
moments in martyrological narratives. Written texts also comment upon pictures
designed to illustrate them. Many of the large narrative woodcuts and some of the
small non-narrative ones feature banderoles that contain the dying words of martyrs.
Handwritten inscriptions of last words suggest that readers expected to encounter a
dynamic interchange between pictures and texts. Study of these woodcuts
demonstrates how early modern English print culture remained in touch with the
preexisting culture of images.
DEBORAH G. BURKS, THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY, LIMA CAMPUS
Watching Women in the Acts and Monuments
This paper consists of the use of woodcuts in John Foxe’s Acts and Monuments to
represent women not only as martyrs, but also as mourners, worshippers, spectators
at executions, and as followers of particular Protestant leaders. Woodcuts focus the
attention of both artist and reader on women as both seeing subjects and visual
objects. The text achieves a variety of effects through its illustrations of women,
sometimes coaxing the reader to identify with the female figures, sometimes asking
pity for them, and sometimes urging admiration. This paper will explore the strategic
inclusion of women in several of the narrative woodcuts (Rose Allin and her mother,
for instance) and in the illustrations of large crowds, then focus on the pair of
woodcuts illustrating Thomas Bilney’s martyrdom, one of them a reworking of the
popular “bolster lecture” theme, the other a variation of the motif of the Protestant
worshipper attentive to biblical preaching.

Belasco

CULTURAL HISTORIES OF THE
EMOTIONS IN EARLY MODERN
ENGLAND

Organizer & Chair: LAURIE ELLINGHAUSEN, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SANTA BARBARA
BERNARD CAPP, UNIVERSITY OF WARWICK
Jesus Wept but did the Englishman? Masculinity and the Display of Emotion in Early
Modern England
The association of respectable masculinity with self-control, most familiar in a
nineteenth-century context, goes back to the early modern period (and earlier). In
particular, it was a commonplace that tears were “womanish” or “childish,” and that
men, however strongly moved, could and should maintain control over the outward
display of their emotions. But this “commonplace” has never been interrogated, and
the cultural significance of male tears was in fact far more complex. Men did weep,
both in private and public — including such unlikely figures as Oliver Cromwell,
Major-General Fleetwood, and, allegedly, Charles II. What sort of men, in what sort
of circumstances, gave way to tears? And how could the sense of tears as a
commendable expression of religious emotion or marital/paternal/filial love be
reconciled to conventional ideas on masculinity, toughness, and repression? This
paper explores the phenomenon and contemporary responses to it by drawing on
personal, literary, and public records.
KRISTIN LUCAS, MCGILL UNIVERSITY
Emotion, Narrative, and Religious Instruction
Drawing on Martha Nussbaum’s argument that emotions are taught through stories,
I examine the narrative-emotive content of religious instruction. Focusing primarily
on the homilies and the Book of Common Prayer, I analyze moments when the
instructive mode gives way to the narrative mode. In the Homily Against Disobedience,
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for example, the individual is briefly placed within a fleshed-out history of family and
community, and within that narrative moment is an appeal to the emotion — any act
of rebellion not only “shames” the individual, but his parents and future children as
well. I argue that the strength of such shifts is that they ask the individual to place
himself within a life-story and to “make real” the consequences of his actions. In
demonstrating connections between narrative, emotion, and their utilization to
create a sense of social cohesion, my paper contributes to the emerging literaryhistorical interest in the idea of community.
ROBERT G. DIMIT, NEW YORK UNIVERSITY
Reframing the History of the Emotions in Early Modern England: Humors or Passions?
For at least the last half-century scholars of English literature have relied almost
exclusively on humoral theory as their guide to early modern conceptions of emotion.
In this paper I suggest that we might better understand literary representations of
emotion from that period if we relied equally on the theory of the passions. While the
humoral-medical-physiological conceptual system was then seen as contiguous with
the passional-ethical-mental conceptual system, the larger system of which they were
parts has since been dismembered according to late modern categories of knowledge.
Drawing on treatises by Timothy Bright (1586), Thomas Wright (1601), John
Downame (1616), and Robert Burton (1621), I show the interconnectedness of these
bodies of theory and suggest ways that religious understandings of the passions might
offer a useful starting point for literary and cultural scholarship. Finally, I offer analyses
informed by passional theory of passages from Hamlet and The Maid’s Tragedy.

Booth

HEBREW AND ARABIC SOURCES FOR
HUMANISM II
Organizer: VALERY REES, SCHOOL OF ECONOMIC SCIENCE, LONDON
Chair: KENNETH STOW, UNIVERSITY OF HAIFA

DANIEL KOKIN, HARVARD UNIVERSITY
Sacra Spiratio (Holy Breath): Christian Hebraists on the Hebrew Aspirate Letters
Recounting his struggle to learn Hebrew, Jerome tells of his difficulties in mastering
“hissing, breath-demanding words.” By contrast, for Egidio da Viterbo the
“breathing” quality of Hebrew constituted a sine qua non of its divine status. Indeed,
he views the three supposed aspirate letters in the Hebrew language as an indication
of the Trinity. Focusing on his Libellus de Litteris Hebraicis, a work which treats the
mystical meaning of the Hebrew letters, this paper will explore Egidio’s use and
adaptation of Jewish sources on these particular aspirate letters. It will then proceed
to consider parallels in the work of other Renaissance Christian Hebraists. In
conclusion, the paper will elucidate the reasons for this special interest in aspiration,
suggesting that the focus on breath offered a way to represent Hebrew in a more
spiritual manner. This offered potential justification for Christians engaged in the
controversial study of Hebrew and Jewish texts.
THOMAS BURMAN, UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE
Egidio da Viterbo’s Bilingual Qur’an Edition and Medieval Christian Qur’an Reading
Egidio da Viterbo, alongside his study of Kabbalah and Hebrew learning generally,
also had interests in Islam and its holy book. The new translation of the Qur’an that
he commissioned survives, but only in two manuscripts, neither of which preserves
this project in its original form. Enough internal and external evidence survives,
however, that we can reconstruct a great deal of what this Qur’an edition looked like.
It was a bilingual edition very much in the mould of the contemporary polyglot
Bibles, containing Arabic text in both Arabic and Roman characters, a new Latin
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translation, and a remarkably learned set of notes based directly on Muslim Qur’an
commentators who are mentioned by name. I will argue that this project
demonstrates both remarkable innovations in European Qur’an reading (in its layout
especially) and surprising continuities as well (in its reliance on Islamic exegetical
tradition and its undercurrent of Christian apologetic).
MARC DERAMAIX, INSTITUT UNIVERSITAIRE DE FRANCE, PARIS
Vox Sirenum: Giles of Viterbo, Jacopo Sannazaro, and the Christian Kabbalah.
This paper addresses the literary and spiritual friendship between the Neapolitan poet
Jacopo Sannazaro and Giles of Viterbo, to whom he owed his religious Latin Muse
and his expectation of renovatio temporum so widely hoped for around 1512-13.
Sannazaro shifted, between 1513-18, from a mere Christias (ca.1512), centered on
the Passion and the Resurrection and influenced by Giles’ Eclogues, to the De partu
Virginis, eventually published in 1526, of which the Christias forms part one. A study
of Giles’s Historia viginti saeculorum (ca.1513-17, unpublished) and also of his
Scechina (ca. 1528-30, published in 1959) shows that its theology of history, derived
from the sefirotic structure typical of kabbalah, exerted a deep influence on De partu
Virginis as regards composition and signification — a strong response which may also
be traced in details of Sannazaro’s masterpiece, testimony to the contemporary call for
renovatio.

Imperial

SHAKESPEAREAN DAMAGE CONTROL:
AMAZONS, NUNS, AND PLAGUES

Sponsor: RENAISSANCE STUDIES CERTIFICATE PROGRAM, THE GRADUATE SCHOOL AND
UNIVERSITY CENTER, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK

Organizer: ELIZABETH A. MAZZOLA, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, CITY COLLEGE
Chair: ELLEN BELTON,THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, BROOKLYN COLLEGE
Respondent: PAUL OPPENHEIMER, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, GRADUATE CENTER
CHRISTOPHER IVIC, STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, POTSDAM
Female Rule in 3 Henry VI
This paper explores the representation of female rule in Shakespeare’s 3 Henry VI. It
reads the play in relation to early modern discourse on female rule and, especially, to
Queen Elizabeth. The discourse given and received by Margaret provides a wonderful
opportunity to acknowledge both the variety of discourse on female power in
Elizabethan England and the ways in which Shakespeare’s play internalizes and
interrogates this discourse.
ELIZABETH A. MAZZOLA, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, CITY COLLEGE
“If you be more, you’re none”: Shakespeare, Behn, and the Figure of the Nun in Early
Modern England
This paper examines the changing iconography of the nun in early modern England
by exploring the ways Aphra Behn redraws Shakespeare’s Isabella in her 1668 novella
The History of the Nun. Although Shakespeare and Behn both employ the topos of the
desiring nun, drawing on an odd Reformation mix of Italian romance and Protestant
satire to shape the pictures of the nun as at once a beautiful maiden and frightening
witch, simultaneously sacred and erotic, Behn’s Isabella leaves the convent, murders
two husbands, and is finally executed for her crimes. I argue that Shakespeare and
Behn’s portraits, ironic in their presentation of the possibilities of convent life, also
suggest what kinds of restrictions unmarried women would be placed under in later
centuries.
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ERNEST GILMAN, NEW YORK UNIVERSITY
Shakespeare and the Plague
In Shakespeare’s England the plague was, as we say of such catastrophes, “unspeakable”
in its devastation. Yet it was also a form of speech, literally, as divines would observe,
in the sense that the Hebrew root for “pestilence” [øáã] is the same as that for “word.”
Plague carries an intention, however inscrutable, that needs to be spoken for,
represented, and interpreted. The impact of the plague on London theatrical life is
well attested. Here I consider infiltration of plague into plays as language, beginning
with Iago’s infectious desire to “pour this pestilence” of jealousy into Othello’s ear.

Lyceum

MARGARET CAVENDISH AND THE
PROBLEMS OF SELF-EXPRESSION
Organizer: MARY ELLEN LAMB, SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
Chair: MARY TRULL, MACALESTER COLLEGE

PAMELA S. HAMMONS, UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI
Margaret Cavendish and the Gendered Imagination of Property
This paper contrasts Margaret Cavendish’s depictions of Newcastle property to
patronage poems to highlight Cavendish’s representations of gender in relation to
familial property. It explores Cavendish’s innovative poetic strategies for negotiating
early modern women’s vexed relationship to property ownership. Richard Flecknoe,
in “On the Duchess of Newcastle’s Closet,” exposes Renaissance assumptions about
a high-ranking woman’s relation to dwelling space and personal property. His portrait
suggests that her closet is a cell for private, self-subjugated communion with God. Yet
the poetic speaker also implies that its contents do not fit traditional expectations for
a woman’s closet: instead of possessions signifying female vanity, he finds books,
which point to masculine ownership. His poem renders the status of those books
ambiguous because they exist simultaneously in Cavendish’s mind and closet.
Flecknoe’s portrait of the relationship between Cavendish and her personal domestic
space and possessions blurs the line between her and those objects.
JAMES B. FITZMAURICE, NORTHERN ARIZONA UNIVERSITY
Margaret Cavendish and the Attack on St. John’s Abbey in 1642
Margaret Cavendish’s autobiography A True Relation (1656) deals with various aspects
of her life during the English Civil Wars. This presentation will explore what was
publicly known from printed sources before the appearance of A True Relation and will
look at one event in detail: the plunder of St. John’s Abbey (her home) in 1642. I find
that Cavendish felt that it was reasonable to discuss theft and destruction of property
in her autobiography but ignoble to dwell on what Clarendon later called
“indignities,” such as when her family and perhaps she, herself, were housed in the
Colchester jail in order to be protected from an angry mob. Her repeated references
to the natural dignity of her mother are designed to fit in with her readers’ prior
knowledge about that plunder. Cavendish hoped readers to conclude, without her
saying so directly, that her family generally suffered nobly and with dignity.
KATE LILLEY, UNIVERSITY OF SYDNEY
Cavendish Incognita
Cavendish advances the case for writing as the preserver of evanescent thought and
the durability of the book as the protection of writing and the authoress’ name. She
was also, however, drawn to the prophylactic use of modes of allegorical disguise in
her books and in her life. This paper explores Cavendish’s paradoxical negotiations of
the interlining of literal and figurative, or primary and secondary, meanings,
especially in relation to questions of genre.
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HOMOSOCIALITY IN EARLY MODERN
CULTURE

Sponsor: PH.D. PROGRAM IN FRENCH, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK,
GRADUATE CENTER

Organizers: FRANCESCA CANADÉ SAUTMAN, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK,
GRADUATE CENTER & HUNTER COLLEGE,
DOMNA STANTON, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, GRADUATE CENTER
Chair & Respondent: EDITH J. BENKOV, SAN DIEGO STATE UNIVERSITY
FRANCESCA CANADÉ SAUTMAN, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, GRADUATE
CENTER AND HUNTER COLLEGE
Secrets of the Queen’s Chambers: The French Medici Queens and their Ladies in Waiting
As Salic Law barred the access of women to the French throne, royal consorts
dissatisfied with ceremonial roles devised their own mechanisms to regain power.
Two such queens were Medici women, Catherine (1519-89, fl. 1560-89) and Mary,
consort of Henry IV. Their political careers show that homosocial bonds between
French queens, as consorts, regents, and mothers, and vast networks of noble female
friends and ladies-in-waiting were versatile, complex, and effective tools in
negotiating difficult decisions and establishing political control. A homoaffective
dimension of this bond has been suggested between Mary de Medicis and her
confidante Leonora Galigai by her very contemporaries, and did not prevent Galigai’s
execution and Mary’s political rout. Yet, arguing that the political impact of
homosociality among royal and noble women mediated its transgressive potential,
the paper focuses on the apparently more normative career of Catherine of Medicis
and her uses of female influence and connections.
LEWIS SEIFERT, BROWN UNIVERSITY
The Honnête Homme between Heterosocial Pleasure and Homosocial Exchange
Few figures of seventeenth-century French culture are as well known as the honnête
homme. Yet, he has garnered little critical attention as a gendered construct. Focusing
on the writings of Antoine Gombaud de Méré, this paper will argue that the honnête
homme (like honnête masculinity) is produced by tensions between heterosocial and
homosocial relations. The honnête homme must frequent women so as to acquire and
practice their art of pleasing. However, as he seeks to imitate their refinement he must
also maintain a difference from them. Through his powers of perception, he asserts
dominance over women. But it is truly over men that he strives to prove his
superiority. Homosocial rivalry, concealed as — and mediated through — the art of
pleasing inspired by women, is thus the most effective means of displaying the
qualities of the honnête ideal. In the end, the honnête homme attempts to channel
heterosocial pleasure into the service of homosocial exchange.

Music Box

PERFORMING “WITCHCRAFT” IN EARLY
MODERN ENGLAND

Organizer: SARAH F. WILLIAMS, NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY
Chair: LINDA PHYLLIS AUSTERN, NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY
Respondent: MICHAEL WITMORE, CARNEIGE MELLON UNIVERSSITY
SARAH F. WILLIAMS, NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY
“Damnable Practises”: The Sounds and Performance of Witchcraft in Early Modern
England
The historical, religious, philosophical, dramatic, and even linguistic phenomena of
witchcraft have been explored by scholars for decades; however, the musical
languages — that is, the dimension of sound in the performance of witchcraft — have
yet to be studied in earnest. Through a categorical examination of balladry, incidental
theatre music, and dramatic works, I will elucidate how early modern musicians and
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authors outline the acoustic qualities and characteristics of the performance of
witches and their sonic acts. I will focus on two specific sounds of witchcraft in the
present study. The first category is the literary descriptions of witches’ voices engaged
in noninstrumental, pre-rational sounds; the second sound category is instrumental
representation of these sounds in cacophonous and infernal music used to
accompany incantations and the actual workings of spells on the English stage.
Through the marriage of these literary and performing arts, one can see how early
modern musicians and authors used specific rhetorical, tonal, poetic, and gestural
language to convey the workings of witchcraft.
KIRILKA S. STAVREVA, CORNELL COLLEGE
After Witchspeak: The Injurious Speech of Early Quaker Women
In the eyes of most of their contemporaries, early Quakers undermined the precarious
social order of mid-seventeenth-century England through preaching in highly public
sites — streets, marketplaces, churches, fields, and prisons. Royalist pamphleteers,
Puritan and Catholic theocrats, members of other English radical sects, and even
some of the emerging Quaker leaders concurred in ascribing material power to the
discursive performances of these traveling ministers, especially of female ones. For
such figures of authority, I propose, Quaker discourse evoked cultural memories of
the injurious speech associated with the collective subject of witchcraft. This study
will focus on the highly ritualized and rhythmic cadences of early Quaker women
ministers recorded in polemical tracts written about them, and in their own letters
and travel narratives. I will also reflect on the theatrical means they used to augment
acoustic effects through flamboyant public gestures. Quakers, of course, never
considered themselves engaging in malediction, yet they employed discursive
patterns quite similar to those of late-Elizabethan witches.
NANCY K. HAYES, ST. AMBROSE UNIVERSITY
The Charming Nature of Early Modern English Stage Witchcraft
A review of scenes in early modern English plays where magic is practiced reveals a
distinct acoustical difference between magical and nonmagical speech acts. The
special status of speeches of enchantment must have been immediately apparent to
the original spectators, who had grown used to blank verse as the metrical norm set
by Elizabethan playwrights. Words in magical stage-speech are selected more for their
sound characteristics, especially rhyme and alliteration, than for semantic reasons. To
the early modern theatergoers, the effect must have been predominantly comic. I will
probe the power of magic utterance in Robert Greene’s Friar Bacon and Friar Bungay,
William Shakespeare’s Macbeth, Ben Jonson’s Masque of Queenes, and Thomas
Heywood and Richard Brome’s The Late Lancashire Witches. Finally, I will posit that
early modern stage representations of magical practice worked like collective charms
to ward off pervasive fears of enchantment by alleged witches performing “real”
conjurations in English villages.

Plymouth

GENDER AND GENDER ROLES IN THE
RENAISSANCE

Chair: MARIO DI GANGI,THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, GRADUATE CENTER
BELLA MIRABELLA, NEW YORK UNIVERSITY
Quacking Delilahs: Female Mountebanks in Early Modern England and Italy
In this paper I argue that, although women may not have always been the lead figures
in the mountebank performances of sixteenth- and seventeenth-century England and
Italy, the many references to these “quacking delilahs,” as one critic called them,
proves that they were, nonetheless, very important members of these troupes, acting
as performers and healers, and were often responsible for the very success of these
medicine shows. In an effort to uncover the role of women in the mountebank
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spectacles, I theorize the idea of medicine as performance. These almost ritualistic
mountebank presentations, in which performer and observer played their understood
and prescribed roles, reveal a great deal about popular culture, folk medicine, and
entertainment in the Renaissance and early modern period. Medicine becomes
performance, and performance becomes medicine, and in the intersection of these
two discourses we find women.
SUSAN K. SILVER, UNIVERSITY OF MEMPHIS
“La mere des temps”: Jean de Lery and the Engendering of History
In his Histoire d’un voyage faict en la terre du Bresil Jean de Léry writes: “Non
seulement Ciceron dit, mais aussi tous les doctes qui ont escrit depuis luy, que la mère
des temps est l’histoire.” How does the view of history as “mother of time” complicate
the author’s view of the past? How does it shape his argument regarding the
superiority of Europeans over native Brazilians and of written over oral cultures?
Nostalgia lies at the heartof Léry’s backward glance toward Brazil. A medical term for
homesickness, the Greek etymology of nostalgia would suggest both a return and a
suffering. To what extent is Léry’s Histoire a compensation for suffering? By what
means does it trace a return to the loss implied by history?
RENE P. GARAY, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, GRADUATE CENTER
Female Trouble in Renaissance Portugal: Gender and Discovery in Gil Vicente’s Auto da Índia
The India Play, a Portuguese farce set in early sixteenth-century Lisbon, was
performed in honor of King Manuel’s mother shortly after Portugal had pioneered
the way to the riches of the Orient in 1498. Although a farce, it entails serious
commentary, for it elucidates bourgeois domestic relations at a time when men were
increasingly being called to expansionist adventures. “Constance” playfully exploits
adulterous courtships after her husband sets sail for India in search of fame and
fortune. The play thus emphasizes the private, human side of the discovery enterprise
by adopting the point of view of a woman in the busy port of Lisbon. By the
duplicitous ruse of keeping her parasitic suitors at bay, Constance shows a resilience
that would do her country proud were she a soldier in the East or a trader in the
international market. Gil Vicente skillfully registers the domestic impact of sixteenthcentury Portuguese politics.

Palace

LAW ANTIQUARIANISM

Sponsor: RENAISSANCE STUDIES CERTIFICATE PROGRAM, THE GRADUATE SCHOOL AND
UNIVERSITY CENTER, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK

Organizer: CLARE L. CARROLL, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, QUEENS COLLEGE
Chair: ANTHONY MARTIN, WASEDA UNIVERSITY
JOHN ADRIAN, UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA
Rereading Community in Chorography: The Tension between the Local and the
National in Drayton’s Poly-Olbion
An emerging sense of nationhood often belies the continued vitality — and literary
influence — of English local and regional identity in the early modern period.
Michael Drayton’s poetics both stem from and react to this sense of localism. His
native Warwickshire features as both setting and subject matter in many of his works,
and he even voices a sort of “poetic jurisdiction,” in which the poet is shaped by and
most qualified to write about his own native region. But in works like Poly-Olbion,
Drayton explores the idea of the poet as a more public — and even national —
spokesperson. Here, poetic mobility — or “the roving Muse” — becomes a way for
the poet to move across the landscape into new and not necessarily native terrain.
This paper investigates both the local and national tendencies in Drayton’s works and
charts the poet’s attempt to create a poetic that fuses the strengths of each.
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CLARE L. CARROLL, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, QUEENS COLLEGE
Contesting Hibernia: The Controversy between Scots and Irish Writers over Gaelic
From the early seventeenth century on, Irish and Scottish authors regularly debated
the right to claim Gaelic antiquarian history as their own. For example, the Scot
Dempster and the Irish exile in Spain, O’Sullivan Bear, engaged in polemics about
who had the right to claim saints of the early Gaelic church. Similarly, Sir George
Mackenzie and Charles O’Connor fought in print over the authenticity of the royal
genealogies in the Irish antiquarian Roderic O’Flaherty’s Ogygia (1686). Such
controversies shed light on the emerging concepts of both Ireland and Scotland as
nations with very different relations to “Britain.”
ERIN R. KIDWELL, GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY LAW CENTER
Restoring Britannia: The Matter of Britain and the Common Law in Jacobean Union
Tracts, 1604-07
The blending of myth and legal history evident in the body of literary and legal texts
produced to debate the union proposals of James VI and I following their
proclamation in 1604 illustrates the seamless nature of the legal and literary canons
at a formative moment in the history of British-American constitutionalisms. This
paper uses examples from various union tracts and contemporaneous works in British
historiography to illustrate and evaluate the creative mix of mythical and historical
elements present in the juridical historiography of the union tracts. The paper then
focuses on two particular works, George Saltern’s Of the Antient Lawes of Great
Britaine and Sir Thomas Craig’s De unione Regnorum Britannia Tractatus, in order to
demonstrate that the King’s proposed “restitutions of a realm,” which had in fact
never previously existed in history — the unified realm of Great Britain — could only
be defended through such a blend of myth, history, and legal precedents.

Uris

RENAISSANCE DOMESTIC ART II: IN
CELEBRATION OF ELLEN CALLMANN
Organizer: JACQUELINE MARIE MUSACCHIO,VASSAR COLLEGE
Chair: DIANE COLE AHL, LAFAYETTE COLLEGE

ROSI PRIETO GILDAY, INDEPENDENT SCHOLAR
Sword and Cupid: Interpreting Depictions of Petrarch’s Triumph of Fame
An artistic theme often present in the domestic context during the Quattrocento is
the Triumph of Fame. The subject originated in and often illustrated Petrarch’s poem,
I trionfi. The Triumph of Fame is often found on manuscript illuminations, cassoni,
and deschi da parto. In these images, the figure of Fame sits upon her triumphal
chariot leading a parade of worthies from antiquity. Fame was often represented with
a sword and a tiny figure of Cupid in each hand. In 1938 Dorothy Shorr alleged that
Fame’s attributes came about because artists had used a poem by Boccaccio as a source
of inspiration but had “misread” the text. Although her theory is dubious, it has been
widely accepted. To my knowledge, only Ellen Callmann questioned her assertions.
This paper will argue that Fame’s sword and Cupid originate in classical literature and
had political implications during the Renaissance.
COLIN EISLER, NEW YORK UNIVERSITY
Unpeopled Panels in the Medici Chapel and Gozzoli’s Possible Northern Sources
The “unpeopled” painted panels of the Medici Chapel, frescoed to the left and right of
the altar wall, are seemingly without precedent in Italian art. Related images are,
however, found in Netherlandish panel painting, manuscript illumination, and tapestry.
Since all three northern uses of the media were of great interest south of the Alps, it is
possible that either Benozzo Gozzoli or his patrons were sympathetic to a distribution
of elements that is in large part alien to the Italian tradition. I shall show examples in
northern media which, while possibly postdating the Florentine frescoes, suggest the
way in which unknown earlier instances could have inspired the Chapel’s images.
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DAVID G. WILKINS, UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH
Bringing the Bridgettine Nativity Home
During the course of the fifteenth century, Saint Bridget of Sweden’s vision of the
Nativity became one of the most popular themes for Florentine domestic devotional
images. The representation of the Virgin Mary kneeling and adoring the newborn
Christ Child is found in dozens of panels and reliefs. The modest quality and
repetitive nature of the majority of these objects has meant that they have been largely
ignored in the history of Renaissance art, but the number of surviving examples
suggests that the theme deserves a careful examination. Its popularity within the
Florentine domestic context is surely related to the fact that in Bridget’s vision the
Virgin successfully gave birth without pain, a desirable outcome in a culture where
death by childbirth was among the most frequent causes of early death for women.
In addition, the Virgin’s child was what Florentine husbands expected their wives to
produce, a son.

Julliard

DEATH’S HEADS AND DEATHBEDS:
THRESHOLDS OF SHAPE, SPACE, AND
TEXT IN EARLY MODERN ENGLAND

Sponsor: UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA’S MEDIEVAL AND RENAISSANCE SEMINAR
Organizers: MIRIAM E. JACOBSON, UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA,
WENDY B. HYMAN, HARVARD UNIVERSITY

Chair: KATHERINE ROWE, BRYN MAWR COLLEGE
MIRIAM E. JACOBSON, UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA
“Antique, not Ancient”: The Poetics of Death’s Heads and Grotesques
In this paper I will explore the way in which Gothic ornament paradoxically intersects
with classical ruin in the figure of the “antic,” or death’s head, in Renaissance English
poetry. “Antique” was the term used in the middle of the sixteenth century to
designate a visual grotesque motif. Deriving from the same root word, “antico,”
“antic,” and “antique” remained indistinguishable from one another until the late
seventeenth century. Donne’s Elegy IX, “The Autumnall” (1633), plays on the
tension between “antique” and “ancient,” attempting to dissociate the two but
remaining unable to break down this polysemia.
KRISTEN E POOLE, UNIVERSITY OF DELAWARE
Deathbeds and Wormholes
This paper explores the spatial and eschatological significance of the deathbed as it
was represented, both visually and textually, in ars moriendi literature of the sixteenth
and early seventeenth centuries. Specifically, the paper considers how the deathbed
was considered as a something of a spatial “wormhole,” as a unique space that became
a conduit between earth and hell. Spectators at the deathbed were repeatedly
instructed on how to read the scene in order to ascertain the presence and movement
of demonic elements. This familiar iconographic scene becomes recreated and
enacted on stage in the final act of Othello. Desdemona’s deathbed scene not only
visually presents something of a tableau vivant of the ars moriendi woodcuts, but also
invites the audience to read the scene in terms of eschatological space. By rewarding
and thwarting the viewer’s expectations, the scene illustrates the changing
eschatological landscape at the turn of the seventeenth century.
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WENDY B. HYMAN, HARVARD UNIVERSITY
Carpe Thanatos
The early modern mechanization of time, the plague, and the popularization of the
anatomy theater: all trained the eye on the human body in its decomposing state —
that is, on death as a physical rather than metaphysical event. This paper considers
how this same materialism finds a ripe culture for expression in literary carpe diem,
which expends significant resources not on the language of love or beauty or
transcendence, but on descriptions of tombs, worms, decay, and desolation.
Likewise, the concomitant sixteenth-century emergence of morbidly eroticized danse
macabre and “death and the maiden” imagery is cognate to the revival of carpe diem
in revealing ways. Both use a conventional generic space to display an uncanny
confrontation between Thanatos and Eros; and both bring carnality, materiality, and
visuality into startling congress. This paper argues that carpe diem’s reductive
materialism is unique, simultaneously making “much ado” of the “nothing” that was,
in the popular pun, thought to lie between maids’ legs — as well as the “nothing” that
lay beyond the grave.

Broadway

TITIAN TAKING STOCK II

Organizer: JOANNA WOODS-MARSDEN, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, LOS ANGELES
Chair: DAVID ROSAND, COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY
MARY PARDO, UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA
Veneration: Titian and the Worship of Art
This paper explores Titian as erotic painter, including connections between sacred
and secular themes, such as invited a peculiarly modern slippage between devotional
practices centered on the image, and the contemplation of artifice. I use the term
“contemplation” with its full etymological force, derived from the laying out of the
sacred space, the templum, in which auguries were cast. I will address some of the ways
Titian’s painting calls up sacramental practices, even as it builds a precinct for the
unrestrained play of illusion. In this country, David Rosand and Rona Goffen have
given shape to the discourse on Titian’s “pictorial intelligence” and the
metaphorically charged carnality of his figures. I hope to supplement their work,
mindful — as they are — of the impressive contributions by European scholars, as I
explore Titian’s current, pivotal status in Renaissance representations of the erotic.
LUBA FREEDMAN, THE HEBREW UNIVERSITY OF JERUSALEM
Titian’s Venere con Adone and Dolce’s Favola d’Adone
In the Prado picture Titian rendered a new image of Venus. Usually shown restrained
and controlling her feelings, Titian represents her here succumbing to the power of
love. Unrestrainedly expressing her love for the mortal youth Adonis, Venus is
depicted emotionally entreating her lover not to leave her. It is this portrayed behavior
that I discuss in my paper. What in the cultural ambience of Titian’s time could have
led the artist to render Venus as uninhibitedly expressing her feelings? Dolce in his
poem, Favola d’Adone (1545), even more than Ovid, emphasizes Venus’s neglecting
her goddess’s attitude when she falls in love with Adonis. I shall consider this poem
as well as Dolce’s Didone, Castiglione’s Il libro del Cortegiano, and Dovizi da
Bibbiena’s Calandria as texts aiding our understanding of Titian’s novel mode of
representing the Olympian goddess of love and beauty.
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PATRICIA MEILMAN, AMERICAN UNIVERSITY
Taking Stock of Fame and Fortune: Titian’s Battle
Titian’s fame was established early, by the time he was twenty, with his frescoes on the
Fondaco dei Tedeschi. A few years later his prominence brought an invitation to the
court of Leo X. Titian declined, however, in order to petition the Council of Ten for
permission to paint a battle scene in the ducal palace’s Sala del Maggior Consiglio.
Alluding to the summons from Rome, he brashly offered to work without pay on the
“difficult” wall that no other painter would undertake. From the time of Titian’s
proposal to the realization of the battle twenty-five years later in 1538, the artist
achieved international acclaim and was in constant demand by influential clients,
while the picture itself attained exceptional renown. Yet, although the battle’s
position in Titian’s oeuvre is always acknowledged, much remains unknown about it,
perhaps because it was destroyed in a 1577 fire. This paper will explicate its role in
Titian’s fame and fortune, and its promotion of Venice as God’s chosen nation.

Carnegie

THE DYNAMICS OF EXEMPLARITY:
REPRESENTING CATHERINE DE
MEDICIS IN RENAISSANCE FRANCE

Organizer: DORA E. POLACHEK, STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, BINGHAMTON
Chair: ANDREA FRISCH,UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
LEAH CHANG, THE GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
Casting the Queen: Maurice Scève and the Entry of Catherine de Médicis into Lyon, 1548
The visual and textual portraiture of Catherine de Médicis as queen consort, mother,
widow, and regent of the French kings has received renewed attention in recent years.
This paper turns to the beginning of her royal career and examines Scève’s pamphlet
on the entry of the new king and queen into Lyon upon the advent of Henri II’s reign.
Published in Lyon by Guillaume Rouille in 1549, the pamphlet purports to recount
the facts of the spectacle, and yet remains suspiciously silent about one detail: despite
her important presence during the festivities, Catherine’s rival Diane de Poitiers, the
king’s mistress, is absent in Scève’s account. Focusing on the significance of this
silence in the text, I explore how it contributes to Catherine’s construction as an
exemplary queen, and, moreover, how the text negotiates aristocratic female-female
power tensions in the public domain for a largely bourgeois audience.
DORA E. POLACHEK, STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, BINGHAMTON
Diffusing the Damage: Brantôme and the Structure of Praise
As an intimate of the Valois court, Brantôme has left us an invaluable yet critically
unexplored record of the political and social climate of his times. In this paper I shall
examine Brantôme’s Vie de Catherine de Medicis in terms of his stated goals — to
praise and honor the queen — and the obstacles he has to overcome to attain them.
In order to paint himself as a credible eyewitness to the glory of the queen, Brantôme
confronted potentially crippling hurdles: bloody massacres and assassinations, the
scurrilous circulation of the Discours merveilleux de la vie, actions et deportements de
Catherine de Medicis, and the numerous political pamphlets decrying the
machinations of la reine noire. How does Brantôme deal with these obstacles? My
primary focus will be on his rhetorical strategies, as well as the structuring of his
encomium, so as to demonstrate how a gifted chronicler leaves us a historically
influential but pointedly skewed portrait of the queen.
ROBERTO E. CAMPO, UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA
Catherine de Medicis and the Pléiade: Maecenas or Marplot?
Without question, Catherine de Medicis played an important part in the creative
lives of the Pléiade poets. Her ability to assume the role of a Maecenas is evident
during the 1570s, in her willingness to endorse Baïf ’s Academy and its later
incarnation, the Palace Academy. Although these and similar favors earned Catherine
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praise from the foremost poets of her time, in other instances the same poets
expressed a far less commendatory view of their queen. At times they represented her
as a virtual marplot, a spoiler hindering their professional and personal ambitions.
This paper seeks to expose how and why the queen became the object of such
ambivalence in the writings of Du Bellay, Baïf, and Ronsard. The portrait that
emerges serves not only to complement the image of Catherine offered in Brantôme’s
Vie des dames illustres, but also to correct assumptions about the limits to which
literary greats of the French Renaissance could interact candidly with the queen and
her royal progeny.

Alvin

OPENINGS AND ENDINGS OF
SCHOLARLY BOOKS II: CONCLUSIONS
(ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSION)
Sponsor: NEWBERRY LIBRARY CENTER FOR RENAISSANCE STUDIES
Organizer & Chair: CARLA ZECHER, THE NEWBERRY LIBRARY
Respondent: HEATHER DUBROW, UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN, MADISON

DAVID M. POSNER, LOYOLA UNIVERSITY, CHICAGO
ACHSAH GUIBORRY, UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS, URBANA
WILLIAM GERMANO, ROUTLEDGE PUBLISHING
RONALD J. CORTHELL, KENT STATE UNIVERSITY
ROBERT STILLMAN, UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE
How should a book be introduced, and how should it end? What relation(s) should
introductions and conclusions have to the body of the book as a whole? In the last
decade, perhaps more than in previous ones, these have been questions for both
anxious writers and publishers of books, for bemused readers, and for that specialized
form of readership, reviewers of books. Introductions and conclusions raise all sorts
of theoretical, practical, professional, and political questions for novices and seasoned
veterans alike. In two complementary sessions, different panels of scholars and editors
will address these questions.

Edison

NORTHERN RENAISSANCE SOCIETY AND
ECONOMY
Chair: REGINE REYNOLDS-CORNELL, AGNES SCOTT COLLEGE

MARIA R. BOES, WEST CHESTER UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA
Criminal Injustice, Social Injustice: Jewish Crime Victims in Early Modern Germany. A
Case Study Sequel II
This study focuses on individual crimes featuring Jews as the sole victims. It proceeds
from an assessment of the criminal acts and personal characteristics of the offender
to the various court procedures. Special attention will be given to the penalties meted
out to the criminals. Whenever possible, the relevant findings will be put into a
comparative context with non-Jewish crime victims.
BEVERLEY A. DOUGHERTY, INDEPENDENT SCHOLAR
Intersecting Spheres of Influence: Business and Government in Late-Fifteenth-Century
England
Late-fifteenth-century England was essentially agricultural, but possessed a long
history of profitable international trade. Profitable trade was of interest to king,
parliament, English entrepreneurs, and foreign traders. Each operated within an
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individual sphere that embodied specific business practices and attitudes; but all also
shared a core of common goals. Individually, the government enacted laws to control
trade, the king bought and sold in a manner that reflected his privilege, entrepreneurs
sought the flexibility of the law merchant, and foreigners always made a profit (but
pandered to England’s laws and interests to do so). Analyzing the relationships and
balances between business practices and governmental action sheds light on their
interdependence (or lack thereof) in order to propel and sustain a regular flow of
profitable trade.

Winter Garden

ASPECTS OF FRENCH LITERATURE

Chair: LOUISA MACKENZIE, UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON
CLAUDE LA CHARITÉ, UNIVERSITÉ DU QUÉBEC, RIMOUSKI
Le problème de l’attribution de la Mitistoire barragouyne (ca 1550) à Guillaume des Autels
L’auteur de la Mitistoire barragouyne entretient délibérément le mystère quant à son
identité par l’énigme de l’avertissement au lecteur. Pourtant, pour Du Verdier,
notamment, il ne fait aucun doute qu’il s’agit de l’œuvre de des Autels. Il reste à voir
les arguments qui militent en faveur de cette attribution. Les preuves que l’on peut
avancer relèvent toutes de la critique interne et sont de trois ordres. Tout d’abord, il
y a les attaques contre les réformateurs de l’orthographe. Par ailleurs, dans ses
jugements sur les poètes français, l’auteur de la Mitistoire se montre particulièrement
favorable à des amis de des Autels, comme Tyard, ou même au poète charolais luimême. Enfin, comme dernière série d’arguments, il faut évoquer les références au
droit et à son enseignement, notamment à Valence, où des Autels lui-même a étudié.
KENDALL BRACY TARTE, WAKE FOREST UNIVERSITY
Walking in the City under Siege (Poitiers, 1569)
During the third wave of religious wars in France (1568-70), the Huguenot army
besieged Poitiers. Certain of the histories, poems, and memoirs that narrate the
conflict also describe the city. In several works, metaphors of physical space inform
narrative style. First-person narrators lead a tour of the city perimeter, revealing it step
by step; authors compare writing to a walk through a city, or use images of walking
in their narration. This paper, whose title refers to Michel de Certeau’s essay “Marches
dans la ville,” considers the narrative metaphor of walking in accounts of the 1569
Poitiers siege. Visual and literary elements interact in texts by La Popelinière, Marin
Liberge, and François Le Poulchre. These works contain fascinating examples of the
intersection of physical city space and textual space and thus offer an early modern
counterpart to Certeau’s “walking rhetorics.”
KEN S. SAWYER, MCCORMICK SEMINARY
Julian the Apostate in Sixteenth-Century Polemics
The tumult of the sixteenth century prompted urgent readings of Roman precedents.
While the role and importance of Constantine figured large among many, others saw
greater lessons and dangers in the person of the Emperor Julian (331-63, emperor
from 361-63), called “the Apostate” because of his rejection of Christianity and his
intentionally disruptive policy of toleration in the religiously divided empire. In the
period from Erasmus to Calvin and Montaigne, the personage of Julian played on the
fears and prospects of various groups. This paper will trace the role of the figure of
Julian in the sixteenth-century imagination, with special attention to the career of
Antoine de Bourbon, King of Navarre (1518-62), during his years of indecision on
the eve of the Wars of Religion.
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DAVID L. SEDLEY, HAVERFORD COLLEGE
Irony and Vacuum Technology in Pascal
This paper considers the relation between irony and physics in Blaise Pascal’s
contribution to the vacuum controversy of the 1640s. On the one hand, Pascal uses
irony to establish and patrol the boundaries of his experimental science. On the other
hand, he uses vacuum technology to develop the irony that informs his literary
output. These hypotheses suggest that Pascal’s work on the vacuum may present an
occasion to enrich our understanding of how two events of early modernity relate: the
independence of literature as a cultural domain and the definition of science as
experimental space.

Brooks Atkinson

RENAISSANCE LETTERS AND LETTER
WRITING II

Organizer & Chair: EMIL J. POLAK, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK,
QUEENSBOROUGH COMMUNITY COLLEGE
ANN M. CRABB, JAMES MADISON UNIVERSITY
Margherita Datini and Letter Writing
Francesco Datini, from Prato, near Florence, built up a huge fortune through
international trade. His childless marriage to Margherita Bandini was not a happy
one, and Margherita and Francesco mostly lived apart, writing daily, with Margherita
depending on scribes. During their correspondence (1384-1410), Margherita could
read, but only learned to write at age thirty-six, after twenty years of marriage. How
and why did she undertake this unusual goal for a woman of her age? It may be
impossible to answer fully the “how,” but the “why” is equally interesting. This paper
considers the factors that made Margherita aspire to write: the importance of letter
writing in the merchant world, Margherita’s desire for Francesco’s respect, her pride
in her good dictation skills, her relationship with the apprentices and factors who
wrote her letters, and her overseeing the production of semi-business household
correspondence even before she could write.
LINDA C. MITCHELL, SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY
Early Miss Manners: The Expanded Role of Letter-Writing Instruction in SeventeenthCentury England
Today one would expect to find purely epistolary advice in letter-writing manuals,
but in seventeenth-century England advice on proper letter-writing behavior was
more the exception than the rule. As the middle class in seventeenth-century England
gained money, status, and education, its upwardly mobile members wanted to imitate
the manners of the elite. A tradesman might want to write a correctly worded
marriage proposal to an attractive young woman, or a shopkeeper might need to
know how to ask a customer for payment without causing offense. Social events also
needed decoding: how, for instance, should one reply to an invitation? Any kind of
letter had to be carefully composed lest the writer look foolish or uneducated. The
writer was urged to choose appropriate salutations and closings according to his
station in life and the station of the receiver. The writer was instructed not to leave
space at the bottom of the page because the receiver paid the postage according to the
weight of the letter.
TIMOTHY MARKEY, BOSTON UNIVERSITY
A Verse Epistle (after Ben Jonson) Identified: Marvell’s “To his Noble Friend Mr. Richard
Lovelace, upon his Poems”
Only when identified as a verse epistle (in the style of Ben Jonson) does Andrew
Marvell’s “To His Noble Friend Mr.Richard Lovelace, upon his Poems” begin to
make full sense; what is more, returned to the even larger intellectual context of the
seventeenth-century scholarly letter, as recently reconstructed by the magisterial
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hands of Henk Nellen, Marvell’s verse epistle becomes even more meaningful and
moving as he plays, infinitely more than we have been led to believe, dangerously with
censorship laws.
JAMES B. ATKINSON, INDEPENDENT SCHOLAR
Respect and Reserve in the First Exchange of Letters Between Niccolo Machiavelli and
Francesco Guicciardini
The friendly, topical letters between Niccolo Machiavelli and Francesco Vettori are
commonly cited as evidence that the former often tested his ideas, especially those
found in The Prince, on the latter. The exchange of letters between Machiavelli and
Francesco Guicciardini demonstrates to many readers that their friendship was based
on mutual appreciation of each other’s intellect and wit. But their initial exchange of
six letters in May of 1521, for all the sparkling surface of the first three, suggests
several reasons why Guicciardini could not permit Machiavelli’s Discourses on the First
Ten Books of Titus Livy to go unchallenged and hence wrote his Considerations of the
Discourses of Niccolo Macchiavelli.

Chrysler

RHETORIC IN THE SPANISH GOLDEN
AGE

Sponsors: RENAISSANCE STUDIES CERTIFICATE PROGRAM, THE GRADUATE SCHOOL AND
UNIVERSITY CENTER, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK

Organizer: OTTAVIO DI CAMILLO, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK,
GRADUATE CENTER

Chair: CHRISTINA A. LEE, SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY
LUISA LÓPEZ-GRIGERA, UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
The “Literaturization” of Greek Rhetoric in Two Major Poets of the Spanish Golden Age
During the first quarter of the seventeenth century, the works of two leading poets
of the time, Lope de Vega and Quevedo, reveal an unusually strong theoretical
interest for the “literaturization” of rhetoric and for its use and application in their
literary compositions: Lope in some of his epistolas, included in his longer poems such
as La Circe and La Filomena, and Quevedo in his commentary on Aristotle’s Rhetoric
as well as in his introduction to the editions of Fray Luis de Leon and Francisco de
la Torre’s poetic works. In this paper I will first analyze these poets’ theories regarding
the elocutionary aspects of rhetoric, and then show how their understanding of such
theories found a direct application to the poems that they happened to be writing at
that particular time.
VICTORIA PINEDA, UNIVERSIDAD DE EXTREMADURA
The Composition of “Grandeur” in Herrera’s Anotaciones on the Poetry of Garcilaso
This paper will deal with the compositive elements that Herrera, himself a celebrated
poet, attributes to the “sublime,” or high style, in the poetry of Garcilaso. It will focus
on Herrera’s treatment of this concept with the aim of establishing the precise
meaning of the adjectives that are used in his Anotaciones in order to describe this
style. The “form” megethos (grandeur), as it is widely known, is one of the seven
“ideas” that make up Hermogenes’ stylistic theory. My analysis will be concerned
primarily with the characteristics that Herrera assigns to the composition of this
form. But to arrive at a better understanding of Herrera’s contributions to the study
of Renaissance rhetoric and poetics, I will also examine those sources that are
pertinent to the formulation of his theory, namely the Hermogenean tradition on the
one hand, and Italian sixteenth-century poetics on the other.
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JEFF RUTH, EAST STROUDSBURG UNIVERSITY
Rhetorical Features of the Humanist Louis Urbis in Spain
This presentation will deal with some rhetorical aspects of several Latin encomia of
Spanish cities written during the second half of the fifteenth century as part of an
increasingly broad program of humanist activity in Spain. After a brief history of the
literary genre known as laus urbis, from its roots in panegyrical speechmaking of
Greek and Roman times through the medieval Christian versions, I will focus on the
early Quattrocento Italian humanist revival of this classical form. In presenting
representative texts written in Spain at this time, special attention will be paid to their
rhetorical features, including elements such as compositional structure, prescribed
content, topoi, metrical clauses, and references to ancient authorities. Such analysis,
along with comparisons to earlier works from Spain and elsewhere, will allow these
texts to be seen as successful adaptations of classical and humanist rhetorical
traditions within the specifically Spanish environment.

Park Ave.

EARLY JESUIT CULTURE OF
INFORMATION

Organizers: W. DAVID MYERS, ROBERT ALEXANDER MARYKS, FORDHAM UNIVERSITY
Chair: JOHN W. O’MALLEY, WESTON JESUIT SCHOOL OF THEOLOGY
ROBERT ALEXANDER MARYKS, FORDHAM UNIVERSITY
Information Culture in the Jesuit Ministry of Confession
Early Jesuit information culture avoided doctrinal and practical differences of
opinion (including those regarding sacramental confession) among the members,
and promoted unity and conformity in Jesuit ministries. Ignatius therefore asked his
secretary Polanco to write a manual for Jesuit confessors. The census I have recently
compiled of Jesuit books on sacramental confession reveals that Polanco’s Breve
directorium confessarii (1554) dominated the “market” through numerous editions
and translations for four decades. At the turn of the century, however, it was replaced
by other Jesuit books on the subject, as well as some non-Jesuit texts, which were also
permitted. Did this change disrupt the earlier conformity of mission? This paper will
compare advice on confession as advocated in Polanco’s manual with later Jesuit
treatments of the sacrament.
PAUL NEAVE NELLES, CARLETON UNIVERSITY
Polanco and the Roman Archive
The sixteenth-century Roman archive of the Society of Jesus affords a remarkable
snapshot of early modern archival and communicative practices. By the end of their
first decade, the Jesuits had developed a sophisticated information culture for
managing their affairs. This paper explores the activities of Juan de Polanco, secretary
of the Society of Jesus from 1547 to 1573. Polanco’s organization of the Jesuit archive
was shaped by the communication strategies adopted by the Society to coordinate the
activities of its far-flung members and institutes. The paper examines guidelines
developed by Polanco for facilitating the communication of information within the
Society, and practical aspects of Polanco’s organization of the archive in Rome.
JUDI LOACH, CARDIFF UNIVERSITY, WALES
Jesuits in Seventeenth-Century France: Communicating Information through Images
The Jesuits, as an order committed to teaching and scholarship, were concerned with
the communication of information, not only within their order but, especially,
beyond it as well. The neo-Thomist theological foundations of seventeenth-century
French Jesuits compelled them to translate knowledge into images, the only form by
which they believed information could be rendered comprehensible to another
human, and thereby acted on and remembered by them. Hence their prioritization
of all manner of images — notably symbolic decorations and allegorical spectacles
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(including ballet, opera, and firework displays), but also poetry and florid
orations — embodying knowledge over verbal forms conventionally employed for
communicating information. The paper will examine how the modes of
communication employed by these Jesuits derived from their theological convictions.

GC C197

REPRESENTATIONS OF MATERIAL
CULTURE: NEW RESEARCH ON PAOLO
VERONESE
Organizer: BLAKE DE MARIA, SANTA CLARA UNIVERSITY
Chair: PATRICIA FORTINI BROWN, PRINCETON UNIVERSITY

BLAKE DE MARIA, SANTA CLARA UNIVERSITY
The Lady in Red: Veronese’s Cuccina Family before the Madonna and Child
Paolo Veronese’s Cuccina Family before the Madonna and Child is often cited as a
prime example of the artist’s ability to replicate on canvas the luxury textiles for which
Venice was world-renowned. However, a great deal more can be said about both this
image and its most prominent participant: a beautiful blonde woman draped in a red
velvet gown. Using archival research, this paper argues that the woman traditionally
referred to as “the Cuccina wife” is, in fact, Zuanna di Mutti. Furthermore, evidence
confirms that the di Mutti family derived its wealth through the import and sale of
cochineal, a vibrant red pigment found in the New World. This paper thus sheds new
light on Veronese’s Cuccina Family as a marker of previously overlooked social and
economic identity.
FRANCESCA TOFFOLO, PRINCETON UNIVERSITY
Marriage Material: Bridal Fashion in Veronese’s Mystical Marriage of St. Catherine of
Alexandria
This paper focuses on Paolo Veronese’s two surviving depictions of the Mystical
Marriage of St. Catherine of Alexandria, known to have been painted for Venetian
convents. In both, St. Catherine appears as a fashionable secular bride, an appropriate
choice — given her status as the quintessential bride of Christ — but hardly
fortuitous, for it also reveals Veronese’s understanding of female monastic culture. In
religious, as much as secular painting, Veronese’s predilection for sumptuous,
fashionable attire serves more than decorative purposes, becoming an integral part of
the religious narrative.
JOHN GARTON, NEW YORK UNIVERSITY
Fusing Moral and Material Stature: Fabrics in Paolo Veronese’s Paintings
The decorative quality of Veronese’s art, especially his rendering of sumptuous
fabrics, presents interpretive challenges. His celebratory style has occasionally opened
the artist to charges of superficiality. A closer examination of the depiction of fabrics
in several of his allegories, including Omnia Vanitas (New York, The Frick
Collection), and in his portraits suggests a sophisticated command of the denotative
and connotative meanings of fashion, both as status symbol and more-marker. This
paper reexamines key likenesses and monumental decorative tableaux by Veronese in
an attempt to understand better the artist’s sensitive portrayal of the “material”
culture of sixteenth-century Venice.
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RENAISSANCE ART IN SIXTEENTHCENTURY MEXICO

Sponsor: RENAISSANCE STUDIES CERTIFICATE PROGRAM, THE GRADUATE SCHOOL AND
UNIVERSITY CENTER, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK

Organizer & Chair: ELOISE QUIÑONES KEBER, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK,
GRADUATE CENTER AND BARUCH COLLEGE
RAUL ZAMUDIO, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, GRADUATE CENTER
In Quetzalli in Tlaquilolli: Aztec Featherwork in Sixteenth-Century Mexico
In Aztec Mexico, feathers from a plethora of birds were one of the most highly valued
forms of material culture. Feathers were so venerated they were used for bartering in
the acquisition of material goods. As markers of social status, the strict Aztec dress
codes that differentiated elites from commoners were partially predicated on the use
of feathers for both adornment and iconography. After the Aztec defeat in 1521,
featherwork production continued, albeit within the context of the conquest and
Christianity. Missionaries utilized feathers in their program of conversion and
Europeanization, as is evident in the creations of feather-decorated mitres, liturgical
vestments, chalices, and featherwork “paintings” of Christian saints and biblical
narratives. This paper focuses on the use and symbolism of post-conquest
featherwork in New Spain. It will examine how this pre-conquest genre was
influenced by Old World aesthetics and materials introduced from Renaissance
Spain, to determine how these practices aided in religious convergence and the
Europeanization of native art in sixteenth-century Mexico.
ANGELA HERREN, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, GRADUATE CENTER
Visual Transculturation: Aztec History in the Sixteenth Century
This paper examines the strategies employed in post-conquest New Spain by
indigenous artists in three historical documents: the Codex Azcatitlan, Codex
Boturini, and Codex Aubin. These pictorial narratives provide the earliest, most
extensive accounts of the origin and migration of the Mexican people, one of several
indigenous groups collectively referred to as “Aztec.” I will examine the
transformation of indigenous pictographic expression and the changing social and
cultural meanings of the Mexican migration story in sixteenth-century New Spain.
I will look a how these stories functioned as a history of origins, a means of shaping
indigenous identity in the colonial period, and a response to the profound social and
c u l t u r a l c h a n g e s t h a t o c c u r re d a f t e r t h e c o n q u e s t . A s p r o d u c t s o f
transculturation — cultural exchange between prehispanic and European
traditions — the three manuscripts provide a microcosm for the study of changes in
native pictorial traditions and the role of the native artist in sixteenth-century New
Spain.
MARGARET CONNORS MCQUADE, THE HISPANIC SOCIETY OF AMERICA
The Potter in Sixteenth-Century New Spain
The long and impressive ceramic tradition of Mesoamerica dates from millennia
before the Spanish conquest of Mexico in 1521. Among the most important ceramics
techniques introduced to the New World were the potter’s wheel, the kiln, and the
use of tin-based and lead-based glaze, known as maiolica. Although Spaniards at first
relied on the abundant native pottery available to them, it was not long before
maiolica began to be made locally. By the mid-sixteenth century, resident potters of
indigenous and European descent had opened ceramics workshops in Mexico City
and then Puebla de los Angeles (known as Puebla), putting to use these European
technologies (many of which had been brought to Spain and the rest of Europe by
Islamic artisans). This paper will discuss the impact of European technologies on
ceramic production in sixteenth-century New Spain, the shift to maiolica
production, the identity of the potters, and the formation of the first potters’ guild.
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SAMUEL Y. EDGERTON, WILLIAMS COLLEGE
Jesus’s Cross and Indians’ Tree: Christian Mission as Native Theater in SixteenthCentury Mexico
Immediately after the conquest of the Aztecs in 1521, mendicant friars came to the
New World to convert the “heathen” Amerindians to the Christian faith. With
unusual cooperation, the friars agreed upon a standard convento plan: that is, an
architectural arena wherein to teach the natives the tenets of the Catholic Church.
Appreciating the indigenous love for ritual and dance spectacle the friars designed
their conventos to function as religious theaters, with processional routes, stages,
painted scenery, and special effects. They expediently selected from the vast store of
Christian themes and subject matter those that bore similarity to certain indigenous
ceremonial traditions. This paper will discuss perhaps the most notable examples of
“expedient selection”: the large decorated stone crosses ubiquitously centered in the
convento patios to liken this fundamental Christian symbol overtly to their own
traditional signifier of creation, and the “world tree” springing from the “navel” of the
earth and giving birth to the Indian people and their basic foodstuff, mais.
ALESSIA FRASSANI, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK GRADUATE CENTER
Sixteenth-Century Mexican Depictions of the Last Judgment
Millennialism was one of the most important components of the sixteenth-century
Spanish evangelization of Mexico. Mendicant orders felt actively involved in the
creation of the City of God, while awaiting the second coming of Christ. Depictions
of the Last Judgment are therefore unsurprisingly common in early-colonial pictorial
and sculptural works in New Spain, where they also served as physical setting for
theatrical and processional performances. As soon as 1531, for example, a grandiose
enactment of the Last Judgment was performed in the chapel of San José de los
Naturales in Mexico City. Nowadays, long after the millennial vision of the
evangelization has waned, a legacy of this sixteenth-century Christian belief can be
found in contemporary indigenous religion. The famous celebration of Días de los
muertos (Day of the Dead), which involves the entire community, living and dead
alike, shows a continuity form the colonial period that can also shed light into
sixteenth-century depictions of the Last Judgment

GC C202

TECHNOLOGY AND INEVITABILITY
Organizer: MARY THOMAS CRANE, BOSTON COLLEGE
Chair: TODD BUTLER, WASHINGTON STATE UNIVERSITY

JULIE ROBIN SOLOMON, AMERICAN UNIVERSITY
Inescapable Technology and the New Atlantis
Twenty-first-century popular culture adheres to the truism that technological
development is inevitable. Seemingly, we live within a culture which successfully
sustains the idea that there is no outside to multicultural, global, technologically
advanced culture. In contrast, early modern cultures of the sacred recognized the
limits of science and technology and the existence of profane realms, which made
permanent material actualizations of the sacred (and the profane) anything but
inevitable. For us, nothing about technology is sacred, while everything about it is
inevitable. How have we come to inhabit this viewpoint? And if technology is
inevitable, what has happened to public systems of moral choice? To come to terms
with these questions, I consider Francis Bacon’s representation of the sacred, of global
intelligence gathering, and the ethical valence of character versus technology in the
New Atlantis.
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JESSICA LYNN WOLFE, UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA, CHAPEL HILL
Imaginary Machines of the Renaissance
Sixteenth-century theatrum mechanorum and works of imaginative literature often
represent machinery whose functions are obscured, limited, or nonexistent. Products
of wit and fancy rather than technological necessity, many sixteenth-century
machines are invented “only on paper” — as the early-seventeenth-century inventor
Salomon de Caus puts it — ”and do not have any actual effect.” This paper analyzes
mechanical impossibilities and impracticalities during the earlier Renaissance as
markers of that culture’s relative lack of commitment to technological functionality
and efficiency, and of its privileging of the imagination as a faculty that governs
technological invention. In order to comprehend the intellectual and aesthetic
imperatives that drive some of the more fanciful mechanical inventions in theatrum
mechanorum by De Caus, Besson, and Zonca — and in works of fiction by Colonna,
Rabelais, and Cervantes — this paper explores the pivotal role played by the
imaginative faculty in the conception and design of Renaissance machinery.
CATHERINE GIMELLI MARTIN, THE UNIVERSITY OF MEMPHIS
“Inevitably” Advancing: Learning from Bacon to Sprat
Francis Bacon’s profoundly progressive “Great Instauration” is conditional upon a
great number of factors beyond his control, not only successfully displacing the
“Ancients” but enlisting his contemporaries’ aid in implementing his empirical
reforms. Bacon’s traditional theories of history and climate further increase his
tentativeness, for the future Christian millennium remains uncertain in provenance
and England’s northerly climate remains unfavorable to “advancement.” When the
next generation’s millennial expectations are ignited by the unexpected swiftness of
church and state reform, men like John Milton and John Hall more optimistically
project the imminent advancement of learning, but only through England’s proper
“covenantal” cooperation with Providence and with “prophets” like Bacon and
themselves. The final failure of these apocalyptic expectations means that some like
Thomas Sprat could accept Bacon’s climate theory and cyclical history by
reconfiguring Bacon’s notions into a truly secular and inevitable millennium of purely
manmade methods and conditions.

GC C203

ARTISTIC RELATIONS BETWEEN ITALY
AND SPAIN IN THE SIXTEENTH AND
SEVENTEENTH CENTURIES II

Organizer & Chair: KELLEY HELMSTUTLER-DI DIO, UNIVERSITY OF VERMONT
Respondent: MARCUS BURKE, HISPANIC SOCIETY OF AMERICA
LISANDRA ESTEVEZ, RUTGERS UNIVERSITY, NEW BRUNSWICK
Artemisia Gentileschi and the Spanish Taste for Italian Painting in the Seventeenth
Century
Artemisia Gentileschi’s relations with her Italian patrons and the subsequent critical
reception of her work in Rome, Florence, and Naples have been well examined by art
historians. Recent studies have begun to consider Artemisia’s ties with Spanish
patrons of high rank such as King Philip IV and the Duke of Alcalá, the Viceroy of
Naples. This paper focuses on the taste for Artemisia’s art in Spain at a time when her
works had “limited success” in Rome. I will examine her pictures in view of a broader
cultural trend, that of Spanish collecting of sixteenth- and seventeenth-century
Italian paintings. The earlier patronage of the Italian Renaissance female artist
Sofonisba Anguissola by the Spanish monarchy under Philip II might have also
offered a significant precedent for Artemisia’s status in Spain.
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MATTEO MANCINI, UNIVERSITÀ DI VENEZIA, CA’ FOSCARI
Titian’s Influence on the Development of Spanish Gusto and Spanish collections in the
First Half of the Seventeenth Century
In the first half of the seventeenth century, the esthetic structures of Venetian painting
were translated into the artistic form of the Monarquía Hispánica territories. Rubens,
Van Dyck, and Velázquez offered a new direction for Spanish collectors and patrons.
Titian was the model courtesan painter and, simultaneously, his paintbrush was the
key to understanding naturalism’s esthetic representations of the new painters. This
paper is intended to offer a new reading of Titian’s influence on Rubens’s religious
paintings and, at the same time, will offer an interpretation of Philip IV’s collecting
activities, with especial attention to its relationship with Italian painters’ production.
KATRIN ZIMMERMANN, TECHNISCHE UNIVERSITÄT DRESDEN
The Count of Monterrey as Maecenas in Seventeenth-Century Naples
Don Manuel de Zúñiga y Fonseca, sixth Count of Monterrey, imported many
important Italian works of art into Spain. His patronage of Italian artists was made
possible by his cousin and brother in law, the king’s Prime Minister, Olivares, who
connected him closely to the court of Philip IV and enabled him a rapid career in
Spain and Italy. In the course of his life he was member of the Council of Italy, and
awarded with the positions of ambassador at the Holy See and viceroy of Naples.
During his sojourn in Italy, Monterrey commissioned many significant artworks for
the king and for his own collection. Some of these acquired works are held in the
Museo del Prado and Monterrey’s own church foundation, La Purísima in
Salamanca. The pieces demonstrate that Monterrey was a learned aristocrat who
enriched Spain with his commissions and acted as a strong link to Italian art.

GC C204

MEDICINE IN THE RENAISSANCE I:
PRINTING THE ANCIENT LEGACY

Organizer: ALAIN TOUWAIDE, SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION
Chair: NANCY G. SIRAISI, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, HUNTER COLLEGE
ANNACLARA CATALDI PALAU, KING'S COLLEGE LONDON
Medicine and Aldine Editions in the Sixteenth Century
The paper will be about Gian Francesco Torresani d’Asola (1498?-1558), the
youngest son of Andrea Asulanus, a famous printer and bookseller in Venice, since
1495 in partnership with Aldus Manutius, who in 1505 became his son-in-law.
When Aldus died in 1515, Gian Francesco Asulanus became the “managing director”
of the Aldine press, publishing about 118 editions, from the first in 1517 (Terentius)
to the last in 1528, including the first editions of Galen (1525), Hippocrates (1526),
Cornelius Celsus (1528), and Paulus of Aegina (1528). Aetius of Amida came out
when the printing press reopened after a six-year pause (1534). Asulanus’s interest
inmedicine is clear from the Greek manuscripts he owned, many of which were used
as models for his editions, and many of which are from some of his friends, sons of
celebrated professors at Padua University, to whom he dedicated his editions.
PETER MURRAY JONES, KING'S COLLEGE, CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY
Printing Surgery in the Renaissance
This paper will deal with the printing history of surgery, a medical discipline
sometimes the ally, sometimes the servant, sometimes the despised enemy, of learned
medicine. Surgical texts printed in the Renaissance era not only include those that can
be immediately labeled as humanist, but also much humbler works printed in
vernacular languages, not for scholars but for practicing barber-surgeons and
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empirics. There were also first printings of standard scholastic surgeries from the
fourteenth and fifteenth centuries — for instance, those of Guy de Chauliac and
Johannes de Vigo — that had previously circulated widely in manuscript. This paper
will consider not only the unusually wide cultural range of Renaissance printing of
surgery, with its different audiences, but also the method of presentation of the text
by comparison with that of manuscript exemplars, the use of woodcut and engraved
illustrations, and the print medium’s involvement in the dissemination of new
surgical techniques.
CRAIG MARTIN, UNIVERSITY OF OKLAHOMA
Printed Commentaries and Authenticity: The Case of De alimento
Following Galen’s judgment, early editions of the Hippocratic Corpus, such as the
1523 Aldine, deemed the small treatise De alimento to be inauthentic. It was not until
the 1560s that this work received significant scholarly treatment when three
prominent medical doctors, Girolamo Cardano, Francisco Valles, and Antonio
Fracanzano all wrote commentaries on this work. These commentaries mix
philological criticism with medical learning. Significantly, all three commentators
believed Hippocrates to be the author of this work. The restoration of the
authenticity of this work gave greater authority to its teachings and is emblematic of
the increased concern with textual issues, the growing importance of dietetics in
Renaissance medicine, and the diminishing status of Galenic teachings in some
medical circles.

GC C205

NEW TECHNOLOGIES AND
RENAISSANCE STUDIES VI: ELECTRONIC
PUBLICATION

Sponsor: CENTRE FOR REFORMATION & RENAISSANCE STUDIES,
VICTORIA COLLEGE, UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

Organizers: RAYMOND G. SIEMENS, MALASPINA UNIVERSITY COLLEGE,
WILLIAM R. BOWEN, VICTORIA COLLEGE, UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

Chair: WILLIAM R. BOWEN, VICTORIA COLLEGE, UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
MATTHEW STEGGLE, SHEFFIELD HALLAM UNIVERSITY
Early Modern Literary Studies and the Stigma of Print
T h e p e e r - r e v i e w e d e - j o u r n a l E a r l y M o d e r n L i t e ra r y S t u d i e s
(http://purl.oclc.org/emls/emlshome.html) is now in its ninth year of publication.
This paper reviews the progress of the journal since its foundation in 1995, and asks
how it relates to the discipline to which it belongs. In particular, the paper raises
questions including: How is the journal reacting to the changing technological and
academic landscape, particularly in the light of the growing interest in Renaissance
ideas of information and information technology? What status does online
publication now have in early modern studies? And how does one measure the success
of a free-to-air academic project? Finally, the experience of EMLS might offer some
surprising perspectives on the frequently suggested idea that online-publication-asopposed-to-print occupies something of the same conceptual space as was formerly
occupied by manuscript-circulation-as-opposed-to-print.
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SHAWN JEREMY MARTIN, UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
The Early English Books Online-Text Creation Partnership (EEBO-TCP): A New
Model for Private/Public Cooperation and an Invaluable Resource for Early Modern
Scholarship
As the needs of researchers and students become more focused on Internet resources,
it is important for the academic community to meet the ever-increasing demands for
electronic resources. In addition, as these digital resources become more prevalent it
is essential that we ensure the accessibility and availability of these valuable resources.
The Early English Books Online-Text Creation Partnership (EEBO-TCP) is meant
to address all of these concerns. With the help of the University of Michigan, the
University of Oxford, the Council on Library and Information Resources, and
ProQuest Information and Learning, the Text Creation Partnership has sought to
create a new electronic resource of unquestioned scholarly value. ProQuest
Information and Learning has already digitized and made available nearly 125,000
titles from the Pollard & Redgrave and Wing Short Title catalogs of early English
books.
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THE BURLESQUE AND GROTESQUE IN
EARLY MODERN SOCIETY III: IMAGES
OF THE OTHER

Organizer: DOMENICO ZANRÈ, UNIVERSITY OF GLASGOW
Chair: GIUSEPPINA PALMA, SOUTHERN CONNECTICUT STATE UNIVERSITY
LIVIO M. PESTILLI, TRINITY COLLEGE
Faking Lameness: On the Depiction of the Disabled in Cinquecento Italy.
Images of the lame in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries propagated the role the
disabled had played in Trecento images, where they frequently appeared as miracleseeking supplicants or as living proof of a saint’s healing powers. However, the lame
were also depicted as mendicants. In times of famine, productive members of society
felt importuned by the ubiquitous presence of beggars. Thus, images of the disabled
at the close of the Cinquecento often represented the lame as the very embodiment
of swindlers, baroni, or furfanti. After elucidating the historical changes that shed
light on the artistic transformations of the lame in Renaissance Italy, the paper will
focus on how the truly disabled mendicants in sixteenth-century Rome organized
themselves in a confraternity (the Compagnia dei ciechi, zoppi e stroppiati della
visitazione) that, while excluding cheats from their ranks, looked after the interests of
its members like any other reputable “corporation.”
COSIMO CALABRÒ, INDEPENDENT SCHOLAR
Crazy Fool or Freak? The Multiple Bodies of the Grotesque in Italian Cinquecento
Imagery of the Insane
This paper will deal with the analysis of textual and visual evidence representing the
insane as articulated by Italian artists and, in particular, trattatisti in the Cinquecento.
Inherent within the aesthetic discourse addressing the interplay between the
grotesque and insanity lies one of the crucial issues of the sixteenth-century artistic
debate: the relationship between visual arts and poetry (ut pictura poesis).
Formulations by Alberti, Leonardo, Pirro Ligorio, and Gian Paolo Lomazzo, among
others, will be discussed in the context of accepted social and artistic decorum,
allowing us to see the ambivalence that the body of the insane acquires within
codified physiognomy, grotesque representations, and pictorial conventions.
Ultimately, one pressing question needs to be posed: Did the insane body and the
grotesque body occupy the same cultural and figurative space?
MARCO ARNAUDO, HARVARD UNIVERSITY
The Man Who Mistook Maria de’ Medici for a Landscape: Arcimboldesque Portraits in
Comanini, Lomazzo, Bruno, Sidney, and Marino
This paper focuses on Arcimboldo’s paintings and their influence on some important
works by sixteenth- and early-seventeenth-century authors. It examines in particular
how this influence between apparently different fields of knowledge has fascinated
poets, philosophers, and scientists, both because of its effect of meraviglia (the
marvelous) and the implications its cognitive structure expresses. The readability of
Arcimboldo’s paintings is stated thanks to Comanini’s Il Figino. Some passages from
Lomazzo’s Il trattato della pittura assist us in understanding how anti-canonical
Arcimboldo’s paintings were interpreted in the sixteenth century. I will discuss the
allegorical portrait of Avarice in Bruno’s Lo spaccio della bestia trionfante, and will also
consider the relationship existent between lo spaccio and the Arcimboldesque images
created by Philip Sidney, Bruno’s friend, in the two Arcadias and in Astrophil and
Stella. The paper concludes by explaining the aesthetic and conceptual value of
Arcimboldesque images in several works by Marino.
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GENDER, STATUS, AND THE EARLY
MODERN FEMALE SUBJECT
Sponsor: SOCIETY FOR THE STUDY OF EARLY MODERN WOMEN
Organizer: MIHOKO SUZUKI, UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI
Chair & Respondent: HILDA SMITH, UNIVERSITY OF CINCINNATI

MELANIE E. PITTS, FLORIDA ATLANTIC UNIVERSITY
Gender, Petrarchism, and the Sidney Lineage: Mary Wroth’s Pamphilia to Amphilanthus
It has been well documented that Mary Wroth purposely situates Pamphilia to
Amphilanthus in the line of her Sidney literary heritage. On the title page of her 1621
Urania, Wroth identifies herself as the daughter of Robert Sidney and niece of both
Phillip Sidney and the Countess of Pembroke. At the same time, Wroth places this
first sonnet sequence written by a woman author in the tradition of Petrarch, a mode
in which the male poet strives for differentiation from his predecessors. This paper
will explore these seemingly contradictory positions and the impact of Wroth’s status
as a Sidney on her gendered negotiation of Petrarchan poetics. As a woman writer,
Wroth’s Sidney connection enables the development of poetic authority; however, as
a Petrarchan poet, Wroth’s lineage emerges as a potential site of struggle for poetic
autonomy.
MIHOKO SUZUKI, UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI
Absolutism, Patriarchy, and the Female Aristocratic Subject: The Cases of Anne Clifford
and Anne-Marie-Louise d’Orléans, Duchess of Montpensier (la Grande Mademoiselle)
While Clifford and Montpensier seem exceptional when considered in isolation, a
comparative analysis of their writings reveals striking similarities in their strategies of
negotiating common historical and political constraints and opportunities. Both
women of the highest rank, they found themselves subjected to an absolutist
monarchy — of James I and Louis XIV, respectively — conjoined with a powerful
patriarchy. As a direct result of their dispossession (in the case of Clifford) and exile
(in the case of Montpensier), both produced memoirs in order to justify their claims.
Moreover, the English Civil War and the Fronde provided opportunities for them to
assert their political prerogative as sovereigns over their estates. Yet while Clifford
made a prudential second marriage that helped her successfully to pursue her legal
claims, Montpensier, despite her well-known writings against marriage, finally
sought to marry a man below her station, which led to the loss of a substantial portion
of her titles and estates.
MELINDA S. ZOOK, PURDUE UNIVERSITY
The Shocking Death of Mary II: Gender and Political Crisis in Late-Stuart England
The sudden death of Mary II by smallpox sent a shockwave through English society.
The far more popular, and, for many, the more legitimate half of the dual monarchy
was lost. Members of the House of Commons wept openly. Her funeral was an
elaborate baroque spectacle: thirty-six medals were cast on the occasion and more
sermons and elegies were published honoring her than any previous monarch,
including Elizabeth I. Why? Considering that modern historians have all but
forgotten that Mary II ever existed, the tidal wave of grief her death ignited is an
aberrant moment in our traditional narratives of late-Stuart England.
Contemporaries knew something about Mary II that we have lost. This paper argues
that Mary’s death created a far greater political and constitutional crisis than has been
formerly recognized and examines how the nation had to be reconciled to the reign
of William without Mary.
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Majestic

COSMOLOGY AND CONTROVERSY IN
THE WORK OF CHRISTOPH SCHEINER,
S.J.

Sponsor: RENAISSANCE STUDIES CERTIFICATE PROGRAM, THE GRADUATE SCHOOL AND
UNIVERSITY CENTER, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK

Organizer: GEORGE A. OUWENDIJK, THE SCHOOL OF VISUAL ARTS
Chair: WILLIAM REDNOUR, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, GRADUATE CENTER
GEORGE A. OUWENDIJK, THE SCHOOL OF VISUAL ARTS
Christoph Scheiner’s Cosmology: Fluid Heavens and the Question of Authority
The Jesuit mathematician and astronomer Christoph Scheiner is well known for his
opposition to Galileo in the matter of sunspots. Scheiner, however, also wrote
extensively on cosmological problems, particularly on the nature of the heavens. This
paper will analyze Scheiner’s cosmological views within the context of late-sixteenthand early-seventeenth-century debates on this issue. Two main sources will be
explored: the first is Scheiners Rosa Ursina (1626-30), which represents his mature
ideas. The second is an unpublished manuscript written in 1614; this early work
represents Scheiner’s first-known attempt to argue in favor of the notion that the
heavens were fluid in nature. Due emphasis will be given to intellectual and
institutional influences on Scheiner’s thought.
RENZO BALDASSO, COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY
The Prodromus pro sole mobili et terra stabili, or Scheiner’s Reply to Galileo’s Dialogue
Upon reading Galileo’s Dialogue, Scheiner felt compelled to respond to by writing the
Prodromus pro sole mobili et terra stabili contra academicum floerentinum. A long
treatise, the Prodromus was written in 1633 but remained unpublished until after its
author’s death in 1651. While the reasons for postponing its publication are
unknown, the Prodromus is an important statement in the Copernican controversy.
My paper introduces this work and provides the context for understanding its
contents. Against the expectations of modern readers, Scheiner’s rebuttal of Galileo’s
Dialogue ignores the argument of the tides and focuses instead on sunspots and the
axial rotation of the sun. Scheiner believes that Galileo’s Dialogue is an attack on the
theories on sunspots and their motions he presented in the Rosa Ursina (1626-30).
Furthermore, he believes that Galileo’s best argument for heliocentrism was the
interpretation of the sunspots’ motion. The Prodromus is a careful confutation of
Galileo’s theory based on observational and philosophical arguments.
FRANZ DAXECKER,UNIVERSITÄT INNSBRUCK
Christoph Scheiner’s Main Work Rosa Ursina sive Sol
Scheiner wrote his main work in Rome in the years 1626-30. Rosa Ursina sive Sol is
divided into four volumes. In the first part Scheiner tackles the issue of who was first
to discover the sunspots. He then proves that Galileo made errors in his observations.
Volume two shows illustrations of telescopes, projection methods, and the
helioscope, and compares the optics of a telescope with that of the human eye. In the
third volume are observations of sunspots are illustrated by seventy copper
engravings. The forth volume consists of two parts. The first one deals again with the
phenomena of the sun, such as sunspots, its rotation period and the tilt of its axis. The
second part is a collection of passages and quotations from the scriptures, Church
Fathers, and philosophers, all designed to prove that Scheiner’s interpretation of the
fluid heavens conforms to Catholic doctrine.
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DIALOGUE AND RHETORIC IN
MONTAIGNE’S ESSAIS

Organizers: REINIER LEUSHUIS, FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY,
NICOLAS RUSSELL, SMITH COLLEGE

Chair: DEBORAH LOSSE, ARIZONA STATE UNIVERSITY
REINIER LEUSHUIS, FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY
Amor ordinem nescit: Montaigne’s Dialogue on Love in “Sur des vers de Virgile” (Essais, III, 5)
In “Sur des vers de Virgile” Montaigne blames old age for his disorganized
argumentation. However, Montaigne’s “wandering” style here is different from the
“oscillatory dynamics” of earlier chapters. In the Apologie de Raimond Sebond
Montaigne’s dialectical thinking aims at rendering all possible sides of a thesis,
according to the technique of in utramque partem disserere from Ciceronian dialogue,
whereas the “vagabond” dynamics of “Sur des vers de Virgile” recalls Speroni’s poetics
of a love dialogue as defined in the latter’s Apologia dei dialogi. According to Speroni,
instead of leading the interlocutor towards truth, the dialogo amoroso dwells within
a “pleasant labyrinth,” tending towards digression and obliqueness and thus imitating
lovers’ behavior. In my paper, I will argue that the amorous topic of “Sur des vers de
Virgile” induces Montaigne to feature an absence of order and adopt a vagabond
rhetoric reflecting Speroni’s definition of the love dialogue.
NICOLAS RUSSELL, SMITH COLLEGE
Contradiction and the Rhetoric of Knowledge in Montaigne’s Essais
Montaigne is famous for his habit of contradicting himself, or, more generally, of
being inconsistent. From one passage to the next, metaphors shift in meaning, the
analytical perspective changes, and contradictory statements coexist, creating a
feeling of disunity and lack of coherence. In this paper, I will analyze the rhetoric of
several passages, from “De l’institution des enfants” and “De l’expérience,” where
Montaigne describes knowledge or an aspect of knowledge in two or more
inconsistent ways. These contrary accounts of knowledge that Montaigne
interweaves in various passages throughout the Essais create a tension between
opposing voices or points of view. The question is: how does this dialogical style of
thinking and writing relate to Montaigne’s skeptical view of human knowledge? This
paper will analyze some specific ways that Montaigne’s dialogical rhetoric contributes
indirectly to his discourse on knowledge.
ZAHI ZALLOUA, WHITMAN COLLEGE
Montaigne’s Other Model of Friendship: Communication and Interruption in “De l’art
de conferer” (III, 8)
It is now standard practice to interpret Montaigne’s view of friendship through a preand postlapsarian framework, as it is elaborated in “De l’amitié.” Prior to the death
of La Boétie, Montaigne’s communication with his friend was perfect. Yet Montaigne
is not always consistent in his depiction of friendship. In “De l’art de conferer,” he
describes friendship, not as a passive condition, but as a kind of praxis. In this paper
I argue for the need to distinguish analytically between two registers of friendship: on
the one hand, friendship as a referential phenomenon is essentially a dynamic
relationship; on the other, friendship as depicted in a testimony is outside of
mediation, deeply embedded in a rhetoric of exemplarity which idealizes the other.
I then propose to nuance this division between referential and textual friendships by
looking at the kind of “friendship” that readers are invited to fashion with Montaigne.
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Belasco

LAW AND SUBJECTIVITY

Organizer: LORNA HUTSON, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY
Chair: JOSEPH LOEWENSTEIN, WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
LINDA RAE HARDY, VICTORIA UNIVERSITY WEILINGTON
Did Sexuality have a Renaissance? Law, Honor, and Subjectivity in Whetstone’s Promos
and Cassandra and Shakespeare’s Measure for Measure
Whetstone’s 1578 Promos and Cassandra, dedicated to a lawyer and one of the sources
for Shakespeare’s Measure for Measure, is a play, which seems thoroughly to confirm
the anachronism of “subjectivity” to an early modern mode of identity-formation
conceptualized in terms of social and legal codes. Its protagonists take up various
rhetorical positions in relation to issues of male and female honor, and argue and act
them out to a point of resolution. Shakespeare’s play, unlike its source, dramatizes
problems of sexual knowledge that are not reducible to issues of law or honor. If
sexuality has been the “secret truth” of modern subjectivity, it may be said to emerge
in Shakespeare’s play precisely where the legal and social codes that regulate sexual
conduct are no longer fully legible.
BERNADETTE MEYLER, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, IRVINE
Rhetorics of Conscience and Reason in the Seventeeth-Century Contest between
Common Law and Equity
The common law — thought to a be an “ancient constituion” securing the liberties
of the people — and opposition against it played an acknowledged part in the debates
among Royalists, Parliamentarians, and Puritans during the seventeenth century.
Little attention has, however, been devoted to the status of the jury within these
arguments for either the supremacy of the common law or for the king’s prerogative,
the latter institutionally embodied in the Star Chamber and the Court of Chancery.
The rhetoric employed by advocates of the jury and of the Chancellor was quite
similar: Chancery was commonly dubbed the “Court of Conscience” and tracts on
the jury suggested that conscience figured prominently in jurors’ application of the
law. A secularized version of conscience thus characterized both contexts, one that
was sometimes even equated with reason. This reason remained distinct from that
which Sir Edward Coke identified as “the life of the law.”
LORNA HUTSON, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY
Answering Their Suspicion: The Disclosure of Evidence in Titus Andronicus
Michel Foucault’s analysis of penal torture as part of a Continental regime of truth
production has been routinely applied to English Renaissance Drama. Striking,
however, is the way in which sixteenth-century English writers on law themselves
distinguished the evidential procedures of Continental inquisitorial trial from those
of the English jury trial, likening the former to Roman imperial practices, and the
latter to the practices of the Roman republic, for which Cicero’s and Quintilian’s
treatises on forensic rhetoric were designed. This paper will suggest that the dramatic
form of Shakespeare’s Titus Andronicus is illuminated in hitherto unnoticed ways if
we understand there to have been a perceived contemporary distinction between the
secrecy and torture of Continental evidentiary practice, and the participatory “factfinding” of the English jury system.

Booth

POLITICAL TRUST IN THE ITALIAN
RENAISSANCE

Organizer: MARK JURDJEVIC, YALE UNIVERSITY
Chair & Respondent: JOHN A. MARINO, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SAN DIEGO
MARK JURDJEVIC, YALE UNIVERSITY
Mistrust and the Roots of Civil Society in Renaissance Republicanism
A recent Journal of Interdisciplinary History was devoted to assessing Robert Putnam’s
Making Democracy Work. Putnam argued that regional differences between northern
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and southern Italy in the 1980s reflected divergent political traditions dating back to
the communal era of the Middle Ages. The responses by Renaissance historians Gene
Brucker and Edward Muir came to different and apparently mutually exclusive
conclusions about Putnam’s thesis, the one reading a wholesale rejection and the
other, while also critical, a more sympathetic assessment of Putnam’s premises. I argue
that there is more agreement between Putnam, Brucker, and Muir than at first
appears, and, hence, a less historically problematic way to conceptualize “social
capital” in late-medieval Italy. By offering an explanation of how and why this is so,
I hope to make a larger argument about the catalytic and positive role that suspicion
and mistrust played in the genesis and development of communal politics.
WILLIAM CAFERRO, VANDERBILT UNIVERSITY
Creating Trust, Limiting Treachery: Italian States and their Armies in the Fourteenth Century
The use of foreign mercenaries by Italian states to fight local wars is well known.
Nationalist Italian writers of the nineteenth century placed responsibility on the
foreigners themselves for descending on Italy like “hordes of locusts.” Modern
historiography attributes the practice to the states themselves, who feared the
consequence of their own men in arms. My paper will examine the relationship
between states and their armies: how political officials tried to extract loyalty, while
at the same time keeping the men at a distance. I will argue that while policy was
deeply ambiguous, continuity and faithful service were more than has been supposed.
KARL R. APPUHN, UNIVERSITY OF OREGON
How to Trust an Istrian: Approaches to Agency Problems in the Timber Trade in
Renaissance Venice
Throughout the Renaissance, the Republic of Venice experienced problems with the
procurement of timber resources of all descriptions. Although it is a well-known fact
that Venetians suffered firewood and timber shortages, the causes of the difficulties
have been misattributed to disappearing mainland forests. While there was never an
actual lack of timber growing on the terraferma, the Republic did experience problems
having the trees felled and delivered to Venice. A combination of local resistance to
the imposition of forced labor and dishonest middlemen trying to extort additional
money from the government created apparent shortages. In the late sixteenth century,
the Venetians changed the form of contracts with suppliers as they struggled to create
a system whereby the suppliers could be trusted to fulfill their obligations. This paper
will examine contracts with Istrian suppliers of both Arsenal timber and firewood to
show how the Venetians addressed such fundamental agency problems.

Imperial

WAS THERE A RADICAL RENAISSANCE?
Organizer: WILLIAM J. CONNELL, SETON HALL UNIVERSITY
Chair: ANN E. MOYER, UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA

WILLIAM J. CONNELL, SETON HALL UNIVERSITY
Radical Renaissance
Perhaps it is time to make a fresh case for the radical qualities of Renaissance thought.
For decades we have been hearing that a series of Renaissance thinkers once thought to
be heterodox were really devoutly religious, and not very different from their medieval
predecessors. Impressive attempts to catalogue the writings of all Renaissance humanists
have taken from the achievements of some of the most interesting writers of the
Renaissance. Brilliant studies of single humanists and philosophers have given us
insufficient sense of what was radical and new in their shared culture. Interpretations of
the Renaissance present it as a discrete period, with a culture all its own, have left us with
a Renaissance that mattered very little in European history, and they have emboldened,
possibly unreasonably, the claims of the specialists working on later periods. This paper
discusses how to go about making a stronger case for the Renaissance.
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WAS THERE A RADICAL RENAISSANCE?
(CONT’D.)
VICTORIA KAHN, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY
Happy Tears: Descartes on Politics and the Passions
Descartes is usually thought to represent a radical break in the history of philosophy
by virtue of the cogito. In this paper I argue for a different radical Descartes — the
Descartes who is the author of Les Passions de l’ame. If Descartes’s Meditations are
about the conditions of the possibility of knowledge, then the Passions de l’ame is
about the condition of the possibility of politics. But the two enterprises are not
simply analogous. Rather, Descartes’s reflections on politics and the passions end up
fundamentally recasting his earlier conception of the philosopher-spectator. In so
doing, Descartes anticipates a new regime of politics, inscribed in the body itself.
JACOB S. SOLL, RUTGERS UNIVERSITY, CAMDEN
Machiavellian Reformation: Radical Reading and the Origins of Secular Political Culture
This paper situates the shift towards a secular attitude that made life in this world the
basis of politics and authority in a series of historical reading practices conceived of
and developed by Machiavelli and Justus Lipsius. If the Protestant Reformation was
in great part the development of personalized Bible-reading practices, then the
secular weltanschauung of modernity grew, not out of a philosophy of atheism, but,
rather, began earlier as a humanist practice of reading earthly history to attain
political effectiveness. Thus the humanist, absolutist political tradition paradoxically
undermined the foundations of the medieval theological cosmology and served as a
basis for the biblical criticism used by Richard Simon and even Spinoza. For the first
time, it is possible to trace a clear genealogy of how the critical reading practices of
the Renaissance grew into the critical spirit of the Enlightenment.

Lyceum

NEW APPROACHES TO EARLY
ELIZABETHAN POETRY

Organizer: JESSICA WINSTON, UNIVERSITY OF ABERDEEN /IDAHO STATE UNIVERSITY
Chair: JOHN F. MCDIARMID, NEW COLLEGE OF FLORIDA
Respondent: MIKE PINCOMBE, UNIVERSITY OF NEWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE
CATHY SHRANK, UNIVERSITY OF ABERDEEN
Matters of Love and Discourse: The English Sonnet, 1560-80
My paper looks at the form and content of the English sonnet between 1560-80,
concentrating on the works of George Turberville, Barnabe Googe, and Thomas
Howell. I argue that as well as being much more fluid in form than the traditional
“English” sonnet, their sonnets have a much more public tenor than that usually
associated with the genre, which is often read as an introspective, even egocentric,
medium. These mid-Tudor sonneteers are much less concerned with love, and only
occasionally adopt the perspective of the (unrequited) lover. Instead, they use the
sonnet form for a variety of purposes, from eulogies to moralizing pieces, and their
sonnets record their coterie origins. By examining mid-Tudor sonnets, we can also
trace the emergence of a distinct subgenre of sonnets used to offer advice to young
men, offering an overlooked context for reading Shakespeare’s enigmatic sonnets to
the young man.
JESSICA WINSTON, UNIVERSITY OF ABERDEEN / IDAHO STATE UNIVERSITY
Lyric Poetry at the Early-Elizabethan Inns of Court
Focusing on lyric poetry associated with the early Elizabethan Inns of Court, this
paper shows that poetic composition and circulation helped members of the Inns to
shape a professional identity and community. Surveying the use of lyric poetry in the
humanist educational curriculum on the one hand, and the association of poetic
composition with the prodigal rejection of educational and professional
responsibility on the other, I argue that Inns-of-Court men created lyric poetry that
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explicitly embraced humanist values — responsibility, duty, thriftiness, and
labor — and rejected love and idleness, in order to announce their interest in business
rather than prodigal affairs. Looking especially at the work of Barnabe Googe, I also
argue that Inns-of-Court men such as Googe, Turberville, and Gascoigne shared their
verse in order to shape the values of a community that would partly define who they
were to others.
RAPHAEL LYNE, CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY
Writing Back to Ovid in the 1560s and ’70s
This paper focuses on replies to Ovid’s Heroides and its fortunes in 1560s and ’70s
England. George Turbervile added versions of the neo-Latin replies by Angelus
Sabinus to his Heroycall Epistles of 1567. Isabella Whitney (fl. 1567-73) wrote a reply
from Aeneas to Dido — a poem found appended to F.L.’s Remedia Amoris translation,
and which I attributed to Whitney a few years ago. The Latin replies themselves are
fascinating and neglected material, and I shall examine their contexts, and those of
the Heroides, in the literary and educational culture of the time. Their English
descendants engage with more sophisticated ideas about authorship and authenticity,
imitation and influence, than has often been expected of the period.

Morosco

THE BODY AND THE CITY I

Sponsor: RENAISSANCE STUDIES CERTIFICATE PROGRAM, THE GRADUATE SCHOOL AND
UNIVERSITY CENTER, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK
Organizers: FRANCESCA CANADÉ SAUTMAN, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK,
GRADUATE CENTER & HUNTER COLLEGE,
DOMNA STANTON, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, GRADUATE CENTER
Chair: FRANCESCA CANADÉ SAUTMAN, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK,
GRADUATE CENTER & HUNTER COLLEGE
GIUSEPPE CARLO DI SCIPIO, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, HUNTER COLLEGE
Slaves and Slavery in Renaissance Florence and Some Other Tuscan Cities
On 2 March 1363 the priors of Florence issued a decree permitting the importation
of foreign slaves of either sex who were not Christians. Recorded in the Registro delle
vendite degli Schiavi in 1366, it became incorporated into the Statuti of 1415. It
contradicted a Florentine decree of 1289 that strictly prohibited selling serfs in the
territory of Florence, and their transfer when the land on which they lived was sold.
At the same time, the port of Pisa was a longstanding center of meeting and trade for
merchants from the east and the north; it featured a special fair on 15 August, which
attracted “Turchi, Negri, Persiani, Caldei,” who traded with the Northern merchants,
where slaves were bought and sold. This paper will review previous evidence and
discuss the consequences of this new decree, who these slaves were, and where they
came from, with a particular attention to these developments in Tuscany.
ABBY ZANGER, TUFTS UNIVERSITY
Cities, Bodies, Books: Les Angoysses Douloureuses and the Anxieties of Women and Print
in Renaissance France
This paper focuses on Renaissance attitudes toward bodies of women in relation to
their writing and print output. In Helisenne de Crenne’s 1538 novel Les Angoysses
Douloureuses, the young heroine surrenders to the temptations of love while visiting
the city with her husband. Her body then suffers both unfulfilled longing and the
blows of her husband, who had discovered her writings to and about her lover. The
husband, in response to her handwritten material, makes his own inky black marks
on her body. The publication of the husband’s grievance on his wife’s body can be
compared to the allegorical epilogue in which the heroine’s tale of love and woe passes
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into print in Paris. This epilogue concerning print, the body, and the city can be read
as an inversion of the abuse scene of the beginning of the book, and also as an attempt
to tame and manage the female body and its passions.
DOMNA STANTON, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, GRADUATE CENTER
On the Phantasmic Body of the Old Whore
Sorel’s Agathe (Francion, 1622) is the most positive representation of the old whoreturned-procuress, a figure identified with the European city since Lucian and Ovid,
and De Rojos and Aretino. Like her predecessors, Agathe’s grotesque ugliness signals
unresolved tensions among male authors, who project fears and desires onto her
decaying body. The pox-bearing old whore hyperbolizes the abjection of the
(Christian) body, even as authors extol illicit sexuality. An emblem of rapacious
mercantilism, like the city, she exploits and thus degrades the male, whose phallus she
assumes. Her threatening sexual desires, despite her decrepitude, are degraded
through satire, while she is assimilated to the witch, whose burning body marked the
European cityscape. By the l650s, the fundamental threat that “a whore is not a
woman” is contained by “le grand renfermement” (Foucault). Textually, the old
whore transmutes into a sexually omniscient bourgeoise preparing a virgin for
domestic conjugality.

Music Box

MUSICAL GENRES: NEW
INTERPRETATIONS OF THE MASS,
MOTET, AND MADRIGAL
Organizer: PATRICK MACEY, EASTMAN SCHOOL OF MUSIC
Chair: LEEMAN PERKINS,COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY

ANDREW KIRKMAN, RUTGERS UNIVERSITY, NEW BRUNSWICK
L'homme armé: A New Hypothesis
The secular tune L’homme armé formed the musical foundation for some forty
polyphonic Masses composed mostly in the later fifteenth and early sixteenth
centuries. Yet although the question of the identity of the “armed man” — and,
hence, of a reason for such widespread use of the melody — has intrigued scholarship
for decades, few scholars have suggested a basis for an understanding of the
phenomenon as a whole. This paper offers a potential solution rooted in conditions
of general and fundamental relevance to late-medieval Western Christendom, as
revealed in the forms and actions of the Mass itself. It focuses on widespread
allegories, according to which the Mass and its participants are characterized in terms
of a spiritual battle. As a model for understanding the L’homme armé tradition, such
allegory has the advantages both of common currency and of embracing and
illuminating more piecemeal explanations offered in the past.
ROBERT M. NOSOW, UNIVERSITY OF NORTH TEXAS
Power and Mediation in the Early-Fifteenth-Century Motet
The motet of the early fifteenth century was primarily a ceremonial vehicle. At the
center of any motet performance was the choir, almost exclusively ecclesiastical in
character, made up of priests, men in monastic or minor orders, and choirboys.
Motets supplicated saints, the Virgin Mary, or the Trinity on behalf of a discrete
organization or powerful individuals. In so doing they also addressed those under
their authority. Motets thus spoke on more than one level, and many have more than
one text, each addressed to a different audience. The language they employed was that
of diplomacy. Motets with newly composed texts often follow the structure and
prescriptions of the ars dictandi. They mediate between different hierarchies and
different levels of social and political power. As a result, the motet is the only musical
genre of the period to deal with questions of power and authority.
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GIUSEPPE GERBINO, COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY
Marenzio and the Noble Virtue of Simplicity
In the history of the Italian madrigal, the 1580s saw the emergence of a new stylistic
orientation. A simpler and jauntier type of madrigal gained increasing popularity,
ultimately providing a somewhat defiant alternative to the contrapuntal, hypersophisticated model of the mid-century madrigal. In this paper I will discuss the
meaning of this change in musical style in connection with the image of pastoral
simplicity evoked in the texts set to music. By focusing on Luca Marenzio and on the
typology of pastoral madrigal that he cultivated as a musician in the service of
Cardinal Luigi d’Este, I will suggest that the cult of the myth of Arcadia came to alter
established stylistic hierarchies by blurring the socio-stylistic axioms that
symbolically translated the opposition of high and low into the opposition of
complex and simple.

Plymouth

NEW MILLENNIUM MILTON: VIOLENCE
AND TERROR

Sponsor: RENAISSANCE STUDIES CERTIFICATE PROGRAM, THE GRADUATE SCHOOL AND
UNIVERSITY CENTER, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK

Chair: JOSEPH A. WITTREICH, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK,
THE GRADUATE CENTER

Respondent: BILL GOLDSTEIN,THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK,
THE GRADUATE CENTER
ANNABEL M. PATTERSON, YALE UNIVERSITY
Milton and Violence
All of a sudden, we are concerned about Milton and violence, thanks to John Carey’s
all-too-topical suggestion that Samson was a terrorist. Of course, Milton was himself
concerned with violence, having to rationalize a regicide, and the story begins with
The Tenure of Kings and Magistrates and its struggles with the tradition of politically
“sanctioned” violence. In his great poems Milton would make three more attempts,
each quite different from the other, to explore this issue, which is still, as we see, being
violently debated over three centuries later.
NIGEL SMITH, PRINCETON UNIVERSITY
“Martyrs, Terrorists, Poets”

Uris

PAINTERS, POETS, AND THE ROLE OF
THE AUCTOR
Organizers: GIANCARLO FIORENZA, INDEPENDENT SCHOLAR ,
C. JEAN CAMPBELL, CENTER FOR ADVANCED STUDY IN THE VISUAL ARTS,
NATIONAL GALLERY OF ART
Chair: EIKE SCHMIDT, CENTER FOR ADVANCED STUDY IN THE VISUAL ARTS,
NATIONAL GALLERY OF ART

GIANCARLO FIORENZA, INDEPENDENT SCHOLAR
Ludovico Mazzolino and the Art of Disputation
This talk addresses the theme of disputation as it is visualized and performed in the
devotional paintings of the Ferrarese artist Ludovico Mazzolino. Three pictorial
subjects in particular, Christ Disputing with the Doctors, The Tribute Money, and Christ
and the Woman Taken in Adulter y, show a complex mixture of sacred
inscriptions — Hebrew, Aramaic, and hieroglyphic — together with secular
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narratives shown in grisaille. Details taken from sarcophagus reliefs and ancient
Roman monuments ornament Mazzolino’s compositions and, moreover, provide
testimonial evidence to the authority of the Word of God. The various media that
intersect in his paintings demonstrate the artist’s discursive fluency. Mazzolino’s claim
as auctor, however, is displaced in one specific case: his painting of The Tribute Money
(1524) for the poet Girolamo Casio prominently and uniquely displays the patron’s
name in the Latin nominative on the Temple.
C. JEAN CAMPBELL, EMORY UNIVERSITY
The Patron as Author: Pier Maria’s Golden Chamber at Torrechiara
Among the fifteenth-century descriptions of a remarkable painted chamber in the dei
Rossi castle at Torrechiara, one stands out for its poetic character. The Parmese poet
Jacopo Caviceo describes the room as a “thalamus auro linitus,” in which the deeds
of its author (auctor) are displayed. Typically taken as a reference to the room’s owner
and the patron of its paintings, Pier Maria dei Rossi, the word auctor here implies
something more than art-historical notions of patronage and ownership are capable
of conveying. The golden chamber at Torrechiara is defined through its elaborate
pictorial and material ornamentation as a center for the invention of knowledge. In
this paper I will explore how the figure of Pier Maria might have been formed and
represented, through the mechanism of the room’s imagery, as the author of a vital
court culture.
JILL MARIE PEDERSON, THE JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY
Complicating Auctoritas: Painter and Poet in Giovanni Antonio Boltraffio’s Portrait of
Girolamo Casio
This talk examines the role of the auctor in Boltraffio’s portrait of the Bolognese poet
Girolamo Casio (ca. 1498). The sitter’s bejeweled and effeminate appearance has
previously led to his erroneous identification as a young woman. The figure, however,
is unequivocally male — his cloak displays the initials of Casio’s Latin monogram.
Casio’s appearance can be explained by his personal cultivation of ideals of courtly
grace and physical beauty, ideals appropriate to this poet of amorous verse. Boltraffio
presents his literary friend as an idealized image to be left for posterity. This act was
reciprocal; Casio himself composed laudatory sonnets about Boltraffio. Through this
exchange the two men entered into the familiar Renaissance debate on the relative
merits of the visual and verbal arts, or the paragone. This competition is complicated,
however, through the inclusion of a memento mori bearing Casio’s name on the reverse
of the portrait.

Julliard

NICHOLAS OF CUSA AND
NEOPLATONISM

Sponsor: AMERICAN CUSANUS SOCIETY
Organizer & Chair: THOMAS M. IZBICKI, THE JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY
CLYDE LEE MILLER, STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, STONY BROOK
Nicholas of Cusa: A Neoplatonism of His Own
The two main strands of Neoplatonic influences on Nicholas of Cusa are the classic
Augustinian and Dionysian. But Nicholas gives these his own particular readings. To
illustrate how, I examine passages from De visione Dei where Nicholas’s sensibility
seems particularly Augustinian, then passages from De docta ignorantia and De li
Nonaliud where his thought turns to a more Dionysian direction. What makes these
passages ultimately Cusan, however, are the metaphors and symbolism he chooses to
express a Neoplatonism all his own.
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NANCY HUDSON, PRINCETON UNIVERSITY
Nicholas of Cusa: Pagan Neoplatonist or Christian Theologian?
The strong influence of Neoplatonist philosophy on Nicholas of Cusa’s theology
resulted in controversy regarding his idea of salvation. Although Luther accused
Pseudo-Dionysius of being “plus platonisans quam christianisans,” Nicholas of Cusa
faced similar charges. The importance of the intellect to his theology threatens to
undermine the goodness of creation, privilege the mind over the body, reduce the
need for repentance for sins, and make Christ into a Christian dressing of an
otherwise pagan philosophical system. The capacity of the mind to encompass a
multitude of things and, thus, to imitate God is a fertile image. However, his
Neoplatonic epistemology has not replaced his Christian soteriology. A close look at
both his own thought and the theological context of the Eastern Christian Church
reveals that Nicholas of Cusa maintains an orthodox position, both in regard to the
tradition and in his own mind.
IL KIM, COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY
Cusanus, Nicholas V, and Neoplatonism in Renaissance Art
Art historians have suggested that Cusanus made a contribution to fifteenth-century
art. However, it is difficult to find direct influence of his writings on art, as Cusanus
only Dealt with it in his analogy between omnivoyant icons and the vision of God.
He is unique among fifteenth-century Neoplatonists in his use of geometry and light
metaphysics for a better understanding of God. I will clarify his influence on Nicholas
V’s project for a new Basilica of St. Peter. The pope’s ideas are documented in
Gianozzo Manetti’s Life of Pope Nicholas V. Manetti refers to the use of the sun’s rays
coming through oculi illuminating the entire basilica, which can be attributed to
Cusanus’s thinking about the sun and about God’s omnivoyance. Cusanus’s
Neoplatonic analogy of the sun, exemplified in the Vatican’s Cappella Niccolina,
represents the pope as Christ’s Vicar, asserting papal supremacy against conciliarism
and contributing to defense of the absolute power of the pope in the Church.

Broadway

TITIAN TAKING STOCK III
Organizer & Chair: JOANNA WOODS-MARSDEN,
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, LOS ANGELES

PETER HUMFREY, UNIVERSITY OF ST. ANDREWS
The Taste for Titian in Scotland
After providing a brief preview of the Age of Titian exhibition, to be held at the
National Gallery of Scotland in Edinburgh from August to November 2004, this
paper will trace the growing taste for Titian among Scottish collectors in the later
eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. Most collectors were members of the
nobility (whose families were often forced to sell their treasures a generation or two
later), but the contributions of public institutions and the new rich will also be
considered. Sometimes a Titian turned out to be by Lambert Sustris, while other
times a Bonifacio turned out to be by Titian. The paper will also present a new
conclusion about the different versions of the Portrait of Vincenzo Cappello (formerly
at Hamilton Palace and Dunmore Park), and a new discovery about the Duke of
Sutherland’s Three Ages of Man.
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MIGUEL FALOMIR, MUSEO DEL PRADO
Titian 1548
In 1548 Titian went to Augsburg and painted some of his most important works for
the Hapsburg dynasty. This paper will focus on two of them: Tityus and Sisyphus,
commissioned by Mary of Hungary. Along with the equestrian portrait of Charles V,
they are probably his most politically charged works. Above all, however, Titus and
Sisyphus are fascinating because, although they were done for the same client and at
the same time, and hung in the same place, they are technically completely different.

Carnegie

MEMORY AND SUBJECTIVITY IN
ENGLISH RENAISSANCE DRAMA
Organizer: ZACKARIAH C. LONG, UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA
Chair: ANNE SUSSMAN,UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA

WILLIAM E. ENGEL, INDEPENDENT SCHOLAR
Diana’s place in Shakespeare’s Art of Memory
This paper concerns chaste Diana, goddess of the hunt, as a memory image along the
lines of those allegorical figures regularly used in structures associated with the
Renaissance ars memorativa. The first part of the paper reviews commonplaces of the
classical memory arts and looks at links between Shakespeare’s imagery and typical
memory theaters of the day. The second part concerns how issues of subjectivity
(particularly in the later, more self-consciously emblematic plays) are disclosed
through mnemonic imagery designed to evoke particular responses by virtue of
characters being associated with the figure of Diana: namely, Imogen in Cymbeline
and Marina in Pericles. The main focus, though, will be Emilia’s prayer to Diana in
The Two Noble Kinsmen, 5.1 (seen in the light of Arcite’s prayer to Mars and Palamon’s
to Venus), which ultimately guides how we decipher and learn from the mnemonic
imagery encoded in the play’s rich allegorical imagery.
LINA PERKINS WILDER YALE UNIVERSITY
“Past the Size of Dreaming”: Performative Remembering in Antony and Cleopatra
Shakespeare’s Antony and Cleopatra sets up a conflict between two kinds of memory:
a collective memory based on tradition and written records (such as North’s
translation of Plutarch), and a personal and performative memory based on personal
recollection. The characters in the play seem aware of their own history before the
fact: they quote Plutarch, and act in accordance with later received notions of their
character. This makes it all the more surprising when they depart from Plutarch and
received opinion and remember their story differently. My paper will focus primarily
on Cleopatra and Enobarbus, and their different ways of converting the play’s
awareness of history into the occasion for a different kind of history-making, one
based on the marginalized “dreams,” as Cleopatra calls them, of “boys and women”
(5.2.73).
ROBERT GRANT WILLIAMS, NIPISSING UNIVERSITY
Shoring up Patriarchal Memory in The Insatiate Countess
The Insatiate Countess plays with and upon anxieties foundational to the
phallocentrism of early modern mnemonic culture. It opens with Isabella the
protagonist-antagonist blaspheming the rituals of remembering. She uses memorial
candles to pledge her fiery lust to Roberto. On the surface, the play demonizes the
wanton woman, whose physical charms disrupt male subjectivity through inducing
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forgetting: as Rogero warns Gniaca, Isabella’s Circean allure has “drowned... [his] soul
in Lethy faculties.” But this forgetting masks a more distressing trauma to male
subjectivity: the mourning wife — the overdetermined embodiment of male memory
in terms of progeny, property, and prayer — has the power to forget the dead
husband. My paper will examine the way in which the play exorcises this deep-seated
fear for early modern mnemonic culture, particularly through the play’s halfremembered recreations of famous memorial scenes from Shakespeare’s Romeo and
Juliet, The Merry Wives of Windsor, and, of course, Hamlet.
ZACKARIAH C. LONG, UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA
“Subject to Destiny”: Memory and the Afterlife in The Spanish Tragedy
This paper examines early modern views of memory in the afterlife as a context for
probing the heart of Renaissance revenge tragedy. Both traditional pagan and
Christian views of the afterlife held that memory underwent fundamental changes
upon passage from this world to the next. Revenge tragedy, however, insists upon the
interpenetration of these two worlds, in particular the ability of those in this world
to take on the mnemonic characteristics of those in the next. For this reason,
revengers are always caught between multiply constraining and contradictory
mnemonic trajectories. My paper argues that The Spanish Tragedy’s Hieronimo
attempts to negotiate this conflict by making revenge, an act of remembrance, an act
of forgetting. By destroying or evacuating symbols of memory, Hieronimo strives to
achieve in this world, just before he dies and his revenge is complete, what neither this
world nor the next can provide: oblivion.

Alvin

INTERPRETATIONS OF RENAISSANCE
HUMANISM IV
Organizer & Chair: ANGELO MAZZOCCO, MT. HOLYOKE COLLEGE

JAMES HANKINS, HARVARD UNIVERSITY
Italian Humanism and Early Modern Religion
Renaissance scholarship on humanism since the Second World War has (especially in
the Anglo-American world) been highly critical of the tendency, typical of earlytwentieth-century scholarship, to assimilate Renaissance to modern humanism. This
historicization of humanism has led, in fact, to an opposite tendency: to emphasize
the continuities between medieval and Renaissance humanistic religious belief and
practice. This paper will argue that the reaction can be taken too far, and that
historians need to pay more attention to humanism’s dynamic effects on religious
belief and practice. We need to give more weight to humanism’s role in the creation
of early modern forms of Christian spirituality and belief, which give skepticism a role
in the construction of belief and moral autonomy, and a role in the construction of
social discipline.
MASSIMO MIGLIO, UNIVERSITÀ DELLA TUSCIA, VITERBO
Umanesimo Italiano e Umanesimo Curiale
La coscienza storiografica recentemente affermatasi di una multipolarità
dell’umanesimo italiano, soprattutto nel Quattrocento, ha di conseguenza posto il
problema delle diverse identità dell’umanesimo articolatosi nei principali centri
culturali (ad esempio, Milano, Venezia, Padova, Roma, Napoli). Particolarmente
necessaria la definizione delle caratteristiche della cultura umanistica sviluppatasi alla
corte pontificia, e della sua progressiva evoluzione, grazie alla personalità di alcuni
pontefici come Niccolò V, Pio II, Paolo II, Sisto IV e per le caratteristiche insite nella
corte romana, costituita da laici e chierici, e da uomini di cultura provenienti da aree
diverse d’Italia e d’Europa, obbligati a verificare contestualmente tematiche religiose
e laiche.
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PAUL F. GRENDLER, UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO, EMERITUS
Humanism: Learning, Questioning, and Schooling
Humanism is best understood in its mature form as seen in Italy between ca. 14501600 While the study of the origins of humanism is interesting, it is more important
to see it in its full development. Humanism in Italy between 1450-1600 had three
fundamental characteristics. First, it embraced a set of scholarly skills based on an
intense admiration and study of the ancient world. Languages, history, philology, and
rhetoric were significant. Second, humanism questioned and challenged accepted
wisdom in most branches of knowledge, and sometimes in politics and religion. As
a result, many humanists and humanistically trained scholars made extraordinary
innovations in learning, politics, and religion. Third, humanism was an educational
program that inculcated the above skills and questioning attitudes, and thereby
perpetuated itself.

Edison

EARLY MODERN ITALIAN WOMEN
READING I

Organizer: JULIA L. HAIRSTON, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA ROME STUDY CENTER
Chair: DIANA ROBIN, UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
VICTORIA KIRKHAM, UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA
Laura Battiferra’s Library
When contemporaries of Laura Battiferra degli Ammannati (1523-89) heaped praise
on her as a highly learned woman, they were not simply plying a rhetoric of
hyperbole. Allusions to Vergil and Ovid adorn her sonnets; Petrarch and Dante are
key vernacular points of reference, mediated by Sannazzaro, Bembo, and Della Casa.
Varchi’s influence is heavy on the constellation of sixteenth-century poets who
together define her cultural profile, shaped by her native Urbino (Bernardo Tasso,
Bernardo Cappello, and Vittoria Colonna), papal Rome (Annibal Caro and Anton
Francesco Rainerio), her Medici patrons (Giovanni Muzzarelli, Tullia d’Aragona, and
Luigi Tansillo), and her spiritual ardor (the Bible and Loyola). Evidence of aggressive
reading, her appropriations are not promiscuous, but reflect a sophisticated art. What
Battiferra takes down from her library shelves, and when, depends on considerations
of poetic voice and theme, courtly expedience and current fashion, authority as
models of Tuscan language, and metrical experimentation.
ELIZABETH PALLITTO, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, GRADUATE CENTER
Metamorphosing the Metamorphoses: Lyric Revisions of Ovid by Tullia d’Aragona and
Pernette du Guillet
Ovid’s Metamorphoses was frequently published, moralized, annotated, and
commented upon in the Renaissance. Early Aldine editions of this text acquired the
status of “received texts,” providing classical subject matter for Renaissance poets.
Despite the availability of the original versions, sixteenth-century poets often altered
Ovid’s tales, suppressing or emphasizing certain aspects. When women poets
appropriate Ovidian tales in Petrarchan form, are the myths altered in any consistent
way? I will concentrate on Tullia d’Aragona’s use of the Philomela myth in poem forty
of her Rime and on Pernette du Guillet’s treatment of the Actaeon story in “Elégie
Two” of her Rymes. I argue that their recasting of his stories is inflected by
gender — and by a tension between imitation and originality, a poetic impulse to
create original variations within an old tradition. Ovidian variations of Petrarchism
by women constitute a relatively unexamined strain of early modern lyric.
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SABRINA FERRI, STANFORD UNIVERSITY
Lo specchio imperfetto: il mito di Eco nel Canzoniere di Gaspara Stampa
L’immagine di Eco percorre il Canzoniere di Gaspara Stampa indicando un suggestivo
itinerario interpretativo. Da un lato la configurazione del mito ovidiano nelle Rime
assume una funzione autobiografica, in quanto mira a sottolineare il carattere
intransitivo della storia d’amore della Stampa con Collaltino: Collalto e Gaspara
sembrano sdoppiarsi in Narciso ed Eco. Dall’altro lato, l’utilizzo del mito rivela un
intento metapoetico: se è vero che la Stampa si muove all’interno dell’orizzonte
poetico delimitato dal petrarchismo, tuttavia Gaspara-Eco non si limita a ripetere le
parole di Petrarca, ma si pone in competizione con lui, giungendo a scardinare del
tutto l’impianto e l’intento originario del proprio modello, i Rerum Vulgarium
Fragmenta. Per la Stampa il mito di Eco viene a rappresentare la possibilità di parlare
e raccontare di sé utilizzando un linguaggio poetico e mitologico che all’origine è
coniugato al maschile. Eco diventa il simbolo della trasformazione della donna in
poeta.

Winter Garden

HISTORIOGRAPHICAL THEORIES IN THE
SPANISH GOLDEN AGE

Sponsor: RENAISSANCE STUDIES CERTIFICATE PROGRAM, THE GRADUATE SCHOOL AND
UNIVERSITY CENTER, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK

Organizer: OTTAVIO DI CAMILLO, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK,
GRADUATE CENTER

Chair: DOMINIQUE DE COURCELLES, CENTRE NATIONAL DE LA RECHERCHE SCIENTIFIQUE
MICHAEL S. AGNEW, COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY
Moments of Crisis and Assimilation in Trastamaran Historiography (Enríquez del
Castillo, Fifteenth-Seventeenth Centuries)
While major Spanish Renaissance historiographers attempted to map the nation’s
narrative coordinates in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, less ambitious
predecessors still enjoyed significant readership, judging from the numerous copies of
Trastamaran chronicles. This paper focuses on the crisis of legitimacy surrounding
Isabel I, reflected in contemporary historiography, especially Castillo’s chronicle of
Enrique IV and in readings of his chronicle suggested by glosses in later manuscripts.
Writing for the crown under Isabel but accused by another chronicler, the humanist
Alfonso de Palencia, of having falsified the record in favor of Enrique, Castillo strikes
a delicate balance between loyalty to his former royal employer and the new regime,
nonetheless registering a carefully worded protest against the political “transition.”
Sixteenth- and seventeenth-century scholia represent attempts at assimilating a
discordant text into the Isabelline master narrative, revealing, however, the
contradictions inherent in a fundamental instrument of ideology: historiography.
ANTONIO CORTIJO OCAÑA, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SANTA BARBARA
Historical Theories of Sebastián Fox Moricillo
Sebastián Fox Morcillo published his De historiae institutione dialogus in 1557. In it
he analyzes the many philosophical, rhetorical, and stylistic aspects involved in the
discipline of history. Following Sperone Speroni and the Paduan historical school, as
well as many other contemporary Spanish and European theorists, Fox Morcillo
writes one of the most lucid Renaissance treatises on history. When studying Fox
Morcillo’s philosophical and political works and when viewing his De historiae
institutione in light of his involvement in the heretical group of Spanish bayistas at the
University of Louvain, history and politics become necessarily intertwined. In turn,
this connection sheds light on Fox Morcillo’s concept of history as a supreme
philosophical, political, and ethical exercise.
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Brooks Atkinson

ELIZABETHAN AND JACOBEAN
PROGRESSES: THE EDITIONS OF JOHN
NICHOLS

Organizer & Chair: ELIZABETH R. CLARKE, UNIVERSITY OF WARWICK
JAYNE ARCHER, UNIVERSITY OF WARWICK
The Queen’s Gifts: Queen Elizabeth I and the Politics of Gift-Giving
Gift-giving was a key part of Queen Elizabeth I’s program of personal monarchy.
Tying subject and queen in a close bond of mutual obligation, Elizabeth employed
two subtly different forms of gift-giving: the personal gifts of individual courtiers and
civic gifts from the towns visited on her annual progresses. John Nichols’s
Progresses…of Queen Elizabeth I (1788-1823) contains a wealth of otherwise
unpublished material documenting the importance of gift-giving in Elizabethan
England. In this paper I will draw upon the Nichols materials to provide an overview
of these two forms of gift-giving. Focusing on a couple of examples of gift-giving
private and civic, I will demonstrate how gift-giving functioned in the self-fashioning
of individual courtiers as they vied for the queen’s affections. I will show how gifts
helped advance the policies of individual towns and cities, and I will also highlight
the coercive potential of gifts to encode both criticism and compliment.
WILLIAM J. LEAHY, BRUNEL UNIVERSITY
“Her Spiritual, Mystical, Transforming Power”: The Reception of Elizabeth I on
Summer Progresses
Elizabeth I embarked upon royal progresses during the summer months of her reign,
visiting the private estates of the nobility and gentry and always accompanied by a
large part, or, indeed, the whole, of her enormous court. These carefully plotted royal
tours would proceed through the countryside, enabling the public to take advantage
of the opportunity of having visual contact with the Queen. This visibility was seen
to have positive propagandist value, the sovereign demonstrating her accessibility to
the population. Once she had reached the private estate of a selected nobleman,
entertainments in the form of pageants were often performed, the public having the
opportunity to view the Queen as spectator or even participant. Analyses of royal
progresses have regarded them as being successful as propaganda for the Elizabethan
regime. This paper questions the success of these rituals as public relations exercises
and shows that the “bonds of affection” sought by Elizabeth were sometimes rejected,
both by nobles and by the common people.
JULIAN POOLEY, UNIVERSITY OF LEICESTER
A Pioneer of Renaissance Scholarship: John Nichols and the Progresses of Queen
Elizabeth and King James
Renaissance scholars owe John Nichols an incalculable debt for preserving in print
archive and rare printed source material for the court life and culture of Elizabeth I
and James I. This paper will show how, as editor of the Gentleman’s Magazine and
learned printer of antiquarian, literary, and biographical works, he was able to
assemble state, borough, ecclesiastical, and family records recording the progresses,
gift-giving, and entertainments of these monarchs. It will use his vast archive of
family and business papers to identify his sources, chart his wide network of
friendships, and examine his research and editorial skills. Nichols was a focus of
antiquarian scholarship and his correspondence provides important evidence for the
provenance of the Renaissance manuscripts he printed.
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SIDNEY’S ARCADIA
Sponsor: THE SIDNEY SOCIETY
Chair: MARGARET P. HANNAY, SIENA COLLEGE

Respondent: ARTHUR F. KINNEY, UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS, AMHERST
JOEL B. DAVIS, STETSON UNIVERSITY
Pity, Community, and Masculine Judgment in Sidney’s Old Arcadia
How to be a man — and how to be an aristocratic man — is an issue central to Philip
Sidney’s Old Arcadia. Sidney deploys the entire debate over the proper status of
women and how men should relate to women as the crux of a much wider-ranging
argument: Sidney is attempting to revise an aristocratic ethos that he finds too
ruthlessly competitive.
BARBARA A. BRUMBAUGH, AUBURN UNIVERSITY
Apocalyptic Arcadia
The opening pages of the revised Arcadia are laden with imagery from Revelations,
and this symbolism, along with other emblematic indicators, refers the work’s
opening action not to pre-Christian Greece but to the early Reformation and the
period immediately preceding it, during which individuals whom Protestants
considered proto-Reformers had begun to criticize the papacy and the Roman
church.
ROGER J. P. KUIN, YORK UNIVERSITY
Letters to Arcadia: the Influence of the Sidney-Languet Correspondence on the Old and
New Arcadias
Whether Sidney’s Arcadia is read as exemplary or as allegorical, few readers would
dispute that it concerns itself principally with the idea of governance, in both the
private and the public spheres. Sources have been traced in Sannazaro and
Montemayor (and, recently, in Lope de Vega), but less attention has been paid to the
correspondence between Sidney and his friend and mentor Hubert Languet, “the
shepherd best swift Ister knew” as Sidney’s Arcadian persona Philisides there describes
him. Languet’s side of this Latin correspondence was published in 1632 as a valuable
text of political education; it seems useful to look at it in detail as a source for certain
ideas, and perhaps events, in the ambitious romance. Moreover, fiction was to those
who felt as did Languet a debatable medium for moral and political education:
incidentally, then, this paper looks at Sidney’s choice of fiction to publicize the lessons
he had learnt.

Park Avenue

MARTYRDOM IN EARLY MODERN
EUROPE: A DISCUSSION OF BRAD
GREGORY’S SALVATION AT STAKE:
CHRISTIAN MARTYRDOM IN EARLY
MODERN EUROPE

Organizers: ALISON KNOWLES FRAZIER, UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS, AUSTIN,
JOHN J. MARTIN, VICTORIA COLLEGE, TRINITY UNIVERSITY

Chair: NICHOLAS TERPSTRA, VICTORIA COLLEGE, UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
Respondent: BRAD S. GREGORY, STANFORD UNIVERSITY
EUAN CAMERON, UNION THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY
WIETSE DE BOER, INDIANA UNIVERSITY
ESTHER COHEN, NATIONAL HUMANITIES CENTER
JAMES M. BOYDEN, TULANE UNIVERSITY
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PRAISE AND BLAME I: THE RHETORIC
OF REPUTATION IN EARLY MODERN
EUROPE
Organizers: TRACY E. COOPER, TEMPLE UNIVERSITY,
SHERYL E. REISS, CORNELL UNIVERSITY

Chair: TRACY E. COOPER, TEMPLE UNIVERSITY
SHERYL E. REISS, CORNELL UNIVERSITY
Bad Reputations in Renaissance Rome: A Tale of Two Popes
This paper examines the fashioning of the reputations of two sixteenth-century
popes, Adrian VI (r. 1522-23) and Clement VII (r. 1523-34), by contemporaries and
later observers. The reform-minded, Dutch-born Adrian was lambasted ceaselessly in
pasquinades, poems, and humanist epistolae as a “barbarian,” a peasant, a “German,”
and even a Jew. During his lifetime and after, Adrian was portrayed as an enemy of
the arts. In contrast, at the elevation of Adrian’s successor Giulio de’ Medici to the
papal throne, literati hailed the arrival of a new Golden Age in which the arts and
letters would flourish once more. But the lavish praise of Clement soon turned to
hostile invective prompted by the financial and political difficulties that plagued his
pontificate, culminating in the Sack of Rome, for which he was bitterly condemned.
The paper will also consider the subsequent rehabilitation of Clement’s reputation by
Medici apologists.
ROBERT W. GASTON, LA TROBE UNIVERSITY
Vituperation and Revenge: Vasari and the Reputation of Pirro Ligorio
Until Baglione published a short vita of Ligorio in 1642, nothing substantive was
known about his remarkably productive life as artist, architect, and antiquarian.
Although he was closely acquainted with Ligorio’s work and was in open (but
unsuccessful) competition with him for the position of papal architect following
Michelangelo’s death, Vasari denied him a biography in his Vite. Vasari’s suppression
of everything except the scandalous things he wanted known about Ligorio achieved
the negative effect desired for some four hundred years. This paper explores the
rhetoric of Vasari’s “scattered references” to Ligorio in the Vite, and places them in a
context of Vasari’s defense of Michelangelo’s legacy in architecture and Ligorio’s
critique of Michelangelo’s sculpture in terms of decorum. The paper also reflects on
how shifts in thinking about antiquarianism’s relation to art history and archaeology
since the 1960s have influenced current approaches to Ligorio’s reputation.
W. DAVID MYERS, FORDHAM UNIVERSITY
Crime, Gossip, and Reputation in Sixteenth-Century German Law
The legal codes of sixteenth-century Germany sought carefully to characterize and
organize the criteria by which individuals could be accused of, or investigated for,
criminal acts. While many of these criteria concerned physical evidence, others
established social status and reputation as grounds for suspicion. In addition, the
process of investigation weighed information produced through rumor and gossip.
This was especially true in so-called “secret” crimes committed by women, such as
infanticide and abortion. Using the Consitutio Criminalis Carolina of 1532, the major
law-code of the Holy Roman Empire, and examining legal theoreticians of the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, this paper will examine the ways in which
character, class, and gossip helped to construct criminal reputations, especially
among women.
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SIGNIFYING STYLE I: THE RECEPTION
AND TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES
THROUGH VISUAL MEDIA TO
RENAISSANCE AND REFORM AUDIENCES

Organizer & Chair: LEATRICE MENDELSOHN, INDEPENDENT SCHOLAR
ARIANE MENSGER, INDEPENDENT SCHOLAR
Jan Gossaert and the Northern Renaissance Pluralism of Styles
Although labeled the first Netherlandish Renaissance painter, Jan Gossaert (14781532) also painted in the still-prevalent Late-Gothic style, and even had a strong
interest in Netherlandish art of the mid-fifteenth century. Pluralism of styles was a
characteristic feature in Gossaert’s work. The paper will demonstrate how Gossaert’s
choice of style follows the demands of certain functions and communicates specific
information. Gossaert’s work will be interpreted in the wider context of a growing
international art market and as it exemplifies the impact of contemporary economic,
religious, sociocultural, and political conditions on style. The paper will discuss how
the phenomenon of the Northern Renaissance is not dependent on the emergence of
an antique and, therefore, Renaissance style alone. It will show how the application
of a retrospective style can also be symptomatic of a newly evolving “modern” attitude
towards art.
CHRISTINE TAUBER, UNIVERSITÄT BONN
Politics of Style: Rosso Fiorentino at the Court of Fontainebleau
In a close analysis of Rosso Fiorentino’s picture Moses Protecting the Daughters of
Jethro, I will demonstrate why this picture, rather than his mock-praise drawing of
Mars and Venus, was most certainly his admission ticket to the court of Francois I.
The French king’s military and political defeat in the European contest of power
placed him in need of an artist who could promote his unique strategy of modernity.
The appointment of Rosso as Head Artist at Fontainbleau was based on his ability to
go beyond a sense of Italian romanitas. The extreme flatness of Rosso’s style is a
rationalization of physical power and violence. This is the main subject of the biblical
story of Moses protecting the daughters of Jethro, and one that also characterized the
political situation in Europe in the first half of the sixteenth century. In choosing
Rosso the French king transferred the domination of space and time from the
political to the artistic field.
MARY WEITZEL GIBBONS, INDEPENDENT SCHOLAR
Sansovino and Venetian Hellenism
In 1546 Francesco Sansovino gave in his L’arte Oratoria a brief description of the
Logetta in the Piazza San Marco, Venice (sculpted by his father, Jacopo), in which he
elucidated the meaning of its sculpture in the context of Venetian history. His
subsequent publications (1556, 1561, and 1581) elaborated on this, providing a
starting point for all succeeding interpretations of the Logetta. The Logetta’s
architecture and sculpture and its references to Roman and earlier Renaissance works
have been studied in light of its interpretation as the embodiment of the myth of
Venice. I will present additional antique sources, in particular a sixteenth-century
drawing of a lost monument, which have political and cultural connotations that
connect the Logetta to Hellenistic models, and particularly to the sculptor Lysippos.
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SERMONS, ART, AND SPACE: STUDIES
OF ITALIAN PULPITS
Organizers: JOHN J. MARTIN, TRINITY UNIVERSITY,
NIRIT BEN-ARYEH DEBBY, BEN-GURION UNIVERSITY
Chair: JOHN T. PAOLETTI, WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY

ANITA F. MOSKOWITZ, STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, STONY BROOK
The Pulpits of Nicola and Giovanni Pisano: Sources and Legacy
The paper will begin with a brief review of the manifold sources employed by Nicola
Pisano for the design of his pulpits in the Baptistry of Pisa and the cathedral of Siena.
This will be followed by a discussion of the legacy of these two revolutionary pulpits,
whose influence on those of his son Giovanni in Sant’Andrea, Pistoia, and Pisa
cathedral is well-known. Less apparent are the debts to both Nicola and Giovanni of
a number of pulpits designed or erected in Tuscany from the fourteenth through
sixteenth centuries. Finally, we shall explore the impact of the four father-and-son
pulpits, not only on pulpit typology, but on the sculptural vision and carving
techniques of some major fifteenth- and sixteenth-century masters, including
Donatello, Jacopo della Quercia, and Michelangelo.
NIRIT BEN-ARYEH DEBBY, BEN-GURION UNIVERSITY
The Renaissance Pulpit: Art and Preaching in Italy
Taking Benedetto da Maiano’s pulpit in Santa Croce in Florence as a case study, this
paper attempts to explore a central genre in Italian Renaissance art and to investigate
the intriguing interrelations between art and preaching, analyzing the manner in
which the nature and content of religious preaching shaped the Renaissance pulpit.
The Santa Croce pulpit is a permanent preaching pulpit, used for the seasonal cycles
of Advent and Lent, that was specifically intended as a platform for popular preaching
to the laity. This pulpit was conceived, designed, and situated with the purposes of
the preacher first in mind. In addition, the Franciscan scenes on this pulpit raise issues
pertaining to the veneration of Saint Francis in the fifteenth century, to the
conception of Francis as an alter Christus, and to crusade ideology in the fifteenth
century.
JÖRG STABENOW, KUNSTHISTORISCHES INSTITUT, FLORENZ
Pulpit and Ecclesiastical Space in Counter-Reformation Italy
Responding to the success of Protestant preaching, the Council of Trent emphasized
the importance of preaching as the primary task of the Catholic clergy. This paper will
deal with how this revaluation of preaching finds expression in the church interior
and will explore the question: What is the relationship between the pulpit and the
architectonic form of ecclesiastical space? The focus will be on three case studies: on
the pulpit designed by Pellegrino Tibaldi and located in the Jesuit church of SS.
Martiri at Turin (1577), on Carlo Borromeo’s two symmetrical pulpits in Milan
cathedral (1580), and on the pulpit designed byLorenzo Binago and located in S.
Alessandro in Milan (1602). These examples will be analyzed regarding the
importance of preaching for the invention of spatial form in Counter-Reformation
church architecture.
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FICTIVE ART/IMAGINED SPACES:
TEXTUAL CONSTRUCTIONS OF ART
AND ARCHITECTURE IN SIXTEENTHCENTURY ITALY
Organizers: UNA ROMAN D’ELIA, QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY,
NADJA AKSAMIJA, COLGATE UNIVERSITY

Chair: STEPHEN JOHN CAMPBELL, THE JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY
LOUIS WALDMAN, THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS, AUSTIN
Subverting Professional Discourse: Sixteenth Century Art and Artists in Anton
Francesco Doni’s Imprese
The impresa had become a major focus of Italian intellectual life by the middle of the
sixteenth century. Paolo Giovio’s Dialogo sull’imprese militari ed amorose, published in
1555, was the first of many attempts to “professionalize” the practice of impresamaking by establishing a set of governing rules. Anton Francesco Doni’s little-known
(and incompletely published) treatise Imprese can be read as a flouting of the
conventions created by Giovio, constructed to mock the social and intellectual
pretensions of Doni’s peers. In contrast with officially sanctioned intellectuals like
Giovio, who used emblematics as a tool for social and cultural self-legitimation, Doni
employs a burlesque tone, crude imagery, and motley crew of “authorities”— many
of them artists — as the basis for a broad cultural critique. His championing of the
vulgar and anti-intellectual to satirize that most intellectual of art forms, the impresa,
situates him within a tradition of low-culture discourse that ranged from Pasquino’s
utterances to the calculatedly vulgar literary strategies of artist-poets such as
Bronzino and Cellini.
UNA ROMAN D’ELIA, QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY
Doni’s “Castles in the Air”: Multivalence and Ambiguity in Mannerist Allegorical
Painting
Anton Francesco Doni wrote ekphrases of allegorical paintings and sculptures and
discussions of the difficulties of creating and interpreting allegory. Doni described
known works of art, invented ones, and a series of paintings that he claimed decorated
his own house. Rather than looking at these texts as evidence for iconographical
interpretations, this paper will explore the problems inherent in creating and
describing an allegory that is innovative but communicates. As Doni recognized,
ekphrases of allegories cannot praise realism, as allegories are not images of things, but
“castles in the air.” He feigns to misunderstand some images, scorns others for being
too straightforward, and reports that some paintings were given multiple
interpretations. Doni’s texts suggest that the difficulty modern scholars have in
interpreting some Mannerist allegories may be a product of the ways in which these
works were constructed and interpreted in the sixteenth century.
NADJA AKSAMIJA, COLGATE UNIVERSITY
Giving Splendor to an Ancient Name: Ekphrases of Giovanni Battista Campeggi’s Villa
Tuscolano
In the 1570s and early 1580s, the Bishop of Mallorca, Giovanni Battista Campeggi,
and his friends wrote a series of letters and poems in praise of Campeggi’s lavish villa
called Tuscolano in the Bolognese countryside. These published ekphrases, composed
in imitation of Pliny and Statius, circulated both within and outside of Campeggi’s
intellectual circle and invited their readers to eulogize the villa themselves. In these
texts Campeggi was celebrated as a true heir of Cicero and Lucullus — both owners
of famed villas in ancient Tusculum — whom he sought to rival in terms of eloquence
and splendor. In contrast to his Roman predecessors, however, Campeggi’s Christian
piety was described as bringing a new kind of nobility and magnificence to the
countryside of Bologna. This paper will examine the propagandistic agenda of the
ekphrases of the Tuscolano, analyzing how the villa’s artistic and architectural
extravagance fit into the post-Tridentine culture of reform.
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FICTIVE ART/IMAGINED SPACES:
TEXTUAL CONSTRUCTIONS OF ART
AND ARCHITECTURE IN SIXTEENTHCENTURY ITALY (CONT’D.)
CYNTHIA KLESTINEC, GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
The Imagined Community in Vesalius’s Anatomy Theater
Reflecting the importance of hands-on dissection, the frontispiece of Andreas
Vesalius’s Fabrica (1543) also employs a classical aesthetic for something as occasional
as the annual anatomy demonstration. While scholars have treated the image’s
realism, I discuss the image’s status as a fiction that opens up an imagined space of
community. Focusing on the audience present at Vesalius’s dissection — the students,
scholars, barbers, animals, and, more imaginatively, the ancient figure of
anatomy — this paper addresses the question of historical perspective. If the
Renaissance was a time when historical consciousness emerged (in tandem with the
critique of ancient sources), how does this image mark the difference and distance
between Vesalius in the sixteenth century and the ancient anatomist (with ancient
footwear) and the classical era? While the ancient anatomist reflects the classicizing
tendencies of the period, his presence also suggests that a concept of simultaneity
governs this image, diminishing historical distance between the ancients and the
moderns. And, with respect to the “moderns” in the audience, more elisions occur.
Absent are the signs and markers of the many divisions and debates between the
student nazione and the professors. Rather than reflect the actual practice of
dissection, this image constructs a curiously homogeneous community of spectators
that asks us to revisit the renaissance construction of history.

GC C204

MEDICINE IN THE RENAISSANCE II:
PRINTING THE ANCIENT LEGACY
Organizer: ALAIN TOUWAIDE, SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION
Chair: DAVID E. BAUM, UNION COLLEGE

DANIEL BROWNSTEIN, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY
Proof and Presuasion in Antonio Benivieni’s De abditis
Classical medical writings provided terms to frame attention to the medical body that
appealed to diverse audiences in Renaissance Italy. The collection of cures that the
Florentine Antonio Benivieni left at his death, printed as De abditis nonnullis morbis
(1507), employs vocabulary and linguistic constructions to elevate the physician’s
ability to understand the seats of disease and to perform medical diagnosis. While
Benivieni’s firsthand examination of the corpses of his patients is often noted, the
interventions that his brother made in the text’s production suggest that it was
consciously prepared for a humanist audience: Girolamo excised discussions of
popular remedies, religious cures, and mysterious physical afflictions, and
emphasized his brother’s abilities to reflect classical standards. In doing so he idealized
the physician’s judgment to resolve hidden diseases in ways removed from technical
or mechanical skills. His work provides an opportunity to reassess humanist medicine
as an analytic construct.
PIERS DOMINIC GERVASE BRITTON, UNIVERSITY OF REDLANDS
Shaping Salubrity: Complexion Theory Applied in the Arts and Their Literature,
1430-1580
With varying degrees of ostentation and self-consciousness, Renaissance writers on,
and practitioners of, the arts demonstrated their acquaintance with ancient medicine
and cosmology. I shall examine some of the ancient and medieval Arabic texts
invoked in the literature of the arts, focusing on Alberti and Leonardo da Vinci. I will
study the deployment of theories of the humors and complexions, and delineate
Alberti’s sources, especially for the authorities to whom he refers in De re aedificatoria.
I shall also explore the evidence we have concerning Leonardo’s book collection, and
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test the usefulness of this data in characterizing and explaining his attitude to
humoral theory. I shall also briefly consider the extent to which print editions of
ancient manuals on physiognomy (and related studies in natural history) were
disseminated during the Cinquecento, and assess the way in which they affected
contemporary views on behavior and pathology of artists and others.
JOANNE SNOW-SMITH, UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON
Leonardo da Vinci and Printed Ancient Medical Texts: History and Influence
I will investigate the printed medical texts that were available in Leonardo’s time, their
provenance, and intended use. For example, in Leonardo’s so-called “Library,” we see
that he had a copy of Aulus Cornelius Celsus’s De Medicino, first published on 6 May
1497 in Venice, as well as recent printed editions of Plato’s Opera (including the
important Timaeus) and the Opera of Aristotle. These and other printed texts provide
us with a valuable estimation of the growing importance of the study of anatomy in
the Renaissance, not only as a teaching subject, but also as a research field. My paper
will be coordinated with slides of some of the medical drawings that illustrated these
Renaissance medical texts. A comparison will be made between these and Leonardo’s
anatomical drawings, making clear that Leonardo had set a new standard in his
portrayals of the human figure through direct observation.
KAREN REEDS, INDEPENDENT SCHOLAR
Leonardo, Renaissance Botany, and the Path Not Taken
The case of Leonardo’s unpublished book on plants requires us to consider how the
technology of printing affected Renaissance responses to ancient medicine. Surviving
drawings and descriptions of two aquatic plants reveal his intentions for this treatise.
However, in Leonardo’s lifetime printed books could not yet reproduce and
disseminate scientific and medical images as precisely as they could the words of
ancient texts and contemporary commentators. If prints could have done justice to
Leonardo’s drawings and Leonardo has completed the treatise, it is reasonable to
believe that Renaissance botany would have taken a different path: achieving a high
level of illustration a generation earlier than it in fact did, broadening popular interest
in the subject through the vernacular, and directing attention away from ancient texts
on materia medica to detailed studies of the plants themselves.
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NEW TECHNOLOGIES AND
RENAISSANCE STUDIES VII:
ELECTRONIC EDITIONS AND STUDIES I,
SHAKESPEARE

Sponsor: CENTRE FOR REFORMATION & RENAISSANCE STUDIES, VICTORIA COLLEGE,
UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
Organizers: WILLIAM R. BOWEN, VICTORIA COLLEGE, UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO,
RAYMOND G. SIEMENS, MALASPINA UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
Chair: RAYMOND G. SIEMENS, MALASPINA UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
MICHAEL BEST, UNIVERSITY OF VICTORIA
“Visibly Charactered”: Binary objects as Text in the Internet Shakespeare Editions
On many levels, Shakespeare’s text can be seen as more than a simple stream of
characters. Shakespeare did not use a word-processor, and the texts as we receive them
are cluttered with broken type, stains, oddly spaced lines, and other artifacts of the
physical processes of printing. It is also possible to claim that Shakespeare was, in
effect, a multimedia writer, one whose works live on in the environment of stage and
film. Internet Shakespeare Editions is taking advantage of the electronic space of its
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servers to create texts that interconnect modern, machine-readable texts with
multimedia annotation of various kinds: images of the original pages, early
illustrations of the plays in performance, the paraphernalia of modern stage
interpretations, and, where copyright permits, sound and video sequences. A major
challenge is to make these extensions of the text integral to the edition without
overwhelming it.
JONATHAN HOPE, STRATHCLYDE UNIVERSITY
MICHAEL WITMORE, CARNEGIE MELLON UNIVERSITY
The Very Large Textual Object II: Computing Shakespeare’s Genres
This paper presents ongoing research into computer document analysis of
Shakespeare’s texts, and ways of visualizing texts as continuous surfaces rather than
linear strings. In a paper presented at the SAA in 2003, we presented initial findings,
which suggested that it is possible to distinguish the folio genres of comedy and
history simply on the basis of differences in the frequency of certain groups of
linguistic features. In this paper, we will investigate the linguistic basis of these
distinctions more closely, and attempt to consider the implications of the notion that
“genre” is not simply content-based.
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Regency

BOOKS, PRINTING, AND READERS IN
THE SPANISH GOLDEN AGE

Sponsors: INSTITUTO CERVANTES OF NEW YORK AND RENAISSANCE STUDIES
CERTIFICATE PROGRAM, THE GRADUATE SCHOOL AND UNIVERSITY CENTER,
THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK
Organizer & Chair: OTTAVIO DI CAMILLO, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK,
GRADUATE CENTER
MARIA LUISA LÓPEZ-VIDRIERO, BIBLIOTECA DEL PALACIO, MADRID
El Lector Tutelado
Esta intervención presentará el fenómeno de la tutela del lector de una forma global.
Planteará las diversas estrategias desde diferentes ámbitos del mundo del libro para
hacer comprender el texto, guiar la lectura, dirigir las adquisiciones o incitar a la
posesión del libro y al coleccionismo. Parte del cambio cultural del periodo debe
estudiarse en el fenómeno editorial y en imprenta material: la presencia de nuevos
textos y la diversificación bibliográfica para otras clases lectoras con otros usos
lectores, exige diferente materialidad visual (puesta en página) para otra forma de
comprensión textual impuesta por teorías del conocimiento actualizadas (puesta en
texto). En la nueva orginizatión del comercio librero dirige al lector mediante guías
de librería (catálogos, listas) Funcionan como pautas las motivaciones sociales propias
del cambio de mentalidad que son vías de tutela para comprar o coleccionar.
MERCEDES FERNÁNDEZ VALLADARES, UNIVERSDAD COMPLUTENSE MADRID
Survival and Renovation of Fadrique de Basilea’s Typographical Material: A
Typobibliographical Approach to a Renaissance Printing Press
The purpose of this paper is to analyze Francisco de Basilea’s acquisition policy
regarding the typographical (types and typefaces) and xilographical material
(woodcut illustrations and ornamental capitals). His printing press, widely known for
its fine editions, stands out for the rich and varied production of incunabula. The
wise investments he made during the last decade of the fifteenth and the beginning
of the sixteenth century continued to bear fruit for his descendants (Alonso de
Melgar, Juan and Felipe de Junta), who utilized the material for the next seventy years.
Hence the formal archaism of their production of popular literature, which,
notwithstanding, attained wide diffusion. Among the printing samples I will
examine, special attention will be paid to the typographical and xilographical
materials with which the Celestina (1499?) was composed, and which were later
recycled in the literatura de cordel.

Shubert

LOCAL RELIGION: EVERYDAY PRACTICE
AND MASTER NARRATIVES
Organizers: JOHN J. MARTIN, TRINITY UNIVERSITY,
DANIEL BORNSTEIN, TEXAS A & M UNIVERSITY

Chair & Respondent: JODI BILINKOFF, UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA, GREENSBORO
DANIEL BORNSTEIN, TEXAS A & M UNIVERSITY
Charity and Identity in a Subject City: The Misericordia of Cortona in the Fifteenth
Century
Once Cortona came under Florentine rule in 1411, its bishops, like its civic
administrators, were selected from Florentine families and nominated by the
Florentine government. Despite this Florentine control over the top civic and
ecclesiastical officials of this subject city, Cortona preserved its civic identity through
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a number of strategies and mechanisms. Not least among these was the control over
local resources maintained by the hospital of Santa Maria della Misericordia. By far
the wealthiest institution in the city, with a patrimony assessed at nearly four times
that of the bishopric itself, the Misericordia owned entire blocks of houses in the city
and some of the most valuable properties in the countryside. Control of these
resources and the opportunities for patronage they afforded allowed local elites,
pressed between the claims of regional state and universal church, to carve out an area
of relative autonomy and considerable influence.
INEKE JUSTITZ, NORTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY
On Becoming a Subject City: Pragmatic Localism and Social Discipline in SixteenthCentury Naumburg
Historians have identified confessionalization and social disciplining as twin
processes by which territorial rulers, religious reformers, and local magistrates of the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries hoped to realize a well-ordered society of
obedient citizen-subjects. This presentation explores how the magistrates of
Naumburg, a small city in Saxony, Germany, experienced and interpreted these
processes at the end of the sixteenth century. While territorial rulers demanded
compliance with their mandates, local politics was marked by self-interest and
pragmatism. The loss of political autonomy on a local level suggests a concomitant
loss of civic pride and an increasing lack of concern for the common good.
ROBERT N. SWANSON, UNIVERSITY OF BIRMINGHAM
E pluribus unum? National and Local Religion in Late-Medieval England
As a construct, “the Reformation” overshadows, dictates, and distorts approaches to
sixteenth-century religion, casting its influence back to the late middle ages. A search
for “origins” and a concern with “progress” impose a monolithic teleology, which
constrains understanding and appreciation of the medieval church. Closer attention
to England’s religious history between 1400 and 1530 challenges such impositions,
a “local” focus offering a different perspective. This itself must operate at varied levels.
Examination of England as a unit, as itself “local” in relation to the totality of
Catholic Christendom, undermines perceptions of the late-medieval church as a
monolithic juggernaut. Moreover, if England itself represents the macro-level,
attention to evolutions within England at regional and local levels raises questions
about the validity and value of broad-brush attempts to impose a nationwide
narrative of spiritual development and receptivity to doctrinal evolutions.

Majestic

ARTICULATE IMAGE: ICONOGRAPHY IN
SELECTED PRINTED BOOKS, PRE-1700:
ORIGIN AND MEANING

Sponsor: SOCIETY FOR THE HISTORY OF AUTHORSHIP, READING AND PUBLISHING
Organizers: GERMAINE WARKENTIN, VICTORIA COLLEGE, UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO,
MICHAEL ULLYOT, VICTORIA COLLEGE, UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
Chair: THOMAS M. IZBICKI, THE JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY
ELIZABETH SKERPAN-WHEELER, TEXAS STATE UNIVERSITY, SAN MARCOS
Memory Theatre as Political Discourse: William Marshall’s Frontispiece(s) to the Eikon
Basilike of Charles I (1649)
This paper offers a unique reading of one of the most famous frontispieces in English
political texts, a text distinguished as a supreme achievement of mass-marketed
Royalist propaganda. Drawing upon facsimiles of the Marshall frontispiece and other
related matter, I will discuss the image as a memory theater of Charles’s captivity and
as a species of seventeenth-century psychological portraiture. The frontispiece thus
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frames the politics of the tract itself as a question of memory: it performs the dual
function of reconstructing the king’s memories and shaping readers’ memories of the
events of the previous decade.
LINDE M. BROCATO, YAVAPAI COLLEGE
The History of Reading Images: Books, Ethica, and the Ars Memorativa
This paper valuably tracks the roots of memory theater imagery as a classical
technique of information retrieval and transmission. Work on the ars memorativa
begins with Paulo Rossi and Dame Frances Yates, who both focused on classical
antiquity and the Renaissance. Mary Carruthers demonstrated its pervasiveness in
the Middle Ages. I trace this cognitive tradition to heretofore-unacknowledged
precedents in a series of self-proclaimed ethical texts, from Cicero to the anonymous
Lazarillo de Tormes (1535). Be they visual or verbal representations, these specialized
images function within a time-honored continuum of memory arts as an early mode
of information technology.
MAUREEN E. MULVIHILL, PRINCETON RESEARCH FORUM
The Mark of the Butterfly: Elzevier Ornaments in Unusual Printed Books of the
Seventeenth Century
This paper identifies several loci of similar typographical marks in clandestine,
pseudonymous, and otherwise unusual books of the period. These dramatic
butterfly-shaped images are of the elegant cul-de-lampe class of decorative fleuron,
emanating originally from the great Elzevier dynasty of printer-publishers. I show
that a close survey of decorative marks in the grand illustrated Elzevier bibliographies,
compiled by Berghman (1885, 1897, and 1911) and Rahir (1896), suggests that this
class of mark, on the title-pages of such controversial texts as Salmasius’s Defensio
Regio Pro Carolo I (1649) and the Female Poems…by Ephelia, by Mary Villiers Stuart,
Duchess of Richmond (1679), and as preface and end-piece in the clandestine PortRoyal edition of the New Testament (1672), was deployed as an encoded declaration
of certain political and religious beliefs.

Broadhurst

MILTON AND THE BODY
Organizers: MARY THOMAS CRANE, BOSTON COLLEGE,
AMY DIANE BOESKY, BOSTON COLLEGE

Chair: CATHERINE GIMELLI MARTIN, UNIVERSITY OF MEMPHIS
RACHEL TRUBOWITZ, UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
Body Politics in Paradise Lost
Much of the best commentary to date celebrates Milton’s monism and ties the poet’s
sensuousness to his antimonarchical politics. Following Christopher Hill and other
renowned critics, David Norbrook, one of the most learned authorities on this topic,
praises “Milton”s monism, his rejection of a sharp split between spirit and matter,”
and links the poet’s monism to his republicanism. This paper revisits this established
linkage between Milton’s praise of the body and his oppositional politics. I argue that
Milton’s reformist vision of the regenerate England/Israel is tied as much to his
disdain for the body as it is to his celebration of it. Looking primarily at Paradise Lost
but glancing as well at other Miltonic texts, I show that Milton’s “redeemed
sensuousness” merges with his repudiation of the flesh and of biological procreation.
Milton’s “anti-body” discourse overlaps with his regicidal and republican efforts to
implode the “body politic” of kingship and its genealogical and blood-and-soil
measures of entitlement.
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MILTON AND THE BODY (CONT’D.)
ELIZABETH BRADBURN, BOSTON COLLEGE
The Unnerving Spectacle of Authorship
Samson Agonistes dramatizes what it is like to experience oneself as God’s instrument.
In this paper, I argue that Samson’s drama expresses that of Milton, who also felt
himself, as an author, to be a divine instrument. For Milton, the experience of
instrumentality took the form of two conceptual metaphors: the metaphor of drama,
in which a human author is imagined as simultaneously an actor and responsive
audience in the drama of the created world, and the metaphor of conception, in
which the divinely inspired human author is a vessel made pregnant by the Spirit.
Both metaphors are potentially dangerous, especially when informed by the claims of
England’s anti-theatrical movement, which insisted the dramatic spectacle transfixed
or enervated its audience, and that transvestism on stage had an emasculating effect
on both actor and audience. A network of imagery related to drama and conception
in Samson Agonistes reveals Milton’s ambivalence about authorship.
AMY DIANE BOESKY, BOSTON COLLEGE
Eden’s Synechdoches
Corporeality in Paradise Lost is repeatedly associated with fallenness. Several
moments in Milton’s epic construe the emergence into bodily form as a kind of
wounding. I suggest here that the metonym figures for Milton the tragic and partial
nature of the corporeal; even in the epic’s attempts to praise the body as glorious or
divine, it is figured as partial, an aspect of a lost whole. My focus is on the repeated
figure of hands in books four and nine of Paradise Lost, the pre- and postlapsarian
visions of Eden. The gracious associations of hands — touching, tending,
composing — gives way to the problematic representation in book nine of the hands’
central role in the fall. That Adam’s and Eve’s conjoined hands should close the last
lines of the poem seems especially appropriate as an image that at once recalls and
forecloses the possibility of complete union. The body — its issue, its appetites, and
even its nobility — is figured for Milton as tragic.

Belasco

A RENAISSANCE GADAMER

Organizer: JAMES DOUGAL FLEMING, SIMON FRASER UNIVERSITY
Chair: TOM HAYES, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, GRADUATE CENTER
PHILLIP J. DONNELLY, BAYLOR UNIVERSITY
Gadamer and Milton: Tradition, Allegory, and Aesthetic Consciousness
In Truth and Method Hans-Georg Gadamer attempts to overcome the subjectivism
resulting from romantic and post-romantic hermeneutics by describing historical
understanding “less as a subjective act than as participating in an event of tradition.”
The attempt to circumvent the interpretive problems of subjectivism by means of
“tradition” (variously defined) has been a central part of some Christian apologetics
since the Reformation, most notably among Catholics and those Anglicans who
argued against English dissenters. As a consummate English Protestant, John Milton
(1608-74) typically granted no authority to the claims of tradition in his polemical
prose. In his epic Paradise Lost, however, Milton offers a kind of paleo-Protestant
account of scripture-as-tradition through his typological recapitulation and
engagement of the overarching biblical story. As a result, Gadamer’s phenomenological
redefinition of tradition ends up looking very similar to Milton’s attempt to manage
without it.
BRUCE KRAJEWSKI, GEORGIA SOUTHERN UNIVERSITY
Reoccupying the Platonic City by the Detour of Philosophy: Ficino and Gadamer on the
Philebus
Besides sharing an interest in a revival of the Platonic dialectic, both Ficino and
Gadamer were interested in establishing a Platonic city. This political angle is made
explicit in Gadamer’s introduction to his book on the Philebus, where he writes “It is
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crucial to realize that the first-person testimony of the Seventh Letter… itself teaches
us that for Plato, the matter-of-course directness with which one took up ‘politics’ has
been deflected, by Socrates and the Athenian state’s failure in relation to Socrates, into
the detour that is philosophy.” In Gadamer’s reading, philosophy becomes politics by
other means. It is certainly an esoteric form of politics, as is made clear by the Seventh
Letter, a Platonic text about which Gadamer wrote in order to argue for its inclusion
in the Platonic canon (still a matter of debate when Gadamer produced the essay in
1962). Ficino, too, addresses a kind of secret Platonism.
CHRISTOPHER D. JOHNSON, HARVARD UNIVERSITY
Taste and Method in Gadamer and Gracián
My paper will examine Gadamer’s treatment of Baltasar Gracián’s notion of taste. By
making Gracián a champion of taste as primarily a moral (and thus also a social)
phenomenon, Gadamer assigns to the Spanish Jesuit an aesthetic ideology that is
championed throughout the Renaissance. In doing so, Gadamer contrasts Gracián’s
stance with Kant’s, as the latter argues that taste is primarily an aesthetic judgment.
Yet if Kant promotes the “radical subjectivization” of aesthetics, I will argue that this
subjectivization had already an important parallel in Gracián’s theory of the poetic
conceit. Gracián makes the ingenio the necessary, “urgent,” and unique means of
apprehending the correspondences between the real and the ideal. If “play. . . is more
than a subjective act,” as Gadamer states in the forward to the second edition of Truth
and Method, then this is certainly also true for the Baroque poetic conceit.

Booth

BETWEEN THE LINES: CREATIVITY AND
COLLABORATION IN READING EARLY
MODERN WOMEN (A ROUNDTABLE
DISCUSSION SPONSORED BY THE
SOCIETY FOR THE STUDY OF EARLY
MODERN WOMEN)
Sponsor: SOCIETY FOR THE STUDY OF EARLY MODERN WOMEN
Organizers & Chairs: HELEN M. OSTOVICH, MCMASTER UNIVERSITY,
ELIZABETH M. SAUER, BROCK UNIVERSITY

PAMELA ALLEN BROWN, UNIVERSITY OF CONNECTICUT, STAMFORD
The Gender of Ink: Handwriting and Print
The most important medium for women’s writing throughout the early modern
period was handwriting, not print. Yet print has been the focus of most studies of
women’s writing since the inception of the field, reflecting the too-common practice
of identifying authorship with print publication rather than with manuscript
circulation or scribal publication. This paper will assess Reading Early Modern Women
for what it can offer students, scholars, and educators who wish to begin work on the
gendered character and expressivity of the handwritten text, and on networks of
publication and self-making available to women through the exchange of letters,
commonplace books, miscellanies, romances, and newsletters.
LINDA M. VECCHI, MEMORIAL UNIVERSITY, NEWFOUNDLAND
Women’s Spaces/Reading Places: Locating Where the Early Modern Woman Reads
Reading Early Modern Women demonstrates the varieties of “texts” produced by early
modern women in a variety of forms: manuscripts, printed texts, illustrations,
tapestries, needlework, and play scripts. In order to produce such a multiplicity of
texts and forms, early modern women had to turn their traditional working spaces —
kitchens, parlors, and bedchambers — into reading and writing spaces that became
studies, classrooms, and libraries. In Isabella Whitney’s verse letter, “A Modest Meane
for Maides” (London, 1573), she addresses her sisters in service from a congenial
kitchen, in a hearthside atmosphere, offering guidance on the personal conduct,
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habits, and household duties appropriate to a member of the serving class. The
women writers represented in Reading Early Modern Women come from all the strata
of early English society: nobility and serving-maid, queen and commoner. Their
written productions, and the spaces they used to create these works, reflect the
diversity of experiences for the reading woman in early modern England.
DEBORAH UMAN, EASTERN CONNECTICUT STATE UNIVERSITY
“This coupled worke”: Collaboration and Feminist Writing Practices
Mary Sidney’s reference to her completion of her brother Philip’s translation of the
Psalms of David as “this coupled worke,” multiplied ten-fold, could serve as a subtitle
to our Reading Early Modern Women collection. The book incorporates the works of
eighty-three contributors discussing the writing of 112 early modern authors.
Neither work was written in isolation. The contributors to this collection sent
submissions to a collective email list and incorporated the suggestions of colleagues
into the final essays. Similarly, women writers from the early modern period used
strategies of translation, imitation, and collaboration in order to establish their
authority during a time when public writing was often viewed as an inappropriate
activity for women. Building on the concept of collaborative authorship developed
by Marotti and Masten, I will discuss how the process by which this book was created
mirrors the work of collaborative writers such as Sidney, Lanyer, and Behn.
HEATHER C. EASTERLING, UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON
Reading Writing: Early Modern Women and their Writing Strategies
What are the challenges, for contemporary readers, of reading the works of early
modern women? With the life-writing of Lady Anne Clifford, the reader is
confronted with questions of how to interpret the apparent “truth-value” of such
autobiography. Mary O’Connor’s work on the ways that early modern women used
private details as tropes for more public matters complicates our approach to all
women’s writing from this period, but perhaps especially autobiographies like
Clifford’s. Elizabeth Cary’s The Tragedie of Mariam represents another, related
challenge, as an original drama whose vivid rehearsal of seventeenth-century
discourse on unruly women temptingly echoes Cary’s own experiences as an
improperly “public” woman. How, then, can one best read her work and accord it
value as literature, and not simply confessional? Is it valuable to ignore the play’s
suggestive autobiographical function? How do we most responsibly and responsively
distinguish between writing and life-writing?
ELIZABETH M. SAUER, BROCK UNIVERSITY
Women’s Writing on Revolution
This presentation recasts Joan Kelly’s famous question, “Did women have a
Renaissance?” and Margaret W. Ferguson’s follow-up discussion about whether
women had a Reformation, to ask instead whether women had a Revolution in the
seventeenth century. Hilda L. Smith and Patricia Crawford recently argued that while
the Revolution “did not alter any of the fundamental constraints on women’s lives,”
it did offer greater opportunities for personal and collective expression, authorized by
claims to spiritual authority. A consideration of both the literary and material
significance of politico-religious writings by several women dissenters featured in
Reading Early Modern Women demonstrates the interpenetration of women’s
domestic and public roles and the development of an authorial and collective identity.
Women’s interventions in state affairs and contributions to public discourse thus
complicate the gender-blind Habermasian private-public dichotomy and the concept
of the Revolution as an exclusively male political movement.
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HELEN M. OSTOVICH, MCMASTER UNIVERSITY
Outspoken Invention: Women Playwrights and Female Characters
Female playwrights took the creative license to build up and/or reverse male
representations of women, allowing female characters more say in the action in
sometimes surprising ways. Lady Mary Wroth’s Love’s Victory produces female
characters who assert (at best), and imply (at least), strong opinions on marriage and
women’s social function. Similarly, the Cavendish sisters in The Concealed Fancies coopt humors comedy, empowering female characters with aggressive stances asserting
rights of choice and of critical thinking. Lady Margaret Cavendish’s The Convent of
Pleasure reverses the usual direction of Jonsonian satire; instead of Jonson’s grotesque
Ladies Collegiate, the convent offers more humanized women satirically targeting men.
Aphra Behn’s The Rover gives female characters prominence onstage, justifying the life
of the courtesan against the other two prospects for women: marriage or the nunnery.
Reading Early Modern Women’s chapter on plays explores aspects of this dynamic.

Imperial

GUELFS AND GHIBELLINES IN THE
ITALIAN RENAISSANCE

Organizer & Chair: WILLIAM J. CONNELL, SETON HALL UNIVERSITY
Respondents: WILLIAM J. CONNELL, SETON HALL UNIVERSITY,
ANTHONY MOLHO, ISTITUTO UNIVERSITARIO EUROPEO
MARCO GENTILE, UNIVERSITÀ STATALE DI MILANO
Guelfs and Ghibellines in Early-Fifteenth-Century Lombardy
Factions were a prominent feature of political life in fifteenth-century Italy, but in
Lombardy they seem to have retained a particularly significant role, both in
organizing politics at the local level and in providing, through the traditional names
of “Guelf” and “Ghibelline,” a common language for a wide range of political
relations. This paper treats Filippo Maria Visconti’s complex attitude towards the
phenomenon. On the one hand, the Duke of Milan, when appropriate, spoke the
language of faction: on the external political stage, for instance, he tended to depict
himself as leader and patron of the Italian Ghibelline party. On the other hand, his
increasing effort to discipline local political entities generated policies that repressed
factions and parties. This tendency to criminalization proved ineffective in the crisis
that followed the duke’s death, and was abandoned by the new Sforza dynasty.
SERENA FERENTE, ISTITUTO UNIVERSITARIO EUROPEO
Florentine Guelfs in the Fifteenth Century: Angelo Acciaioli and the French Party
This paper is a preliminary exploration of what may be called “Florentine Guelfism”
in the second half of the fifteenth century, adopting, as a leitmotiv, the political
biography of Angelo Acciaioli. One of the most influential members of the Medicean
reggimento after 1434, Acciaioli is well known as the main intermediary between
Cosimo de’ Medici and Francesco Sforza, as well as a leader of the anti-Medicean
party in 1466, together with Luca Pitti, Dietisalvi Neroni, and Niccolò Soderini.
From his numerous letters, Acciaioli’s political behavior seems inspired by references
and values that historians of the thirteenth century would define as “Guelf,” namely
allegiances to French and Angevin interests in Italy on the one hand, and, on the
other, to the institutional defence of Florentina Libertas. Is this evidence of the
persistence in Florence and in Italy of a Guelf/Ghibelline political pattern? How
consistent and effective was this phenomenon?
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GIORGIO CHITTOLINI, UNIVERSITÀ STATALE DI MILANO
Francesco Guicciardini and the “Parties” of the Romagna
The correspondence of Guicciardini in the years in which he held the papal office of
President of the Romagna offers a vivid picture of the distribution of factions and of
factional practices in the region (urban factions, ties between cities and countryside,
and links with Rome, the Empire, and France) as interpreted by a magistrate with a
republican and urban background.

Lyceum

LES RÉGIMES DE SANTÉ AU XVI e SIÈCLE
Organizer: COLETTE H. WINN, WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
Chair: FRANÇOIS ROUGET,QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY

COLETTE H. WINN, WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
Un régime de santé pour les petits enfants: Simon de Vallambert, Cinq livres de la maniere
de nourrir et gouverner les enfans des leur naissance (1565)
Aujourd’hui le nom de Simon de Vallambert n’apparaît plus guère que dans les livres
de pédiatrie. Ses remarquables Cinq livres de la maniere de nourrir et gouverner les
enfans nous aident à mieux connaître l’état de la pédiatrie en 1565 ainsi que les
mentalités du temps. Structurés à la manière des régimes de santé sekib kes sux choses
non naturelles, les livres III et IV don’t il s’agira ici, contiennent principalement des
règles de prevention. L’inquiétude majeure, c’est l’air, les odeurs respires, la
pourriture. Le choix de la nourriture est l’objet d’une attention particulière, parce que
d’elle depend tout ce qui concerne le corps. Vallambert propose un système
d’alimentation graduel et équilibré, adapté à l’âge, à la complexion, au sexe de
l’enfant, au lieu, à la saison et au temps. Il valorize aussi la maîtrise et prône la
modération. Mais surtout trois pratiques de défense tiennent chez lui une place
déterminante: l’épurement lié à la crainte du déchet, la propreté corporelle et l’activité
physique qu’il juge essentielles au maintien de la santé.
ILANA ZINGUER, UNIVERSITY OF HAIFA
Cure de la vieillesse d’après André Dulaurens (1558-1609)
Dans son Traité de la Préservation de la vue des maladies mélancoliques et de la vieillesse,
sont développées les idées médicales relatives à la psychologie. Ce traité donne un
exemple de la pensée courante comme principale théorie psychlogique et une
physiologie humorale. Dans ce traité en trois parties, dédié à la Duchesse d’Uzès qui
souffait de trois maux, dont “l’âge approchant,” les humeurs sont reliées aux
symptômes des maladies et indiquent des traitements basés principalement sur
l’équilibre des factuers assurant la prévention et la cure.
OLGA ANNA DUHL, LAFAYETTE COLLEGE
How to Treat (Women’s) Loquaciousness in the Vernacular? The Case of La Grant nef des
folles (1498)
La Grant nef des folles (The Great Ship of Foolish Maidens) is the most intriguing latemedieval adaptation into French of Sebastian Brant’s satire of human folly, The Ship
of Fools (1494). Similarly to its German counterpart, La Grant nef proposes to offer
therapies for treating mental illness, using the teachings of medieval theology and
ethics. However, given its own focus on loquaciousness, a reprehensible peccatum
linguae (“sin of the tongue”) that allegedly prevailed in women, La Grant nef
transcends its model by also contemplating the healing power of French poetic
discourse known as “second rhetoric.” This tendency to promote literature as a
discursive order superior to standard medieval disciplines is indicative of a new
creative consciousness in the vernacular, which clearly brings this translation into the
orbit of the Renaissance.
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THE BODY AND THE CITY II

Sponsor: RENAISSANCE STUDIES CERTIFICATE PROGRAM, THE GRADUATE SCHOOL AND
UNIVERSITY CENTER, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK

Organizers: FRANCESCA CANADÉ SAUTMAN,THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK,
GRADUATE CENTER & HUNTER COLLEGE,
DOMNA STANTON, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, GRADUATE CENTER
Chair: DOMNA STANTON, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, GRADUATE CENTER
Respondent: FRANCESCA CANADÉ SAUTMAN, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK,
GRADUATE CENTER & HUNTER COLLEGE
MARY BLY, FORDHAM UNIVERSITY
The Erotic Body in St. Paul’s Cathedral
In the minds of its inhabitants, every urban geographical space is divided into a
checkerboard of social associations. Traces of this kind of social architecture in early
modern London can be found in puns, ballads, plays, and legal documents. I am
particularly interested in the city liberties — enclaves free from juridical control and
therefore able to house theaters, foreigners, debtors, prostitutes, and
murderers — which have not been differentiated from bankside liberties. In the early
modern period, St. Paul’s cathedral was a motley space: sacred to God and prostitutes,
used as a staging ground not only for sermons, but also for executions. This paper
investigates the ways in which St. Paul’s was seen both as an enclave of sexual and
linguistic largesse, and denoted as a specific market for sex workers. The paper
addresses the eroticization of the Cathedral through the problematic, but fascinating,
conjunction of active religious practice and sex work.
PATRICK PHILLIPS, NEW YORK UNIVERSITY
“Prevent us with comforts”: New Atlantis and the Plague
While Francis Bacon’s New Atlantis has long been read in conjunction with
“scientific” texts such as Novum Organum, this paper explores a more topical, yet
overlooked, context for the fable: the Jacobean state’s emerging plague policy. By
placing New Atlantis side-by-side with the Plague Act of 1604, I want to show that
the public health system enacted by Bensalem’s scientist-kings is in fact a morally
cleansed and idealized reflection of the Plague Act, which prescribed and violently
enforced quarantine upon entire households, confining sick and well alike (even
though opponents condemned the practice as merciless and heretical). By following
the signs within the text that point to this historical context, I will make a case that
New Atlantis, whatever else its effect, was also a salvo in the ongoing debate about how
best to respond to the overwhelming social crisis of epidemic plague.

Music Box

SHAKESPEARE AND HIS RIVALS

Sponsor: THE MASSACHUSETTS CENTER FOR RENAISSANCE STUDIES
Organizer: ARTHUR F. KINNEY, UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS, AMHERST
Chair: EDWARD COTTRILL, UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS, AMHERST
TIMOTHY MATOS, UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS, AMHERST
Zeuxis’s Women: The Hermeneutics of Beauty in Jonson’s Epicoene
The many female characters of Ben Jonson’s comedy Epicoene exist in a homosocial
order so completely enclosed that they participate in the play only as tentative wholes
easily subject to the itemizing eye of the leading male threesome. The many lists in
Jonson’s play consistently relegate characters outside the male power structure into
component parts and analogous pieces. This concept of wholes and parts escapes
reduction, in one strand of hermeneutics, exactly because of purposeful, authorial
intent. The author’s eye, much like the viewer’s eye in perspective painting, exerts
a controlling and sustaining influence on the individual parts of a work and on
the work as a whole. This paper will consider how perspective painting and its
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relationship to natural beauty, especially in Leon Battista Alberti’s humanist treatise
On Painting, may help to shed some light on how Jonson’s play demands and sustains
the use of lists.
MARY WILSON, UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS, AMHERST
Playing Fools: The Theatricality of Manipulation and Deception in The Taming of the
Shrew and Epicoene
Particularly theatrical types of trickery — plays within plays, multiple disguises,
climactic reversals and revelations — drive the action of these two very different
Renaissance comedies. But while Shakespeare and Jonson use some similar plot
devices to similar ends, each playwright employs a different mode of trickery that is
evident in the relationships between characters and between each play and its
audience. This paper compares Shakespearean manipulation to Jonsonian deception
in order to examine the ways stylistic and performative contexts shape the distinct
theatrical tricks by which each author encourages (or forces) us all to play fools.
CHRISTOPHER HOSEA, UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS, AMHERST
Vision and Judgment in Othello and The Changeling
Both Shakespeare and Middleton build their tragedies on establishing an accord
between what is shown and what is thought, what is seen onstage and what is not.
Both plays focus on characters who think others know more than they admit: early
in the temptation scene (3.3), for instance, Othello urges Iago to share his thoughts,
claiming that Iago seems to be withholding some critical piece of information.
Indeed, Iago’s numerous soliloquies and asides establish for the audience an uneasy
intimacy with the most cunning of Shakespearean villains. Twenty years later, The
Changeling, as Michael Neill has written, “could scarcely have been written without
Othello.” Unlike Desdemona, who clings to the noble illusion that she has truly seen
and understood Othello, Beatrice-Joanna from the first expresses doubts as to her
own ability to see and judge. Whereas Othello registered skepticism toward the
validity of vision and insight, in The Changeling sight is a dangerous faculty that
entraps heroine and villain alike in a downward.

Plymouth

RENAISSANCE PILGRIMAGES I:
TRANSFORMATIONS

Organizer: MARK AUNE, NORTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY
Chair & Respondent: MARY C. FULLER, MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
TIMOTHY CROWLEY, UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND, COLLEGE PARK
The Grand Tour As Pilgrimage
Sir John Wray (1586-1655), an avid Presbyterian and a parliamentarian during the
1640s, wrote for his father an account of his experience traveling through France,
Savoy, and Italy between 1604 and 1606. He entitled his manuscript The Pilgrims
Journall. This paper examines Wray’s possible reasons for calling himself a “pilgrim,”
exploring early modern meanings of and models for travel as “pilgrimage.” Wray’s
journal begins by identifying the aims of a “right Travailer”: first to gain knowledge
and understanding for “his owne betteringe,” and secondly to provide for “his
countries service.” Considering his claim, this paper also explores negotiations of
religious and national identity involved with early modern models for travel, and
specifically with the Grand Tour.
BRETT FOSTER, YALE UNIVERSITY
Dispatches from the Eternal City: A Marian Priest’s “Political Pilgrimage” to Rome
This paper will introduce a little-known travel journal composed in Rome by an
English Catholic priest during the reign of Mary I. The Journey of the Queen’s
Ambassadors Unto Rome Anno 1555 records the observations of an embassy led by
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Lord Montague and the Bishop of Ely, one that sought England’s official
reconciliation with the Roman Catholic Church. Printed only in the eighteenth
century, the original manuscript is in the British Library (Harleian MS. 252, ff. 49r79v). I will argue that The Journey’s author arrived in Rome as a pilgrim, though one
in a complex sense, for his occasion for travel was complex: his embassy was intent
on showing obedience and veneration to the Roman See, but in representing a new
English regime its acts were political and ritualistic. Overall, this account nicely
complements more available contemporary impressions of Rome and its pilgrimage
sites. Furthermore, its author’s diverse sympathies acutely reflect the contortions and
uncertainties of Mary I’s brief reign, England’s “first Restoration.”
MARK AUNE, NORTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY
Textual Pilgrimages: Pilgrimage Narratives and the Secularization of Travel
The tradition of the pilgrimage narrative as simultaneously a vehicle for spiritual as
well as material guidance is a medieval commonplace. Quickly following the advent
of print came printed, and presumably more widely distributed, pilgrimage guides.
Wynkyn de Worde and Richard Pynson printed five such books between 1498 and
1524. If the four editions of the Travels of Sir John Mandeville can be regarded as
pilgrimage narratives, as Stephen Greenblatt suggests, the numbers increase. For
about seventy-five years after 1524 however, printed pilgrimage guides and narratives
(Mandeville excepted) virtually disappeared. What seems to have taken their place
were secular travel guides by continental humanists and personal travel narratives
describing educational or mercantile travel. In 1602, however, an anonymous
pilgrimage narrative appears and marks a resurgence of printed pilgrimage narratives.
This paper surveys this development of early printed pilgrimage guides and narratives
as reflective of a secularization of the notion of pilgrimage.

Palace

TRANSATLANTIC INTERCOURSES:
POWER, GENDER, AND SEXUALITY IN
OLD WORLD/NEW WORD
ENCOUNTERS

Organizer: LUCAS A. MARCHANTE-ARAGON,THE COLLEGE OF WILLIAM AND MARY
Chair: MARINA S. BROWNLEE, PRINCETON UNIVERSITY
GUILLERMO DE LOS REYES, UNIVERSITY OF HOUSTON
Illicit Sexualities: Early Modern Spain’s Sexual Moral Discourses and their Impact on its
Colonies
I propose to explore the impact that Early Modern Spanish discourses of sexuality and
morality had in the regulation of sexuality in Spanish America during the same
period. I am focusing particularly on illicit sexual acts such as sodomy, bigamy, and
solicitation, and their relationship with race, social class, and power. Thus, the main
question is, What do sexual practices tell us about the way in which gender, class,
ethnicity, and sexuality were imagined and configured in Colonial Spanish-American
society? Using a social-constructionist approach I seek to produce a more precise
understanding of sexuality in the New Spain and its transformation over time, and
contribute both substantively and theoretically to the complex ways in which cultures
normalize and subvert gendered arrangements. This research relies on ethnohistorical
research and textual analysis of legal cases and inquisitorial records that contain a
great deal of evidence of an ethnographic nature.
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ASIMA F. X. SAAD-MAURA, TEMPLE UNIVERSITY
From the Traditional Utopian Fountain to the Exotic Lagoon: New Spain as an Urban
Arcadia in Colonial Letters
In 1608, as Spanish imperial power wanes, Bernardo de Balbuena attempts to
reconcile Spain’s old glories with Mexico’s grandeur in his pastoral novel Siglo de oro
en las selvas de Erífile. His recreation of this genre merges the utopian ambiance and
the metropolis via poetic language. The shepherds and nymphs of the old Arcadian
tradition become courtiers. The underground, dreamlike voyage of the narrator,
through a dark cave to the vast brightness of the new territory, represents the birth of
a new world and a new race rooted in the old ways. Desire is veiled by words as the
narrator, led by the nymph into the cavern, finds himself wet upon awakening. Using
a postcolonial approach I demonstrate how Balbuena’s pastoral — long after the
genre has lost its momentum — represents one more attempt to link the new to the
old glories of the Spanish Empire.
LUCAS A. MARCHANTE-ARAGON,THE COLLEGE OF WILLIAM AND MARY
Conquered and Raped: The Discourse and Rituals of Sexual Domination in the
Hapsburg Empire
The cultural production that supported the ideals of the Spanish Hapsburg Empire
was more often than not expressed by means of a symbolic discourse of sexual
domination. The conquered Other’s iconic cultural products were engendered as
female objects to be appropriated, penetrated, and inseminated by the symbols of
imperial virtue (the set of masculine and chivalric values upon which the empire itself
rested). The ritual of sexual domination served as a metaphor for the subjugation of
a prestigious cultural other without erasing it. As a case study I will use the episode
of Alonso de Ercilla’s Araucana (in which the valorous chieftain Caupolican is
emblematically executed by impalement) along with the Renaissance urban and
architectural projects that changed, but not erased, the Muslim face of the cities of
Cordova, Seville, and Granada.

Uris

VERBAL AND VISUAL IMAGES OF ST.
JOSEPH IN EARLY MODERN CATHOLIC
ART AND LITERATURE
Organizer: JOSEPH F. CHORPENNING, ST. JOSEPH’S UNIVERSITY PRESS
Chair: CHRISTOPHER C. WILSON, THE GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY

CAROLYN C. WILSON, INDEPENDENT SCHOLAR
Contemporary Titles as Key to Devotion and Meaning: The Case of Lotto’s Sacra
Conversazione in the Louvre and the Identity and Cult Capacity of St. Joseph
One may argue that closer attention to the precise wording used in Renaissance texts
to list, describe, or otherwise entitle works of religious art is likely to enhance our
understanding of artists’ intentions and patrons’ reception of specific works, and,
indeed, of categories of subject matter. Recognition that contemporary titles may
repeat terminology and phrasing found in scripture and liturgy or otherwise reflect
devotional thought is essential to interpretation. This premise will be developed
briefly for Venetian Cinquecento paintings related to St. Joseph’s emerging cult. From
this premise, iconographic components of Lorenzo Lotto’s large landscape Sacra
Conversazione in Paris will be reexamined and its overall content and reception
assessed.
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JOSEPH F. CHORPENNING, ST. JOSEPH’S UNIVERSITY PRESS
“That man in the world most accomplished in all sorts of perfections”: St. Joseph in the
Sermons of Francis de Sales
Over the final decade of his life (1612-22) the early-seventeenth-century Savoyard
bishop, Francis de Sales (1567-1622), the most respected francophone bishop of his
time and the only French-speaking saint canonized in the seventeenth century,
constructed, primarily in a series of sermons, a clearly delineated and robust theology
of the person and mission of St. Joseph. This process culminates in Francis’s 1622
sermon for the saint’s feast day, one of the most important and influential ever
preached on Joseph. This paper will trace this evolution, assess the exegetical and
meditative methodology that Francis employs to draw a word-picture of Joseph, and
define the significance of the image of Joseph that Francis shapes as a microcosm of
the Salesian spiritual vision in the context of the early modern Catholic renewal.
WALTER S. MELION, THE JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY
Is fortassis non adhibuisset insolitae et numquam auditae rei fidem: St. Joseph and the
Testimony of Sight in Hendrick Goltzius’s Life of the Virgin of 1593-94
Dedicated to Wilhelm V of Bavaria, a fervent adherent to the cult of St. Joseph,
Hendrick Goltzius’s Life of the Virgin of 1593-94 demonstrates the engraver’s powers
of protean imitation marshaled as an instrument of religious orthodoxy. The six
plates of this widely admired series depict six versions of the Virgin’s beauty, rendered
as a canon of regional pictorial styles. Like the Virgin, Joseph changes from print to
print, his virile beauty adjusted to the lineaments of the various styles assembled to
pay homage to his virtue. Throughout the series he functions as a figure of the votary
who applies the senses as instruments of spiritual discernment, relying chiefly on the
testimony of sight. My paper will ask how and why Joseph is characterized as the ideal
votary who reverently approaches the Virgin through the application of sense
expressed by the motion of his eyes.

Julliard

ART AND POLITICS AT THE SPANISH
COURT OF JUANA DE PORTUGAL
Organizer: ANNE J. CRUZ, UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI
Chair & Respondent: MARCIA WELLES, BARNARD COLLEGE

ROSILIE HERNÁNDEZ-PECORARO,UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS, CHICAGO
The Pastoral is the Political: Montemayor’s Diana and the Spanish Habsburg Court
This paper examines the biographical and political references present in
Montemayor’s pastoral romance. I will focus on those segments of the text where the
author’s relations at court seep into the fabric of the bucolic locus, and investigate how
this text was consumed as a cultural product at court. My argument contests the
assumption that all allusions to court function simply as a laudatory convention. I
conclude that, far from cultivating an escapist ideal, the Diana is profoundly engaged
with the political life at the Habsburg court.
ANNE J. CRUZ, UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI
Art and Patronage at the Court of Juana de Portugal
Although Juana de Portugal’s patronage of the arts has received scant attention, the
young Habsburg princess’ early training in music, her interest in literature, and her
patronage of Flemish painters inspired a gender-inflected art that dominated the
Spanish court even after her regency. Her Portuguese entourage included, among
others, numerous musicians, the poet Jorge de Montemayor, and the artists Alonso
Sánchez Coello and Antonio Moro; she fostered the career of Italian painter
Sofonisba Anguissola, and hired the playwright Juan de la Cuesta to script masques
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for her and her sister-in-law, Isabel de Valois’ court functions. The Monasterio de las
Descalzas Reales, which she had built as a cloister for noblewomen and to which she
finally retired, contained the largest collection of royal portraits outside Philip’s court.
By the time of her death in 1573, Juana had left an indelible imprint on the artistic
development of Spanish art.
KELLI RAE RINGHOFER, UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA, TWIN CITIES
Portuguese Influences in the Court of Juana of Austria, Princess of Portugal: The Regency
in Spain (1554-59)
In the wake of Philip of Spain’s departure to England to marry Mary Tudor, and the
continued absence of Charles V, the young and recently widowed Juana of Austria,
Princess of Portugal, was appointed as the regent in Spain. The regency government
was to be nothing more than a puppet to Philip’s rule from England and the
Netherlands and was to be controlled by powerful members of the imperial court.
When Juana arrived in Valladolid in 1554, she encountered two separate factions: the
albistas led primarily by the Duke of Alba, and the ebolistas, a new Portuguese-Jesuit
group headed by Ruy Gómez de Silva. With her close ties to Portugal, Juana’s
sympathies fell to the ebolistas. She helped their members acquire powerful positions
within the regency government, successfully challenging the power and authority of
both her father and brother, and shaping the political history of Spain.

Broadway

TITIAN TAKING STOCK IV

Organizer: JOANNA WOODS-MARSDEN, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, LOS ANGELES
Chair: LOUISA MATTHEW, UNION COLLEGE
JAYNIE ANDERSON, THE UNIVERSITY OF MELBOURNE
Titian’s Portrait of a Monk in Melbourne
Titian’s portrait in the antipodes has been forgotten, perhaps because of its location,
or perhaps because it was demoted by the National Gallery of Victoria to the Venetian
School. The portrait is currently in conservation in preparation for the new
installation of the gallery by Mario Bellini. My paper will discuss the portrait in
relation to current Titian studies.
DIANE BODART, UNIVERSITÉ DE MARNE LA VALLÉE
Titian’s First Portrait of Emperor Charles V: Myth of Origin and Historical Enigma
From the sixteenth century on, Titian’s first portrait of Charles V has given birth to
the origin of the modern “state portrait.” Historically, the study of this work presents
many problems, since the known documents are not sufficient to determine which
painting it actually was, or the precise moment of its creation, 1529-30 or 1532-33.
Even its appreciation by the emperor is unclear. The aim of this paper is to reconsider
this historical enigma in light of the construction of the imperial image in those years
and the figurative and cultural demands of Charles V.
JOANNA WOODS-MARSDEN, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, LOS ANGELES
Image of a Ducal Mistress: Titian’s Portrait of Laura de’ Dianti
The paper will analyze Titian’s image of the mistress of Alfonso I d’Este, duke of
Ferrara, relating her pose, unusual attire, and attributes, including the black page, to
her low social status as the daughter of a berretaio, or hat-maker.
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5:15 PM

MARGARET MANN PHILLIPS
COMMEMORATIVE LECTURE
Sponsor: ERASMUS OF ROTTERDAM SOCIETY
Organizer: JANE E. PHILLIPS, UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY

RALPH KEEN,UNIVERSITY OF IOWA
The Allure of the Past: Religious Reform and the Recovery of Ancient Ideals
Humanists’ discovery of classical and early-Christian cultures helped to inspire efforts
to improve language and manners; it also revealed a world of religious practice and
thought in stark contrast to that of late-medieval Catholicism. But whereas it was easy
to replace seemingly degenerate worldly habits with more refined ones recovered
from an earlier era, the idea of ecclesiastical sanctity stood in the way of replacing
newer forms of pious practice with old, no matter how much purer the old may have
appeared to the scholars discovering them. Many of the most reform-minded
northern humanists of the early sixteenth century identified and extolled Christian
antiquity as an ideal age, while struggling with the possibility of corruption in an
institution and a tradition generally considered holy.

Carnegie

EARLY MODERN DEVOTIONS:
DEVELOPMENTS IN EUROPE AND THE
AMERICAS

Organizer: ALISON KNOWLES FRAZIER, UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS, AUSTIN
Chair & Respondent: JOHN J. MARTIN, TRINITY UNIVERSITY
CAROLINE W. BYNUM, INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDIES, PRINCETON UNIVERSITY
Bleeding Hosts and Their Contact Relics in Fifteenth- and Sixteenth-Century Germany
About 100 cases of bleeding host miracles have been reported for Germany between
1300 and 1550. Received opinion usually asserts that these are Bavarian and
overwhelmingly anti-Semitic. In fact there are a number of northern German cases,
not all of them anti-Jewish libels. In several of these cases not only the miraculous
hosts but also objects associated with them were displayed in churches, and in some
cases the origin of the cult was a blood relic or a devotional practice. Some of the
associated objects (cooking pots, nails, etc.) survived the Reformation, during which
the hosts themselves were destroyed. In my paper I wish to look at several cases in
which associated objects figure prominently and to argue that these objects were a
kind of contact relic. I thus situate such cults against the background of a late
medieval concern for “holy matter” (hence, in some sense, for tactility rather than
visuality) and ask how far such a concern survived into the Reformation.
KENNETH MILLS, PRINCETON UNIVERSITY
Marys and Micro-Christendoms in Late-Sixteenth-Century Peru
The proliferation of holy images and devotional communities across late-sixteenthcentury Catholic Christendom coincided with the post-Tridentine Church’s
increasing efforts to regulate the cults of saints and relics. An investigation of cultic
settings devoted to advocations of the Virgin Mary in Spain’s southernmost American
viceroyalty of Peru offers an opportunity to study the simultaneity of these assertions
of authority and initiative in places to which competing forms of official and popular
piety traveled, and where devotion flourished among a multiethnic laity at varying
stages of Christianization.
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INTERPRETATIONS OF RENAISSANCE
HUMANISM V
Organizer: ANGELO MAZZOCCO, MT. HOLYOKE COLLEGE
Chair: FREDERICK J.MCGINNESS, MT. HOLYOKE COLLEGE

MICHAEL J.B. ALLEN, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, LOS ANGELES
The New Florentine Cat and a Medieval Mouse: Pouncing on Some Old Magic
In embracing Plato’s theory of forms-ideas and of their reflections-images on lower
ontological levels, even as “shadows” in matter, Ficino necessarily embraced the
occasionalism it entailed — the theory that the eye’s encounter with a specific
reflection “sparks” (his habitual metaphor) the mind’s contemplative “return” to the
reflection’s original Idea. But what if the eye and the mind are those of a magus? There
are some fascinating links to explore here between “light” metaphysics, the experience
of seeing (and hence the cat’s eye — again Ficino’s metaphor) and the separate but
related “arts” of prophesying (and thus, in a sense, of making) future events, and of
influencing actions and things at a distance. Ficino’s revival of Neoplatonic
epistemology wrought some fundamental changes on some of the key conceptions of
earlier magic theory, and his speculations in this area cast an interesting light on the
problematic debts of Renaissance philosophy to its medieval past.
CHARLES G. NAUERT, UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI
Rethinking “Christian Humanism”
Twentieth-century scholarship graciously permits us to acknowledge that “practically
all Renaissance humanists. . . were Christian humanists,” at least in a nominal sense,
and that several major Italian humanists were seriously concerned with religious
issues. Yet the “Christian humanism” of northern Europe, culminating in Lefèvre
d’Etaples and Erasmus and linked in complex ways to both Protestant and Catholic
Reformations, has always seemed different somehow. The first generation of
northern humanists — figures like Fichet and Gaguin in France and Luder, Agricola,
and Celtis in Germany — shows no distinctively Christian identity. Was northern
Christian humanism really an invention of Lefèvre and Erasmus? Are there clues to
its origin in the thought of conservative humanists like Colet and Wimpheling?
There are many theories, but both the nature and the origins of the reformist
humanism of the early sixteenth century need to be critically reviewed.

Edison

EARLY MODERN ITALIAN WOMEN
READING II

Organizer: JULIA L. HAIRSTON, UNIVERSITÀ DI ROMA, “LA SAPIENZA”
Chair: MARGARET F. ROSENTHAL, UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
LYNN WESTWATER, UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO
“Le false obiettioni de’ nostri calunniatori”: Lucrezia Marinella Responds to the
Misogynist Tradition
Giuseppe Passi’s Donneschi diffetti, a diatribe against women published in Venice in
1599, demanded immediate response. Lucrezia Marinella rushed to compose one,
her Nobiltà et eccellenze delle donne’et i diffetti e mancamenti degli huomini, which she
issued in Venice in 1600. The next year she put to press an expanded version of the
work, which directly answered not only Passi’s attack but also other texts that assailed
women, including Torquato Tasso’s Della virtù feminile e donnesca and Boccaccio’s
Corbaccio. This paper examines Marinella’s responses to these texts, in which she
employs her erudition to establish her intellectual parity, or indeed superiority, to
women’s antagonists. With extensive citation — and in some cases reinterpretation
— of classical sources, she seeks to “destroy,” as she puts it, the antifeminist thought
in the Italian tradition that she saw as responsible for women’s oppression.
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JULIE D. CAMPBELL, EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
Marginalizing Laura: Isabella Andreini’s Use of Petrarchism in La Mirtilla
In La Mirtilla (1588), Andreini makes much use of Petrarchan imagery, yet, unlike
Tasso, whose play Aminta (ca. 1573) she is imitating, she sets specific limits on her
use of the Petrarchan beloved. Tasso’s Silvia is Laura-like in her devotion to chastity,
her appearance, her remoteness, and even the way in which Tasso has other characters
report what she is doing, thus requiring her to take little part in the staged action.
Andreinii’s innamorate, Filli and Mirtilla, on the other hand, are interested in
romances, speak on their own behalves, and are engaged in much of the action on
stage. A comparison of character development in the two plays reveals that
experiences are splintered among Andreini’s characters, and each convention is
pushed to its limits. Ultimately, we see that the Laura-like characteristics in Silvia are
dissected and marginalized in Andreini’s characters so that Andreini may express a
protofeminist message about love, marriage, and female agency, as well as create star
turns for actresses.
MOLLY M. MARTIN, COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY
Veronica Gàmbara and Pietro Bembo: Beneath the Light of Brilliance
The purpose of this paper is to enlighten an understanding of the shift in Veronica
Gàmbara’s poetic voice — from Petrarchan love lyric to politically engaged occasional
poetry — which takes place around 1530. The year was a monumental one in both
the literary and political realms, including the publication of Pietro Bembo’s Rime
and the gathering in Bologna for the imperial coronation of Charles V, and Veronica
Gàmbara was at the heart of its operation by setting up her own palace in Bologna
for the year which functioned as a literary salon for Northern Italy’s literary elite,
among them Pietro Bembo. Veronica Gàmbara was not only a reader of Bembo’s
collection, but an active participant in the promotion of his emergent poetic ideology
through her activity in Bologna, which raises the principal question of this paper: in
what ways did Gàmbara’s reception of Bembo’s project initiate her passage out of
sixteenth-century Petrarchism?

Winter Garden

EXPLORING LUCY HUTCHINSON’S
ORDER AND DISORDER

Organizer: ERIN MURPHY, BOSTON UNIVERSITY
Chair: BRIAN WALSH, RUTGERS UNIVERSITY
ROBERT WILCHER, UNIVERSIY OF BIRMINGHAM, EDGHASTON
Lucy Hutchinson and Genesis: Paraphrase, Epic, Romance
In the preface to Order and Disorder (1679), Lucy Hutchinson assured her readers
that her narrative would not deviate from what is revealed in Genesis, since she
trembled “to think of turning Scripture into a romance.” She defended the practice
of paraphrasing the biblical text in verse, but insisted that she would not “take from
men’s inventive brains” in order to elaborate the scriptural stories and would not
herself “dare t’invent.” Nevertheless, in the fifth canto of her published poem she did
dare to invent speeches for Eve and Adam, cautiously framing them with disclaimers
of their status as “truth”; and in the manuscript continuation, she permitted both the
epic machinery of councils in hell and a romance perspective to contaminate her
retelling of the stories of women in the Old Testament. This paper will examine the
generic pressures exerted by both epic and romance upon Hutchinson’s method of
biblical paraphrase.
ANNE L. COTTERILL, RUTGERS UNIVERSITY, NEW BRUNSWICK
The Romance of Scripture, 1679: Hutchinson, Dryden, and the Politics of Language
My subject is Hutchinson’s attitude toward poetry and the Bible as part of
Restoration debates about figurative language, rhyme, and heroic passion, notably
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between Milton and Stuart laureate John Dryden. After Milton’s death, Dryden’s
1677 published operatic adaptation of Paradise Lost, The State of Innocence, dedicated
to the Catholic Duchess of York, bore an “Apology for Heroique Peotry, and Poetic
Licence” elaborating further his defense of sublime eloquence and tropes. Unlike
Bunyan’s Puritan Apolog y (1678) for metaphor as delightful instruction,
Hutchinson’s 1679 preface to Order and Disorder dismisses the “rubbish” of
eloquence, along with modern wit, as stunningly as Milton’s Son in Paradise Regained;
the translator of Epicurean Lucretius reviles in passionate imagery her former
romance with figurative language. I consider Hutchinson’s preface and poem as
responses, during the court’s greatest crisis, to issues of Stuart aesthetics, recently
exemplified in Dryden’s Apology and musical Garden.
ERIN MURPHY, BOSTON UNIVERSITY
Jacob-Esau and Rachel-Leah: The Power of Substitution in Hutchinson’s Order and
Disorder
In her retelling of the story of Jacob and Esau, the narrator of Lucy Hutchinson’s
Order and Disorder celebrates Rebecca’s part in switching the two brothers,
remarking, “Her good persuasions did happily succeed.” This exemplary instance of
the power of “subtle women” suggests a logic that seems to pervade the poem — order
can be gained from disorder, deceit or confusion, if the proper substitutions are made.
This paper will explore the potency of substitution in Hutchinson’s poem by focusing
on her account of Jacob and Esau in relation to three different contexts: seventeenthcentury political appropriations of this tale of two brothers, her parallel narration of
the sibling rivalry of Rachel and Leah, and the formal strategies of substitution that
structure her typological poem.

Brooks Atkinson

THREE CLOSE READINGS

Sponsor: RENAISSANCE STUDIES CERTIFICATE PROGRAM, THE GRADUATE SCHOOL AND
UNIVERSITY CENTER, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK

Organizer & Chair: MATTHEW GREENFIELD, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK,
COLLEGE OF STATEN ISLAND
KENNETH GROSS, UNIVERSITY OF ROCHESTER
Doubtful Songs
The paper traces the movement of the voices of the dramatic speakers in Donne’s
lyrics in the Songs and Sonnets. It suggests that individual poems always begin
conjuring up a moment of crisis or loss, something that can have, variously, erotic,
social, religious, or more occult causes. Such losses may be momentary or
metaphysical, as well as ambiguously real and imaginary. The individual poems are
seen as unfolding a given speaker’s various attempts to master this loss, to transfigure,
evade, or overcome it by progressively more-and-more fantastical conceits.
BLANFORD PARKER, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, GRADUATE CENTER AND
COLLEGE OF STATEN ISLAND
Finding the Wheel
The paper discusses three poetic reflections on the Virgilian career paradigm, with a
focus on Petrarch’s Canzone Fifty.
ANTHONY WALTON, BOWDOIN COLLEGE
Lament for the Makaris
The paper’s examination of Dunbar’s elegy focuses on questions of loss, communal
memory, and the ethical obligations of the survivor.
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ERASMUS OF ROTTERDAM

Sponsor: ERASMUS OF ROTTERDAM SOCIETY
Organizer & Chair: JANE E. PHILLIPS, UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY
TERENCE O. TUNBERG, THE UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY
Erasmus and Latin Letters of the Twelfth Century
It is common knowledge that the humanists of the Renaissance scorned the Latin of the
Middle Ages, which they held to be a debased linguistic medium that endured from the
late Roman empire to their own time, and Erasmus’s remarks often seem to agree with
this perspective. However, a close look at Erasmus’s comments on medieval Latin shows
that his hostility is reserved chiefly for the scholastic philosophers, theologians, and
grammarians who flourished from the thirteenth century on. Erasmus’s views on certain
writers of the twelfth century are quite different. This paper will explore Erasmus’s
attitude to the Latinity of the central medieval period, and will explain the reasons why
he thought Latinity deteriorated, especially in certain learned fields, after 1200.
HILMAR M. PABEL, SIMON FRASER UNIVERSITY
Muting Catholic Criticism of Erasmus: Christopher Plantin’s Printing of Mariano
Vittori’s Edition of Jerome
Erasmus of Rotterdam aroused the scorn of Catholic Europe before and after his death
in 1536. The reception of his publications is the best indication of this, and his edition
of Jerome, first published in 1516 and revised and reprinted several times until 1565,
is a case in point. Mariano Vittori (d. 1572) in his 1565 edition of Jerome’s letters
claimed that Erasmus’s editorial commentary was riddled with impiety, heresy, and
bad philology. My paper will demonstrate that Vittori’s edition of Jerome printed by
Christopher Plantin in Antwerp in 1578-79 represents a deliberate attempt to mute
Vittori’s criticism of Erasmus, an enterprise sanctioned by the royal censor of books in
the Spanish Netherlands, Johannes Molanus. Through a comparative paratextual
analysis, I will show that various hostile references to Erasmus in Vittori’s original
prefaces and scholia on Jerome’s letters were edited out in Plantin’s printing.
STEPHEN M. FOLEY, BROWN UNIVERSITY
Erasmus and the Sword of the Spirit: The Shifting Commentary on Luke 22:35-38
This paper examines Erasmus’s commentary on Luke 22:35-38. By the time of
Innocent III’s bull, Unam sanctam, it had been reinscribed in political theory to
justify the temporal as well as spiritual power of the papacy, thus codifying one strain
in its exegetical history. Erasmus’s commentary on the Novum Testamentum reopens
it to scrutiny, attacking the medieval exegetes Nicholas de Lyra and Hugh of St. Cher,
and invoking the antithetical commentaries of Augustine, Ambrose, Chrysostom,
Theophylact, and Origen. He also offers a unique translation of the Greek “take” in
the passage, counterpointing his literal reading to an allegorization of the two swords.
In subsequent editions, Erasmus’s commentary shifts and grows as he defends himself
against his critics and, with typical subtlety and canniness, steps back from earlier
positions in a continuing renegotiation of his place in the changing politics of the
l520s — particularly in regard to papacy and empire.
ANNE LESLIE SAUNDERS, COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON
On Popularizing Erasmus
In this country college teachers assign Praise of Folly far more than any other work by
Erasmus. Yet his status in the “Western Tradition” and the remarkable quality of his work
on issues current today, such as educational standards and the merits of war vs. peace,
suggest his broader relevance in undergraduate instruction. This paper focuses on
appropriating Erasmus for studies in the history of marriage and the family, particularly
Encomium Matrimonii, taken by some theologians as an attack on celibacy, and the
Apologia for it; Institutio christiani matrimonii, which one scholar calls an exaltation of
“fecundity and family”; De vidua christiana, which idealizes the widow who chooses service
to God over remarriage; and the colloquies on courtship and marriage. Comparison of
these with selected early modern and modern books on marriage demonstrates that
Erasmus was a man of his time and yet can still speak to a twenty-first-century audience.
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INQUISITORS AS ASSAILANTS OR
ADVOCATES? A NEW LOOK AT TWO
FAMILIAR EPISODES

Organizer: LU ANN HOMZA, COLLEGE OF WILLIAM AND MARY
Chair & Respondent: E. WILLIAM MONTER, NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY
LU ANN HOMZA, COLLEGE OF WILLIAM AND MARY
Law and Order in Zugarramurdi, 1610-14: Inquisitors, Witches, and Proof
Few episodes in Spanish history are as famous as the Basque witch trials of 1609-14,
when a mixture of popular rage, learned preaching, and inquisitorial investigation
resulted in multiple executions for heresy and suspects that numbered in the
thousands. The prosecutions stopped when Inquisitor Alonso Salazar Frias raised
profound objections to the evidence. And in the best-known study of
Zugarramurdi — Gustav Henningsen’s justly famous “ The Witches’
Advocate” — Inquisitor Salazar is credited with skepticism, empiricism, and a
generally progressive outlook, attributes that his fellow inquisitors did not share. Yet
fresh readings of the extant documents reveal that Salazar’s and his peers’ conflicts in
Zugarramurdi were not about the existence of the Devil or of witches, but about
notions of expertise, jurisdiction, and persuasive legal proof. This paper treats
Inquisitor Salazar within the intellectual and legal contexts of his own epoch.
BENJAMIN EHLERS, UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA
Profiting from Apostasy: The Inquisition and the Moriscos of Valencia
Recent studies of the Spanish Inquisition have described a more benign and less
effective institution than the Black Legend would have us believe. Nevertheless, trials
of moriscos in Valencia reveal that the Inquisition inspired fear and hostility among
the region’s many baptized Muslims, even if the tribunal fell short of the standard of
malice set by Dostoevsky’s Grand Inquisitor. In fact, the moriscos plotted to thwart
inquisitorial proceedings and saw the Inquisition as a veiled attempt to extract their
wealth — with some justification, since the tribunal regularly commuted penances,
such as galley service, into cash payments. This mutually hostile relationship, which
effectively ended with the morisco expulsion of 1609-14, holds important
implications for our understanding of the Inquisition and its mission.

GC C197

PRAISE AND BLAME II: THE RHETORIC
OF REPUTATION IN EARLY MODERN
EUROPE
Organizers: TRACY E. COOPER, TEMPLE UNIVERSITY,
SHERYL E. REISS, CORNELL UNIVERSITY

Chair: SHERYL E. REISS, CORNELL UNIVERSITY
Respondent: TRACY E. COOPER, TEMPLE UNIVERSITY
ALEJANDRA GIMÉNEZ, TEMPLE UNIVERSITY
Misunderstanding Castiglione: Some Sources for the “Black Legend” of Philip II
Philip II of Spain (r. 1556-98) appropriated popular texts on courtly
behavior — most notably Castiglione’s Book of The Courtier — as tools of selffashioning and control of the nobility. The cultural assimilation of virtues and
attitudes prescribed by Castiglione facilitated the success of a visual practice of power
that entailed careful styling and recording of courtly performance and ritual. Yet
paradoxically the translation of these ideals, such as grazia and sprezzatura, provided
Philip’s detractors with the ideological structure for long-lasting critiques. As
revisionist histories attempt to debunk the “Black Legend” of Philip II by
documenting his conscious emulation of the paradigmatic Renaissance prince, we
must question our understanding of the Spanish sixteenth-century definition of the
parameters that supported such construction. This paper evaluates visual and textual
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discourses that, tied to translations of Castiglione’s writings, composed the apparatus
of Philip’s self-fashioning and of an incipient Spanish identity.
SHEILA FFOLLIOTT, GEORGE MASON UNIVERSITY
What Represents Catherine de’ Medici or What Does Catherine de’ Medici Represent?
In The Wicked Queen, Chantal Thomas demonstrated the futility of attempting to
find the “real” Marie Antoinette by seeking to disprove the outrageous allegations
that pamphlets asserted. She was, of course, a lightning rod, blamed for problems that
resulted in the overthrow of the French monarchy. Many accusations reprised themes
already professed in the sixteenth century against Catherine de’ Medici. Like Hillary
Clinton, Catherine de’ Medici was a “polarizing” figure. Attacks against her escalated
especially after St. Bartholomew’s Day, with Protestant sympathizers writing the
better-known attempts to lay blame, such as Le Discours merveilleux (1575). This
paper surveys the ways that different media and genres represented Catherine. It also
considers what Catherine represented for her various portrayers, some of whom
viewed her as praiseworthy, or at least complex, while others saw her only as
blameworthy.
PETER CARRAVETTA, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, GRADUATE CENTER AND
QUEENS COLLEGE
Synchretism, Immanence, Ethics: In Praise of Campanella’s Solarians
Campanella’s City of the Sun is an extraordinary “little text” that synthesizes
complementary strains of knowledge we have since partitioned off as autonomous
areas of inquiry (or, as in the case of astrology, entirely removed from public
education). It proposes an “integrative” approach to the century-old struggle between
Church and Empire (better, between civil law and religious canons). In this paper I
intend to show how the utopia was rooted in concrete history, indeed in Campanella’s
own political experience, how it was circulated among the leading minds of the day
(both popes and powerful men of state) with the positive expectation that it might
actually serve as prototype to a newer and more peaceful social organization. This at
a time when absolute monarchies, religious warfare, and mercantilism and
exploration were challenging Renaissance Humanism’s ideals.

GC C201

SIGNIFYING STYLE II: THE RECEPTION
AND TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES
THROUGH VISUAL MEDIA TO
RENAISSANCE AND REFORM AUDIENCES

Organizer & Chair: LEATRICE MENDELSOHN, INDEPENDENT SCHOLAR
MATTHIAS QUAST, BIBLIOTHECA HERTZIANA
Style in Renaissance Palace Fronts in Siena: Political Message and Artistic Ambitions
From the beginning of the fourteenth century, public and private building in Siena
followed the formal standard dictated by the Trecento Palazzo Pubblico. The
homogeneous language in palace architecture, used throughout the fifteenth century,
corresponded to the political stability effected by the government of the Nine (12871355) and the government of three of the five monti (sociopolitical factions) which
was established in 1403 and survived until 1487. The all’antica facade became
common from the late 1480s, and soon dominated palace architecture. By formal
analysis and contextualization in the changing historical and political panorama, this
paper attempts to connect the specific architectural styles appearing
contemporaneously in the second half of the fifteenth century with political messages
that contrast with the ruling system or artistic ambitions of the patrons and architects.
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SIGNIFYING STYLE II: THE RECEPTION
AND TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES
THROUGH VISUAL MEDIA TO
RENAISSANCE AND REFORM AUDIENCES
(CONT’D.)
ARNOLD BARTETSKY, UNIVERSITÄT LEIPZIG
Renaissance Revival as a “National Style” in Polish Architecture of the 1950s
The Stalinist architectural doctrine, which was obligatory in the Soviet Union (and,
after the Second World War, in several Eastern Bloc countries), demanded an
“architecture of national traditions.” In Polish architecture of the time, Renaissance
became the preferred “national style.” There were two reasons for this preference:
firstly, the common view of the Renaissance era as the “Golden Age” in Poland’s
history was used to remind citizens of the glorious time when Poland was a powerful
empire. Secondly, the interpretation of some features of Renaissance buildings in
Poland as genuine Polish inventions, such as vernacular motives like the so-called
“Polish attic,” were considered by art historians as elements of a national style in
architecture. The paper analyses the adoption of “national” Renaissance motifs as a
means of cultural propaganda. Particular emphasis is placed upon the influence of
politics and art historiography on architectural conceptions.
GOLO MAURER, BIBLIOTHECA HERTZIANA
Style and Mode in Architectural Drawings: The Case of Michelangelo
In a period where the social status of the architect, the function of monumental
commissions, and the expectations of patrons changed considerably, whereas
everyday life remained more or less the same, style and mode take on an important
role in artistic communication through the exercise of audience selectivity. In the
interpretation of architectural drawings it is often overlooked that every sketch, small
and insignificant as it may seem, has not only a specific function but a specific
addressee as well, whether this be the workmen, the architect’s colleagues, or the
architect himself. Style and mode are, therefore, not only determined by function,
but equally by the addressee’s expectations and professional ability to “read” the
sketch in question. In this respect Michelangelo is an especially interesting case. The
paper will consider the style of his architectural drawings as they reflect the extremes
of recipients to which they were addressed.

GC C202

FIGURING THE ARTIST IN EARLY
MODERN ITALY II

Organizers: MARCO RUFFINI, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY,
CATHERINE M. SOUSSLOFF, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SANTA CRUZ
Chair: MARCO RUFFINI, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY
Respondent: RANDOLPH STARN, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY
CATHERINE M. SOUSSLOFF, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SANTA CRUZ
Discourse/Figure/Love: The Location of Style in the Early Modern Sources on Leonardo
da Vinci
The first rhetorical event of style belongs with the historical person of Leonardo da
Vinci. To examine the language and structure of the early modern biographical
literature on Leonardo is, therefore, to understand how and what rhetorical strategies
construct the idea of style in the history of European art. The initial imposition of a
concept of artistic style that understands style or maniera as lying somewhere between
the experience of the artist’s life, including the biological facts of his body, and the
expressivity of the work of art may thus be called a rhetorical event. In regard to style,
it is not a matter of one or the other, such as character or the expressivity of the work
of art, but rather the duality of these held in tension through the textual
representation of the artist and his works.
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CLAUDIA CIERI VIA, UNIVERSITÀ DI ROMA I, “LA SAPIENZA”
Light and Shadow on the Figure of the Artist in Art Theory
The paper investigates how critical descriptive categories shape figures of the artist.
In particular, the notion of line counterposed to the ones of color, light, and shadow
led to the definition of two antithetical psychological profiles of “the artist.”
TOD MARDER, RUTGERS UNIVERSITY, NEW BRUNSWICK
Exorcising the Myth of Bernini in the Twenty-First Century
In the 1990s new information emerged to create a startlingly different Bernini than
the artist we thought we knew. By 1672, G.P. Bellori’s magisterial Lives of the Artists
contains no reference to Bernini, tracing the development of Italian art from Raphael
to Annibale Carracci to Poussin, but omitting both Michelangelo and Bernini. In just
these years Bernini arranged with Queen Christina to have his biography written by
the Florentine Filippo Baldinucci (1682). His own sons compiled the notes that
resulted in Domenico Bernini’s biography (published 1713), and the artist began to
cultivate a French acquaintance, the Abbe de la Chambre, who would eventually
produce the first published elegy of the artist shortly after his death in 1680. These
arrangements, along with a steady stream of self-portraits, became the chief means for
influencing Bernini’s reputation and creating an image for posterity that has only
recently begun to be challenged.

GC C203

DYNAMIC MADONNAS, EFFICACIOUS
OBJECTS: DIVINE INTERVENTIONS IN
THE LATE-MEDIEVAL AND
RENAISSANCE ITALIAN CITY

Organizers: JOSEPH CONNORS, THE HARVARD UNIVERSITY CENTER FOR ITALIAN STUDIES,
VILLA I TATTI
NICHOLAS A. ECKSTEIN, UNIVERSITY OF SYDNEY
Chair: JOSEPH CONNORS, THE HARVARD UNIVERSITY CENTER FOR ITALIAN
NICHOLAS A. ECKSTEIN, UNIVERSITY OF SYDNEY
The Victories Spiritual and Military of the Florentine “People’s Madonna”
Very little is known about the monumental Marian image that Florentines called the
“Madonna del Popolo.” The image has stood in the Brancacci Chapel in the church
of Santa Maria del Carmine since at least as early as 1460, but the precise date of its
arrival, and its exact whereabouts before this date, have never been established.
Several chroniclers, however, allude tantalizingly to the Madonna’s role in giving
Florence its famous military victory over Pisa in 1406, while other evidence reveals
her as a powerful miracle-worker of major importance to the Florentine laity. This
paper uses a range of sources to interpret the Madonna del Popolo’s significance
within a religio-civic discourse that has ramifications both for the changing identity
of the early Quattrocento Florentine republic, and the status of the Carmelite Order
in whose church she performed her miraculous service.
KATHERINE L. JANSEN, CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY OF AMERICA
Miraculous Crucifixes and Identity: The Case of the Mendicants on the Eve of the
Renaissance
This paper examines the topic of miraculously animated crucifixes, whichs, as agents
of the sacred, served as bearers of mendicant identity in late-medieval and
early-Renaissance Italy. Hagiographical representation of these events will be analyzed
in conjunction with visual evidence in order to better understand this phenomenon.
Miracles offered through the likeness of Christ’s physical body reveal the bodycentered religiosity of the period but this paper will argue that accounts of speaking
crucifixes should also be read as mendicant self-fashioning beneath the cross.
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MEGAN HOLMES, UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN, ANN ARBOR
Madonna Rivalry and Conversant Frames in Renaissance Florence
This paper will explore the relationship between the three most potent miraculous
Marian images in Florence through a discussion of the tabernacles that framed them.
I will focus on the tabernacle-chapels constructed for the Madonnas of the SS.
Annunziata and Impruneta in the mid-fifteenth century, and their resonances with
the earlier tabernacle surrounding the Madonna of Orsanmichele. I consider the
tabernacle as a frame that defines the space around the miraculous image and both
conveys and heightens its charismatic qualities. I also offer a corrective to a number
of popular misconceptions about the art associated with religious cults. With
reference to the classical novelty of the Annunziata tabernacle designed by
Michelozzo, I argue against the tendency to view cults as sites of residual culture,
calling for a more integrated approach that considers the complimentary nature of
the representational elements.

GC C205

NEW TECHNOLOGIES AND
RENAISSANCE STUDIES VIII:
ELECTRONIC EDITIONS AND STUDIES
II, SHAKESPEARE AND HERBERT

Sponsor: CENTRE FOR REFORMATION & RENAISSANCE, VICTORIA COLLEGE,
UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
Organizers: WILLIAM R. BOWEN, VICTORIA COLLEGE, UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO,
RAYMOND G. SIEMENS, MALASPINA UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
Chair: BARBARA BOND, UNIVERSITY OF VICTORIA
PATRICK FINN, ST. MARY’S COLLEGE
Shakespeare 2.0: or, “An Editor, a Theorist, and a Programmer Walk Into a Bard...”
Few areas of scholarship have been more deeply affected by new technology than
textual studies and editorial theory. This is particularly true in the case of
Shakespearean drama. With the controversies around Shaxicon, the development of
reference works such as the Early Modern English Dictionary Database, of creative
engagements like Textarc, and of online publications like the Internet Shakespeare
Editions, it seems that textual scholars have never had it so good. As we enter the
second generation of computing in the humanities, it is time to take stock of our
position, celebrate our successes, and learn from our mistakes. Most early projects in
humanities computing focused on the presentation of primary texts and reference
materials. Secondary criticism tended to focus on abstract theoretical issues, such as
the similarities between deconstructive difference and the semiotic space between
hyperlinks. These considerations, while fascinating, have little to offer in the way of
practical application for textual scholars.
ROBERT WHALEN, NORTHERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY
Building the Electronic Temple
I am working towards a definitive electronic edition of George Herbert’s English
poems — an SGML-encoded Temple unprecedented in design and presentation.
More than just another hypertext edition, the Electronic Temple would be a valuable
tool for critics, historians, scholars, teachers, and students of seventeenth-century
literature. It would include fully encoded diplomatic transcriptions of the
manuscripts and the 1633 editio princeps, and a textual apparatus that would
foreground variants rather than relegate them to foot- or endnotes as in a
conventional print-based edition. An equally important feature of this edition would
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be its links to high-resolution digital images of the original manuscripts in their
entirety. It would thus highlight the convergence of print and manuscript cultures
that is crucial to our understanding of early modern book production and notions of
authorship. It would also be one of the first editions of Renaissance literature to
photograph and systematically to encode manuscripts as well as their commercially
printed derivatives.
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ITALIAN MURAL PAINTING, 1430-1510
Organizer & Chair: JEAN K. CADOGAN, TRINITY COLLEGE

ANNE LEADER, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, CITY COLLEGE
Looking Beneath the Surface: Mural Painting at the Badia Fiorentina (1435-39)
Between 1435 and 1439, the Florentine Badia’s main cloister was decorated with
murals depicting the Life of Saint Benedict, whose authorship remains hotly debated.
A fresh and close look at the frescoes and their underdrawings indicates that they were
designed and painted by a workshop team. Thus rather than the work of a “Badia
master,” these murals were painted by a group of artists, who I believe were led by Fra
Angelico. In abandoning the search for a single “Badia Master” and identifying
several distinct personalities at work, I will offer a solution to the attributional
conundrum that has so frustrated students of these fascinating frescoes.
KRISTIN A. TRIFF, TRINITY COLLEGE
Florentine Painting and Roman Identity: Masolino and the Legacy of the Orsini Uomini
Famosi
The lost fresco cycle of uomini famosi, executed by Masolino for Cardinal Giordano
Orsini between 1431-32, has long been recognized as one of the most significant
examples of this genre, which reached its peak of popularity in fifteenth-century Italy.
Closer examination of Leonardo da Besozzo’s watercolor copy of the fresco cycle
suggests that the artistic, social, and political content of the work clearly influenced
later artists, particularly in works executed for the Orsini.
ANNA BETH MARTIN ROUSAKIS, NEW YORK UNIVERSITY
Bolognese Workshop Practice: A Reevaluation of the Early-Sixteenth-Century Fresco
Cycle in the Chiesa di Santa Cecilia
Scholars have long debated the attribution and dating of the murals in the Chiesa di
Santa Cecilia, assigning each of the ten scenes to one of several prominent local
masters, including Francesco Francia, Lorenzo Costa, and Amico Aspertini. Recent
scholarship, however, begs a renewed look at the frescoes with an eye toward artistic
collaboration and workshop production rather than to the mastery of individual
artists. In this paper, I will consider the Santa Cecilia frescoes in relation to
contemporary mural paintings and to patterns of artistic collaboration in Bologna in
order to clarify some of the problems of authorship surrounding this commission.

Shubert

UNCOMMON HISPANISMS: THE
GOLDEN AGE AND MODERN
IDEOLOGIES
Organizer: RICARDO PADRÓN, UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA
Chair: ELIZABETH R. WRIGHT,UNIVERISTY OF GEORGIA

RICARDO PADRÓN, UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA
From Madrid to Manila: The Spanish East
Recent work in Hispanic studies has begun to question the conventional division
between early modern Spanish and colonial Latin American studies. This
development goes a long way to redressing the ways in which the nationalisms of later
centuries have distorted our understanding of the early modern Hispanic world, but
it does not go far enough. The Hispanic Monarchy of this period stretched across not
only the Atlantic Ocean, but the Pacific as well, linking East Asia to Spain via its
colony in the Philippines and the trans-Pacific trade routes that tied Manila to
Acapulco, Veracruz, and Seville. Yet the Spanish East, and Spanish interest in the
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East, remains almost entirely unexplored by contemporary scholars interested in
questions of colonialism and culture in early modern Spain. This paper attempts to
map out some of the possibilities for future work in this blank spot on the map of
Hispanic imperium studies.
AURORA HERMIDA-RUIZ, UNIVERSITY OF RICHMOND
Cultural History and the Knowledge of Hispanism
The responsibility of Hispanists in the construction of the Golden Age canon is often
denounced as if both the canon and the discipline of Hispanism itself were a tradition
unchanged since the end of the nineteenth century. This tendency to homogenize the
past of our own practice among contemporary critics of early modern Spanish
literature and culture is all the more surprising since, for most of these critics, cultural
history seems to represent the best way out of this tradition. In this paper, I would like
to talk about the possible consequences for literary history of this lack of historical
perspective and self-knowledge in the field that we are starting to call early modern
Hispanic studies. I will try to prove how the tendency to dismiss, rather than address,
the historicity of our interpretation can be counterproductive for the project to move
beyond traditional Hispanism.
GABRIELA CARRION, BARD COLLEGE
Rereading the Spanish Comedia: Historical and Theoretical Approaches
While scholars have reiterated Shakespeare’s ability to transcend historical
circumstances by considering diverse theoretical issues in relation to his plays, critics
have generally circumscribed the Spanish comedia within its historical and cultural
contexts. Critical questions tend to revolve around what distinguishes dramatists
such as Lope de Vega, Tirso de Molina, and Calderón de la Barca within the
continuum of a Spanish literary tradition, leaving aside comparative or theoretical
approaches. What is to be gained (or lost) by incorporating contemporary theoretical
or comparative approaches to studies of the comedia? To what extent did the absence
of a continuous performance tradition affect critical approaches to Spanish drama?
This discussion considers these questions in light of the Spanish Civil War and
Franco’s subsequent dictatorship, in order to understand Spain’s relatively isolated
critical position in relation to other dramatic traditions.

Majestic

LE TEXTE DE LA RENAISSANCE: DU
MANUSCRIT À L'IMPRIMÉ
Organizer & Chair: FRANÇOIS ROUGET, QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY
Chair: FRANÇOIS RIGOLOT, PRINCETON UNIVERSITY

STEPHEN MURPHY, WAKE FOREST UNIVERSITY
The Late Ficinism of Guy Le Fèvre de La Boderie
It is only towards the end of the sixteenth century that the fortune of Marsilio Ficino
in France begins to be clearly distinguished from that of Plato. This was mainly
through the agency of Guy Le Fèvre, with his translations of Ficino’s commentaries
on The Symposium (1578), De religione christiana (1578), and De vita (1582). This
paper will study what is new about the French Ficino, considered particularly in
connection with the practice of philosophical poetry such as Guy Le Fèvre imagines it.
GABRIELLA SCARLATTA ESCHRICH,UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN, DEARBORN
Le Rencontre des Muses, or the first Franco-Italian Anthology
Le Rencontre des Muses de France et d’Italie (1604) brings together forty-three sonnets
by Philippe Desportes and forty-three sonnets by various Italian poets from the
Quattrocento and Cinquecento. This small bilingual anthology was offered to Maria
de Medici not only as a presentation copy, but also as a tool to assist the Italian queen
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to improve her French. The Italian sonnets came from a large number of compilations,
such as the anthologies by Gabriel Giolito, Luigi Atanagi, and Girolamo Ruscelli,
which were very well known by the author of the Premières Œuvres (1573). This paper
seeks to trace the process from the selection and collection of both French sonnets by
Philippe Desportes and Italian sonnets from the various Italian anthologies and
authors, to the finished novelty gift of Le Rencontre. This Franco-Italian compilation
is a present, which embodies not only critical literary consequences for the future
success of Desportes’s work and reputation, but significant cultural implications as
well.
FRANÇOIS ROUGET, QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY
Documents inédits de Philippe Desportes
Ces dernières années, la critique universitaire a réévalué l’œuvre de Philippe Desportes
qu’on avait pris l’habitude de citer sans toujours l’étudier. Les études de M. Simonin et
d’I. de Conihout ont apporté des éléments neufs sur la vie et l’œuvre du poète chartrain,
à partir des recensions de ses biens immobiliers et mobiliers. Récemment, nous avons
retrouvé des documents manuscrits et imprimés qui nous permettent de prolonger
l’enquête. Ils documentent à la fois l’étude biographique et la genèse des oeuvres. Nous
nous proposons ici de présenter des éléments nouveaux (acte notarié, manuscrits, livres
de la bibliothèque de Desportes) qui illustrent la carrière littéraire du poète.
HERVÉ THOMAS CAMPANGNE, UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND, COLLEGE PARK
François de Belleforest et les Éditions du Cinquiesme tome des histoires tragiques
En 1572 paraît une version augmentée et corrigée du Cinquiesme tome des histoires
tragiques de Belleforest. “J’ay nouvellement refait tout à neuf un livre de mes
tragiques,” remarque Belleforest. Plutôt que le travail d’elocutio exalté à l’époque ou
le compilateur se félicitait d’avoir corrigé dans sa Continuation des histoires tragiques
le style “assez grossier” de Bandello, c’est désormais le travail d’inventio et de
dispositio qui est mis en valeur alors que le Commingeois augmente son recueil de
quatre récits empruntés à des sources comme L’historia general et natural de las Indias
ou la De bohemorum origine ac gestis historia. Or cette amplification n’a pas
seulement pour vocation d’exploiter le succès commercial de la collection des
Histoires tragiques: elle revient à accomplir une véritable métamorphose du texte de
1570 en même temps qu’elle implique une définition novatrice du genre.

Broadhurst

CITATION AND INTERTEXTUALITY IN
ITALIAN RENAISSANCE WRITING
Organizer: CAROL E. QUILLEN, RICE UNIVERSITY
Chair: DAVID QUINT, YALE UNIVERSITY

CAROL E. QUILLEN, RICE UNIVERSITY
Ancient Interlocutors in the Dialogues of Leonardo Bruni and Leon Battista Alberti
Scholars have long understood the Renaissance dialogue in relation to its classical
models and have described how Bruni, Alberti, Poggio Bracciolini, and others
imitated structural and thematic elements expressed in ancient (especially Cicero’s)
writings. Such imitation clearly made a case for the relevance of ancient culture.
Citation, this paper shows, was an equally important way for humanists to argue for
the relevance of the past. In their dialogues, humanist writers used citation to identify
topics addressed by the ancients and of interest to their contemporaries (friendship,
grief, fame) and to define a richly textured, common vocabulary among classical and
Renaissance writers. Most importantly, this paper argues, the tension generated by
citation between text and subtext enabled humanist writers to express simultaneously
the contradictory desires that underlay their work: the desire to acknowledge
temporal distance and the desire to overcome it.
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STEFANO JOSSA, UNIVERSITÀ DEGLI STUDI DI NAPOLI
Classical Memory and Modern Poetics in Ariosto’s Orlando furioso
Scholars who study the romance sources of Ariosto’s Orlando furioso usually link his
poem with the French chivalric tradition of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries.
The common opinion distinguishes between Ariosto’s chivalric sources, understood
to be thematic, narrative, and imaginative, and his classical sources, understood to be
mainly linguistic and stylistic. It suggests a different perception and reception for
these two kinds of sources. Recent studies — by Daniel Javitch, David Quint, and
Jane Everson — have focused increasingly on the classical dimensions of Ariosto’s
culture. This paper demonstrates that Ariosto’s writing uses citation to appropriate
aspects of the classical tradition, not only to achieve a higher poetic standard but also
to develop a historical perspective following the humanistic concepts of varietas and
concoctio. His citation is not an exhibition or collection of quotations but a way
producing modern poetry from classical memory.
ALESSANDRO DANELONI, UNIVERSITA DEGLI STUDI DI MESSINA
Il concetto di auctoritas in Angelo Poliziano
Molti sono i contributi che illustri studiosi hanno dedicato al Poliziano come erudito
e studioso dei classici greci e latini. Sotto vari aspetti la sua esperienza, lo sviluppo, la
maturazione della sua metodologia di indagine e di interpretazione della letteratura
antica rappresentano una svolta decisiva, segnano un avanzamento nel processo di
sviluppo della filologia umanistica. Il secondo Quattrocento è un periodo nel quale
si rifonda il canone degli autori classici e si ridefinisce lo statuto, il fondamento del
concetto di auctoritas. In questo contesto Poliziano gioca un ruolo molto importante;
lo scopo della mia relazione è di indagare la funzione che gli auctores vengono ad
assumere nell’elaborazione teorica e nella produzione filologica e letteraria del
Poliziano. Partendo dall’esame di specifici esempi, intendo chiarire la sintassi del
concetto di auctoritas, il contesto storico in cui la funzione dell’auctor si chiarisce nel
Poliziano.

Belasco

TASSO’S ARMIDA: GENERIC
TRANSFORMATION AND EPIC
TRADITION
Organizer: AYESHA RAMACHANDRAN, YALE UNIVERSITY
Chair: MARY BARNETT, GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY

SARAH VAN DER LAAN, YALE UNIVERSITY
Authoring Armida: Intertextuality and Narcissism in Epic Characterization
Like many post-Homeric epic poets, Tasso creates his characters largely through
references to models in predecessor poets. This intertextual characterization centers
interest less on the characters themselves than on the author’s ability to ring new
changes on the stock epic characters — the author becomes a virtuoso performer
conjuring ever-more-elaborate variations on a theme. But Tasso’s explicit
comparisons of Armida to a performer draw attention to her self-conscious
performance of her epic genealogy, transforming her into an analogue of Tasso and
shedding light on his authorial practice. Intertextual characterization in epic, this
paper will argue, creates characters who are inherently narcissistic: they define
themselves through references to their individual epic genealogies, presenting
themselves as a set of reflections on previous “selves.” Armida gains limited
independence from her epic genealogy because Tasso forms her from an unusually
diverse pool of models, juxtaposed in novel ways to create effects unprecedented in
epic poetry.
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AYESHA RAMACHANDRAN, YALE UNIVERSITY
Tasso and Petrarchan Fulfillment
The source of the tension between the epic imperative and romance pleasures in
Tasso’s Gerusalemme liberata is usually located in the figure of Armida, with her
distinguished ancestry of literary enchantresses, including Circe and Alcina. This
paper expands on the traditional association of Armida with Petrarch’s Laura by
arguing that Tasso explicitly identifies Rinaldo’s romance errancy with the “giovenile
errore” of Petrarch and the transformative experience of desire and suffering
described in the Rime sparse. Tasso’s pervasive and programmatic allusions to Petrarch
reveal the idyll on Armida’s island as the embodiment of the erotic fulfillment that
Petrarch’s sequence ostensibly craves. Moreover, Tasso’s extended use of Petrarch
suggests the importance of lyric to the epic tradition, as it reveals the power of the
canzoniere as the genre mediating between romance and epic.
ANTHONY WELCH, YALE UNIVERSITY
Tasso and English Epic Lament
Armida’s canto-sixteen lament takes up the pervasive legacy of Vergil’s Dido, whose
own lament, I will suggest, reached Tasso not only through layers of literary
adaptations, but through popular Cinquecento musical settings. Surveying the
response to Armida’s lament by English epic poets, I will explore how Tasso’s example
shaped their treatment of epic lamentation. As seventeenth-century English epics
struggled to find a balance between martial heroism and lyric affect, between dynastic
conquest and the domestic passions, the lamenting Armida came to dominate Tasso’s
English reception. This paper traces the relationship between female lamentation in
English epic and a growing body of musical adaptations of Tasso’s sixteenth canto.
From Spenser’s Acrasia, who is pointedly denied a lament, to the self-consciously
“operatic” lamentation of Milton’s Eve, I will argue that English poets increasingly
came to read Tasso’s Armida just as Tasso had read Vergil’s Dido: through traditions
of sung performance.

Booth

ARCHIVAL PERSPECTIVES ON WOMEN
AND MEDICINE IN EARLY MODERN
EUROPE

Sponsor: RENAISSANCE STUDIES CERTIFICATE PROGRAM, THE GRADUATE SCHOOL AND
UNIVERSITY CENTER, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK
Organizers: ALISHA RANKIN, HARVARD UNIVERSITY,
MONICA AZZOLINI, UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON
Chair: HELEN KING, UNIVERSITY OF READING
ALISON KLAIRMONT-LINGO, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY
Sources for Women and Medicine in Early Modern France
This paper compares and contrasts the nature and problems of working with archival
and printed sources related to women and medicine in early modern France. I will
examine how and when women surface in the archives of the Hotel-Dieu in Lyon and
the Faculty of Medicine in Montpellier and Lyon. I will also contrast the methods
employed for studying archival sources such as hospital, criminal, and ecclesiastical
records with methods for examining printed sources.
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ALISHA RANKIN, HARVARD UNIVERSITY
Medicine for the Uncommon Woman: Noblewomen and Handwritten Medical Recipes
in Sixteenth-Century Germany
Much has been made of the explosion of printed medical handbooks for the
“common man” into the German-speaking world of the sixteenth century. While
these works certainly represent an important development in the history of medicine,
they have often obscured the vibrant manuscript culture that continued to evolve
parallel to print. Sixteenth-century Germans, particularly those of noble birth, traded
medical recipes and advice, compiled and copied recipes into collections, and traded
and recopied their collections. Women, who have virtually no voice in printed works,
figure prominently in these activities. This paper will examine noblewomen as
authors and compilers of manuscript medical recipes in early modern German
principalities. I will survey the range of medical activities in which noblewomen were
involved, demonstrating the value of using archival materials to uncover details of
women’s medical practice and examining the class-fixated ideals of these high-status,
“uncommon” women that motivated them not to print.

Imperial

ITALIAN LITERATURE II
Chair: COSTANZA GISLON DOPFEL, ST. MARY’S COLLEGE

ANDREA BALDI, RUTGERS UNIVERSITY, NEW BRUNSWICK
From Daughter to dama di palazzo: Guasco’s Ragionamento
Guasco’s Ragionamento (1586) offers a didactic counterpoint to Castiglione’s Il
Cortegiano in reconstructing the upbringing of a prospective dama di corte and in
laying out the rules of conduct, which later dictate her tenure at the Savoia court. In
its meticulous account of the education of a dama-to-be, the text displays the
obsessive training Guasco imposed on his daughter, Lavinia. Since her childhood,
Lavinia was constantly measured against standards of excellence and subjected to a
painstaking discipline, with Foucauldian overtones: her learning took place under the
unremitting control of male instructors and required from her a remarkable
endurance. The entanglement of pedagogical techniques, paternal pressures, and a
sense of guilt constituted an effective strategy of indoctrination. However, even
though Lavinia deserved high praise for her dutiful acceptance of this strict regimen,
the exaltation of her virtues ultimately extolled her father-creator. My paper addresses
the dynamics of authority and coercion that the Ragionamento reveals with
unsuspecting candor, as well as the intertextual dimension of Guasco’s work.
NINA CANNIZZARO, BARD COLLEGE
Ferrante Pallavicino and Venetian Literary Culture in the 1630s
The renowned salacious or blasphemous contents liberally employed by members of
the Venetian Accademia degli Incogniti in their literary and operatic texts reached a
point of distinct audacity in those of Ferrante Pallavicino. This paper examines the
escaped monk’s protected and prolific publishing career in Venice prior to his
clandestine capture in Avignon and swift execution at the age of twenty-six. The
paper also aims to address Pallavicino’s discussion of both history and “fiction” (and
publication in general) as both strategic and problematic means for influencing
public perception.
CATHY A. ELIAS, DEPAUL UNIVERSITY
Musical, Literary, and Visual Tropes as Moral Exemplars in Italian Novelle and Croniche
ca.1400-1600
Many of the croniche by Italian writers modeling their works on Boccaccio’s
Decameron share a common literary theme. The travelers in the croniche are presented
as unusually virtuous people with high moral standards, but many of the novelle they
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recount are lewd and the characters behave in the most obscene fashion. For the
purpose of this presentation, I will explore the various roles musical, literary, and
visual tropes play in the works of selected Italian authors (including Sercambi,
Fortini, Straparola, and Costo) to strengthen the moral integrity of these travelers,
and discuss the conventional dichotomy that exists between the “story within the
stories.”

Lyceum

RE-PRESENTING WOMEN:
INTERPRETATION AND IDEOLOGY IN
THE RENAISSANCE

Organizer: MICHELLE EPHRAIM, WORCESTER POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE
Chair: JUDITH ANDERSON, INDIANA UNIVERSITY
MICHELLE EPHRAIM, WORCESTER POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE
Reading the Body of Elizabeth I: Jewish Matriarchs in The Virtuous and Godly Susanna
and For the Love of David and Bethsabe
This paper will focus on Thomas Garter’s morality play The Virtuous and Godly
Susanna (1578) and George Peele’s biblical history For the Love of David and Bethsabe
(1599). Drawing from an established tradition beginning in 1558, both authors
employ Jewish matriarchs as figures of Elizabeth I. The apocryphal story of Susanna
and the Elders and the narrative of David and Bathsheba from 2 Samuel are often
discussed together in early modern biblical commentaries: in both, the central female
character becomes a spectacle gazed upon by a male voyeur. By examining Garter and
Peele’s plays alongside contemporary visual representations of Bathsheba and
Susannah, I show how the biblical narratives allow these authors to represent the
complexity of Elizabeth’s own modes of self-representation. Both voyeuristic and
suggestive of female exhibitionism, the visual narratives allow us to read the more
subversive erotic possibilities in Peele’s and Garter’s dramatic work.
JENNIFER KLEIN MORRISON, REGIS COLLEGE
Shakespeare’s Joan la Pucelle and Mary Queen of Scots
Shakespeare’s Henry VI has long been recognized for its topicality, as the events from
the French wars of 1422 to 1450 held particular resonance for an Elizabethan
audience embroiled in the Essex campaign in France during 1591 and 1592.
Traditionally, Joan la Pucelle has been read as a foil to the heroic, masculine, English
Talbot, but, more recently, Leah Marcus has argued that she “functions in many ways
as a distorted image of Queen Elizabeth I.” I would like to suggest that by placing the
play in the context of the anti-Marian propaganda that followed immediately after
Elizabeth signed Mary Queen of Scots’s death warrant on 4 December 1586 and
continued well into the 1590s, Joan la Pucelle emerges as a mirror-image of Mary
Queen of Scots, the historical, debased French Catholic queen who served during her
nineteen-year captivity as Elizabeth’s nemesis and darker double.
HELEN M. WHALL, COLLEGE OF THE HOLY CROSS
Controlling the Body of a Male Text: Hrotsvitha and Paphnutius
Though situated by fact in the medieval period, the tenth-century nun, Hrotsvitha
of Gandesheim, was situated by spirit in the Renaissance. Unlike those who served
the medieval Church by writing passion plays and morality dramas, Hrotsvitha
turned to the classics and, as she herself wrote in a preface to her published works, set
out to “Christianize Terrence.” In doing so, this clever and highly educated woman
reclaimed the stories of Roman women, whether of pagan legend or Saints’ lore. In
her most famous play, Paphnutius, she re-formed Thais, the “whore with a golden
heart” found in the Eunuchus. And she did so in such a way as to assert power over
the male clerics in her own audience who controlled the lives of women living in the
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Abbey of Gandesheim. Hrotsvitha’s published work circulated as late as 1558 and
may well have shown early modern writers as much about subverting authority as
about adapting classic writers to a contemporary world.

Morosco

ART IN CONFRATERNAL ORATORIES IN
FLORENCE AND ROME

Sponsor: SOCIETY OF CONFRATERNITY STUDIES
Organizer: NICHOLAS TERPSTRA, VICTORIA COLLEGE, UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
Chair: BARBARA WISCH, STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, CORTLAND
ANGI L. ELSEA, MISSISSIPPI STATE UNIVERSITY
The Meditationes of Cardinal Juan de Torquemada as a Model of Spirituality for the
Confraternities of Santa Maria sopra Minerva, Rome.
In 1460-61, Cardinal Juan de Torquemada, founder of the Confraternity of the
Annunciation, commissioned a fresco cycle for the cloister of the Dominican church
and Convent of Santa Maria sopra Minerva in Rome. Though it no longer survives,
this cycle of thirty-four frescoes, based on a devotional text written by Torquemada,
served as a site of communal devotions for the lay and religious communities at the
Minerva. In this paper I will examine how these frescoes functioned in particular as
a devotional theater for the members of the Confraternity of the Annunciation, and
how, after their destruction in 1559, the cloister decoration that took their place
repeated, not their content, but their devotional function, for the Confraternity of
the Rosary. The Meditationes and the later Mysteries of the Rosary provide important
evidence of the essential role of imagery in the development of communal lay
devotions in the early modern period.
ALANA AITHNA O’BRIEN, THE MEDICI ARCHIVE PROJECT
Who Holds the Key to the Chiostro dello Scalzo?
The Chiostro dello Scalzo in Florence, belonging to the Compagnia di San Giovanni
Battista, is well-known among art historians for its chiaroscuro fresco cycle depicting the
life of Saint John the Baptist, painted by Andrea del Sarto and Franciabigio
(ca. 1507-26). Long recognized as one of the chief monuments of the Florentine High
Renaissance, it had an important influence on both local and foreign artists. Two
conflicting assumptions characterize the art historical literature: that access to the frescoes
was easily obtained, and that the images could only be copied with the permission of the
Medici Grand Duke. Both of these assumptions ignore the real context of the frescoes,
which was the private cloister of a disciplinati confraternity. Unpublished documentation
reveals that this confraternity jealously guarded access to its space, perhaps leading to the
involvement of the Medici in helping artists see and copy the frescoes.
NOREEN A. WATERS, UNIVERSITY OF ST. THOMAS
Patronage and Influence in the Art of the Archconfraternity of Santa Maria dell’Orto,
Rome, Italy
The archconfraternity of Santa Maria dell’Orto was given ecclesiastical approval by Pope
Alexander VI in 1492. It was established to honor and to protect a revered image of the
Virgin Mary following a miracle healing in a garden in the Trastevere area of Rome in 1488.
The original founders of the confraternity were the fruttaroli (fruit growers/vendors) and
ortolani (greengrocers) from this food-producing district of the city. Gradually, other trade
groups joined the brotherhood in the sixteenth century, bringing the number to fourteen
by 1588, when it was elevated to the status of archconfraternity. The splendid baroque
church and oratory that they built reflects the power and status of the brotherhood at their
peak in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, as well as a suggested hierarchical
structure of the trade groups as evidenced by the patronage of the decorations in the church.
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MUSICAL LIFE IN FLORENCE AND
PRATO: A NEW LOOK AT
DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE
Organizer: PATRICK MACEY, EASTMAN SCHOOL OF MUSIC
Chair: JESSIE ANN OWENS, BRANDEIS UNIVERSITY

PATRICK MACEY, EASTMAN SCHOOL OF MUSIC
From Madrigal to Lauda: An Unusual Repertory from a Dominican Convent in Prato
The lauda is a sacred genre that often relies on secular songs, including strophic
carnival songs, for its music. One anthology of lauda texts, Magl. VII.365, apparently
copied after the mid-sixteenth century at the convent of San Vincenzo in Prato, turns
to an unusual repertory: some thirty laude have incipits instructing the singers to use
the music of Florentine madrigals from the 1520s and 1530s, including works by
Verdelot and Arcadelt. The nuns clearly had access to elite music from Florence, and
some of the madrigal incipits are even concordant with unica from an important
Florentine madrigal anthology, Brussels 27731. The madrigal is generally
epigrammatic and non-strophic, and thus seems ill-suited for singing laude with
multiple stanzas. I will present a few of the more-or-less-successful ways that poets in
this collection adapted the music of madrigals for strophic performance.
BLAKE WILSON, DICKINSON COLLEGE
A New Witness to Musical Events in Laurentian Florence: the Correspondence of
Ambrogio Angeni, ca. 1487-92
New evidence has recently surfaced concerning Florentine musical life in the late
1480s. The archives of the da Filicaia family preserve a group of letters from
Ambrogio Angeni to Antonio da Filicaia, a member of a patrician family who was
away on business in Northern Europe for extended periods during the 1480s and
1490s. The letters make frequent reference to Heinrich Isaac, the great FrancoFlemish musician brought to Florence by Lorenzo de’ Medici, and they reveal a
surprising involvement with Lorenzo’s private musical circles, including
commissioning and obtaining copies of works from Isaac that Ambrogio then sent to
Antonio. The letters are full of musical references to new compositions, works by
Isaac, preparations for Carnival, aesthetic judgments and technical discussions of
music, Lorenzo’s patronage, and the activities of a local composer previously
unknown to musicologists. This paper will present a summary of the new
information contained in these letters, and preliminary observations on their
significance to music history and historians.
MARICA S. TACCONI, PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY
Reaching the Public Eye: The Florence Cathedral Choirbooks and their Audience
The fifteenth- and sixteenth-century choirbooks of the Florentine cathedral were
designed to awe the viewer. The vibrant colors of the painted pages, the extensive use
of gold leaf and lapis-lazuli blue, the heavy and precious bindings (not to mention the
enormous size of the manuscripts) were all intended to dazzle anyone whose gaze fell
upon them. At the same time, on a somewhat more subtle level, the iconographic
details of their illuminations conveyed powerful messages, oftentimes both political
and propagandistic. In light not only of these messages, but also of such splendor and
of the unabashed display of wealth, it is hard to imagine that the viewing of these
lavish codices was limited to the cathedral choirboys and clergymen entrusted with
the singing of the chants therein. The particular design of the cathedral’s liturgical
space as well as some new documentary evidence will show that the choirbooks were
indeed intended to be admired by a vast audience.
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RENAISSANCE PILGRIMAGES II: JOHN
BUNYAN

Organizer & Chair: MARK AUNE, NORTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY
CHRISTOPHER E. GARRETT, TEXAS A & M UNIVERSITY
Bunyan’s The Pilgrim’s Progress as an Allegorical Pilgrimage
My paper will examine Bunyan’s The Pilgrim’s Progress as an allegorical pilgrimage.
Christian’s journey toward the Celestial City can be viewed in terms of the spiritual
growth of the pilgrim, as the title implies progress or improvement. Can this progress
be interpreted to mean a movement toward God, or does it refer to obtaining
attributes of godliness or saintliness? How much does Christian’s character change
during his journey, encountering various obstacles and his interactions with other
pilgrims? Like those pilgrims who travel to the Holy Land, Christian’s act of forsaking
his family and leaving his hometown illustrates his devotion to his God. But
Christian’s motivation for beginning his journey seems to be produced from a fear of
destruction rather than a pure desire for goodness and truth.
NANCY ROSENFELD, UNIVERSITY OF HAIFA
“I beseech thee for my son Onesimus, whom I have begotten in my bonds”: John
Bunyan’s Imprisonment as Pilgrimage
Two decades separate Canterbury Pilgrimage (1641) and A Relation of the
Imprisonment of Mr. John Bunyan (1660). The earlier text exemplifies how
Canterbury, whose cathedral had been the aim of generations of pilgrims, became the
residence of the “Tyrant,” who “provided a sorrowfull cup, for the Saints.” Despite
repeated conceptualization of pilgrimage as idol-worship, religious, cultural, and
economic memories of centuries of pilgrimages were not obliterated from English
nonconformist discourse and thought. For John Bunyan, the boundary between the
role of paterfamilias to his own wife and children and of father to his spiritual
offspring was often blurred. In this paper I claim that the imprisoned preacher
achieved a synthesis of the two roles through figuring his life and work, while jailed,
as a pilgrimage. The journey was of necessity metaphorical, due to the delegitimizing
of actual pilgrimages, and because Bunyan was “tied up” in very fact. Through this
metaphor the imprisoned father broke through the bonds, bounds, and boundaries
which held him prisoner.
BRENDA MACHOSKY, STANFORD UNIVERSITY
The Pilgrim’s Progress: Allegorical Pilgrimage and Pilgrim Allegory
In his “Apology” for The Pilgrim’s Progress, John Bunyan claims he did not intend to
write an allegory, but “fell suddenly” into it. The trope of the Fall is unmistakable, and
yet, the implication is that the fallen human condition is itself an allegory; the Fall is
a fall into an allegorical world. In this paper I will argue that in writing a conventional
pilgrimage allegory, Bunyan narrates a pilgrimage that takes place in an allegorical
world, and, at the same time, he reveals an actual world that requires an allegorical
pilgrimage. This paper will explore the allegory within Bunyan’s allegory. With the
“Apology,” where he addresses his contemporary world, Bunyan suggests that the
historical (or fallen) world is always already allegorical. Historical reality is itself an
allegory. What is “true” or meaningful in reality is the pilgrimage of life’s trials and
tribulations on the way back to God. The historical world gains its significance from
the allegorical levels to which it refers.
ELIZABETH A. BUROW-FLAK, VALPARISO UNIVERSITY
Mary Rowlandson’s Progress as Pilgrim and Martyr
Mary Rowlandson’s captivity narrative has been characterized as travel literature,
spiritual autobiography, and a rare colonial woman’s history, but also deserves study
as a pilgrimage and martyrdom account in the traditions of Bunyan and Foxe.
Rowlandson’s book was advertised in the first American edition of The Pilgrim’s
Progress, which suggests her account was for a readership with experience in
interpreting travelogues spiritually. As a pilgrim, Rowlandson nearly undergoes
Faithful’s plight in Vanity Fair: martyrdom. Despite her survival, Rowlandson
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fashions herself as the mistreated, wayward Faithful, and as searching for a tradition
that does not entirely justify her persecution, such as the Roman women martyrs Foxe
exonerates. In reaching back to pilgrimage and martyrdom accounts, Rowlandson
depicts Catholicism as Franchot’s “imaginative category” of revulsion and desire: a
category in which her captors’ paganism, her community’s feared backsliding, and her
identity as a female author elide into a xenophobia and an uneasy hagiography as her
narrative challenges the conventions of Puritan typology and allegorical pilgrimages.

Palace

NEW WORK IN GENDER STUDIES:
ITALIAN CONTEXT
Organizer: MARY ELLEN LAMB, SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
Chair: ELISSA B. WEAVER, UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO

LETIZIA PANIZZA, ROYAL HOLLOWAY COLLEGE
Arcangela Tarabotti at Work with Her Sources
The Venetian polemicist Arcangela Tarabotti (1604-52) continually complains about
her lack of a proper education, enclosed as she was in a convent from the age of twelve
without books, learned teachers, and a literary community with which to discuss the
burning issues of her day for women. At the same time, her writings display an
unusual acquaintance with biblical, religious, and secular sources conveyed by the
written and oral word, and with direct and indirect references and with vernacular
translations of the classics and of compilations. Numerous quotations,
misquotations, and possibly invented quotations sprinkle her arguments. This paper,
based especially on her Paternal Tyranny, will examine her practices in order to
consider the more general problem of how women acquired the patina of “approved”
rhetorical strategies deemed necessary for prose writing in seventeenth-century
Venice.
MEREDITH RAY, UNIVERSITY OF DELAWARE
A Case of Male Impersonation of the Female Voice: Ortensio Lando’s Lettere di molte
valorose donne
Throughout the Middle Ages and the Renaissance, letter writing was commonly
theorized as an innately “feminine” genre, one requiring instinct rather than art,
emotion rather than reason. At the height of the vogue for vernacular letter books in
sixteenth-century Italy, a number of women, perhaps capitalizing on this gendered
characterization, published epistolary collections. Interestingly, they were not the
only ones to do so. Drawn by the widespread interest in women’s letters, or perhaps
seeking to prove they could dominate in this “feminine” genre as in others, male
writers also published books of letters under women’s names. This paper will examine
one such case of epistolary impersonation, the Lettere di molte valorose donne of
Ortensio Lando, an anthology of women’s letters actually authored by Lando himself
and published in 1548.
ARMANDO MAGGI, UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO
Male Identity in Renaissance Neoplatonism
This paper analyzes the formation of male subjectivity according to the Renaissance
tradition of Neoplatonic treatises on love, one of the most popular literary and
philosophical genres of sixteenth-century Italian culture. The core of this
philosophical trend is the theorization of a perfectly mature male identity. The paper
will consider the complex relationship between Marsilio Ficino’s De Amore and Plato’s
Symposium, seeking to show how Ficino’s commentary departs from Plato on this
issue, and will trace the reactions of subsequent authors and the evolution of the
concept of male subjectivity in their love treatises.
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ONCE UPON A TIME: RENAISSANCE
WORLDS IN CHILDREN’S BOOKS
Organizers: MARY THOMAS CRANE, BOSTON COLLEGE,
NAOMI J. MILLER, UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA

Chair: MARY ELLEN LAMB, SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
NAOMI J. MILLER, UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA
Something Rich and Strange: Transforming Shakespeare For and With Children
The field of adapting Shakespeare’s plays for children and young adults is on the
cutting edge of new Shakespeare scholarship and teaching, as indicated by my
recently published volume Reimagining Shakespeare For Children and Young Adults
(Routledge, 2003). I will call attention to the role of William Shakespeare not simply
as a canonical, literary figure in college classrooms, or as a launching-point for new
critical trends in scholarly forums, but as a playing field for literacy and language arts
as well as for creativity and dramatic learning, in education extending from
elementary to graduate school levels, both inside and outside the classroom. In this
presentation I will survey some of the range of adaptations, from historical picture
books to fantasy novels, from CDs to web sites to board games, that strive to
introduce young people of all ages to Shakespeare.
NAOMI YAVNEH, UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA
“But She’s Got Nothing On!”: Presenting Renaissance Art to Children
This paper will explore a range of books that present Renaissance art to children,
focusing on some of the strategies used to make the art “familiar” and appealing.
While some children’s-book authors use comics and humor to attract their readers,
creating a strong contrast between their own illustrations and those of the artist in
question, others (notably Diane Stanley, renowned for her picture books on
Michelangelo and Leonardo da Vinci) incorporate a particular artist’s style into their
own illustrations, to remarkable effect. I will also provide suggestions for introducing
Renaissance art to children in general, including such issues as gender and sexuality,
nudity, race, and religion.
GREGORY M. COLÓN SEMENZA, UNIVERSITY OF CONNECTICUT, STORRS
Adapting Milton for Children: Margaret Hodges’s Comus
While some two-dozen highly influential books have appeared in the past decade on
the subject of Shakespeare in popular culture, no such volume on Milton exists. Such
neglect is, on the surface, odd, since Milton, like Chaucer and Shakespeare, is an
industry unto himself; every English department teaches at least one Milton course
annually at the undergraduate (and often at the graduate) level. While books on
Shakespeare in film and other forms of mass media have transformed our perceptions
of England’s most famous poet-playwright, having become an invaluable tool in our
productions and teachings of his works, no similar resources are available to Milton
teachers and scholars. In short, the considerable presence of Milton in popular culture
has been all but completely ignored. This paper considers Margaret Hodges’s
adaptation of Comus and what the process of translating Milton for children can
teach us about both Milton and children’s literature.

Julliard

MICRO-ARCHITECTURE: RENAISSANCE
AND BAROQUE ALTAR-TABERNACLES
Chair: STEVEN F. OSTROW, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, RIVERSIDE

ALEXANDER NAGEL, UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
The Tabernacle in the Matrix: Gian Matteo Giberti’s Verona Cathedral and its Impact
During the Counterreformation
This paper studies the relationship between macro- and micro-architecture in Gian
Matteo Giberti’s renovation of Verona Cathedral in the 1530s, and later adaptations
of these ideas in Milan Cathedral, Santa Maria Maggiore in Rome, and St. Peter’s.
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FABIO BARRY, NATIONAL GALLERY OF ART
Porta Coeli et Thalamus Dei
This paper examines strategies in the design of seventeenth-century Roman
tabernacle/portal/crown-altars for the display of miraculous images of the Virgin,
with particular reference to Carlo Rainaldi’s S. Maria in Campitelli (1657-67).
MAARTEN DELBEKE, CANADIAN CENTER FOR ARCHITECTURE, UNIVERSITY OF GHENT
The Tabernacle as Enigma
One way to approach the inherently paradoxical nature of the tabernacle, at once veil
and index, presence and absence, is offered by the opening sentence of Claude
François Ménestrier’s Philosophie des Images Enigmatiques (1694), where the
tabernacle is proposed as a paradigm for the enigma. This paper will read the
predecessors of Ménestrier’s theory of the enigma (especially Ludovico Castelvetro’s
Poetica d’Aristotile vulgarizzata e sposta and Emanuele Tesauro’s Cannocchiale
aristotelico) to understand some key characteristics of Baroque tabernacle
architecture, especially the contrapposto.

Broadway

PRINCELY ATTIRE IN RENAISSANCE
ITALY I

Sponsor: RENAISSANCE STUDIES CERTIFICATE PROGRAM, THE GRADUATE SCHOOL AND
UNIVERSITY CENTER, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK

Organizer: JANET COX-REARICK, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK,
GRADUATE CENTER

Chair: EVELYN WELCH, UNIVERSITY OF SUSSEX
Respondent: MOLLY BOURNE, HARVARD UNIVERSITY CENTER
FOR ITALIAN

RENAISSANCE STUDIES, VILLA I TATTI, FLORENCE

ANN ROSALIND JONES, SMITH COLLEGE
Vecellio’s Women: Dress at the Courts of Mantua and Naples
Cesere Vecellio’s attitude toward changing fashion in his Habiti antichi et moderni
(Venice, 1590) is the subject of this paper, which will discuss his commentaries on
noblewomen’s styles of dress at the courts of Naples and Mantua and, by way of
contrast, in the cities of Venice and Genoa. Four of his woodcuts will illustrate his
view of women’s costume as summing up regional court cultures, yet also being
susceptible to transformation by shifts in political power and exchanges among the
various courts.
JANET COX-REARICK, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, GRADUATE CENTER
Costume and Politics: The moda alla spagnola at the Florentine Court of Duke Cosimo
de’ Medici and Eleonora di Toledo
Ceremonial clothes in the Renaissance, a semiological system designed to establish the
public personae of their princely wearers, were a facet of Cosimo de’ Medici’s politica
culturale. The role of dress came into sharp focus after the arrival in 1539 of his bride,
the Spanish noblewoman Eleonora di Toledo, daughter of Emperor Charles V’s
viceroy in Naples, whose attire became a politically charged expression of Cosimo’s
fealty to the Emperor. Drawing on portraits, chroniclers’ accounts of her public
appearances, and archival sources, this paper examines Eleonora’s moda alla spagnola,
which was modeled on the dress of Charles’s empress, Isabella of Portugal. Eleonora’s
Spanish style caused a shift in Florentine dress after a major sea-change in the city’s
culture, the emperor’s establishment of Cosimo’s dukedom in 1537. There followed
a wave of Spanish influence and the imposition of an absolutist ideology, to which the
Florentine aristocracy — dressed alla spagnola like the ducal couple — adhered.
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DANIELA FERRARI, ARCHIVIO DI STATO, MANTUA
Dress at the Gonzaga Court, 1500-50: Some Proposals for Research
After the deaths in 1539 of Marchesa Isabella d’Este, arbiter of fashion at the Gonzaga
court in Mantua, and in 1540 of her son, Duke Federico II Gonzaga, a comprehensive
accounting of Gonzaga possessions was carried out. The Stivini inventory (as the
resulting document is known) includes the Guardaroba di Corte, a detailed listing of
the opulent materials used to make a wide variety of household furnishings. This
inventory, together with numerous accounts of court attire in the Gonzaga
correspondence, is testimony to the political, social, and economic conditions of the
court. Descriptions of the various styles of furnishings, clothing, and jewels (alla
bolognese, alla veneziana, alla boema, alla tedesca, alla francese, etc.) evoke the
crosscurrents of influence that characterized the taste of the court and permit a
reconstruction of its opulence and refinement of taste in the years dominated by
Isabella d’Este.

Carnegie

WOMEN, FAITH, AND CULTURE IN
EARLY MODERN EUROPE: THE WORKS
OF GABRIELLA ZARRI

Organizer: DANIELLE CULPEPPER, MARY WASHINGTON COLLEGE
Chair: DANIEL BORNSTEIN, TEXAS A & M UNIVERSITY
Respondent: GABRIELLA ZARRI, UNIVERSITÀ DEGLI STUDI DI FIRENZE
DANIELLE CULPEPPER, MARY WASHINGTON COLLEGE
Holy Women and the Princely Courts of Early Modern Europe
In her 1977 essay “Pietà e profezia alle corti padane: le pie consigliere dei principi,”
Gabriella Zarri described the relationship between holy women and the small courts
of sixteenth-century Italy. These “living saints” were prized as valuable intercessors on
behalf of their cities and princely patrons. In over twenty years of contributions to the
booming study of religious women in early modern Italy, Zarri has largely set the
field. The holy women described by Zarri were both instruments of prestige and a
“reinforcement of princely power.” Such an example has prompted other historians
to explore the connections between princely courts and holy women of the postTridentine period, with deep implications for our understanding of the role of gender
in the early modern world. This paper will examine Gabriella Zarri’s work to explore
research on the politics of holy women.
P. RENEE BAERNSTEIN, MIAMI UNIVERSITY
Varieties of Female Religious Life
Over the last two decades, Gabriella Zarri’s work on convents and tertiary orders for
women has formed a seminal contribution to a thriving field. Her 1985 work,
“Monasteri femminili e città,” brought together what were then primarily local
studies from all over Italy to show how convents, more than their male equivalents,
were tied to their local communities. In successive studies Zarri has increasingly
emphasized the gendered aspects of the history of religious orders, calling attention
to the unique social and spiritual experiences of religious women. Her
characterization of the unenclosed Ursulines, founded in 1535, as a “highly
significant moment for the history of gender,” articulated a growing sense among
specialists that the “enclosure” imposed on most Italian convents could not be
generalized to represent all religious women’s experience in the post-Tridentine
period. This paper uses Gabriella Zarri’s work to comment on the burgeoning
historiography of early modern women’s religious orders and to ask what directions
it may take in the future.
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HILAIRE KALLENDORF, TEXAS A & M UNIVERSITY
Women Readers of Seventeenth-Century Casuistry, Piety, and Morality
“How do communities take the measure of permissible and impermissible selves?”
Foucault has taught us the notion of communal “discipline” of the self and the power
exerted over individuals by the ever-vigilant Panopticon of society. But what traces of
the history of this “discipline” can we recover concerning early modern women? One
answer, as Gabriella Zarri has taught us in Donna, disciplina, creanza cristiana dal xv
al xvii secolo, lies in the study of their surviving books as evidence for ownership,
readership, kinship, and spirituality. In the case of women readers of seventeenthcentury devotional books, literally hundreds of female readers’ names can be
recovered. Devotional books and conduct manuals, many of them written specifically
for women, were instruments of control as well as restraints against which women
could rebel. The purpose of these books was to constitute permissible selves. The
marks of ownership left by these women go beyond mere signatures or inscriptions
of place names with dates.

Alvin

ASPECTS OF RENAISSANCE PHILOSOPHY
Chair: ARTHUR M. FIELD, INDIANA UNIVERSITY

LODI NAUTA, RIJKSUNIVERSITEIT GRONINGEN
Lorenzo Valla as a Critic of Aristotelian Natural Philosophy
Even though natural philosophy was not Lorenzo Valla’s main interest, he himself
signals that the first book of his Repastinatio dialectice et philosophie contains much
“natural and moral philosophy.” He criticizes Aristotle at length for some of his views
of physical, biological, and astronomical phenomena, often using everyday
experiences as a yardstick. Some scholars have therefore argued that Valla foreshadows
Renaissance naturalism and early modern science. The editor of the Repastinatio, for
instance, argues that “L’interesse dell’umanista per la scienza naturale si sostanzia ora
di una più precisa impostazione induttiva e sperimentale della ricerca,” bracketing
Valla’s name with Bernardino Telesio and Francis Bacon. In this paper, I will critically
examine this and similar claims and will suggest that Valla’s critique of Aristotelian
natural philosophy does not have much in common with the thought of later
Renaissance naturalists, without neglecting some interesting similarities.
JOHN MONFASANI, STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, ALBANY
The Strange Fortuna of George of Trebizond’s Comparatio Philosophorum Platonis et
Aristotelis
George published the Comparatio in Rome in 1458, at a time when to be published
still did not mean to be printed. Cardinal Bessarion began writing his response that
very same year and in 1469 had it printed in Rome as the In Calumniatorem Platonis.
Aldo Manuzio in Venice reprinted it in 1503 and 1513. George’s Comparatio,
however, had to wait until 1523 to find a printer, and when it appeared, after creating
interest in England, France, Germany, and Bohemia, it did so not so much as a
learned text in the Plato-Aristotle controversy of Renaissance Italy as much as an
expression of Northern European apocalyptic fears because of the Reformation.
LUC DEITZ, NATIONAL LIBRARY OF LUXEMBURG
Francesco Patrizi da Cherso’s History of Aristotelian Philosophy
Francesco Patrizi da Cherso, a.k.a. Franciscus Patricius or Frane Petric (25 April
1529, Cherso [Cres]— 6 February 1597, Rome), was not only one of the most
outstanding Platonic philosophers of the late Renaissance, but was also an eminent
historian of philosophy. Thus, in his violently anti-Aristotelian Discussiones
Peripateticae (Basel, 1571), Patrizi devoted several chapters to the history of
Aristotelianism from Aristotle on upwards to his own time. The paper will analyze
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Patrizi’s account hereof, attempt to show on what sources his story is based, and ask
whether, and how far, Patrizi’s way of presenting the history of Aristotelianism is itself
part of his overall philosophical system.

Winter Garden

WOMEN WRITERS AND THE CITY

Sponsor: RENAISSANCE STUDIES CERTIFICATE PROGRAM, THE GRADUATE SCHOOL AND
UNIVERSITY CENTER, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK

Organizer: ANN A. HUSE, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK,
JOHN JAY COLLEGE OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE

Chair: CRISTINE M. VARHOLY, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK,
JOHN JAY COLLEGE OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE
ANN A. HUSE,
THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, JOHN JAY COLLEGE OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE
Katherine Philips and Dublin
Katherine Philips’s life involved vacillations between rural and urban situations.
Raised in London, she retired with her mother and her new husband to the Welsh
countryside; bored by the Irish hinterlands, where her friend Rosania had settled with
her new husband, Philips escaped to Dublin. This paper will examine the ways that
Philips would parlay her experiences of geographical, gender, and political obscurity
to manipulate the patronage resources of Anglo-Irish Dublin’s “Castle Coterie,”
becoming “The Matchless Orinda” through her translation of Corneille’s Pompee. A
middle-class woman from Wales, sullied by her husband’s Parliamentarian ties,
Philips responded to the efflorescence of Royalist culture in Dublin by coding the
Irish capital as female and then making exaggerated claims as to her conquest of the
city’s literary culture. If “weak” women, in their supposed modesty, are stronger than
men in their ability to reproduce a French play, then so too was Dublin superior to
London, “the copy greater than th’Original.”
DONNA C. WOODFORD, SHENANDOAH UNIVERSITY
Isabella Whitney and London
Sixteenth-century London did not offer many choices to working-class women.
Isabella Whitney’s poetry, especially her “Last Will and Testament,” testifies to her
exclusion from the commercial culture of the city. She draws a detailed map of the
city, but it is a map that consists almost entirely of shops and debtors’ prisons. Unable
to participate in the financial transactions of buying and selling, and unable even to
attain enough credit to end up in a debtors’ prison, she is excluded from any of the
“choices” that this city might offer to others. Her poetry, however, provides her with
a choice of her own. She is able to take possession of and to give away the city that
would exclude her, and she is, at the same time, able to criticize the commercial
culture in which she cannot participate.

Brooks Atkinson

SCHOOL RHETORIC IN THE
RENAISSANCE

Organizer: MARJORIE CURRY WOODS, UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS, AUSTIN
Chair: JORGE FERNÀNDEZ LÓPEZ, UNIVERSIDAD DE LA RIOJA
PAUL V. SULLIVAN, UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS, AUSTIN
Tudor Vulgaria and School Drama
In early-Tudor grammar schools, the use of vulgaria, or Latin-English phrase books,
linked literary instruction and dramatic play as rehearsal for social self-advancement.
Schoolmasters composed topical collections of “vulgars,” ostensibly to season
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grammar lessons with ludic pleasure. The earliest printed vulgaria present playful
examples of schoolboy audacity, along with evidence that boys read and performed
classical drama. The vulgaria themselves constituted a form of school drama, as they
thrust boys into speaking adult roles well beyond their own experience and social
circumstances. Such grammar recitations functioned as a quasi-dramatic form of
social auditioning. As humanist compositors of vulgaria strove to outdo each other
in the classical purity of their Latin, some replaced homegrown phrases with dialogue
from Terence. When schoolboys practiced the cheeky rhetoric of Terence’s clever
slaves, parasites, and scapegrace sons, the phrasebook had the ironic effect of
deploying “pure” Latin for potentially subversive ends. In effect, these schoolmasters
used grammar (including literature generally and drama in particular) as an
institutional framework for structuring social mobility.
MARIA K. CARRIG, CARTHAGE COLLEGE
“This learning is a great witch”: Latin Lessons and the Authority of Illiteracy in City
Comedy
Scenes of Latin language lessons become very popular around 1600 in English city
comedy. A number of plays dramatize scenes of failed education (caused by foolish
students and tutors) as ways of making distinctions in class identity. The focus on
boys’ learning may have been given a heightened comic effect by the fact that the
children’s companies performed many of the plays. The bawdy puns that arise from
failures in translation expose a variety of weaknesses in both upper and lower classes:
lower classes who are unwilling or unable to distinguish between languages
inadvertently mock the pretensions of the rising middle class, by turning Latin into
a comic version of English. Latin as the marker of traditional cultural learning
becomes a comic battleground, where the witty and the profane can parody each
other.
ELIZABETH RICHMOND-GARZA,UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS, AUSTIN
The Faces that Launched a Thousand Ships: Protocolonialism and Oxbridge Drama
The plays of the last quarter of the sixteenth century staged at Oxbridge by bachelor’s
and master’s candidates especially for Queen Elizabeth’s two royal visits, offer a rich
and not-yet-thoroughly-examined reservoir of reflections, and even anticipations, of
an Elizabethan consciousness poised at the edge of its first great burst of colonial
expansion. While sophisticated work has been done regarding the place and image of
the orient and of the “elsewhere” in the commercial popular theatres of London,
whether concerning Caliban or Cleopatra, relatively less attention has been paid to
the view provided by academic plays. Taking Marlowe’s picturesque line as its cue,
this paper will track the presence of the theatrical orient and the oriental in a number
of university plays of the period and calibrate their politics against London public
pronouncements. The focus of this paper will be on historical contexts for, and
dramatic representations of, the Ottoman Empire, in texts such as Roxanna, as an
only partially imaginary other for a more familiar Western Europe. Like the Hasty
Pudding reviews and OUDS performances of today, the student plays’ radicalism and
intelligence did not disappoint its thoughtful and elite audience.
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THE RELIGIOUS REPUBLIC OF LETTERS
IN EARLY MODERN EUROPE

Organizer: JONATHAN SHEEHAN, INDIANA UNIVERSITY
Chair & Respondent: LU ANN HOMZA, THE COLLEGE OF WILLIAM AND MARY
ZUR SHALEV, PRINCETON UNIVERSITY
Devout Curiosity: Early Modern Pilgrimage to the Holy Land and the Culture of
Antiquarianism
It is commonly argued that pilgrimage as a religious institution died out in the late
medieval period, giving way to secular travel and exploration. Yet many early modern
devout Christians, Catholic and Protestant alike, who published hundreds of
accounts of their travels, undertook pilgrimages to the Holy Land. Focusing on
textual and visual descriptions of the sacred monuments in Jerusalem, I demonstrate
that devotion and curiosity were not considered as two opposites at the period. What
we see, rather, is the intersection of the well-established tradition of pilgrimage with
the growing practice of learned travel and the general scientific and descriptive
culture of the time. Franciscan authors, who usually remained for several years in the
Holy Land, are key players in this process. In this sense the Jerusalem pilgrimage
resonates with contemporary antiquarian efforts to reconstruct the life of early
Christian communities and to map the primitive Church.
JONATHAN SHEEHAN, INDIANA UNIVERSITY
Temple and Tabernacle: The Place of Religion in Early Modern Europe
Theological polemic seems far indeed from the sober pursuits of scholarship. And yet
in the early modern period, antiquarian scholarship, and especially antiquarian
biblical scholarship, was powered by the engines of invective. This paper focuses on
seventeenth-century study of Solomon’s Temple. It argues that the development of an
anthropological notion of “sacred space” — and the correlative sense that all religious
ritual demands a place of performance — developed out of a particularly furious set
of polemics. The antiquarian investigation of the Temple, its rites, and its sacred
objects provided the stage for these battles, at whose center stood the problem of true
worship. The ensuing contest pitted mainstream Calvinists against both their radical
brethren and their Catholic foes and set the stage for an anthropology of religion that
would itself help to overcome the polemics of the past.
CONSTANCE FUREY, INDIANA UNIVERSITY
The Suffering Scholar and the Power of Praise in Renaissance Catholicism
When Henry VIII executed Thomas More and several others in 1535, Catholic
hagiographers were slow to tell the tale. But in a polemical treatise Reginald Pole
quickly seized on the event to celebrate More’s scholarly prestige even as he argued
that the martyrs’ blood nourished a community bound by faith rather than by status.
These paradoxical pairings — between spiritual values and utilitarian calculations,
between the reciprocity of patronage and the requirements for salvation — were the
source of a productive tension in sixteenth-century intellectual culture. Theological
controversies transformed this tension into an acute problem, and impelled Catholic
literati like More and Pole to refine their language of exemplarity in order to create
a new, communal model of spiritual scholarship that could withstand the strains of
schism. Using Pole’s treatise and More’s prison letters, this paper demonstrates how
suffering and praise became identifying markers of the scholarly subject in sixteenthcentury Catholicism.
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THE LANGUAGES OF THE ITALIAN
RENAISSANCE VI: QUATTROCENTO
VERNACULAR CLASSICISM

Organizer & Chair: CHRISTOPHER S. CELENZA, MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY
Respondent: JAMES HANKINS, HARVARD UNIVERSITY
STEPHEN J. MILNER, UNIVERSITY OF BRISTOL
“Le sottili cose non si possono bene aprire in volgare”: Rhetorical Precepts and Practice
for the Layman
This paper examines aspects of vernacular transmission of predominantly Ciceronian
rhetorical doctrine in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries with emphasis upon the
civic function of public vernacular speechmaking. The need to instruct a new
constituency of laymen untrained in Latin often sat uneasily with the elitist stance of
the university sector and the intellectual snobbism of some early humanists. Yet
demand for such instruction engendered a boom in vernacular commentaries,
paraphrases, and translations of exemplary Latin texts and orations, especially from
the citizens of the city-states of central Italy. This paper will focus on the vernacular
“second wave” of the early 400 in Florence with reference to public oratory.
Vernacular miscellanies of translations of speeches by Cicero and humanists like
Bruni, vernacular speeches (Porcari), and rudimentary compositions by barely
literate minor office holders testify to the existence of a more popular, and classically
influenced, version of the ars arengandi addressing the needs of a culture in which
vernacular eloquence was a necessary skill.
ARJO J. VANDERJAGT, RIJKSUNIVERSITEIT GRONINGEN
Putting Humanism into the Vernacular in Florence: Buonaccorso da Montemagno,
Giovanni Aurispa and Stefano Porcari
Buonaccorso da Montemagno’s (ca.1390-1429) Dialogus de nobilitate and Giovanni
Aurispa’s (1376-1459) Latin rendition of Lucian’s Twelfth Dialogue of the Dead as a
Comparatio between Hannibal, Alexander and Scipio have been examined from the
perspectives of civic and social history, the history of translation, and literary and
cultural history. Studies have also been devoted to their European dissemination in
the various vernaculars. Yet, the contemporary volgare translations — made in
Florence, presumably by Aurispa himself — have hardly been given attention. An
examination of these “novellas” in connection with the political Orazioni of Stefano
Porcari (ca.1391-1453), which he delivered as capitano del popolo in precisely the
same period, shows how originally Greek and Latin humanist literature, at least for
a short time, became “popular.” This raises once again the old question whether the
knowledge of Latin is constitutive for renaissance humanism. Why was Buonaccorso
and Aurispa’s work translated?

H1401

RENAISSANCE SPAIN

Chair: DOMINIQUE DE COURCELLES, CENTRE NATIONAL DE LA RECHERCHE SCIENTIFIQUE
MAR MARTINEZ-GÓNGORA, VIRGINIA COMMONWEALTH UNIVERSITY
The Construction of Royal Subjectivity: Disease and the King’s Natural Body in the
Letters to His Daughters of Philip II
Between 1581-96 Philip II of Spain wrote a series of epistles to his daughters Isabel
Clara Eugenia and Catalina Micaela, in which the dominant topic was his
preoccupation about his illnesses. The letters reveal that the monarch’s intention to
confront and dominate his weak organism collaborates in the constitution of his own
autonomous self and helps him to overcome the lack of distinction between the
public and the private, the natural body and political body, that mark his royal
condition. Through the epistolary form Phillip II is able to share with his private
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readers his efforts to transform the fear about the nature of disease and mortality, as
well as the sense of diminishing of his royal dignity, in a public service to his people
and to the Hapsburg dynasty.
SATOKO NAKAJIMA, THE UNIVERSITY OF TOKYO
Migration and Witchcraft: The Efficiency of Love Magic in Sixteenth-Century Spain
In sixteenth-century Spain, when a wife was abandoned by her husband, she was
often told by her neighbors to ask witches for help to find out the whereabouts of her
missing husband and to make him come home. Therefore, asking witches for help
was not only passively accepted, but also recommended by the community, while the
idea that this behavior was superstitious, and thus should be punished by the
Inquisition, was imposed. This paper examines how and why the communities in
sixteenth-century Spain supported the practice of love magic, not only for common
customs but also for social and economic reasons. In order to do this, migration
patterns of missing husbands will be studied through inquisitorial trials on bigamy.
OSVALDO F. PARDO, UNIVERSITY OF CONNECTICUT, STORRS
The Economy of Restitution: Honor and Personhood in Sixteenth-Century Spain
For sixteenth-century Spanish jurists, canonists, and theologians, honor seems to
have been a problematic notion, especially when they were called upon to offer
guidelines for dealing with offenses against it. In confession, for example, penitents
were expected to rectify such offenses through restitution. Restitution of honor is an
important theme in the writings of major theologians such as Manuel de Azpilcueta
and Juan de Medina. The questions posed by this kind of restitution were not always
easy to answer, since thinking of honor as something that could be restored amounted
to viewing it as commensurate with different orders of goods and values, sometimes
across cultural boundaries. Religious writers were challenged to measure honor and
to imagine how honor was embodied. By focusing on the literature on restitution I
will explore how honor, which partook of the religious and the secular as well as the
social and individual, became a crucial notion to think about personhood in
sixteenth-century Spain.

H1424

RENAISSANCE BIBLICAL POETICS: ON
THE OCCASION OF THE TWENTY-FIFTH
ANNIVERSARY OF BARBARA K.
LEWALSKI’S PROTESTANT POETICS

Organizer: HANNIBAL HAMLIN, THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY, MANSFIELD
Chair: JOHN N. KING, THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY, COLUMBUS
Respondent: DEBORA SHUGER, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, LOS ANGELES
CAROL V. KASKE, CORNELL UNIVERSITY
The Violence of the Psalms in Renaissance and Modern Exegesis
Comparing our interpretations of the violent curse-Psalms with those of a past
culture is like boring into the earth and taking a core sample of geological layers.
Renaissance exegetes remove themselves to either a Christian or an aesthetic distance
and categorize them as “spoken from a purely human point of view”; empathize with
the vindictiveness, allegorize the enemies as the devil or one’s own sins (thus turning
the anger inward); empathize with the emotion and take the enemies literally; and/or
read the poet-speaker on the political level as the voice of God’s community — Israel
or the Church — and the enemies as the poet-speaker’s enemies and thus, indirectly,
as the enemies of God. Some Renaissance exegetes are surprisingly similar to us on
this topic. Some are irreducibly different from us, however, and signal irreducible
differences between our two cultures — differences that may also obtain between us
and certain other cultures of the present day.
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JASON P. ROSENBLATT, GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY
Selden, Milton, and Idolatry
Although Milton would debar the civil magistrate from matters of religion and
confine him to those of the natural order, Areopagitica extends magisterial power to
include the suppression of idolatry and blasphemy, which he “assumed . . . could be
recognized as evil by the natural law” (Lewalski). This treatise itself identifies a likely
source for such an assumption, the “volume of naturall & nationall laws,” John
Selden’s De Jure Naturali et Gentium (1640). Milton’s Paradise Lost takes much
information about idolatry from Selden’s De Diis Syris (1617). Embedded within De
Diis are Selden’s hermeneutic of inclusion and a Maimonidean hermeneutic of
exclusion. Although Milton’s zeal and intransigence of judgment have their own
terrible beauty, one might wish that the poet had drawn less often on Maimonides’
antagonistic depiction of a pagan counterreligion and more often on Selden’s calm
and tolerant historicist approach to potentially incendiary topic of idolatry.
KARI BOYD MCBRIDE, UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA
Old Catholic, New Protestant: The Survival of Catholic Poetics in Post-Reformation
English Devotional Poetry
Building on the work of Arthur Marotti, my study explores the ways in which
medieval and Catholic devotional poetics continued to inflect the poetic practices of
Post-Reformation English poets, including Catholic (recusant) poets such as
Southwell, Gertrude More, and Crashaw, as well as explicitly Protestant poets like
Lanyer, Donne, and Herbert. These poets’ works share a fundamentally incarnational
and sacramental, rather than scriptural and catechetical, spirituality, and they draw
their imagery largely from the marriage tropes in the Song of Songs and Revelation.
As a result, English “Protestant” poetics are significantly “Catholic” in both
methodology and praxis. Or, put another way, English devotional poetics, like the
Anglican Church, represent a via media that embraces both religious poles. Our
ignorance (as a scholarly community) of these Catholic features of English devotional
poetry is a result of our adherence to a Whig interpretation of literary history, one that
advances a telos of Protestant triumph and ultimately begs the question of the place
of Protestantism in English devotional poetics.
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Regency

RENAISSANCE INTERDISCIPLINARY
STUDIES: THE STATE OF THE
QUESTION
Organizers: MARIBEL DIETZ, LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY,

KIRSTIN J. NOREEN, LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY
Chair: MARIBEL DIETZ, LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY
Respondent: MICHAEL J.B. ALLEN, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, LOS ANGELES
WILLIAM R. BOWEN, VICTORIA UNIVERSITY, UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
Exploiting New Technology: Work in Progress at the Centre for Reformation and
Renaissance Studies
New technology provides effective tools for research centers, both with respect to
managing their activities and support of their research programs. In the case of
Toronto’s Centre for Reformation and Renaissance Studies, the use of these tools has
had a significant and, in some ways, unexpected impact on its growth and
development. This paper will outline how the CRRS has responded to new
technology and how this response has helped to shape the realization of its mandate.
KIRSTIN J. NOREEN, LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY
Building an Interdisciplinary Studies Program: Twenty-First-Century Challenges and
New Directions
Over eighty North American universities and colleges have well-established Medieval
or Renaissance studies programs. This paper will examine new trends in the
development of Medieval and Renaissance interdisciplinary studies programs, with a
focus on the breaking down of disciplinary barriers, the creation of collaborative
working groups, the implementation of new technologies, and the development of a
multicultural curriculum. In the current climate of budgetary constraints and cuts,
this talk will discuss different means of funding and the creative allocation of limited
resources. The paper will then present a specific example of the initiation of a
Medieval and Renaissance program at a large state university.
RUSSELL M. WYLAND, THE NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR THE HUMANITIES
Strategies and Success Stories: Funding Renaissance Studies Programs at the National
Endowment of the Humanities
Work across traditional disciplinary boundaries has become common, but how does
one make the move from a good idea to an institutionalized Renaissance studies
program? Or, how does one energize an established Renaissance studies program?
Over the last thirty years, the National Endowment for the Humanities has provided
a wide range of funding opportunities to those interested in starting, maintaining, or
reshaping Renaissance studies programs on their campuses. This paper reviews some
of the success stories of NEH funding and suggests application strategies that
applicants should consider when seeking funding for interdisciplinary programs.
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Shubert

PERFORMING MASCULINITIES IN LATE
ELIZABETHAN AND EARLY JACOBEAN
THEATER

Organizer: MARIA TERESA PRENDERGAST, COLLEGE OF WOOSTER
Chair: STEPHEN COHEN, CENTRAL CONNECTICUT STATE UNIVERSITY
DOUGLAS ALAN BROOKS, TEXAS A & M UNIVERSITY
“And This the Man That in His Study Sits”: Manly Literacies on the London Stage
The plot of Richard Brome’s The Antipodes is centered on a character named
Peregrine, whose pathological obsession with reading, as his father, Joyless, makes
clear, threatens to undermine the future of the family name, for Peregrine has shown
no conjugal interest in his wife, Martha. Peregrine, to borrow a coinage of Jeffrey
Masten’s, prefers textual intercourse. All is not lost, though, for in its protopsychoanalytical wisdom, The Antipodes offers up a play-within-the-play as the
remedy for Peregrine’s reading disorder. Freud attended a production of an earlier
London drama that featured a play-within-the-play and found Oedipus; Peregrine
goes to a production of The Antipodes and finds Martha. This paper will undertake
a brief reassessment of representations of men reading on stage in plays ranging from
Marlowe’s Doctor Faustus to Brome’s The Antipodes in order to locate this dramatic
preoccupation within a larger cultural context linked to developments in the book
trade, print-related changes in readerships, and concomitant patriarchal anxieties.
MARIA TERESA PRENDERGAST, COLLEGE OF WOOSTER
Vitriolic Masculinity: The Anti-Poetics of the War of the Theaters
This paper looks at the vituperative war of the theaters between Ben Jonson, John
Marston, and Thomas Dekker (from 1592 to 1602) as a defensive response to antitheatrical pamphlets, which characterize playwrights as effeminate. I argue that
Jonson and his rivals responded to this characterization by creating a scene of what
Bruce Smith terms “aggressive male friendship,” in which words are wielded as swordlike instruments that display the masculinity of the theatrical experience. This
display, I argue, produces the anti-aesthetics of theater — a fertile language of
imprecation that represents the theatrical experience as radically separate from the
dominant aesthetics of morality and authority. The contest between these men and
against anti-theatrical writers becomes, then, a larger contest for the very meaning of
theatrical language at a time when theatrical conventions — like early modern
conventions of masculinity — were in a time of crisis and change.
DAVID HAWKES, LEHIGH UNIVERSITY
Doctor Faustus and the Performative Sign
The “witch craze” of the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries was at root an
attack on the idea that signs can be performative, that it is possible “to do things with
words.” The myth of Doctor Faustus emerges as an important part of that campaign.
The versions of Spies and Marlowe argue that to practice magic, whether papist or
Platonic, is inevitably to enter into a pact with the devil. Thus they reveal an ethical
revulsion from performative signification that also found expression in the moralistic
critique of the burgeoning power of money. Profit by trade and usury inculcates an
approach to signification that the Faust myth designates as Satanic. This paper
interprets that myth as a protest against all forms of autonomous representation, and
suggests that as such it has much to say to the postmodern condition.
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EXPERIMENTING WITH LITERATURE,
RE-READING SCIENCE II: ART AND
NATURE IN THE RENAISSANCE
Organizers: MARY THOMAS CRANE, BOSTON COLLEGE,
HENRY S. TURNER, UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN, MADISON
Chair: MARY THOMAS CRANE, BOSTON COLLEGE

JAMES J. BONO, STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, BUFFALO
Imagining Nature: Technologies of the Literal, the Scientific Revolution, and Literature
and Science
Conventionally, the emergence of modernity and the rise of modern science have
been underwritten by the turn from the symbolic to the literal. Whether favoring a
simple, unadorned descriptive language or insisting upon the concrete visual
representation of natural phenomena, the “sciences” and medicine sought to
reproduce and catalogue the literal in nature as a foundation for the production of
knowledge. This paper will suggest ways to interrogate the status of the literal by
arguing for a careful historical examination of technologies that were adopted — or
adapted — to produce the literal as an object of knowledge and cultural authority.
Drawing upon a range of texts, authors, and practices from the period, I argue that
we should explore technologies such as reading, mapping, diagramming, and
modeling; tables, lists, and other methods of storing, organizing, and retrieving
information; mathematical representation; laboratory practices; instrumentation;
museums, cabinets of curiosities, and natural history; classification techniques; and
botanical gardens.
HENRY S. TURNER, UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN, MADISON
Art and Nature, Praxis and Poeisis: Invention, Artificial Modeling, and the Projective
Intelligence in Sir Philip Sidney’s Defence of Poesy
This paper examines the central place of the term “invention” in Sidney’s essay,
arguing that it marks a shift in early modern epistemology from a mode of inquiry
rooted in classical philosophies of prudence and humanist arts of discourse, to one
derived from an emerging interest in practical mathematics and technology. The
paper discusses Sidney’s account of “poesy” as a mode of “maker’s knowledge” that
borrows some of its central epistemological presumptions from quasi-experimental
fields such as alchemy, geometry, and mapping; it looks at the role of artificial
modeling as a ratiocinative procedure that is central to forming analytic knowledge
about the natural and the social world; and it compares different early modern forms
of modeling and iconic representation to Sidney’s notion of the poetic image. The
paper concludes by arguing that the “Aristotelianism” of Sidney’s essay is less a source
of his arguments than a way of legitimating retrospectively other, more contemporary,
modes of knowledge derived from practical mathematics and proto-scientific fields.
WILLIAM R. NEWMAN, INDIANA UNIVERSITY
From Artificial Gold to Synthetic Humans: Alchemy and the Quest to Perfect Nature
From the thirteenth to the seventeenth centuries, alchemy provided a cogent model
for theologians, natural philosophers, poets, and artists attempting to determine the
limits of technology and science. Because alchemists claimed that they could create
actual replications of natural products — not just ersatz simulations — alchemy
became the benchmark of human power in the natural world. Alchemists did not
merely assert that they could fabricate precious metals; occasionally they even claimed
to have the power of creating human life. Inevitably, a large disputational literature
arose around the alchemists’ claims, appearing early in the Sentence-commentaries of
the thirteenth century and feeding into such diverse venues as the vernacular poetry
of the High and Late Middle Ages, the early modern witch-hunting manuals, the
paragone-literature of the sixteenth century, and the genre of writings about
experimental science in the seventeenth. My talk will provide an overview of this
little-known debate about the relative powers of art and nature as exemplified by
alchemy.
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Broadhurst

HATE IN THE RENAISSANCE III

Sponsor: FÉDERATION INTERNATIONALE DES SOCIÉTÉS ET INSTITUTS
POUR L’ÉTUDE DE LA

RENAISSANCE

Organizer: MAX ENGAMMARE, PRESIDENT OF FISIER
Chair: GERARD DEFAUX, THE JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY
FRANÇOIS RIGOLOT, PRINCETON UNIVERSITY
Essaying the Abject: Montaigne’s Anatomy of Hatred
Montaigne is usually presented as an unconditional apostle of friendship, a moving
defender of conciliation, and a staunch enemy of hatred. As recent critics have shown,
the essayist rejects the Cannibals’ “ideology of vengeance” to embrace clemency and
exalt the “duality of mercy.” He resolutely moves from a preoccupation with the Stoic
care of the self to a more Christian care of the other. Yet Montaigne’s attitude toward
passions in general, and hatred in particular, is remarkably complex. This paper will
examine a few test cases in the Essays in which moderation is judged unadvisable and
a tension can be clearly noticed between idealism and Realpolitik. Particular attention
will be given to Montaigne’s metaphorical discourse in the context of the Wars of
Religion.
OLIVIER CHRISTIN, UNIVERSITÉ DE LYON II AND ECOLE PRATIQUE DES HAUTES
ETUDES, PARIS
Political Iconoclasm at the Beginning of the French Wars of Religion
Just before and in the beginning of French Wars of Religion, Protestants made attacks
against images and tombs of kings or of their ancestors, thus initiating a very specific
cycle of political iconoclasm. Yet, those tombs and statues were not exactly religious
images; we should, then, address the question of the base and justifications of this
symbolic putting the king to death by examining theological questions together with
issues of political philosophy.
XAVIER LE PERSON, UNIVERSITÉ DE PARIS IV SORBONNE
Les Faux-semblants de la haine: The Accession of Henri IV to the Throne of France
through the Manuscript Journal of the Canon Guillaume Le Pelletiers of Chartres
(1588-1592)
Contained for a long time by memorable deeds of brave and prestigious defenders of
the Catholic faith — since then treacherously murdered — hatred of the heretic was
unleashed against Chartres in 1589. For fear of the destruction of his religion and of
the desecration of his church, canon, theologian, and priest Guillaume Le Pelletier
puts in writing what goes behind the schismatic policy of the King of Navarre, a
policy similar to the earlier one of Henry VIII. Under an appearance of objectivity,
the writing of Guillaume Le Pelletier dissimulates a violent hate against heresy and its
proponents.

Belasco

EPISTOLARY RHETORICS II:
CORRESPONDENCE

Organizer: DEANNA M. SHEMEK, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SANTA CRUZ
Chair: DEBORAH PARKER, UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA
DIANA ROBIN, UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
Isotta Nogarola’s Public Letters to Ermolao Barbaro (1453): Was She Playing to the
Crowd?
When Ermolao Barbaro arrived in Verona in 1453 as the city’s new bishop and
colonial overlord from Venice, Isotta Nogarola delivered a public oration welcoming
Barbaro to the city. In this epistolary oration, Nogarola both flatters and insults the
Venetian patrician. How did the Veronese read this double-edged encomium? James
Grubb has observed that the Veronese leveled charges of corruption and abuse against
Barbaro after his investiture in the Venetian protectorate. Was her oration a foretaste
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of what was to come? This paper argues that Nogarola’s public letter to Barbaro
(published this year for the first time since Abel’s 1886 edition of her Epistolae) read
in the context of an anonymous fifteenth-century Veronese chronicle, the published
grievances of the Veronese, and the telling correspondence of other Nogarola family
members represents its author as a more politically engaged, more public figure than
previous scholarship has suggested.
DEANNA M. SHEMEK, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SANTA CRUZ
Fun and Inauthenticity: Isabella d’Este’s Counterfeit Correspondence
Isabella d’Este’s familiarity with letter writing is especially evident in several
“doctored” letters she wrote as efforts to manipulate her recipients’ responses. In
Mantua as in other courts, letters misrepresenting the truth were crucial political
instruments. My paper turns instead to several inauthentic missives Isabella contrived
purely for fun, as practical jokes. These letters, I argue, capture a pivotal moment in
a developing epistolary culture, a moment when the letter, having become a
widespread technology of communication, was increasingly available as both the
truest and the falsest expression of sincerity.
CAROLYN P. JAMES, MONASH UNVERSITY
The Merchant’s Wife: The Letters of Margherita Datini (1384-1410)
Margherita Datini’s 250 surviving letters to her husband, Francesco, the well-known
Merchant of Prato, were published a quarter of a century ago. Dictated to a scribe
until frustration with this mediation of her authorial voice prompted Margherita to
learn to write in middle age, the letters defy easy classification within the familiar
genres of personal correspondence. While giving an impression of unpremeditated
immediacy conveyed by the colloquial, indeed, often ungrammatical, mode of
expression of someone more familiar with oral than written communication, they
also bear analysis as a powerful, conscious representation of self which reveals the
psychological costs associated with the constraints of gender.

Booth

PERSPECTIVES ON MILTON’S
PARADISE LOST
Chair: LAURA MAFFEI, WAGNER COLLEGE

HÉLIO ALVES, UNIVERSIDADE DE ÉVORA
Milton after Corte-Real: A Missing Link for Paradise Lost
John Milton’s Paradise Lost has often been viewed as a poem that departs in kind from
traditional epic. The heroic but private sphere of a guilt-ridden couple, the theme of
tragic loss, and the choice of blank verse are some of the main features, which have
found explanation in Milton’s poetic originality. This paper will argue that these
features, taken together, have an important precedent in Jerónimo Corte-Real’s
Naufrágio e Perdição de Sepúlveda, an epic published posthumously in 1594. The
paper will also argue that Milton’s poem shows enough intertextual contact with
Sepúlveda to suggest that the English poet knew the work, felt the challenge it posed
him, and used allusion to attempt a sort of transumption (in Bloom’s sense) of his
Portuguese predecessor.
ANDREW BARNABY, UNIVERSITY OF VERMONT
Cringing Before the Lord: Milton’s Angels, Samuel Johnson, and the Anxiety of Worship
This paper is centrally concerned with Milton’s depiction in Paradise Lost of what we
might call the primal scene of worship. It takes as its starting point the accusation
leveled by Gabriel against Satan in book four, which doubles as the only prelapsarian
portrait we have of Satan: “And thou sly hypocrite, who now wouldst seem / Patron
of liberty, who more than thou / Once fawn’d, and cring’d, and servilely ador’d /
Heav’n’s awful Monarch?” Viewed from this perspective, Satan’s earlier
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self-fashioning as liberty’s patron seems a kind of psychological defense. This paper
aims to explicate Satan’s problem as the problem of Christian devotion more
generally, a problem in which Gabriel too appears implicated: the humiliation that
is inseparable from the position of the worshipper. To make this point, I will channel
my reading of Milton’s angels through Samuel Johnson’s blistering attack in his Lives
of the Poets on seventeenth-century devotional poetry.
CHLOE R. WHEATLEY, TRINITY COLLEGE
Milton and “The Summe of Wisdom”
“This having learned, thou hast attain’d the summe / of wisdome.” So the archangel
Michael praises Adam for hearing aright the lessons contained in the summary of
biblical history contained in book twelve of Milton’s Paradise Lost. The poem in this
way evokes a type of historical writing that stood at the crux of Renaissance debates
about intellectual labor: the practice of providing rhetorical shortcuts through
authoritative texts by reproducing them in summary or epitome form. In tracing the
popular print precursors to Milton’s representation of universal history “in summe,”
I argue that only once we acknowledge the influence of a highly ubiquitous culture
of epitome upon Milton can we understand the historiographic choices he has
made — and, more broadly, the ways in which the pressures of an early modern print
trade were redefining the challenges facing the poet with epic ambition.

Imperial

IMAGINING AFRICA: HELIODORUS’S
AETHIOPICA IN EARLY MODERN
LITERARY CULTURE
Organizer: STEVE R. MENTZ, IONA COLLEGE
Chair: NAOMI CONN LIEBLER, MONTCLAIR STATE UNIVERSITY
Respondent: MICHAEL J. ANDERSON, YALE UNIVERSITY

STEVE R. MENTZ, IONA COLLEGE
“So Many Heades”: Heliodorus, Robert Greene, and the Invention of Popular Fiction in
Elizabethan London
This paper treats the famous opening and closing scene of the Aethiopica, celebrated
by Renaissance humanists such as Scaliger, as providing a key narrative model to early
modern prose writers like Robert Greene. The self-conscious elaboration of different
but compatible modes of reading in Heliodorus’s text gets translated in the hands of
Greene and his peers into a complex authorial stance, mediated through print culture
by means of prefatory letters in early printed books. Greene’s appeal to his readers,
which asks for his book to prosper by quoting the Erasmian adage, “So many heades,
so many wittes,” seems more strategic and significant when placed alongside the
narrative model that Heliodorus provides.
AMEILIA ZURCHER, MARQUETTE UNIVERSITY
From Substitution to Emulation in Early Modern Revisions of Heliodorus
This paper continues the panel’s emphasis in generic hybridity as it focuses on two
important revisions of Heliodoran form in early modern culture: Cervantes’s Don
Quixote, one of the most famous (and complex) manipulations of Heliodoran form,
and John Barclay’s Argenis, a seventeenth-century English romance that infuses
Heliodoran motifs with coded political allegory. I argue that both Don Quixote and
Argenis represent important and careful modifications of Heliodorus in that they
reject the Greek text’s economy of substitution and limitation and replace it with a
narrative based on “emulation,” an approach to the other that falls somewhere
between rivalry and admiring imitation — one that does not substitute or eliminate,
but multiplies.
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ELIZABETH SPILLER, TEXAS CHRISTIAN UNIVERSITY
“Of the Race of the Sun”: Reading Race in Heliodorus’s Ethiopian Romance
This paper analyzes how the genealogical model of racial identity changes in the
Renaissance as a result of encounters with other racial groups. Written in the third
century by a writer of Ethiopian descent who describes himself as being “of the race
of the sun,” the Ethiopian Romance begins when a black woman gives birth to a white
child after looking at a painting of the goddess Andromeda. An imperial Greek novel
that rewrites Homeric descent narratives, Heliodorus’s story is, among other things,
a narrative of the cultural assimilation of other races into the Greek empire. In the
Renaissance, Heliodorus’s Ethiopian Romance was a key text in discussions about
whether one could write a modern, “mixed” epic. Beginning with Jacques Amyot’s
preface to his 1547 translation of Heliodorus, I will show how this debate about
“mixed” genres expresses a displaced critical response to the question of hybrid
identity and misgenation at the hearth of Heliodorus’s work. Tasso’s Jerusalem
Delivered and Pierre Vallet’s Les Adventeures Amoreuse de Theagenes et Chariclee
(1613), for instance, both erase the central recognition scene. If Heliodrus’s narrative
asks readers to respond to his story in the same way that Queen Persinna responds to
her unknown daughter, the narrative also overturns the relationship between identity
and culture.

Lyceum

FRENCH RENAISSANCE LITERATURE
Chair: EVA KUSHNER, UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

HOLLY E. RANSOM, SAN DIEGO STATE UNIVERSITY
Paroemia and Discursive Authority in Fifteenth and Sixteenth-Century French Farce
The establishment of textual authority was a primary concern of medieval writing
and, perhaps, one most difficult to maintain in a comic popular genre. The use of
proverbs reveals an inventive, alternative call to authority — that of the collective
body of popular wisdom. I propose that these discursive strategies provide a locus in
which we can investigate preoccupations of the period of transition from the Middle
Ages to the Renaissance in France. Paroemic discourse, which follows rules of form
and structure distinct from “everyday” speech, is not entirely discordant with
theatrical language. Consequently, these expressions are doubly significant
articulations of authority. They derive their discursive power both formally and from
their origins. I analyze the ways in which proverbs in the farce function as examples
of a powerful, popular auctoritas and consider how works such as Henri Estienne’s Les
premices ou le l. livre des proverbes epigrammatizez contributed to valuation of this
popular discourse.
JÉRÔME PESQUÉ, UNIVERSITÉ PARIS SORBONNE, PARIS IV
Sainte Thècle, un modèle caché de la Clorinde du Tasse
Le personnage de Clorinde, “en qui s’opère la symbiose de la vierge guerrière, de la
dame sans merci et de l”âme égarée,” a déjà suscité une abondante littérature critique.
Les exégètes ont mis l’accent sur deux modèles antiques fondamentaux de cette
héroïne de la Jérusalem délivrée : la Camille de Virgile et la Chariclée d’Héliodore.
Il nous semble cependant qu’une troisième figure a servi au Tasse à élaborer son
personnage, celle de Thècle, une sainte apocryphe du début de notre ère qui se serait
travestie pour suivre Saint Paul et que la ville d’Este a élue comme sainte patronne et
protectrice de la peste. Nous confronterons donc l’épisode du Tasse et la vita de
Thècle telle que nous la présente les Actes de Paul (III : Iconium).
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CHRISTINE CLARK-EVANS, PENNSLYVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY
Neuroscience in Two French Renaissance Scientific Poets: Guillaume du Bartas and René
Bretonnayau
Guillaume du Bartas, in his La Sepmaine, ou Création du Monde (1578), and René
Bretonnayau, in his La Génération de l’Homme et le Temple de l’Ame and L’Esculape
(1583), poeticize the human brain and nervous system. This study examines the
representation of the brain as the organ, origin, and locus in the body for thought,
emotions, and movement as given in their works. It also assesses the importance of
neuroscience that was emerging in early modern French literary culture.
SARAH E. HURLBURT, UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI, COLUMBIA
The Physiognomy of Tolerance: Montaigne Onstage in 1798
Among the many authors who benefitted from the vogue of theatrical works based
on anecdotes taken from the lives of great men, Michel de Montaigne appeared upon
the Parisian stage in 1798 as an emblematic figure representing tolerance and
compromise. The play, entitled Michel Montaigne and written by a minor playwright
named M. Guy, was never published. It was panned by the critics as a terrible work
whose only merits lay in its portrait of Montaigne and its promotion of the spirit of
reconciliation. Misplaced for more than 200 years, the original manuscript of the play
has now been rediscovered. A key document for the understanding of Montaigne’s
abrupt rise in status in the early nineteenth century, it concretely demonstrates how
Montaigne’s emergence as one of France’s great writers had its roots in his relevance
as a post-Revolutionary model for peaceful coexistence in times of civil and religious
strife.

Morosco

REPRESENTING CONVERSION IN
ENGLISH RENAISSANCE DRAMA

Organizer: HOLLY CRAWFORD PICKETT, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, LOS ANGELES
Chair: MOLLY MURRAY, YALE UNIVERSITY
Respondent: ERIN E. KELLY, NAZARETH COLLEGE
JENNIE MALIKA EVENSON, UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
Gender, Conversion, and Religious Miscegenation in The Merchant of Venice
English Renaissance authors were preoccupied with examining the ways in which
Jews and Muslims were racially and physically different from Christians. To what
extent could conversion completely eliminate a previous race or religion? This paper
shifts our attention to the ways gender mediated this preoccupation: What role did
gender play in fears and fantasies about conversion and contamination? How did
cultural anxieties about the female body and the (re)production of religious
difference shape representations of conversion? Renaissance discourses of religious
contamination and conversion share much with another discourse of
contamination — that of miscegenation. In both discourses, gender plays an integral
role. Taking Shakespeare’s The Merchant of Venice as its focus, this paper argues that
cultural anxieties of miscegenation derived not only from fears of racial corruption
through reproduction, but also from fears of religious difference, eroded and
transformed by intimate contact. In doing so, this paper reorients the discussion of
race and miscegenation to questions of religion and gender.
HOLLY CRAWFORD PICKETT, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, LOS ANGELES
“Promises, Perswasions, or Threats”: Modes of Conversion in The Virgin Martyr
Dekker and Massinger’s The Virgin Martyr (1620) critiques two features of the
culture surrounding religious conversion in the English Renaissance. First, through
its excessive number of conversions (sixteen in all), the play satirizes the rash of
converts in England who changed their allegiances multiple times. Second, although
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early modern conversion pamphlets commonly invoke reason, the play repeatedly
mocks the idea that religious transformation is a reasonable process. By destabilizing
current concepts of conversion and apostasy, the play — I will argue — creates space
for an older, more “miraculous” religious vision and set of dramatic techniques.
CATHERINE ANNE ROCKWOOD, YALE UNIVERSITY
The Politics of Conversion: Middleton, Jonson, and the de Dominis Affair
This paper will focus on English views of religious conversion during the mid-1620s,
as they are depicted in two very different plays: Middleton’s A Game At Chess (1624)
and Jonson’s The Staple of News (1626). Middleton treats conversion in absolute
terms, viewing it as an issue strictly limited to the conflict between Spain and
England, between Catholicism and Anglicanism. Jonson’s play reads as a rebuttal of
Middleton’s topical satire, and an extended meditation on the complexity of religious
identity and political allegiance during the era of the Thirty Years War. This paper will
examine the plays’ stance toward religious conversion in light of their different
treatments of two landmark Jacobean cases of conversion — that of Marc Antonio de
Dominis, the Archbishop of Spalato (arrived in England 1616, departed 1622) and
the “potential” conversion of Prince Charles to Catholicism during his 1623-24
voyage to Madrid to court the Infanta Maria.

Music Box

INTERTEXTUALITY AND MEMORY

Organizer: YOLANDA MERITXELL PLUMLEY, UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
Chair: NICHOLAS A. ECKSTEIN, UNIVERSITY OF SYDNEY
JAN O. STEJSKAL, OLOMOUC UNIVERSITY
Memory and Heresy
Almost all manuscripts written by Czech emigrants during first half of the fifteenth
century contain the short sentence “Bohemus sum sed errore non” to prevent their
authors from being accused of heresy. Hundreds of Czech Catholics were forced to
leave the country by radical Hussite reformers, and many of them traveled to Italy
seeking support there for their views on moderate Church reform. They also believed
that experiences from the Czech lands, where social and religious tensions exploded
into a radical reformation, would be useful for the Church in general. They
memorized words of Czech heretics as mementos, last-minute warnings to the
Church. Italian humanists, on the other hand, often used the sentences of
condemned heretics in order to criticize the present frailties of the Church and,
especially, of the Roman Curia.
KAREL THEIN, INSTITUTE FOR PHILOSOPHY & RELIGIOUS STUDIES
Time, Image, and Memory in the Early Renaissance
The alliance of memory and image is attested for the period ranging from the GrecoRoman rhetoric to the Late Renaissance. Both the classical ars memoriae and its heirs
rely on the spatial organization of the memory-image. Compared to this pattern,
incarnated already in the architecture of some Roman houses, the early-Renaissance
ars memoriae moves to the temporal and emotional pattern of the imago agens based
upon the biblical narrative. The painted image expresses an inner visualization of a
given scenery (hence the apparent “naturalism,” a true heir of ancient enargeia). From
this perspective, using as the background the Rhetorica ad Herennium in its
volgarizzamento by Bono Giamboni, I shall discuss Lorenzetti’s Allegory of
Redemption, an anticipation of the Trionfi della Morte and an example of imago agens,
moving within one frame from the creation of man to history’s double culmination
in the Crucifixion and the Last Judgment.
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YOLANDA MERITXELL PLUMLEY, UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
The Collective Memory: Citation and Compositional Process in Machaut’s Lyrics
The practice of citation and allusion, already a strong tradition in the thirteenth
century, continued to thrive in fourteenth-century French lyric. Guillaume de
Machaut wrote several hundred lyrics, a significant number of which he set to music,
and these texts are riddled with borrowings, including quotations of works by other
poets as well as more collectively “owned” material like refrains and proverbs. Most
prevalent of all, however, are self-citations. The prevalence of this phenomenon in
Machaut’s lyrics raises questions concerning the collective memory: to what extent
was he relying on his audience’s memory to conjure up other works or materials to
unlock the sense of his newly created work? In the cases of his self-citations, the
borrowings seem rather to reflect a systematic reworking of elements that can be
traced through his career; his handling of musical elements in his songs parallels this
aspect of his compositional process.

Plymouth

COELUM TERRIS MISCERE: RELIGION
AND POLITICS IN EARLY MODERN
ENGLAND

Organizer: STEFANIA TUTINO, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, LOS ANGELES
Chair & Respondent: SUSAN WABUDA, FORDHAM UNIVERSITY
STEFANIA TUTINO, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, LOS ANGELES
The Political Significance of Clandestinity in the First Mission of the Society of Jesus in
England
It is impossible to overestimate the impact of the Jesuits’ modus procedendi in the
Religious context of early modern Europe. The Society of Jesus was in fact
interpreting and remodeling the very concept of mission as a means to win souls ad
maiorem Dei gloriam, both in the unchristianized countries around the world and in
the Protestant-infected lands of Europe. My paper will address the question of the
political significance of the Jesuit mission in England. Contemporary historiography
has focused on the degree to which the most prominent members of the Society were
personally involved in political (and in some cases military) enterprises aimed at
deposing Elizabeth and restoring Catholicism in England. The most profound
political significance of the mission, I will argue, lies in the way in which the Jesuits
interpreted and utilized clandestinity. Clandestinity did not only oblige the Jesuits to
elaborate a defensive strategy, but it was also, and most significantly, developed in its
full offensive potentiality.
JAMES A. LENAGHAN, OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY
“All is not Popery that Papists say”: Bishop Richard Montagu and the Construction of
a Catholic Identity in the Early Stuart Church
This paper examines aspects of the life of Bishop Richard Montagu of Norwich in
order to explore the creation of a non-papal Catholic identity within the context of
the Church of England during the early Stuart period. Though the appropriation of
the label Catholic by members of the established Church antedated him, Montagu
constructed an intellectual defense of the notion that the reformed English Church
was a particular instantiation of the primitive Catholic Church. This identification
provided the ground for the construction of Montagu’s own identity: if the Church
of England was Catholic, then he was rightly an English Catholic. Such an identityconstruction allowed Montagu to respond simultaneously to both Roman Catholic
and Puritan challengers to the integrity of the Church of England. Thus, Montagu
succeeded in translating a theological label into an affective polemical tool, one which
he used in his controversialist debates to combat his opponents.
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SHARON L. ARNOULT, MIDWESTERN STATE UNIVERSITY
Word and Action: Belief and Behavior in the Inculcation of Religious Identity in Early
Stuart England
In worship services, Elizabethan bishops placed an emphasis on the laity’s attendance
and paying attention, since, for those bishops, the means of creating proper
Protestant belief and identity was the transforming Word, received through Biblereading and the liturgy, supplemented by sermons and homilies. But in the early reign
of James I, the bishops began to address the behavior of the laity in worship in other
ways. This paper argues that these bishops, acting on early modern belief that
behavior not only reflects internal attitudes but can transform them, were seeking to
foster not just a Protestant identity but to inculcate “Prayer Book Protestantism”: the
religious emphases and attitudes most defenders of The Book of Common Prayer
believed it expressed. Their efforts and the reactions to it, however, contrast with new
policies regarding lay behavior, predicated on the same presumption of the
transforming power of actions, that began to be enforced in the 1630s under Charles
I and William Laud.

Palace

READERS AND READING PRACTICES IN
THE EARLY MODERN SPANISH EMPIRE
I: CONSTRUCTING READERS,
RECONSTRUCTED READINGS
Organizer & Chair: ALISON P. WEBER, UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA

ISIDORO AREN JANEIRO, UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS, AMHERST
The Reception of Juan de Mena and his Commentators in Early Modern Spain: Hernán
Núñez and Francisco Sánchez de las Brozas, “El Brocense”
The Laberinto de Fortuna was from its inception both a political and a difficult poem.
Written in the vernacular at the intersection of manuscript and print culture, it was
a key text in the development of early modern Spanish literature. Since it was a
complex work, commentators attempted to explain the context and the inner
meanings of the poem. A comparison of Núñez and “El Brocense” commentaries,
one written in the late-medieval, the other in the early modern period, indicates,
firstly, how these annotated editions transformed reader reception of the original
work and, secondly, how each reading is fashioned by the commentator’s cultural
formation and surroundings. This comparative approach also addresses how Mena’s
poem continued to be utilized politically in order to shape the national interest of the
Castilian monarchy, while remaining an artistic model for early modern Spanish
poets.
CAROL D. HARLLEE, UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA
“El Auctor al Lector”: How Writers of Early Modern Castilian Dialogues Imagined Their
Readers
Some 175 dialogues were written in Castilian and Latin during the sixteenth century.
The themes of these works varied enormously and were fairly comprehensive: along
with many devotional topics, writers examined subjects as diverse as the use of
artillery in warfare, the optimal organization of society and good government, and
the best rules for writing poetry. Most dialogues were didactic rather than dialectical
in nature. In the prologues and dedications of these dialogues the author addressed
the reader directly, and sometimes described the reader or the practice of reading in
an intriguing manner. An investigation of these depictions will provide insights into
early modern authors’ conception of reading, its place in individuals’ lives, and its role
in society.
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JOYCE BORO, UNIVERSITÉ DE MONTREAL
John Fletcher and Spanish Romance: Women Pleased as a Rereading of Juan de Flores’s
Grisel y Mirabella
This paper explores John Fletcher’s drama Women Pleased (1647) as a translation and
creative (re)reading of Juan de Flores’s romance Grisel y Mirabella (1495). The first
half of Women Pleased is heavily indebted to Grisel in terms of plot, while the second
half articulates an imaginative response to the issues foregrounded by the Spanish
work. Rather than narrate or dramatize the crucial debat d’amour (regarding the
sovereignty and accountability of men and women in love relationships) of the
Spanish romance, Fletcher’s play reconfigures the debate and recasts it in a new form.
As a careful reader of Grisel y Mirabella, Fletcher has engaged in the debate, and his
play is a highly sophisticated rereading of, and response to, the romance and the
questions that it raises.

Uris

RELIGIOUS CULTURE IN TUSCANY:
ARTISTIC AND LITERARY PRODUCTIONS
Organizer: ALLISON DIANE CLARK, FORDHAM UNIVERSITY
Chair: W. DAVID MYERS, FORDHAM UNIVERSITY

HOLLY FLORA, NEW YORK UNIVERSITY
“Virtual” Pilgrimage: A Tuscan Journey of Clarissan Spirituality in Paris Bibliothèque
Nationale Ms. ital. 115
Paris Bibliothèque Nationale Ms. ital. 115, a rare, illustrated copy of the Meditations
on the Life of Christ, made in Pisa circa 1350, features a unique cycle of images
designed for a group of Poor Clares. The illustrations for the Nativity and Flight into
Egypt sequences are constructed as a lesson on devotion likely aimed at novices. One
important spiritual discipline the readers learned from this section is the ability to
make a “virtual pilgrimage.” Filled with representations of towered hill towns, the
manuscript portrays Jerusalem and Nazareth in the guise of fourteenth-century
Tuscany, an allusion reinforced by the text, which likens the road between those two
cities to that between Pisa and Siena. For a Poor Clare, who almost certainly would
not have traveled beyond Tuscany, these references facilitated devotion by providing
a familiar landscape through which to travel mentally.
TRINITA N. KENNEDY, NEW YORK UNIVERSITY
La Compagnia di San Girolamo: The Art and Artists of a Flagellant Confraternity in
Renaissance Siena
The flagellant “company of the night” of San Girolamo in Siena closely imitated the
rigorous types of devotions practiced by the Franciscan Observants, and is
exceptional for the significant number of Renaissance artists on its membership
roster. The confraternity was particularly important in the lives and careers of three
Sienese painters: Pietro Orioli, Benvenuto di Giovanni, and Girolamo di Benvenuto.
Their associations with the confraternity were undoubtedly reflections of personal
piety, but also provided them with special entrée to commissions for the compagnia
as well as for local Franciscan Observant churches and convents. Ritual objects,
altarpieces, manuscripts, and a fresco cycle by these artists survive from this context,
but have never been considered together as a group. My paper offers the first in-depth
study of the important relationship between this confraternity and painting in
Renaissance Siena.
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ALLISON DIANE CLARK, FORDHAM UNIVERSITY
The Hagiography of a Sienese Dominican Friar: Medieval Saints in the Late
Cinquecento
In the closing years of the sixteenth century Sienese Dominican Friar Lombardelli
wrote vitae for seven local saints who lived circa 1300. Lombardelli’s hagiographic
enterprise exemplifies the Catholic post-Tridentine revival of medieval ideals of
sanctity, coupled with the concern to create and venerate a local canon of saints.
Additionally, Lombardelli’s vitae illustrate the concerns of Sienese noble families to
claim saintly ancestors and to insert themselves into the political landscape after the
arrival of the Medici Grand Duke Cosimo I in 1559. Lombardelli carefully constructed
familial and ecclesiastical ties that bound these saints to each other and to religious
institutions. After the tumultuous years of the mid-fifteenth century, Lombardelli’s
(at times fictive) vitae illustrate a vision of religious and political harmony by
hearkening back to earlier times. We see in the vitae a particular image of piety that
resonates with the late medieval context of the beati whose lives Lombardelli
describes, yet was informed by the religious and political concerns of Siena in the late
Cinquecento.

Julliard

PUBLISHING IN THE RENAISSANCE
Chair: ANNE M. O’DONNELL, CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY OF AMERICA

DAVID R. CARLSON, UNIVERSITY OF OTTOWA
The Manuscript Emulation Problem in Nicholas Jenson’s Early Printing
Early printers were, for various reasons, constrained to produce books that looked like
products buyers were habituated to using, namely manuscripts, the canons for the
appearance of which had been variously established by some centuries of manual
book fabrication. Printers had to practice manuscript emulation, to some degree or
other; at the same time, manuscript emulation posed special technical difficulties for
printers, because of fundamental material differences between the two media of
fabrication. Printing was sculptural, and necessarily replicative; manual copying is
painterly, calligraphic, and induplicable. It is technically difficult to do with type, an
unyielding tool, what had been usual to do before by the warm, supple means, pen
in hand. The market compelled printers to try, the technology was recalcitrant, and
the result was ambivalent. This presentation draws evidence from the work of a
printer more successful at manuscript emulation than any predecessor or
contemporary: Nicholas Jenson, printing at Venice, 1470-80.
LUIS R. CORTEGUERA, UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS
Politics as Entertainment: Printers and News in Early Modern Spain
My presentation examines how news genres, known in Spanish as avisos and
relaciones, shaped the perception of early modern politics by blurring the distinction
between news and entertainment, truth and fiction. The first Spanish newspapers
reported equally on royal entries, monstrous births, naval battles, and stories about
miracles. Reading political reporting alongside accounts of supernatural, fantastic,
and social events made politics into another topic of conversation and curiosity.
Critics denounced ordinary people discussing publicly court intrigues as if they were
gossip or a story worth repeating. Civil and religious authorities decried such “vulgar
opinion” and called for greater censorship; but they, too, imitated a genre that
enjoyed universal appeal. Likewise, Cervantes and authors of picaresque and
adventure stories imitated these publications, consumed with seemingly insatiable
demand by large audiences in Barcelona, Madrid, and Seville. My sources include
news publications and documents from libraries and archives in Europe and America.
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DEBORAH L. KROHN, BARD GRADUATE CENTER
Who’s in the Kitchen with Scappi? Cooking and Printing in Renaissance Italy
First published in Venice in 1570, Bartolomeo Scappi’s Opera was one of the most
lavishly illustrated cookbooks to come out of early modern Europe. Originally from
the Veneto, Scappi cooked for Cardinal Marin Grimani before following his fortune
to Rome, where he became private cook to Antonio Ghislieri, later Pope Pius V. The
first section of the book is written in the form of a dialogue, and is notable for its
description of the ideal furnishings of the kitchen. The twenty-seven engraved plates
which accompany the text depict a variety of pots, pans, and other cooking and
serving implements. Frequently used to illustrate modern editions which feature
Renaissance recipes, there have been no studies thus far of Scappi’s book in context.
Who were its readers, and how did they use the descriptions and images? Many
questions surround the appearance of this text, ranging from the role of the cookbook
in Renaissance Italy to the sources for the engraver.
ALIX COOPER, STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, STONY BROOK
On Baltic Shores: Humanism and the Natural World in Seventeenth-Century Danzig
This paper will explore how humanist ideals, family ties, and civic pride converged
in the early modern Baltic port of Danzig, with the publication of several small but
learned volumes discussing the plants of the city’s hinterlands. Starting in the early
seventeenth century, various distinguished town officials, such as Nicolaus Oelhafen,
began to publish these records of their investigations into the surrounding
countryside. Scholars of Renaissance humanism, whether its Italian or northern
European versions, have devoted considerable time to exploring humanist authors’
attempts to buoy their cities’ pride through laborious reconstruction of valorized
pasts. What this paper proposes to do, however, is to explore the ways in which some
northern humanists drew on another humanist legacy — the rediscovery of ancient
botanical texts and their revision to suit sixteenth-century European needs — to
comment on the city’s honor. By examining the activities and family ties of such
figures as Oelhafen, the paper will trace the tight connections between northern
humanism and the study of the natural world

Broadway

PRINCELY ATTIRE IN RENAISSANCE
ITALY II

Sponsor: RENAISSANCE STUDIES CERTIFICATE PROGRAM, THE GRADUATE SCHOOL AND
UNIVERSITY CENTER, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK

Organizer & Chair: JANET COX-REARICK, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK,
GRADUATE CENTER

Respondent: MOLLY BOURNE, HARVARD UNIVERSITY CENTER FOR ITALIAN
RENAISSANCE STUDIES, VILLA I TATTI, FLORENCE
EVELYN WELCH, UNIVERSITY OF SUSSEX
Hair and Hands: Negotiating Accessories at the Italian Renaissance Court
When discussing portraiture we tend to focus on facial features, and only afterwards
on clothing and other material attributes that contribute to the depiction of identity.
In the Renaissance, however, bodily extremities and their accessories were the focus
of considerable attention. While the investment in the fabric of a gown or tunic
meant that it could not be easily discarded or modified, hairstyles, hands — and, for
men, feet — were areas for innovation. This paper uses correspondence between
court women of the late fifteenth century to determine how and why they exchanged
models and ideas for headdresses, gloves, fans, and hand-held objects. The emphasis
was on sight, but also on smell and touch, since accessories were often perfumed and
the creation of appropriate scents was a prized skill. This paper argues further that
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accessories were not minor frivolities; rather, their use, presentation, and exchange
among women were embedded into carefully planned familial strategies of the court
aristocracy.
ELIZABETH CURRIE, UNIVERSITY OF SUSSEX
Clothing and a Florentine Style, 1560-1620
Many sixteenth-century commentators on dress lamented the influence of foreign
fashions; to counteract this influence, legislation was introduced in various cities in
the early seventeenth century to encourage tailors to promote an “Italian style.” Yet
costume books, like those of Cesare Vecellio (1589), describe minute differences
between the clothing of different areas and cities in Italy. This paper will consider
whether it is possible to speak of a specifically Florentine style during this period.
Drawing on a range of evidence such as account books, makers’ receipts, and visual
representations, I will examine dress worn by the Medici and the sumptuary laws they
introduced as part of a strategy to create a Florentine elite distinguished by its
appearance. Set against this is a discussion of the clothing worn by courtiers, such as
the diplomat Matteo Botti and the Riccardi family, on private occasions and at public
events such as the wedding of Maria de’ Medici.

Carnegie

SEGNI, SPETTRI ED IMMAGINI I: IMAGES
OF LOVE AND THE EROTIC IN THE
ITALIAN RENAISSANCE

Sponsor: RENAISSANCE STUDIES CERTIFICATE PROGRAM, THE GRADUATE SCHOOL AND
UNIVERSITY CENTER, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK

Organizer: ROBERTO BURANELLO, GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY
Chair: ANTONIO RICCI, FORDHAM UNIVERSITY
ROBERTO BURANELLO, GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY
Sperone Speroni’s Anamorphic Landscape of Love
Sperone Speroni’s love dialogues (Dialogo d’amore, Dialogo della dignita d’amore,
Dialogo di Panico e Bichi, and Dialogo delle laudi del Cataio) are works of considerable
influence that incorporate certain aspects of the love lyric and trattato d’amore
traditions and discarded others. His view of the disruptive and confusing potential of
love leads to an interpretation of love that challenges the usual conventions of
representation and perception.
PAOLO PUCCI, PRINCETON UNIVERSITY
Parallel Sexualities in the Renaissance Novella: Homosexuality within the Family
According to both novellas and contemporary judiciary sources, the social spectrum
of those practicing homosexuality during the Renaissance varied greatly — from the
ruler of Sciano in the seventeenth novella of Pietro Fortini’s Le giornate delle novelle
dei novizi to an owner of a gambling den in Lucca, the protagonist of the fifth novella
of the collection by Giovanni Sercambi. Within this multifaceted social context, I
examine the interaction between the alternative sexual conduct of homosexuality
within the family structure in Renaissance Italy, with particular attention to the wifehusband relationship. Love between men, in fact, coexisted on a very large scale with
family roles socially expected of men, a reality that is portrayed in the many novellas
dealing with husbands involved in extramarital sexual relations with men.
BERTHOLD HUB, UNIVERSITÄT WIEN
E fa dolce la morte: Love and Death in Michelangelo’s Last Judgment
Michelangelo’s struggle with love, death, and salvation remained a lifelong
occupation, and is explored with particular fervor and intellectual effort in those
poems which he composed during the preparation and execution of the Sistine fresco
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and addressed to Tommaso de’ Cavalieri. There Michelangelo makes use of various
traditions and topics, from medieval mysticism to the Petrarchan love-lyric and
Neoplatonic love-treatises (transformation of the lover into what he loves, morte
amatoria, seconda morte, and bacio di morte), but transcends them all by stripping
away all allegorical and metaphorical meaning. Love means to Michelangelo not only
temporary transformation and enrapture, but also salvation and immortality, and
that for the lover as well as for the beloved. Earthly love is no longer a mere metaphor
of divine love and the here and now beloved no longer just a springboard for the love
towards God: they are now indispensable prerequisites for eschatological salvation.
MANUELA SCARCI, UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
Erotic Language and Erotic Images in Matteo Bandello’s Novelliere
Le novelle di Bandello sono, ovviamente, in larga parte boccaccesche. Ma mentre per
Boccaccio si puo’ parlare di una fantasia gaiamente pornografica, scevra di
considerazioni morali o religiose, in Bandello vi e’ una notevole tensione che si
stabilisce tra l’ossequio alla tradizione novellistica (che e’ appunto largamente erotica)
e le nuove esigenze censorie tipiche del clima della Controriforma. Ne consegue che
linguaggio e situazioni narrative si staccano dal modello tardo-trecentesco da cui pur
dipendono per la propria definizione. Io indagherei sulle modalita’ di questo distacco,
sulle modalita’ delle nuove forme che assume il fatto erotico in Bandello per, alla fine,
proporre delle ipotesi interpretative. Per esempio, e’ l’erotismo bandelliano una forma
censurata di quello boccacesco, l’unica accettabile in un clima culturale sempre piu’
moralistico? Oppure e’ possibile teorizzare un Bandello “obliquo”, per cosi’ dire, cioe’
un Bandello intento a ri-introdurre, sotto la parvenza della funzione didattica,
materiale provocante e osceno inaccettabile nella seconda meta’ del secolo
sedicesimo?

Alvin

INTERPRETATIONS OF RENAISSANCE
HUMANISM VI
Organizer & Chair: ANGELO MAZZOCCO, MT. HOLYOKE COLLEGE

GIUSEPPE MAZZOTTA, YALE UNIVERSITY
Humanism and Learned Experience
My argument will focus, first of all, on the current critical and historical debates that
purport to revise traditional theories about the beginnings of the new cultural temper
that has come to be known as Humanism. But the great part of my presentation will
highlight the history of a particular genre: medieval encyclopedias and their
continuity within the history of Florence and, more generally, Italy. The emphasis
will fall on the experiments by twelfth-century figures such as Vincent of Beauvais
(Speculum Historiale) and Hugh of St. Victor (Didascalicon). At this point a question
is in order: How were the direction and substance of these medieval instruments of
knowledge and education altered in the subsequent developments by Brunetto Latini
(Tresor), St. Bonaventure (De reductione artium ad theologiam), St. Thomas Aquinas,
and, ultimately, Petrarch? I will conclude by proposing a view of Humanism that
bypasses facile dualities between “secular” and “theological.”
ARTHUR F. KINNEY, UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSSETS, AMHERST
Literary Humanism in the Renaissance
In the past twenty years, a concentrated study of the use of rhetoric in understanding
a poetics informing early modern notebooks, lectures, conduct manuals, narratives,
romances, and poetry, as well as such cultural practices as political argument,
parliamentary oratory, and religious discourse, has led to many new theories and
ideas. My talk will discuss the substance and importance of these as they more
precisely expand and refine humanist rhetorical practice in the Renaissance.
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PATRICK GILLI, UNIVERSITÉ DE MONTPELLIER III, INSITUT UNIVERSITAIRE DE FRANCE
Hommes cèlébres, et nouvelles frontières disciplinaires: la politique culturelle de
Florence (fin XIVe s.-milieu XVe s.)
Au moment de l’institutionalisation des studia humanitatis à Florence, à la fin du
XIVe siècle, se dègage une volontè politique et culturelle, impulsèe par le règime des
Albizzi et prolongèe par Cúme l’Ancien, de valorization des hommes cèlébres de la
citè. Or, cette politique attestèe par des provisions de la Seigneurie et des ouvrages ad
hoc (de viris illustribus de Filippo Villani e.g.) qui mettent sur le meme plan des
lettrès issus des universitès et des tenants d’une nouvelle culture entre en
contradiction avec certains prèsupposès anti-scolastiques de tradition pètraquienne.
Comment expliquer que la citè cherche à valoriser tout à la fois les reprèsentants de
la scolastique universitaire (comme le juriste Accurse) et des humanistes violemment
anti-scolastiques comme Pètrarque?

Edison

RENAISSANCE CONCEPTIONS OF VALUE
AND SHAKESPEARE’S PROBLEM PLAYS
Organizer: ROB CARSON, UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
Chair: LYNNE DICKSON BRUCKNER, CHATHAM COLLEGE

ROB CARSON, UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
The Problematic of Value in Measure for Measure
My paper will begin by exploring the different axiological theories that had currency
in the Renaissance, focusing in particular on three bookkeeping manuals published
in England in the late sixteenth century and on the competing conceptions of value
that are implicit in them. My contention will be that there was a widespread social
anxiety in Shakespeare’s London about the nature of value itself: as English culture
became increasingly mercantilistic and quantificational, the traditional notion that
certain things possessed an intrinsic value was seriously threatened by the pragmatic
notion that value derived primarily from usefulness and by the constructivist notion
that value was merely a status accorded by the marketplace. I will then consider
Measure for Measure against this philosophical and historical backdrop, exploring
how Shakespeare employs this problematic of value for dramatic effect, interrogating
received notions of ethical and economic value.
PAUL YACHNIN, MCGILL UNIVERSITY
Artisanal Value in Troilus and Cressida
In this paper I discuss Shakespeare’s engagement with the linked issues of value, social
rank, artistic creation, and artisanal work. My argument is that Shakespeare’s views
on value in the play (variously interpreted by a host of critics) need to be understood
in relation to the real situation of Shakespeare’s ten-shareholder playing company in
the context of what I have called elsewhere “the populuxe theatre”: that is, a theatre
that produced popular versions of deluxe cultural goods. My approach doesn’t lead
me to a view of Shakespeare as an exponent of popular, artisanal artistic forms over
elite forms. Rather, I am interested in how the play Troilus and Cressida, which is
certainly Shakespeare’s most successful emulation of contemporary high-brow
literature (including Chapman’s translation of Homer’s Iliad ), nevertheless is able to
keep in circulation a powerful representation of the collective, artisanal work of
cultural production.
LARS ENGLE, UNIVERSITY OF TULSA
Montaigne and Sexual Morality in All’s Well that Ends Well
Arthur Kirsch has argued persuasively that All’s Well that Ends Well borrows from
Montaigne’s essay “On some verses of Virgil,” Montaigne’s most sustained discussion
of human sexuality. My paper will describe how the play handles issues about
feminine chastity and masculine honor (key normative values of Christian
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aristocratic identity) with respect to sex and to the achievement of adulthood in the
play. It will suggest that, learning perhaps from Montaigne, Shakespeare treats these
values with an unusual degree of relaxed flexibility in this play, and that (again,
possibly, under Montaigne’s influence), Shakespeare strongly entertains two
possibilities in the play: that the French are essentially shameless, and that this is a
good thing for all concerned.

Winter Garden

EXPELLED IDENTITIES: ISLAM AND
MARGINALITY IN SPANISH GOLDEN
AGE LITERATURE

Sponsor: RENAISSANCE STUDIES CERTIFICATE PROGRAM, THE GRADUATE SCHOOL AND
UNIVERSITY CENTER, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK
Organizer: JORGE CHECA, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SANTA BARBARA
Chair: FELISA GUILLÉN, OCCIDENTAL COLLEGE
Respondent: SOLEDAD CARRASCO-URGOITI, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK,
GRADUATE CENTER AND HUNTER COLLEGE
JORGE CHECA, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SANTA BARBARA
Problematic Heroes: Don Juan de Austria and Alvaro Tuzaní in Amar después de la muerte
The morisco rebellion in the Alpujarras provides the historical background of Pedro
Calderón de la Barca’s tragedy Amar después de la muerte, written several decades after
the Granada war (1568-70), at a time when the memory of the morisco expulsion
(1611) was still very much alive in Spain. In my paper I will study the implicit
confrontation in the play between the values represented by its two more important
characters: the morisco Alvaro Tuzaní and the Christian leader Don Juan de Austria.
I will argue how historical defeat relegates the morisco hero to the private space of love,
marginalizing him from history and dissociating the looser from the public realm
symbolized by Don Juan de Austria. This disassociation distinguishes Calderón’s play
from other literary works also based on the archetype of the sentimental moor, whose
most famous representative is the protagonist of the anonymous Abencerraje. In this
sense, Calderon shows his skepticism about the possibility of reenacting the
Abencerraje’s utopian message of reconciliation.
LUCIA BINOTTI, UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA, CHAPEL HILL
Redeeming the Morisco: Linguistic Parody and Masculine Spirituality in Quevedo’s
Confesión de los Moriscos
This paper analyzes the parodic portrait of the moriscos offered by Francisco de
Quevedo in his short text Confesión de los Moriscos. Structured as a prayer of
exculpation, the text playfully foregrounds some of their stereotypical features: their
poor grammar, their low social status, and their primitive understanding of Christian
doctrine. Yet, in those very few lines, Quevedo provides us also with the tools to go
beyond the stereotype: through the juxtaposition of semantic and semiotic
“nonsense” Quevedo humanizes his morisco by concealing in his prayer similar desires
and fears to those attributed in the literary depiction to Cristianos viejos, peasants
whose rigorous codes of familial, religious, and political allegiance (honra) were
recognized as the repositories of the “pure” Spanish spirit. This treatment seems to
readily recognize the inviolability of specific moral and social values shared by all
Spaniards, regardless of their purity of lineage, and of unequivocal gender-related
expectations of “manhood,” away from questions of race and ethnicity.
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JOSÉ M. MARTÍNEZ-TORREJÓN, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, QUEENS
COLLEGE
The Clash of Victimizations: Lope de Vega’s El Hamete de Toledo
El Hamete de Toledo (1609) belongs fully into the heated debate about the expulsion
of the morisco populations. However, Hamete is not a morisco, but an Algerian pirate.
Captured at sea and sold several times in Spain, he endures humiliation and suffering
until he escapes and commits a series of murders before being captured and executed.
The action is visibly crafted in order to justify Hamete along a very simple line, if not
a predictable one in Lope’s day and context: abuse brings about revenge and
destruction. Moreover, in the opening scenes Lope carefully underscores the
similarities between Moors and Christians, blurring their disparities. Among the
traits they share is an inherited bellicosity toward each other. Symmetrically, Hamete’s
final conversion at the stake, when the widower of one of his victims becomes his
godfather, in addition to complying with the need for total Christian victory typical
of the Comedia (spiritual after physical), can be read as a symbol of reconciliation and
unity.

Brooks Atkinson

THE RENAISSANCE: OLD REGIME OR
MODERNITY?

Organizers: CESARE MOZZAELLI, UNIVERSITÀ CATTOLICA DEL SACRO CUORE,
CHIARA CONTINISIO, UNIVERSITÀ CATTOLICA DEL SACRO CUORE
Chair: ROBERT L. BIRELEY, LOYOLA UNIVERSITY
CESARE MOZZAELLI, UNIVERSITÀ CATTOLICA DEL SACRO CUORE
Old Regime and Modernity: The Nineteenth-Century Invention of Italian Identity
Until the eighteenth century Italy was the place of the arts, of the classics, and of
civilization. From the nineteenth century onward, Italy becomes instead what
Burckhardt defined as “the sweet south dead to history,” and consequently Italians are
seen as uomini naturali who are victims of passions and foreign to modern rationality.
Italians accepted this “colonial” identity imposed by Europe in the context of a
redefinition of the relationship of European civilization and classical antiquity. In this
context, antiquity cannot be a model anymore, as was the Christianized antiquity
that was exported as a tool of modernization. The investigation of Italian identity,
and of the ages that shape it, is therefore a way to address Western Civilization as a
whole (for instance, through the prevailing interest in Renaissance Florence and
Venice). It is a way to discuss old — but still accepted — prejudices and teleological
historical interpretations.
CHIARA CONTINISIO, UNIVERSITÀ CATTOLICA DEL SACRO CUORE
Old Regime and Modernity: The Reason of State beyond Machiavelli and Meineke
In Meinecke’s work we first find the concepts of Machiavelli’s role as creator of
political modernity and of the preeminence of the Prince among his writings. These
theses were enunciated after 1860, at the time of the crisis of liberal certainties about
the natural progress and establishment of the liberal option in Europe. Meinecke’s
interpretation turned the Prince into a “foundation text” for the study of politics as
a science. This paper aims at demonstrating that his interpretation is philologically
inconsistent, and that it is necessary to reread the Prince within the crisis of humanist
culture. This is the only way to emancipate Machiavelli’s text from the persistent
influence of Meinecke’s historical analysis.
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SATURDAY, 3 APRIL
10:30 AM-12:00 PM

EXPELLED IDENTITIES: ISLAM AND
MARGINALITY IN SPANISH GOLDEN
AGE LITERATURE (CONT’D.)

SATURDAY, 3 APRIL
10:30 AM-12:00 PM

THE RENAISSANCE: OLD REGIME OR
MODERNITY? (CONT’D.)
MARCELLO FANTONI, GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY, FLORENCE
Old Regime and Modernity: The Non-Catholic Origin of the Renaissance Paradigm
The paradigm of a pagan and/or lay Renaissance that originated in the nineteenth
century was later incorporated in the concept of Western Civilization. In the
twentieth century “scientific” historiography still represents one of the main elements
of the age that anglophone writers and scholars identified as the moment of the birth
of modernity. The reconstruction of the ideological itineraries that produced this
view is therefore of crucial importance to achieve awareness of interpretative patterns
but also — and more importantly — to reconstruct the cultural ingredients and the
process of formation of Western identity. This paper aims precisely at addressing
these issues in the light of the most recent scholarship which is developing a radical
rereading of historiographical stereotypes about canons of modernity and the role of
Christianity in the “long” early modern age.

Chrysler

ALLEGORY IN THE FRENCH
RENAISSANCE
Organizer: PHILIP FORD, CLARE COLLEGE
Chair: JOANNE DELLA NEVA, UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME

CYNTHIA SKENAZI, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SANTA BARBARA
Allegories of Time: Montaigne and the Ruins of Rome
Although Montaigne was suspicious about allegorical interpretations, his meditation
on history heavily depended on this kind of hermeneutics. This paper will suggest
that the spectacle of Ancient Rome offered Montaigne an allegorical way of thinking
of time and art, as well as of himself.
JEAN-CLAUDE CARRON, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, LOS ANGELES
Allegory and Hermetism
Challenging systematic medieval hermeneutics, Renaissance texts ask for risks and
personal involvement from the reader. My paper addresses this new textual
hermeneutics through the use of allegory by authors such as Rabelais, des Périers, and
Tyard. Each author, in his own way, explores one or more facets of the indeterminacy
of this indirect discourse. Tyard would like to shed light on its secrets, yet the
Cymbalum Mundi seems to allow this indeterminacy to stay indefinitely open, its
fables becoming enigmas. Rabelais, for his part, uses allegory to produce polysemic
discourses, meant at the same time to reveal and to dissimulate.
PHILIP FORD, CLARE COLLEGE
Etymology and Allegory in Pléiade Poetry
One of the cornerstones of Jean Dorat’s allegorical reading of ancient texts is the use
of etymology to explain the names of mythological figures, based on the notion that
our names contain our destiny. This idea was taken up by Dorat’s pupils, in particular
Ronsard and Du Bellay, who used the notion in their own poetry as part of their
mythographical practice. This paper will first examine the etymological principles
used by Dorat, in order to establish, through examples taken from his pupils’ poetry,
how these principles were adapted to vernacular writing.
KATHRYN ELIZABETH BANKS, ST. CATHARINE’S COLLEGE
Reconstructing Mythology as Allegory: Simon Goulart’s Annotations of Guillaume de
Saluste Du Bartas’s Sepmaine
This paper will examine Goulart’s commentary on Du Bartas’s poem Sepmaine
(1581). Du Bartas frequently refers to cosmic phenomena with epithets or names
inspired by classical mythology. Goulart almost invariably provides the complete
story of the myth alluded to, and repeatedly explains that fictional narratives and gods
allegorically represent natural processes. Such annotations are often superfluous as
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explanations of familiar classical terms, but precisely serve to estrange these terms,
assuring that classical divinities and cosmic bodies are perceived not as equivalent, but
rather as figurative and “proper” terms brought together by allegory. Goulart
apparently does not conceive the possibility of interpreting Du Bartas’ mythological
nomenclature as a sign of potential confusion of cosmic phenomena with divinities,
of “proper” with allegorical meanings. However, his interpretative certainty is
arguably belied by his very need to reinforce so insistently an allegorical interpretation
in his framing text.

Park Avenue

THE LANGUAGES OF THE ITALIAN
RENAISSANCE VII: MADNESS,
OBSCENITY, AND CLEANLINESS

Organizer: CHRISTOPHER S. CELENZA, MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY
Chair: WALTER STEPHENS, THE JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY
ELISABETH BLUM, UNIVERSITÄT MÜNSTER
“Qua Giordano parla per volgare”
Bruno announces in the preface to his dialogue, Spaccio de la bestia trionfante, “Qua
Giordano parla per volgare,” and continues, “he utters freely and grants their own
names to things, to which nature granted their own being; he does not proclaim as
shameful, what nature makes worthy; he does not cover what she shows openly....”
Taking this quotation for my program I will try to investigate how in the Italian
dialogues the use of the vernacular, as well as the use of the obscene, serves as a means
for conveying his ideas of the multiplicity of perspectives, the coincidence of the
opposites, the relativity of creeds and the absolute character of morality, and the
profaneness of the sacred and the sacredness of the profane.
DOUGLAS BIOW, UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS, AUSTIN
Soap
“Soap” will concentrate on one aspect of a larger complex rhetoric of cleanliness in
Italian Renaissance culture. It will focus on the way soap was used and discussed in
a variety of literary forms, from Lorenzo de’ Medici’s carnival song on perfumers to
Garzoni’s La piazza universale to, time permitting, Giulio Cesare Croce’s La Filippa
da Calcara. In the process, I will address the history of soap, both as a term and as a
cleansing agent in the classical and Renaissance periods.
ELIZABETH WALKER MELLYN, HARVARD UNIVERSITY
The Language of Madness in Fifteenth-Century Italy
The exact nature of madness, whether as a sickness of the mind, of the soul, or of the
body, was as elusive in fifteenth-century Italy as it is today. Healers of varying
backgrounds and training and preachers of varying stripes interpreted madness and
its assorted manifestations as organic illness, mystical rapture, evidence of demonic
possession, or the outward mark of sin. This paper explores how university trained
medical practitioners, through their Latin consilia, and preachers, through vernacular
sermons, struggled to describe this complicated human phenomenon.
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SATURDAY, 3 APRIL
10:30 AM-12:00 PM

ALLEGORY IN THE FRENCH
RENAISSANCE (CONT’D.)

SATURDAY, 3 APRIL
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H1401

COMPARATIVE LITERATURE AND
COMPARATIVE DISCIPLINES

Chair: PAUL OPPENHEIMER, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, GRADUATE CENTER
WILLIAM J. KENNEDY, CORNELL UNIVERSITY
Making Petrarch Matter
A tension between two views of vernacular poetry animates Petrarch’s Rime sparse.
One, extrapolated by sixteenth-century commentators from sonnet seventy-seven,
associates poetry with inspiration, intuition, and a representation of transcendent
reality. The other, extrapolated from sonnet seventy-eight, associates it with rhetorical
technique, verbal play, and the vocalic manipulation of language’s material elements.
Petrarch appears bedeviled by an anxiety that his Italian poetry might seem mere
surface reflection, achieving no genuine truth-value. It may happen, however, that
exactly when his poems look most playful, most dispersive, and most technically
brilliant, they also penetrate to complex truths about human consciousness, personal
identity, social interaction, cultural development, and historical situation. Among
Renaissance readers and early modern authors, Petrarch emerges as a poet who
transacts contingencies of spirit and matter, and whose personal, social, cultural, and
historical contexts invite elaboration and emulation as he does so.
MARYANNE CLINE HOROWITZ, OCCIDENTAL COLLEGE
“Renaissance” in Multiple Disciplines
Tension has increased between the early humanists’ concept of a rebirth of arts and
letters and the Burckhardtian six-point Italian period concept. Medievalists arguing
for the rebirth of arts and letters as the last renaissance of the Middle Ages, as well as
Early Modernists viewing the rebirth of arts and letters as one movement among
many of the Early Modern era, encourage a reexamination of the humanists’ concept
of a rebirth. From Petrarch’s pedagogical gardening techniques to Pierre Belon’s
declaration in 1553 of a “renaissance” of “all kinds of good disciplines,” the classical
analogy between horticulture and culture became a platform for the flowering of a
springtime of civilization. A historicizing movement has been tracing the versions of
ideas of the Renaissance in Michelet, Burckhardt, J. P. Morgan, Virginia Woolf, and
so on. Nevertheless, the Burckhardtian period concept applied to Europe as a whole
has gained new vitality: postcolonialists see “the immorality of the age” in colonialist
and slaver-trader, and disciplines of history of art, history of music, national, and
comparative literatures often continue to organize by the Renaissance period. The
visual evidence for the period convinces the public: museums modeled on the Louvre
precedent of a succession of civilizations feature the Renaissance, and recent
interpretations remark on the religion of beauty of the Renaissance and the passion
for collecting and taking creative inspiration from the collections. No umbrella
organization yet exists for Early Modern Europe, while the Medieval Academy of
America and the Renaissance Society of America continue to flourish on the energies
of numerous regional and topical associations which include in their domain
Renaissance Studies.
ALAN K. SMITH, UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
A Landscape of Humors: Situating the Early Modern Imaginary
Cultural historians have long proclaimed the tendency of Renaissance writers and
artists to appropriate, combine, and hybridize ideas, images, and tropes across
disciplinary boundaries. Derrida’s comment on Beroalde (“tout se mèle”) makes an
apt device for the entire period. Works such as Leonardo’s notebooks, Rabelais’s
novels, Aretino’s dialogues, and Montaigne’s Essais all display an encyclopedic verve
that mixes scientific, philosophical, theological, aesthetic, architectural, cartographic,
historical, philological, and political elements. This paper explores the
choreographed textures of this early modern multidisciplinary imaginary in the rise
of landscape as a cross-disciplinary object and the dominance of humoral or
hylomorphic theories of subjectivity. The unfolding history of each area in
sixteenth-century Italy and France encompasses an extraordinary diversity of
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discourses, gestures, images, sensations, and passions. Using recent work in
neuroscience, art history, and philosophy, my discussion argues that the landscape
and hylomorphic thinking open onto wider experiential and ideational fields.

H1424

FROM THEORY TO PRACTICE IN
RENAISSANCE RHETORIC
Organizer: JORGE FERNÁNDEZ-LOPEZ, UNIVERSIDAD DE LA RIOJA
Chair: MARJORIE CURRY WOODS, UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS, AUSTIN

JORGE FERNÁNDEZ-LOPEZ, EMILIO DEL RÍO SANZ, UNIVERSIDAD DE LA RIOJA
Rhetorical Exercitation in Juan Luis Vives’s Sixth “Sullan” Declamation
One of Juan Luis Vives’s (1492-1540) main concerns was the nature of rhetoric and
the situation of this discipline among the others, issues constantly addressed both in
his generic and monumental De tradendis disciplinis (1531) and in his more specific
De arte dicendi (1532). Vives’s conception of rhetoric can thus be well established (as
it has been, by critics such as E. V. George and Rodriguez-Peregrina) and compared
with his practice. In fact, Vives composed several pieces of what we might call
practical development of his theory, namely declamations in the ancient Roman
tradition, witnessed by Seneca the Elder or by the collections attributed to
Quintilian. This paper focuses on one of them, published as sixth to the five so-called
“Sullan” declamations (1520), which answers Pseudo-Quintilian’s first Declamatio
maior and which has received little critical attention. The analysis shows Vives’s
mastery of technical rhetoric, for this speech, though fictitious, constitutes the only
sample of forensic oratory written by him.
IDA MASTROROSA, UNIVERSITÀ DI PERUGIA
The Declamation “An orator sit philosopho et medico anteponendus” by Philippo
Beroaldo the Elder: the Dispute over the Arts between Continuity and Innovation
The corpus of works by Philippo Beroaldo the Elder includes the declamatio “An
orator sit philosopho et medico anteponendus” (1497), which involves a fictitious
dispute over the attribution of a paternal inheritance contested among three brothers:
an orator, a medicus and a philosophus. The conditions set down in the father’s will
grant the inheritance to the son whose activity is most useful to his fellow citizens.
The disputed inheritance allows Beroaldo to develop the classical debate about the
dispute over the arts and to show, once again, his rare knowledge of classical texts.
This paper will examine his allusions to themes deriving from ancient tradition in
light of previous and contemporary humanistic discussions about the superiority of
one of the arts (such as those by Coluccio Salutati or Nicoletto Vernia). By analyzing
the dialectical structures of the text and parallels from other passages in Beroaldo’s
works the paper will also focus on the rhetorical training supplied by the humanistic
educational tradition.
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Regency

THE BAPTISTERY OF FLORENCE

Organizers: MICHAËL J. AMY, ROCHESTER INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY,
AMY R. BLOCH, ROCHESTER INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
Chair: PHILIP R. GAVITT, ST. LOUIS UNIVERSITY
AMY R. BLOCH, ROCHESTER INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
Baptismal Ritual and the Frame for the South Portal of the Baptistery of Florence
Between 1320 and 1470 the south portal of the Florence Baptistery — the doorway
through which one entered to receive the sacrament of baptism — was the focus of
three sculptural projects: in the 1320s Tino da Camaino carved a group of The
Baptism of Christ for a tabernacle above the portal, Andrea Pisano completed the
portal’s bronze door by 1336, and in the 1450s and 1460s Lorenzo and Vittorio
Ghiberti sculpted its bronze frame. This paper will touch upon all three projects but
will focus on the frame. The frame surrounding the passageway that led to the sacred
space of the baptistery is decorated with images related to procreation and childhood.
I will argue that the images on the frame allude symbolically to the purifying and
salvific functions of baptism, and formed a key element in a complex of images that
collectively reinforced the theological basis of the baptismal rites.
MICHAËL J. AMY, ROCHESTER INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
Andrea Sansovino and Giovanni Francesco Rustici at the Baptistery of Florence
In 1502, Andrea Sansovino offered to carve statues of St. John the Baptist baptizing
Christ for the entablature above the south door of the Baptistery. He thereby
committed himself to carving an edifying narrative for what was believed to be a
former classical temple. Sansovino thus presented himself as Michelangelo’s principal
rival in sculpture. Additionally, by replacing the Gothic tabernacle and statuary over
the south entrance, Sansovino proposed to restore the Baptistery to its former
“classical” splendor. However, Sansovino’s endeavor was interrupted when he was
called to Rome. Eventually, Rustici was ordered to replace the marble Trecento group
over the north door with a “bronze” group. This assignment raises questions
regarding the status of Sansovino’s unfinished “marble” group and the importance of
sculptural precedents at the Baptistery. I will focus upon the first, Republican phase
of this much-overlooked commission.

Shubert

PEDAGOGIES IN TUDOR DRAMA
Sponsor: CENTER FOR MEDIEVAL AND RENAISSANCE STUDIES,
CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY, LONG BEACH

Organizer & Chair: LLOYD E. KERMODE, CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY, LONG BEACH
LLOYD E. KERMODE, CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY, LONG BEACH
Pedagogy in Drama Before Shakespeare
This paper provides an introductory and analytical overview of pedagogies that
informed and pedagogies that are revealed by Tudor drama before Shakespeare.
KAREN MARSALEK, ST. OLAF COLLEGE
“Doctrine Evangelicall” and Erasmus’s Paraphrases in The Resurrection of Our Lord
In this paper, I will expose the limitation of readings that label an extant dramatic text
as part of a particular religious or political school. My careful theological (and
political) placing of The Resurrection of Our Lord in dramatic history reveals a
multilayered text with an accretion of Humanist and Reformist ideas and ideals. I will
examine the manipulations of religious politics by playwrights that make it unwise to
assert singular readings of any text; as well as show how unorthodox traditions might
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be incorporated into drama, not by subversive hands and minds, but for the sake of
incorporating such elements into acceptable modes of representation. To say this is
not to accede to a simplistic model of containment, but to genuinely encourage us to
permit the possibility of bivalent or more complex theologies and politics to enter
utterances and actions in The Resurrection of Our Lord and other plays.
CHRISTOPHER GAGGERO, DEPAUL UNIVERSITY
Pleasure Unreconciled to Virtue: George Gascoigne and Didactic Drama
In my presentation, I will argue for a conflict in the apparently penitent stance that
George Gascoigne takes in his play The Glass of Government. Gascoigne writes against
the pleasures of poetry, which leads us away from duty. Gascoigne, then, questions the
Horatian claim that poesy is not only pleasurable (dulce) but useful (utile), in that it
helps people to acquire a sense of their civic duty. That Gascoigne wins favor for
questioning this claim indicates how, at this time, the cultural tide begins to run
against those, like Sidney, who defend the Horatian view. Thus the Privy Council
expresses concern that Ovid’s poetry transmits “rather infectyon in manners and
educatyon than advancement in virtue.” I will then discuss The Glass of Government
as an anti-humanist text in which ethical duty and rhetorical skill are not acquired
together (as Quintilian and the humanists suggest), but separately.
URSULA ANN POTTER, UNIVERSITY OF SYDNEY
Performing Arts in the Tudor Classroom
In my paper I examine the rhetorical elements of action and pronunciation, which
require real performance skills and effectively erase (or at least blur) the boundaries
between teachers and students of textual/oral rhetoric and drama. In doing so, this
essay makes a convincing argument for a direct connection between the education of
grammar-school boys in acting skills and their potential for development into playacting men. The essay addresses the various aspects of a rhetorical education, from
memorizing and voice training to role-playing, personification (prosopœia), and
action (chironomia). Having done this, I will examine the sometimes unfamiliar
valorizing of “artificial” elements of acting, such as faking tears, and I discuss the place
of such activities of self-making and self-altering over and against Gosson’s and others’
objections to theatricality. Thus the essay strengthens its argument for the
contemporary view of education as a potential actors’ world.

Majestic

WOMEN BEHAVING BADLY IN
MEDIEVAL AND RENAISSANCE LUCCA
Organizer: MARY S. K. HEWLETT, UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR
Chair: ARTHUR M. FIELD, INDIANA UNIVERSITY

MARY S. K. HEWLETT, UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR
Margarita Bismantova: Erotic Sodomy and the Lucchese Court of Decency
This paper looks at the extraordinary case of Margarita Bismantova found in the
records of the Office of Decency, the court dealing with cases of sodomy in Lucca in
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Margarita appears first as an adolescent victim
of vaginal rape and sodomy, but evidence reveals a very different story. Margarita
appears as a repeat offender with an uncanny knack for hoodwinking the authorities.
LUCI M. FORTUNATO-DELISLE, BRIDGEWATER STATE COLLEGE
Lucezia Buonvisi’s Story Revisited
Salvatore Bongi, in a volume titled Storia di Lucrezia Buonvisi (1864), reconstructed
from archival sources the late-sixteenth-century story of passionate illicit love
between Lucrezia (Malpigli) Buonvisi and Massimiliano Arnolfini, the subsequent
murder of Lucrezia’s husband Lelio by her lover’s agents, and the private and public
impact for the principals, their families, and the Republic of Lucca. This paper will
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revisit Bongi’s account and incorporate additional archival documents with special
attention to the context of Renaissance women’s history to provide insights into the
agency and plight of the woman whose infamously “bad behavior” caused great
tumult in her native city.
CHRISTINE E. MEEK, TRINITY COLLEGE
Women Behaving badly in Fourteenth- and Fifteenth-Century Lucca
While women are frequently characterized as victims of crime and violence, they also
often appear in court records as perpetrators. This paper deals with violent or socially
deviant behavior by women. Those appearing in the courts are usually women of
modest social status and are often accused of sexual crimes ranging from loose
behavior and prostitution to conspiring with a lover or lovers to murder their husband.
Such crimes will be discussed, but equally significant are other types of crime and other
types of motivation. There are acts of violence by women in defense of their husbands
or children, or in pursuit of claims to property. Elite women were involved in serious
crimes relatively infrequently, but some nevertheless were, and this presented a
problem for their relatives as they tried to deal with them while avoiding scandal.

Broadhurst

CLÉMENT MAROT

Organizer: EHSAN AHMED, MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY
Chair: FRANÇOIS RIGOLOT, PRINCETON UNIVERSITY
BERND RENNER, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, BROOKLYN COLLEGE
“Clement devise dedans Venise”: Exile and Satire
This paper will focus on Marot’s satirical poetry in an attempt to illustrate to what
extent the poet’s transalpine exile informed his lyric production. In 1535 Marot
sought safety in Ferrara and later in Venice as his powerful enemies, frequent targets
of his poetic attacks, saw a chance to take their revenge in the anti-Evangelical climate
that was becoming dominant in France. In exile, Marot refined a genre whose
existence in the vernacular is attributed to him: the coq-à-l’âne. I propose to analyze
the contrast between the “exile poems”— in particular the second and third coq-àl’âne — fostered considerably by the liberal atmosphere of the environment in which
they were composed, and Marot’s French satire, especially the first coq-à-l’âne and
L’Enfer. This comparison will shed light on the evolution of the poet’s art as it is
reflected in his changing attitude towards his foes: the Church and the justice system.
GERARD DEFAUX, THE JOHN HOPKINS UNIVERSITY
Clément Marot et Maurice Scève: du nouveau sur la rencontre lyonnaise de l’hiver
Depuis la thèse de Saulnier, on n’attache pas beaucoup d’importance au court séjour
de Marot à Lyon après son retour d’exil (fin 1536-début 1537). Mon propos sera de
montrer au contraire l’importance capitale de cette rencontre, à la fois pour Marot
(une épître, de nombreuses épigrammes) et pour Scève (genèse de la Délie). A
l’arrière-plan de ce dialogue très riche entre les deux poètes: Alain Chartier et Jean
Lemaire de Belges.
FLORIAN PREISIG, EASTERN WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
The Ambiguous Image of the Poet in the 1539 “Eclogue”
In this eclogue Marot tries to obtain the king’s sympathy for his fellow Evangelicals
through a pastoral allegory. Representing himself as a shepherd, he develops a
conventional discourse of Christian humility. But as he does this, I will argue that he
also lays the foundation of a different kind of authorial identity that could be described
as Orphic. In this paper I want to discuss the ambiguous play with the image of the
poet and its limits, as they are imposed by Marot’s conception of literature and religion.
I also will allude to Ronsard’s use of Marot’s material in the building of his own image.
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EHSAN AHMED, MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY
Fashioning François I
From his Temple de Cupido (1513-14) to his translations of the Psalms (1541 and
1543), Clément Marot enlists the support of his king to advance his poetic and
humanist agendas. In particular, François I emerges in the 1541 dedicatory epistle to
the psalm translations as the French David. I will analyze how Marot draws in this
poem on Catholic, Evangelical, reformist, and pagan sources to create a syncretic
portrait of the king that ultimately reflects Marot’s own identity as a poet “en
mouvement.”

Belasco

RISKY MEDICINES: DEBATING HERBS IN
RENAISSANCE ENGLAND

Organizer: TANYA POLLARD, MONTCLAIR STATE UNIVERSITY
Chair: JONATHAN GIL HARRIS, GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
REBECCA LAROCHE, UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO, COLORADO SPRINGS
“Helpes in their owne gardens”: Isabella Whitney’s Herbal Rhetoric
Through a comparison of Isabella Whitney’s address to her reader in her long poem
“A Sweet Nosgay” (1573) with the prefatory materials of herbals from the mid-tolate-sixteenth century, this paper defines and explores what I term an “herbal
rhetoric.” Both Whitney’s poem (in an extended herbal metaphor) and vernacular
literatures about herbs and their medicinal properties recognize the collective need
for an ability to self-administer — to “regard” one’s own health — and promise to give
the reader such an ability. In the end, this paper contrasts the ways in which the
prefaces address societal anxieties about herbal knowledge — “every man, nay, every
old wife will presume, not without the murder of many, to practise Physic” — with
the manner in which Whitney’s poem does the same.
TANYA POLLARD, MONTCLAIR STATE UNIVERSITY
From Medicine to Recreation: The Case of Tobacco
The onset of smoking tobacco in late-sixteenth-century England marks the
beginning of a complex convergence of medicinal and recreational uses of drugs in
English culture. Strange though it seems now, tobacco was ushered into England
primarily through the rhetoric of medical benefits. Its rapid and dramatic popularity,
however, owed less to its remedial capacities than to its addictive pleasures, which
quickly saw its consumption become more social than medical, provoking both
admiration and fierce controversies. As a precursor to the imminent rise of other
foreign substances such as tea, coffee, cocoa, and opium, tobacco can be seen as both
symptom and cause of broader changes in the role of drugs in Renaissance medicine
and culture. Blurring the lines between medicine and pleasure, and producing
unsettling new effects on body and mind, tobacco offers a microcosm for the status
of drugs in early modern England.
LUCY MUNRO, UNIVERSITY OF READING
“A Traveller, and a Great Tobacconist”: Serious Joking in Edward Sharpham’s The Fleer
This paper takes as its subject a series of bawdy jokes in Edward Sharpham’s satiric
comedy The Fleer, first performed at Blackfriars by the Children of the Queen’s Revels
around 1606 and published in the following year. These jokes surround one
character, a foolish “roarer” named Petoune, and focus on his penchant for smoking
tobacco, the drug of choice for the discerning fool in Jacobean comedy. Sharpham
draws on contemporary debates surrounding the status of tobacco and its place in
early Jacobean society, focusing on its place in the construction of the smoker’s social
and — in particular — sexual identities. Petoune’s addiction to tobacco becomes
central to his identity, but also to his role within the play and its comic structures,
with far-reaching implications for its interpretation.
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Booth

READING, LISTENING, WRITING IN
EARLY MODERN ENGLAND
Chair: WAYNE ERICKSON, GEORGIA STATE UNIVERSITY

LAURA FEITZINGER BROWN, CONVERSE COLLEGE
Take Heed How You Hear: Teaching Laity to Listen in Stuart England
In a 1627 sermon on Mark 4:24 (“Take heed what you hear”), John Donne spends
considerable space discussing not only what to hear during worship but also how to
hear. Peter McCullough and others have discussed the controversy over the relative
weight of sermons versus that of common prayer. The question of how the
worshipper should listen for God’s voice during worship is an issue less-often
discussed. In this paper I will explore advice on listening well during worship in
Stuart England. Using several sermons, religious treatises, and Stuart visitation
articles and injunctions, I will examine how advice and regulations given to
worshippers construct the complex experience of spiritual listening, an important
topic given the early modern English emphasis on God reaching the faithful through
their ears.
ELAINE LEONG, OXFORD UNIVERSITY
From Reading to Healing: Reading and Medical Practices in Early Modern England
Medical remedy collections were one of the most popular genres of vernacular
medical literature produced in early modern England. Existing alongside a
flourishing manuscript tradition, nearly 100 new titles were printed in the
seventeenth century alone. Compiled by laymen and -women as part of their medical
activities, these texts serve as excellent sources for studies of household medicine.
Focusing on readership and use of these texts, this paper aims to look at the
knowledge available to and sought after by lay medical practitioners. I will explore
these themes through examination of marginalia and ownership notes in printed
recipe collections and through analysis of extracts of printed books, which
manuscript compilers copied into their notebooks. Through these two methods, I
hope to use the practitioners’ reading and compilation practices to illustrate both the
knowledge base for lay medical activities and the way in which this knowledge might
have been assembled.

Imperial

WOMEN’S POLITICAL WRITING IN THE
RENAISSANCE

Sponsor: RENAISSANCE STUDIES CERTIFICATE PROGRAM, THE GRADUATE SCHOOL AND
UNIVERSITY CENTER, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK

Chair: LYNNE GREENBERG, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, HUNTER COLLEGE
PETER C. HERMAN, SAN DIEGO STATE UNIVERSITY
“To hear a Tale with Ears Prejudicate”: Elizabeth Cary’s The Tragedy of Mariam and the
Critique of Just About Everything
For excellent reasons, critics of Cary’s The Tragedy of Mariam have concentrated on
its relationship to gender issues. But this focus has occluded the true range of Cary’s
critique, for Cary also critically examines her culture’s assumptions about both class
and epistemology. Mariam does not fall because of “unbridled speech,” but because
of her insistence upon social difference. For example, Mariam tells Salome, “My birth
thy baser birth so far excell’d, / I had to both of you the princess been,” to which
Salome responds: “Still twit you me with nothing but my birth.” The play also
demonstrates the problem of knowledge, of mistaking surface appearances for
certainty. The Chorus, combining both extreme misogyny with consistent
misunderstanding of the play’s matter, exemplifies the connections between the two.
Cary’s tragedy thus carries forward the interrogation of class, gender, and
epistemology one finds in the public theater.
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MARY C. EKMAN, STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, NEW PALTZ
The Politics of Women’s Self-Representation in Reformation France
Jeanne d’Albret (1528-72), Queen of Navarre (1555-72), daughter of Henri d’Albret
and Marguerite de Navarre, and mother of Henry IV of France was one of the most
prominent and staunchest leaders of the Reformation in the geographical area now
known as France. This analysis of her memoirs and correspondence explores
d’Albret’s self-positioning as an agent in reformation politics. I will also relate her
autobiographical writings to subsequent female authors, whose self-inscription
participates in French Reformation witnessing and political “propaganda” on both
the Huguenot and Catholic sides. These include Charlotte Arbaleste de Mornay, a
Huguenot, Marguerite de Valois, a Catholic, and d’Albret’s daughter-in-law.
ANNA BEER, KELLOG COLLEGE, UNIVERSITY OF OXFORD
Ralegh’s History of Her World
In widowhood, Lady Elizabeth Ralegh emerged as an effective political activist
working to create her husband’s political reputation. My particular focus will be on
her protracted legal and political battle to “restore in blood” the Ralegh name, a battle
which entailed a close engagement with the (male-dominated) institutions of her
time, and culminated her involvement with the Parliament of 1628. Her efforts to
right the wrongs of the past involved, crucially, re-writings of the past. In these acts
of rewriting, transformation, and dissemination, Ralegh emerges as a kind of
historian, reinterpreting the events of the past through different kinds of textual
analysis, and then mapping her textual interventions onto the present in order to
effect change.
PENELOPE ANDERSON, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKLEY
Royalist Panegyric and Republican Elegy: Gender and Genre in the English Revolution
In this paper I read Lucy Hutchinson’s elegies for her husband against Katherine
Philips’s panegyrics in order to foreground the issues of genre, gender, and audience
construction. Hutchinson’s elegies exhibit the linguistic facility at work in her
Memoirs of the Life of Colonel Hutchinson, deploying tropes of Cavalier poetry while
vacating their representational referent, the king. Katherine Philips, on the other side
of the political spectrum, forges a network of oppositional Royalist supporters
through her friendship poems, a community of readers and writers both directly
counter to her husband’s Parliamentarian leanings. In transposing Nigel Smith’s
generic categories of republican panegyric and royalist elegy, the poems of
Hutchinson and Philips afford a different account of literary modes at a time of
dramatic political and literary change. In addition, they nuance our understanding of
oppositional poetics in relation to shifting political climates and readerly
expectations.

Lyceum

FRENCH LEGAL HUMANISM AND
ENCYCLOPAEDIC ERUDITION IN THE
SIXTEENTH CENTURY
Organizer: GIOVANNI ROSSI, UNIVERSITÀ DI VERONA
Chair: JULIUS KIRSHNER, UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO

GIOVANNI ROSSI, UNIVERSITÀ DI VERONA
Nulla ars utilior medicina: The Praise of Medical Science in André Tiraqueau’s De
nobilitate (1549)
During the Renaissance many French culti jurists showed special interest in the
protagonists and contents of medical science. This interest especially permeates the
work of André Tiraqueau (1488-1558), an established magistrate summoned in
1540 by the king to Parliament in Paris. His was a real passion for medicine. The
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central part of his De nobilitate is entirely dedicated to medical science and is witness
to his already in-depth knowledge in this field, as underscored by the appreciation of
his friend (and physician) François Rabelais. In De nobilitate the author enunciates
a concept that brings together medicine with jurisprudence as particular, but not
secondary, forms of philosophy. In this way, Tiraqueau recovers the traditional art of
self-representation autonomously developed by each of the two sciences and
consequently derives from it their parallel and comparable epistemological statute,
produced by the renewed encyclopedic concept typical of Renaissance culture.
ANDREA MARCHISELLO, UNIVERSITÀ STATALE DI MILANO
Coi(g)n of Vantage: Budé’s De asse and Jurists’ New Horizons
De asse (1515), a treatise on numismatics, is first of all a demonstration of Budé’s
encyclopedic concept of erudition: by following the theme of ancient coins, he offers
an analysis of Roman economic, juridical, social, political, and cultural history, as
well as digressions on the reality of his times. Secondly, De asse poses several relevant
juridical questions, ranging from the fundamental question regarding the
relationship between sixteenth-century juridical science and the Corpus iuris civilis, to
the specific question from which stems the reason for the entire book: the translation
into topical terms of the monetary value of ancient currencies. Finally, De asse is one
of the first manifestations of the widening of scientific horizons of humanist jurists:
it is both a comprehensive study of an issue that was unusual among ius commune
jurists and a pioneering use of modern scientific tools (especially philology and
historiography).
MARCO CAVINA, UNIVERSITÀ DI UDINE
The Glory of the World: The Humanistic Vocation of Barthelemy de Chasseneuz
Chasseneuz, a Renaissance French jurist who had a strong practical vocation, wrote
a monumental essay entitled Catalogus gloriae mundi, in which he meticulously
illustrates the social hierarchies of his time while showing a preparation in studia
humanitatis and an encyclopedic erudition that was especially rich as well as — it is
thought — widely affecting methodology and its hermeneutics.

Morosco

GIULIA BIGOLINA’S URANIA (C.1556):
ITALY’S FIRST FEMALE-AUTHORED
PROSE ROMANCE

Sponsor: SOCIETY FOR THE STUDY OF EARLY MODERN WOMEN
Organizer: NAOMI YAVNEH, UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA
Chair: NAOMI J. MILLER, UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA
Respondents: NAOMI YAVNEH, UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA,
NAOMI J. MILLER, UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA
VALERIA FINUCCI, DUKE UNIVERSITY
The Cross-Dressed Ventriloquist: Women’s Speech and Writing in Giulia Bigolina’s Urania
Many critics have argued that female transvestism was used in Renaissance literature both
to stage and to evade deeply felt cultural anxieties about gender. The femininity of both
Ariosto’s and Bigolina’s cross-dressed women ensures that they will ultimately embrace
patriarchal marital structures. But unlike Ariosto, who toys at length with the erotic
element in the Fiordispina episode, Bigolina emphasizes the virtues of chastity and the
language of friendship as central to communities of women. In developing an affective
bond between Urania and Emilia based on chastity, Bigolina moves away from the
implied male narcissism and homoerotic implications of the Ariostan text to reclaim the
liberating importance of female autonomy and female allegiance.
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ELISSA B. WEAVER, UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO
Kissing a Monster
Elissa Weaver will begin our discussion by considering Urania in the context of the
Italian epic and romance tradition. “Kissing a Monster” explores how an episode, in
which two contenders for the hand of a lady must win her by kissing the femmina
salvatica (wild woman), clearly ties this romance to the earlier French and Italian
chivalric traditions, and especially to Matteo Maria Boiardo’s Inamoramento de
Orlando and its early-sixteenth-century rewriting by Francesco Berni.
NAOMI J. MILLER, UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA
Reading “Uranias” across Transcontinental Boundaries
The respondent (author of Changing the Subject: Figuring Gender in Lady Mary
Wroth’s Urania, University of Kentucky Press, 1996), will open up the discussion to
address issues relating the work to the English romance tradition that succeeds it.
That the first Italian prose romance authored by a woman bears the same title as the
first such work written in English is more than likely an intriguing coincidence, given
the mythological significance of Urania as muse of astronomy, and thus, through
Platonism, as the heavenly Venus contrasted in both Plato and Ficino with her earthly
counterpart, or as the fixed and constant star metaphorically linked (in Philip Sidney,
at least) to the matrimonially inclined woman. Nevertheless, scholars of both English
and Italian will no doubt find much of mutual interest.
NAOMI YAVNEH, UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA
Trumping Beauty: Intellect and Appearance in Giulia Bigolina’s Urania
Naomi Yavneh will relate Urania to both petrarchismo and the artistic traditions of the
sixteenth century, especially the discourse regarding the bellissima donna, by focusing
on an episode in which the King of Salerno fails to fall in love with the painting of
an exquisitely beautiful young woman. The text’s ecphrasis of the painting — likely
based on an actual work by Titian, who was an admirer of Bigolina — underscores
Urania’s central theme: intelligence rather than beauty is not only best for men in
love, but ultimately what they desire.

Music Box

THE BURLESQUE AND GROTESQUE IN
EARLY MODERN SOCIETY IV: THE
EUROPEAN DIMENSION

Organizer: DOMENICO ZANRÈ, UNIVERSITY OF GLASGOW
Chair: VICTORIA GARDNER COATES, UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA
MONICA DOMINGUEZ TORRES, UNIVERSITY OF DELAWARE
The Exotic, the Native, and the Ornamental Grotesque in Renaissance Spain
Grotesque ornament was the privileged medium through which classical features spread
outside Italy. The discovery of the Domus Aurea in the fifteenth century fueled the use
of grotesque ornament around Europe. Particularly in architecture, grottesche worked as
decorative frames that enhanced the prestige of patrons by alluding to their intellectual
refinement and political achievements. In Renaissance Spain, furthermore, the
ornamental grotesque provided a perfect medium to assimilate ideas of both antiquity
and “otherness.” Although an artistic form inherited from antiquity, the grotesque was
an authoritative language not subjected to the venerable rules of verisimilitude,
causality, or historicity. As such, it provided a perfect arena to domesticate the presence
of exotic cultures. Thus, my paper explores different grotesque repertories featuring
elements coming from different cultural backgrounds: Egyptian, Mesoamerican,
Moorish, and so on. By discussing issues of patronage and function, I will analyze how
those decorative programs fit with the expansion project of Imperial Spain.
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KATELIJNE SCHILTZ, KATHOLIEKE UNIVERSITEIT LEUVEN
Always Look on the Bright Side of Death: Burlesque Elements in a Lament for Adrian
Willaert
After the death of the Flemish composer Adrian Willaert (ca. 1490-1562), no fewer
than five musical laments appeared. One of them, Andrea Gabrieli’s Sassi, palae, was
published in 1564 as part of the collection Di Manoli Blessi il primo libro delle
Greghesche. This print contains dialogues, erotic songs, and panegyrics for female
singers, as well as parodies of poems by Francesco Petrarca and Pietro Bembo that
were all written by Antonio Molino. In this paper, I will focus on Sassi, palae and
argue that, although it carries the heading “sopra la morte d’Adriano,” its content
should not be taken too seriously. The fact that Antonio Molino used a lingua burlesca
to commemorate the death of such a well-known music teacher and composer as
Adrian Willaert forces us to rethink the role of humor in relation to death in some
Cinquecento Venetian literary and musical circles.
ANDREW M. STOTT, STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, BUFFALO
Laughter, Rhetoric, and the Grotesque in Early Modern England
Laughter in early modern English culture is often thought of as denigrating the
deformed or inferior, through an understanding of laughter as only a category of the
comic grotesque. This paper argues that the denigration of comedy through generic
redefinitions becomes the trope by which laughter is understood. Sidney’s efforts to
define dramatic genres in his Defence of Poetry, for example, require the denigration
of comic form as a means of achieving aesthetic purity. Also significant is the use of
laughter in rhetorical oratory. Cicero observed the efficacy of laughter when
challenging an opponent or dismantling an argument, revealing the orator to be a
man of “finish, accomplishment and taste.” Both Laurent Joubert in his Treatise on
Laughter (1560) and Thomas Wilson in his Arte of Rhetoric (1567) stress the benefits
of using laughter to win support, with laughter as an indication of refinement rather
than evidence of morally questionable feelings of dominance.

Plymouth

THE POETICS OF PEDAGOGY
Organizers: ANDREW WALLACE, UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO,
JEFFREY DOLVEN, PRINCETON UNIVERSITY

Chair: ANDREW WALLACE, UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
ALAN STEWART, COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY
“Pæderastice before gynerastice”: Schoolboy Humor in Spenser’s The Shepheardes
Calender
This paper takes as its starting point E.K.’s gloss on “Hobbinol” in the January
eclogue of Spenser’s The Shepheardes Calender, where he identifies in the love of
Hobbinol for Corydon “some savour of disorderly love, which the learned call
pæderastice,” only to condemn that savor as “beside his meaning.” In his invocation
of classical authors, including Plato, Xenophon, and Maximus Tyrius, who deal with
“such love,” E.K. gestures towards the humanist classical canon of sixteenth-century
English grammar schoolboys, and plays with the differing expectations of that
“learned” audience, who might, indeed, be taught to put “pæderastice before
gynerastice.” By reconstructing the “schoolboy humour” at work in The Shepheardes
Calender’s revision of that central schoolboy text, Vergil’s Eclogues, the paper will
attempt to develop a notion of the (homo)erotics commonly at stake in the English
literary texts produced by graduates of the early modern grammar school curriculum.
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LYNN ENTERLINE, VANDERBILT UNIVERSITY
The Art of Loving Mastery: Sexual Poetics in the Elizabethan Grammar School
This paper examines several lesser-known records from Elizabethan grammar schools
in relation to several epyllia from the 1590s (Oenone and Paris, Hero and Leander, and
Venus and Adonis). It argues that close attention to matters usually deemed strictly
literary — rhetorical tropes, choice of genre, and techniques of imitation — affords
a properly historical understanding of this new educational institution and its impact
on early modern masculinity. Putting pressure on the school’s disciplinary practices,
the inaugural lesson in Lily’s Latin grammar — amo magistrum (“I love the
master”) — and Shakespeare’s depiction of Venus as an Ovidian erotic master trying
to teach her reluctant young pupil the “texts” and “treatises” of love, I demonstrate
that the literary production of at least one former grammar schoolboy reveals
considerable resistance to the school’s regime precisely when most profiting from its
training.
JEFFREY DOLVEN, PRINCETON UNIVERSITY
The Method of the New Arcadia
Philip Sidney’s old Arcadia is a work haunted by school: in its recurrent allusions to
the classroom, its addiction to disputatio, and, above all, its schoolmasterly narrator.
That narrator famously disappears in the new Arcadia, a revision that vastly over-goes
its original in structural complexity and ecphrastic brilliance. This paper will argue
that the revision continues a wrestling with teaching begun in the first version,
attempting, in particular, to work out an alternative to the problem of personal
instruction — to reconceive literary teaching without the figure of the schoolmaster,
outside the didactic paradigm of the schoolroom. Sidney’s answer comes by way of
his interest in Ramist method both as an account of learning and as a possible
narrative principle. In structure the new Arcadia yearns to be something like an
encyclopedia: to teach without being a teacher.

Palace

READERS AND READING PRACTICES IN
THE EARLY MODERN SPANISH EMPIRE
II: PUBLIC TEXTS AND PRIVATE
READERS
Organizer: ALISON P. WEBER, UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA
Chair: ELIZABETH RHODES, BOSTON COLLEGE

ALISON P. WEBER, UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA
Public Confession, Private Reader: Lope de Vega’s Rimas sacras and the Duke of Sesa
In 1614, Lope de Vega, recently ordained, published Rimas sacras, a confessional
canzoniere replete with allusions to his past promiscuity and recent religious
conversion. This paper argues that Lope addressed his collection not only to a public
of anonymous readers, but also to a specific, private reader: the Duke of Sessa. For the
previous eight years Lope had served as Sessa’s erotic amanuensis, writing love letters
and poems for the duke’s various mistresses. Lope’s correspondence with the duke
provides evidence that the poet on occasion took a more active role in recruiting
lovers for his patron. I propose that the collection as a whole, and several sonnets in
particular, constitute a reproach to the duke and an attempt on Lope’s part to
reconfigure the nature of their patron/client relationship.
ERIC CLIFFORD GRAF, UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS, URBANA-CHAMPAIGN
Slips of the Pen and the Meaning of Romance in Lope de Vega’s La dama boba
La dama boba concerns gender relations. While a Neoplatonic agenda structures
Lope’s treatment of the theme, there is also evidence of very personal motives for
writing this play about the triumph of the feminine will. The preponderance of
Neoplatonic symbols and intertexts in La dama boba derives from an odd branch of
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Renaissance philosophy that struggled against other, more public, value systems.
Within this context, attention to two apparent slips of the pen in the 1613
manuscript suggests that Lope also inscribed in this text a message about his recent
spiritual and sociopolitical transformation. Understanding the relation between the
public and private dimensions of La dama boba allows access to the play’s meaning
while also pointing to differences between the positivistic logic of our own discursive
practices vis-à-vis those of the early-modern period.
MARTA V. VICENTE, UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS
Reading Pornography in Early Modern Spain: The Inquisition’s Case against the
Theologian J. M. de Beristain
In January 1786 the Spanish Inquisition tried the Mexican José Mariano de Beristain,
a renowned theologian and journalist. Beristain was accused of “purchasing,
possessing and reading” to persons of different social backgrounds the French
pornographic novel Le Portier des Chartreux. First published in 1741, the novel’s
combination of titillating narrative and savage attack on clerical corruption made it
an underground bestseller of the Ancien Régime. As censor, Beristain had access to
forbidden books. As an intellectual, he could translate and decipher the political
message behind the pornographic tale. Although a clergyman, he brought men and
women to his bedroom to read them the novel and show them its illustrations, while
servants listened and watched through peepholes. Beristain’s activities offer a rare
glimpse into the broad range of readership practices and the transmission of ideas in
early modern Spain.

Uris

RENAISSANCE GOTHIC: GOTHIC
DESIGN AND ITS USES IN SIXTEENTHCENTURY EUROPE
Organizers: KRISTA V. DE JONGE, KATHOLIEKE UNIVERSITEIT, LEUVEN,
MATT KAVALER, UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

Chair: CHRISTOPHER S. WOOD, YALE UNIVERSITY
MATT KAVALER, UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
The Chapels at Ingolstadt: Mystical Experience and Sacred Space
The western chapels of the Collegiate Church of Our Lady at Ingolstadt, built about
1520, can be seen as a series of essays in establishing a sacred environment, a space
for mystical experience. The six chapels display striking examples of the most
sophisticated double-layer vaults then being developed. Beneath a complex surface
pattern of ribs, the architect has suspended a second level of flying ribs, carved to
simulate pruned vines. The formal relationship between the two registers implies a
process of transformation, from a layer of sharply chiseled ribs to a realm of seemingly
natural growth. Both sets of ribs depart from the pattern of simple geometric shapes
that underlie their constructions, suggesting a corruption of pure, mathematically
generated forms, an idea we find expressed in the writings of Cusanus and others. It
is at this structural rather than iconographic level that the vaults seem to signify most
clearly.
HUBERTUS GÜNTHER, UNIVESITÄT ZÜRICH
Gothic in High Renaissance Rome
Rome as the center of Christianity offers the opportunity to show that in many
countries around 1500 the Gothic was proudly recognized as a typical national trait.
An understanding of this attitude on the part of the Italians modified their negative
verdict against the Middle Ages. In Rome, European nations were represented by
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their own architecture, mainly by the churches of their confraternities or the
residences of their exponents. These buildings adopted peculiarities that were foreign
in Rome but typical for the nations of their founders, reflecting traditional forms or
the newest Late-Gothic fashion of countries like Germany, France, and Spain.
Roman architectural theory responded to this situation by no longer dismissing the
Gothic as the product of barbarians. Instead, a conformity with natural law was
recognized, one that might even be valuable for Italian architecture. And the idea
arose that the Germans, together with the Babylonians, had introduced art and
culture before the Greeks.
KRISTA V. DE JONGE, KATHOLIEKE UNIVERSITEIT, LEUVEN
“A new manner of building”: Rombout II Keldermans and Netherlandish Renaissance
Gothic, 1500-30
Rombout II Keldermans, architect to Emperor Charles V, was involved in the
creation of some the most magnificent early-sixteenth-century architectural setpieces in the Low Countries (such as the spire on the north tower of Antwerp
cathedral). These examples of the “new manner of building” (den nyeweren aert) were
not in the “antique” style, which we call “Renaissance” today, but in the most modern
form of gothic, and were highly valued at the time because of their sumptuous
decoration and technical prowess. Keldermans worked with the foremost
representative of the antique style, Jean Mone, but successfully remained within the
boundaries of the gothic system, inventing new ornament and column types,
amongst others. Though distinct from the “antique,” a few crucial elements were
assimilated into the Netherlandish antique style. A reevaluation of his architecture is
clearly in order.
ANNE-MARIE SANKOVITCH, INSTITUTE OF FINE ARTS, NEW YORK UNIVERSITY
Flamboyant Classicism at Saint-Etienne-du-Mont in Paris
In sixteenth-century France, the architectural repertoires of Renaissance
classicism — the column and its components above all — tended to be valued as
auratic things rather than, as in the Italian Cinquecento, idealized morphemic forms.
In church construction the desire for totemic material samples of the new
architecture often resulted in dense displays of columns as sculptural, spolia-like
objects. Yet many church-builders also continued to develop the areferential, abstract
typologies of the Flamboyant, which remained vital well into the sixteenth century.
A third option of great theoretical interest was realized at the parish church of SaintEtienne-du-Mont in Paris (1492-1586). Its builders, deeply attracted to the new
classical forms, nevertheless demonstrated that antiquity’s afterlife could bypass the
column as a fetishized thing and be fundamentally harmonious with the Flamboyant,
and even open up new possibilities in this still-potent enterprise.

Julliard

EARLY RENAISSANCE PAINTING IN
ITALY
Organizer & Chair: JOANNA WOODS-MARSDEN,
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, LOS ANGELES

JEAN K. CADOGAN, TRINITY COLLEGE
Agnolo Gaddi in Prato: Continuity or Change?
As a student of Agnolo Gaddi, Cennino Cennini in his Libro dell’Arte (ca.1400)
famously situates himself in the direct line of descent from Giotto. Some insight into
Cennino’s treatise can be gleaned by study of Agnolo’s mural painting in the chapel
of the Sacra Cintola in the Duomo of Prato, painted between 1393-95. A great deal
of information about this project comes from the payment books of the Archivio di
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Stato in Prato, as well as from the last restoration, concluded in 2000: this
information will allow a closer assessment of Cennino’s claim to be heir to the
Giottesque tradition.
DAVID DROGIN, YALE UNIVERSITY
The Sistine Chapel’s Fictive Tapestries: A Reevaluation of Papal Iconography
This paper examines the fictive tapestries painted at the lower level of the Sistine
C h a p e l’s f i f t e e n t h - c e n t u r y m u r a l c yc l e . T h e f i c t i ve s i l ve r a n d g o l d
tapestries — depicting the della Rovere family stemma along with plant motifs and
cherub heads — have typically been understood as marginal supplements to the
scenes from the lives of Moses and Christ painted directly above. Thus, their
supposed secondary, decorative nature has subordinated them to the upper frescoes’
graphic iconography of papal primacy. This paper reevaluates the fictive tapestries’
significance to propose that they have literally been overlooked: their imagery and
position at eye-level suggest that they are integral to the chapel’s iconographic
program. Analysis shows how they perhaps contribute to the glorification of the della
Rovere family and to papal connections to biblical authority, including Solomon and
his temple.
KATHLEEN WREN CHRISTIAN, DUMBARTON OAKS
Carlo Crivelli’s London Annunciation and the Rebirth of Ascoli Piceno
Carlo Crivelli painted his famous Annunciation in London to commemorate a civic
victory in Ascoli Piceno: the town’s liberation from ecclesiastical rule in 1483. The news
arrived on the feast day of the Annunciation, and altarpieces, first by Pietro D’Alemanno
and then by Crivelli, were then commissioned for the church of the Annunciation in
Ascoli. My paper will first explore the theme of civic celebration in both works and then
explore how the metaphor of the Virgin as a walled city allowed both painters to
incorporate Ascoli’s divine favor and its civic renewal into the sacred narrative.

Broadway

ARTISTIC RELATIONS BETWEEN ITALY
AND SPAIN IN THE SIXTEENTH AND
SEVENTEENTH CENTURIES III

Organizer: KELLEY HELMSTUTLER-DI DIO, UNIVERSITY OF VERMONT
Chair: CINZIA M. BURSILL-HALL, UNIVERSITÀ DI PISA
KELLEY HELMSTUTLER-DI DIO, UNIVERSITY OF VERMONT
Pompeo Leoni and Artistic Exchanges between Florence and Madrid
Newly uncovered documents reveal that Pompeo Leoni, chief sculptor to Philip II,
maintained ties to his father’s homeland, Tuscany. These documents bring to light
Pompeo’s role as a liaison between members of the court and the Grand Duke of
Tuscany. In particular, Pompeo was responsible for procuring Italian paintings and
sculptures for important Spanish collections, tomb monuments, and altars. This
paper will discuss Pompeo’s multifaceted career in Spain as artist and agent, as well
as add a new monumental sculptural project to Pompeo’s known oeuvre.
Andrea Bacchi, UNIVERSITÀ DEGLI STUDI DI TRENTO
Leone Leoni’s Artistic Projects and their Stylistic Influence in Spain
Although in the De Vite Giorgio Vasari mentions a Spanish journey of Leone Leoni,
as far as documentary evidence has so far proved, the sculptor had never been to
Spain. Nonetheless, the most important part of his oeuvre was commissioned by the
Habsburg dynasty and is to be found in Madrid at the Prado (the bronze and marble
effigies of Charles V, Philip II, Empress Isabella, and Queen Mary of Hungary) and
at El Escorial (the High Altarpiece). His son Pompeo went to Madrid in 1556, as
Leone’s agent and representant, spending most of his life in Spain and coming back
to Milan only in 1582 to work with his father at the statues for the High Altar of El
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Escorial. An important number of Spanish artists worked with Pompeo or were
influenced by the style of both Leone and Pompeo Leoni. In this context, we shall
consider, among others, works by Agustin de Campos, Juan de Arfe, AlonsoVallejo,
Juan Batista Monegro, Antonio de Riera, and Gregorio Fernandez.
PATRICK LENAGHAN, HISPANIC SOCIETY OF AMERICA
Monumental Politics: Charles V and the Royal Chapel of Granada
Charles V took an active interest in the Royal Chapel of Granada almost immediately
from the moment he ascended the throne of Castile-León. In 1518 he commissioned
a Renaissance tomb from the Italian sculptor Domenico Fancelli, and when the artist
died a few months later he found a successor, Bartolomé Ordóñez, within two weeks.
This project coincides with two others in Granada: a royal palace and the designs of
the cathedral, both in the new Renaissance style as well. Charles V was only of one
of many parties involved. When he came on the scene, the Royal Chapel was already
constructed with one tomb in it. Examining the intersection of art and expressions
of power found here, however, throws light on the way the Spaniards first interpreted
the Renaissance style of Italy.

Carnegie

CHARITY AND POWER IN RENAISSANCE
FLORENCE

Organizer: JANE C. TYLUS, NEW YORK UNIVERSITY
Chair: DAVID SPENCER PETERSON, WASHINGTON & LEE UNIVERSITY
Respondent: PETER HOWARD, MONASH UNIVERSITY
JANE C. TYLUS, NEW YORK UNIVERSITY
Tobias among the Florentines
The apocryphal story of Tobias acquired unprecedented importance in the second
half of Quattrocento Florence. I will document this interest emerging from the story’s
juxtaposition of “old” and “new” forms of charity: one based on the suffering father’s
practice of the seven acts of misericordia, and the other on the mercantile and
peripatetic practices of his son, who, escorted by an angel, goes to unknown lands to
recover his family’s fortune. Such juxtaposition, reflected in paintings commissioned
for Orsanmichele and the Bigallo as well as in narrative and dramatic versions of the
biblical book, suggests the extent to which the two Tobiases embodied a tension in
Florentine expressions of lay charity, and an attempt to come to terms with
secularized theories of the bene commune. At the same time, the works express
continuity with late-medieval spirituality and practices by focusing on the story’s
main themes of persistent faith among trials and men’s and women’s individual
concerns with charity.
DALE V. KENT, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, RIVERSIDE
Women, Charity, and Power
Researchers have begun to explore the role Medici women played in improving the
fortunes of the Medici family in the later fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries.
However, little work has so far been done on women in the Medici households and
lineage in the first half of the fifteenth century, when women are generally regarded
as having a decidedly subordinate role in these patriarchal structures. Yet avenues to
influence in this earlier period were open to women, especially of the upper echelons
of Florentine society. The earlier Medici women did function as personal and
charitable links to the community that constituted the Medici patronage sphere.
Charity was not only the main means by which the rich expiated their sins; it was also
a major ingredient of a family’s fama, or reputation, in the Christian community.
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CHARITY AND POWER IN RENAISSANCE
FLORENCE (CONT’D.)
Women were key in distributing the family’s charity and in soliciting similar
assistance from other family associates, activities that were extremely important in
increasing Medici power in Florentine society.

Alvin

PHILOSOPHY AND ARTS TEACHING AT
RENAISSANCE UNIVERSITIES
Organizer: JOSEPH S. FREEDMAN, ALABAMA STATE UNIVERSITY
Chair: PAUL F. GRENDLER, UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO, EMERITUS
Respondent: PAUL W. KNOLL, UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

DAVID A. LINES, UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI
Changes to the Arts Curriculum in Sixteenth-Century Bologna
The University of Bologna saw a number of controversies concerning the nature and
teaching of its arts courses during the sixteenth century. This paper will discuss some
of the debates that arose, together with their background. It will especially
concentrate on the revisions made to the 1406 statutes and on the figure of Ulisse
Aldrovandi, who was at the center of several of the curricular debates.
JOSEPH S. FREEDMAN, ALABAMA STATE UNIVERSITY
The Arts/Philosophy Curriculum at the University of Heidelberg, 1500-1625
This paper will trace the evolution of the arts and philosophy curriculum at the
University of Heidelberg from the end of the Middle Ages up to the conquest of
Heidelberg by Roman Catholic military forces during the early stages of the Thirty
Years War. The evolution of this curriculum will be placed into the following two
contexts: arts and philosophy teaching at the University of Heidelberg preparatory
school and the Electoral Theology School in Heidelberg, and the evolution of the
arts/philosophy curriculum at other academic institutions in the German language
area of Europe during this same period. One central question will be posed: Does the
University of Heidelberg appear to have lived up its high reputation during all — or
at least part — of this period?

Edison

RENAISSANCE ARISTOTELIANISM

Sponsor: RENAISSANCE STUDIES CERTIFICATE PROGRAM, THE GRADUATE SCHOOL AND
UNIVERSITY CENTER, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK
Organizer & Chair: FREDERICK PURNELL,
THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, QUEENS COLLEGE
JAMES B. SOUTH, MARQUETTE UNIVERSITY
Zabarella, Averroes, and the Soul
Zabarella is still frequently presented as an Averroist in discussions of Renaissance
Aristotelianism. In this paper I want to examine two issues in order to show
Zabarella’s complex relationship to Averroes’s texts. The issues to be examined are
Zabarella’s account of sensation and his account of the relation of intellective soul to
the body. In both cases Averroes provides a resource for Zabarella, but his own
position is much richer and more original than the label “Averroism” can
accommodate. In the final part of the paper I reflect on the persistence of the label
“Averroist” and the way it clouds a proper appreciation of Zabarella’s thought.
MARTIN PINE, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, QUEENS COLLEGE
Recent Interpretations of Pietro Pomponazzi: A Critical Overview
The last two decades have seen a surge of interest in Pietro Pomponazzi (1462-1525).
His De immortalitate (1516) has been translated into German and Italian along with
critical introductions; the De incantationibus (1520) has received its first complete
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Italian translation. There is even a recent Russian translation of the De immortalitate.
Finally, on the Pomponazzi website, crucial passages of the De fato appear in a
German translation. Equally important, recent critical analyses of his manuscripts
and published works abound. Articles by Perfetti, Pine, Innocenti, Zambelli, and
Zanier, and books by Perfetti and Wonde, have examined lesser-known aspects of
Pomponazzi’s thought. The purpose of this paper is to examine the various analyses
presented by these works. The viability of the various interpretations will be analyzed
by testing them against Pomponazzi’s texts. An assessment of the contribution of
recent Pomponazzi scholarship will be made.
EDWARD P. MAHONEY, DUKE UNIVERSITY
Renaissance Aristotelians on the Nature of Philosphy
This paper will briefly examine three Aristotelian philosophers on doing philosophy.
They are Nicoletto Vernia, Agostino Nifo, and Pietro Pomponazzi. All three
abandoned Averroes as the most accurate commentator on Aristotle. In contrast,
Marcantonio Zimara would remain loyal to Averroes. Most noteworthy is the impact
of the Greek Commentators, namely Alexander of Aphrodisias, Themistius, and
Simplicius, on Vernia and Nifo in particular. Vernia even told his students at Padua
that they should adore the words of Themistius, since no one is more learned than
he. Vernia commits himself to the conciliation of Plato and Aristotle. Nifo’s shift away
from Averroes resulted from his learning Greek and studying Aristotle in his own
language. Also noteworthy is his methodolgical approach of presenting a wide range
of sources regarding some topic, since the truth is discovered through opposites.
Pomponazzi takes Alexander to be the true interpreter of Aristotle and makes little use
of Themistius and Simplicius.

Winter Garden

SEGNI, SPETTRI, ED IMMAGINI II:
IMAGES OF LOVE AND THE EROTIC IN
THE ITALIAN RENAISSANCE

Sponsor: RENAISSANCE STUDIES CERTIFICATE PROGRAM, THE GRADUATE SCHOOL AND
UNIVERSITY CENTER, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK

Organizer: ROBERTO BURANELLO, GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY
Chair: PATRICIA A. EMISON,UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
BIANCA FINZI-CONTINI CALABRESI, KENYON COLLEGE
The Female Narcissus: Veronica Franco and the Uses of Autoeroticism
In a letter to Jacopo Tintoretto in 1580, Veronica Franco invokes Narcissus to
characterize her response to the painter’s rendition of her beauty, declaring that she
will “lay down her pen” in the face of such skillful imitation. In truth, Franco uses that
Ovidian emblem of autoeroticism as justification for her own poetic capitoli. Recent
literary criticism emphasizes the extent to which the figure of Echo provided a
paradigm for Renaissance women’s writing. By contrast, this paper analyzes the
appropriation of Narcissus as a trope for female Eros in portraiture and lyric poetry,
both as a model for arousal of the self and others, and as a weapon in the paragone
between painting and poetry.
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Brooks Atkinson

CORRECTING COURTESANS: EARLY
MODERNITY AND THE STYLES OF
SEXUALITY

Organizer: KATHERINE ROMACK, STANFORD UNIVERSITY
Chair: RYAN NETZLEY, RIDER UNIVERSITY
JOSEPH A. CAMPANA, CORNELL UNIVERSITY
“The State of England’s Camp”: Courtesans, Curses, and the Violence of Style in Nashe’s
The Unfortunate Traveller
Thomas Nashe’s The Unfortunate Traveller offers few clues as to its unity or purpose,
the role of its grotesque depictions of violence, or the relationship between Nashe’s
outrageous rhetoric and his text’s linguistic, literary, or social authority. We can
apprehend the interlocking nature of these concerns when we consider style’s
relationship to gender and violence. While The Unfortunate Traveller begins amidst
Henry VIII’s military conquests, one soon realizes that the state of England’s camp in
Nashe’s early modernity pertains also to the outrageous, theatrical style now
associated with “camp.” As Nashe strays from England’s camps to decadent Italy, his
rhetoric oscillates between a dissembling, feminine persuasion, associated with
courtesans, and a brutal, unforgiving masculine force, associated with the vengeful
curses of the blasphemer. A camp theatricality infects Nashe’s style, embodying a
rhetoric that seeks to balance the vengeful violence of masculinity with the
effeminizing effects of dissembling femininity.
KATHERINE ROMACK, STANFORD UNIVERSITY
Striking the Posture of a Whore: The Bawdy House Riots and Performative Sexuality
The prostitution pamphlets that proliferated in the first decade of the English
Restoration invite readers to participate in the pleasurable castigation of common
whores, offering repulsive yet titillating depictions of “chuck office tricks,” and
“tilting” at yawning orifices. The combination of pleasure and repulsion in these texts
reflects an intensified ethos of violence against prostitutes which erupted
spectacularly in the frenzied Shrove Tuesday riots of 1668 and other vigilante assaults
on bawdy houses by apprentices. My paper places the antagonism between whores
and apprentices in this period into the context of theater history. The “craft” of the
common whore (her impersonations, imposture, and class transvestism) elicited
fierce response from apprentices in particular, I suggest, because of their considerable
investment in a homosocial representational economy threatened by the gendered
innovations of Restoration theatricality.
MELISSA M. MOWRY, ST. JOHN’S UNIVERSITY
Bridewell and Beyond: The Pornography of History or the History of Pornography?
The equation between prostitutes and London’s Bridewell has long been so axiomatic
that it is virtually impossible to think about early modern London’s sexual
underworld without simultaneously thinking about the infamous “house of
correction.” The question is, Why? What is it about the way we imagine prostitutes’
circulation within the sexual marketplace and the way we understand Bridewell’s
efforts to curb that circulation that make it seem as though the two go hand-in-hand?
In this paper I consider my own experiences working with a rich early modern
archive — the London Bridewell Courtbooks. Articulating a series of questions that
move us toward a more supple epistemology of the archive, and make us better able
to work with, rather than efface, the contradictions we find, I argue that Bridewell
Hospital has been synonymous with early modern prostitution because that
characterization correlates with the fetishized understanding of archival evidence,
and not because the Hospital primarily punished prostitutes.
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BRADLEY S. REICHEK, NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY
“I Serve at the Pleasure of His Majesty”: Louis XIV’s Official Mistresses and the Culture
of Merit
Like any important court, administrative, or military post, the title of official mistress
to the King of France was coveted. Young court ladies vied for the king’s attentions
in a way that seems eerily similar to the modern reality-courtship TV shows. After all,
sharing the monarch’s bed also meant sharing, to an extent, his power. The official
mistress was a recognized, politically important, and durable fixture of court life in
the ancien régime. Consequently, those postulants to (or occupants of) the post were
under constant scrutiny. Mémoires, correspondence, and unofficial histories written
during the personal rule of Louis XIV attest to an aristocratic public’s preoccupation
with the king’s choices in titular mistresses. This paper will address what courtiers
expected of an official mistress (appearance, comportment, and family background)
in an effort to fit the post within the larger “culture of merit” permeating ancien
régime court life.

Chrysler

VIEWING LIMITS: REPRESENTATION
AND ITS OUTSIDE IN THE FRENCH AND
SPANISH RENAISSANCE
Organizer: SIMONE PINET, CORNELL UNIVERSITY
Chair: ZAHI ZALLOUA,WHITMAN COLLEGE

SIMONE PINET, CORNELL UNIVERSITY
The Knight, the Kings, and the Tapestries: The Amadís Series
The recent description of what is now known as the Amadís Series, nine tapestries
illustrating key episodes of the most famous Spanish book of chivalry, calls for a
much-needed analysis of this series’ complex relations with the text. This paper will
consider not only the deferred relationship of the book with its translation into
French (the basis for the creation of the tapestries), but the role of tapestries within
the court of the Catholic Monarchs, as pedagogical and political tools. This same
court had among its members a Garci Rodríguez de Montalvo, author of the version
of Amadís de Gaula that we have today. The different modes of representation, the
translation process, and its “foreignness” will be considered as limits of the
representation of chivalric ideals in the Spanish Renaissance.
OSCAR MARTIN, YALE UNIVERSITY
Imagining the Cid: Visual Texts in Cidian Chronicles of Early Modern Spain,1498-1512
This paper will analyze the visual elements in two important chronicles that
contributed greatly to forge the way the Cid was imagined in the early sixteenth
century: the Crónica Popular and the Crónica Particular. I will explore how the visual
elements in the Crónica Particular authorize themselves by emphasizing the Cid’s
heraldry and lineage in their connection to Castilian monarchy, versus a more
obvious chivalric and fantastic representation present in the visual material in Crónica
Popular. By contrasting the visual material of both chronicles, I will discuss the
tension between historicity and fantasy surrounding the mythical figure of the Cid,
as well as how the process of contestation, royal appropriation, authorization, and
promotion of a “historical” figure based on lineage, purity, and royal connections, is
supported, not only by textual material, but also by visual texts that emphasize the
importance of heraldry in imagining the Cid.
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ELISABETH D. HODGES, MIAMI UNIVERSITY
Of Travelers and Others
Urban guidebooks link the idea of landscape to the expression of civic identity in the
Renaissance. From pictorial depictions of French territory, specifically the major
centers of cultural and political life during the sixteenth century, Paris and Lyons, the
impulse to inscribe the nation aligns historical narratives with an emergent
topographical imaginary. These works illustrate the movement of the traveler
through the actual spaces of France and provide a tool for the individual desirous of
navigating the territory. Yet while the guidebook disseminates a sense of Frenchness,
it also constructs what it is not, the foreign. This paper will consider how foreignness
informs the construction of French territory in the guidebook. I will argue that the
popularization of the guidebook and the map, as tools for both the foreign visitor and
the native resident, establishes new technologies of viewing space within the context
of works that literally describe place.

Park Avenue

CONTROLLING DEVOTIONS: RACE,
GENDER, AND IDENTITY IN
RENAISSANCE AND EARLY MODERN
CONFRATERNITIES

Sponsor: SOCIETY OF CONFRATERNITY STUDIES
Organizer & Chair: NICHOLAS TERPSTRA, VICTORIA COLLEGE,
UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
SUSAN DINAN, LONG ISLAND UNIVERSITY, CW POST CAMPUS
Confraternities of Charity in Paris and the Provinces
The Confraternity of Charity, which later evolved into the Company of the
Daughters of Charity, established itself in many locales in seventeenth-century
France. Founded by Vincent de Paul in the diocese of Châtillon-les-Dombes near
Lyons in 1617, it quickly sunk its roots in the parishes in and around Paris. Members
of the confraternity (wealthy married women at first and then poorer single women)
cared for the sick and the poor. As the confraternity spread beyond Paris into the west
and south of France and as far as Poland, its mission changed. Daughters of Charity
worked in hospitals, orphanages, and other large institutions while maintaining their
presence in parishes. Institutional service far from Paris challenged the structure and
the original vocation of the Daughters of Charity; however, it is ultimately what made
the confraternity an invaluable social service provider and France’s most important
organization of nursing sisters.
NICOLE VON GERMETEN, OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY
African Identity and Confraternal Life in Seventeenth-Century Mexico City
Although Africans in the New World defined themselves in part by where they had
lived, these identities were difficult to maintain in the colonial Americas. Some
Indians in Mexico could hold onto pre-Conquest identities but only one group of
Africans, called Zapes (around modern Sierra Leone), tried to maintain their cultural
identity in seventeenth-century Mexico City through forming a cofradía. Zape slaves
arrived in the Hispanic world earlier than Angolan slaves, and by 1600 had attained
freedom and sufficient status and wealth to found their own cofradía. They possibly
felt superior to the newly-arrived Angolans and wanted to make sure they retained a
distinct identity among Africans in the capital. Ironically, their Zape identity was
intertwined with their long-term residence and relative success in the Hispanic world
of Mexico City. In the 1600s, the Zapes struggled through financial ups and downs
to maintain their cofradía’s financial autonomy and Zape leadership.
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CHRISTOPHER F. BLACK, UNIVERSITY OF GLASGOW
Rosary and Holy Sacrament Confraternities: Changes and Varieties under Early Modern
Catholicism?
During the development of the early modern Catholic Church the worlds of lay
confraternities changed. Old fraternities persisted, but often under greater scrutiny
from church and state, and linked with improved parochial systems. New
confraternities were also developed to meet new demands. For many ecclesiastical
organizers in Italy, having a Rosary and Holy Sacrament confraternity in each parish
was a major aim. Many of these appear as low-key, small, and shadowy societies, but
others might be more flamboyant. In Spain and South America, Rosary and
Sacrament confraternities could become spectacular organizations with impressive
churches. Inspired by discussion at the Toronto RSA Conference, my paper will
explore some of the varieties in these types of confraternities, geographical variations
and contrasts, levels of social involvement, degrees of secular or ecclesiastical control,
and cultural importance, in order to stimulate more comparative analysis.
ESPERANCA MARIA CAMARA, UNIVERSITY OF ST. FRANCIS
The Scuola del Rosario at SS. Giovanni e Paolo: A Dominican or a Venetian Institution?
When the observant Dominicans established the first rosary confraternity in the last
quarter of the fifteenth century, they emphasized both its universality and its unique
connection to the Order of Preachers. The Dominicans became increasingly
protective of their authority over the confraternity in the last quarter of the sixteenth
century, when the confraternity witnessed a tremendous revival due to Pius V’s
attribution of the victory at the battle of Lepanto to the efficacy of the rosary. One
of the many branches of the confraternity founded in the aftermath of battle of
Lepanto was based at SS. Giovanni e Paolo in Venice, a city whose confraternities
prided themselves on their patriotism and independence from clerical control. The
rosary confraternity was no exception. Drawing on the unpublished archives of the
Scuola del Rosario, this paper explores the livelysocial dynamics arising from the
convergence of two diametrically opposed confraternal traditions.

H1401

SECRECY AND DISCLOSURE
Organizer & Chair: EILEEN A. REEVES, PRINCETON UNIVERSITY

ROBERT GOULDING, UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME
Chymicorum in morem — Harriot, Refraction, and Secrecy
“[I have been told] that there is a man in England most wise in all the secrets of
Nature.” So wrote Johannes Kepler in 1606, initiating a correspondence with
Thomas Harriot. Kepler was intrigued by rumors of Harriot’s new discoveries in
optics, which would (he flattered his correspondent) “[show that] my book on optics
and all others ever written are false.” Harriot had indeed discovered the sine law of
refraction and had conducted elaborate experiments with prisms; in his reply,
however, he was reticent to the point of obscurity. Kepler in turn complained that
Harriot was concealing his researches “in the manner of the alchemists” (chymicorum
in morem). I look at the relationship between optics and alchemy in Harriot’s work:
both his application of alchemical metaphors and notions of secrecy to his optics, and
the direct influence of chemical ideas on his understanding of light.
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NICK WILDING, CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY
Philosophy Unmasked: Engaging the Pseudonym
The frequent use of pseudonyms in early modern natural philosophical publication
has traditionally been perceived as a purely bibliographical problem. In this paper I
wish to analyze the motives and techniques used in constructing and decoding
pseudonyms, their function within scientific debate, and their epistemological status.
I shall concentrate on the example of Galileo Galilei and his friends and adversaries,
rereading his troubled engagement with pseudonyms in the light of the guerra della
scrittura of the Venetian Interdict, where pseudonyms were employed by major
political players on both sides. Questions of property, propriety, identity, and
authority were crucial in these debates, and the correct engagement with a
nonexistent author posed peculiar problems in the realms of both politics and natural
philosophy.
LAUREN T. KASSELL, THE INSTUTITUE FOR ADVANCED STUDIES, PRINCETON UNIVERSITY
Alchemical Books in Early Modern England
In early modern England alchemical texts were unearthed in ruined monasteries,
imported from foreign countries far and near, compiled from anonymous leaves, and
written afresh. Some were passed from hand to hand and generation to generation,
some moved from manuscript to print and back again, some were never printed, and
others were printed again and again. Almost all of these texts contain a seemingly
paradoxical plea for the need to conceal the secrets that their pages disclose. This
paper will argue that printing complicates and resolves this paradox: to buy the book
was not to know its secrets, but to print the book was to profit, whether financially
or otherwise. Cases will be drawn from the translation of Paracelsian texts from the
1570s to the 1680s, and will consider the activities of people such as John Hester,
Elias Ashmole, and William Cooper.

H1424

THE MALONE SOCIETY I
Sponsor: THE MALONE SOCIETY
Organizer: THOMAS L. BERGER, ST. LAWRENCE UNIVERSITY
Chair: ELIZABETH HAGEMAN,UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

BARBARA KREPS, UNIVERSITÀ DI PISA
Law, Legitimacy, and Legality in Shakespeare’s History Plays
Shakespeare’s English history plays contrast two different theories of lordship and
obedience: on the one hand, the medieval understanding of an essentially contractual
relationship (with rights and obligations binding the chief lord as well as his
underlings), and, on the other, the theory that the source of royal authority lies in the
king’s divine appointment by God. The plays embrace both theories, exposing
unresolved tensions between legality and legitimacy. Powerful political allies are
shown to be more effective for achieving, and holding onto, the government of
England than affirmations of a special relationship with God; but without a firm basis
in principle and law, usurpers expose themselves to the same kind of force, now
challenging their right, that they themselves have used.
SHARON ASTYK, BRANDEIS UNIVERSITY
Performance as Recompense: The Plague and Renaissance Drama
ANN BAYNES COIRO, RUTGERS UNIVERSITY
Milton and Theater, 1634-45
The performance, manuscript publication, anonymous print publication, and,
finally, authorial publication in 1645 of Milton’s Maske Performed at Ludlow Castle
may seem a familiar narrative. Yet in significant ways this story has been oddly
neglected, absent from the history of early modern printing practices, absent from the
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history of drama, and seriously downplayed or ignored in narratives of Milton’s
career. Perhaps this is because Milton is seen as the towering example of modern
authorship; perhaps it is because Milton is not regarded as a dramatist, and the
masque has been critically transmogrified into a Miltonic poem. This paper will
rethink the performance and textual history of the Maske (also known as Comus),
stressing its collaborative nature, its connections to contemporary drama, including
academic drama, and its transformation into the concluding English work in the
careful self-representation of Milton’s Poems.
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CESARE VECELLIO AND VENICE:
HISTORY, PHYSIOGNOMY, AND THE
1590 COSTUME BOOK
Chair: ANN ROSALIND JONES, SMITH COLLEGE

DIANE OWEN HUGHES, UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
Disorienting Venice: Vecellio, the Republic, and the Ottoman Empire
This presentation will argue that a central purpose of Cesare Vecellio’s costume book
was the configuration of Venice as the chief heir of the legitimage authority of ancient
Rome and as the icon of sixteenth-century European culture. In the extensive essay
that introduces the first (1590) edition of his influential work, Vecellio argued that
the primacy of European culture was based on a commitment to change, exemplified
by fashion. Compared to the ancient cultures of Asia or to those recently discovered
in Africa and the New World, which were dominated by tradition and tribalism,
Europe’s mongrel history had stimulated a dynamic of change that supported cultural
transformation. In positioning Venice at its center, he had to confront the Republic’s
deep resistance to social miscegenation and to fashion; he was in fact forced to
reconfigure Venice as a center of stylistic change, an icon of Europe rather than
Byzantium. In this endeavor the Ottoman Empire became a useful foil, and his
description of the veiling and enclosure of its women an important move to entrap
it in an ahistorical culture. Vecellio’s invention of fashion change as a measure of
cultural value, I will argue, is one that endured as a validation of European (and
capitalistic) values.
BRONWEN M. WILSON, MCGILL UNIVERSITY
Vecellio and Physiognomy
In the wake of discoveries of worlds unknown to Europeans, and in striking contrast
to the regional variations seen in flora and fauna, the contours of the human body
appeared to be universal. Thus, costume was charged with designating geographical
differences. Printed costume books were one response to this charge as illustrators
sought to condense an expanding image of the world into print. Venetians were
particularly enthusiastic about this new genre: nine costume books were published in
the Veneto between 1540 and 1610, about one third of those produced throughout
Europe. Indeed, Venice was itself a “theater of the world,” where visitors could marvel
at both local and foreign dress. Though this metropolitan context contributed to the
conceptualization and the success of Vecellio’s two costume books, he still adhered to
well-established conventions for his imagery, copying earlier models and drawing
attention to the foreignness of distant lands by depicting an array of protruding
appendages and headdresses that contrasted with the smooth contours of European
attire. However, if the articulated, costumed silhouette was the sign of geographical
difference, then what about physiognomy? Focusing on the East Asian and North
African figures, this paper explores the representations of the human face in Vecellio’s
books.
MARGARET F. ROSENTHAL, UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
Translating Costume, Ancient and Modern
This paper, which comes out of three years of translating Vecellio’s Habiti Antichi et
Moderni into English, argues that the vocabulary Vecellio uses in his commentary on
styles of dress around the world reveals both his intimate knowledge of the commerce
in textiles throughout Europe, where Venetian velvets and brocades were the finest
new commodities on sale, and his assumption that old histories of the Ottoman court
and the cultures of North Africa accurately described enduring traditions elsewhere.
The paper will focus on new and old words that present problems to the translator
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of Vecellio, including velluto riccio, renso, ermesino, chiapparon, chochiac, latis, and
hacola — Venetian, European, and transglobal terms that materialize his take on
cultures he assumes to be in movement (his own) and in stasis (those of Turkey, North
Africa, and Mexico). But Vecellio ends his opening essay on the history of costume
by placing the feather capes of the New World Aztecs at the pinnacle of human
possibilities of dress. The paper will conclude by considering his motives for
presenting the dress of supposedly traditional cultures as innovative and even
exemplary additions to what his European readers could discover about clothing
around the world.

Shubert

GENDER AND GENEALOGY IN
ARIOSTO’S ORLANDO FURIOSO

Organizer: ELEONORA STOPPINO, DARTMOUTH COLLEGE
Chair: DEANNA M. SHEMEK, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SANTA CRUZ
ALBERT RUSSELL ASCOLI, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY
Like a Virgin: Fantasies of the Male Body in Ariosto’s Orlando furioso
Recent scholarship on female virginity in the early modern period stresses its value as
guarantor of the patriarchal line. While this ideological formation may subtend the
discourse of virginity in Orlando furioso, however, the poem explicitly stresses its
importance to individual identity, female and male alike. In the first instance, the
desirability of a woman for a man in the Furioso lies in the knowledge that he, first
and alone, may penetrate the intact surface of her body. More complexly, an analogy
is established between the unpenetrated body of the virgin and the armored bodies
of male knights, as well as between men’s desire to sexually “possess” a woman’s
virginity and male aspiration to the figurative virginity of an unpenetrated,
“armored,” body. This double male desire for “virginity” is dramatized in canto
twenty-nine, where Isabella preserves her virginity by a trick centered on
Rodomonte’s desire to possess such a body.
ELEONORA STOPPINO, DARTMOUTH COLLEGE
“And the fifth son was a maiden”: Bradamante from the Cantari to the Orlando furioso
In the Orlando furioso, Bradamante is described as the future founder of the Este
dynasty. The role she plays as the addressee of dynastic prophecies throughout the
poem further demonstrates her centrality to the dynastic narrative. The Este family
becomes the point of mediation and negotiation between the classical and the
medieval poetics in the genealogy of the Orlando furioso. Through the character of
Bradamante, Ariosto uncovered a critical “blind spot,” a site of tension in his political
world: the role of women in the foundation and perpetuation of a dynasty. The study
of the intertexts of the final cantos of the poem provides an example of how the
construction of a female genealogy within the Furioso is based upon a genealogy of
texts. The late-medieval cantari conflict and mix with classical models in representing
women as controversial, political subjects.
LISA KATHERINE REGAN, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY
“That friend of glorious deeds and fair studies”: Isabella d’Este in the Orlando furioso
The Orlando furioso contains numerous references to the noblewomen of the North
Italian courts; none figures as prominently as Isabella d’Este, Marchesa of Mantua.
Her appearances in the poem have always been read as laudatory, praising her chastity,
wisdom, and beauty. Ariosto’s references to Isabella, however, systematically and
satirically bring into view the opposite of the virtues he pretends to describe. His
purpose is not to malign Isabella personally; rather, he treats her as a figure of the
courts’ constant demand for hyperbolic praise of patrons. Through his formulaic
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admiration of Isabella d’Este, Ariosto mocks the courtly elegies that he must
repeatedly produce. Through his ironic undermining of her virtue, he refers both to
the poet’s power to create the fame — good or bad — of his subject, and to the
emptiness of all court poetry, including his own. Writing itself thus becomes the
subject of Ariosto’s treatment of Isabella d’Este and her peers.

Majestic

THE RECEPTION OF ARIOSTO’S
ORLANDO FURIOSO IN THE SIXTEENTH
CENTURY
Organizer: MICHAEL SHERBERG, WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
Chair: DENNIS LOONEY, UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH

ANTONIO RICCI, FORDHAM UNIVERSITY
The Orlando furioso in Print: The Early Reception of a Renaissance Bestseller
Scholars have traditionally studied the reception of the Orlando furioso in the
sixteenth century on the basis of the critical interpretations devoted to the text, its
literary influence, and its artistic fortunes. Despite its wide popularity, however, most
readers left no record of their response to the poem. I will argue that one may recover
lost modes of reception by studying the book’s physical history: that is, by considering
the evidence derived from extant copies of Cinquecento editions. My paper will
examine the evolution of the Furioso as a material object in the three decades
following the editio princeps. I will focus on the quarto published in 1542 by Gabriele
Giolito in Venice. While this edition adopted several of the established conventions
for printing the poem, its particular integration of text, commentary, illustration, and
other paratextual elements represented a new and highly successful model for the
typographical presentation of the Furioso.
EDITH J. BENKOV, SAN DIEGO STATE UNIVERSITY
Ariosto’s Bradamante Travels to France: Gender, Tragicomedy, and the Making of a Nation
My paper draws on the problematic representations of the figure of the woman
warrior in continental Renaissance literature. The concept of female heroism, itself
outside the agenda of the patriarchy, produces ambiguous representations in the
works of male writers and artists. I shall demonstrate Robert Garnier’s strategy for the
reconciliation of that figure through his choice of genre. Bradamante was perhaps an
ideal subject for the hybrid tragicomic mode since she herself is a mixed character: a
minor character from the French Medieval epic who gained fame as the heroine of
Ariosto’s Orlando furioso and as the mythical genetrix of the house of Este, renowned
for her prowess as a warrior, though a woman, and a model of loyalty despite her
independence. In many ways Ariosto’s Bradamante is emblematic of the “modern”
Renaissance woman who, under favorable circumstances, led an exceptional life,
which broke with traditional gender roles. Thus, Garnier’s Bradamante is doubly
important: it is a landmark in French theater.
MICHAEL SHERBERG, WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
Girolamo Ruscelli’s Commentaries on the Furioso
One of the more important scholarly editors in the sixteenth century, Ruscelli
prepared an important edition of the Furioso, first published by Valgrisi in 1556. This
edition was meant to compete with Giolito’s successful edition of the poem, and
Ruscelli encouraged the competition by vastly increasing the amount and form of the
accompanying material: there are various types of commentaries as well as verse
summaries, canto analyses, and narrative engravings. The commentaries disclose how
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Ruscelli vies to claim authority as well as how he attempts to position the Furioso
against three different normative pressures: the Counter-Reformation, neoAristotelian theory, and the linguistic standards of Bembism. My paper will discuss
these commentaries, illustrating how they attempt to rescue the poem from the
application of standards that — with the exception of the linguistic rules — did not
in fact apply at the time that Ariosto wrote it.

Broadhurst

NOBLE AND IGNOBLE MATHEMATICS IN
THE ITALIAN RENAISSANCE

Organizer: IAN F. VERSTEGEN, URSINUS COLLEGE
Chair: ROBERT GOULDING, UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME
ARIELLE SAIBER, BOWDOIN COLLEGE
“Flexilinear” Language: Giambattista Della Porta’s Impure Mathematics
In 1601 Giambattista Della Porta published a small, curious text in the spirit of
Euclid called Elementorum curvilineorum, which outlined methods for constructing
such figures as spirals, crescents, and “flexilinear” polygons. Nine years later, Della
Porta re-editioned the text, this time including a section on the age-old conundrum
of squaring the circle, and dedicated it to the Accademia dei Lincei’s founder,
Federico Cesi. The text, however, went largely ignored, despite its lofty claims. It did
not succeed in squaring the circle, it was filled with mathematical fallacies, and it
offered nothing new to the world of mathematics. The few Lincei mathematicians
who were asked to read and critique it kept silent. The Elementorum is the only work
of “pure mathematics” Della Porta ever authored, but “pure” it is not. This paper
investigates its impurity, its concoction of neologisms and “spectacular” visual
components, and the merits of Della Porta’s attempts to manipulate the unyielding
language of geometry to perform marvelous, “magical” transformations.
ANN E. MOYER, UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA
Number in the World of Letters: Carlo Lenzoni and Quantified Prose
Carlo Lenzoni was a member of the Accademia Fiorentina, friend to Cosimo Bartoli
and Pierfrancesco Giambullari, and editor of Torrentino Press’s vernacular Pimander.
He died before completing his dialogue on language. His friends Giambullari and
Bartoli published it in 1556 as In difesa della lingua fiorentina et di Dante, con le regole
da far bella et numerosa la prosa. In this work, Lenzoni translates into Florentine
Boethian terms for musical proportion from Boethius’s Music and Arithmetic and
applies principles of measure and proportion to the production and evaluation of
good prose. Efforts to move principles of musical proportion into architecture and
the visual arts are well known; efforts to quantify aspects of language and letters,
especially prose, are not. I will examine the work itself in the contexts of the careers
of Lenzoni and his friends, and other introductions of mathematical principles into
arts and letters; I will also discuss the interest of Cinquecento Florentines in Boethius
and his Platonic approaches to mathematics.
IAN F. VERSTEGEN, URSINUS COLLEGE
Noble Mathematics and Noble Mathematicians in the Duchy of Urbino
Urbino produced some of the most exceptional mathematicians of the Renaissance,
above all Federico Commandino and Guidobaldo Del Monte. Interestingly, both
were minor nobles with longstanding ties to the local duchy. When we look at Urbino
more closely, we see an entirely unique situation, where the ranks of mathematicianscientists are almost entirely comprised of minor nobles: Felice Paciotti, Giulio
Thiene, and Bernardino Baldi. This is explained by the military orientation of the
duchy of Urbino and its condottiere-dukes. Lieutenants of the dukes were landed and
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their families provided ongoing service. The military orientation in turn spurred
attention to pure mathematics. The situation can be contrasted fruitfully to other
regions in Italy, and is helpful in understanding the local cultural politics supporting
the careers of Urbinate scientists and scholars.

Belasco

EXPERIMENTING WITH LITERATURE,
RE-READING SCIENCE I: FICTION IN
THE ARCHIVE

Organizers: HENRY S. TURNER, UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN, MADISON,
MARY THOMAS CRANE, BOSTON COLLEGE
Chair: HENRY S. TURNER, UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN, MADISON
MARY THOMAS CRANE, BOSTON COLLEGE
Analogy, Metaphor, and Early Modern Epistemology
Analogy (or what Foucault calls, more broadly, “resemblance”) plays a large role in
our understanding of the shift from a medieval world-picture to the new science: it
functioned as the central structuring mechanism of the old epistemological system,
replaced, in the seventeenth century, by “identity” and “difference.” Recently,
however, cognitive scientists have reemphasized the central role of analogy in human
thought and, especially, in scientific thought. My paper will examine the continuing
role of analogy in the new science of the seventeenth century, arguing that the most
important epistemological change in the period was from a qualitative and causal to
a structural view of analogy. I will discuss the role of analogy in scientific and literary
discourse, as well as the foundational importance of analogy in constructing the
relationship between the laboratory and nature, and between the formal systems of
science and the natural world.
MATTHEW L. JONES, COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY
Fictions and the New Science
Appeals to fictions and fables are central in the early modern transformations of
natural knowledge. Jesuit writers envisioned knowing the world through
metaphorical “translations” capable of making evident the world’s operations.
Descartes constantly appealed to “fables” in his mechanical explanations. Leibniz
insisted on the need for “fictions” in mathematics and in natural law, necessary for
postlapsarian humans to realize their full potential to know and transform the world.
In using these terms, such philosophers were not simply invoking dead metaphors,
but seeking epistemic resources proper to humankind. This paper examines the
grounds in Renaissance rhetorical theory and anthropology for holding fictions to
have value in explaining and discovering. Fallen humans, ironically, could only gain
access to certain aspects of the real through fictional means; this irony spoke both to
their capacity and incapacity to know and to write about the natural world.
DENISE ALBANESE, GEORGE MASON UNIVERSITY
Ideology vs. the Archive: “Race” and “Science” in Browne’s Pseudodoxia Epidemica
It is a commonplace that scientific racism does not precede the formation of
modernity: the evidence of the archive is often used implicitly to discipline
“ideological” critics who look to discern embryonic modern formations in the early
modern period. The archive is, however, an entity whose existence is far from selfevident, as both Michel de Certeau and Foucault have argued. Rather than reiterate
the archive in its own positivity, the critic who seeks to link “race” with “science” in
early modern literature needs to theorize archival silences, recognize the material and
discursive conditions of archival formation, and, above all, consider what counts as
an archival “event” — an utterance whose emergence registers a perturbation in the
prior regularities of discourse. While Sir Thomas Browne’s Pseudodoxia Epidemica is
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not, in itself, an archive in the formal sense, its comprehensive scrutiny of vulgar
errors — which includes, but is not limited to, questions of skin color — can be read
as the site of an event linking race and science.

Booth

SPANISH LITERATURE
Chair: ALINA SOKOL, DARTMOUTH COLLEGE

MARSHA S. COLLINS, UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA, CHAPEL HILL
Portrait of a Lady: Painting the Heroine of Cervantes’s Persiles
In book three of Cervantes’s romance Persiles (1617) the narrator pays tribute to the
concept of ut pictura poesis: “History, poetry, and painting have symbolic meaning
within themselves and resemble each other so much that when you write, you paint,
and, when you paint, you compose.” The Persiles is replete with powerful visual
images and painterly techniques rendered in a linguistic medium — chiaroscuro,
plays of perspective, rich colors, intense affect embodied in the human figures, and
so on. This paper will focus in particular on the portrait Cervantes paints of his
heroine Auristela among this wealth of visual images. In fact, a portrait of the heroine
plays an important role in the resolution of the romance. I will explore the symbolic
significance of this painting in the text, as well as Cervantes’s portrayal of Auristela as
a Marian figure. This paper will provide insight not only into Cervantes’s painting
with words in the Persiles, but also with the presentation of women characters in his
works.
CHRISTINA H. LEE, SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY
“In the Name of the Mother”: Redemption in Cervantes’s La ilustre fregona
This paper recenters the reading of Cervantes’s La ilustre fregona on the muchoverlooked role played by Costanza’s mother, or “La señora peregrina.” As the
embodiment of the hagiographical romance heroine, “La señora peregrina” exerts the
most influence on all of the significant events that lead to the deliverance and
restoration of the Carriazo household. Thus, Costanza herself is not seen as the Virgin
figure, but rather as a symbolic altarpiece that serves as an allegorical extension of her
mother, just as a statue or image of the Virgin Mary is only a symbolic representation
of the supposed real, human, and divine Mother of God. Costanza’s role as symbolic
altarpiece, behind which lies the figure of her saintly mother, would explain her
idleness and detachment from the chaotic underworld of the inn.
JOAN F. CAMMARATA, MANHATTAN COLLEGE
Pageantry and Poetry in Celebration of Teresa of Avila
In its communal festivities in the baroque period, the religious world follows the royal
tradition of solemnity and lavish displays. The Compendio de las solenes fiestas que en
toda España se hicieron en la Beatificación de N.B.M. Teresa de Jesús, fundadora de la
reformación de los Descalzos y Descalzas de N.S. del Carmen (Madrid, 1615), compiled
by Fray Diego de San José, is an account of the secular and religious public
celebrations held throughout Spain to honor the beatification of Teresa of Avila. This
paper examines the public ceremonies (processions, sermons, poetry contests, jousts,
dances, bullfights, bonfires, fireworks, and theatrical representations) that recall a
glorious past and that raise the occasion to a mythic level. The study of the
Compendio, a document of 334 folios presented in a testimonial style and intended
for public diffusion, provides a portrait of the Spanish baroque period in its history,
culture, literature, aesthetics, and politics.
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RETHINKING PLATO AND PLATONISM
IN EUROPEAN THOUGHT AND
LITERATURE

Sponsor: RENAISSANCE STUDIES CERTIFICATE PROGRAM, THE GRADUATE SCHOOL AND
UNIVERSITY CENTER, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK

Organizer: JOHN D. PILSNER, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, GRADUATE CENTER
Chair: SERGIUS KODERA, UNIVERSITY OF VIENNA
BRUCE MILEM, STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, NEW PALTZ
Meister Eckhart, Platonist
Jan Aertsen and other scholars have recently argued that Meister Eckhart is first and
foremost a metaphysician. In their view, Eckhart develops a sophisticated metaphysics
that combines the medieval notion of transcendental predicates with the Platonic idea
of participation. With this metaphysics he explains the being of ordinary things as well
as their relationship to God. While this interpretation of Eckhart is plausible, I argue
that it overlooks Eckhart’s commitment to another key Platonic idea: the inability of
human language to describe what is truly real. Because of this commitment, Eckhart’s
metaphysics cannot, on his terms, be completely true. Instead, it is a useful but
ultimately inadequate account of being, intended mainly to help people think about
themselves and the world around them in a new and beneficial way.
ELIZABETH BRIENT, UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA
Unity and Infinity: Neoplatonic Themes in the Speculative Philosophy of Nicholas of
Cusa
This paper considers the manner in which Cusanus adopts and transforms the
traditional Neoplatonic understanding of the relationship between unity and
multiplicity in his speculative metaphysics of the infinite. When the traditional
Neoplatonic problem of the relation between the one and the many becomes
an extension of the problem of the relation of the infinite (God) to the finite
(creation), the Neoplatonic notion of unity in the manifold is developed into an
understanding of the incarnation of the infinite in the finite. The universe for
Cusanus is an imperfect expression (explicatio) of God, an unfolding in the realm of
multiplicity and determinacy of what is fundamentally an intensive unity
(complicatio) in God. Each entity in the world is a unique “contraction” (contractio)
of the divine infinite, and may thus be understood as a “finite infinity,” as the
incarnation of the infinite in the particular.
JOHN D. PILSNER, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, GRADUATE CENTER
Philosophers and Fools: Learned Ignorance and Socratic Method in Nicholas of Cusa,
Erasmus, and Thomas More
Several scholars have noted Platonic elements in the seriocomic, Lucianic literature
of the sixteenth century, from Erasmus and More to Ariosto and Rabelais.
Nevertheless, the precise role of Plato’s dialogues in the portrayal of Renaissance “wise
fools” and in a poetics of folly remains in question. Petrarch recalls a Socratic
protagonist in De suis ipsius et multorum ignorantia, when he casts himself as an Idiota;
Nicolas of Cusa, some seventy years later, uses the Idiota persona to advance his
paradoxical mode of rational inquiry. In both cases the Idiota’s position emphasizes
an unconventional approach to the concept of wisdom. Petrarch and Nicolas lay the
groundwork for Erasmus and More, whose greater knowledge of Platonic texts
enables them to exploit the trope of Socratic irony and to reintroduce Platonic
concerns about the efficacy of language and the attainability of knowledge and virtue.
MICHAEL MACK, CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY OF AMERICA
Plato and Early Modern Poetics: Creation and Creativity in Sidney’s Apologie for Poetrie
In his Apologie for Poetrie Sidney models poetic making on divine creation. It is
difficult, however, to determine the specific accounts of divine creation that Sidney
employs. Although his use of the term “Idea” to identify the origin of the poetic work
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suggests recourse to the Platonic cosmogony of the Timaeus, other formulations echo
the Christian doctrine of creation ex nihilo. Insisting on an apparently authoritative
distinction between the biblical and Platonic accounts of creation, critics writing on
the Apologie have tended to overlook the lively interplay between the traditions.
When the interplay is properly acknowledged, Sidney’s “Idea” can be seen to have not
only a creative, but also a regenerative power, much as it had in the writings of the
Greek Church Fathers. Sidney’s Christian Neoplatonism is no less bold than that of
Pico; like Pico’s magus, Sidney’s poet is endowed with Godlike power.

Lyceum

EARLY MODERN ENGLISH DRAMA

Sponsor: THE MASSACHUSETTS CENTER FOR RENAISSANCE STUDIES
Organizer & Chair: ARTHUR F. KINNEY,
KEVIN PETERSEN, UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS, AMHERST
“Security is mortals’ chiefest enemy”: Shakespeare’s Representation of Madness and the
Shaping of Metaphor
Critics who have written about early modern notions and representations of madness
often define madness as “unreason,” as oppositional to rationality and subjective
agency, following the Latin notions inherent in amens and insanitas. Recent
philosophical reflections on madness, such as those by Foucault and Derrida, do not
offer satisfying definitions for the possibilities of madness as it was used by
Shakespeare. Shakespeare does not define madness in opposition to reason but rather
links it to creative possibility and expansion. A Midsummer Night’s Dream explicitly
dramatizes this in act five with Theseus, who first critiques the frantic imaginary
lover, poet, and madman for neglecting “cool reason,” and then employs that exact
imaginary force in response to the bumbling mechanicals’ performance. This paper
will also look at other Shakespearean representations of madness, such a those found
in Macbeth, Hamlet, Othello, Timon of Athens, King Lear, and Troilus and Cressida, as
well as those found in The Rape of Lucrece and the Sonnets, to suggest that
Shakespeare’s obfuscation of the difference between reason and madness aligns
creative and structural power with madness.
K. C. ELLIOT-SQUIRES, UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS, AMHERST
“But only for their apparel”: The Dialogue of Costume in the City Comedy
From playhouse documents such as Henslowe’s Diary we can see how much expense
and care was devoted to clothing and costume in the early modern theater. Clothing
was not only an important sign of status, but also an immediate indicator of a
character’s profession, demeanor, and even intentions. Through the plays of Dekker,
Middleton, Jonson, and others set in and around London, there is an underlying
dialogue of costume, which is used as a form of shorthand for audiences, especially
in reference to women. This essay explores the inextricable link between cloth,
clothing, and the language of the City Comedy. Not only does this dialogue of
costume emphasize the ties between the various trades associated with cloth and early
modern London, but also how characters are represented through their costume
onstage.
CHRISTINE M. MONAHAN, UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS, AMHERST
“And I am She”: Changing Representations of the Shrew on the Renaissance Stage in
Shakespeare, Jonson, and Fletcher
“Tis a wonder, by your leave, she will be tamed so,” muses Lucentio in the closing line
of Shakespeare’s The Taming of the Shrew. More than a decade later, John Fletcher,
unique among playwrights for being Shakespeare’s contemporary adapter, occasional
collaborator, and eventual successor as chief playwright for the King’s Men, seizes
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upon the ambiguity of Lucentio’s words and creates The Woman’s Prize (ca.1611), a
dramatic interpretation of the now-much-debated conclusion of The Shrew, resulting
in a radical participation in the representation of unruly women on stage. Applying
Rosalyn Knutson’s theory of commonality among playwrights and playgoers, of
audience-building among and within the playhouses, this paper examines dialogic
echoes as well as the appropriation of characters from both The Shrew and Jonson’s
Epicoene in The Woman’s Prize to reveal how a popular and profitable theatrical trope
for playwrights reflected an evolving social concern of contemporary audiences.

Morosco

CONCEPTS AND IMAGES IN THE
ORTELIUS NETWORK
Organizer: JASON HARRIS, TRINITY COLLGE, DUBLIN
Chair: TINE MEGANCK, PRINCETON UNIVERSITY

JEANINE G. DE LANDTSHEER, KATHOLIEKE UNIVERSITEIT, LEUVEN
Abraham Ortelius’s Aurei Saeculi Imago (1596) and his map of Germania vetus
In 1596 Ortelius published a lovely booklet, Aurei Saeculi Imago sive Germanorum
Veterum Vita, Mores, Ritus et Religio, which he dedicated to his godson Fredericus
Monavius. Many years before he had dedicated his map of Germania vetus to the boy’s
father, merchant and humanist Jacobus Monavius from Breslau. Each chapter of the
booklet is illustrated with an engraving, presumably by Peeter van der Borcht. Its text,
with frequent quotations from or references to ancient authors, is highly similar to the
explanations added to the map. Although Ortelius often explicitly mentions his
ancient sources, he apparently found his inspiration in Lipsius’s annotations to
Tacitus’s Germania .
JASON HARRIS, TRINITY COLLGE, DUBLIN
Moral Philosophy in Time of War: Arnold Freitag’s Mythologia Ethica (1579)
The interest of humanists and antiquarians in the moral philosophy of the ancient
Stoics flourished during the Dutch Revolt prior to their advocacy and popularization
by Justus Lipsius. As scholarly networks were dispersed amid the dangers of war and
persecution, authors drew upon Stoical writings to address contemporary events,
using, often for political reasons, oblique modes of expression such as emblemata or
fables. Arnold Freitag’s Mythologia Ethica blends these approaches, using emblems
drawn from Aesop’s Fables to illustrate Stoical teachings pertinent to life during war.
Dedicated to Abraham Ortelius and Petrus Ximenius, the book expresses the shared
aspiration for a non-polemic moral philosophy among the humanists of Antwerp and
Cologne, and those scattered throughout the Low Countries and Northern Germany.
ELISABETH NEUMANN, UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
America vs. Europe on the Title Page of Abraham Ortelius’s Theatrum Orbis Terrarum
(1570)
The most startling feature of the title page of Ortelius’s atlas is the opposition between
the rational sobriety of Europe, enthroned, and the naked cannibalism of America,
reclining beneath her. America is the continent whose personification on the title
page is most indebted to ethnographic sources, both written and visual. However,
Ortelius’s text for his continental map of America is little concerned with
ethnography, nor does it give much geographical information. Rather, it addresses the
problems raised by the “newness” of America. Central to this discussion is the
question of the authority of sources. Issues of scholarly practice, of the development
and the exercise of judgment, and of deception and self-interest are raised by the text
on the map of the New World. They are also crucial for interpreting the multilayered
allegory of the continents on the title page of the atlas.
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MEDICI WOMEN AS PATRONS OF THE
ARTS

Organizer: MELINDA J. GOUGH, MCMASTER UNIVERSITY
Chair: JULIA L. HAIRSTON, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, ROME
MARIA GALLI STAMPINO, UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI
Florentine Courtly Representational Stategies
The author of the earliest opera, Euridice, Ottavio Rinuccini’s role as writer for
Medici festivities has attracted limited attention from scholars of literature,
performance, and culture (musicologists are a notable exception). His writings for a
variety of settings (carnival-time mascherate, wedding intermezzi, ballets, and others)
are very interesting, as they provide us with a pattern of representational strategies
rarely found in a single, well-documented author. If we consider the pieces he wrote
for Medici women, many rhetorical and representational strategies resurface time and
time again. I will argue that the emergence of a common taste within the Medici court
was as influenced by political concerns as by cultural and religious interests that
Rinuccini gathered from female members of the ruling family.
KELLEY HARNESS, UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
Una forte, magnanima, e generosa vedova: Maria Magdalena of Austria and La Giuditta
In 1626, the Archduchess Maria Magdalena of Austria, co-regent of Florence,
commemorated the visit of Cardinal Francesco Barberini with an opera. Like other
court spectacles the archduchess commissioned, the work celebrated a female
protagonist. But this heroine — Judith, who decapitated the enemy of her
people — far exceeded her theatrical predecessors in controversy. La Giuditta was the
seventeenth-century manifestation of a tradition, dating back to at least the fifteenth
century, in which Judith symbolized Florentine civic liberty. A dispute over Urbino
had strained relations between the Medici and Pope Urban VIII after 1623. La
Giuditta asserts allegorically that Florence did not intend to relinquish passively what
it perceived as its rightful territory. Yet just a few days after the performance the
archduchess asked her secretary of state to convince the pope that the opera did not
refer to the Barberini family — an extraordinary example of what a modern-day
political commentator might term “damage control.”
ANNE MACNEIL, UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA, CHAPEL HILL
Theater of the Feminine
Women of the Medici family comprised a significant force in the patronage of the
performing arts in the sixteenth century. Particularly strong in regard to female actors
and musicians, their benefaction helps to define women’s art and women’s spaces in
the subaltern strata of Renaissance court life. This paper focuses on the patronage
strategies of Christine of Lorraine, Eleonora, and Maria de’ Medici in respect to the
commedia dell’arte actresses Isabella and Virginia Andreini. Outlining the interactions
between art and benefice, it also highlights the feminine orientation of works
composed and performed by the women of the Andreini family when creating works
specifically for their female patrons. These interactions provide us with a matrix of
events and ideals that define female agency, not only among the ruling elite, but also
for those who served at court.
MELINDA J. GOUGH, MCMASTER UNIVERSITY
The French Court Ballets of Marie de Medicis
Marie de Medici’s active patronage of the visual arts (Rubens’s cycle) and architecture
(the Palais de Luxembourg) is now generally acknowledged; revisionist scholars have
also begun to study Marie as sponsor, in France, of Italian actors and actresses (the
commedia dell’arte). But, as a Medici princess and then later, as consort to the French
king, Henri IV, Marie also exercised her prerogatives as a performer in her own right.
Focusing on the French court ballets in which Marie danced between 1601 and 1609,
this paper traces an overt, self-reflexive insistence on the beneficent power of female
dance and song to reform an otherwise dissolute court. Behind the scenes, these
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events occasioned a more covert struggle, on Marie’s part, to exclude rival objects of
the king’s affection from participation, alongside her, in such self-demonstrations of
chastity, loyalty, and, above all, royal magnificence.

Plymouth

PRINT, PERSONA, AND THE
PRESENTATION OF KNOWLEDGE

Organizers: ANTHONY FRANCIS D’ELIA, QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY,
CHRISTOPHER FANNING, QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY

Chair: ANTHONY FRANCIS D’ELIA, QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY
DOUGLAS PFEIFFER, COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY
Erasmus’ Life of Jerome: The Fashioning of a Hermeneutic Biography
In his annus mirabilis of 1516, Erasmus brought to press not only his Novum
Instrumentum but also his monumental ten years’ labor: the painstakingly edited and
annotated four-volume Epistolae of Saint Jerome. In addition to writing
introductions for each of the volumes, a copious topical index, and “arguments” and
annotations for each of Jerome’s individual “letters,” Erasmus also compiled a Life of
Jerome. This paper reads the Life as Erasmus’s use of biography to guide the reading
of Jerome’s texts. Not only does Erasmus introduce readers to an exemplary historical
figure to be emulated in his behavior and thought, but in doing so undertakes to
clarify Jerome’s authorial intentions, which, properly understood, should guide the
sympathetic reader’s interpretation of Jerome’s writings.
JEANETTE HERRLE-FANNING, QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY
“It may supply the roome and place of a goud mydwyfe”: The Print Revolution in
English Midwifery, 1540-1656
Drawing heavily on the substantial body of Latin medical and philosophical literature
on the diseases of women, the popular English midwifery manuals that emerge after
the mid-sixteenth century stand in a complex relationship with the empiricallybased, idiosyncratic, and personal expertise of early modern midwives. These books
negotiate the relation of theory and practice in an art that was largely practiced as a
private, domestic skill among women, representing midwifery expertise as a form of
objective knowledge, a commodity of national “utilitie and profete,” and, ultimately,
a variety of natural knowledge. This paper examines the rhetorical strategies used to
bridge the gap between traditional modes of craft instruction and this new
conception of midwifery as a disembodied system of knowledge, also investigating
the link between the textualization of midwifery and rising expectations of technical
literacy in midwives.
CHRISTOPHER FANNING, QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY
The Encyclopedic Self: Authorship, Knowledge and Print Culture in Early Modern
England
The knowledge explosion of the scientific revolution brought about consideration of
the best means of organizing information, as well as attempts to collect and present
“universal” descriptions of the arts and sciences. There seems, however, to be a divide
between the theory and practice of the encyclopedic urge. How do the originators of
the increasingly numerous dictionaries and encyclopedias of the seventeenth and
early eighteenth centuries conceive of their work as editors, compilers, and authors?
How do they place themselves between Sidney’s poet — the monarch of all
sciences — and a set of alphabetically arranged entries that they themselves have
either commissioned from experts or cobbled together from books? This paper seeks
to answer these questions with a survey of project descriptions and selfrepresentations in the prefatory material of early modern English-language
dictionaries and encyclopedias.
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READERS AND READING PRACTICES IN
THE EARLY MODERN SPANISH EMPIRE
III: READERS AND READING IN THE
TEXT
Organizer: ALISON P. WEBER, UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA
Chair: MARTA VICENTE, UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS

ELIZABETH RHODES, BOSTON COLLEGE
Agudeza and the Reader of María de Zayas’s Desengaños amoroso
María de Zayas’s Desengaños amorosos contains a glaring discrepancy whose resolution
requires the practice of baroque agudeza, or wit, by the book’s reader. In the frame
tale, the female narrators vociferously describe actions women should take to avenge
their society’s attempts to repress them. Remarkably, however, the heroic figures in
the tales they tell practice none of those active strategies and instead suffer and/or die
victimized. What value can the narrators’ calls to action have in the face of such
stunning passivity? Reconciliation of this contradiction requires a symbolic reading
of the tales. Zayas’s passive heroines do not signify the role that women should play
in the world. Mirrors of the moral depravation around them, their function is
teleological, to draw out and display that depravation on their bodies. This display
of perfection’s sacrifice provokes the desired response from the frame-tale heroines,
which is active self-defense.
MATTHEW BENTLEY, UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA
Reading between the Hems: Text(ile) Interpretation and the Problematics of Reading in
Qüestión de amor
This paper will explore the ways in which clothing can be viewed as a metaphor for
the problematics of reading texts, especially popular texts such as sentimental fiction.
It will focus especially on the anonymous Qüestión de amor, published in 1513. This
work dedicates roughly a third of its textual space to lengthy descriptions and
interpretations of the courtly garments worn to jousting tourneys and other events.
These descriptions, along with the brief verses (invenciones) which accompany them,
become an enigmatic game in which the specific amorous relationships between
dama and galán are alluded to through textile color schemes, patterns, and images;
ultimately, however, these relationships, as well as other crucial information, such as
the identity of the author and the main characters, are withheld from the reader,
making the experience of reading the text just as contingent as that of reading the
clothing.
BELÉN ATIENZA, CONNECTICUT COLLEGE
Readers in Arms: Gender Conflict, Generational Conflict, and Misreading Practices in
Lope’s Dorotea
This paper will analyze the representation of reading in Lope de Vega’s novel Dorotea.
The characters of this novel-in-dialogue spend a great deal of time reading and
misreading love sonnets, pastoral literature, love letters, and devotional literature.
They also read autobiographically, fictionalizing their lives through literature.
Dorotea in particular reads herself as a new Laura in the Petrarchan tradition, in a way
that prevents her from acknowledging her true trade as courtesan. I will explore how
the characters’ practices of misreading are implicated in the process of identity
formation and contribute to gender and generational conflicts.
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CONSTRUCTING FEMALE IDENTITY:
SIGNATURES IN EARLY MODERN ITALY
Organizers: JUDITH WALKER MANN, SAINT LOUIS ART MUSEUM,
BABETTE BOHN, TEXAS CHRISTIAN UNIVERSITY

Chair: MARY GARRARD, AMERICAN UNIVERSITY
KATHLEEN GILES ARTHUR, JAMES MADISON UNIVERSITY
False Modesty? Salutations and Signatures in Fifteenth-Century Female Arts and Letters
“Always unworthy servant,” “Least little puppy under the divine table,” and “Pray for
me,” were formulae with which artist-nun Caterina Vigri signed her literary and
artistic works. Like other educated female writers, such as Isotta and Ginevra
Nogarola, she conscientiously disparaged herself to preserve the requisite appearance
of humility. Such phrases followed rhetorical norms in the letters of Italian
humanists, but the very act of attaching them to a woman’s artwork endowed them
with new purpose. This paper examines different forms of female signatures and
argues that dynamic tension between creativity and modesty helped women find
appropriate boundaries between claiming credit and reassuring a male audience of
their virtuous, subservient roles. Fifteenth-century artist-nuns provided a necessary
stepping-stone towards the self-fashioning of identity by sixteenth century women
artists.
CATHERINE L. TURRILL, CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY, SACRAMENTO
Signature Inscriptions on the Paintings of Plautilla Nelli
The first woman to gain renown as a painter in Renaissance Florence, Plautilla Nelli
was the subject of an international conference in 1998. It was not until preparations
were underway for this event that anyone gave serious consideration to the signature
inscriptions on two of her paintings: The Last Supper in Florence and The Pentecost
in Perugia. The first published mention of either inscription was in the proceedings
of the conference. The formula adopted by Plautilla for the signature inscription on
the Last Supper — “Orate pro pictora”— is unusual in Italian Renaissance art. Most
often used by male artists associated with Fra Bartolomeo, its appropriation by
Plautilla reveals much about her sense of identity as an artist. This paper will examine
the two inscriptions and other ways in which Plautilla signed her name or identified
her possessions, ranging from documents in the convent archive to a series of
drawings by Fra Bartolomeo that were acquired from San Marco, and which may bear
her collector’s mark.
BABETTE BOHN, TEXAS CHRISTIAN UNIVERSITY
Signatures and Professional Identity for Women Painters in Early Modern Bologna
This paper will examine the incidence, character, and role of signatures on paintings
in considering Bolognese women’s progress towards professional recognition.
Practices varied in early modern Italy, although women generally signed their work
more often than men did. This discrepancy is particularly striking in Bologna.
Although most Bolognese men signed less than four percent of their paintings,
Bolognese women signed very frequently. Lavinia Fontana left her name on half of
her pictures, and Elisabetta Sirani signed sixty-five percent of her pieces. Although
Fontana was as likely to sign portraits as altarpieces, Sirani’s signing practices were
linked to her professional ambitions. She invariably signed public pictures and works
for prominent patrons. Whereas her signatures on public works demonstrate a
concern for visual prominence, pictures for sophisticated collectors employ wittier
and subtler signatures that are incorporated into the illusionist fabric of the paintings.
JUDITH WALKER MANN, SAINT LOUIS ART MUSEUM
Identity Signs: Meanings and Methods in Artemisia Gentileschi’s Signatures
Artemisia Gentileschi signed seventeen of her approximately fourty-five extant
works, rarely repeating spellings or formats. She used differing forms for her name,
and varied the presentation of her signature, sometimes placing it within the
composition and at other times superimposing it on the surface. While one might
conclude that Artemisia put little meaning into the forms and placement of her
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signature, it can be demonstrated that the signatures in Gentileschi’s paintings hold
valuable clues in determining the artist’s attitude toward her patrons, to her
developing fame, and to her own role as the creator of daring imagery. By selecting
three of her signed paintings and examining the circumstances of their creation and
the form of the signature used, this paper will investigate how Artemisia used
signatures to market herself, to cultivate her patrons, and to define her artistic identity
by comparing herself to one of the giants of the sixteenth century, Titian.

Julliard

CONTROLLING THE VISUAL ARTS IN
EARLY MODERN ITALY

Organizers: JOSEPH CONNORS, THE HARVARD UNIVERSITY CENTER FOR ITALIAN STUDIES,
VILLA I TATTI, BETTE TALVACCHIA, UNIVERSITY OF CONNECTICUT, STORRS,
ANTHONY D. COLANTUONO, UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND, COLLEGE PARK
Chair: BETTE TALVACCHIA, UNIVERSITY OF CONNECTICUT, STORRS
Respondent: PAMELA M. JONES, UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS, BOSTON
ANTHONY D. COLANTUONO, UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND, COLLEGE PARK
Get with the Programme: Creative Freedom and the Mechanics of Iconographic Control
in Renaissance Art
Renaissance patrons frequently engaged the services of humanistic rhetoricians and
poets, or of theologians and other learned individuals, to compose iconographical
instructions for painters and sculptors. Indeed, several hundred individual cases of
such iconographic control have been documented by scholars, and the evidence
suggests that most artists — even those nowadays famed for their originality of
invention — fully expected and typically accepted such advice, though it was also
standard for the artists to discuss or negotiate creative options with their advisors.
This paper presents the results of a broader study covering the “advising”
phenomenon ca.1350-1750 as a cultural “behavior pattern,” showing that
anachronistic assumptions about Renaissance artistic “freedom” risk distorting our
view of this distinctly premodern culture of prudential control and collaborative
creativity. Also to be discussed are the parallel phenomena of censorship, coercion,
and the role of art-pedagogical institutions as mechanisms of cultural control.
BRIAN A. CURRAN, PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY
Prince, Patron, Pharaoh: Egyptology as Argument in Renaissance Rome
This paper explores the relationship between patronal intention and artistic result in
the conception of three Egyptianizing works of the Roman Renaissance, including
Pinturicchio’s Isis and Osiris cycle in the Vatican’s Sala dei Santi, a never-completed
project of 1519 for an obelisk and Egyptianizing fountain to be placed in the Piazza
del Popolo, and the Egyptianizing illuminations of the Colonna Missal, executed ca.
1526-32 for Cardinal Pompeo Colonna. It will be demonstrated that in all three cases
that the patron defined and controlled virtually every aspect of the work, including
not only its conception, content, and form, but also its display context and audience,
in order to exploit its potential as a vector for his personal discourse. As I shall argue,
the patrons’ almost obsessive control of the work of art and its reception in these cases
consciously and intentionally mirrors the propagandistic rhetoric of the ancient
Egyptian and Roman political orders to which their projects refer.
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ARTISTIC RELATIONS BETWEEN ITALY
AND SPAIN IN THE SIXTEENTH AND
SEVENTEENTH CENTURIES IV

Organizer & Chair: KELLEY HELMSTUTLER-DI DIO, VERMONT UNIVERSITY
Respondent: JESUS ESCOBAR, FAIRFIELD UNIVERSITY
GILES R.M. KNOX, INDIANA UNIVERSITY
Velázquez and the Problem of the Painterly
It has long been recognized that Velázquez was indebted to Italian painting, especially
the painterly style of Titian, the favorite artist of Charles V and Philip II. Titian’s
painting had the highest social prestige as a result of these patrons. But at the same
time, Italian art theory did not prize the painterly because it emphasized the physical
application of paint, and not the intellectual. I argue, however, that three of
Veláquez’s late works (Las Meninas, The Spinners, and the so-called Sibyl) were deeply
meditated commentaries on the painterly. Building on Italian written art theory,
Velázquez created a counter-theory with these paintings, in which the manual was
given a role parallel to the purely intellectual. Perhaps in an acknowledgement of this
contribution, Luca Giordano was famously reported as commenting that Las
Meninas represented “la Teología de la Pintura.”
KARIN HELLWIG, ZENTRALINSTITUT FÜR KUNSTGESCHICHTE
From Paradigm to Equivalence: Spanish and Italian Art and Artists in Sixteenth- and
Seventeenth-Century Art Treatises
My paper will trace the impact of the artistic exchange between Italy and Spain in the
art treatises of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, and will seek to open up a
further dimension beyond the domain of art practice. How did authors phrase their
descriptions when juxtaposing Italian and Spanish works of art, and what conclusions
about taste can we draw from these statements? What role did they accord to the art
and artists of the other country? How did these authors comment upon the sojourns
of Italians in Spain or vice versa? How did they assess the preferences of Spanish
collectors for Italian art? Into what extent did these judgments change? Although
Spanish art and artists play only a secondary role in the Italian treatises, they permit
conclusions about how Italians viewed Iberian art and artists. The Spanish theorists
dealt far more intensively with Italian art and artists.

Carnegie

COOKS IN RENAISSANCE ITALY: THE
EMERGENCE OF A PROFESSION

Organizer: ALLEN J. GRIECO, THE HARVARD UNIVERSITY CENTER FOR ITALIAN STUDIES,
VILLA I TATTI

Chair: MARCELLO FANTONI, GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY, FLORENCE
ALLEN J. GRIECO, VILLA I TATTI
The Professional Cook in Italian Renaissance Courts: From Artisan to Artist?
The first cooks whose names have survived can be dated back to the end of the
fourteenth and early fifteenth centuries. Distinguished by working for important
courts and remembered for the cookbooks they wrote, this professional category was
to develop along a trajectory similar to that of the Renaissance artist, evolving from
artisan status to that of a sought-after expert in an increasingly important field.
Platina, in his De Honesta Voluptate, confirms the honorable status that elite cooks
had attained when he defines the art of the table as a serious matter. By the end of the
sixteenth century, cooking had become recognized as a science, and the professional
cook had developed techniques of self-promotion similar to those used by artists.
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GUIDO ANTONIO GUERZONI, UNIVERSITÀ LUIGI BOCCONI, MILANO
The Cooks of the Este Courts (1450-1650): Contracts, Careers and Professional
Expectations
The extremely detailed account books regarding the staff of the Este courts over more
than two centuries allow for an in-depth analysis of the careers of several hundred
cooks. These esteemed professionals worked not only at the Ferrarese court, but also
in a variety of minor provincial courts maintained by various members of this family.
The provisions and privileges included in their contracts, and the professional
trajectories achieved during their service in these courts, define the evolving status of
an increasingly acknowledged profession.
LORENZ BOENINGER, INDEPENDENT SCHOLAR
German Cooks in Fifteenth-Century Florence
The German minority in late-medieval Italy has been studied predominantly with
respect to the various professions exercised by the northern immigrants. Little
attention has yet been paid to the fact that many of them, especially in Florence,
found jobs as inn- or tavern-keepers and cooks. German cooks were employed in
communal and religious institutions and sometimes also in private households; some
of their professional careers can be reconstructed in more detail.

Alvin

HERMETICISM, ASTROLOGY, AND THE
LEGITIMATION OF NATURE IN
GIORDANO BRUNO AND TOMMASO
CAMPANELLA
Organizer: GUIDO MARIA GIGLIONI,
DIBNER INSTITUTE FOR THE HISTORY OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
Chair: ARMANDO MAGGI, UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO

GUIDO MARIA GIGLIONI, DIBNER INSTITUTE FOR THE HISTORY OF SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY
Sensible Sentience: Tommaso Campanella’s Early Appropriation of Bernardino Telesio’s
Naturalism
It is well known that Campanella’s encounter with Telesio’s philosophy had a
powerful and indelible impact on the young philosopher, impatient of Aristotelian
philosophy. Telesio had characterized Aristotelianism as an abstract rationalization of
common sense, remote from reality and from the inner life of nature. As an
alternative, he had developed a new philosophical approach that could allow an
unmediated grasp of the vital and cognitive reality of nature. The notion of sensus was
the metaphysical foundation for Telesio’s strong advocacy of ontological realism in
philosophy and biological materialism in physics. The young Campanella
enthusiastically espoused Telesio’s sensism as a way of bridging the gap dividing being
from knowledge. The principal aim of this paper is to examine to what extent
Campanella, in his early metaphysical investigations on the universal sentience of
being, endorsed Telesio’s realism or departed from it in favor of a more idealistic view
of nature.
EUGENIO CANONE, UNIVERSITÀ DEGLI STUDI DI ROMA “LA SAPIENZA”
Hermeticism and the Idea of Magic in Giordano Bruno’s Writings
That magic can have various meanings was apparent to Bruno. Likewise, he believed
that it was possible to produce different interpretations of the legendary figure of
Hermes Trismegistus. Nevertheless, Bruno regarded the Hermetic body of
knowledge, sacred and pristine as it may have been, as the result of human wisdom,
whether esoteric or exoteric. As such he thought that it could be subject to human
scrutiny and verification. For this reason, Bruno tried to promote a secular and
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practical use of Hermeticism and magic, by translating and contextualizing religious
and “poetic” words, with their strongly evocative power, into a philosophical syntax.
The prophetic language of the Hermetic wisdom could thus assume a more accessible
form. Hermes Trismegistus wore the mask of a philosopher who was critical of
theological dogmatism. Such an enterprise was not easy. Bruno’s basic idea was that
no soteriological project can rule out nature and its species. His Trismegistus speaks
partly as Moses, partly as Phythagoras.
GERMANA ELISA ERNST, UNIVERSITÀ DI ROMA TRE
The Stars and the Life of Man: Tommaso Campanella’s Astrological Pamphlets
Astrology played a crucial role in Campanella’s life and thought. Of striking interest
are the three pamphlets that he wrote in Rome between 1628-32. In the first tract,
De siderali fato vitando, Campanella suggested the effective remedies against negative
astral influences and described the actual practices of astrological magic that he
performed together with the pope himself. Being forced to defend himself against the
accusations of heresy and superstition that followed the publication of the 1629
pamphlet, Campanella wrote the Apologeticus to demonstrate that the suggested
practices are in full accord with both nature and Christian teaching. When in 1631
the pope promulgated the severe bull Inscrutabilis against any kind of divination,
Campanella wrote a Disputatio in which he tried to mitigate the condemnation of
astrology by rejecting the fatalistic implications of the astrological doctrine and by
defining the limits within which it may be accepted as a natural doctrine.

Edison

THE PERFORMANCE OF CHASTITY
Organizer: PATRICIA B. WAREH, DARTMOUTH COLLEGE
Chair: LORNA HUTSON, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY

SUE P. STARKE, MONMOUTH UNIVERSITY
Faithful Deception: The Paradoxes of Chastity in Fletcher’s The Faithful Shepherdess and
Guarini’s Il Pastor Fido
John Fletcher’s pastoral tragicomedy The Faithful Shepherdess, a response to Battista
Guarini’s Il Pastor Fido, establishes chaste wise woman Clorin as a forerunner of
Milton’s Lady. In changing the gender of the protagonist in Guarini’s source text,
Fletcher “Englishes” its themes as well. While Guarini illustrates chastity as springing
from paternal control over daughters, Fletcher’s adaptation challenges the argument
that “appetite” is “the great god of women,” thus entering into an English debate
about female chastity that finds its generic location within pastoral narratives such as
Sidney’s Arcadia. Fletcher’s drama portrays true chastity in two lights: as individual
self-control in an environment of relative license, and as self-knowledge as opposed
to innocence. Furthermore, Fletcher revises Guarini’s concept of chastity as an
instrument of social control by making women, not men, its arbiters. Finally,
Fletcher’s Clorin is simultaneously faithful and deceptive, thus offering a complex
interpretation of female sexual virtue as artful negotiation.
PATRICIA B. WAREH, DARTMOUTH COLLEGE
Reading Chastity and Nobility in Cymbeline
Cymbeline gives close attention to feminine chastity and masculine nobility as virtues
beset by misinterpretation. Despite this parallel treatment, I argue that the play
suggests that proving feminine virtue is particularly problematic because women are
kept separate from the social and military competitions through which the
reputations of male characters are forged. While Imogen is a fairly adept reader of
other characters, it is only when she is disguised as a male servant that she is able to
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perform faith affirmatively. Furthermore, the signs which wrongly prove Imogen’s
infidelity (a mole and a bracelet) are the same kind of accidental tokens which
correctly identify her brothers as noble, especially in conjunction with their inborn
battlefield prowess. The play ultimately smoothes over the questions it raises about
masculine nobility, even as it underscores the difficulty of proving feminine virtue in
a public forum.
MAUREEN MCDONNELL, UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
The Sustainable Virgin: “Natural” Chastity in Wroth’s Love’s Victory
Sexual behavior is an especially salient aspect of female autonomy and subjectivity in
early modern drama. Mary Wroth’s model of sustained virginity in her tragicomedy
Love’s Victory disrupts the notion of women being defined by their present or
imminent marital status. Throughout the course of Wroth’s play, the character of
Silvesta solidifies and resists the romantic conventions of the plot by first functioning
as an emblem of chastity and then performing as the “instrument ordained / To kill”
by Venus. Silvesta steadfastly insists that her experiential understanding of desire
justifies both her steadfast allegiance to her female community and her rejection of
marriage proposals. The centrality of Silvesta’s desire revises understandings of
virginity as a transitory phase or an unwelcome identity; instead, this virgin’s passion
becomes a model for other characters’ romantic relationships.
AMY GREENSTADT, PORTLAND STATE UNIVERSITY
Milton’s Wet Dream: Chaste Masculinity and Authorship in Comus
Some recent interpretations of Comus center on how its chaste heroine represents
either a potential rape victim or Milton himself, who argued that chastity was a
masculine virtue. However, no scholars have tried to combine these perspectives.
Indeed, Debora Shuger has argued that the masque is about male chastity and not
rape because “a man cannot be raped” — even though in Paradise Lost Milton himself
described the sexual violation of a male body as “rape.” I argue that Comus redefines
chastity as a male virtue by following St. Augustine in opposing this ideal to versions
of coercion — including not only sexual violence but also wet dreams — which cause
involuntary pleasure. Through envisioning literature itself as both threat and dream,
the masque attempts to devise a model of male chastity that can become the basis for
a new vision of the autonomous author as both transcendent and embodied in his
works.

Winter Garden

RABELAIS TREADS THE BOARDS

Organizer & Chair: BARBARA C. BOWEN, VANDERBILT UNIVERSITY
BRUCE HAYES, UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS
Rabelais’s Theatrical Dialogues
Rabelais’ four books have often perplexed readers and scholars who have struggled to
identify their genre. Are they novels? Epics? Romans d’aventure? Humanist treatises?
Satires? And while they are all written principally in prose, they also contain poetry,
word games, lists, and moments of theater. In this paper I will focus on specific times
in Rabelais’s books when traditional narrative is superseded by theatrical dialogue,
places where the text mimics the printed form of a play. Such insertions further
problematize the question of genre, as theater is inserted abruptly into a context
utterly foreign to its traditional setting. How does theater, specifically farcical
dialogue, contribute to the meaning of Rabelais’s work, and how is it transformed in
its new environment?
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CATHERINE E. CAMPBELL, COTTEY COLLEGE
Rabelais on Stage in the Seventeenth Century
After the marriage of the sister of Catherine de Medici, ballet became one of the most
popular theater forms. These usually consisted of explanatory verses, either spoken or
sung, followed by scenes either mimed or danced. In this presentation I shall discuss
five ballets, allegedly based on Rabelais: Naissance de Pantagruel (1626), Quolibets
(1627), Vers de ballet des Pantagruelistes (probably from 1633), La Bouffonerie
rabeléisque (1638), and Balet de l’oracle de la Sibylle de Pansoust (1645). I shall also
mention an undated text which seems to come from Rabelais, Le Balet des Andouilles
porté en guise de Momon. Although apparently inspired by the sixteenth-century
author, it is instead a series of verses directed at various people, some by name and
some only by profession, playing on the size and shape of sausages and their
resemblance to male genitalia.
JELLE KOOPMANS, UNIVERSITY OF AMSTERDAM
The Singing Humanist: Rabelais from Song to Musical Drama
The theatricality of Rabelais’s works and the relationship between Rabelais’s novels
and the drama of his day, though object of a series of articles, have not yet
comprehensively been studied. Here, however, the aim is different and the scope is
larger. On the one hand, this paper proposes a revalorization of one of the least known
aspects of the reception of Middle French literature: its influence upon operatic
traditions and, more specifically, the integration of Rabelais into musical drama. On
the other hand, it seeks to show the transformation of the Rabelaisian novel from
rhapsodic writing incorporating songs and dances, chanson-structures and basse
danse-titles to more or less organized librettos, from Grétry’s Panurge through
Massenet’s Panurge and Corghi’s Gargantua, inspired by Bakhtin’s analysis of
Rabelais.

Brooks Atkinson

MARRIAGE, MOURNING, AND MURDER:
WAYS OF SILENCING WOMEN IN
SHAKESPEARE

Sponsor: RENAISSANCE STUDIES CERTIFICATE PROGRAM, THE GRADUATE SCHOOL AND
UNIVERSITY CENTER, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK
Organizer: CRISTINA LEÓN ALFAR,
THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, HUNTER COLLEGE
Chair: CRISTINE M. VARHOLY, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK,
JOHN JAY COLLEGE OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE
Respondent: NAOMI CONN LIEBLER, MONTCLAIR STATE UNIVERSITY
CRISTINA LEÓN ALFAR, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, HUNTER COLLEGE
“Even’d with him wife for wife”: Male Competitions in Othello
In this essay, I argue that Othello offers a view of male fears of cuckoldry as the product
of male competitions, against which women have no recourse. The murder of
Desdemona and Emilia by their husbands and the vision of their innocent bodies side
by side upon a marriage bed, underscore how men’s competitions for preferment and
power are played out on the bodies of women. The violence of Shakespeare’s Othello
is animated not by Othello’s jealousy, I conclude, but by Iago’s own desire for revenge
against his wife for her supposed infidelity. His suspicion is roused by his own
anxieties about female “honor [a]s an essence that’s not seen” (4.1.16). Thus Iago’s
stories about female sexual nature have their basis in anxieties about loss of power and
promotion, so that the violence both men enact against their wives becomes the
logical outcome of a system of competition neither man has invented, but on which
both men pin their value, reputations, and honor.
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CORINNE S. ABATE, THE MORRISTOWN-BEARD SCHOOL
“More Mightier Member”: Envy in Measure for Measure
Throughout Measure for Measure Isabella is attacked by men who disapprove of her
decision to become a St. Clare nun, because the only acceptable, desirable, and,
hence, rewarding state for women in the Duke’s debauched Vienna is the married
state. In this paper I argue that Angelo, Lucio, Claudio, and the Duke experience
anxiety over Isabella’s personal pursuit of independence from secular male systems of
power, and they express desire for her to conform to society’s demands by sexualizing
their speech acts toward her. The play’s final scene demonstrates the success of the
men’s manipulations. In it, Isabella finally apprehends how she has been read as
possessing a “prone and speechless dialect,” especially by the Duke, who had earlier
declared “trust not my holy order / If I pervert your course” while disguised as a friar.
Recognizing how absolute the Duke has been in perverting her course to remain a
single, celibate woman, Isabella silences herself, and mutely accepts his offer of
marriage.
KATHARINE GOODLAND, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, STATEN ISLAND
“All for Nothing”: Male Anxiety over the Portrayal of Female Grief in Shakespeare’s
Hamlet
This paper explores male anxiety over the portrayal of female mourning in
Shakespeare’s Hamlet. Ambivalence towards Gertrude’s grief is embodied in Hamlet’s
denunciations and in the Queen’s strange pastoral lament for Ophelia. Concerns with
female grief also mark Ophelia’s disruption of the court and Hamlet’s response to the
First Player’s tears in act two. In both cases female grief is disparaged as “nothing,” but
the intensity of the response belies the attempted dismissal. The gentlemen dismiss
Ophelia’s disturbing speech as “nothing,” and Hamlet notes how the player works
himself into a passion, reflecting Hecuba’s sorrow, “all for nothing.” Hamlet’s
obsessive reaction makes Hecuba the focus of the First Player’s passionate speech,
which Polonius interrupts just as the player gives voice to Hecuba’s clamor. Later,
Hamlet interrupts the dumb show just when the Queen begins to mourn for her dead
husband. This pattern of interruptions and distortions of female sorrow in the play
engages in a complex dialogue with early modern England’s disrupted mourning
rituals.

Chrysler

SATIRE AND INVECTIVE: THREE THICK
DESCRIPTIONS

Sponsor: RENAISSANCE STUDIES CERTIFICATE PROGRAM, THE GRADUATE SCHOOL AND
UNIVERSITY CENTER, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK

Organizer: MATTHEW GREENFIELD, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK,
COLLEGE OF STATEN ISLAND

Chair: MARYANN FEOLA, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK,
COLLEGE OF STATEN ISLAND
W. SCOTT BLANCHARD, COLLEGE MISERICORDIA
The Language of Abuse in Italian Humanism
In his recent study Strong Words, Lauro Martines has suggested that the patronage
culture of Renaissance Italy produced a variety of local climates in which highly
charged language served to mediate the social strains that inevitably existed in a
society structured according to rigid gradations of rank. Missing from his provocative
study, however, are discussions of the “strong words” that dominate humanist satire
and invective. In this paper I suggest that the language of abuse in humanist authors
writing in Latin requires a different model of interpretation. Humanists often
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directed their works at a larger, non-local audience, and while sometimes motivated
by considerations of their patronage networks, were just as often motivated by a
personal desire for self-promotion — tearing others down to raise themselves up.
Drawing on the invectives and satires of Valla, Poggio, and Filelfo, I argue that the
social strains that characterize these writings were produced in social contexts of both
patronage and professional status.
ANNE LAKE PRESCOTT, BARNARD COLLEGE
Satirical Almanacs
Not too long after almanacs began to be printed in large numbers, learned writers of
a satirical bent began to satirize them. Rabelais, for example, published several mockprognostications. English mock-almanacs have received a little attention but deserve
more. So do later seventeenth-century almanacs that laugh at the Parliamentary party
in the civil war, at Jesuits, or simply at the fashion for almanacs. Sometimes the satire
takes the form of imagining new saints for the calendar (Gargantua is a favorite).
Another locus for satire is the parodic list of historical events, a place in which to put,
for example, the date of St. George’s victory over the dragon, or the first use of
tobacco, or Moll Cutpurse’s flourishing. That almanacs could be parodic is common
knowledge. I’d like to take a closer look at how this satire relates to arguments over
the calendar, shifts in how the English imagined chronology, and what or how one
might remember famous figures from the past.
MATTHEW GREENFIELD, THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, COLLEGE OF STATEN
ISLAND
Satire and Social Memory in Elizabethan England
In 1589 two very different myths of the origins of satire were published: The Arte of
English Poesy imagined a community of priests disguising themselves as satyrs to
discipline a primitive rural community, and in an anti-Marprelate pamphlet, The
Returne of Pasquill, Pasquill explains how he was transformed by an angry pope into
a statue and placed in a piazza, where people affixed to him pasquinades critical of
public figures. In Pasquill’s city, news, rumors, slanders, and pamphlets are important
commodities. Puttenham’s priests enforce stable, coherent social norms, while
Pasquill’s market economy, with its flows and eddies, produces a community of
atomized individuals. The Arte proposes a hierarchical, top-down, centralized model
of memory-making, while Pasquill describes a horizontal civic space in which
multiple parties continuously renegotiate norms, reputations, and ways of seeing the
world. The Arte sounds New Historicist; we need a theory of social memory more like
Pasquill ’s.

Park Avenue

SALVATORE CAMPOREALE, LORENZO
VALLA, HUMANISM, AND THEOLOGY
Organizer & Chair: MELISSA MERIAM BULLARD,
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA, CHAPEL HILL

Respondent: JOHN W. O’MALLEY, WESTON JESUIT SCHOOL OF THEOLOGY
CHRISTOPHER S. CELENZA, MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY
Rhetoric, Philosophy, and Lorenzo Valla: The Work of Salvatore Camporeale
This paper examines certain themes undergirding Salvatore Camporeale’s work.
Camporeale, in the tradition of Eugenio Garin, saw Renaissance humanism (with
Valla as its ablest exponent) as a movement of the utmost intellectual seriousness that
not only challenged philosophy and philosophical theology (both conceived in a
metaphysically hierarchized manner) on their own ground, but, in fact, changed the
nature of what doing philosophy and theology meant. Arguments about the
relationship of rhetoric vis-a-vis philosophy often rest on unexamined assumptions
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about the meanings of those words; most do not recognize how foundational latenineteenth-century assumptions were in framing the modern histories of rhetoric
and philosophy. This paper aims to recognize and then peel back those layers of
assumptions; this will help us understand the seriousness that Camporeale and others
in the postwar Italian historicist tradition were driving at, and comprehend their
meaning when they stressed the philosophical importance of certain Renaissance
humanists.
BRIAN P. COPENHAVER, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, LOS ANGELES
Camporeale’s Valla and the Philosophy of Language
Lorenzo Valla had more influence on post-Cartesian philosophy than most Italian
philosophers of the Renaissance; nonetheless, understanding, or even awareness, of
Valla’s ideas, particularly his provocative views about language and logic, remains rare
among contemporary philosophers whose ideas derive from the post-Cartesian
canon. Salvatore Camporeale wrote the most complete and the most acute studies of
Valla in modern times. Nonetheless, because he wrote in Italian, Camporeale’s views
on Valla have been far less influential than they deserve to be, and, as a consequence,
Valla still has no standing as an original philosopher of language in the eyes of
contemporary philosophers. I will explain how a better appreciation of Camporeale
might change that picture, referring as well to other work on Valla’s philosophy of
language written during Camporeale’s lifetime.
MARIANGELA REGOLIOSI, UNIVERSITÀ DI FIRENZE
Il contributo di Salvatore Camporeale alla teologia e alla storia della Chiesa
Si parla di due questioni: lo statuto della teologia e del linguaggio teologico.
Ripercorrendo la concezione della lingua del Valla e il valore attribuito alla
consuetudo, e analizzando la Dialectica e l’Encomion Sancti Thomae dove Valla
dimostra che, sulla base della consuetudine grammaticale latina, i significati attribuiti
alle parole chiamate a definire gli universali risultano pseudosignificati, o addirittura
suoni vuoti di senso Camporeale evidenzia come per Valla il linguaggio umano sia
incapace di ‘dire’ gli universali ontologici. Deduce un nuovo modo di ‘parlare di Dio’,
mettendo in crisi il metafisico medievale e rivaluta invece, l’immagine, il simbolo, la
lode, la contemplazione, e la preghiera. La seconda questione riguarda l’immagine e
storia della Chiesa. Con una analisi del De falso...Constantini donatione Camporeale
dimostra la volontà del Valla, attraverso la denuncia del temporalismo ecclesiastico,
di recuperare il volto originario e cristologico della Chiesa, e di individuare l’origine
della secolarizzazione nella commistione di potere politico e potere spirituale
instaurata da Costantino con l’assunzione della religione cristiana a religione di stato.

H1401

THE SENSATION OF SHAKESPEARE’S
SONNETS

Sponsor: UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA’S MEDIEVAL AND RENAISSANCE SEMINAR
Organizer: SEAN KEILEN, UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA
Chair: ERNESTO GILMAN, NEW YORK UNIVERSITY
RAYNA M. KALAS, CORNELL UNIVERSITY
The Scope of Invention
Visual experience in the Sonnets — with the possible exception of the “dark lady”
sonnets — is not primarily oriented toward the observation and demonstration of the
object of sight. Joel Fineman has explained that an overriding “visual ideality”
characterizes the first 126 sonnets: vision is trained on the reflection of ideas rather
than the physical features of the beloved. This explanation — with its attention to
the, albeit ideal rather than material, ends or objects of vision — suggests that the
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“scope” of the Sonnets can be defined by the aim, target or intent of the poems. Yet
“scope” denotes as well the range or breadth afforded to sight or intention; and this
paper will argue that the “scope” of the Sonnets also involves the articulation of sight
as the active sensory instrument of poetic making and invention.
JENNIFER WALDRON, PRINCETON UNIVERSITY
The Sonnets and the Stage
This paper approaches the sensory modalities of the sonnets with reference to the
competition between hearing and vision in Shakespeare’s drama of the 1590s,
particularly Love’s Labors Lost and Much Ado about Nothing.
SEAN KEILEN, UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA
Shakespeare’s Wild Music
Generally speaking the nightingale has always been an avatar for verbal art. But in the
context of Shakespeare’s work during the 1590s, what kind of composition did she
symbolize? This paper considers the nightingale’s appearance in “Sonnet 102,”
putting that text in dialogue with Lucrece and Titus Andronicus, where Shakespeare
more expansively engages the Ovidian tale of Philomela, a meditation on poetic
composition, materiality, tradition, and value. I argue that for Shakespeare the
nightingale represents textual value in its most archaic aspect, as eloquentia, which the
ancient world associated with the mouth that speaks rather than the hand that writes.
I also observe that since Philomela stands in Ovid’s text at the threshold between
human being and beast, civilization and wilderness, she figures the heterogeneity of
Shakespeare’s vernacular literary project — of the “wild musick” or vulgar eloquence
whose value he sought to distinguish from the ancient categories of value on which
it was conceptually dependent.

H1424

THE MALONE SOCIETY II
Sponsor: THE MALONE SOCIETY
Organizer: THOMAS L. BERGER, ST. LAWRENCE UNIVERSITY
Chair: M.J. KIDNIE,UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN ONTARIO

J. CAITLIN FINLAYSON, UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
Text and Performance in Editing Early Modern Pageantry
The editor of printed early modern drama must navigate the double life of every play:
its autonomous existence as printed text and its performance history and potential.
I shall examine the competing concerns of the reader’s text with the audience’s text,
and the text as literary artifact with the text as performance in the editing of London
Lord Mayor’s Shows of the early seventeenth century. These two concerns are further
complicated by the differing genre parameters and publication history of these
pageants in relation to plays. As commemorative items, these printed texts followed
their own protocols and formulae related to the literary, rather than performative,
nature of the text. I shall investigate how aspects of occasionality and memorialization
impact the construction of the printed show and its narrative, in the light of essential
performance information from guild records excluded from the printed text. This
involves determining what constitutes the text we are editing: whether we are
concerned with the play’s historical existence as text or as performance, and the degree
to which one can reconstitute the historical performance embedded within the
literary text.
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TERRI BOURUS, INDIANA UNIVERSITY, KOKOMO
“Buy it first. That doth best commend a Book, the Stationer saies”: Textual Choices, Title
Pages, and Illustration Questions in the Marketing of Dramatic Texts in London’s Early
Modern Print Industry
In the emerging print industry of the early modern period, when the rise in literacy
and the subsequent demand for printed books created an increasingly lucrative
market, publishers and printers found it necessary to experiment with new
techniques in order to compete effectively in the marketing of books, including playtexts. Stationers had to develop ways to make these texts attractive to the potential
buyers who browsed the bookstalls around St. Paul’s. How did London stationers
decide which manuscripts were marketable enough to justify publication? And once
decided upon, what went into their marketing decisions? This paper will address
some of the innovative ways in which books, including play-texts, were marketed
during the Early Modern period, and how these strategies have affected (and continue
to affect) not just the marketing of books, but the legacy of the playwrights and
stationers who produced them.
KIRK MELNIKOFF, UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA, CHARLOTTE
Edward Blount and the Beginnings of English Dramatic Literature
Edward Blount is best known for his involvement in the publication of the First Folio.
He has also been the subject of investigations into his publication of Lyly’s dramatic
work, particularly of Lyly’s Sixe Court Comedies in 1632. Blount’s shaping of
professional drama, however, predates these projects. Before 1623 he participated in
the publication of work by a number of professional dramatists, and he may also have
had special ties with the King’s Men. Moreover, Blount was publisher who evidently
shared his master William Ponsonby’s literary pretensions. This is evident in his
choice of publications, in his publishing of his own translations, and in his writing
prefatory material for his publications. Through an examination of his career, this
paper will describe Blount’s own particular role in what has been described as the
transformation of printed English professional drama from being considered
ephemeral to being considered literary.
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National University of Ireland, Galway
Series: Renaissance Studies Special Issues
APRIL 2004 ~ 6 X 9 ~ 288 PAGES

2003 ~ 6 X 9 ~ 320 PAGES

Shakespeare’s Histories
Edited by EMMA SMITH
Hertford College, Oxford
Series: Blackwell Guides to Criticism
2003 ~ 6 X 9 ~ 320 PAGES

NOW AVAILABLE IN PAPERBACK!

A Companion to
Renaissance Drama
Edited by ARTHUR KINNEY
University of Massachusetts at Amherst
MAY 2004 ~ 6.75 X 9.75 ~ 648 PAGES

For more information on our full list of books and journals
visit w w w. b l a c k we l l p u b l i s h i n g. co m , or visit
our booth at RSA and pick up a free catalog of publications.
BOOKS: 1-800-216-2522, Fax: 802-864-7626
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JOURNALS: 1-800-835-6770, Fax: 781-388-8232

BEST IN SCHOLARSHIP
The Cambridge Shakespeare
Library
1.Shakespeare’s Times, Texts and
Stages; 2. Shakespeare Criticism;
3. Shakespeare Performance

The Franciscans
and Art
Patronage in
Late Medieval
Italy

Edited by Catherine Alexander

Louise Bourdua

Before
Orientalism
London’s Theatre
of the East,
1576-1626

Richmond Barbour
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Renaissance
Palaces
Inventing Antiquity
in Fifteenth Century
Italy

Georgia Clarke

Prosperity and Plunder
European Catholic Monasteries in the
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Edited by
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The Cambridge
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Giotto
Edited by
Anne Derbes and
Mark Sandona

Vienna and Versailles
The Courts of Europe’s Dynastic
Rivals, 1550-1780

Jeroen Duindam

www.cambridge.org

FROM CAMBRIDGE
Shakespeare as Literary
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The Actor as Playwright in
Early Modern Drama

Lukas Erne

Nora Johnson

The Plaza
Mayor and the
Shaping of
Baroque
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Luther on
Women
A Sourcebook

Susan Karant-Nunn
and Merry WiesnerHanks
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Shakespeare and Violence
R.A. Foakes

Shakespeare’s
Visual Theatre
Staging the Personified Characters

The Revival of
the Olympian
Gods in
Renaissance Art

Frederick Kiefer

The Alchemy
Reader

Luba Freedman

Psalm Culture and Early
Modern English Literature
Hannibal Hamlin

Dante and the Franciscans
Poverty and the Papacy in the
Commedia

Nick Havely

From Hermes
Trismegistus to
Isaac Newton

Edited by
Stanton J. Linden

The Cambridge History of
Early Modern English
Literature
Edited by David Loewenstein and
Janel Mueller

The Cambridge
Companion to
Giovanni
Bellini
Edited by
Peter Humfrey

Theatrical Convention and
Audience Response in
Early Modern Drama
Jeremy Lopez

Please visit our display
to receive a 20% discount on these and other related titles.

www.cambridge.org
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Individuals, Families, and
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The Urban Foundations of
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Katherine Lynch

Print, Manuscript and the
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Maria Ruvoldt
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Evangelicals in the
Early English
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Alec Ryrie

David McKitterick

The Cambridge
Companion to
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Edited by Patricia
Meilman

The Cambridge Introduction
to French Poetry
Mary Lewis Shaw
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History, Theory, Prospects

Shakespeare in Print
A History and Chronology of
Shakespeare Publishing

Andrew Murphy

Edited by Quentin Skinner and
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Edited by Kevin Sharpe and
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Early Modern
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Shakespeare,
Law and
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The Evolution of
the English Churches,
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Doreen Rosman

www.cambridge.org
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Woman’s Perspective

Anabel Thomas

The Cambridge Companion to
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Jessica Wolfe
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A Midsummer Night’s Dream
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Edited by R.A. Foakes
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Much Ado About Nothing
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Edited by Philip Edwards
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Edited by Marvin Spevack
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Edited by Andrew Gurr
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Edited by Molly Mahood
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Please visit our display
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www.cambridge.org
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The David Brown Book Company
Sealed by Time:
The Loss and Recovery of the Mary Rose
edited by Peter Marsden
Traces the history of the great Tudor warship, Mary
Rose. Over 26,000 objects recovered which reveal
what life was like during the sixteenth century.

204p, b/w photos, line-drawings and figs throughout
(The Mary Rose Trust 2003), Hb, $35.00
Varieties of Devotion in the Middle Ages
and Renaissance
edited by Susan Karant-Nunn
Discusses the diverse ways Europeans expressed
their quest for God over more than a millennium.

13 b/w illus., 239 pages (Brepols, 2003) Hb, $61.00
The Whole Body of Cookery Dissected
by William Rabisha
Facsimile edition. Remarkable statement on the art
of cookery as it was in 1660.

325p, (Prospect Books 2003), Hb, $45.00
Venetian Painting in the Fifteenth Century
by Otto Pacht, edited by Margareta Vyoral-Tschapka
and Michael Pacht
Discussion of early Renaissance painters in Venice.

260p, illus. throughout (Brepols 2003), Hb, $149.00
The Histories of the Life and Deeds of the
Admiral Christopher Columbus
by Luzzana Caraci
Important first hand source of Columbus’s voyages
for intellectual and political context in which they
occurred.

256p, (Brepols, 2003), Hb, $88.00

- Stop by our booth for good deals on these and many more titles The David Brown Book Co., PO Box 511, Oakville CT 06779
P: 800-791-9354, F: 860-945-9468
www.oxbowbooks.com, david.brown.bk.co@snet.net

McGraw-Hill is pleased to
announce the publication
of a new text for courses
on the Renaissance:
Margaret King's
The Renaissance in Europe.

Available now, this compact, up-to-date text presents a comprehensive view of the
Renaissance, stressing its roots in Italy—a region that never lost contact with its
Roman past. The text demonstrates how the Italian phase of the Renaissance
reached into the rest of Europe and how it preconditioned later aspects of
European civilization—religious reform, global encounters, the Scientific Revolution,
the controversy over women's roles—that do not belong strictly to the Renaissance.
All aspects of the Renaissance are covered, including politics, intellectual activity,
art, religion, and society. Up-to-date material on women in the Renaissance is
presented, including sections on “Women and Humanism,” “Holy Women,”
“Patriarchy, Prosperity, and Marriage,”“Women and Children,” and “Women and the
World of Learning.”

Features
■
■

■

■

■

14 maps, many of them occupying a full page, anchor the reader’s understanding
of the geography of the Renaissance.
22 “Voice” boxes feature selections from Renaissance correspondence, publications,
and contracts, such as Isabella d'Este's letters, the writings of Luther and Calvin,
and a comparison of Montaigne's and Moliere's ideas of the self.
25 “Focus” boxes highlight historical, artistic, or social issues. They explore
subjects such as Brunelleschi's Dome, the birth of the personal library or study,
the Medici, the origins of opera, and the Renaissance and globalization.
Ten full-page timelines address such areas as “Humanism in Italy, 1350-1500,”
“Italian Art, Sculpture, and Architecture, 1400-1530,”“The Church in Italy,
1350-1530,” and “The Northern Renaissance, 1450-1700.”
Over 100 illustrations, 40 of them in color, inform and enhance the narrative.

To order an examination copy of this text, or to adopt it for your
classes, please contact your local McGraw-Hill representative,
or call our customer service center at 800-338-3987.
McGraw-Hill Higher Education collects name, address, email and textbook adoption information about its
customers so as to be able to contact them about products or services from MHHE that may be of interest
to them. We do not sell or give customer names or information to any company outside of The McGraw-Hill
Companies. A full description of our Privacy Policy is available at: www.mcgraw-hill.com/privacy.html

medieval and renaissance studies
new from chicago
The Reformation of the Image
Joseph Leo Koerner
Cloth $48.00

Rembrandt’s Jews
Steven Nadler
Cloth $25.00

Urbino
The Story of a Renaissance City
June Osborne
Cloth $50.00

Moved By Love
Inspired Artists and Deviant
Women in Eighteenth-Century France
Mary D. Sheriff
Cloth $35.00

The Body of the Artisan
Art and Experience in the
Scientific Revolution
Pamela H. Smith
Cloth $35.00

Hagia Sophia, 1850–1950
Holy Wisdom Modern Monument
Robert S. Nelson
Cloth $65.00

The Friend
Alan Bray
Cloth $40.00

The Anonymous Renaissance
Cultures of Discretion in
Tudor-Stuart England
Marcy L. North
Cloth $37.50

Dido’s Daughters
Literacy, Gender, and Empire
in Early Modern England and France
Margaret W. Ferguson
Paper $25.00

The Disciplinary Revolution
Calvinism and the Rise of the State
in Early Modern Europe
Philip S. Gorski
Paper $21.00

The Wisdom of the World
The Human Experience of the Universe
in Western Thought
Rémi Brague
Translated by Teresa Lavender Fagan

Historical Atlases
The First Three Hundred Years, 1570–1870
Walter Goffart
Cloth $65.00

Shakespeare and
the French Poet

Cloth $35.00

Journals available at this meeting:
Critical Inquiry
Journal of British Studies
Modern Philology
Signs

Yves Bonnefoy
Edited, Translated, and with
an Introduction by John Naughton
Paper $22.50

The University of Chicago Press
1427 East 60th Street, Chicago, IL 60637 • www.press.uchicago.edu

The Other
Voice in Early
Modern Europe

Selected Letters, Orations,
and Rhetorical Dialogues
Madeleine de Scudéry
Edited and Translated by Jane Donawerth
and Julie Strongson
Paper $25.00

Memoirs of the Life of
Henriette-Sylvie de Molière
A Novel
Madame de Villedieu
Edited and Translated by Donna Kuizenga
Paper $21.00

Flori, a Pastoral Drama
A Bilingual Edition
Maddalena Campiglia
Edited by Lisa Sampson
Edited and Translated by Virginia Cox
Paper $25.00

Epistle to Marguerite de
Navarre and Preface to a
Sermon by John Calvin
Marie Dentière
Edited and Translated by Mary B. McKinley
Paper $18.00

Selected Writings of an
Eighteenth-Century Venetian
Woman of Letters
Elisabetta Caminer Turra
Translated by Catherine M. Sama
Paper $21.00

Spiritual Sonnets

Complete Writings
Letterbook, Dialogue on Adam
and Eve, Orations
Isotta Nogarola
Edited and Translated by Margaret L. King
and Diana Robin
Paper $25.00

A Bilingual Edition
Gabrielle de Coignard
Translated by Melanie E. Gregg
Paper $21.00

The University of Chicago Press
1427 East 60th Street, Chicago, IL 60637 • www.press.uchicago.edu

medieval and renaissance studies
new from chicago

Art of War

Now in paper

Niccolò Machiavelli

The Eye of the Lynx

Translated, Edited, and with
an Introduction by Christopher Lynch
Cloth $25.00

Promethean Ambitions
Alchemy and the Quest to Perfect Nature
William R. Newman
Cloth $30.00

Galileo, His Friends, and the Beginnings
of Modern Natural History
David Freedberg
Paper $30.00

Demon Lovers
Witchcraft, Sex, and the Crisis of Belief
Walter Stephens
Paper $20.00

When Science and
Christianity Meet
Edited by David C. Lindberg
and Ronald L. Numbers
Cloth $29.00

Ecstasies
Deciphering the Witches’ Sabbath
Carlos Ginzburg
Translated by Raymond Rosenthal
Paper $18.00

Sensus Spiritualis
Studies in Medieval Significs and the
Philology of Culture
Friedrich Ohly
Edited by Samuel P. Jaffe
Translated by Kenneth J. Northcott
Cloth $55.00

Signifying God
Social Relation and Symbolic Act in the
York Corpus Christi Plays
Sarah Beckwith
Paper $22.50

The Chicago Manual of Style

The Spacious Word
Cartography, Literature,
and Empire in Early Modern Spain
Ricardo Padrón
Cloth $35.00

Fifteenth Edition
Cloth $55.00

Visit our booth for a 20% discount on
these and related books.

The Limits of History
Constantin Fasolt
Cloth $40.00

The University of Chicago Press
1427 East 60th Street, Chicago, IL 60637 • www.press.uchicago.edu

UNIVERSIT Y OF TORONTO PRESS
EXORCISM AND ITS TEXTS
Subjectivity in Early Modern
Literature of England and Spain
Hilaire Kallendorf
Exorcism and demonic possession appear as
recurrent motifs in early modern Spanish and
English literatures. In some cases, curing the
body meant affirming cultural authority; in
others, it clearly meant subverting it.
Cloth 0802088171 $65.00

BETWEEN RENAISSANCE AND BAROQUE
Jesuit Art in Rome, 1565-1610
Gauvin Alexander Bailey
‘Bailey’s book is an excellent primer to Roman
Jesuit art, an ideal starting point for anyone
interested in Jesuit religious and artistic culture.’
– Jeffrey Chipps Smith, Kay Fortson Chair of
European Art, University of Texas at Austin.
Cloth 0802037216 $85.00

SEX CRIMES, HONOUR, AND THE
LAW IN EARLY MODERN SPAIN
Vizcaya, 1528-1735
Renato Barahona
Explores the litigation of honour and dishonour
by female victims of seduction and demonstrates that female honour lost through sexual
transgression could be redeemed through
recourse to the law. Cloth 0802036945 $60.00

ARETINO’S SATYR
Sexuality, Satire, and Self-Projection in
Sixteenth-Century Literature and Art
Raymond B. Waddington
Waddington shows how and why Pietro Aretino
constructed his own scandalous persona and how
that public identity came to eclipse the value of his
writings. Cloth 0802088147 $60.00
V I S I T U S AT T H E R S A B O O K FA I R
PHONE 1-800-565-9523  WWW.UTPPUBLISHING.COM

Annotations and Meditations on the Gospels
By Jerome Nadal, S.J.
Translated by Frederick A. Homann, S.J.
With introductory essays by Walter S. Melion
Annotations and Meditations on the Gospels, composed by Jerome Nadal, St. Ignatius Loyola’s
closest collaborator in the early days of the Society of Jesus, was first published in Antwerp in
1595 (2nd edition, 1595; 3rd edition, 1607). This book combined engravings portraying
episodes from the Gospels executed by the premier Flemish engravers of the day with Nadal’s
explanatory notes and interpretative meditations. The book’s impact on post-Tridentine
sacred art was enormous not only in Europe, but also in the Americas, Africa, and Asia.
Vol. I, The Infancy Narratives (published in 2003)
ISBN 0-916101-41-X (Cloth) | 196pp | 23 color images in text and 153 images on CD-ROM | $39.95

Vol. II, The Passion Narratives (2005)
Vol. III, The Resurrection Narratives (2004)

St. Joseph in Italian Renaissance Society
and Art: New Directions and Interpretations
By Carolyn C. Wilson
This study assembles for the first time a wealth of evidence of cult
veneration of St. Joseph in Renaissance Italy. From this base,
Carolyn Wilson argues for broad revision of our understanding of
devotion to St. Joseph during the late pre-Tridentine period.
She newly indicates an important role for Renaissance Italy in the
history of St. Joseph’s liturgical exaltation.
ISBN 0-916101-36-3 (Cloth) | 306pp | 80 color and b/w images|$49.95

Forthcoming in 2004:

Adrien Gambart’s Emblem-Book (1664):
The Life of St. Francis de Sales in Symbols
A facsimile edition and a study by Elisabeth Stopp. Edited by Terence O’Reilly, with an
introductory essay by Agnès Guiderdoni-Bruslé.
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Phone: 610/660-3400 Fax: 610/660-3410
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Paul Ayris, University College London, UK
Ian Hazlett, University of Glasgow, UK
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Reformation & Renaissance Review provides a platform for scholars to publish papers on the theology and
spirituality, both Protestant and Catholic, of the fifteenth to seventeenth centuries. Contributions in
related disciplines including history, literature, bibliography, theatre, music, art and philology that bear on
the theological and spiritual developments of this period are also included.
Each issue contains papers that illustrate new trends, new developments or new evidence as well as those
attempting a reappraisal of current consensus on a topic of interest. Trends in the modern historiography of
the period are identified, and important books reviewed.
Reformation & Renaissance Review is abstracted and indexed by EBSCO Publishing, (www.epnet.com), Iter
(www.itergateway.org) and Religious and Theological Abstracts (www.rtabst.org).
Volume 6, 2004, ISSN 1462-2459, Published three times a year.
Institutional rate: £120.00 / $195.00 (includes online access) • Individual rate: £40.00 / $65.00
To subscribe, or to request a free sample copy, please contact:
Extenza-Turpin Distribution Services Limited, Blackhorse
Road, Letchworth, Hertfordshire, SG6 1HN, United Kingdom.
Tel: +44 (0)1462 672555 Fax: +44 (0)1462 480947
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